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OBJECT OF TASK 

operations   in  the ant.ref ^ .L J "955-57  Construction Battalion 

that  can be .si/^'rV.'^'rZr^cl?^  "" t"hniCa,  "^   '" a f™ 

FOREWORD 

fro™ Ih^wteen'Jofumrö^nörts  "*"""''"" gained principally 

Battalion  (Specla.rfr^a^1 eeTrr^e'l ^''^nr^'0", 

-'M.ano.srrv.^/^cL^'rt^L-^^^'^rir^^CX0?'' 

tio^ and
9co„;i„u

r^rna::f ^rÄ.^^;^5 .r^^ui:'co—- 

conc,uTM:„s:c:^ iit^z-rz tuoz:rxCorrk: r srte™"ts' 

Although ^sl^rab e   "e9|e;rtrd«:nghasaKe'~nt5.fr0: their COnt-t- 
ground information is retlned to orient th.^"""!''' suffic'o" back- 
undarstanding of the circumstances .^L» ['f"J"*  engender a better 
antarctic.  It is not  ntended thLI^' t0 ',robl«ms ""ique to the 

contain a chrono.ogy'or^lr^e ÖperauSns" ^ narra,"" '"   ^   "" 
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Section   I 

GENERAL   COMMENTS 

INTRODUCTION   AND  BACKGROUND 

Geop^sIcr^r^^Sr'MCB  ^'n'  ^Tr™   ^   ^   '^ernat iona. 
base's'and one     Lie   's  p^.t' alp^n':  L^    ^ZfE  --tructed  seven 
Sound   and  Little America  w^r.  h figure   I).     The  main  bases   at  McMurdo 

and were occupIeVtr t   ^w    ?er  tV ^l ^^ T^  0-   ^-^ 
stations were  established  during  the  second   s^er   0956-57) . rema'nfn9 

mater iaTwhere5^   ^^   ^an6'   ^   bu''t   0n a   ^-dation  of  volcanic 

^^Lt     L  Ifr ^r^nnia^^v6-3110^ S™™'   ^^  ^ Shelf. Perennial   bay   ,ce  and deep   snow on   the  Ross   Ice 

adjack~rf^ff^ Baa;.,OCated ^   the  ^   ^ 0f'  the  R°-    '"  Shelf 

PlatS^rrSTT; B^d^""6' ^   ^  ^   SnOW 0f   the  ^kefelier 

h.gh^ll^atea!.'^10' "^  ,OCated 0n the deep  Snow of* the ^OO-foot- 

JlAy^Il^TATION     on Moubray  Bay,   was   constructed  over   the  heavily 
pengu.n  guano-covered   rocky  coast   of  Victoria  Land. Y 



United States  Naval   Mobile  Construction  Battalion   (Soeclall   was 
fomed.n February 1955 as  part of the Construction Sa  taMons    US 

group under tbe derail  c^anS'of'ci    d    '^a    ' ör^'ror^hrer5' 

'l\        'Jt    , ,f! 

battau^9p:^0?seLn;dt:^:r iÄ'^ri°rT 4pa"ür^ ^ ' 

A ?r» " •/1 

deployed   to Kafnan  Bay,   whjchwas   to be  the s I te of the Sn sJ ^lll^J^-vwJ 

ti. 
octo^r ^Y-^":*?9«! r^^idWÄ^M^ 
on"      SecS r0n itbtn'f "'.•"" ^ '""^"^^S^^^ 
To\Z    IIZIV.:   f        !?      c?ek ' P10"««1- "nip «as established, aft Hut 

ce  edge.     Plagued by   bad weather,   deterlöratlng-cl.ffife'iP&MVsto 

w^fdetayT^'n^Un; th'  '  "^^ "'^ «AS^SJ    ei were delayed  In starting the permanent camp at  Mc«0Baö,5,TOpfä^u^  , 

the^permanent camp.     The Little America has^ „«  dsMMMfkM^. 



r.on^cM'.rdo'on   Is^^^Ts^^^   *   V*-™*   0f  ^   -'-raft 
*t   both  statrons.     S^^Zts^'lZlZZ^r     M'P  ^^^ 0P^t,ons 
storage   Facilities,   was  acceleratArf    T  consLrVct'on'   'ncludlng POL 
and   the   last   of   the   task   Fore   "   ^   bv   Ifrl!^5   ^^^   ^ ^-Februarv, 
late   October   I956  there  was   no   ]oatltZ Y   MarCh-      Fr0m   then  untn 
from  efther   base.     The   on^y   Zns   of  c'

UP'0rt ^   ^ "^   of  ^acuation 
and.   For   that   matter,   heJen^   ata^c'b::^  ^^^  "^ 

'^if^r^:rs::s^fs
ffl^s^nf--'-ed at a rapid Pace, and by m!d. 

•'^•rttle  America   this   1 needed  I Innnf "^  ?S,5enUa] ]y  comP]^ed.     At 
■a,t,Ki,.e.rF,.IeJd%t 

inc'^ed  a 6000-fOot   ski   runway,   and  support   Facilities 

a^J?5^:^i^:OV-r^
tVhrnslsted  oF 93>men  at   HcMurdo  and  73  men 

t^November. ,956),   the men  devo e^the^r manv^'  ^  T^ Spr,ng   ^r" 
to^accpmpjlsh.ing   a  variety  of   fortan     ta^       r^   ^   ISO,ated  ex^tence 

tcam^?b^l d|ngs,were  completed.     SuDD?ies\   The   interiors   oF   the  many 
mu P^t -ere-dug.out   oF  cache     sCr   ed   'anT ^'^  ^'"-^   and 
t>be   construction   oF  the   arfvl^i   SOrted'   and   repacked   in  preparation   For 

^-^ npn-;Beardmor: G  aci: "" ng'thrs^c   ^  SOUth   Po^   ^Byrd   Un^ 
V\ <1 ^f^l&ih** and plans   flnl   ized       At   McM "TZ'r      ?onstruction  parties 
.O   ^^^g^dwith-the elements   and  eoul'Dmentr^ MCB   (SPec'a^   Personnel 

^O^^^'^^ an endeavor to 

fi'    :Ä i^fc . C^f^Z^'^^^   0f.thf ^arctic winter (April ,956) 
l^f/J^     ^^ß^o^V:^^ While Detachment ON^ 

) I n^st detachment, which waq r-^mmrr •   J   
ur",ea at CBC, Davisvi  e, R.j, 

^ch^ehVoN^^urJ^t^su^ ^T 6°^ ?956J
 
WaS t0 ^''-e 

^.tion Deep Freeze'.| |?  PrlorTn H^i  5 57 and Winter over ^»"Ing Oper- 
:; 

'fa 

.^AVO^n^-ONE^     o^   J   ^  e^"r1^     nt°  ?—•>-   '956,   Detachment 
/ ^Iftus, aSsignment

P   in   the antarcUc     'n   .   yh
ShIP  and  P,ane  t0  theif- 

;|rcHJps: deputed' from  the ma"   blse     to bund thr'   0NE  "l^^over 
viand^APersonnel^from   Little   Ampr?L   k     ^ ee   s,:atfons   further    in- 
IM^mrdpypersönne,    bu i 11   the  ßJarSmor e  A       , ? Stat,0n   '"  Marie  ^^   Land. 
Uv.lacier.Stat.on)   and   t^8-^--^ ^^  -   -e   (lateral led 

addi^:;^^,^   l^^3^?^^^   -AVO     MCB-0NE   established   three 

Cape Adams   on  the   Weddell   Sea        MC«  oN?f  Cape Adfre^   the  Knox   Coast,   and 
(Special)   forces   at  McMurdo and   nf M f/"T"!'   a,SO  suPP'ernented'MCB 
After   relieving  Detachment   ONE     till   t ''"  durtn9   the  summer  P^Iod. 

■of   the   Byrd  and" South PoU  Stf t Ions   ^r'   ^ ?omP'^ted  construction 
and  McMurdo. Nations   and  new   Facilities   at   Little  America 

i   • '■-■        ü 



About  mid-October   |qq6     t-hn  \/y A   ^i 

the   longpeModof   'sol^L^V^  ^     n^     e^^^^.^H^^   end'^ 
tlon  season.     Within  a week   the   first   A  r  Force   cm  f     / S™ Construc- 
runway     and   by  the  end of  the month  the   first   t.^f ^ 0n  the   '" 
reached McMurdo.     Aerial   rPrnnn-,iCc I     .        Sk   force   resupply ship 

Land  and  at   the geo   rlil^ ^So       S ^^  0andh:fPtr
h

0P0Sed,nat,0nS   '"   B'rd 

near   Beardmore Glacier,   quickly   foMowed  tUe  return Tftll^ ^  baSe 

A surface  reconnaissance   team  denar^Pr^   i t^??  r^turn of  the   support  units, 
trail   to  the   Byrd  Station       On  ^n^K*'6 America to   establish a 
the  first   landing ft   tie  50^  Pole       ^^   ^^   Dufek   and ^ ^e 

const^u^^n^r^a^^t  "e  toll^'t^V^   '"  '^  at  ^urdo, 
had been  establ Ished  near     he  end o? OctS  ^T^'     The   Beardni0re   b-e 

America  progressed   rapIdW  to  the edalStl'     ^   traM   Party  from  L'ttle 
abutting  the  Rockefeller Plateau       C?Ltl   the**t*nVW(i crevas^ area 
weeks   of  aerial   and   ground  search     lltlll9  ^/J-5 mMeS   ^"'red   two 
backtracking   for  fresh  star  sS^  2     n       V^  ?OZ,n9'   and  ^caslonal 

reached   the   Byrd Station^;   an^ cLs^tL^rar^^   tr~-" 

by   thrhla^'Ro" le^Ice^k'a^4'0"  ^   ^  ^ "**   ^^   Hrst 
group  to asrist tn^nloa",^at M^rdT^Ll.^! 'T'loV'  L ^ 
group  had  returned   to   Its  orlalnal   mUcJ       y ?  DecerTlber   '956 the  task 
party  selected  a base  site on I  fo ! a?d an  ae^,a,   ^conna Issance 
construction  was  de^yed     first   iv ^     9 SP^  0ff   Cape  Hanett-     A9a'n 
Adelle pengu.n  rookery' and'se^nd / J  ^TrlV^s  ^T^ J   ^ 
Following   the   storm     all   rar™ ,   several   days   of storm-force winds. 

--^ x ,^;— S r= -n-^-^M-e. 

bese'Ty delay?9';";^ ^"Lt'^"1^'  f  "^^   S*°"°" "« 
the »ost   formidable of   Ue cond?t?ons     f CMtl™°"s »««Ung „l,h 
Goold  Bay.     Construction  fln^l«!,!' ;»P  S,te was   "^cted east of 
danger of  the   Ice she   f ca Wni  unZ" 0n  28 iT"?   ,957-      Th=   "™i"^t 
cargo u„,o,d,ng.    Me^rth"U sf by »rM^rou rth  "l'9^5   '"*"""' 
was  completed   In  twelve davs       r„L,       !?9 around   ""a  dock,   unloading 
the base   sei f-suf "  ent  on   l'l   Fahr ^ ""! 90 PerCent   complete and 

condl.lons  dlctatj InLZl]   If^lAT^'''9   ""^ 



The   Beardmore  and  South  Pole Sf-^t ir.,,.: 
"ft;   Byrd  Station was   supported by   IcombTn^,      ^   Iy.S?PPOrted  ^ a,r- 
traln operations.     Begrnnlna   in  laL   n i o^ a,r,,ft   and   tractor- 
Detachment   ONE   personnlrat'the    n  and  h ,956'   the   MCB   (^cla?) 
Detachment   BRAvS  personnefanS  evaluated   t^t^r6  f^3'^   r<*^  * 
1957  all   Deep  Freeze   |   MCB   (SpecIaH   npr.nn     I '" taSeS'     ** 30   January 
to   the  United   States.     Enroite   no    h   "the   ScB ONF" '^ ShlP  f0r   retur" 
evacuated   from   Cape  Hallett. MOB-ONE  construction party was 

25  fTusfy f^'lnl^ce^rel^r^r"'/^ antarcUc   betWeen  '0  ^ 
mall   and   late  cargo  to  the  three h^"^  !bOUt  m'd-Ma^h  to  deliver 

parties   cont Inued^o   ImprLl   the  ''"%:"„   !,ROSS   ^     «Inter Ing-over 
winter  night  assisted   In   the  scLnMf, '^   and  dur,n9   the   ]o"9 
stations.     At   Litt   e Amer  ca   S^ent,f Fc P^rams   assigned  to   the various 
of  a   ferrous-meta     contam na^H       geomagnetic buildings   were moved  out 

severe  setback  whence  ^raaew^^'.   ??   28 Apr"   McMurdo Suffered   « 
a  D8  tractor,   all   specie? S^OD  tnol *  ^Umed by  fJre-     ^^  were 
Parts   catalogs   and^nt^nce  TnllU^^ ^  *"   ^  t00,S>   ^ 

Cvn lan^^t^t^rUth   thTl'ar^0'15  ^^ ^ mmtarV Personnel   and 
With   the   return   of    wN   gh       a^  C er'Tl^   "'V*  Avner]ca  and  McMurd°- 
a -Jor  effort   roward the^omlng IZl'r Ztlf^^T^5  ^^ 
ice   runway were   prepared  at   McMurdo        On ?<!!'     C  SklWay  and  a   new 

craft   flew  from   Little America   tn MM     ^ 3   SePtember   '957,   two  R^D  air- 
had   assisted   In   re-e  tabUsh?"     th ?^   ^ by   the end  of  the ^th 
Summer operatIons  began on fS^obW^'''f^ a,r  bfe near Uv Glac'^. 
from New Zealand.     Th'ree^ays   fat       the  f|   stl  ^^7^   r''^ 

Personnel   began   tHe^^^^^^Je^  ^r^onn^r^rLe^^0        " 

SELECTION  AND TRAINING  OF   PERSONNEL- 

Selection of Personnel • .. 

obta^Idlro^tL^ff::;9^!^ AL^^'i   ^aChment   0ne ^ volunteers, 
were   small   men,   1 arge men     extrovert.      ^ t       Subse^ent   screening.     There 
ous  men,   faml^ men     and   s inof^T       ^       rOVärtS^   adventUroUs  men,   studi- 
indlvidual   to   indfwdua?       Snll I   M

Mot,vat'ons   varied  widely   fr^m 

experience     tseffstN   'other. ^.SaVe m0ney;   0thers wanted   the 
naval   personn  1   with v   '        '^  Jr^!!6   '^  adVenture-     ^t were  career 
choice  of duty.     Many thou ah tt hi* *t I "^   ,nstances  ^r  this 

naval   careers!    Others who'were  d e    ^"ea^d" C  tV T^ ^  the'r 

too much  difference  where   t^ "put     n   t   " -7t  I?  '^   '*  d,dn,t   ^ r     PUL   m   cim-        it  all   counts  on   twenty." 
make 



be  a  happFer   and mo  econten^ed   ind?!?^^  rPe^,enCe)   wN,   P^^ly 
.     to  the  unpleasantness  of  Isolation  thin 3i       ^   ^  9reater   »««"nlty job. isoiatfon   than does   the man who  drifts   into  the 

I U   JÄeno tt ^X ZllT^   'j   '^^  -ly   In  that 
on   the   Ice.      If  a man  can  g ve  a  sp^m   VLV   V^  ^ Pr0duCeS  *"* 
the  antarctic,   and  follow   I     Jp w^h in LH?^«^,^*'^  t0  90  t0 

he will   be apt   to produce  better     esu^ts   thin  th° P^^ed program, 
the  crowd and  can give  no account  o?^ J^s^irto^eiärL^:'^ 

motivT:t^ ^i^r^rrd^hL1,^00:: n^r'^duty'however' 
stand why motivation   is   less   FmDor?Inf   ,       a   screenlng  factor.     To under- 
one must   be  fully aware 0?^ Tn o^e  d  ?/       r  ^ than   '" 0ther  dutie^ 
must   be made  clear  that   in  the  smal rs^M^^T   '"  iSO,ated duty-      '* 
ten  or   eleven  months  wfthöut  ou SI  con let^   tea"6 T,""?  t09ether   for 

overall   success  or   failure of  the  aronn    f   '   te^worl<   Is   vital.     The 
than  on   the   indlvidua  s   themse  ves       TL       m0re dependent   on  teamwork 
the   fundamental   quality     the   leas^Vo T ""*,*   WOrk  to9*^*r,   and  hence 
be  the   spirit   of  cooneratlon       1       c°™on denom]nator,   of  all   men must 
motivate^   and  yet  s^iH   hal  A™"   ^^  "^"v" motivated  and .^11- 
uncooperative. ^  '  Persona"ty which   is  uncongenial   and 

group^ An1^^ho0fdI^ratI:rmtrf?!Sinb
s

ehthrdSKe,eCff0n 0f *  ™^*   ' 
small   base,   as  one misfit  ca"^ a^^^^^^^^--^ ^ 

cons^icU^rToVrth'ra^a/ctrrf^T^  ^'^ ^   ^™^ 
Those  who  appeared unsu   table  ?orw?nteHnember   ,955  t0  March   ,956- 
United   States.     Moreover     ^%h°M^9 OVer Were ret"rned  to  the 
nel   who  had  chan^X? m nds   abl" ^ItTrV^  0f the   Sh,pS'   "— 
opportunity  to withdraw       Hence     the wTlt^     9 ^^ Were   9,Ven   the 

group       Many judgments  made at^e ablu^    e^sS^a^ntv8; ^ ^t^ 
for wintering over were  not     mnfi™^   t suitability  of personnel 

summer  opeJions.     SoL" o S e expec  e^'to"       T^1^  ^^  the 

depressed  or  dissatisfied     LH  orh u perform very well   became 

showed   unexpecedly  high  ^oraJe  and   oon5OUt  f ^  '^  had   been   SOme   do^t 
that   the   high   caliber   of   the   flnaf wf^rf     0rmanCe'     There   ,S   n0  doubt 

opportun I ty9for   final   seile   lol  a  te     ob    ^^.r^'"-635^ ^  the 

.      winterIng-over  personnel   selected proved  to ^ ^ antarctic.     The 
•.. ..     testimony  to this   Is   the   fact   thaVt^re w^re  no d^clnffe  ^^      '" necessafy. «."ere were  no disciplinary actions 



-e- Among  those who   had   initially volunteered   to winter over  and   later   re 
quested   to be  returned   to   the United   States,   the   chief   factor   in  the 
change   of  mind   appeared   to  be disillusionment   about   living  and  working 
conditions. 

Civilian  technicians   have a   definite place   in   the  construction  of 
certain  specialized structures,   as  was   the   case  concerning  the   fuel 
tanks   built   In   1956 and   1957  at   McMurdo.     No difficulties  are  experienced 
as   long  as   the   civilians   who are  at   the working   level   remain  at   the 
working   level,   and civilians   in   a  supervisory status work  through   the 
various   officers   assigned   to a  project.     Policy  and plans  determined  by 
civilians   should   bs administered   through   the military   leaders. 

Recommended   Selection   Procedures.     Standard  Navy procedure  should  be 
used   in  peace-time operations  just  as   they  would   be  in   time  of war.     The 
value  of   the  use   of volunteers   is  extremely  questionable.     The  only 
particular   in which antarctic duty   Imposes   special   hardship   is   in   the 
impossibility of   evacuation of  personnel   during  the winter  night.     Other- 
wise,   there  are  many other  duty  stations  with comoarable psychological 
and  physical   difficulties. 

Care  should   be taken   in  selecting personnel   for the  period  of 
Isolation   to avoid,   as   far   as  possible,   choosing  men who might   need 
evacuation  before   relief  arrives.     Any personnel   with  a   past   history of 
any   limiting physical   factor which  could  reoccur   should   be eliminated. 
Physical   standards  cannot   be  too  high. 

Visual   restrictions   need  not   be  severe   for  duty  in   the antarctic. 
However,    it  should bs   recognized   that   in very cold  outdoor work,   the 
individual   requiring visual   correction may   be unable to  wear   his   glasses 
because  of  the   fogging which  results   from his  breath within  a matter  of 
a   few minutes.      It might   be  recommended,   therefore,   that   any  key   indi-' 
viduals   be  fitted  with   contact   lenses   if  corrections are  necessary.      It 
appears   that   the   routine  antifog  compounds   for  eyeglasses  are   ineffectual. 

Another   condition  which deserves  mention   is   that of   hernia.     Any 
suggestion of  hernia  should  be  disqualifying,   since the   conditions 
predispose  to acute herniation with  all   the   possible serious   complications 
which might   be most  difficult   to manage at   an   isolated   station   in   the 
antarctIc. 

Emotional   stability   is   of   importance.     While   not  necessarily a 
function  of age,   problems   of  this   nature  during  Deep Freeze   I   were  most 
prevalent   among   the younger men.      In  general,   the   performance  and 
stability of  the  men  under   twenty-five was   below  that  of   the  older  men. 
However,   there were exceptions  on  both  sides   of  this age   line,   and 
emotional   stability should   be considered apart  from calendar   age. 



out  obvious   personaHty  traut whtch       aMd.PSyCh,atr,Cany   to weed 

stances   of  close   Uv  no    nhe ent     n  ^    .^  Undesirable   '"   the cfrcum- 
the most  valuable men  bo h   from  th^  T M     ^ 0PeratIons-      »n   general, 
and  that   of  getting along welwth     ':ndp0,nt   0f Job accomplishment 
or   small-town  backgrounds. 9rOUPS  Were   those with   ™rm\ 

-n ^S^i:"^^:;'^9^^'!;9« ^OU!d ^ -de. The off Icers and 

qualifications'des" "d" It Js" imoor^ r.tfOnuPr0CedUre 0n the bas'= «* 
the wintering-over   sttuat  on    hItPa ?  ^ SUCCessfu,   adjustment   to 
cept  of   the  nature of   the  r   aSs'anm!n/Kr     ^^"P   haVe  an ac^ate   con- 
Personnel   selected  should  L!L9 ^1°™  selectJons   are  made  final, 
called  upon,   as   needed     to  Lrf       ^t *  the   faCt   that   they  will   be 
Only  if   Fnd viLts  perform^ob^ WOrS.OUtS?de of  the"-  specialty. 
rather   than wlthtn  thefr rJti «n  ^ "f/S   ?mmediate  requirements 
effectively utilized        l/T^i              ?   '""'ted manpower  available be 

this  duty be   l^o   ing'fo L  d  tTZV^W^   ^   ,ndIv'd^l   selected   for 
operation -  and  to   Its   reward as  wel??^   ^ difficu'tieS   of  the 
some   instances,   unlntentionll  J..           ~ ^^  maturity and  realism.      In 
the  forthcomin; ass? ^    ^1! r^6!!? f!'0" and.va^ concepts  of 

4Ä. ■"• 

e  actual t.euforthcomingasSignmenr7^;r^e:bnn^%--C?h 

* .cJp-UbJeTlnr^ gSodThys^rcondr!'^   "l*'"*   ''"  ^   ^»*> 
man  qu\ihy becomes Tust r^IdJ"-     A  technIca'>y   Incapable 

-   .not   be  ableVto  compromise    as   is   srof^"1""6'     An   inf,exIb,e  man will 
•    association with oth^s     he win   h^      I" necessary.     Living   in  close 

"    mental   s.^aln.-L |? he  Js  basT^I  lv   ,^ '^^   '0   intenSe physIcaI  a"d 

illusions  of., grandeur    he wM f ÜJ   Interested   in the work without ^t:..^ OUt that 

■^Als^u^p^SHtMn'thr  "" ^ iUd9ed 0n^   '"  the   "^t 
"    Period pr.ior.TtS ^ ^t^T ^up^ZurS'be^fo^l  T'"?  '^ 
j   ..^UU^nd-.t^ained   together.   9       P ^   ^  f0rmed  ear]y  at 

'•    ,: • • ,  -    ■ 

lf"a  member  of  the mlltt-aru co-.-i        i 

has   drive  and  determlnatoi,   takes  DHL!  C^pete^   ,n hls  ^te or  rank, 
and   has  an  adequate  share of 'Mntesfln-?  In lit P/r,0™a"c* of   his  duties, 
special   superman.     Previous   coS-weah^   fort^ude>"  he  "^d  not   be  any 
in  constructing  and  operat  nq     now anS   r   eXperIence  and/or  experience 
although  not  a  necessity ^"^   iS   hi9h,y deslrable. 



Training of Personnel 

Prior to deployment, the training of personnel was a pr 
ation. Men were sent throughout the nation to obtain neces 
mation in connection with the job to be performed in the an 
Some were briefly deployed to Greenland to observe techniqu 
construction devised in the north, living on the icecap, bu 
runways, survival, and tractor-train operations. Others we 
com-nercial training schools on the equipment being furnlshe 
battalion. Men were sent to military schools at Camp Lejeu 
about fuel-handling systems, and at Fort Belvoir, to learn 
demolition techniques for use on ice, snow, and permafrost, 
were sent to Detroit to erect a test building under simulat 
conditions, to Los Angeles to learn about the radar equipme 
installed, and to Port Hueneme, California, to observe the 
of special wanigans and snow-compact ion equipment developed 
Fire fighting, radio suppression, and washing-machine repai 
were also attended by certain ratings. 
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Recom-nended Training.  All personnel should receive training in the 
operation and maintenance of any and all equipment in their line with 
which they are not already familiar.  For duty at a small base, all men 
should know how to operate and service the mechanized equipment to be 
assigned that base, as its operation very often falls upon men other 
than drivers or mechanics.  Radio and electronics personnel should be 
acquainted beforehand with any nonstandard equipment, especially commer- 
cial gear.  Electronics technicians should also be able to copy and send 
CW traffic if the need should arise. 

Basic cold-weather survival ind 
personnel prior to their arrival in 
ing the clothing that they will hav 
survival training can be given at t 
with equipment and procedures shoul 
ing should be fairly comprehensive 
be involved in overland travel. Me 
should also be trained in crevasse 
Survival training should include su 
erection of trail tents, preparatio 
stoves, care of clothes on the tral 
and use of sleeping bags, operation 
trail routines, antarctic geography 

octrination should be given to all 
the antarctic, particularly concern- 

e.  Though most of the necessary 
he individual bases, basic familiarity 
d be attained in advance.  The train- 
in the case of men who are likely to 
n who are to be in a crevassed area 
rescue and ice mountaineering. 
ch subjects as manhauling sleds, 
n of rations and water, operation of 
1, proper dress for trail work, care 
of portable radio equipment, general 

, first aid, and survival techniques. 



SURVIVAL  PLANNING  AND RESCUE  OPERATIONS 

Concepts  of   Survival 

c»«r«. oS" Sr« JorXr^o?'? T.Ä and t0 effect hea^ /ii.i      , , ><-^   IUI    d  penoa or   13 days  without  anv  stmoni-t- 

5no  Cats  wh.ch  were  parked   several   hundred yards   from the  buildinös 

Sno!cat  "wf^h  th
UrVrVa,   ^ WaS  Se,ected 'nd ^ on boa J in? her 

the  sDMnn    ^ Preparation of  the   Sno-Cats   for   the   IGY  traverse   in 
the  spring,   the cache material   was  off-loaded  onto  a   l-fnn  !»Iw    .fi   u 
was  hauled  to   another  area  away  fron, the^atp  ^rLHyl^s ' 

activitv^ls  InnlT'   ,OCafed OVer 350 mnes   from the n^rest  support 
ts pa amoun tJ T^ll 0f "  rem0te and   Fso,ated base where Survival IS  paramount.      If a  p  ane   flying   to the  Pole  were  forced  down enroute 

a   .hllS^ of
uf

n
u
alrCraft   Crash'   ^rcraft wreckage   can  be  erected  as a   shelter   in wh  ch  to administer   first   air)  .-«   *-k J  J     ^reccea  as 

s: 1 ^rbr;s ^r-,::^^ t^iiirtut:: -zinr 

of the PoU constructs,  the party „e, Stwd^rfhto^^s-of'Ur^TLch. 
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The   team was  equipped  and  trained  to act  as a unit   in  case of emergency. 

DMsVth^h  l^ V   i"11^'   aS  fOUr men   and  the   9ear   squired  to  accom- plish  the  basic survival   aims   amounted  to  less   than 2000 pounds;   a  good 
load  for  an  RhD aircraft.      It  also provided a good margin of  safety   in 
case  one man was   incapacitated.    Manhaul?ng,  however,    is  far   from  an 
ideal   solution  to polar  travel.    The  teams were   indoctrinated  not   to 
move  from  the  site of  a crash  unless  absolutely   necessary.     A  team  could 
survive more  than  twice as   long sitting  still   than  it   could  moving  on 
the  trail.     This was   particularly  true  at   the high altitldes  of the  Polar 
Plateau and   in  the deep,   soft   snow  found   there. 

»-« Jntarct;c  food  sources  are almost nil,   but  penguins,  seals,  and  fish 
may be available along  the  seacoast.     People have  sustained   themselves on 
penguin meat,   and the  blubber   can  be  used  as a  source  of fuel.    Th°se 
birds  can  be caught  by virtually any method,  and   usually are  easy  to 
catch but  are  difficult  to hold.     Care must be  used   in  handling the  bird 
alive since   its  beak  can cause  severe   injury to  eyes  or other  portions 
of  the body    and  the  flippers   of a  full-grown emperor  penguin  can  strike 
with enough  force  to  break an  arm. 

A sealmay  be caught by hitting   it   in  the head with an   Instrument 
such  as  an  ax or  club,   or  by  slitting the  animal's  throat with a hunting 
knite.     Seal   steaks  are probably best  taken from   around  the  neck area 
and  are  not   too  untasty,  although  they are  reported to  have  a  sliqhtly 
tangy  flavor.     Seal   liver   is   a  real   delicacy.    Other edible  antarctic 
litewould  be various   forms  of marine  life;  however,  difficulty  in 
obtammg^such   items  makes   this  almost   impractical   unless fishing gear 
is  available. y y 

Water can obviously  be made by melting snow.      Soft   snow may be  eaten 
but   should be  eaten cautiously  to avoid  blistering of   the oral   area. 

Manhauling capabilities  are extremely   limited   in the rarifled air and 
soft  snow encountered  at  the  Pole.     On the  Plateau,  each mode of transport • 
manhauj,  dogs,  weasel   -  has  a  different  economical   speed of  advance. 
Manhauling might  be expected  to progress   at  a maximum of 10 miles per 
day,   or  about  one mile per  hour,  and  result   in exhausted personnel.    A 
dog  team,   however,   can  travel   about   twice   this  rate of   speed,   or 20 miles 
per  day.     It  can carry a heavy   load   (each  dog will   pull   about   twice   Its 
own weight)   without  serious   fatigue  on the part  of  the  menparticipating. 
A weasel,   reduced   in  power  because of altitude,   can travel   between  3 and 
b miles  per  hour,   in proportion  to   its  load and   the surface  characteristics, 
Forty miles   per  day might  be  average,   with  no hardship   on the  men.      if 
air  support   is   available,  and   if terrain   is  relatively  crevasse-free, 
weasels  are  highly desirable.      If working   in extremely   isolated areas 
with  reduced  support  facilities,  or   if    working   in  highly crevassed  areas, 
a dog  team   is  desirable.     Manhauling  should be used only as  a   last   resort. 
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eat I f.m  V  0^  ^ bu PaCked ?n ,ar9C tin cans"  Fcw men wFIl cat a fu I ration unless they have exercised vigorously throughout the 

survive on "S   "T  W?th ,* ^'^ 0f Cner^  -P-d' ture/a man can survive on ^00 calories per day for approximately 10 days, 1000 calories 
PC day for approximately 20 days, and 2000 calories per day Indefinitely. 

Rescue Preparations 

In the antarctic, subfreezing temperatures are often associated with 
a Ve

ath%   WhiteOUtS". Co"secIue"tly, if accidents occur, it is imper- 
atlve that rescue operations commence immediately.  A well-trained and 
special .zed rpscue squad must be maintained in order to facilitate and 
expedite rescue operations. <«,ii.tace ana 

Though the search and rescue responsibility lay with AirOevRon Six, 
a search and rescue jump team composed of MCB (Special) Detachment One 

KcMurdo  rtS   traIned ^ Lakehu'-St In '955, and the members wintered at 
McMurdo.  The team consisted of three naval aviators, two qualified 
parachute jumpers, a medical officer, and two mechanics,.  Under the 
supervision of the senior member, this team maintained a high state of 

alflTll  con^V6^' ^ SUrfaCe SAR 0Pe^ions.  Rescue facilities, 
as tar as construction forces were concerned, included air facilities 
(a helicopter. Otter, and RkD)   and surface rescue facilities (weasels 
dog teams, outboard motorboat, etc.). ^easels, 

■       During the wintering period all rescue equipment was checked and. 
in view of the actual trail conditions that were found, numerous on-the- 
spot changes to the contents of the survival kits were made. 

_ The greatest deficiency in planning and procurement lay in the field 
Of survival gear for passengers aboard aircraft. Some planes carried 
absolutely no polar survival equipment for any passengers.  As the 
number of personnel on a f1ight was often as many as 50, the McMurdo 
survival gear was frequently used. Most of the equipment given to 
passengers departing Antarctica for New Zealand was never returned. 
Recommendations were made that McMurdo be assigned the responsibility 
for the procurement, issuance, and custody of all such passenger kits. 

The primary concern of all personnel leaving camp was:  fal 1Inq into 
crevasses or tide cracks, being caught in a blizzard away from camp, or 
being caught on an ice floe that had broken off from the edge of the sea 
.ce^ These hazards are dangerous usually only if one is alone, without 
survival equipment, or away from camp unknown to those in camp,  A rigid 
check-out system was set up to preclude this happening, and persons were 
urged to travel away from camp in groups of two or more.  Men traveling 
the trail m tractors were required to take minimum food and sleepinq 
bags as the circumstances warrented.  If men sit still when caught, and if 
If they have ample food and sleeping bags, there is little chance for 
harm to befal1 them.  A helicopter was usually available, as well as 
outboard motor and boats, to handle those caught on a floe. 
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shelter ^anv0^ ^^ 'ost in a storm he should Fmmediately seek 

Position and pt^ Ms'SeT ^Ifi^ k^ s^th^'T !" a ^^ 

v
Fene?ue

f^s:hKrnto?fPr
f;:9e-s and -v"" ^ c;^uf:u^caknrh:rpe r- 

The basic rules of survival are: 

'o  Keep a cool and clear head. 

2. Attempt first aid, as necessary. 

3. Do not leave the area of a downed aircraft. 

*+.  Establish as comfortable a shelter as possible. 

5. Make the best use possible of all clothing. 

6. Utilize what food rations are available and if   mQ 

occurs where animal subsistence is oosslhli  nÜit  '   J/   rare chance as necessary. -stence .s poss.ble, utlUze such food and fuel 

7. Have signals ready for search aircraft. 

8. Keep as dry as possible. 

SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS 

General Comments 

The eight months prior to the departure of MCB (Special) for 

1955.  This resulted in the great bulk of Mrn (*n~l.-   i\    ..    Ju'y 

UILIMIOLC ues u mat r on.  in addition, all matot-fai U-J *._ L 

IZ-tlTX trjr'rtV  '^ t0bl  '"' -J 'ndac°o den" X " e 

tedious and time-consuming. 
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ComCBlIn/^LT6  f"0^;^   tü MCB  (Specfal)   by  BuDocks   through 

list     oTnlLs   foHC*  I?     '0,fC  Ua,   °rd"l"9.   both office,   submitted 

All   „f^hüT"  Prepara«ion   "quired  a  great   deal   of   time   in   Oavis.il le 
a       Lr  s  of  JK ^ vehicl" »"« Procured on   short   notice  Indom 

d     ecuj o?f     he nrÖHtrr--     ^T"   '^ arrived   '"   ^^"..1.,   most  Ire 

^ .f^ri^r^r^^ rio^^r^;:^;?!/' L"e"orki"9 <)rder ^th' 
generators   arrived   at   Oavi sv?,,:"^^"   ^^".^0:^' E^edt f^e 

the  „ember  of   items   des Ir^'lli  Ibe^M^s^l'S:::!   "^  '"^ and 

Most supplies and materials arrived barely in time to meet thP shin 
sa.hngs. Consequently, loading could not be Lco.pMshed Z a ash on" 

IntarTtic6   T  ^   elf]C^   «""'oading   schedules'upon   ar   iv^l he 
Rhod^     ^   /0^   ^f^'^   when   the   first   ship   arrived  at   Davisville 

on   hand     % Z   'u^'"9'    ^^  WaS   ,eS5   than  30   percent   o      the   cargo 

Nor^-to^c^,^:   Zl^Z^   '^   ^   "  "   ^^^ 

A   siJ^-f-T^1"9   SyStem   USed   durIn9   DeeP   Freeze    'I   was   not   satisfactory 
LleZer   uio   ^—ged.-order i ng  system  would   be   invaluable,    '.y^ 
November   1959   the   reordering was  almost   all   cut  over  to  EAM procedure 

^nJs'delir:^'.^-5-     T^    is   f""y  expected   to   provide   tKpr^e- 

The   base   itself   can  best   determine  what    items   are   needed   first   and 

ZTTJ- T^   itemS   5hOU,d   be   honored-      The   —d   for  procu   emen? 

It   trll       A        bases     and   who   need   and  will   use   the material,   cannot 

and   the^tn  Lu eeoSfea;    
,,SUPPOrt  ^   the  0peratin9   ,eVe,   ^'treZLs, 
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Supply Organ!zation 

McMurdo 

Upon the arrival of the majority of Deep Freeze II wintering-over 
personnel, the ships were all off-loaded except for drummed fuel.  Most 
ol the cargo was ■dumped," not "stacked," in the various caches by 
category and base.  This occurred as the result of an all-out effort to 
get the ships unloaded, but it unbalanced the manpower and equipment 
ava.Iablc for transferring, stacking, and recording the cargo in the var- 
ious category stockpiles. 

Because of the pressure of priority work, such as air operations, 
equipment repair, and construction, a sizable crew could not be allocated 
to straighten and inventory the stockpiles.  Such work had to be done by 
the shops and departments concerned.  This resulted in a rummaging oper- 
ation for new spares and equipment. 

The drummed POL was neatly stacked at the base of the hill along 
the Winter Quarters Bay side of Hut Point.  Winter snows drifted in the 
area, and considerable difficulty was experienced in digging out this 
material in August when POL had to be moved to the runway supply area. 

Little Amer ica 

The Supply Department at Little America consisted of one Supply 
Officer and one Storekeeper First Class.  The supply office was located 
in the building at Little America designated for IGY Weather Central. 
This building was evacuated the first week in January 1957.  MCB-ONE 
personnel constructed three Jamesway huts (16 by 24), which were attached 
together by vestibules and connected to the main tunnel.  These huts were 
heated by a Preway heater.  The first Jamesway was designated and com- 
partmented as the supply office and barber shop; the second Jamesway 
as the ship's store salesroom, and the third as a ready-issue storeroom 
for the ship's store. 

Between 27 December 1956 and 2 January 1957, a site was located 
and laid out for use as a temporary supply depot at Little America. 
The site was located on the high part of the Ross Sea ice barrier about 
one mile from the edge of Kainan Bay and 2-1/2 miles from the main base. 
Two depots were laid out, one on each side of the main road leading be- 
tween the off-loading area at Kainan Bay and Little America.  One depot 
was for Byrd Station cargo and the other for Little America cargo.  Fifty- 
foot roadways were laid out, between double (15-foot) rows of cargo space. 
Each row of cargo was marked by a letter flag indicating the category of 
cargo to be temporarily stored in the row.  Ditches 7 feet wide, 200 feet 
long, and 15 feet deep were bulldozed out in the areas.  These were 
used temporarily for frozen food storage.  As frozen foods were placed in 
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the   trenches.   6   to 8   feet  of  snow was  shoveled  or   bulMo^H 
provisions   to   .essen   chances   of  defrosting.^  de^'otted. 

D^   tractors  wi^   I^w-g o    d-p  e^ J^;^   'T^f  ^   ^  ^"*r 
with   fork   lifts,   and  one  with   !  K ..u TW0 0f   these  were   fitted 
made   avai.abie     o  bunSoze     he   ^T"     ^  l^™*'   -  ^  tractor  was 
with   radios  were ass  gned      Sne was   ^^'K  ^ SUPp,y dump-     Two wease's 
tween   supp.y  depot"^a^nd0^,"^/^^   fJ«   J  «»"er   to  go   be- 
off-loading.     The  other was   „SPH  ^h 'P off-'oad'"9 Site   to  coordinate   the 

redistribute  s.aH "te^sTf   ^rgo^n^he^potsT  ^   ^   ^"^   ^ 

off-lo^d   f%m
h:heeshrpns20"r  S,ed5   ^   the   ^^   ^^   **    ^   ™ 

consisting  ofs   Mtracto'r   and  ^n'to0^.^   ^   Car90   trainS'   each 

the   same   time       Since   ^.u   tWO
c
20-ton   sleds,   might   be   unloaded  at 

often   exceX  th^       ac  o? a"a? abM^  ^Vl "'"'^   f0r  of^oaölng 
to push materials   off   sleds  Lnn^^   ''   beCame   necessary at   times 
turn-around   time  oft rains! *   '"  ^^   tomainta'n   the  proper 

to pordru":noor sha;?: p'^r^'r^^^^rr^^a^^96^-'car90 

pushing them 0^1 n rows frL^ ^   J ^ "" be rapid,y o""'oaded by  . 
supply'areas ad  he proceZe o^C?  tt     ^ diStanCe of hauJ to ^ 
the supply depot while belna of? load'H9    T'™   traCt0r träin about 

sonal lags inL i nta i n i ^g Ts^d^^ ^f ^h^^f'S;^^ ^ ^'^ 

two Os'trLtors^ndli^O-^rsLr31" ^Tt ^   28 Ja-a^ '^ only 
was required to act as the beach SIL^'H T'^U^^      0ne of the ^-tractors 

;:-^!r^r\ r ° - H:-,---'—r- -"'^ 
to  be fully uti  zed'  A 02 ? ec „r    3Va''fU  Pie" "f  equipment had 

and b^;; ^I'llTli r.zrj'z "t%T2i°d"^t '"£' so
f

ft'™ 
seemed   to equal   the   reaular   I TP   nL  ^li sleds.      Its   performance 

This   sm.„   ?ractor   prTj^T^TölZ''"3   ^  "'   ^ Sta"dard  ["1- 

the   resepply  operation of   1956-^ ™ed,ate vicinity derlng 
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Thn  iJ^l*?!     \S  Wr-e W!n   SUited  for   hand"ng  two  loaded  20-ton  sleds 
The  LGPDVs     when      .tted with   fork   lifts  or  boom  and  hooks,   were  weH 

ti^^lX        H  H      '^  "^   ^   the   SUPP,y  area5-     The   standard   D/.   co  - 

a:dnu:::yt^ e ?:ct;;e:heThru tiizrx«™1*?* r^ ^ 
(withou.   fork,   boo.,,   or   ^-^.llZ^^Z^^^^^^ 
convertible)   were  extremely  limited   in  supply use. 

South   Pole 

^   ^     T  ^  Tl   ,0cator   ^sterns  were   in  general   found   to be  unnecessary 
at   the   South   Pole.      It   is   accepted  that  all   material   must   be  wUhln  "e 
tunnel    system  by March  23rd  (sundown).     During  the  summe     resupply  period 
however    mater  al   may be   left   outside  without  danger of     oss     s^nce   the     ^ 
Polar   Plateau     s   not   subject  at   that   time  to high  winds   and     nowfall     as 
?eft   in  rSH       Stations-     0iI   drunjs  broken  on a'irdrop   in  1956-57  and 
left   m   the   drop area were  still   well   above   the  surface  after  one  year. 

Ai r   Sh ipmen.t 

Equipment  and  materials   to  be airdropped  by  C-I2Vs   had   to be 
A39       ^   '^  ^   '0rCe   A-22   containers  of   approximately  64  cube   and 
2000 pounds   to  satisfy parachute  weight   limitations.     For  extremely 
nf^Lr  ill  a P'^^/^angement  which  fits   into  the   elevator well 
w-r! ?Jr     VaS,deV,S^   by  ^  Air   FOrCe-     The maximum   drop   dimens   ons were  144  Inches   long    80   inches   wide  and   106   inches   high.     A  D2   tractor 

tHT^tlT*'   a  r35!^   '^ "^y  0ther   typeS   of ^ter^   were   dropped 
craff. Non-drop  cargo was  afrIifted  by R4D,   P2V,   and  Otter   air" 

_ Approx.mately   16 percent  of  the   fuel   airdropped at   the  Byrd  Station 
In   February   J957 was   lost   because of parachute  faf|ure.     Eight   naval 
personne     lost  half  of  their  clothing  due  to a chute not   collapsing   in 
a   moderate wmd.     Airdrops   from  October   through December   1957  wJ e more 
successful.     These  drops   consisted of   1385 barrels   of POI     ^^n , 
of  mail.   10  600  pounds  of   food,   and  sciL^fic^ns^ucUon^^Mar"^ 
Loss  from these drops  were very  slight,   but   11   barrels  broke  on   impact 

in   January 25,500  pounds  of   food were  flown   in.     Most  of   the winterina- 
over personnel   arrived  by  airl ift.     All   airdrops  were  retrieved with  a ' 
08   usmg a  boom.     Airlift   cargo was  handled  by hand  and   loaded on one- 

Forty-two  C-124  flights were made  to the  South   Pole  prior   to  the 

^PnnrnUre 0.       ?  ^f"!   '   ?erso™^ -     ^  ^fght   carried approximately 
23,000  pounds   of payload.      In addition  to  the   C-124  flights/the aircraft 
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nil!   and  nn H       y I'9   tS  '?   ^   PO,e'   ,andin9   there   to de"ver   person- 
manLrthT   -^l ^m^erFa,•     The fn9htS Were coordinated   In  such  a 
constru^-n a,rcraft  Je'^erlng nondroppable material  would  evacuate 
construction personnel. 

The  cargo  capacity of  the Ri+D  aircraft  was   limited  by  altitude  and 
distance   to about  2000  pounds.     The  P2V  aircraft had  greater  h   gh-altUude 

arnosstb^ d       COU  K   T^  9reater   ,0adS   farther-      '' -s   usedas  m  ch 
TaJulll        t ^  the   ,f!er   Sta9es;  however,   due  to  ski   landing-gear 
fa.lures.    It  was   eventually   removed  from   operation. 

of   retrTevinrjr- •0,,    I* ^ eSSentia,    In ***? ^ow areas.     The  task 
cLlltllJ? ma'er,a]    ,s  burdensome at   all   times,   but   is  more   t ime- 
to  dron -U    HMthe mfte?a,    iS  ^cattered.over   a  large area.     One  attempt 
to  drop ".blind"   resulted   in   scatter ing material   over   12   square mi les 
However     most   of  the  drops were accurate,    the  majority  landing w    h^ ' 

Stat^      V   fcamP--To-.assure-.g-ater. accuracy  of a I rdrops  a" thl Pole   - 
con    oH.r  r6 manprr  and .e?uiP^entw.were   severely   limited,., a  drop-zone. 

?oI   the  hlnh 0P5   f^   the 9roun^    butalso determ jned.many  causes' 
operaUon!       PerCenta9e  of droP  fanures    *"  the  early  stages  ofthe •,     ■ . 

markeihhv9en^ra'-drOP  Procedure was   to give  the  planes  a   large  drop area 

bu   rs-eve       ThT ?9 ^,nt    ^ a "DZ,,  (drOP  ZOne^   which  ™ts   to a 
on   Ih!   7       k     f   land'ng strip was   the timing point   and  the  DZ was  marked 

400 lards  arrS    on?KSt!;,PS 0f  Day-G,0 C,0th-    The DZ was  approximately 
to  ar,/Lilt 0f  uamp-     M05t   dr0p   runs  were made   ^Z  grid west     ■ 
U?th  n .lt0   Insure   that   any streamers   would   not   fall   on   the   camp. 

the w?ndVa,;,n9 nSteriy W.i?dS' the Pi,0ts P-^rred to drop flying'into 
the wind. Normally, the pilots could and would drop any time the DZ and 
camp were  visible   from   the air. K     .y   Lime   tne   ui  ana 

Recommendations 

.inJ'     ^uiP^ent   !hou;d be  operationally   checked prior   to  shipment, 

m  oht   br^oS-hT-    ,n>t-e antarctfc   is at   a  Premium.      Major  defects  ^hich 
Tn   rL  tPl J^  t0   C?rreCt 0n   the   ice   could  be  Picked  up  and   righted 
are  avaHaMe! "  '   ' ^ abundanCe   of -terials   and  test  equipment 

of   eJh   h^h5   ?!  ^   packin9   Invoices  describing   in  detail   the   contents 

for    ,tn,   f       0. l^.^   eaCh   baSe-      The  boxes   shou,d  be   numbered for     dent.f.cation,   and   a brief description  of   the contents   should  be 
Ritten  on   them   in  the  event   that   the  lists   do   not arrive   in   time  or   that 
lists  attached   to  the  boxes  are  lost. 

c 
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3-     NoUf.calion  of  any  changes,   additions,   or   subtractions   of 
mater aJ   ordered by  antarctic  activities   should  be  sent   to  them  so  that 
it   wi        be possible   to have  accurate planning   information at   ail    times 
as   weM   as   a means  of   checking  the   receipt of  material   ordered.     All 
material   should  continue   to be  segregated,  marked,   and  shipped   in   dis- 
tinct   categories determined  by  ultimate   departmental   use.     This  was  done 
tor  most   of   the  equipment   in  Deep   Freeze   1!  and  proved  highly  successful; 
items  not   handled   tn   this   manner were  not   always   fully  utilized. 

h. The maximum specifications for export packing appear necessary 
for cargo destined for use in the antarctic. No cardboard boxes should 
be sent with electronics materials. Boxes should be fitted with runners 
to enable fork-lift fingers to get under them. This container could be 
easily rigged for parachute drop; simple harness is all that is needed. 
Approx.mately   one ton  would  be  the   ideal   size   for   the   G-12  cargo  parachute, 

5. A complete  set  of  applicable  standard   stock   catalogues   should 
be   available  at   each   station. 

6. A central   agency   should  provide   consumables,   assign   priorities, 
and   issue  shipping permits. 

7-     Buildings   for   covered  storage are mandatory  at   a base   like 
McMurdo. 

8.     Material   such  as   drummed  POL which   is   to be   stored  outside 
should   be  placed  on   hill   ridges   or   relatively   high   flat   areas   where   the 
wind  can   blow most  of   the   snow away.     Also,   the  material   should  not  be 
stacked,   so  that   if   the  area  does   drift  over,   the depth  of  the drift will 
not   be .more  than  the   height  of one   box or   barrel. 

9-      Box markings   should  be  standardized and  should  be on   the   top 
corners.      Category  letters   should  be  a minimum  of 3  or  4   inches   in   size. 

10. Disbursing   records   should   leave  with   the   individual   and   be 
carried  by  the   pilot   of  the  plane.      Credit   limits  are   a most    important 
factor.     During   Deep   Freeze   II   the   credit   limit   system was well   fouled 
up   by  late  changes of  policy;   as   a   result,   the   $30  and   $60   limit   for 
enlisted men  and  officers,   respectively,   was  used.      It   is   felt   that   this 
cut   down materially on   ship's   stores   sales. 

11. Number-one  priority  on  a   FAIRTRANS   list   should   be   reserved   for 
only materials   and  personnel   requested   by   the   bases. 

("Packaging:     Subsequent  years   experience   developed  a procedure 
of  master   containers   for  McMurdo  (about   1-1/2   to  2  tons),   and   smaller 
boxes  of  300  to   500  pounds   for   inland  stations.     All   boxes  are  skid 
mounted.     Equipment   check-out:     ComCBIant    insists  on   this,   but   the 
prospective  wintering   groups   usually   can't   be   bothered.      Packing   invoices- 
The   supply  office  received   packing   tickets   sorted  by   box   numbers,   category, 
and   stock   number.     Also,   he   gets   a   sepia   for  every   item,   showing   shipping 
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officer is i« i^iub^t fc^:.^; """^ a8SinC>'-    A """""«I 

SITE  RECONNAISSANCE AND SELECTION 

McMurdo 

Basic   Considerations 

littlt P/imary consideration  in  the  establishment  of McMurdo  was   that 

suitab^  sitrforlhr0"  ^  the.Advanced  Purvey  Party was   to   find  a 

."xi:^1:o%^ni\°"^::\?:bs^rifi^ricfT:d^dT^jr'- 
"hrsurin?h:"et™r

cholrof 8lte eha°did eS s ^"r-fe«^: "f8lly 

upon ihe^r^iuLle r^vS^oSd'S" SS'H "'H"" 
<ie'"änded p""'11'' 

personnel  and eq„lp.,c„:  IZlLlTlt iLlTL""  ^"^ "*  ^  ^^ 
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Planning Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made for planning purposes: 

about^S Sr K"1^«^ uhe Advanccd Slirvey P«rty at McMurdo Sound 
about 15 December 1955. the sea ice in the sound would not have gone out 

r^antlf n^rarttr!1166   ^   ^   iCC  ^   ^^  "   ^   ^  ^ ^^ 

2.  The most suitable site for a sea-ice runway for continued air 
operations lasting into February of any year would be as far south in 

th^o  H  f
afKPOS     ' ^ the mOSt likely runway that could stay in 

throughout the summer would be located in the vicinity of Cape Armitage. 

th*   il:   n
ThemOSt   likely sPot for « cotnpacted-snow runway would be on 

the Ice Earner south of Cape Armitage. 

traffi 
4.  Temperatures at Cape Armitage, being cooler, would allow better 
icability on ice and snow runways 

HP M.     t  basis of the above, it seemed likely that Cape Armitage might 

tLt  fTl  H      ! ^^ f0r the naVal air facility.  It was evident 
that off-loadmg and transportation would entail, in the early stapes 
transfer of material over sea ice from at least Cape Evans to Cape 
Armitage. a distance of about 15 miles.  As the season progressed, and as 
the sea ice went out  this distance would decrease.  It was possible 
that icebreakers could materially assist in reducing this distance. 

Site Selected 

Reconnaissance parties surveyed the McMurdo Sound area as soon as 
possible after reaching the area.  Primarily, helicopters were used for 
the transportation of the reconnaissance parties.  Dog teams were prepared 
to assist ground reconnaissance parties as required. 

The site selected for the construction of the permanent naval air 
facility lies approximately 1/2 mile east of Hut Point and Cape Armitage 
at the southern extremity of Ross Island.  The site is a relatively level 
shelf on the volcanic rubble of Cape Armitage, 125 feet above sea level 
To the west and south, the site is exposed to winds, but to the east 
the direction from which most of the wind comes, the hills afford partial 
protection.  During the summer most of the immediate camp area is free 
of snow; In winter considerable snow accumulates particularly in the lee 
of buildings, piles of stores, and other elevations above the surface 

mon^r^06 05 ^Ki^f11 ^ VOlcanic rubble from which, during the summer 
months, considerable dust is raised by vehicular operations.  The rubble 
is loose for a depth of about a foot, at which level permafrost is present 
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The permafrost is virtually impossible to dig or blast, and nothing more 
than very superficial ditching and grading is possible.  The porosity 
of the upper level permits considerable run-off of melt water and liquid 
wastes along the top of the permafrost but below the ground surface. 

During the camp construction, outside air temperatures ranged from 
-3 F to +40 F.  Usually the temperature was between -25 F and +30 F until 
mid-February when the average values began to fall.  Ry 1 March, usual 
daily temperatures were between 10 F and 15 F.  Wind velocities varied 
from calm to 55 knots.  Actual snowfall was light.  It is estimated 
that overcast obscured the sun 60 to 65 percent of the time.  Work of 
the camp continued on a 24-hour-per-day basis in all weather except for 
a few days of actual blizzard conditions. 

The primary facility required for the logistic support of the South 
Pole Station was a runway capable of supporting operations of C-124 
aircraft.  The construction of the ice runway for this operation was not 
completed, in spite of work throughout the winter night, until October 
1956, when the actual air operations commenced.  It was indeed questfion- ■ 
able at the time if the runway could be built, as equipment breakdowns 
and blizzards depositing tons of snow limited-construction •capabilities.-. ••■.' ' 

Little America .- •'. 

Little American was located on the Ross Ice Shelf, two miles inward 
of Kainan Bay on 750 feiet of ice at 140 feet above sea level.  Kiel 
Field, the aviation facility at Little America, was located approximately 
1-1/2 miles southeast of the station.  A horseshoe-shaped valley, the 
ends of which terminate in Kainan Bay, lies approximately 1/4 mile 
southeast of and surrounding Little America, making air operations in 
the immediate vicinity impossible^  It was felt that the selection of 
the site of Little America Station without regard to the location of an 
airstrip was an error caused by the pressure of off-loading ships.  This 
resulted in a great loss of time and created many difficulties which 
would have been nonexistent if the site selected for the station had been 
the present site of Kiel Field.  Little America was the only location 
at which an access ramp was found capable of handling the heavy tractor 
traffic required to climb from the bay ice to the barrier. 

Byrd - -•  ,    ..    •'.■■ 

The personnel for the building of the Byrd Station were selected  •" • 
at Little America.  Four buildings, the mess hall, meteorology, powerhouse, 
and latrine, were transported with the available equipment.  Each buildir,; 
was loaded on a separate sled to allow it to be spotted next to the build- 
ing site.  On 5 December 1956 the heavy swing, consisting of six tractors 
pulling two sleds each, ten cargo sleds, one messing wanigan, and one 
sleeping wanigan, departed for Byrd Station site.  The personnel on the 

c 
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'v l-,h cIt  .        ^ ^^   ,,,eSSing a,nl Si<,Cpin« f-ilitics were 
iKm ]  V   ?   C ^V     Then  the trac,:or ,:rain departed and addi- 
tional personnel were airlifted to complete the construction of the 

Bearclmore, Deep Freeze I 

Pcisonnel of the U. S. Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, constructed 
and operated the Bedrdmorc Auxiliary Air Base.  The purpose of the b^se 

•     .  • ..waste act as an- emergency refueling base for RAD's or other sk.-equipped 

.   ■ ■^Craft
H
returninS f— South Pole-flights, .its communication faSüties 

.  • were used as a radio relay point between the South Pole and McMurdo  The ' 
. .  wpathor, reports from this station were thought to be extremely sig^ifi^t 

' •• '   • : -^"ahd-StMf A" ^ '^ SOUth POle Stati0n and Weather approaching ...  • . . .  McMurdo and Little America.  Further, the station, was to.be utilized as 
VV^e n^Hrisr ^ ^  ^ &ta^ ^^.-d rescue operations Should 

■':>'■    A-l:.aerial:r^tPnriaissance flight :was.conducted by AIRDEVRON SIX and 
.•several tentative/sites^were selected.  Thesite at the foot of Liv 
Glaci.rOat ^o5p. south:and 166O00I.west.^^^ to'be the hast. V • 

to thrJ^'?5^ 1956 ^ CirS,: 0f the GDnstTuct:ion party was airlifted 
•      to the site and..construction was begun.  Two tents and an Atwell shelter 

were^rected.  Bad weather and .„echanical difficulties prohibited landing 

iSditionil    01 -^ fardm0re 8rOUP at that time-  A C-124 airdropped  g 
additional supplies, drums of avgäs, and assorted.equipment.  The drop was 

doctor T" a^]larCa-     The buildinS P-S— was^ompleted on  P 
2 .October when a C-124 dropped a Sno-Kitten andan R4D delivered the 

^^ "^ ^ Construction Party-  On 31 October the base had its first 
official visit   The R4D returning Admiral Dufek from the South Pole 
andedto^refuel after its historic landing.  It was the first plan^ 

the nr.r^    f°8^Phical South Pole, and the plane' s personnel were 
the first to set foot in that area since Scott left it in January 1912. 

■^^H  ^ DeCeinber ''^ de,:eri0ratinß rUnWay and averse weather at McMurdo 
made it increasingly difficult to schedule logistic flights to Beardmore 

; ; •  As most of the South Pole personnel flights had been accomplished, per- 
mission was requested to close down the camp until Pole flights were 
resumed.  However, AIRDEVRON SIX agreed to render all necessary support 
and the camp remained open during the slack period.  When the base was ' 

,.__::•,.,.,..,.; secured on 23 February 1957, all equipment was placed within the Atwell 
in the event the station were reopened in October 195 7. 

jV".  ., "■"•.   Liv Station, . Deep Freeze II 

•  •  • .        ■    The construction of Liv Station was planned in July 1957   The 
.officer and some of the men assigned to the operation had experience 
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at Bcardmorc camp the previous year.  Eight R4D loads were estimated to 
complete the base, plus one drop of POL by a C-124.  A reconnaissance 
mission, combined with the first cargo flight, found an ideal location 
for the camp.  Construction of the camp was completed in a few days 
without difficulty, even though sub-zero temperatures prevailed.  The 
establishment of the Liv Station was timely, and despite the R4D,s planes 
developing engine failures due to severe weather, the operation went off 
very smoothly. 

South Pole 

As a note, of caution, the data presented results from a unique 
operation.  Future operations using this data must keep this constantly 
in mind.  There were several basic reports (e.g., reports of Hardtop I 
and II) and several records of previous expeditions (e.g., Shackleton, 
Amundson, and Scott) which were called upon for assistance.  But the 
problems to be met by Operation Deep Freeze I personnel in 1956-57 were 
to be met in different ways than by the men of earlier expeditions seek- 
ing the Pole,  Every report and record had to be adjudged in this light. 
There was a great deal of material to draw from, but after ferreting out 
the usable data, in light of the newer techniques of exploration and 
operations, much important planning data was still missing.  The conditions 
that were to be met at the Pole were still conjecture.  No one had ever 
been near the South Pole in October, the planned jump-off month.  Planning 
for operations of aircraft to the plateau (cold, altitude, and winds 
were primary factors) and for the logistic support of the station by air 
had to allow for many unknowns.  The construction group had to prepare 
for survival with limited air support, if such should be the case, and 
for walking out in case the planes could not successfully evacuate the 
group.  Before 31 October 1956 only eight men (three with Amundsen's 
party and five with Scott's party) had set foot on the South Polar 
Plateau at this inaccessible spot, and these men had arrived in December 
and January. 

The basic planning for the establishment of the South Pole Station 
was done by the staff of Task Force Forty-three prior to departing CONUS 
in November 1955.  However, because of the many unknowns involved, the 
final planning and preparation could not be undertaken until McMurdo had 
been established.  Based on the broad concept developed, detailed field 
planning and actual preparations commenced during the winter night.  A 
second basic decision was that the South Pole Station would have to be 
built in 60 days or less.  The rate of construction depended on the 
winds, temperature, effects of altitude, rate of delivery of materials, 
and extent of material-retrieving operations.  It was estimated that the 
Air Force would be able to deliver approximately 20 tons of payload per 
day (a little less than two flights with a C-124).  An efficiency factor 
of 50 percent was assumed. 
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The South Pole Station depends entirely on McMurdo for logistic 
support.  McMurdo was constructed primarily for this purpose.  All 
material possible was delivered to McMurdo during January to March 1956, 
and prepared during the winter for delivery to that station.  Slight 
changes in planning required a flexibility that prohibited all material 
from being prepared prior to the arrival of the Air Force aircraft in 
October 1956.  The Air Force was responsible for delivery of the material 
to the South Pole Station, with the exception of men and nonair-droppable 
material (fragile), which was delivered by aircraft of VX-6. 

Landing of the first construction personnel at the South Pole was 
delayed until 20 November 1956.  The temperatures experienced were mild 
compared to the anticipated temperatures of -35 F used as a planning 
figure.  During construction -35 F was a minimum, the average temperature 
being more nearly -5 F.  Winds during construction were very mild, es- 
pecially compared to those experienced at McMurdo on Ross Island.  At 
no time were winds of such force as to handicap construction personnel. 

Hallett 

Cape Hallett Station, 72017'40" south and 170o18,30" east, surrounded 
on three sides by mountains of the Victoria range, is adjacent to 
Moubray Bay. 

Wilk.es 

Wilkes Station was erected in record time by Mobile Construction 
Battalion ONE at the chosen site on Clark Peninsula at 66015.5, south 
and ll0o3l.2'   east.  Wilkes Station is located in the Windmill Islands, 
Vincennes Bay, off the Wilkes Coast of Antarctica. 

Ellsworth 

An intensive search for unloading and base sites in the vicinity 
of 40 degrees west longitude was made on 26 January 195 7, and a tenta- 
tive unloading site was chosen.  At tnis location the Filchner Ice Shelf, 
the deepest indentation of the Weddell Sea, was approximately 25 feet high. 
Access to the top of the shelf, approximately 90 feet higher than the 
edge of the shelf, could be had only by means of a very steep and soft 
snow ramp.  An attempt was made by an ice-breaker to smooth off the 
shelf at this location so that the cargo ship could come alongside the 
ice shelf to unload.  The attempt was not successful.  Five hundred 
yards to the east of the first location, the shelf was lower, approxi- 
mately 18 feet high, but bounded by a considerable amount of hummocked, 
fast ice.  The ice-breaker cleared away enough of this ice to enable 
the cargo ship to come alongside the shelf.  The grade to the top of 
the shelf was more gradual and the snow appeared more compact than at 
the first location.  The area on top of the ice shelf, which was about 
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115   feet   high,   was   relatively   flat,   with a   smooth   surface  and   small 
sastrugi.     A base  site was  chosen  two miles   from  the unloading  area  on 
a V-shaped  projection of  the ice shelf. 

The  base  site   is   at   77o41"   south  and  4107" west.     The  escarpment, 
or   shelf,   is   approximately 2  miles   from the  camp   in  a west,   north     and 
easterly  direction.     The Antarctic  Continent   lies   to  the   south       Seis- 
mograph  soundings  proved   the  ice shelf  to  have a   thickness  of   800   to 
900  feet.     The water beneath the shelf measured 2200 to  2500  feet   in 
depth       Undulations   in  the  shelf averaged   one  foot.     The  elevation  of 
the  platform which  held  the meteorological   instruments  was   137   feet 
This  was  used  as   the   standard   elevation of   the  station. 

During   the  camp  construction the   shop   facilities  and  supplies   of 
critical  materials were made available by  the   task   force   ships       The 
ice  breaker   furnished working  parties   from  the beginning   of  construction 
and   further   assistance was  given by   the crew  of  the  cargo ship   as   un- 
loading neared  completion.     Without   this  assistance  the   rapid   rate  of 
construction  could  not  have been achieved. 

During   this   period   the   temperature ranged  from -9  F   to +24  F 
The wind velocity was  usually  around   23 mph,   with  very   few calm periods 
Snow,   accompanied  by  high winds,   fell   on  four days   in February. 

AIR  SUPPORT 

Air support includes logistic support, aerial reconnaissance incident 
to site selection, aerial mapping, photography, transportation of person- 
nel  search and rescue, and weather reconnaissance.  Main airfields were 
established at McMurdo and Little America, with auxiliary skiways at 
Beardmore, South Pole, Byrd, Cape Hallett, and Ellsworth". 

Aircraft and Personnel 

Air Development Squardron Six (VX-6) was assigned primarv responsi- 
bility for reconnaissance, mapping, photography, search and rescue  and 
intra-antarctic personnel and nondrop cargo-carrying where ski-equipped 
aircraft were required.  Aircraft assigned included R5D wheeled P2V ski- 
wheeled Neptunes, R4D ski-wheeled Dakotas, UF-1 ski-wheeled Albatrosses 
UC-1 ski-wheeled Otters, and H04S wheeled helicopters.  All except the ' 
Otters and helicopters were flown in from the U. S. via New Zealand  The 
Otters and helicopters were transported to Antarctica by ships. 

From December 1956 to February 1957 the 0-124's of the 52nd Troop 
Carrier Squadron, USAF, airdropped more than 550 tons of supplies and 
construction materials for the Beardmore, Byrd, and South Pole Stations 
and dropped fuel for the tractor train operations to Byrd Station   ' ' 
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Aircraft  Limitations 

aro  oxtl*4? Capabilifics   for  heavy-load,   high-altitude performance 
f'ultv   slcil^ n;ar81nal-     The  P2V,S  h-d  not  proven the.sefves   because  of 

dragging,   the  aircraft would  have had  an  easier   time   of  it. 

Air Operations 

McMurdo 

McMurdo^T'o^ecLbe^l^S^^^P^^191/17"111 ^ ^ Zealand   t0 

RAD's   ^nH     ;V0        f       rj
i955-     Two P2V  s   and  two   RSD's   arrived.     The 

Jhe  arrival   of   theT       'V™ ^^  ^^  0f -f-orable  head  winds. 
AH ^  « aircraft  preceded   the  arrival   of  the MCB   fSoecial^ 

avIiUble   to'Lel  ^   '"f   ^  24 ^^'     Aviati0n ^^ -' -t ^ 
area at   thlt   ti^e     J  Tf*   '^ '^ dayS"     The  0nly 0tter  in   the McMurdo area at   that   time  crashed  on  take-off   on  22   December.      Air   operations 

lilt ^Zrull^l^lf^r1' t0  ^o****   ^Bh-  un^lTjZLry 
thos'r  tn   rd services   became  available.      The most  important   flights 

dur ag  thf pe^STto0!     T^ ^t^ Ph0t0 miSSi0nS' ^  conducted       ' 
New Zealand^'lS January.       ^ 1956-     ^ P2V,S and  R5D,S  returned  to 

the   ttmeethp
thL^PaKtUre.0f   ^  ^ *   and  P2V,S'   air  operations  up   to 

copter   flights   of   fIn'  ^T^'   9 MarCh'   cons^ted   of Otter  and'heli- 
copter   flights   of   a  local nature.     Ice  reconnaissance   and  local  photo- 
graphic  missions  were   frequent.     Numerous   flights  were   conducted  to   Cane 

freT'   Sre^IsV^  l^'   ^^  ^^ ^Mnlhfil dia e' 
ThTh.^l  I T Central   COntro1   of  air   ^rations   during   this  period 
The  helicopter  and   to  Otters   assigned   to McMurdo   staged   out   of  Hut  Point' 
The helicopters   from the icebreakers  operated under I  shipboard "Luo 
Control,"  manned  by AirDevRon  Six. nexxo 

M.K,    l^  ,t0  t^e   laSt   Ship,S   deParture,   the  two  Otters   assigned   to McMurdo  deployed   to Little Amerira  qt-^w™   *„ ■        .      dE,i'J-önea   to 
One  of   the  OI-LT-C:  Z.Z A ^ uff Stat:Lon  to assist  in  an  SAR mission, 
une  ot   the  Otters  was   damaged while  off-loading  onto the barrier near 

bar"  ^^   K^
6
  ""^ ^   left   at Little  ^^ because  of  constant 

retr:ne
s

afereritebT:hn-Lit,:le ^T™ ***  ^^^      No attemPt was mLe     0 
precarious  due   to   t^'   T ^^  0Peration -ould  have  been extremely precarious  due   to   the  adverse  conditions   at   the barrier's  edge. 

28  Februarf "Folloi^0^"  f*"'^  eXtensive d—8*   ™  the   storm on 
nPJS  78T     ^ollowtn8  rePairs.   ^ was   flown extensively during  the 
period  28  March  until   20 April   1956  on  ice  and photographic   reconnais- 
sance  flights.     Experimental   airdrops   of diesel   fuel'coStained   in b'th 
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rubber and metal tanks were also made.  As the temperatures dropped below 

ZT0 f' at lca"t Uwo hours Prcflight was required to satisfactorily loosen 
flight controls and Crcc all moving parts, cold-weather lubricants not- 
withstanding.  VHF radio contact was effective between the base and the 
helicopter for approximately three miles, but due to the low altitude 
of most of the flights, contact beyond this range was unsuccessful 
Combined GCA helicopter flights were made by prearrangement.  The heli- 
copter would fly over the northernmost ice edge in McMurdo Sound on a 
general east-west heading from Ross Island to the antarctic mainland. 
Radar maintained a constant track on their scope, which was transcribed  ' 
to a map of the area.  In this manner ice growth was plotted quite 
accurately.  In addition, GCA's were also carried out to give the air- 
control men practice and to enable them to properly align their scopes. 

f   /^0u   the u0th 0f April t0 mid-0ctober, with no aircraft available- 
tor tiights  the wintering-over aviation personnel at McMurdo concentrated 
on the installation of navigational aids and completion of aviation con- " 
trol and maintenance facilities, and assisted in the construction'of the 
ice runway.  During the crucial period from mid-October 1956 through 

xTf7 i957' the tremendous importance of air support focused attention 
on McMurdo Sound.  The VX-6 aircraft returned on 17 October and C-124,s 
began arriving on 21 October.  Flight operations averaged 75 long-range 
flights.each month. &    & 

_  ^From the first flight on 17 October, it was. apparent that most of 
the landings would be under actual GCA conditons, for the sound at 
McMurdo has extremely variable local weather conditions.  The camp area 

Tnn    ^rt
Ciear While the runWay WaS socked.in with blowing snow up to 

4UU ov 500 feet.  At times, the runway was also.S'fogbound.  The C-lZA's 
operated around the clock as long as the Soyth'Tole or Byrd Station 
weather permitted them to make airdrops and return to McMurdo  Their 

normal refueling and servicing was accomplished within an hour and a 
half maximum. 

By early December, continued warm weather had caused rapid deteri- 
oration of the ice runway.  Severe melting had resulted in the development 
of extensive and dangerous potholes.  This condition, coupled with the 
exhaustion of the aviation gasoline supply caused the 0-124's to return 
to New Zealand to await a good cold snap which would restore the runway 
to a usable condition and the arrival of a tanker with the necessary 
gasoline  At this stage, vital material and personnel still were required 
at the Pole, Beardmore, and Byrd Stations, 

Ski-equipped aircraft operations remained feasible at McMurdo  so 
that VX-6 ships lifted IGY nondroppable cargo and food to the Pole'as  : 

weather permitted.  Later, the squadron began the exchange of wintering- 
over personnel for the construction groups at the Pale and Beardmore 
Stations.  This continued through early January, when ski failure on the 
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P2V aircraft and accelerated runway deterioration halted all air opera- 
tions at McMurdo.  Colder weather assisted in restoration of the ice 
runway by early February and permitted the C-124 aircraft to return and 
complete the airdropping of supplies.  By mid-February, ski-equipped 
VX-6 aircraft had delivered the last wintering-over personnel to the 
Pole.  Colder temperatures at the Pole precluded furthei 
there. 

ir   ski landings 

Little America 

Air operations commenced at Little America on 4 January 1956 when 
the first reassembled UC-1 Otter became operational.  A total of three 
UC-1 s were transported to Little America aboard ships of the task force 
These craft were supplemented by H04S helicopters from the icebreakers 
Throughout off-loading operations and base construction, the Otters and 
helicopters completed innumerable flights for local reconnaissance and 
transportation of personnel and supplies between the ships and the 
construction site. 

On 9 January the first heavy, long-range aircraft arrived at Little 
America.  A P2V landed on an unprepared snow surface to pick up personnel 
tor an aerial reconnaissance flight into Marie Byrd Land.  The fly-over 
of the terrain between Little America and the proposed site for the Byrd 
Station was preliminary to tractor train operations.  Between mid-January 
and early February 1956 and Otter was employed in support of trail opera- 
tions, transporting personnel and supplies and flying short-range recon- 
naissance. 

During the first week of February Little America became the base 
tor the first search and rescue operation wtym an Otter failed to return 
from a trail support mission.  The downed aircraft was eventually located 
and all aboard returned safely to Little America. 

Flight operations were resumed in October 1956 utilizing ski-equipped 
R4D transport-type aircraft and Canadian UC-1 Otter aircraft in support 
of tractor train operations, Byrd Station, Beardmore Glacier Station 
ICY traverse parties, an ice deformation party, personnel transfer, and 
general reconnaissance purposes.  Extensive flight operations were con- 
ducted during the summer months, with very limited flight operations 
during the winter due to extreme low temperatures and adverse weather 
conditions.  Helicopter operations were deemed practical for summer only. 

Hallett 

Air operations at Hallett were held to a minimum because of ice 
conditions and limited p-rsonnel and equipment.  During the wintering- 
over period only five aircraft landings and take-offs were made, the 
first on 1 November 1957 and the last on 23 December 1957.  All'of these 
operations were conducted with R4D-type aircraft. 
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Wtlkea 

No air operations were conducted from this station, except for air- 
craft operating from ships during the short summer resupply period. 

Ellsworth 

The snow cover in the vicinity of the base was smooth with very 
gradual grades.  It was usable as an airstrip in its initial stage. 
VX-6 personnel marked out an airstrip adjacent to the camp by placing 
flag markers at 100 feet on centers. 

Support Facilities 

McMurdo 

Between 20 December 1955 and 15 January 1956 large-scale air opera- ^ 
tions were impossible because the aircraft arrived before the navigational 
aids, airfield equipment, material, and petroleum products.  Aviation 
gasoline itself was not available for 10 days. 

The control tower was set up on the south side of the runway.  Both 
the tower and GCA (Quadradar) were mounted on a 20-ton sled.  The tower 
was very small and cramped (8 feet square).  At first all power for the 
tower and GCA equipment was supplied by a 30-kw single-phase diesel gen- 
erator except for communications when 28 volts was supplied by a motor- 
generator set or batteries.  With this system long-range communications 
were limited.  About 1 February two 10-kw three-phase gasoline-engine 
generators were installed along with a rectodyne for communications. 
This proved much more satisfactory than operating with the limited power 
of the batteries and the noise of the motor-generator set. 

A new tower building was constructed in July 1957 on a 20-ton sled. 
It contained three rooms, a tower room with windows on three sides facing 
the runway, a radar room in the middle, and a bunkroom, which contained 
two bunks and some messing facilities, on the other end.  These facilities 
later proved useful on several occasions when men were stranded at the 
runway during blizzards.  The following equipment was installed in the 
tower:  Two AN/ARG-1. one AN/ARR-15, one AN/ART-13, two AN/ARC-2, ^e 
TED-6  one URR-35, one BC-348Q, one RD-H5/UN, one URD-2A, one ID-300A/UMQ, 
a wind direction and velocity indicator, two light guns, one rectodyne 
power supply, one TPS-lD radar (no power supply to operate) and batteries 
and a battery charger.  A GCA antenna mount was installed on a 20-ton 
sled," and the alignment of the radar was completed at the GCA building 
in camp  Tower and GCA equipment were moved to the runway late in 
August.  The equipment was aligned and flight was checked and readied 
for operation at that time. 

( 
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Of aircraft due to difficulties ^ The canT      '^^ WaS 8ivcn contr"l 
air operations had only one trans^i "r  t^eT' " air 0Perat-ns.  As 
aircraft flying within Antarctica when kron.T^ SOmetimes had to control 
traffic to and from New Zealand. operations was controlling 

Initially there were two SOnn ..11 
at McMurdo.  By October 1957? thei^secL " 1°*?  ^^^P-  -fuelers 
parts and proper maintenance  only one^as In I  0f.0peration without new 
October-November air operations.  A 2000^? C(™sion for most of the 
fuel the ski-equipped aircraft!    2000-8"llon refueler was used to re- 

Servicing aircraft with lube oil r^o 
ten 55-gallon oil drums were kept In . J! t   f/UStrat^S  procedure.  About 
inside about two days prior to uSe  ShenT  

Wan^an-  A drum had to be 

xnto 5-gallon cans, which were ^handled ulTo'tt'   ^   ^ ^   POUred 

in .anuaUy.  This system was a cold, ^^^^^^ 

Little America 

The buildings of tf-fpl p-s^u 
of the skiway and 400 fee to   tLZt^^   e^idis^^  frotn the ends 

favorable to efficient ^ration of the^cl'  ^ l0CatiOn WaS mOSt 

craft from the control towe^^he first bui^  ^ 0bfervati- <* air- 
homer shack, an integral part of thf imM h"Xl^nZ   to be erected was the 
as the first building to be erected b^f  ^^ beaCOn- lt  was elected 
gational aid to the aircraft »^^1^!.   ^ itS lmPort— - a navi- 
train reconnaissance party  Ifter an o^^0" ^ the 1955-56 tractor 
from the trail party  the Quad rrl SZ crashed ™  *  return trip 
temporarily installed for search andere    ^  ^  CO~ications were 
a 10-man tent mounted on a 'Ston bobsled" "**'     ^ ^^ hOUSed in 

buildfngs^arco^encL^'The^buUdin^f^"0? 0f the DeeP Free2e ^ype 
feet apart.  An 8-foot by-^t by S fo^" ^^f" ^ t0 end and 20 
Plexiglass windows on all sides Jr-Jf't co^ol   tower, with double 

Davisville, was erected atop S north c^^^ c*™  ClementS Panels ^ 
A trap door was cut thro^the r^of of t^h "L^*  elect-ni" building, 

tower.  This also allowed'heat to cfrculate into ^ 1°*  aCCeSS t0 the 
building.  The windows frosted un bet^l      he tOWer from  the 

This condition was corrected by Lmov^t!^ tWO/heftS of P^xiglass. 
outside one. thawing and drying both sections   1    ^"^ Sealin8 the 

dessicant at the bottom betweeS the two sheets P H^8 "   ^^  layer of 
sheet. ne zwo  sheets, and resealing the inside 
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system were installed in the tower.  The GCA and VHF/DF indicators and 
the operator's position were enclosed by black curtains.  A tunnel en- 
closing the area between the electronics and maintenance buildings was 
constructed from timbers and plywood to house two 30-kw generators, two 
28-v motor generators, one 28-v selenium rectifier, a gasoline-driven 
air compressor, a Herman Nelson preheater, and two battery chargers. 

Aviation gasoline, oil, oxygen, jato, auxiliary power units, and 
fire and crash equipment were available at Kiel Field.  The fire and 
crash equipment consisted of a fire-fighting sled housing a 500-pound 
Ansul extinguisher and was towed by a weasel or Sno-Cat.  This equip- 
ment was manned and ready during all take-offs and landings.  No hangar 
facilities were available; however, limited indoor maintenance and 
repair shops were available for minor aircraft repairs. 

Aviation gasoline was stored in a 100,000-gallon tank located 
adjacent to and southeast of the main station.  Fuel from this tank was 
pumped into small 800-gallon tanks mounted aboard an Otaco sled.  A 
D8 was used to shuttle this sled to and from the Kiel Field refueling 
area, where the fuel was pumped into a 3200-gallon refueler and a 
10,000-gallon rubber storage tank.  Utilization of the 10,000-gallon 
rubber tank made it possible to have fuel available and readily accessible 
even during the periods of heaviest flight operations. 

Byrd 

No aircraft repair facilities were available at Byrd Station, other 
than that which individual plane crew equipment and capabilities permitted. 
Preheaters were on hand, but no covered working spaces.  Prior to the 
October 1957 airdrop, no fuel or fueling facilities were available.  Each 
aircraft was required to carry sufficient fuel and jato for the return 
trip.  Upon commencement of October airdrops, both fuel and jato bottles 
became available, and with a Barnes portable 50-gpm pump, aircraft re- 
fueling in the parking area alongside the runway became fast and efficient. 

South Pole 

Maintenance facilities for aircraft were extremely limited.  When 
the P2V-7 lost an engine while warming up for take-off (late October 1957), 
a line shack was constructed from damaged building panels, with a floor 
area of 8 feet by 12 feet.  A stove was installed which permitted the 
mechanics to warm up periodically and provided warm storage for the 
prime movers for the Herman Nelson heaters.  The facilities of the garage 
were available, but were limited.  No aircraft parts or POL products, 
other than avgas, were available at the Pole, except as specifically 
ordered and delivered.  Only a limited amount of drummed avgas was 
available.  Aircraft were given additional gas where necessary, fueling 
being done simply with a standard drum pump. 
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Hallctt 

No aviation personnel or maintenance facilities were .«.*1-KI 
Hallett Station.  Only a limited amount of aircraft f^rand^n    . 
were available.  During the wintering-over period only Le of the ff 
aircraft landing at Hallett required fuel.  This fuel w^Jn .     7 
the aircraft to replace fuel that had been u^d in ^gl- ru" iTThen'0 

ti^Titi iTitii:*Hallett station —^ - - HT^^ron 
Airstrips 

McMurdo 

of ^^Th^iCe rUnWay WaS Sti11 in the Process of being cut with the arrival 
of the first aircraft in October 1956.  No time had Seen available to 
smooth the top surface.  The runway proper was marked Song ^ sides with 

r^^-rfm^-^hla^fr^rip^ 'Z^t TrllT  ^  ^fj 

background of fi'fL h in*? I'     ^^  ^ White —"Is on a black 
When thP ^  1   f^ y i0"fOOt CanVaS stretched between bamboo poles. 
Tnver ed l^lUJTT  "^ ^  exhausted. ^^  diesel drums w^e 
inverted and placed in the snow in a straight line on an extension of 

in'thTSm^f'S T**    f the ^ 0f the  runw^ the SrrelT;^ pfaced 
end nf lu ^  0f ^ ^^ SOme  40 feet from the actual approach 
end of the runway.  Barrels recessed flush with snow, tops exposed at 
all times, indicated the beginning of the runway proper.  The Day-Glo 

cov^the^tri'11^617 ^^"^ t0 0il drUmS-  HoLvL/snow teSed to cover the strips, necessitating daily cleaning.  Excessively strong winds 

ever^ 21 SZ^  ^^ Sh0rt lifeSpan' ^ ^P^-ment was require! abou every 21 days during summer operations. 

the fuerLrr^l ^.^ the n0rth side of ^e ice runway, and east of 
mUr-Tf   tT'u skiway was prepared for the 8kl-equlpp4d aircraft 
Direct field-phone connections were made between the control tower and 

ItleU    ItTliZo*1111^-     ^^ bUfldin8 WaS l0Cated witiinX camp itself.  The aerology office was complete and well equipped for observa- 
tions and limited forecasting, but the location of the officf on hiUy 

aU^rfLr V1"1 a half fKr0m the airStrip CaUSed -roneous readiigs'on 
! L!"!!T an? Up?r air "Nervations.  Future operations should try for 
a better location if possible. y 

in thf PV^8^07
 '^^ WaS prepared to afford an alternate landing spot 

strln JTf ^e/^n ^"/^way was closed for any other reason.  This 
strip was located five miles northwest of Hut Point on the ice which had 
formed during the preceding winter night.  The cleared surface of 6000 
feet was somewhat smoother than the actual ice runway.  The ice depth 
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averaged 73 inches and was satisfactory for emergency operations.  However, 
large aircraft, such as the C-124, would be unable to remain in a parked 
position longer than a few hours.  In December the ice underwent rapid 
deterioration, losing as much as 7 inches of depth in cne week.  By late 
January this entire area had gone to sea.  While it was maintained and 
marked all during the period 15 October to 1 January, the only traffic 
was light planes shooting "touch-and-go" landings. 

Little America 

The Little America air facility was located 1.2 miles southeast of 
the main base, at an elevation of 125 feet above sea level.  A study of 
the prevailing winds at previous Little America camps revealed that 
they were from the southwest.  This coincided with the direction of the 
sastrugi at Little America V.  The skiway was laid out paralleling the 
sastrugi, with the northeast end approximately 300 feet from the beginning 
of the gradual descent into the valley. 

The skiway was 6000 feet long and 300 feet wide, with a 2000-foot 
overrun on the end.  For Deep Freeze I, it was marked at 200-foot intervals 
with 9-inch-square red trail flags mounted on 4-1/2-foot bamboo poles. 
The corners were marked with 2-foot-square red flags on 10-foot bamboo 
poles.  No surface treatment was necessary during the summer months. 
However, with the coming of fäll and increasing bad weather, the skiway 
became too rough for flight operations.  A narrow strip 100 feet by 
3000 feet was maintained by blading with a D8 tractor until July, when 
the Otter was irreparably damaged in a windstorm.  From July to October 
no work was done on the skiwäy.  In October, work was resumed in prepara- 
tion for the arrival of the aircraft for the summer season.  Six thousand 
feet were prepared.  The flags outlining the original.skiway were very 
hard to see.  Taxi strip and runway reflectors. Type B-l, Specification 
MIL-R-7264, were substituted.  Turned inside out to present a dark blue 
surface, they were mounted two to a pole at 90 degrees to each other 
for maximum visibility.  These were spaced, at intervals of 100 feet.  The 
badly faded the blue surface of the markers.  The corners of the skiway 
were marked with oil drums. 

For Deep Freeze II and III, the skiway was marked every 100 feet 
with bright orange markers mounted on wooden stakes extending approxi- 
mately 3 feet above the surface.  There were ten oil drums marking the 
extended center line of skiway 33, which was the ground-controlled 
approach runway due to prevailing wings, the runway most generally used 
for operations.  The skiways were capable of handling ski-equipped air- 
craft only.  The runway was continually bladed by DS's or a snow planer 
in order to keep it in peak operating condition. 
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Taxiways were 50 feet wide and marked every 200 feet by red flaes 
on bamboo ploes.  The aircraft parking area was located between the 
operations buildings and the skiway.  The aircraft refueler and tledowns 
were also located in this area. ^ieuuwns 

Beardmore 

A Sno-Kitten was  used to pull  a drag and smooth an  area  suitable  for 
ski-equipped  aircraft   to  land.     The area was marked with  trail   flags. 

South Pole 

The skiway was oriented approximately grid north and south to conform 
to the more predominant pattern of sastrugi.  It was two miles long and 

IL  Tnn f0  I  .  feet/ide-  A 5000-foot strip was parallel to this strip 
and 300 feet to grid west.  The parallel strips permitted one P2V and two 
R4D s to operate at the same time, as it was the practice for those craft 
to tiy the route simultaneously to cover one another.  Trartor-drawn 
drags were used to knock down the sastrugi and level and compact the 

!  :P8',u    !tripS Were marked along the sides with red flags every 300 
f^J; . ^K611

?
8
 ^^ marked by StripS 0f Day-Glo.  The approach zone was 

indicated by long rows of barrels, starting a mile out, parallel to the 
sides and center lines. >   r ii<= 

Several landings were extremely marginal due to ice fog, and a weasel 
was therefore parked by the touchdown point to give pilots some perspective 
As the camp increased in size, the radar capabilities of the aircraft 
increased so that the station was eventually picked up from 40 miles away. 
On 1 November 1956, an R4D found the granular unworked snow tough to 
taxi on and froze fast after 49 minutes on the ground.  The temperature 

Hallett 

The Hallett runway was located on the ice of Moubray Bay approximately 
six miles from the main base to allow maximum usage when ice conditions 
deteriorated  The runway was layed out in early October as an emergency 
landing facility for aircraft flying between New Zealand and McMurdo.  This 
runway was two miles long and 300 feet wide.  It was marked on both sides 
with trail flags every 150 feet and empty oil drums every 300 feet   At 
the one-mile marker, one oil drum and one large flag were offset on either 
side; at the two-mile mark, two drums and two large flags were offset 
An area approximately one mile long was allowed for overrun.  The approach 
end of this runway was indicated by offsetting barrels at a 45-desree 
angle on either side of the runway. 
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Another navigational aid was installed at the recommendation of 
VX-6 pilots.  This consisted of a large arrow made of discarded oil drums 
mounted on the bay ice directly in front of the main camp and pointing 
to the runway.  A line of barrels spaced every eighth of a mile connected 
this arrow with the approach end of the runway.  This barrel system of 
lining the runway is not considered the best, because of the possibility 
of aircraft striking the barrel. 

Recommendations 

The support of the Pole Station as well as Beardmore and Byrd Stations 
depends on the runway condition at McMurdo.  This runway was built on sea 
ice, which is unpredictable.  An earth landing strip should be constructed 
if operations of a more permanent nature are planned.  Thus far, no suit- 
able site has been definitely found, but efforts should be continued in 
this direction.  "The Construction Battalion Reconnaissance Unit did a 
feasibility study for a permanent-type airstrip at Marble Point, about 
40 miles from the present McMurdo Station, during Deep Freeze III and 
found it to be feasible from an engineering standpoint."12  if wheeled 
aircraft could be landed at the Pole and Byrd Stations, the support of 
those stations could be easily accomplished.  The construction of a 
compacted-snow strip at the Pole should be investigated, as the maximum 
temperatures there are approximately zero Fahrenheit. 

( 
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SECURITY AND SAFETY 

McMurdo 

Safety Program 

The proper safety training and observance of this training is 
extremely important in the antarctic.  In spite of frequent informal and 
formal safety training, McMurdo's accident rate was very high.  As far 
as possible, steps were taken to make people cognizant of the hazards, 
but the total danger can never be eliminated.  Prior to deployment, lec- 
tures were given by the medical officers at Davisville to both summer 
support and wintering-over personnel.  These lectures included first-aid 
of various injuries that might be sustained, and even included lectures 
on preventive medicine—for example, venereal disease, frostbite, and 
snow blindness.  Informal discussions were conducted at McMurdo with indi- 
viduals concerned.  Further safety precautions were promulgated to specific 
individual personnel.  A safety officer conducted an excellent safety 
program which emphasized the need for careful observance of safety rules 
and regulations and pointed out possible hazards on the ice to be guarded 
against.  In addition, local instructions, both formal and informal were 
published, as needed.  All possible hazards to safety were eliminated or 
lessened. 

Safety Hazards and Precautions 

There is no question that McMurdo should be considered a hazardous 
isolated duty station, especially in view of;  (1) the hilly, icy ter- 
rain; (2) the winter darkness; (3) severe storms with high winds frequently 
obscuring visibility; and (4) the necessity of wearing clothing that limits 
visibility and agility.  Of the 87 winter personnel at McMurdo during 
Deep Freeze II, 15 had at least one plaster cast during the year, one 
death occurred, and numerous other injuries, such as burns and minor 
frostbite, were sustained.  One must caution people to be alert at all 
times.  Avoidance of unnecessary dangers is imperative.  A sense of look- 
ing out for one's self and one's fellow man is necessary. 

Cold-Weather Hazard.  McMurdo is an outdoor base.  Buildings are not 
interconnected by tunnels, consequently men are subjected to the elements, 
resulting in impaired dexterity due to bulky clothing and the cold.  In 
the summertime, in spite of all precautions, weasels and other forms of 
transportation traveling on the bay ice can suddenly break through into 
the cold antarctic water.  Snow blindness is a hazard, causing the wearing 
of dark glasses to be a necessity.  Carbon monoxide poisoning can occur. 
Much diligence and caution have to be observed in all areas, depending on 
whether one is crossing crevasses, climbing mountains, or on a trail 
party. 
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Personnel were instructed in regard to certain basic precautions 
to observe when going out into the antarctic winter, such as wearing 
proper clothing and wearing goggles in storms, even when going to an ad- 
jacent building.  Very little can be done about the hilly terrain and 
ice around McMurdo.  Railings were installed on head steps.  Extremely 
icy areas were announced to the camp along with the daily morning tempera- 
ture and wind velocity, enabling personnel to dress appropriately.  Icy 
areas, such as occurred from drainage of water from the shower and laundry 
facilities at the powerhouse were periodically broken by heavy machinery 
such as DS's to enable one to walk over the area more safely. 

Most of the weasels had the cabs removed.  This was practical in most 
instances, for personnel were dressed for the weather, and certainly should 
a weasel go through the ice, the chances of escape are much better.  On 
a long trail party, closed vehicles would be preferred.  But in and around 
camp, the open vehicle is less apt to result in injuries because it allows 
greater range of visibility and a more ready means of escape.  Personnel 
were instructed to stay on well-tested and -marked ice roads. 

Carbon monoxide hazards were eliminated as much as possible.  All 
personnel were made cognizant of its danger and warning signs.  The carbon 
monoxide warning system installed in barracks at McMurdo was extremely 
sensitive and not very practical since the alarm rang for cigarette smoke. 

* 

Storm Hazards.  Blizzards affecting visibility and with high winds 
were unpredictable.  All hands V3re required to check out with the 00D 
any time they left the immediate camp area.  They were also urged to use 
the "buddy" system.  Each chief was made responsible for tying down the 
loose gear around his working area or storage space.  Plywood, sheet metal, 
boxes, etc., made dangerous projectiles in 80 or 90 mph winds. 

A storm bill was published and explained to all hands early in the 
year, well in advance of the first blizzard.  In brief, there were three 
storm conditions: 

Condition II - Good weather, visibility 2 to 3 miles or more, and 
light winds. 

Condition I  - Poor weather and getting worse, visibility 2 miles 
down to 1/4 mile.  No restriction on personnel movement within central 
portion of camp or on groups going to outlying buildings or working areas. 
Persons moving singly out of the central camp area had to have permission 
from the 0OD/J0OD, and give departure time, ETA, and report arrival at 
destination via the intercommunication system. 

Condition Zero - Visibility less than 1/4 mile, usually caused by 
blowing snow with winds in excess of 25 mph.  Groups could sometimes check 
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out for outlying building areas, but gave their departure time ETA 

WUhiT h 'T^  t0 ^ 00D/J00D Via the intercolunicatior^ftt. 
between h^nH?    ^"^ °f the Camp' 0nly  tho8e P"80"* moving singly between buildings reported their movements to the 00D desk. 

1«- ,Ex"llent cooperation was given by everyone, for it took very little 
imagination to visualize what could happen during a blizzard  BlL^H 
and near blizzard conditions developed^ rapid!? that ^nly^hepersonnel 
nfo ^r^0 ' ^ .the Standard Navy «torn bill was ever able to be pUced 
i^Ho      .   in8 n0rmal conditions there was a constant effort to 

or h T/r ^J0" »•t!fU1 and equipment susceptible to being blown away 
or burled.  The camp diesel tanks were refilled when they were ab^t 
half empty. Manila lines were strung from a central camp buitding to 
each of the outer camp buildings where personnel were on watch 24 hours 
a    UclV a a day 

Restricted Areas.  The hazardous areas were listed as restricted to 
all personnel, except those on authorized work details, and published 
and explained verbally to all hands,  m the same directive were listed 
shrines and monuments of former expeditions, and all the territory outside 
the camp, runway, and the road between the two.  A party of two or more 
persons was allowed to go hiking to undangerous areas if they were checked 
out with the 0OD/J00D.  Upon checkout, the 00D would review LedLger 
areas, check aerology for a favorable weather forecast, and log the party's 

95Sperca irorth^M  ^ FT*?* ^^  t0 be an -cellenAontrol  * 
to ^rshl^rtS.31"1 br0ke ^^ 0nly ^^ the ^  ^anted libe-y 

Fire_Hazards.  Fire is an ever-present danger in the antarctic.  All 
hands were constantly cautioned concerning fire hazards.  Practice drills 
were held periodically.  An additional fire watch was established which 
required walking about 1-1/4 miles around camp, and checking essential 

h^.f H88/^^ hal5-hour that were ™t  entirely maintained on a 24-hour 
eli^n^118 the/i^i\ter night-  These watches, of course, had to be 
elimnated or reduced when severe storms dangerously obscured visibility 
Another feature connected with safety consists of not wearing fuel-drenched 

eL^edT6"6^  hin8' Particularly by mechanics or personnel who are engaged in welding. 

Workjiazards.  Certain types of work are much more hazardous than 
others.  Examples are barrel rolling and construction in open areas during 
both winter and summer.  Several accidents occurred when rolling barrels 
in spxte of all precautions because the only effective way of rolling the 
drums was by hand.  Desterity is limited by gloves and one cannot touch 
cold metal with bare hands as they freeze to the object.  Visibilitv is 
further obscured by currently designed cold-weather clothing.  Avoidance 
of fatigue is important.  As much as possible, the long hours put in by 
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all personnel, summer and winter, should be reduced.  This was often not 
possible, however, because of a shortage of personnel. 

Flying Hazards.  With regard to aircraft safety measures, basic rules 
of safety apply.  Depth perception can certainly be in error, either in 
the direct sunlight on the snow, or when night adaptation has been ruined 
by landing lights.  The wearing of contact gloves inside heavier gloves 
or mittens is important for flying personnel.  The most severe burns sus- 
tained by the occupants of a helicopter which crashed occurred on the 
hands of a person who had to remove his mittens to unbuckle his safety 
belt with his bare hands.  Safety belts should obviously be worn on all 
take-off's and landings, and also for low-altitude flying in the heli- 
copter and Otter, except to perform necessary functions.  Helmets should 
also be worn in these aircraft. 

Little America 

Camp Security 

During nonworking hours a Fire and Security Watch made a complete 
tour of all Little America spaces each half-hour.  During storm conditions, 
additional fire and security watch personnel were appointed in order to 
have a continual patrol.  Buildings were inspected for fire hazards, 
stress and strain from storms and other unnatural conditions, and the 
carbon-monoxide detectors were inspected for operational status and 
carbon-monoxide content.  The malfunction of equipment and systems under 
conditions of use in the antarctic was unpredictable.  In order to ensure 
and expedite corrective action where necessary, a duty watch Stander was 
appointed in each applicable rate.  All petty officers were eligible for 
this watch and were on call for a 24-hour period.  Typical equipment 
checks were made by departments concerned on stoves and the heating system, 
generators, the water system, and the fire-fighting system. 

Safety Hazards and Precautions 

Fatigability hampered most personnel upon first arrival to the ice. 
This condition persisted generally for one to three months.  Many factors 
were responsible for this initially, yet it was inexplicable after six 
to eight weeks.  With the maximum outdoor workload of the summertime, 
the factor of personnel fatigue was a serious threat to safety.  Every- 
thing proceeded at breakneck pace in the race with the sunlight and 
frozen seas.  Cold working conditions imposed a greater demand upon 
available personnel, thereby increasing the number required to perform 
a given task. 

Accident prevention was stressed throughout the year.  Constant 
awareness of routine industrial safety procedures was a laudable achieve- 
ment of the seabee crew.  The high level of general competence was reflected 
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evacuated   air   into   tlu-  nr.in   t   nn'l        I  y' ,WCr   ^   in   0ach   bui^ing 

th.   opposite  sic.o   uf'^un   t   
U3  ;  cra^rin^L;l0W  ^^^ ^   ^ 

wcn-c   proscMU   in  most   builclinus        Whatovnr   ."o    T      r  ^n0?ide  detector. 
by the  crude dleael   oil  did n^t   pr sent" llH*   "^     that.— produced 
an  extra  access   to   outside  air  vJT^n«.   n   ^  K «"asion,   however, 

through  the roof.      The   few cases   of  rn?^^"1"8  a   "o™*^ 
as  a   rosnlh »« it cases   of  CO   intoxication which   did   occur  were 
as  a   result of  gasoline  engines   used   in  garaße  snaces       All 
")ilcl   and   of short   exposure   times. spaces.     All   cases were 

some  hcad'che^'Mrht-meter  ^  PerSiStent   sli8ht   -eurrence  of   trouble- 

This  was  Partlculaifri^or  ^rrjttir;  UCted   K^1"8   ^ "^  ni^- 

South   Pole 

camp.  !„ case of . Serlo„s «,e. pe.s^rTouI. co^eL"^™ Z  III 
•pping 

k] 

and  us^l   f^i^rwindrare^rrir^02611 "'J"'   dryneSS   0f  ^-P-e j 
prevention  againft   fires        On^f-^980118   f0r  *  Constant   P^gram of 

fires. "12     No Diece   L  fi^h,-^ P USe  ln  Antarctica  is   for   fuel 
on   the   part   of'ev'ry  L   8       ^   eqUlpment   Can   take   the  place  of  diligence 

Placed^grid^ast   Jf"he^V^^011  ^^   fire'   a   fi" "*" -s 
!amesway"nd   the  garage  '  Fir^f i^ ?       8ara8e   ^^^  the   barracks 

two  entrances   in  ThlTire iTl        ffTl        T^/*™  l0Cated  at   the 

the  other half  could   s^ivf Ltil   spriirwith"     ff   ^   OUt half   the  Camp' 
urally  reduced     f^r^       T.^ 

m:lJ-1 
Sprln8 wl-th sufficient, though  nat- 

dJ-xy  reduced,   tare.      The   survival  Jamesway   could   be  used if   i-L   «„n 
camp were destroyed.      Located  200   feet   grid   south  of%h u     .! 

control   by havlng ^y hand  „„„gSh.?.  S al    .re,:     (       ffe  f re 
shoeld  get  out  of control,   keeping It confined   to one portion o?  th, 
camp.      In  case   of  a   «OT-I^.,0   *:,•        , . .        e  portion  of   the 



1LS A       
OPe!J  8 ?f the tWO t:unnels lnto the fire wall-  Two 150-pound 

Ansul dry powder nitrogen-actuated units were located at these two points 
It was recognized that the scientific program would be severely hanSi- 
capped if a portion of the camp should burn down, but survival of Se men 

-i; "       F^eKfXe8' 0BA,8' Safety line8' "" blankets and asbestos 
f solnM6" ^t1]**1*-     A11 Walter Kiddie extinguishers we« filled wJth 
a solution containing an additive to prevent freezing, even though the 
units were located indoors where it was warm. 8 

Byrd 

A fire and  generator watch was  established after  the generators were 

SliLT^h  th^i^^ r0Htated  fr8  a11 hand8'   excludi^rthfc^^nd6 
radioman.     With  the  increased  outside activity associated with station 
construction and  airdrops,   this rotation was   suspendedind   the dutjwas 

aerowf  V    ^ ^ ^^^ ^ reCeived -Stance  from the night 
hnnH?8 ***** consisted of  half-hour  inspections  of all  hLted 
heatf^r.-inf1 eleCtriC  fire-alarm «yt« had  alarms mounted in  each 
heated building,   connecting into a  central  indicator panel.     Two  carbon 

ofn^    *  "^r T^T8 Were eventually found  and  installed,   oS in each 
repTr e buildin8S-     Both alarms -'•  fo-d damaged.'   and  required 

Hallett 

persoSel^nTlS/H ^ T?™ tT***  WOrkin8 hourS Was —^«i to the 
securitv aid «f d^fenated ^rking spaces. During the night a base 
security and fire watch was assigned to the duty aerographer. who made 
periodic rounds of all buildings and huts. As aerology was  ocated in 
the -ss-ha 11 building, the duty aerographer also maintained a'atch on 
the master fire alarm.  In the event of a major disaster to the station 
an emergency cache was provided a half mile from the main base.  This 
cache was provisioned with enough food, fuel, clothing, building materials 
and medical supplies for the entire camp to exist for^pproximaLTy six  ' 
weeks 

Wilkes 

The temporary camp of Jamesway huts, erected to house the summer 
construction personnel, was left intact after their departure.  Food 
clothing, and POL for survival of the station complement was stored L 
and near this area, which is located approximately 800 feet from the main 

w^ 'ir / 3S"kr geilerat0r and a N-y model MM^emiportable radio were also stored there. 

A continuous security watch was maintained, rounds of the base being 
made every hour from 0800 to 1700 and every 30 minutes during the rest 
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as  chocking   for any other un^«?« "»noxide detection,   as wel] 

radios,, was  responsible f^acci^J^T"^     IJurinK 8torma  ^'^ ^y 
that  he returned  fron, each rou^S 8       "  ^ 8eCUrlty Watch  to --- 

Ellsworth 

'Caut 

keeping the   steps   to build Ls^and"^:       SPOtS-     The re8P0^^iUty  of 
was   assigned   to  individuals  and   cho^H"31"     Unnel   frCe   0f  Snüw and   "c 
concerning   the  use   of  dark  glasses   and     ^  re8Ularl>'-     Notices  wore   posted 
the   station   site WithourpeässiL       o^     ^f  pe!:SO"nel   *<*   to   leave 
tools   and  circular   saws,   were   insno^tlon   rP     T3  ?aZardS'   SUch  as   P^r 
power  drills   and  welding   eq^Wn^w^        f 0r. f16^^-      Operators   of 

A   fire watch  was  maint^nS 1^2200  to^^^r1^  Safety   ^^' 
to  see   that   a   complete   tour  of   all   buildi! u   "**   ^ "atch'*   duty 
every  half   hour.      Besides   the  hi     ^ulld^nSs   °n  the   station was   made 

for carbon-monoxide  Ws       ?he  oon      .     "*'   the Watch was  also alert 
-anders,   and   instructed   thefasTc^sLy^JroiSefr'3   ^   ^   ^  Wa^ fire   protection. necessary   In   order   to  insure   maximum 
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Section II 

WEATHER AND GROUND CONDITIONS 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

Operations in the antarctic, while differing in character from opera- 
tions in a more temperate climate, depend upon the same fundamental fac- 
tors—weather and ground conditions.  Adverse weather and ground conditions 
generally affect all phases of operations—air, ground and sea. 

In planning for Deep Freeze I, the records of previous expeditions 
to the antarctic and sub-polar regions were used as guidelines.  These 
records generally contained information from scattered locations and 
over relatively short periods of time.  Much important planning data was 
missing, while included data proved to be misleading in some aspects. 
It must be borne in mind that data obtained in any one year, or even 
during four consecutive years, might not be applicable in the following 
years. 

Data recorded during Deep Freeze I was gathered as a result of 
fundamental observations made to assist construction and air operations. 
Detailed weather records and analyses are contained in the CTF 43 Deep 
Freeze I report. 

The data presented in this report is general in nature, depicting 
extreme and average conditions encountered at specific locations.  Some 
observations were for very short periods, such as the 45 days during the 
establishment of the Pole Station. All records of weather observations 
are available at the National Weather Records Center (Navy Unit), Arcade 
Building, Asheville, North Carolin-. 

Little America 

Aerological personnel were not provided for Deep Freeze II; however, 
with the onset of summer flight operations, TF-43 aerological personnel' 
were provided.  Material for this report was obtained from ICY aerological 
logs maintained in weather central at Little America. 
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Byrtl 

No Navy acrologlsts wore assigned to Byrcl Station 
sram was the responsibility of IOY personnel. 

he weather pro 

Weather reports to Little America included one every three hours 
two upper air reports every 24 hours, and a weather briefing to pilots 
returning to Little America.  Two 12-hour forecasts were sent each dly 
during periods of frequent flights fron, Little America and air drops ' 
Storm warnings were sent whenever the wind went above 40 mph. 

South Pole 

The aerological program at South Pole during Deep Freeze II was 

tenaice ^nä"^^  ^ IGY P6—1' -th -PP-t in materials, main- 
tenance, and manpower being provided by Naval personnel as required. 

Hallctt 

The aerological office at Hallett was manned by three Navy aoro- 
graphers mates and one U.S. IGY meteorologist.  The aerological program 

MaS T^T^     957' bUt the entire Pr08ra^, WaS n0t in operation'until March 1957 when equipment installation was completed.  DurinR the 
wintering-over period, approximately 3000 surface weather and 622 upper 
air (rawmsonde) observations were taken. 

Ellsworth 

..IH J .WKrm-m0ift alr 0f the   '30Uth Paci£^  combines with the dense 
eold katabatic flow off the antarctic polar plateau in the region of 
Cape Dart at the western limits of the Bellinghausen Sea.  This forms 
weather similar to the Polar front that occurs in the northern hemis- 
phere.  The low-pressure areas or waves formed on the antarctic polar 
front in the region of Cape Dart move eastward across the Bellinghausen 
Sea until they are deflected northeasterly along the west coast of the 
Palmer Peninsula.  Upon reaching the northern tip of the peninsula in 
the region of the Drake passage, the low centers mix with air from the 
south Atlantic.  This new source of energy pushes the low-pressure cen- 
ters farther east causing turbulence both at the surface and aloft in 
the latitudes of 50 and 60 south.  As the low-pressure centers move 
eastward along the 60-degree south latitude, a flow of cold, dense and 
heavy antarctic polar air feeds in behind the low centers.  By zero- 
degree longitude, the heavy polar air underruns the relative warm moist 
air over the water, and deflects the warm air upwards, turning it south 
back onto the antarctic continent.  Veering to the southwest even fur- ' 
ther, the troughs, which have attained a height of 5000 to 10 000 feet 
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settle into the pocket formed by the Weddell Sea.  No classical fronts 
as we know them in the northern hemisphere were experienced at Ellsworth 
Station.  However, the elevated troughs cause meteorological phenomena 
that can be explained.  The type of precipitation, in the form of snow 
grains, ice needles, snow pellets, is indicative of turbulence aloft. 
The falling or rising of the barometer without the accompanying wind 
shift indicates the passage of elevated troughs.  These observations 
will become confirmed as the analysis of the upper air soundings become 
extant. 

DAYLIGHT 

Continuous daylight exists at McMurdo from late October to late 
February.  During this time, faborable weather and ground conditions 
permit around-the-clock operations.  From late February to late April, 
the transition from continuous daylight to continuous winter nights 
occurs.  Thereafter, and until late August, the darkness is broken only 
by short periods of civil and astronomical twilight.  Then, the periods 
of daylight became progressively longer until, in late October continuous 
daylight returns.  The table below elaborates on periods of daylight. 

January 1 to February 20 

February 20 to March 10 

March 10 to April 1 

April 1 to April 20 

April 20 to May 15 

May 15 to July 15 

July 15 to August 20 

August 20 to September 10 

September 10 to October 5 

Continuous daylight 

Alternate day and night, light night 
resulting from civil twilight 

Alternate day and night, light night 
resulting from astronomical twilight 

Normal alternating day and night; days 
progressively shorter 

Dark night with civil twilight at mid- 
day 

Dark night with astronomical twilight 
at mid-day 

Dark night with civil twilight at mid- 
day 

Alternate day and night; days progres- 
sively longer 

Light night resulting from astronomical 
twilight; alternate day and night 
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October 5 to October 20 

October 20 to January 1 

Light night resulting from civil twi 
light; alternate day and night 

Continuous daylight 

Due to topography of the area, the effects of twilight are not too 
gn.fxcant at McMurdo, especially in the caxnp area at Hut Point with 
s surroundmg hills.  The ice area, which is more exposed, receives 

uch .^T JM ^       " the Ca,np area-  ComPletely exposed locations, 
such as Little America, Byrd Station and the Pole Station, benefit 
greatly from the twilight periods. 

WINDS 

McMurdo 

At McMurdo  prevailing winds are easterly, with storm winds pre- 
dominantly southerly though occasional easterly storm winds are exper- 
ienced  Local topography, such as Ross Island, has a distinct effect 

N;FW^MS,/aUS,1i
nS/ref Variations of velocity and direction at the 

NAF McMurdo.  Winds of over 90 mph have been recorded in the Hut Point 
camp area   On the ice, where winds are not disturbed, velocities Hear- 
ing 115 mph have been experienced.  September, 1956, was a month of 
high winds, while during November and December winds were nearly absent 

Little America 

Refer to Table I 

Beardmore 

"Beardmore was usually very windy, as it was located near the con- 
fluence of at least five major glaciers. This invariably resulted in 
heavy blowing snow with attendant reduction in surface visibility."1 

Byrd 

Winds at the Byrd Station during January and February 195 7 were 
predominantly from the north and never less than 5 mPh  The 
record in February was 52 mph. 

maximum 

During trail party operations from Little America to Byrd Station 
generally moderate winds were experienced.  In November and early 
December, winds were predominantly southerly, but changed to northerly 
late in December.  The average surface wind velocity was 2 to 3 mph 
with a maximum of about 35 mph on 16 December.'^ 
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TABLE I.  WIND IN MILES PER HOUR FOR 1957 

Month 

January 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

February 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

March 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

April 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

May 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

June 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

July 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

August 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

September 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

October 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

November 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

December 
Mean 
Dir. 
Pk. 

* 1956  observations 

Little America 

10.3 
SE 

9.3 
SE 

NNE 40.3 

13.5 
SE 

40.3 

11.7 
S 

48.4 

15.9 
SE 

NE 70,2 

17.3 
SE 

NE 62.2 

15.0 
SE 

44.9 

16.1 
SE 

86.4 

11.5 
SE-S 

NE 28.8 

17.8 
SE 

59.9 

11.1 
SE 

44.9 

Byrd 

11.5 
NNE 

40.6 

13.8 
NNE 

51.8 

South Pole      Hallett       Ellsworth 

18.9 
NNE 

39.2 

17.8 
NNE 

54.1 

21.9 
NNE 

51.8 

27.1 
NE 

82.9 

25.3 
NE 

53.0 

17.3 
NE 

55.3 

(12.7)* 

(61.0) 

(9.2) 

(44.9) 

(6.9) 

(32.2) 

(6.9) 

(42.6) 

in   parentheses 

10.4 

11.5 

23 

12.7 

32.2 

17.3 

39.2 

17.3 

54.1 

19.6 

38.0 

17.3 

42.6 

18.4 

38.0 

15.0 

41.5 

16.1 

39.2 

10.5 
SW 

61.0 

9.3 
SW 

54.1 

11.0 
SW 

69.1 

6.8 
SSW 

54.1 

8.4 
SSW 

77.2 

19.1 
SSW 

92.1 

11.1 
SW 

92,1 

7.7 
SW 

87.5 

4.0 
SW 

63.3 

13.5 
SW 

114.0 

7.7 
SW 

58.7 

8.3 
SSW 

59.9 

NE 

NE 
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South Pole 

During the short construction period at the South Pole, winds were 
very mild, especially in comparison to those experienced at McMurdo. 
The maximum on 35 of the 45-day period did not exceed 10 mph, and greatly 
facilitated operations during that period.  Throughout the winter night, 
however, winds were unexpectedly persistent, averaging about 16 mph 
(though the peak gust was only 54 mph).  Of over 4400 hourly observations 
between sunset and sunrise, only 25 recorded calm conditions.  The pre- 
vailing wind direction was from the grid northeast. 

Hallett 

Surface winds during all storms were recorded in excess of 46 mph and 
the most severe of these occurred on the 22nd and 2 3rd of October when 
winds of 114 mph were recorded, with an average hourly wind £or this 
period of 64 mph.  All strong winds recorded at the station were from 
the southerly quadrant which coincides with the prevailing wind for the 
station. 

TEMPERATURES (See Table II) 

McMurdo 

The minimum temperature experienced at McMurdo during Deep Freeze I 
was a -76 F.  The maximum temperatures were in the low plus 40 F.  There 
was a great difference (10 to 20 F) between temperatures recorded on 
the sea ice and in camp.  On 6 August 1956, the temperature at the runway 
was -63 F while -40 F was recorded in camp.  When winds were southerly, 
the temperatures tended to equalize.  During most of December 1956, 
temperatures were over +32 F.  The snow and ice melted rapidy.  The 
development of dangerous potholes on the runway caused it to be closed 
to all wheeled aircraft from mid-December to early February.  The warm 
weather also hampered unloading ships as cracks and weak spots in the 
shelf ice frequently halted tractor trains.  In camp, accelerated melting 
brought forth gushing streams, undermining buildings and severely damaging 
the inadequately designed electrical distribution system. 

Little America 

The temperature at Little America varied from day to day as much as 
50 F in 24 hours.  A low temperature of -56 F was recorded in September 
1956 with a high of +39 F in December. 

Beardmore 

Temperatures  were  about   the  same   as  McMurdo. 
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TABLE 11.  ANTARCTIC TEMPERATURES (F) FOR 195 7 

Month Little America Byrd South Pole Hallett Ellsworth 

January 
Max. +40 (+40)* +25 +5.5 +39 
Min, -2 (-2) -17 -30 +20 _ 
Aver, +20 (+21) +10 -18 +31 

February 
Max. +30 (+26) +21 -18 +34 
Min, -17 (-21) -20 -69 +16 
Aver. +10 (+11) +3 -37 +24 

March 
Max, +25 - -35 +25 +25 Min. -49 - -83 -6 -38 Aver. -15 - -65 +12 -4 April 
Max. +10 - -26 +17 +25 Min. -55 - -89 -24 -35 Aver. -27 - -70 -3 -9 May 
Max. +30 +20 -30 +11 +17 Min. -63 -66 -100 -27 -61 Aver. -23 -32 -68 -9 -13 June 
Max. +25 +4 -42 +20 +8 Min. -61 -70 -97 -36 -51 Aver. -11 -28 -70 -5 -27 July 
Max. +6 -4 -41 + 7 +10 Min. -61 -70 -99 -34 -60 Aver. -32 -41 -78 -15 -27 

August 
Max. 0 +8 -45 +19 +5 Min. -56 -51 -100 -44 -58 
Aver. -30 -20 -73 -17 -33 

September 
Max. -3 (+21) +1 -58 +15 +20 Min. -51 (-56) -61 -102 -34 -55 Aver. -29 (-22) -23 -80 -10 -17 October 
Max. +29 (+7) +12 -45 +28 +13 Min. -43 (-46) -55 -86 -21 -32 
Aver. -3 (-20) -15 -63 +1 -13 

November 
Max. +30 (+30) - M +36 +31 
Min. -16 (-29) - - -5 -31 
Aver. +9 (+2) - - +19 +9 

December 
Max. - (+39) - m +40 +32 Min. - (+6) - - +19 +9 Aver. - (+23) - - +30 +21 

*  1956   observations   in parentheaes 
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South Pole 

Temperatures were mild compared to the anticipated temperatures of 
-35 F used as a planning figure.  During the 45-day construction period, 
-35 F was the minimum, with the average temperature being more nearly 
-5 F. 

The maximum temperature recorded to date at the South Pole is +5.5 F; 
the minimum a world record -102.1 F.  Summer temperatures are warm enough 
to permit relatively easy accomplishment of outside work, particularly 
as winds are light.  The winter night period (22 March to 23 September) 
averaged about -73 F, with temperatures below -58 F for 90 percent of 
the time, and below -90 F about 12 percent of the time.  Average daily 
temperatures ranged as low as -96 F. 

Byrd 

Observations were limited to January and February 1957.  The minimum 
temperature of -20 F was recorded in February.  The maximum of +25 F was 
recorded in January.  During both months the average temperature was 
above zero, 

"Temperature observations during trail operations spanned the period 
of 5 November 1956 to 6 January 1957.  On the Ross Shelf at elevations of 
less than 200 feet the minumum temperature was -22 F on 11 and 12 November. 
The maximum of +28 F was observed on 28 December.  At Mile 183.5 on Army- 
Navy Drive, where the plain of the Ross Shelf joins the Rockefeller 
Plateau, the temperature recordings ranged from -16 to +30 F."2 

Wilkes 

The climate is very mild for the Antarctic,   low -2 7 F,   high +48 F. 
The low monthly average was just  above 0 F,   the high monthly  average 
just  above 32  F.     This  Is  due partly  to the relatively  low latitude   (this 
bulge  of eastern Antarctica is  the only section except  the Palmer Penin- 
sula which extends north of the Antarctic  Circle)   but to an even greater 
extent  it  is  due to  local  factors.     Winds pouring down off the  ice cap 
warm the area   (by air  friction)   and,   more  Important,   they prevent exten- 
sive accumulation of  ice  in the  Island group.     The   presence  of nearby 
open water at  a constant  28 F to 29 F  temperature  results  in  a  stable, 
relatively high temperature,  really milder  than that often encountered 
in the northern United States. 
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PRECIPITATION AND FOG 

McMurdo 

The hills and dark volcanic earth of Ross Island cause a great deal 
of melting during the summer (as do the dark moraine fields out in the 
Sound) as they absorb a great deal of heat.  The melt water runs off onto 
the sea ice and causes extensive stratification.  Large fields of blue 
ice, which look like solid fresh water ice, were found by corings to be 
highly stratified with snow.  These blue ice fields exist adjacent to 
Arrival Heights on Cape Armitage and about 10 miles from camp adjacent 
to the moraine field which flows from Black Island.  In general the snow 
thickness covering the old sea ice within a 4-or 5-mile radius of camp 
runs from 30 to 40 inches.  In Winters Quarters Bay where drifting is 
caused by the neighboring hills, snow depths exceed six feet in places. 
Beyond a 5-mile radius, the snow tends to decrease in thickness to about 
12 inches. 

The snow is composed of very fine granules less than 2inm in diameter. 
The granules are extremely dry.  The average density of the snow is great- 
er than 0.4 gm/cc.  Hardness varies from very soft strata to strata with 
10,000 gm/cm^ hardness gauge readings.  The constant winds pack the snow, 
and warm temperatures during the summer help to increase its density. 
The snow on the new ice to the north beyond the Deep Freeze I offloading 
site was only 4 to 6 inches in depth with the same general characteristi 
as the snow on the old ice, except stratification had not developed. 

On the sixth of May a marked inversion, commencing at approximately 
500 feet altitude appeared over McMurdo, which created an appearance of 
fog for several hours as the smoke from the building's smoke stacks level- 
ed off at the inversion's base and reduced visibility considerably. 

Little America 

Fog 

Fog and white-out conditions were prevalent during the winter and 
summer months and presented the greatest hazards to air operations. 

Snow Accumulation 

Approximately 170 inches of snow accumulated around the Little 
America site between February and November 1956.  There was very little 
snow accumulation on the roofs of the buildings.  This was evidently due 
to the flat surface the roof presented.  It was noticed that objects 
which presented a flat surface on the top had very little snow accumula- 
tion, as the wind would keep the top clear of snow.  Digging was required 
for replacing the fuel drums for the space heaters. A freezing drizzle 
was recorded on 22 November 1956 with a surface temperature of +5 F. 
Average relative humidity was estimated at about 5 percent. 
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South Pole 

„M,     
ICV08 aPPe"ed  quite  often at  the  Pole.     Sun spots (parhelion)  and 

other refractory phenomena were often observed. "parhelion)  and 

Sun doirlrfTT  l8  eXtremely variable,   and can change with  great  rapidity 
an^nM8 / ?      iu8 ^ C0nmOn'    Ne«-bliZ2ard conditions occurred  infre- 
quently during the winter,   but were not  experienced during  the summer 
Whiteout  conditions,   ranging from partial  to almost complete.  ««7^^ 

^^ow a^ula^^rir ''  '^'   ^^ ^  ^^ '^ 

i« .^"^^HS0" rr5ace lo8t al18hadow'objects —^ 'o "o.t 

ti:ny:tacLasSr^atron:hite"out condition i8 of Ls8 *™""* -p--nce 

In looking for a reason for the lessened incidence of whlte-out  one 
is again confronted with one of the primary differences between the fath- 
er here and at the coast.  Whereas, the latter has frequent low cloud 
formations  the South Pole by virtue of its altitude of 9200 feet seldom 
has heavy banks of low clouds.  The high cirrus cloud found over the PoL 
is apparently not as good a reflecting surface as the low clouds.  It 
should also be noted that the sun's elevation here is seldom (or not for 

ihife-oif enOU8  tÖ ^^ the mUltiple reflectio- squired to produce 

r.r-« ~  interesting but unsubstantiated observation was that one may on 
rare occasions after sundown have what might be called a "grey-out" during 

InH^H p?' althOU? there may be li8ht enou8h to see. all8§hadows merge 
8 

and the Plateau, which is usually well broken by sas^ugi, appears to be' 
perfectly flat and of uniform shade. *  >     VP  d" 

Hallett 

winterenCfQS7Halle^ "** T*  considered t0 have had a not too severe 
T^H  J l957'   aS   the station had only one extended bliZ2ard and aver- aged only 2 severe storms per month during the period. 

DRIFTING SNOW 

M,- »AM^"16 Ain"ica' lifting snow settled against the side walls of 
the building extending to the roofs and against the sides of the tunnels 
and covered storage areas.  This presented no problem rather, the insult- 
ing effect was helpful in maintaining warmth in the buildings and blocking 
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dimiig ^Drim^wiU r0"86 are.a-  NO meaSUreS Were taken to P— 
and winder preci^f.t ^      "T^  ***  obstacle-  D^ing the suLer  and 
,^ f,.       Precipitation appears to be very slight.  During the sorin« 
n^Jf  PreciPitation and drifting is heavier.  Windrows of snow de- 
pressions, equipment, building, etc.. cause large accumulations of snow 
A smooth area, such as a new ice field or as unobstructed roof tops  will 

'u t^e i"^off^ ^  CleaKrin8 ^ leVeUn8 an —' a11 equipment 
7f Lrt  K PH fel area When n0t workin8. •• a storm will undo weeks 
of work by drifting around the equipment.  Winds and drifting snow must 

structures  .TT' ^ ^ deSi8n ^ l0Cati0n 0f ^ buildings and structures.  September, a month of high winds and heavy precipitation 
was a severe month during 1956  Perhan«! it- nf  .n   > P

reciPLCation, 
watching. ferhaps it, of all months, bears careful 

buildfLÜ^Tw ^ driftS at Kiel Field Were UP to ^e tops of the buildings and 3 feet over the buildings in one place. 

ICE FORMATION 

Incident to the selection of a site for the runway at McMurdo  the 

borPH  TH
8
. r^^ thr0u^out the winter months.  Numerous holes were 

tractor  rt  COrin8 aU8er! ^ a ^^^  ««8« attached to a D2 
tractor.  The ice was more than a year old and had not gone to sea durine 

onsSlf l^5"56'K1
The thiCkneSS 0f the 0ld Sea ice - ^ to" ry considerably.  Presumably, currents are the primary erosive agent   In 

Winter Quarters Bay, the ice exceeded sixteen feet in depth  !n some 

so^th8 vlrTeä  fr6' f0 th%b0tt0m-  The Progressively father leslZä 
south, varied from eleven feet to approximately fifteen feet at a 2-mile 

the^ter'in^tidal18 ^  ^ thiCkneSS WaS ^  ^l^lVl  T Id ZlVVT^lTlil^11 ls estimated that at four miles radius the 

it   is^efativeiv'stir  ^  MCMUrd0  SOUnd>   0nCe  lt   8rOWS   t0 a  Point  where 
untn   Tt   tl    t7       tt    I   8rOWS  at   a rate  0f   £r0m 3   to 5   inches   a week until  it  reaches  a  thickness  of  78  to 80 inches.     At  this   thickness   the 
ice  appears  to insulate itself reducing the  rate of growth      As   the water 
temperature remains   cold,   the  ice will   continue  to  gL,,   even   though 
the  air  temperatures   are  relatively warm.     The measurem^ntltaken  by   Deep 
Freeze  I  personnel   differ  slightly   from those  of  Scott's,   as  recorded       ' 
during his   first  journey  to Hut Point  in 1903-04.     The plot of data 
(Figure 2     obtained  by Deep  Freeze   I,   and  that  of   Scott!  compared Jith 

sh^hrti^Tr'r^ recoied for 4 years &"**<>*> o. K. urology.) shows the time lag of the ice formation behind the air temperatures   It 

beenlin   *?**<>"'•   test ^le. which was off Hut Point, might have 
been influenced by currents.  However, both Scott's and Dee^ Freeze I 

fill ti^iL'v  a 8rrth 0£u   iCe UP t0 aPProxin,ately 100 inches and a sharp 
fall In thickness about the second week in December and early January 
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£ä ipz%:1^ zszii-x Jr^/.Ä "i - 
earlier In the season.  The reason fov n,   -^v     started to freeze 
form later is that iti* reason for the northern ice starting to 

iacer is that It is more exposed to the elempn»-« ^^ 4. ui 
more readily. elements and is blown to sea 

in the^u'lL^^e'icrhld Til  1956 8h0"ed a Very lo" "^ i="'c»' 
The u„l£„r.lty of the "e vlfL""^V'K" COntent 0f 88 f«««- 
Thi5 u ePP„Lt t^ Jh: ^i::.^ n^K^TÄf^-1'0 ve"i"uy- 
Vertical Ice Movement 

A tide gage, furnished by the Naw HvHT-r,0^=,^t,^„  rr- 

in cne ice, a pipe inserted and froten into the Jr-e  -n,.. - «"lea 
mechanism vas mounted on th. f™ „e .1!  , The recording 
the float, rested ™tS bott^  1.  .t  P,Pe'  * "elg'":' ^""nted for 

the mecheiism rose^nd fell r"ative to't^MeT ""' ^ll "lth the "de' 

meas„re„.nts
P„Lh ."^."r^i^.rrti"  ' ^ T^TnToTftJ0^ 

Horizontal Movement 

FhÄ-^ 
by precise measurements taken during August 1956  At th-i t 
ments with a fherwlnl 4 i-o    •        rtugubc I^DO.  At that time, measure- 
T^np%r MV !      ' USlng a ran8e Pole Seated 6850 feet at 210O 
True from McMurdo Aerology Benchmark (South II) Indicated that the ice 
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at the range pole moved an average of eight to nine Inches every 24 hours 
toward the northwest (300° True).  The period of observation was four 
days.  It is believed that the ice flows much faster during the warm 
summer months as the pressure ridges are more active at that time. 

Total ice movement is unpredictable.  The ice is constantly belna 
shoved around by currents, tides, winds, swells from the north, and 
pressure from the barrier. Wind alone would not normally cause ice 
break-up. Large cracks opened up from Glacier Channel toward Black 
Island in August and September 1956 for no apparent reason.  During a 
sledding trip to Cape Royds in September the party awakened to find that 
all the ice north of the Cape, which had been solid the preceding night 
had blown to sea, even though the preceding night was calm.  The ice must 
be watched constantly. 

"A southerly wind combined with wave action takes ice out to sea 
quickly."J  "ice formation begins early in March, but breaks up and 
blows out to sea north of off-loading site.  Cracks continue to develop 
in the ice around the base, and tidal action is evident.  Several large 
cracks were up to 3 feet, 6 inches wide.  By early May a narrow section 
of several hundred yards about 33 inches thick has been able to remain 
in place during the recent high winds (with gusts up to 58 mph).  Durlne 
the week of 21 May 1956, all new ice north of the off-loading site 
with the exception of a 1500-yard bend 30 inches thick, was carried out 
to sea."0 

Description of Sea Ice 

None can tell when the sea ice will break up and go to sea.  Records 
of the past expeditions to McMurdo Sound indicate that the disruption 
may be abrupt (as was the case when Bowers, Cherry-Gerrard and Crean 
were caught in 1911) or gradual (as was the case during Deep Freeze I) 
Many square miles may go to sea during a calm night.  Whether the ice 
will reform is questionable.  Planning operations in an area such as 
McMurdo Sound, revolves about the ice.  The ice is not predictable. 
Therefore, plans must account for any possibility.  M-boats, pontoons 
and dinghys may be as important to off-loading as"tractors and sleds 
Bridging material is required.  But above all, constant vigilance must 
be maintained. 

THAW 

November and December 1956 were months of almost uninterrupted 
sunshine at McMurdo and temperatures were over +32 F.  Deterioration 
of the trail over the sea ice slowed the tractor trains and inflicted 
irreparable damage to the equipment.  The ice weakened and it was neces- 
sary to constantly patrol the trail to assure the absence of wide cracks 
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and dangerously weak spots.  Although the warm weather hampered ship 
off-loading, the most seriously affected were air operations.  By the 
middle of December it was necessary to close the ice airstrip to all 
wheeled aircraft because of severe melting and development of dangerous 
potholes.  At this stage, vital material and personnel still were re- 
quired at Pole and Byrd Stations.  Many hundreds of man-hours were ex- 
pended in efforts to effect repairs, only to be frustrated by recurrence 
of warm weather and worse melting than before.  Each of these efforts 
upset the camp organization and drained men from other needed work.  In 
the camp itself, the warm weather caused melting and brought forth gushing 
streams.  These flowed through the camp, undermining buildings and severely 
damaging the inadequately designed electrical distribution system.  Much 
mud at the camp. 

"At Little America high temperatures caused some buildings to be 
undermined from fast melting snow footings.  Tunnel to the Geomagnetic 
Observatory most affected.  Repacked with snow."2! 

"A definite drainage problem is foreseen at ATROPFAC. Hugh drifts 
and waste water pumped from the powerhouse is ponded by the powerhouse. 
Constant ditching will be necessary this spring.''^ 

EARTH TREMORS 

McMurdo 

On the 29th of April 1956, earth tremors were felt and they were 
of such duration as to prevent the bubble in the theodolite from settling 
down over a ten minute period.  As no heavy equipment was operating in 
or nearby the camp, Mount Erebus was given credit.  On 6 May another 
marked earth tremor was felt in camp. 

South Pole 

On 21 November 1956, a very gre?t tremor was felt rolling past 
the camp from grid northeast to southwest.  The tremor was so great that 
all personnel sprang from their tents thinking that the C-124 had crash- 
landed adjacent to the camp. 

AEROLOGICAL STAFFING AND EQUIPMENT 

Personnel Requirements 

Hallett 

The aerological personnel at Hallett Station were required to work 
an average of 12 to 14 hours daily.  This work period was often increased 
by camp duties.  During the fly-in period, the work load was again 
increased. 
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It is recommended that through coordination between the Navy Weather 
Service and the USNC/IGY, the station allowance should be increased to 
five meteorological personnel.  This would reduce the work to an accept- 
able daily load and provide sufficient manpower to allow a continuous 
meteorological program in the event of accident or sickness to personnel 
concerned. 

Ellsworth 

Aerological personnel were experienced enough to handle most aero- 
logical problems; technical difficulties with electrical equipment were 
adequately taken care of by the electronics technician. 

Equipment 

Rawin Set AN/GMD-lA 

The automatic radiosonde tracking device was in its second year of 
use at McMurdo.  No ascensions were missed due to equipment failure. The 
gear was located on the roof of the aerology building using the shelter 
CV16AN-S78U) designed for it.  The shelter withstood winds up to 94 mph 
with no harmful effects.  Ducts from the Jet heater located in the office 
were kept on the gear, but since this was insufficient heat, the gear 
was left in standby when not in use. 

:» Occasionally the power supply source dropped  below 95 volts resulting 
in overloads,  but upon throwing  the  reset  switch  the gear returned  to 
normal.     After  installing  a booster  cable  from the  communication building 
it was possible  to keep  a normal  115  volts. 

At Ellsworth,   during extremely  low temperatures,   and due   to inadequate 
heating of   the dome,   over-loading occurred.     The   instrument  functioned 
satisfactorily in temperatures   ranging from -40 F   to the highest tempera- 
ture  of +30 F.     The instrument was kept  constantly  in a  standby status 
to  utilize   the heat  produced  by   the   tubes.     This   instrument  is  used   in 
conjunction with radiosonde receptor AN/FMQ-2A which records   on a paper 
roll  the elevation and horizontal  angles  observed  by the  instrument. 

AN/GMB^-la Automatic  Radiosonde   Tracking  Device 

The performance  of  the AN/GMB-lB upper air sounding  apparatus was 
considered  very  good  at  Wilkes.     No  upper  air  soundings  were  missed  be- 
cause  of  equipment   failure and   only  one  upper wind   sounding was missed 
for  this reason.     This  failure was  in the  time print unit  of   the control 
recorder.     Use  of a stop watch  enabled completion  of the upper  air pro- 
gram.     Considerable difficulty was  experienced with the  3023  thyratron 
tubes   early  in  the program.     In  November  on  the  recommendation  of  the 
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ETC, the meter reading for sensitivity adjustment was reduced from .7 ma 
to .6 ma.  Thereafter only one failure was experienced in January 1958. 

The location of the AN/GMB-lB antenna could be considerably improved 
at Wilkes.  After beginning the program, it was found that whenever 
nearby radio transmitters were operated the recorder trace would become 
very erratic and unusable.  Radiomen were therefore instructed to refrain 
from using transmitters while soundings were in progress.  This condition 
was later corrected by connecting the radio transmitters to a Vee antenna. 
The effect of the radio masts on the accuracy of the upper air soundings 
was checked by a USWB Meteorologist, using a theodolite and was not 
judged by him to be great enough to necessitate relocating the antenna. 
It is recommended, however, that future installations of the AN/GMB-lB 
antennas be as far from radio transmitting equipment as practicable 

Radiosonde AN/AMT-4 

These instruments operated satisfactorily at Hallett.  A few troubles 
of an insignificant nature were encountered with any other standard in- 
strument furnished.  Routine electronic maintenance kept the rawin set 
and its component part, AN/GMD-lA, operating satisfactorily.  This 
tracking set was located on the roof of the mess hall.  It was not neces- 
sary to build a tower. 

Radiosonde AN/AMT-4A 

The complete unit, consisting of the modulater, transmitter, tempera- 
ture, and humidity elements, was installed at Ellsworth.  Less than one 
percent of these instruments were rejected due to malfunctioning 

Radiosonde AN/AMT-4B 

McMurdo rejected very few of these instruments.  While first checks 
sometimes resulted in rejection, second checks were made showing the 
instrument to check out.  The temperature support arms on this instrument 
proved much more reliable than the AN/AMT-4A as only two releases with 
no temperature signal could be traced to broken temperature elements. 
These occurred with winds at 40 to 58 mph. 

The radiosondes supplied to Wilkes which were manufactured by 
Molded Insulation Company, Philadelphia, Pa., proved to be of very poor 
quality.  During the period 14 March to 31 December 1957, 12 percent 
of all radiosondes tested were rejected because they did'not baseline 
satisfactorily.  During this same period 15 soundings were terminated 
because of flight equipment failure.  In addition second releases were 
necessary on numerous occasions because of flight instrument failure 
at low altitudes.  The construction of these instruments was such that 
it was quite difficult to make a second baseline check when necessary. 
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The cornmutator bar on most of the instruments was very uneven and often 
hree to five or more temperature contacts would be missing d^g . 
sound.ng.  It is recommended, therefore, that equipment of another 
manufacturer be supplied if available.  The baseline check set greatly 
interfered with nearby communication receivers.  No satisfactory solution 
was ever found for this problem. "taccory solution 

Radiosonde Recorder AN/TMQ-5A 

MOMMJ^KVIÜ: 
Win!fr m0nthS  the   temPeratures  aloft became  so cold  at 

McMurdo  that  the  ordinate values  on  the recorder went  below 5  on each 
ascension and  occasionally  to  less   than  3  ordinates.     This  resulted 
in a very shaky  trace  unless   the sensitivity was  reset.     It was not 

Lo;rt^Lv:hanh3.sensitivity so that ^wouid operate from 95 0rdi— 
Voltage requirements for the gear are from 105 to 125 volts, but 

the gear would operate satisfactorily down to about 95 volts.  Several 
times dunng the early part of the year the voltage would drop below 
95 volts and at this time the pen arm would fail to drop down onto the 
paper, 

The TMQ recorder performed very well at Wilkes.  The onl  fault 
to be found is the ballpoint pens.  Three were used in 11 months of 
operation.  A number of traces were very poor because of them. 

At Ellsworth Station this instrument worked in conjunction with 
rawin set AN/GMD-lA and radiosonde receptor AN/FMQ-ZA.  Uninterrupted 
pressure, temperature and humidity data is recorded.  The only difficulty 
at Ellsworth with this instrument occurred with a drop in power below 
50 cycles at which time the pen arm would not reach the right hand high 
and low reference marks on the paper roll.  One or two soundings were 
incomplete because the rolls did not have the stated number of 120 feet 
This resulted in the loss of valuable information. 

Wind Measuring Set AN/PMQ-3A 

This was occasionally used at McMurdo and was the standard wind 
measuring set at Liv camp.  No maintenance problems occurred.  Ellsworth 

HTnT  Ufd.thlf hand-type instrument extensively during the construction 
period  A visual reading of wind direction and force, pressure, tempera- 
ture and humidity can be obtained.  The traverse party was supplied with 

werHnco^te^d  "^ readin8S ^ 0btained-  NO --tenance problems 
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Wind Measuring Set AN/UMQ-5 

l-^J^Ä thiSu1S a field Unit' ^ was used as a Permanent instal- 
lim«     Ellsworth.  Once orientated and put into operation it presented 
no difficulty.  An auxiliary unit for making a permanent record on a 
paper role was cut into the circuit.  Some turbulance caused by camp 
building was noted with winds under 17 mph.  This situation gradually 
corrected itself as the snow drifted to the top of the buildings and 
eliminated the turbulence. 

Wind Measuring Set AN/UMQ-5B 

The transmitter at McMurdo was located alongside the thermoscreen 
and secured with guy wires which required occasional checking as they 
would come loose.  No other maintenance problems were encountered here. 

Recorder RD-108/UMQ-5 

... u 3hi! Wi!Jd direc,:ion and velocity recorder had an outage of one day 
at McMurdo due to equipment failure.  The failure was due to a power 
surge which burned out the synchro. 

Balloons 

McMurdo  A large number of Marshall I Sber Company 500-gram balloons 
were available at McMurdo but only a few of these were used, and only 
during periods of calm or light winds due to the weak necks. 

Day and night sounding balloons manufactured by the Molded Latex 
Company, were used from January to November 195 7.  From January through 
February, day sounding balloons were used with average (ascent) heights 
of between sixty to sixty-five thousand.  These were hung up in the 
office near the heater for 24 hours before inflation.  Previous to this 
they were stored inside for a few days.  In March 1957 all balloons on 
hand were stored on shelves built a foot below the overhead to keep the 
balloons at a temperature between 65 and 75 degrees.  But the humidity 
was between 15 and 20 percent which resulted in the balloons drying out 
During March, with the winter night setting in, night sounding balloons" 
were put into use with heights remaining the same for a couple of weeks. 
From March on, day sounding balloons were used only during periods of 
high winds when it was impossible to release the larger night sounding 
balloon.  It was almost impossible to get above 50,000 feet with the 
day sounding balloon and frequent bursts occurred around 30 000 feet 
Heights began to drop again by the middle of March, so the five minute hot 
water treatment replaced the dry heat method; but results remained the 
same.  Alcohol and gasoline were used next.  The balloon was soaked in 
either alcohol or gasoline for one minute before inflation.  The liquid 
was not heated, but used as it was when brought in from outdoors.  Heights 
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remained above 60.000 feet until April, then began to fall off again 
At tins time diesel fuel was tried and results were so good that it 
was used until Noveuibcr.  The balloon was soaked in warm diesel for 
five minutes just before inflation.  About a quart of diesel fuel was 
inserted inside the balloon and using neoprene gloves, it was carefully 
shaken until the inside and the outside of the balloon was entirely 
soaked.  It is very important not to lift the balloon from the liquid 
while there is liquid inside the balloon as this weakens the balloon 
In April the diesel was heated to around 75 degrees, but as temperatures 
aloft became colder the temperature of the diesel had to be increased 
to obtain the same results.  By late July the diesel temperatures were 
between 140 and 160 degrees.  n August, heights began to drop off again 
so the temperature of the diesel was slowly decreased and was down to 
70 degrees by early September.  In November it was necessary to switch 
back to alcohol to maintain heights above 60,000 feet.  The alcohol 
was used at 65 to 75 degrees. 

Reels were used with every release at McMurdo as all releases were 
made by one man.  When it was possible to observe the balloon for a length 
of time it was frequently noted that the reel failed to unwind after the 
release. 

The shroud was used at McMurdo only when the wind was blowing into 
the doorway.  But when it was used it was always too small even for the 
day sounding balloon.  This was due to the method used to condition 
balloons which resulted in larger balloons than normal.  For this type 
of conditioning a shroud at least 25 percent larger should be made available, 

Hallett.  Two types of 500-gram radiosonde balloons manufactured by 
Molded Latex Company and Dewey Almy Company, were furnished Hallett  The 
Dewey Almy balloons were not used until early spring, but with their usage 
the average height reached on ascent increased approximately 7000 feet 
over ascents made with Molded Latex balloons.  This difference in height 
is not attributed directly to the quality of the product, as warmer 
temperatures aloft and other factors must be considered.  But it was 
believed worthy of mention.  All balloons were conditioned by a method 
developed in Antarctica, which was to soak balloons in warm diesel oil, 
gasoline or alcohol prior to inflation.  This method proved very satis- 
factory in improving heights over the standard methods recommended in 
the Manual for Rawinsonde Observations. 

Wilkes.  Considerable controversy arose during the year among the 
antarctic bases concerning various methods of balloon conditioning. 
Wilkes tried hot air, hot diesel oil, warm gasoline and hot water." The 
diesel oil conditioning process was used during August and the first 
half of September, but nothing was apparently gained from this process 
and it was considered a fire hazard.  Tests were conducted in mid-September 
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using the hot diesel oil method and the hot water method, and the hot 
water method was used exclusively thereafter.  The results of the test 
period showed a net average of 2000 feet higher with the hot water method 
Continued use of the hot water method resulted in Wilkes assuming the 

Itlt  fn nra8euaItitUdeS 0f the "• S- bases in October and maintaining 
tude if3«« ?S7 ^ remaind!r of the year-  I" December an average alti- 
IZZtt*        'I     fet WaS obtained. an extremely high average under any 
conditions  It is recommended, therefore, that all soundings released 
during daylight hours be conditioned using the hot water method.  Further 
research should be conducted to determine the correct method for winter 
darkness. 

Ellsworth  Molded latex balloons were used exclusively at Ellsworth 
These were conditioned in a tinfoil-lined hotbox using a 100-watt bulb 
During the winter night the balloons were dipped in hot diesel fuel 
The dipping process was terminated upon reappearance of the sun.  Shrouds 
were used at Ellsworth to facilitate, release and protect balloons in 
high winds.  The shrouds issued were too small, especially during the 
period when the balloons were soaked in diesel oil and expanded a third 
again their normal primary inflation size.      An adequate supply of helium 
was furnished at Ellsworth and was used exclusively until the hydrogen 
generator was assembled.  The only difficulty with the use of helium 
was the type of hose furnished.  The hose was pure rubber and became 
brittle in the extremely low temperatures.  Recommend the type used with 
acetylene equipment.  This type retains its elasticity in the lowest of 
temperatures. 

No difficulties were encountered with the Gill hydrogen generator 
at Ellsworth but there was trouble with moisture getting into the bal- 
loon until the following method of draining was discovered.  As the 
balloon lift equals the weight of the attached weights, let the balloon 
receive a little more gas.  Leaving the outlet valve open, throw the 
drain and flushing lever as rapidly as possible.  The resulting flushing 
action pulls gas and water from the balloon back into the filling hose 
and machine.  The outlet valve is closed and the water is no longer in 
the balloon.  This reverse action takes only a few seconds and only the 
excess gas and water is pulled from the balloon. 

Hydrogen Generator RS52A 

I 

McMurdo.  At McMurdo, the generator is located in the rear of the 
inflation shelter.  The heat source to keep the generator warm was kept 
in another building with the heat fed into the inflation shelter through 
ducts.  Without heat it was possible to generate gas when the surroundinE 
temperature was as low as 20 F, but below this it was not possible to 
turn the controls.  When there was a failure of the heat source, bottled 
helium was used instead of forcing the controls on the generator.  Another 
hazard encountered when attempting to generate gas with temperatures below 
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20 F was ice forming inside the generator.  When generation caused tem- 
peratures inside the generator to rise enough to melt the ice, there 
was a rapid increase in pressure which ruptured the safety diaphram or 
blew off the radiator cap. 

It was possible to make two charges in succession with no large 
increase in temperature, but if a third charge was made the temperature 
would increase to 150 F and the heat would cause the rubber in either 
the balloon or the rubber neck used in the inflation kit to melt.  If 
the heat was turned off, and the generator allowed to cool for about half 
an hour after the second charge, it was then possible to make a third 
charge.  Usually this was not practical because of weather conditions or 
time limitations. 

Frequently there was a large amount of water in the balloon that 
had condensed from the steam that was mixed with the gas.  A tractor 
filter was obtained from the garage and attached to the cold outlet. 
This allowed the gas and steam mixture to enter the filter at the top 
where practically all the steam condensed and settled at the bottom, 
allowing the gas to escape through another opening at the top.  After the 
charge was completed, a cap at the bottom of the filter was removed allow- 
ing the water to drain out. 

Hallett.  This generator operated very satisfactorily at Hallett. 
The only recommendation is for an increase in the allowance of the poly- 
ethylene inflation hose furnished.  In most cases a longer section of 
this hose would be suitable. 

Aluminum Chips and Caustic Soda 

McMurdo.  Many of the cans of aluminum chips were damaged in ship- 
ment resulting in snow seeping into the cans.  Each can was checked when 
it was brought inside, and if snow was found in the can it would be neces- 
sary to remove it.  Otherwise the snow would melt, resulting in premature 
generation during the mixing of the chemicals.  This was not possible when 
the heat was left off between charges, but with the heat left on it is 
possible. 

All of the caustic soda shipped for Deep Freeze I was usable, while 
only sixty to seventy percent of the Deep Freeze II shipment was usable. 
Moisture in the containers resulted in solidification of the caustic 
soda.  Most of this was so hard that it was impossible to break it up. 

Wilkes.  The aluminum chips were received at Davisville, Rhode 
Island, in cans of different sizes.  This made it extremely difficult to 
palletize them for shipment.  Several of the pallets were broken and a 
large quantity of the aluminum chips was lost by the time they arrived 
at Wilkes.  Fortunately sufficient aluminum remained to complete the 
program. 
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Hygrothermograph 

McMurdo.     The  temperature portion of  this   instrument  proved  to be 
reliable  to within three or   four degrees  at  all  ranges  of  temperatures 
encountered   (-40 F to +40 F).     The   humidity  trace was  reliable  at  tem- 
peratures   above  15 F,   unreliable between  0 F   and   15  F,   attd  at   temperatures 
below 0 F  the humidity  element failed  to work  entirely. 

When  first  put  into operation new clocks  would  freeze within a  few 
minutes.     In  order to overcome this,  new clocks were  taken apart  and 
soaked  in  alcohol   for  a  few hours   and then thoroughly dried.     After  this 
process,   no  trouble was  encountered  and   the clocks kept  good  time through 
all  ranges   of  temperatures  encountered. 

It was  very difficult  to obtain a continuous  trace due to blowing 
snow.     From April   until   November almost   every   trace had  some missing  data 
due  to  snow getting inside  the instrument.     The  snow would make  the  ink 
run,   resulting in a very wide  trace,   and during high winds  the  inside 
of  the  instrument would be entirely  filled with snow,   at which  time  the 
instrument would  be brought   inside   to be  cleaned.     This  resulted  in  loss 
of  trace  for  a few hours  as   the instrument would have  to be  thoroughly 
dried  out  before  putting it  back in  the   instrument  shelter.     Purple ink 
was  used during  the entire period   and this proved very satisfactory. 

In  order  to keep   snow  out of   the  instrument  and   obtain  a  continuous 
trace,   it  is  recommended  that  a cover,   possibly of nylon or other such 
material,   be used  to cover  the instrument during periods  of blowing 
snow.     This  will   probably result  in  a temperature  lag,   but   this  would 
be better  than no  trace  at  all. 

c 

Hallett.  The hygrothermograph did not operate in cold temperatures 
at Hallett due to the use of heavy clock oil which caused the clock to 
stop.  This condition was eliminated by washing the clock in 95 percent 
grain alcohol.  The humidity element of this instrument is not considered 
the best for the low temperatures of the antarctic.  The element was 
considered reliable only at temperatures above 20 F.  During periods of 
high winds and blowing snow, it was necessary to remove the hygrothermo- 
graph from the thermoscreen as snow would get inside the instrument, and 
this caused the entire temperature humidity trace to be rendered useless. 

Ellsworth.  Outside exposure proved unsuccessful at Ellsworth.  The 
range of the chart was from 10 F to 110 F, and the humidity measured 
0 to 100 percent.  Weddell Sea temperatures ranged from 30 F to -64 F. 
Consistent high winds and blowing snow fouled the pen arm, hair element 
and clock works.  Psychrometric readings were relied on for humidity 
information. 
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Thermograph 

The thermograph located at McMurdo was usually accurate to within 
two degrees and would continue to record for hours after the hygrothcrmo- 
graph failed due to blowing snow.  However, during periods of very heavy 
blowing snow this instrument would also fail to record.  The clock was 
treated in the same manner as the hygrothermograph clock with the same 
results. 

Theodolite 

Used at Beardmore in temperatures down to -30 F with no maintenance 
problems. 

Theodolite - Shore Type 

The dome in Aurora tower at Ellsworth was utilized and a permanent 
stand was constructed.  Conditions were such, however, that if a Rasonde 
flight was rendered impossible, the ceiling and visibility rendered the 
theodolite useless. 

Microbarograph 

Used at McMurdo and Beardmore with no maintenance problems. 

Mercurial Barometer 

Two of these were set up in the aerology building at McMurdo.  No 
maintenance problems. 

Aneroid Barometer 

Used at Beardmore.  No maintenance problems. 

Thermometers 

An ample supply of Navy issue thermometers were available at McMurdo 
but their low range was too high to be useful during the winter months 
Standard, maximum and minimum thermometers were available with the tem- 
perature range desired but no corrections were furnished with these and 
some were found to be in error up to five degrees.  By making numerous 
comparisons it was possible to obtain corrections.  It was very important 
to get these corrections as accurate as possible because the slightest 
error at very cold temperatures results in a very large difference between 
the indicated and the true humidity and dew point. 

The wick of the wet bulb thermometer was kept coated with a thin 
coating of ice and by using care in reading the thermometers, fairly 
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consistent dow points and  humidities were  obtained.     The temperature 
would   fluctuate as  much  as  twenty degrees   in a few minutes.     Occasionally 
the wet bulb  reading would be higher  than  the dry bulb.     This   occurred 
when   the temperature was   decreasing rapidly and  the wet bulb was  lagging 
behind  the dry bulb  temperature.     During  these periods  a second reading 
was  made after  the   temperature became steady. 

The standard  Navy aerological  thermometers were  sufficient at 
Hallett and  operated well within their range.     Most of   the special   low- 
range   thermometers   furnished were shipped  as  standard  cargo,   consequently 
they were subjected to temperatures well  above their range,  which is 
believed  to have caused   some  error. 

Adequate  for middle   ranges  of  temperature  -30 F  to 30 F  at Ellsworth. 
Extreme  temperatures were  obtained by  using  alcohol   filled minimum 
thermometers.     Humidity   evaluations were  dispensed with below   -40 F. 

Check  Set 

At McMurdo the location of  the  salt  tray resulted   in spilling,   which 
cut  down  the   life   of the   relays  directly  under  the  salt   tray.      Placing 
the   salt  tray  on  the floor  eliminates   this,   but   instruments  required 
slightly  longer exposure   before baseline  checks   due  to  humidity  inside 
the buildings  averaging  15  to 20 percent. 

Thermoscreen 

Not  constructed at   McMurdo because  the   louvered   sides  permitted 
blowing snow   to enter the   shelter,   necessitating  a  thorough brushing  out 
after  every  storm. 

Battery 

McMurdo.     Terminations  due  to  fading   signals  were  held  to   the minimum 
and   these were due   to distance  as   one  instrument  was   tracked   to a  slant 
range   of  365   miles,   and   another was   tracked   for more   than  four  hours.     The 
battery was   filled  with water  and  allowed   to  set   for   one minute  and 
then   emptied   and  shaken.      After  setting  for  ten minutes   it was   again 
shaken.     The  method  that   proved  to be  the  best  for removal  of   all water 
from   the battery was  to   squeeze  it  after   shaking   it.     While  the battery 
did  not  look  usable after   squeezing,   it  resulted   in  long hours   of   service. 

Ellsworth.     These were well  protected   in metal   containers   and   failures 
occurred  in  less   than one  percent.     In  some  cases   rough handling in  ship- 
ment   caused   the  stiff internal   dividers   to  pierce   the  waterproof  outer 
casing.     This   damage was   remedied with  the   use  of masking  tape. 
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Sect ion    III 

COMMUNICATIONS 

RADIO 

General   Conditions 

Communications   for   the   seven   U.   S.   antarctic   stations   were   handled 
by   two  separate  major   networks.      The   first   network  was   the   U.    S.   Naval 
Communications   System which   connected   the  six   U.   S.   Naval    IGY   Stations 

with   McMurdo.     McMurdo   is   connected   in   turn   with   the   Naval   Communications 
Station  at   Balboa,   Canal   Zone,   for   introduction  of   traffic   into  the 
normal   navy   channels.     The  second  network,   called   the   Mother-Daughter 
Network,   was   international    in   scope   and  provided   the  weather   communica- 
tions   channels   from all   U.   S.   and   foreign  antarctic   stations   to   the    I GY 
Weather   Central   at   Little  America. 

Communications   Central   for   the  U.   S.   Naval   Support   Units    in   the   ant- 
arctic  was   located   at  McMurdo.      All   weather   data   from   the   over   forty   U.   S. 
and   foreign  antarctic   IGY   stations   passed   through   McMurdo   in   the   Mother- 
Daughter   Network.      All   traffic   between   Antarctica   and   New   Zealand   or   the 
United   States   passed   through   McMurdo.      The  majority  of   all   messages   be- 
tween   the  U.   S.   antarctic   bases,    including   ComNavUnits   Antarctica   traffic, 
passed   through  McMurdo. 

However,   the   Command   Headquarters   of   ComNavUnits   Antarctica   (now 
ComAntarctic   Supp   Act),    the   scientific   headquarters   of   the   Deputy   Chief 
Scientist   and   the   Antarctic   IGY  Weather   Central   were   all    located   at   Little 
America.     The   result  was   that   all   traffic  entering  or   leaving   the   antarc- 
tic   continent   and   the majority  of   traffic  among  U.   S.   bases   on   the   con- 
tinent   was   required   to  pass   through   Little  America   as   well   as   McMurdo. 
There  was   a   concomitant   duplication  of   traffic   handling. 

During   the  antarctic   summer,   air   operations   control    and   Navy Weather 
Central   were   located  at   McMurdo.     Associated   traffic   between   ComNavUnits 
Antarctica  and  ComNavSupFor  Antarctica   was   passed   back   and   forth   between 
Little  America  and   McMurdo;   there  was   also  a   great   need   for   rapid   handling 
of weather   data  and   flight   advice   between  both   stations. 
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The first year's operations in the antarctic established McMurdo and 
Little America.  Communications presented difficult problems due to types 
and quantity of equipment available and personnel backgrounds for tech- 
nical planning and installation.  Antarctic Communications Central was 
originally planned to be located at Little America, where, command and 
IGY headquarters and the Antarctic IGY Weather Central were to be located. 
This logical location of "command and communications" together was changed 
early in 1956, and McMurdo was designated Communications Central.  Al- 
though this change may have been justified for several reasons, it caused 
a considerable multiplication of the communications work load and increased 
the difficulties of coordinating Weather Central and navy communications 
efforts.  Throughout the year 1957, Little America received inquiries 
from many of the foreign stations indicating confusion concerning the 
split of Communications and Weather Centrals and repeated requests from 
some stations to pass traffic directly to Little America. 

In the antarctic summer 1956-1957, Pole, Byrd, Wilkes, Ellsworth and 
Hallett stations were added, and again communications effectiveness was 
influenced by the conditions under which technical and operational plan- 
ning was carried out, by shortages of spare parts, types of equipment, 
and by short personnel allowances.  In October of 1956 a communications 
expert from CNO reviewed the communications situation and recommended 
major equipment and personnel augmentations which were effected by 
December of the same year.  The additional equipment and personnel 
greatly improved the communications capabilities. 

The successful performance of the antarctic communications instal- 
lations was made possible only by the tireless ingenuity of the wintering- 
over ET's and RM's who learned as they went.  However, the efficiency of 
all the bases would have been considerably improved if there had been 
prior expert planning of the antenna farms and equipment installations, 
or by the employment of specially trained design-instaI I ation teams in 
the field. 

Routine Communications 

A thorough study of the best working frequencies for contacts with 
different parts of the antarctic or for contacts outside of the antarctic 
for various seasons and times of the day was not undertaken.  Some 
generalizations were made on the basis of experience on communications 
with stations frequently contacted.  Because of low interference and 
excellent radiation characteristics, 6708 kcs was phenomenally successful 
for communications with all antarctic stations up to 2,000 miles.  The 
'i-mc frequencies with occasional shifts to 9 mcs were generally superior 
for year-round RATT operation between Little America and McMurdo.  Tests 
around 20 mcs were conducted inconclusively between Little America and 
Balboa in June 1957, until the circuit was discontinued.  ComNavUnits 
Antarctica directed McMurdo to continue them on a noninterference basis 
with normal operation and to report significant results. 
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On many occaslonSj communications were found to be 
bo possible to copy one station but not a second at a 
then an hour later the situation would be reversed. B 
being able to copy McMurdo and Little America radio te 
times when the Balboa (50-kw) signal could not even be 
arctic. At other times it was possible to copy Balboa 
antarctic signal was poorly received. On several occa 
sible for Little America to work Balboa when Balboa wa 
but it was impossible to work McMurdo from Little Amer 
amount of traffic was passed between Little America an 
It seemed that at one time or another all of the permu 
combinations of conditions actually occurred. Because 
occurrence of these seeming inconsistencies, antarctic 
should be designed to operate with the utmost possible 

Blackouts 

spotty.  It would 
given time, and 
alboa reported 
letype signals at 
heard in the ant- 
perfectly when the 

sIons, it was pos- 
s working McMurdo, 
ica.  A considerable 
d McMurdo via Balboa, 
tations of possible 
of the frequent 
communicatIons 
flexibility. 

Communications blackouts are loosely defined, and are usually con- 
sidered to be in effect in the antarctic when there is a loss of commun- 
ications as a result of ionospheric or geomagnetic causes in approximately 
the k-   to. 20-mc range.  Blackouts are usually preceded and followed by 
brief or prolonged periods of unsettled propagation conditions, during 
which signals may be heard but the passage of traffic Is only possible 
for short periods because of weak or widely fluctuating signal strengths. 
Blackouts do not affect ground-wave communications over short ranges of 
5 to 15 miles, but they do seem to affect low-frequency communications 
over long distances.  It was often noted that Indications of geomagnetic 
disturbance would precede communications difficulties by 15 minutes to 
2 hours.  lonosonde recorder Indications usually only confirmed the 
presence of unsettled conditions. 

In mid-May 1957^ Little America attempted blackout propagation studies 
by advising McMurdo and Radio Balboa that Little America would transmit 
for the first 15 minutes of each hour on one of three frequencies 
(8975.5 ,   6708, and 4703-5 kes).  Each frequency was employed once in 
every three-hour period.  The frequencies selected comprised the widest 
range that crystallization of the 431D transmitter permitted.  The goal 
was to determine If any systematic propagation patterns, as a function 
of frequency, could be determined for possible use In a general Antarctic 
Communications Blackout doctrine.  Data from these tests were limited, 
but when combined with other observations they indicated that the iono- 
spheric conditions change too rapidly and randomly to exploit opportun- 
ities for the expeditious selection of frequencies in the k-   to   16-mc 
range during disturbed conditions.  It was determined, however, that a 
most profitable area of emphasis would be the re-establishment of com- 
munications in a minimum of (lost) time after propagation conditions 
would permit. 
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Therefore on 30 September 1957, ComNavUnlts Antarctica established 
on rh T^ V,'C ^mp,oyed when any nation missed two nornal schedules 
were dir-r^H  C T0" V  1  7™**  0t  adverSe '°^Pherlcs.  All stations 
were directed to net-control (McMurdo) for 15 minutes on the hour every 
three hours.  All stations were reminded to employ ship-shore circuits 

o recaTnlon^V '' ' .^i'^, *!"* th,S Per,odic coordinated attempt to regain contact maximized the likelihood for success.  M addition, 
ill ft  Amer,ca^nd McMurdo were directed to monitor high, low and very 
cant resuU^ "Tu  ^04,dC"t»* Particularly Balboa's and -eport slgnlf- 

Iverv tlrllt     McMu:d°,w^ a,5° Erected to key ^52 kcs for 15 minutes 
DrovTs on!     I  a?d L\tt]e  Amer,Ca waS d"-ected to liste..  These 
be fluid In roeMe 9ned *? UnCOVer any characteristics wh^ch might not 
more eJt^-     e TraV0nS and Which ml9ht Prov,de opportunities for more effective communications blackout procedures. 

k i ASJr T65"1^ of these tests. It was noted that LF and 71F slqnals 
tVnZl5  kCS ^t  5e heard 0ften at times when a" other LF and SF signals were blacked out. 

Interference 

men/
he sourc«sf

ofJoca» Interference from electrically operated equlp- 
TntlrfZ*  """l""26^as ^^V  ^ possible and corrected whsnever feasible. 
Partlcu arl!  h0" ^ ^^^ broadcast5 was ^^^9  most of the time, 
part cular y when propagation conditions were marginal.  This situation 
tr^.^,"nPrOVed COnsiderably with the installa?ion of loe   re^te 
transmitting antennas and of dual-feed instead of single-fe.d antennas. 

When hard winds with blowing snow were encountered, the e was a 

bursls of ItlX'tt  ^K ]eve].]\the  receivers and there were occasional 
inrl!!. ! 1 USf  by Static dtscharge-  This Interference was 
that th^ r^enfSOme  .the transm?tte'-s were keyed, and It was noted also 
result !"t^ference [rom the ionosode recorder pulses Increased. This 
resulted in the operating procedure of securing the RATT transmitter after 

oremoIovT^d ?? '' ^  ^^'^  wou,d -terlally ass 1st r^clpt^n a d 
of employing different receiving antennas at times even though the gain 
was lower.  The possibiilty of Insulated receiving antennas s'hould be con- 
sidered for all antarctic communications Installations.  Rarely was It 
poss ble, however, to obtain frequencies with low outside Interference 
A re atlvely clear channel frequency for the Antarctic CW Ca^on ?s 
sorely needed. 

General Recommendations 

esDelun^RifK 0f m0nit0^duh,9hi ,OW and very 'ow frequency broadcasts, 
especially Balboa's, should be undertaken and analyzed In a systematic 
and coherent manner in succeeding antarctic operations. 
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H^ni 0Perfl onal   readiness  of  naval   activities   In  the antarctic 
depends   upon  superlcr communications.   It   Is   recommended  that  a  comprehen- 
t  on/T^?  Pr09r? ^  undertaken   In  the  field of antarctic  communica- 
tions,   both   long and short  range,   and  that   It  be administered  by an 
appropriate  section of  DNC or   BuShlps. 

McMurdo 

9n r7WO [ad,?IÜ^ ,arded W'th the advanced party at McMurdo Sound on 
20 December 1955. fit  Hut Point they established a temporary communica- 
tions center In a two-man hut, using a hand-powered AN/GRC-9 transceiver. 
Ihls unit was not powerful enough to establish voice contact with the 
task force ships which were approximately 60 miles north of the camp. 
Only vehicles In the Immediate vicinity of the camp were In voice contact 
with the center.  When an observation plane crashed, seriously Injuring 
several men aboard, it was necessary for an R5D to go aloft to transmit 
a request to an Icebreaker for medical assistance. 

The Installation of a TBW provided sporadic communications with the 
ships by late Christmas Day, 1955.  Because of limitations of this unit 
and limited personnel at Hut Point, the task force ships guarded air- 
ground circuits.  Alvhough the signal output of the TBW was strong enough 
to be received upon occasions In New Zealand, local conditions prevented 
Its receipt by weasels on the trail between shlpslde and the camp. One 
of the greatest Inadequacies during this period was the Inability of Hut 
Point to come up on a  helicopter circuit.  This condition and the lack 
of direct contact with vehicles on the trail hampered off-loadlnq and 
trail operations. 

By late January 1956, the temporary communications center was relocated 
at the site of the permanent camp.  Two ten-man tents were jointed together 
a plywood deck was built, a more reliable power source was provided, and 
a pot-bellied stove was added.  Although the permanent communications 
building was erected i>arly In February, an enormous task faced the small 
communications staff. The outfitting of the facility required complete 
checkage of all equipment prior to Installation.  One of the most difficult 
HcrCP'^* ,the  erecti:)n of M  antenna poles and Installation of rhomblcs. 
and for the "^ ^ Ta ;k Force communications network on 18 February I956 

established contact with Little America. 

Not until late Ma ch did     . «  1    ,,    ,, 
communications contro' for   the  antl^  *  "n'? ^ '"^   ,tS dut,eS aS 

with primary stations o the ^oM^lde'nav  '^ '"V^ ""^ ^ "^ 
additional equipment iecame onprl^t   1   u"'  "^""'"t Ions system. As 
was begun.  InmaUy tMs servtc!T V^ Z^T*  0f aer'3,0g'"' ^ta 
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Initial   equipment   Installation  was  bespf  h» ^   . 
lack of  test  equipment,   no  stock   sv^tL  ?  !    ^y equipment   failures,   a 
components   that  were   Interchanceable In   ["^V.^1"*   ^^es   and other 

and an ever-Increasing demand"?^^^^^,^ Its^   ^  ^^^ 

The  return of  the  aircraft   in   Octnh^t-   loct 
Aircraft  communications  contributed heavy  clrcu^trSfr"7 Prob,ems- 
tated more   frequent weather   reoorts   frZ f,        traffic   and   necessl- 

Further,   the aircraft  had ^f SqujLenTrns  *     "3 ^  "*"  SOUrceS' 
»by official   message  that  certain  UKF^J and  McMurdo was   told 

was   Impossible since UHF gwr !as  not oTS ^H"0"^ t"   9Uarded'     Th's 

for  Deep  Freeze   II.     Press   releases   reach^H t 1°™  had  been  Poured 
Although additional   radiomen we r?,^ CIntoTM^5  P-Portlons. 
there was  a  net   increase of but  two as w nJLi 0r   SUmmer  operations, 
with  the satellite  base constr^ctTon paruls       ?h^^SO"ne,   Were  Sent   OUt 

was   somewhat  eased  by  the  loan of  equ^^y  ^ HZT.lunTZlTorc.. 

During  Deep  Freeze   | |,   a   new transmitter  buMHln„ 
about a half mile  from  the camp.     Because  of thl  s  "e  Tf     const^^ed 
transmitters   It  was  necessary  to construci-   t^hl   K   M^T SOme  of   the  new 

The existing Co^un,cat Ions  BuMd^ was  al tereS    i  i^ ^^  them- 
building and communications   central       Als«   TT     ?  become   a   receiver 
field was  erected. «"tral .    Also,   a  new transmitting  antenna 

One  big problem encountered with   the  i-rancmfooi        i. 
standoff   Insulators  used.    They ^ould not   suZrJ    K        '"^  "^  the 

for  any distance.     The vlbrat loV^nd  s^  Jf' he'l   nL^rr:1'  ^ 
coupled with  the  strain   from  the weight of   the  copperweMT ^"U 

insulators.     A blizzard  blew down 800  feet   of power  cab  e   and^nnn'^ 
of  transmission   lines.     Because of  a   lark   «f  ^     YA   , d   '000   feet 

transmission   lines  were   reins^al led   b! staofln^   ^K       . ,nS^at0rS'   the 

Although   It  was questionable wheJher   th       JcheL  orattachT   ^l^r' 
would withstand blizzards,  no  loss  was  noted ^ter the  next"?.   ^   nneS 

However,   the  storm did part   the messenger  on  thlkeylLuLlTT^ 
power   line at  several   places.     The  power   line was   !fi^9J ^d   the 

poles.      in  repairing the  cables,   th^y ^rl're^d3    L' ^  eVa^^' 
layed on  the  ground. L"e  pores   and 

Conclusions 

commuCn:caUtL"st^0n^he;:hee,saent?nrClCrid
nOt   Ze  llr^  V^^   ^ 

on   less  equipment  and personnel.     ^1^  a^V9!     o^n^^ce^a^ 
during  the winter  phase of operations   cannot   hope   to  serve   a   Wh!!^ 
P  anes  and press   that  arrive with  summer operations.     ?he  nelis  of aei-   ' 
ology and  the press   are  so extensive   that  an   entirely  separate   .mL 
might   be justified   for  their  use. y  seParate   un't 
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Ionospheric  conditions  and  the   local   weather situation at  McMurdo 
frequently   limited  circuit   time and  necessitated  relay  to or  through 
other   stations.     Under   blizzard  conditions,   static electricity built  up 
on antennae,   causing  considerable   arching  in  the transmitters,   and 
frequently  necessitating shutdown  of the  equipment.     The attachment of 
grounded  coils  to  the  transmission   lines   bled  off the  static charge and 
solved  this  problem.     High winds  and blowing  snow produced a high  noise 
level. 

One of  the greatest  deterrents   to efficient operation was  the  con- 
dition   In which   the equipment  was   received.     The equipment   had  .tot  been 
Inspected or  tested prior  to  employment.     The  wide variety of types of 
equipment  allocated  for   the  same purposes made   for a  complex maintenance 
problem and unnecessarily   Increased  the   number  of spare parts stocked. 
The  lack  of a stock control   and  Identification  system  further aggravated 
the  situation.     Standardization of   receivers  and transmitters would 
reduce  the  spare parts   requirements  and  decrease the  complexities  of 
maintenance. 

The  average  radioman assigned   to Deep Freeze   I  did not  have an 
adequate  background   In  communications,  which   Is  not  a  reflection  upon 
the personnel   assigned.     There was   an obvious   lack of  familiarity with 
the various  pieces of  equipment and of proficiency  In operation by the 
lower   rated personnel,   particularly   in  receiving and  transmitting  coded 
weather   data.     Some operators  were   not   familiar with   testing and  main- 
taining  equipment,   which placed an   added   burden on those who were 
qualified.     They were  called  upon   not only to  work with naval   ships and 
stations,   but  also to work with stations  of  foreign  nations  employing 
commercial   operators  of   large  communications. 

RecommendatIons 

1.     That  during  the  pioneer phase of   future  coid-weather operations 
a wanigan  be outfitted  as  a  communications center.     It  could  be equipped 
with  two  TCS  transmitters  or  a newer comparable model,   a VHP transmitter, 
an   independent  power   supply,   a heating  unit,   one operating position,  a 
tube  tester,   and  a minimum of  spare parts  and  maintenance equipment. 
After  the permanent  facilities are   completed,   the wanigan  could  be 
utilized   for aerological   communications,   trail   operations,   or use  at  a 
satel1 Ite  base. 

2. That   radio equipment   be  standardized  and spares  cataloged.     All 
equipment   should   be  checked  and operationally   tested  prior   to shipment 
to  the  antarctic. 

3. That   radiomen  be  carefully   screened and  schooled   in  the  operation, 
test   and  maintenance  of   the  equipment  to  be encountered.     They should  be 
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familiar  with   commercial   procedures   and with   teletype  equipment  and 
procedures  and should  be  proficient   in voice  and   CW transmissions.      It 
is   desirable   that   operators   be  able  to  copy  at   least  20  words   per minute 
in   CW operations.     Personnel   assigned   to  small   bases will   be   assigned 
considerably  more   responsibility  and  be  required   to perform  a   greater 
variety of  tasks,   with much more  limited  facilities. 

4. That   UHF equipment  be  authorized  and   installed   at  McMurdo to 
expedite aircraft   circuit  guarding. 

5. That   heavy armored ground  cable or  proper   aerial   cable  be pro- 
cured   for   Deep Freeze   III   as  a   replacement   for  the  present  power cable. 

6. That   shorter   Insulators   be procured   for   the transmissions   1 Ines. 

7.     That   a more  durable  type  of  antenna  mast   be used. 
of  aluminum  or   light  angle   iron. 

Perhaps   one 

Little  America 

Considerable   local    interference was   caused  by   the proximity of 
transformers   to  receivers   and   of   transmitting antennas   to  receiving 
antennas.     This   Interference was   minimized   by using various   combinations 
of  antennas.     Another   Interference   to  communications was most   of the 
camp's   electrical   appliances,   such  as   adding machines,   barber   clippers, 
carpenter  shop  tools,   and mess   hall   and  sick  bay   equipment.     At times 
when   Incoming signals  were weak.    It  was   impossible  to work   the circuit 
and   the  source of   interference  had   to  be  secured. 

During   the  fall   months   the  McMurdo-Litt1e America  point-to-point 
circuit  operated   nicely.     Traffic was  moderate  and  signals  were good 
for   about   17   hours   dally.     Signals  dropped   almost   completely  out  from 
midnight  to   about   8 a.   m.     During   the winter  and   early  spring,   traffic 
Increased  twofold.     No  difficulties   In  handling   traffic were   encountered 
until   additional   stations  were   inserted on   net.      Upon   the  return of   the 
ships   and  upon activation of  Beardmore,   Byrd  Station and  South Pole   Sta- 
tion,   the  stations  were   Included  on  the McMurdo-Little  America polnt-to- 
polnt   circuit.     This   hampered   traffic-handling  but was   the only way   to 
maintain  communication  with  the   newly   formed  activities. 

Signals   from   Cape   Hallett  varied   from  fair   to   good.     Beardmore   was 
fair   on most   of   their   skeds  with   McMurdo.     When   the South  Pole station 
was   using   the TBW,   signals  were   fair.     Great   improvement was   noted   when 
the  30K5 went  on   the  air.     Few  skeds  were maintained with  Byrd Station 
as   serious   fading  was   encountered  on most  of  the   schedules. 
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During  the period   from February   I956  through   February  1957,   two 
lengthy communications   blackouts  were  observed.     These  two outages 
averaged about  70 hours   each.     The   Initial    long  outage  occurred   In March. 
All   bands  were completely dead.     Only VLF  bands   showed  any   Indication of 
signals.     The second  long outage.   In  February  1957,   appeared   to be only 
a   local   condition.     Communication  with McMurdo was  severed  but  both 
Little America  and  McMurdo were   In  communication with  Balboa.     Traffic 
to and  from McMurdo was   relayed  via  Balboa.     There were  several   other 
outages of  from 8 to 30  hours  duration. 

Equipment  for  air/ground circuit   control   at   Little America was 
Installed   In  the Electronics  Building  at Kiel   Field.     All   equipment 
other  than  standby equipment was  operated  on normal   aircraft   frequencies. 
The  standby equipment,   due to   Its   not   being  pretuned  and  channelized, 
was  used on  emergency  guard  frequencies only.     All   antennas   were on  the 
roof of  the  Electronics   Building  and   control   tower.     The ART-I3,   ARR-15, 
and primary  ARC-2  used   a 35-foot  mast.     The  secondary ARC-2  used  a   16-foot 
wh I p. 

Communications  varied  greatly with atmospheric  conditions.     On  good 
days   It was  possible  to  communicate with aircraft  on  the  deck  at  McMurdo 
with  the  low-power-ARC-2.     On  other   days,   the higher  powered   ART-13  would 
only  carry 75 miles.     Communications    Improved after   the  selenium rectifier 
replaced  the motor   generators   as   a  power  supply.     The  aircraft   radio 
equipment  proved very satisfactory  for  tower use  due  to   Its   channelization 
and  the  fact   that  supply  Is  simplified by   I nterchangeabi I I ty  with  aircraft 
spares.     The   BuShips  gear   (115-V,   60   cycles)    Is   good  because   of  the  re- 
duced  noise  factor;   however,   its   lack  of channelization   limits   It   for 
tower  use. 

It   Is   felt   that  communications   as   a whole worked  out  very well   con- 
sidering  the   lack of a   proper   ground   and  the  fact   that   the  antennas,   of 
necessity,   were  close  together.     Kiel   Field   handled most  of   the aircraft 
position  reports   in  addition  to  normal   tower  traffic.     Occasionally 
traffic had   to be  relayed  through   the more   powerful   transmitters,   more 
sensitive  receivers,   and  superior   antenna   field  of  Little America. 

As  a  result  of   the   increase   in   the equipment   allowance,   the communi- 
cations   installation at   Little  America was   completely   revised  during 
Deep   Freeze   11.     Critical   shortages   appeared   in   spare  parts   and  antenna 
materials.     Many essential   antenna materials  were procured   from Little 
America   II I   by ai r. 

By mid-March   1957   it  was  apparent   at   Little  America   that   the  500- 
watt   TBM transmitters  were underpowered  for   complete  antarctic   coverage 
on  an omni-directional   broadcast   (even when   employing  directional   antennas 
to  emphasize   the  desired  areas).     The   antennas were  designed   and 
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constructed for 6 and 12 mcs.  CNO later assigned additional frequencies 
in the I*-,   8-, 12- and 17-mcs ranges.  It was apparent that the 8-mc fre- 
quency was the most satisfactory for reception by the U. S. bases, but 
that the 12- or 17-mc frequencies had more promise for Ellsworth Station 
during certain hours. 

Transmissions on three frequencies simultaneously commenced late in 
June, when the 17-mc frequency was added to the k-  and 12-mc frequencies. 
Although thoroughly conclusive data is not available, it is believed 
that the additional frequency was successfully received by some stations. 
In July the new 6-mc frequency replaced the former k-mc  frequency, and 
no further changes in the broadcast frequencies were made after that date. 
The 6-mc frequency was highly successful, appearing to be received better 
than either the k-  or 8-mc. 

In early August it had been verified that the Little America broad- 
cast was not covering the continent.  A plan for increasing the power 
output of the TBL transmitter from 250 to about 1400 watts by utilizing 
the power supply of the 2-kw TAB low-frequency transmitter was approved 
with the provision that all safety precautions would be observed and 
that the time required to return both the TBL and the TAB back to their 
normal operation would not exceed one hour.  (This was to provide Kiel 
Field with a low-frequency homer backup.)  Although the measures taken 
to improve the broadcast were admittedly of a limited nature, they were 
the only ones available and did succeed in effecting an improvement. 

The performance of trail communications varied considerably in the 
several applications employed at Little America, and, except for a few 
obvious considerations, the reasons for success or failure are not 
completely ascertained.  On one Byrd tractor train operation the TCE 
transmitter collapsed from structural weakness under the vibrations and 
jolts encountered in the wanigan.  For communications over 5 to 10 miles, 
the AN/GRC-9 does not have enough power.  The TCE and TBW transmitters 
employing 115-V ac motor generator power supplies were excessively noisy 
when receiving.  The TCS transceiver employed on the IGY traverse October 
1957 performed very well but indicated a receiving weakness since its 
40-w signal was better received at Little America than either of Little 
America's 500-w TBM's or the 30K5 were received by the traverse. 

The most successful tractor train communications were experienced in 
October and November 1957-  The equipment utilized was a TBW5 Transmitter, 
using the Magnetic Controller, I20-v ac M/G power supply, rectified 
modulator and HF units of the transmitter.  The receiver was a RBM5 with 
the 110-120-v ac power supply.  The antenna installation was made with 
the aim of being able to transmit while underway.  A 15-foot whip antenna 
was installed and connected to the transmitter and the receiver by 52-ohm 
coaxial cable.  The frequency used was 6835 kc.  It proved to be highly 
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talned  at  a   dfs  ance of  580 miles.     The only difficulty ever  experienced 
In voice communicat.ons  was  during  heavy  storms  when movement of  the 
whip  antenna   caused  some   fading at   both stations  and  at  close distances 

slTttlnl do"    KT   20 TMeS)-     Generat-  -'-s  often  necessitate" 
shutting down  the   transmitter  and  generator while receiving,   and   required 
over  four-fifths of  the  available power  for  starting  and  three-fifths 

^1     ,OP^atIn9;     Jh]l Prec,uded the  ^ of some other  electrical   equip- 
ment   In  the  wanlgan when   transmitting. 

canabm^r^M^0 I8"?  0r  aL
fIre Were  t0 deStroy   the  communications 

capability  at   Litt  e America,   the Kiel   Field   Installation  a mile  and a 

K?lf tTL^t5  avanable  for Primary  emergency use.     It  was  possible  for 
r~   >   J     ?  £Ou0P!:rate

Ä
O[1   tWO hl9h  freq^ncles  at  once  with  satisfactory 

rece pt  at  McMurdo.     A battery-powered phone  line from  Little America 
to Kiel   Field provided a   rapid means   for  notification   In  the  event  of 
disaster.     Secondary emergency communications  up  to  100 watts were avail- 
able   In vehicles or wanigans. 

RecommendatIon 

A more extensive  and   liberal   spares  analysis   should be  made  by 

^       .n,3"?.   amMIar W,th   the  equipment.      It   Is   believed  that   the  Sec- 
c     ?.       .,:!.,     ?rCe   ,,StS   USed  0n  DeeP   Freeze   '   were obsolete.     Also,   the 
Sect  on "R"   allowance   lists were designed   for  units with  resupply   readily 
available. ' ' 

Bxrd 

From 5  January   1957  Byrd  Station's   radio shack was   In   full  operation. 
Byrd  Station's  primary outlet   for  traffic  was   Little America  on  the  Mother- 
Daughter   IGY  Net.     On occasions,  when   traffic  could not  be   cleared   through 
the   regular   circuit,   Byrd   Station came up  on  the   U.   S.   Antarctic   Common 
and passed  traffic  through McMurdo.     Usually conditions  on  both  circuits 
were quite  close so   In  cases  of  bad   conditions   very  little  was  gained  by 
changing circuits.     The quality of operators  on   the common,   especially 
at   the  net  control   station,   slowed  traffic  considerably by misuse  of 
precedence,    lack of  circuit  discipline,   and  generally  poor   circuit   control. 

Throughout   the  year  a   seemingly  excessive amount  of administrative 
traffic  had   to  be  handled.     Most  aggravating of   these  were   General   Mes- 
sages,   such   as   ALLANTFLTS,   requesting  we  turn   in   excess   lots   of  5/38  MTF 
to  the  nearest   depot,   etc.     During   the  period   from 5  January   to  1   November 
1957  no  toll    traffic  was   handled.     Due   to  excellent  CW   Hamgram  facilities, 
class   Echo  traffic  was   discouraged.     As   no press   representatives  were 
present   at   Byrd,   no   class   Delta  was   necessary. 
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using  tonrwie'a^rfo7  T   ^Tl ^'^   ^  ^^   "<"<>*> 
muniLtioL/ "n   rlbrua  y  ?957     hfT   ^  WhipS   f0r   !nt —-hide corn- 
America was   heard workino   Uttl*  I   ^^^  enr°ute   t0  ^  from ^ ^^ 

both  II<;PH  I n-tj^   A       i ,ra ,:ractor   trains   (January and October  1957) 

of  Loth  tra.ns was  ejually  ^It^^I^Jfe^:^'     ReCePt'0n 

and  Jrele^v^f   ^^^1^1^^^   ^ZT* 

T^Z ^e^d^r^L^^t3 '---"--> w:rP
e?^d

e,rP! 
6th of  October.     Due   to sho  taoe  «r  ao^  ^^reCOrd In9  commenced on   the 
the  sat-Pin*-« ,,= o   ^       J snortage  of   tapes,   only one  complete orbit of 

ape       oi  8 Octobe  ^he's,      ^ WaS
I!:ith   ^   interVa,S   'poken  onto the 

and  ^   no ! Ofober   the sFgnal   could  no   longer  be  heard on  2000.5 kcs 
and  as   no equipment  was  available   for  kO mcs,   tracking was  discontinued. 

The  s^aUon^l^T6?  manV nter-e^ ing  phenomena   In  communications. 

'W-way sklo-'     Th0 T^'   ,n  "  h,9h,y  ^«P^'ve area,   with much 
b°ackou?    a  ^n   ;he

f
m05t   'merest Ing  of  the phenomena was  a total 

spectrum'     A^totJ of fl^V^  "* Si9na,S  Present  on  the ^^"e 

always   preceded  by  at   least   2k hours  of  extremely  good cond^t  ons     fol 

heavy  geomagnetic  disturbances.     A  secondary  cause  of  outaae was   from 
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60 feet) caused an even sharper reduction, as this placed the antenna 
above the blowing snow, but a charge was still present on transmission 
lines.  Occasionally some Interference was noted from aurora flutter, 
but never enough to block reception. 

The most effective way of judging radio propagation in the antarctic 
Interior is with the amateur radio, due to longer and wider range of 
localities worked. The condition of the Ionosphere closely paralleled 
that of the "ham band." Approximately 30 minutes after disappearance 
of all layers, reception was lost; however, our signal was heard In the 
U. S. for another 30 minutes. This condition was verified several times, 
sending Hamgram traffic In the blind, after contact was lost. 

For Intracontlnental operating, 6 to 8 mc were the most reliable 
between Byrd and Little America, 8 to 10 between Byrd and McMurdo. Low 
frequencies proved useless for Naval Communications with the exception 
of Homing, which was unreliable at the best.  Low frequency with high 
power is not recommended for antarctic Interior stations. 

Emergency communications equipment consisted of one AN/GRC-9 mounted 
In a weasel.  Four AN/PRC-6 transceivers (handie-talkie) were also avail- 
able, but of limited use. 

Comments and Recommendations 

Under normal winter conditions, two radiomen were sufficient for Byrd 
Station, although a third would have been very useful.  Due to the size 
of the station each man must assume one or more collateral duties, such 
as movie operator, l&E officer, ships' store assistant, etc.  One solution 
which would also provide necessary assistance during the period of heavy 
workload In summer, would be to replace the ET with an additional RM. 

All experimentation was curtailed due to lack of supplies and equip- 
rr. c, but some type of program for the RMs could be valuable to the Navy 
as well as useful for morale. 

Teletype equipment would be desirable for any stations that might be 
permanent.  If receive-side teletype Is installed, send-side should also 
be included, as the material requirements for send/receive teletype would 
be only siightly more than for receive only. 

South Pole 

The communications utilized during the initial phases of the South 
Pole Station establishment consisted of one AN/GRC-9 transceiver mounted 
In a weasel and one hand-cranked AN/GRC-9 as a spare.  No difficulty was 
experienced normally in making CW contacts with the Beardmore Base, 
approximately 325 miles from the Pole.  Occasionally McMurdo, 730 miles 
away was contacted on CW.  Most of the time a short whip antenna was used; 
a few times a long wire was used. 
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As Janiesway #]   was erected, two TBW trans-receivers were set up, but 
because of initial power limitations only one could be used at a time. 
The low-frequency bay of the TBW was tuned to 510 kcs as an aircraft 

f^ktJ^V^l  WaS neVer effective-  The 6-mcs frequency was usable 
from 0600 to 1200 GMT, and the 8-mcs frequency was a ItttU better as It 
came in earlier and went out later.  For air guard communications with 
aircraft within visibility, a PRNC-17A battery-operated walkie-talkie 
unit was used at first. On VHF It was used to transmit landing Instruc- 
tions at the field and In drop control.  The UHF was used as a homer 
although it had very IImited capabilities. When 28-volt power became 
available, an ARC-1 gave excellent positive air/ground communications 
within a 10- to 15-mile radius.  Since batteries are very much reduced 
m power by the cold, a battery-operated unit Is not desirable If other 
arrangements can be made. 

The permanent gear was Installed In the mess hall.  The receivers 
consisted of three Collins 51J4 and one Collins 75A4.  The transmitters 
were two Collins 30K5.  The antenna field poles were erected prior to 
4 January I957, but the wire had to be strung by the wintering party. 
The wintering party also planned to erect another whip 27.5 feet long. 

The traffic load at the Pole station averaged six hundred messages 
d month.  The incoming and outgoing administrative traffic was handled 
mostly on a scheduled basis.  The operational conmitment placed on the 
station was by far beyond the capabilities of the one radioman.  The 
normal communications traffic load was doubled during the summer months 
of operations.  During this time, there seemed to be an excess of admin- 
istrative traffic (ALLANTFLT's) that did not apply in any way to antarc- 
tic stations. 

Messages from the South Pole Station were normally transmitted to 
McMurdo for relay.  A few were transmitted to Little America for relay 
to McMurdo during times of radio blackout with McMurdo. 

■ 

The minimum complement for this station or any other station of this 
size and type should be two Radiomen and one Electronics Technician. 
The Electronics Technician and at least one Radioman should be first 
class, the other Radioman second or third class. 

Propagation and interference patterns seemed to be bi-seasonal. 
Rather radical changes and conditions would be experienced during the 
equinox period.  Some interference was noted from other Navy stations 
using the same frequencies (in the 8- to 9-mc region).  These stations 
were located in the Hawaiian Islands and Nova Scotia.  interference from 
South American stations was encountered at times but did not cause a 
great problem.  Reception of Scandinavian and Russian radio was common- 
place. 
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preclpltlt  ön    ta  I       T  eXPerIer'ced ^ith  high winds,  which  caused 

Interfe ence      Th      :     ti'J  a Very   ,ntenSe  aur0ra d,sP,ay  would  «^•« 
dUturbance      Mln Ld^    .     .aSSOC,ated  W,th  a Ve^  def'nlte magnetic 
aisturbance.     Man-made   Interference was  kept   to a minimum. 

mCS-
T5o  J^J  nm,t 0f  auy  ^ad,0  ^S"31   heard was  between   two and   three 

rtl'J0       J5 r"  Were  ab0Ut   the  u^er  boundaries  for  radio signals. 

IcaUo r' ÄOT^^K"',*95  a Very 900d  ^-q-ncy   for ?S c^un- 
. «i . ?!: 70r kcS'  the alr-lo-9round  primary,   and  8975.5  kcs were 

s"   1^    handr?he90?oi:eSfU,tS   ^^  ^  ^  «^ wmtT   bei^Ln  ot" * stations  and  the   Pole   for voice communications. 

RecommendatIons 

s,-aJAn.I
he W

t
trmU  communications   system down  to the selection of  each 

nofihe Tar^S«! ^ ^  ^   '^^"^ of  the Bureau of  Ships, 

each2and,«nt!^I,and  V^l^  e^^ment  cou'd  ^d  should  be placed  at 
each and all   stations   In the  system,   thereby  lessening the  very comolex 

ouT 'TSolirTD;;   f^*?*** ^™   the^apabi 1 Ity9  to  h^eari her 
^ra^mi??^  f       ^raSSTItterS  f0r  McMurdo and  Utt,e America;  TOO 
and  5RN       iL ?r PO,^  ?yrd and  Hanett   statIons;   51J-4 receivers 
ne? an   soIrrDar?rnCy  h0m,n9 ^Ul^nt   for   -"*  station.      In  this  man- 
each otherstaMonLCOm??nentS'   Un,uS  and  equ,Pment  ^ld   be common to eacn other  station as  well  as  on each station. 

A powerful   UHF 3.     « powertul   UHF   transmitter   should  be  provided   the   Pole  Station 

t^  N   t^u^rrenabi     V  ™l^>™   **   a  ^'y  realistic  p'rible^0" tne  riateau,   a reliable  homer   Is  a   necessity. 

Hallett 

Communications   commitments were  far   in  excess  of personnel   and 
Ecu  oZ    "PabMltles       Available  was  one  transmitter  and  one Radioman. 
Equipment  and personnel    requirements were  not   planned  with   an eye   to 

for^P     ^  C°TI*ments-     Th's   disadvantage  has  been  somewhat   augmented 
Radioman. e y addft,on of ^^her  transmitter   and another 

of  sIatIonS
ta^diCon0n,m0n  C,,rCU?t V35  Scarce,y  adequate  due   to congestion 

of  stations   and,   on several  occasions,   to   Inexperienced operators   at 
McMurdo       The   frequencies  available  proved  adequate   Insofar   as  p opa- 
gat ion   is  concerned. K    K 

an^nnT11^  ""I'e^   ,S  situated   in a Position  that   is   ideal   for   prop- 
7^JinH stations  operated.     As  a  rule,   communications with   Sew 
Zealand was   a  case   of all  or  nothing.    Signal   strength  both  ways was 
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nearly always QSA4 to 5-  During ionospheric blackouts, this was the 
last circuit to be affected and usually the first to return to operation. 
Propagation between Hallett and McMurdo was generally good to excellent. 
Few serious blackouts occurred during the period of darkness.  The per- 
iod of greatest Ionospheric disturbance and total coirmunlcations black- 
outs was during the summer months.  During November and December 1957, 
Antarctic Common was usable only about 12 hours per day due to frequency 
transitions and insufficient frequencies being available for continuous 
communications. 

interference was by far the most serious difficulty encountered on 
the Antarctic Common circuit.  Both 8975-5 and 9001 kcs were seriously 
interfered with by CW and RATT signals. The Air/Ground common frequency 
6708 kcs was excellent propagation-wise and entirely free from Interfer- 
ence.  Little difficulty was encountered on conmercial New Zealand cir- 
cuits.  The most serious form of interference, affecting all communications, 
was caused by the lonosonde.  This device radiated such strong Interfer- 
ence as to block entirely all incoming signals.  Communications were 
most seriously disrupted during days when the lonosonde was sounded at 
flve-mlnute Intervals.  This interference was reduced somewhat by 
employing a 35-foot whip antenna for receiving, though still leaving 
much to be desired.  Very little Interference was encountered due to 
electrical devices such as motors, relays, etc. 

Recommendat1ons 

il.  In an operation of this scope, it is needless to say that care- 
ful planning should go Into personnel and equipment requirements.  How- 
ever, a lack of such planning to a sufficient degree has been noted in 
the case of Cape Hallett Station.  It would appear that personnel and 
equipment requirements were planned with the size of the station in 
view, rather than by the more Important consideration of operational 
requirements.  For example:  personnel strength at Hallett, 1^ men; 
personnel strength at Wllkes, 28 men.  Hallett was provided with one 
reliable transmitter and one radio operator.  Wllkes was provided with 
two each.  However, operational requirements for Hallett were likely 
twice as great as those for Wllkes Station. 

Since a radio operator is one of the station's key personnel he 
should not be placed In a position making him Indispensable.  Therefore, 
It Is strongly recommended for future planning, no matter how small the 
requirements may be, to have a minimum of two radio operators at each 
base. 

2.  Poor liaison between New Zealand and U. S. governments was very 
evident at the outset of the Operation Deep Freeze 11 wlnterIng-over 
period.  This was made more evident when commercial NZ radio circuits 
were activated in April with no prior cognizance on the part of the 
wintering-over group. 
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In order to augment better communications it is recommended that a 
system be set up for primary and secondary means of communications for 
Antarctic Common Circuit.  During propagation difficulties, it would 
best serve all stations if both McMurdo and Little America kept a guard 
on Antarctic Common, McMurdo guarding the primary frequency in the 
vicinity of 8 or 9 mcs, and Little America guarding the secondary which 
could be around 6 or 7 mcs.  Experience has shown that this arrangement 
would provide more reliable communications.  In the event communications 
could not be established with primary Antarctic Common, traffic could 
in all probability be cleared on secondary.  As an alternative, personnel 
and equipment permitting, McMurdo could guard both frequencies. 

3-  From the standpoint of antenna systems and reduction of inter- 
ference. It would be most desirable that communications be placed in a 
separate building by Itself.  This building should be large enough to 
house an electronic workshop and storage space for spare parts. 

Wllkes 

The bulk of administrative and operational traffic was handled on 
the Antarctic CW Common Net on a scheduled basis. The estimated average 
monthly traffic was about seven hundred messages. Wilkes sometimes 
acted as a relay station for other U. S. antarctic stations during times 
of disturbed radio conditions.  Traffic during the short summer resupply 
period almost doubled from the relaying of ships' traffic. 

Local trail party communications were normally handled on a scheduled 
basis.  However, during times that trail parties were In the field a 
continuous speaker watch was maintained until the destination was reached 
or until their return to base. As many as four trail parties would 
sometimes be In the field at the same time. Wllkes Icecap Station 
communications were normally conducted on the trail party frequency once 
dally. 

Air/ground communications wer«, for all practical purposes nonexistent. 
During the very brief summer resupply period VHF voice communications 
were conducted with ship's helicopters. 

A summary of communication operation for April through November 1957 
shows six radio blackouts of over 2k  hours duration.  The most severe 
month for radio blackouts was September, followed In severity by April 
and October. The blackouts corresponded very closely with lonosonde 
records for the same periods.  The above observations were made on the 
Antarctic CW Common circuit.  However, It was noted that the amateur 
radio bands generally followed the same pattern. VHF performance 
appeared unaffected by radio blackouts. 
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tat ion 
Blowing snow and low cloud cover would often cause heavy preclpl 
n static. This would cause a high electrical charge on all long ongwlre 

reception antennas with subsequent arcing discharges to ground, making 
of radio signals difficult.  Interference from Russian, South African, 
and Navy stations located in South America were experienced on the 
Antarctic CW Common circuit.  At times It was so severe It slowed 
delIvery of traffic. 

A Navy Model MM semlportable radio was Installed in a Jamesway hut 
Ö00 feet from the main base to provide emergency communications.  A 
1-1/2 wavelength longwire antenna was Installed.  This equipment supplled 
adequate emergency communication, however, the gas engine generator 
supplied as a power source is considered obsolete and should be redesigned. 
The carburetor had a strong tendency to Ice up and unshielded Ignition 
wiring was a prolific source of radio Interference.  If these two defects 
could be overcome the equipment would be adequate for the use for which 
It was designed. 

RecommendatIons 

1. The minimum complement for this station should be one RM. one 
RM3 and one ET3. 

2. Similar future installations should be equipped with wire guys 
broken at appropriate intervals by suitable strain insulators. 

3. A rigid effort should be made to screen reclaimed defective 
components from the supply system.  If their use is necessary as an 
economy measure, they should be issued to rear echelon areas and never 
to forward operating areas. 

El 1sworth 

Ellsworth's primary outlet for traffic was McMurdo on the Antarctic 
Common.  At most times signal conditions were poor and Interference great. 
The Antarctic Common was used by all U. S. antarctic bases except Byrd 
and Little America stations for clearing administrative and weather 
traffic.  The number of high-precedence weather messages made It extremely 
difficult to clear low-precedence administrative traffic.  Also, the 
procedure of clearing all traffic of one-operator stations first slowed 
down traffic of higher precedence for all stations. 

The frequencies (8975-5 and 9001 kcs) employed as Antarctic Common 
were too low for operation with Ellsworth.  Total darkness or total 
daylight in the antarctic had very little effect on radio communication 
at Ellsworth.  During periods of blackout on the Antarctic Common the 
policy was to call Naval Radio Station, Balboa, on the ship/shore nets 
and arrange for a schedule on one of the antarctic point-to-point fre- 
quencies.  Contacts with Balboa were generally good when operating on 
frequencies in the 8-, 12- and I7-mcs ranges. 
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Communication  for   the  tmuorca  «,..1-.. ^       .   .     , 
receiver-transmitter   un  t.     A TRW unt    Ld'h  furn;shed,bVn AN/GRC-9 

was  made     due  to weiaht   1  mi?J *       been P,anned.   but  the  change 

transmitter  Ld  begins    TedrL:"fn0"CatH.a1  the  faCt  that   this 

AN/GRC-9  proved  reliable UD  to  Un     -i9     7  ^u'0  f0r  the  base-     The 

-reliable.     Com^n Luo^w«    Wt  w JJ'tK'tJ^  ^   '^  Very 

was   back   to a daily schedule       A LIK!       i  ?? S  Unit'   com™nfcation 
able  to copy  CW as   the   ranlp" i/ >       0f

J
the  traverse P^ty should be 

it  as hardP?o copj as  vo^! 9reater and   fnterfere"" ^oes not make 

persoine^^Sue^nhlirl0"  Were "^  hand,ed  ^ AlrO^vRon Six 
had^rb^handte  0b ^ii0^:;  ^^1  "''^  ^  ?00 mneS 
i.wf. .     ,  ^auiu central,     witn  only one operator  on waf-r-h 
thls^meant   securing or   standing  listening watches  on'm^tV^other 

by prSperrsIrIen!nod
0'

0r  '"T^  WaS  heaVy and could  h^e  been  reduced 
wL'hand  ed  brSlvy9 circu"^9  hHnt^5  ^   ^^     ClaSS   Echo  trafflc 

'   to  CHINFO       Tk!  1!    !u(   r    5°   ]500 words)   were  sent   to McMurdo for   relav 

.xtriS.TSTlif?c"t"''ti;"„:,,«iS r^'r "^ '—'cation with McMurdo 

though  the Antarctic Con^nP(9oS? k«)  was   Hacked iut     M M'^  ^^.^ 

coi™,unlcatlonS were at   their be?t       8^»?^    r conditions  for 
m.nlmum.    A mlnor source ol^fere': wa      ^s»^5 "^ "  ' 
radio „as set up   l„ a Jamesway hut   focated  300 ^rH^f Emergency 
The equipment consisted of a TBW (125-' CW    yS-^M^W T"" Can'p- 
RBM receiver  tup *»A   ic-i * K '   75 w vo'ce)   transm tter, nun receiver  (HF and   IF),  motor generator,   portable  l-kM na=-rfri„„ 
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Recommendat i ons 

1. It is believed that, with construction of a rhombic antenna 
beamed on McMurdo, communication for El 1sworth/McMurdo will be greatly 
Improved. 

2. We recommend three radiomen for stations having an air group 
aboard. 

3. Teletype equipment should be sent to outlying stations.  If 
impracticable for transmitting teletype equipment to be sent, a receiver 
unit would help greatly to clear incoming back-logged traffic after 
blackouts. 

AMATEUR RADIO 

McMurdo 

Operations of amateur radio stations KC^USA, Little America, and 
KC4USV, McMurdo Sound, were in most respects quite similar.  The main 
difference was in the number of operating personnel.  McMurdo Sound 
relied mainly on a Chief Radioman, while Litt.e America had a five- 
section watch.  Both stations considered their system the best and there 
is no doubt that both had distinct advantages.  The location of the ham 
shack at McMurdo was in the main comnunicat ions building.  Mutual 
interference many times interrupted ham operation, while at Little 
America, with the ham shack located in a separate area, there were no 
such problems. 

Both stations used a KWS-1 1-kw transmitter.  McMurdo's transmitter 
fed into a stationary beam antenna elevated about 20 feet above the 
ground.  Both antenna and transmitter have been relocated at McMurdo 
Sound and operation is more successful.  Operation at McMurdo commenced 
on 17 April 1956.  During the first 13 days of operation, 291 CW contacts 
were made.  Using the 20-meter band, it was found that only the late 
afternoon and evening could be utilized for making contacts, as during 
other periods the band was dead.  It was also found that scheduling of 
contacts was not feasible as once again conditions were so uncertain 
that the chances of meeting such a schedule were small.  The majority 
of hams contacted in the early days of the operation were unaware of 
communications conditions in the South Polar areas and complaints were 
often heard that one or bot!-, stations in the antarctic often appeared 
to Just "throw the switch" without warning. 

The first phone patch was made in May and from then on this was the 
main means of operation as it afforded a more desirable, although at times 
a far less reliable, means of communication.  As operations continued. 
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many of the hams, content with a QSL card from the antarctic, dropped 
out and the band quieted down enough to allow more satisfactory means 
of traffic exchange.  It soon became apparent that certain hams In the 
United States were old standbys and could be counted on almost any 
evening to be standing by to pass traffic or give us the latest news. 

During the course of the winter, there were occasions when Navy 
communications were so overtaxed because of the heavy traffic load or 
nonavailability of equipment that It was deemed necessary to use the 
ham bands for voice conferences with Little America.  There Is no doubt 
that much can be accomplished through voice discussions between persons 
winter Ing-over and by the men who are supporting or relieving them. 
Unfortunately the provisions under which the amateur radio operators 
work do not allow for semi-official use of the amateur bands.  Provisions 
for this type of operation would have to be arranged well In advance. 
The assignment of several frequencies close to the 15- and 20-meter 
amateur bands would enable the amateur equipment to be used on Navy 
circuits, should the need arise. 

The amateur equipment at McMurdo almost exclusively used the 20-meter 
band during the first five months of operation. During the winter months 
very few readable signals were heard on the 15-meter band, the only other 
band considered. However, with the return of daylight, the iS-meter band 
did open up and operations were conducted on those frequencies. 

Amateur radio In the antarctic can often be a headache as well as a 
benefit to all personnel.  Operations during the summer cannot be gov- 
erned by the same policy used In the winter, as the influx of transient 
personnel does not allow for this.  Of course, with the frequent mall 
service that summer brings there is not the pressure to "talk home" and 
so the situation as a morale Issue Is not as acute.  Each station must 
have Its own policy designed to answer the Individual problems of each 
base and operators.  Close adherence to the rules which govern amateur 
operators and the realization that although operated by naval personnel, 
the operator Is working a world of hams will do much to continue success- 
ful operation of amateur radio In the antarctic. 

Little Amerlea 

In 1957, over 1700 phone patches and kOOO  hamgrams were handled at 
Little America.  Under the supervision of two radiomen, a team of up to 
eight IGY and Navy personnel maintained continuous amateur radio oper- 
ation whenever propagation conditions permitted.  As In Deep Freeze I, 
the best times for contact with the States were between 0100 and 1200Z. 
The 20-meter band was used most of the time and the 15-meter band at 
times In the antarctic summer.  During the months surrounding sunrise 
and sunset, amateur radio experienced the same difficulties in prop- 
agation conditions that were found In the official communications. 
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The equipment employed, Collins KWS-1 and 75Ak,   was among the finest 
available.  There was a shortage of tubes, but careful operation resulted 
In better than expected tube life.  In Deep Freeze I I the ham shack was 
relocated to the recreation building.  The antenna was a rhombic beamed 
at central United States to produce the greatest possible coverage of 
the country.  The output of the transmitter was matched to the rhombic 
by means of a Collins exponential balun.  The balun caused considerable 
difficulty by opening under the tension caused by the weight of the 
drifted snow on the coaxial side of the transmission line and possibly 
by the extreme temperature changes.  Such Installations should be made 
with plenty of slack cable where drifting can occur. 

Three aspects of the amateur regulations were initially unclear from 
the Information In the available directives and the Task Force Communi- 
cations Plan: 

1. inquiries from several of the bases indicated that private gear 
had been brought to the antarctic and that the relationship with the 
operation of the base equipment was In doubt.  The bases were advised 
by ComNavUnits Antarctica that the OINCs were In control of all amateur 
operations at their bases, that all amateur equipment at each base would 
employ the base call sign, that the operation of amateur equipment could 
be authorized by the OINCs for qualified non-lIcensed personnel, that 
all transmissions must remain within the international ham bands, and 
that all equipment must be employed primarily for base morale purposes 
for all hands on an equal basis.  It is recommended that these matters 
be included In future OP Orders. 

At Little America, private equipment was employed for CW, and Navy 
equipment was employed for voice transmissions.  All hamgram traffic 
over the Navy equipment was passed via the RAGS In Syracuse, while the 
private gear was used for the exchange of hamgrams through other stations 
In the States.  This arrangement was entirely satisfactory.  For Deep 
Freeze III, the use of a personal call sign was authorized at Hallett 
Station by one of the New Zealand civilian personnel.  The use of per- 
sonal call signs by U. S. personnel in the antarctic using personal 
and/or Navy gear should be considered and the decision Included in 
future OP Orders since this question is posed annually. 

2. Initially, except for the auxiliary TBW transmitters, Wllkes 
and Hallett bases were not equipped with official Navy transmitters 
adequate for long-range voice communications.  Later In the year, through 
the ingenious utilization of base intercom spare parts, they were able 
to employ their TBL transmitters for voice transmissions.  Voice oper- 
ation was still severely limited because of the obsolete equipment.  As 
a result, these bases were equipped with only the lOOO-w amateur gear 
for satisfactory voice operation.  In a resounding chorus, the scientists 
demanded authority to employ the amateur gear for the exchange of 
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scientific information, and received it in early May with the stipulation 
that it be conducted with a minimum of interference with the primary 
morale use of the equipment. 

3-  By early April, Little America had received several requests by 
professional news media representatives to interview personnel in Ant- 
arctica via amateur radio.  The rest of the antarctic stations indicated 
that they, too, had received requests for information.  On 20 August the 
authority was received subject to compliance with FCC amateur radio reg- 
ulations. 

Several times during the year, the voices of the family of the 
Russian observer at Little America were transmitted over Radio Moscow. 
Before each occasion, Mirny notified Little America and the broadcasts 
were tape-recorded for the Russian observer, who was most appreciative. 
An attempt was made to procure tape recordings of the family of the 
American observer at Mirny.  After a considerable delay a tape was ob- 
tained from the family and transmitted to Little America.  But the 
quality of the tape was only fair to begin with, and the quality deter- 
iorated somewhat on the relay to Little America even though several 
attempts were made to utilize optimum conditions.  It was never possible 
to get a run of it to Mirny that was successfully readable.  Upon the 
departure of Deep Freeze II personnel from the antarctic, steps were 
taken to recommend that arrangements be made with AFRS or Voice of America 
for a better try the following year. 

Recommendat ions 

1. It is recommended that Collins phone patch equipment be considered 
for the antarctic bases, so that a private booth could be provided and 
yet permit monitoring of the patch by the operator.  This should also make 
it possible for patches to be run from remote parts of the base through 
the ham station when storm conditions or time and distance do not permit 
easy access. 

2. Since Antarctica is, as yet, an unclaimed continent as far as 
U. S. foreign policy is concerned, it is recommended that the possibility 
of specifying that the operation of the amateur facilities at the U. S. 
stations will be solely under the jurisdiction of the Area Commander be 
considered.  This would permit the unrestricted use of all internationally 
designated amateur frequencies.  It is also recommended that background 
information concerning the licensing of the stations be provided the 
bases or included in future OP Plans. 

3-  in November 1957, when the station operators were faced with 
mailing the QSL cards they had amassed during the winter night, the 
authority to use Navy franking on them was requested inasmuch as they 
represented a means of thanking amateurs in the States for assisting in 
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rXsedntT?s 'rLZ™': ihr9h  the °mat'"r «»".«..     The  request was 

Byrd 

DeepTFre:^:t^:e^rso^nel(StaTi0^KCitUS?,  WaS   lnStaned   '"  the mess ha"  "y 
recefver a  Colons  ^li*     I       transm'tter was  ■  Collins  KWS-1   and  the 
receiver a  Collins  75A4.     Power was  adequate   In all   resoects       Tho   ~riw 

Con5IrucSnrer.rS ?i8"d   '" '*"r"<°" *  ^"""y  1957 by members of the 

smgie side  band.     Phone patches were obtained for  a majority of men- 

South  Pole 

Amateur radio provided almost dally contact with the United States 

"he9 2?-mchrerr 'V^'^ band **<*  "urlng the sule"'^ th on ^ 
in the 21-mc region.  Foreign and U. S. terr Itorles were contacted ma nix, 

or^t^.rr^^heTrn'ter^ "" '°"C°"' "«" " ^"~^ 

any other piece of equipment  on  the  station.     It  also received manCthn^ 
more  use than  any other  equipment.     Two 75A4 Coll Ins  receivers ^ere  u ed 
exclusively  for amateur  radio with excellent  rellabl1Ity.     The ham  radio 
shack was   located  at  one end of  the  radio  room  In  the bu   Idlng wMch a so 
housed  the mess  hall   and meteorology. "amg wnicti also 

Hallett 

Amateur facl Itles were more than adequate to meet the needs of the 
ten men using this privilege, and proved 90-percent efficient! Each m!n 
so desiring made phone patches home on the average of one ev^y two weeks 

^he ne^s öfSOme "^ *  Ham9ram SerV,CeS Were -«llent, and saUsfTed ' 
the needs of everyone concerned.  In general, quantity and quality of phone 
patches and hamgram messages was sufficient to meet morale needs 
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A Collins KWS-1 transmitter was initially installed in the communi- 
cations shack.  Operation was full power (1-kw) using a VEE beam antenna 
with shorted matching stub.  Interference between official communications, 
movies and amateur communications made It necessary to move amateur equip- 
ment to another location.  A soundproof shack was built and no further 
Interference was encountered.  Operation was almost exclusively on the 
20-meter band. 

Due to excessive cutput-tube cssualtles, plate voltage was dropped 
to 1500 volts and the set was operated on 500 watts Input power.  This 
arrangement began In June and continued for the remainder of the wlnterlng- 
over period.  Communications were excellent.  For the entire wintering 
period, total outage due to equipment failures was six weeks. The max- 
imum at any one continuous period was two weeks.  The majority of equip- 
ment outages were due to storm damage.  Propagation was superior for 
amateur radio.  Most radio blackouts did not affect amateur communications 
on the 20-meter band.  Propagation conditions for amateur radio could 
not have been more desirable. 

Wllkes 

Amateur   radio equipment,   utilizing maximum  legal   power was  used 
primarily for  morale  and  secondarily  for   IGY conferences.      It  contributed 
Inmensely to morale of station  personnel   and was   Invaluable for voice 
conferences with scientific personnel    In the U.   S.    At  least once a 
month any area  could   be  reached   in  the  U.  S.    A very conservative esti- 
mate of  total   operating time   In a  10-month  period   Is  3,000 hours. 

A Collins  Model   KWS-1   transmitter  and  Model   ySA^f  receiver  comprised 
amateur   radio  station KC^USK.     The  station was   Installed   In a  soundproof 
cubicle   In  the  communications   building.     Performance of  equipment was 
superb.     Only  two component  failures   for each piece of equipment  were 
recorded.     During a   10-month period,   16 vacuum tubes  were  replaced.     None 
of  the  tube  failures  were considered  unusual   or  excessive  for  the  number 
of  hours  of operation   Involved.    Three  3TF4A VF0  filament  voltage  reg- 
ulator   tubes  were supplied and  used   In  the  first   3 months  of operation, 
which   Is  considered  excessive.     The  Collins  Company should  be notified 
of  this   design weakness  with  a view to  eliminating the need  for   the 
3TF4A  In  the  KWS-1.     A 25-ohm  resister  was  used  to replace  this   tube with 
no  apparent  effect  upon  the stability of the equipment. 

The  rhombic antenna was  designed   for  the 40-,   20-  and   10-meter  amateur 
bands.     Performance  of  this  antenna was  excellent.     it was  beamed  for  the 
geographic  center of   the U.   S.   and  coverage of  the entire  nation was  pos-. 
slble. 
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ElIsworth 

DietIS       A  r     ,        '? was   Installed after  nava!   communications  were  com- 

ooeraMons   T 0    ^  ^"^   WaS  a,,ocated  for  the ham  shack  and 
operat  ons   began   approximately  I   March   1957-     The KWS-I   (1000-watt) 

cZ ^  ^^  a1
CoM,ns  7*M receiver  were mounted  on a  standa d  Navy 

bTTclTJnTt    Si  I
The

J
transmitter was matched to  the  rhombic  antenna 

fL  J*r !r    len       
ba,Un  designed   'ocally and  built out of  copper  tubing 

for  both  the  20-   and  15-meter  amateur  radio  bands.     A chsngeover  relay 

^Lc  ??4
SO      ÜV S'n9,e antenna  ""'d be used for  both  receiver and 

IZ Zll  Ji' ,0r t0 constructlon of  the balun,  antennas  available  for 
ham operations were a 35-foot  whip  and  a  375-foot  longwlre. 

Due to a lack 
and ham) at the s 
Ing 1Ights was In 
if his transmitte 
was needed. This 
balun's were cons 
antenna, signals 
creased and the n 
patches  averaged 

of a  ground,   the  operation  of  two  transmitters   (Navy 
ame time often caused   Interference.     A system of warn- 
stalled  to  give  the ham operator a  flve-mlnute warning 
r was   interfering  with Navy  traffic  or   If  the  antenna 
system proved  to   be highly   successful.     After   the 

tructed so  the KWS-1   could  be  used with  the  rhombic 
to the  States   greatly   Improved.     Hamgram  traffic   In- 
umber  and quality  of phone patches   Increased.     Phone 
about  one or   two every  two weeks per man. 

RADIO  EQUIPMENT 

Transmitters 

TBM-10 

cu.   The
J

TBM-10 at   McMurdo had   been   reconditioned  by Mare   Island  Naval 
Shipyard.     Most   Interlock  switches   had  been   reinstalled   Improperly 
making operation   Impossible;   several   connections   in   the modulator  units 
and   the   transmitter were  not   Installed;   and  some of  the keying   relay 
contacts   were welded  together.     The   remote-control   unit was  designed   for 
shipboard  V6 wire  control   circuits   and would   have  required  almost   100 
percent  modification to adapt   it   to   this   installation.     No  provisions 
were made   for  a  dc  voltage  source  necessary  to  actuate  remote  relay/VT 
keying  through   landline  control   units.     The  antenna  coupling unit was   for 
the  TDH  series   transmitters,   and did  not   lend   Itself   readily  to   this 
nsta   lation.      it   allowed   loading  of only one   side of   transmission   line 
n  sp   te  of   all   the  combinations  of   connecting   that  were   tried.     Two men 

Installed most  of   the  equipment   in   about   300  man-hours. 

The TBM-10 at   Little  America was   used  constantly.     With   the   use  of 
a   rhombic,   communications  were maintained with   Radio   Balboa  and   Radio 
Washington   throughout   February   i956   to January   I957.      |n  spite  of 
excessive  use,   this  piece of   equipment   suffered  only  one major   casualty. 
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That  was   a  transformer   In  the rectifier  unit.     Effectiveness  on  omni- 
directional  weather  broadcasts was unsatisfactory.     Directional   trans- 
mitting antennas  were employed expedltlously   to produce  the maximum 
coverage  possible where  the   antarctic  stations  were  located.     Keying 
relay and  blower motors   required  considerable  attention. 

The TBM-10  shipped  to  the Ellsworth  Station suffered  from rough hand- 
ling.    Most of  the  tubes were broken,   part of  the  frame was warped,   and 
the  coupling  for  the   Inductance  coll   was  broken.     Otherwise  the  TBM was 
In perfect operating condition. 

TBL-10 

At Little America V  this  250-watt   CW/VFO  transmitter was  operated 
on  high and  low  frequencies.     The power was  grossly   Inadequate  for 
weather broadcasts,   but  this  employment  was  not originally   Intended.      It 
was   received with only partially  completed conversion  between 4-   and 
6-wIre control,   and was   Incorrectly wired at   Puget   Sound where   It was 
reconditioned.     The  side plates  had not  been  securely fastened prior  to 
packing,   resulting   In sheared  bolts.      It  used  a power  supply  from  the 
TAB   transmitter  to produce   1400-watts  power  for  the broadcast  driving 
't-lOOO final.     This  modification was  highly successful   In additional 
broadcast   coverages.     It  used a  North/South doublet. 

A TBL-10  served  as  the  primary transmitter  at Hallett  Station.     It 
proved adequate  so  far  as  power  requirements,   efficiency,   etc.,   are 
concerned.     However,   due to   non-receipt  of  the modulator  unit.   It was 
necessary  to Jury-rig a  20-watt  phono  amplifier  to  serve  as  a modulator. 
Modulation quality was  excellent  with   this  arrangement;   however,   the 
quantity  could  not  exceed 50  percent  resulting   in  low-power voice 
emissions. 

Similarly,  Wilkes  Station received   two TBL-10s  without  modulators. 
A substitute modulator was   Improvised  from a  commercial   PA system am- 
plifier.     CW power  was  barely adequate   for  the Antarctic  CW  Common 
circuit and voice power was   Inadequate   for continental   communications. 
Faulty packaging of  the equipment   resulted   In  breakage of  the glass 
mercury contact  sections of   relays   in  the  landline  control   units. 

The TBL-10  received  at   Ellsworth was   in good condition.      It  worked 
satisfactorily after  external  wiring was  completed. 

TBW-4 

The Byrd Station employed the TBW-^f as a secondary transmitter.  It 
received only limited use, mostly on the low frequency side due to a 
complete lack of spares. The major trouble was the pick-up tap of the 
antenna RF tuning coil.  As no spare was available, a new tap was cut 
from a tin can.  Although workable, the efficiency of the transmitter 
was considered poor. 
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performed very wejfas hinh ?  Were ^  0n,y transmltters and they 
the permanen ysta on tulrZtT^  transm,tte^-  Upon completion of 

as low-fred^hö^ ^Jn^f^c"^^ Un,tS-  ^ ^ USed farfnrw  TU    .     »«fcwni ,or aircraft and were poor to unsat-ls- 

the Navy P2V-7 HSUMTZUI*  Jl ?! ! j  e t'r  Force C-|2', Globemasters; 

base Ft was keot ?n s^JJ, f D completion of the permanent 

TMS equlpme^r^rxbLtrwhr:s
n:d

o:,:rar9:a"scy cTun'cat,ons- 
However, the „o.se l.v.l produced ,„ he RB^5 r^."? "bv"^^^ "f' 
generator caused great dlff.culty ,„ rece,W„g " 'iut very .fjo^JÜ ' 

TBA-IO 

äamalTrlrZ-n''0^^''''''   '" the "'""""   """I"" „.th no apparent 

Pa./p%;Srttr^ur e dbXr^itio^n
a?n

d
sr?^,atMechan,"bur" 

r    i?eV°: - --"0"—"- --r:drp-% 

n«  !:?;!'   col,P,r"9 5l«^os  between  L116 and   118,   Ü13 .nd       5     and 

fhr alfcTrcu'lrSrfo't   T* ' T* ^ ^"-ntlry c"!^ i„    d 

welded together. Due to an operlXna ieidllne a'nd" h" T""5 T™ 
interconnecting wiring dlagra^, all "«e^ci "ir "by s^d^^the' an 

landline control   unit was   not   installed. yp^sec   and  the 

necJonS
aanrc:nt:c?:e;idn:^:kr

opc:n!ehadsrchr .had ?roken — 

transfer switch  panel   and magnetic  Controller    .mflc   ° 11 / 
M/G  set  powered  equipment,   were  afso  SUDD   ul'     M normally  used  with 

^t'rr^-hb':---' - = ■-"•-^rort^%-:;r 
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During  the  time  the TBA-10 was   Installed   In  the  receiver   bulldlnq 
I     was  down  four to  five  times  a week.     The main  reason was  tha    s a?jc 

d  schl  ^Hy
a
9eneraÜd   '?   the antennaS  by hl9h W,nds  and  bl0wlng snow discharged  across  the plates of  a  capacitor   In the  final   section,  pro- 

viding a path   for  high voltage  to discharge across   the plates,   which 
caused  considerable  damage  by arcing.     The solution was^ connec    two 
one-megohm wire-wound  resistors   (25-watt)   to both  sides  of the  trans- 
miss  on  lines   and  to a ground  located  close  to the  transmitter.    The 

In^l htTV^' aut0ry W,th a three-quarter load on the transmitter 
and a high wind on the antenna. This trouble was not encountered when 
the  equipment  was moved  to  the  transmitter  building. 

TAB-6 

ff»  The,JrÜn^ter  sh,PPed to McMurdo was  apparently new and   the rectl- 
controf !ni^     J    *  T'     BOth  arr,Ved   ,n excellent  condition.     Landl Ine 
control   unit   keying voltage was  obtained   from a  DC  source manufactured 
[n^lT r th   the TBM"10-     Forty-6,9ht  man-hours  were expended   In the installatIon. 

At   Little  America  this   transmitter  had  a  lack  of range.    Many tests 

AneinS?    ^       Wluh  "Y^"5  ShlpS  and  statIons
J  with negative   results. 

All    Ind cations  showed  that  the   transmitter was  operating satisfactorily. 
The maximum range with  any  definite  degree of  reliability was   150 miles. 

H?2  K0       .Ve   ^eSt?  Were made Wit:h  aircraft-     On occasions.  Radio McMurdo 
a  a  near  the  signals.     The  antenna was   lengthened   from  185  to  700 feet 
with  no apparent   Increase   In signal   strength.    A counterpoise  was added 
but   results  were the  same.     Heavy   Interference  (key  clicks)  was  evident 
in  all   receivers.     Except   for occasional   uses  as  an aircraft  homer,   this 
unit   remained   In stand-by  status. 

30K5 

At   Little  America  this   transmitter was   In constant  use.     Its perfor- 
mance was  satisfactory but   severely   limited  by crystal   shortage  until 
VFO was  constructed on one   channel.     The  changing of crystal   frequencies 
was   laborious.     Two  straight-wire  antennas  were used.     Difficulty developed 
with   the power  amplifier  tube when voice was  used.     Severe arcing caused 
gas   to  fill   the  tube.     This   same  condition  existed   Immediately  after 
changing  tubes.     The  corrective measure  taken was   to use  the gear on 
reduced power.     Difficulties were  encountered also when  using  this  set 
on   CW.     When plate voltage  was  applied,   a   loud hum would  be heard on 
frequency.     The  receiver volume  control   had  to be  turned  practically  all 
the way down.     No corrective action  could  be  found   to eliminate  this 
condition.     The only  alternative  was   to use  this  transmitter on  duplex 
Cw circuit. 
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The  30K5  crystal-controlled,  300-watt   transmitters  were  the primary 
transmitters  at   the Byrd  Station.     The  30K5  was   considered  a very poor 
choice;   for   such   equipment  at   remote   stations such  as  Byrd,   the primary 
requirement   Is versatility.     The 30K.5  falls   far  short  of minimum require- 
ments  because of   the dependence upon  crystals and  the excessive time 
required  to  change channel   frequencies.     The RF  antenna  tuning colls  on 
both  transmitters   changed   Inductance   In  a  period  of about   10 days,   making 
It   necessary to  adjust   the variable  taps  with a  grid dip meter.     Over- 
heating of  the PA plates on  both 30K5s  was   a common occurance,  making 
It   necessary to  detune  transmitters. 

The South Pole Station used  two 30K5s as primary transmitters.     They 
were very  good  to maintain communications as  to  the requirement  for  power. 
However,   the versatility was   Inadequate. This  and  frequent  failures  of 
relays  with   limited spare parts  available were  not  desirable qualities. 

This   1-kw CW   and voice high-frequency   transmitter  was   Installed  at 
Little America.      It  had   ten  channels,   crystal-control   and   auto-tune. 
The equipment was   packed and   shipped  excellently.      It   lacked  a VFO  or 
FSK unit.     Bypass   by use of  an  LM  frequency meter  and  a KY-58 keyer  on 
the  tenth  channel   permitted  RATT and  facsimile operation.     This  equip- 
ment was originally  Intended   for  alrops   use until   Kiel   Field built   Its 
own air/ground  transmitter.     Auto-tune was   not wired  because of  lack of 
wire  (not   an operational   Inconvenience,   though,   because  snow and   Ice 
effects  on  antenna  required  checking  transmitter   tuning on each  frequency 
change).     This was a very useful   transmitter  In  all   applications.      It 
was  employed  throughout  the  antarctic  cont Inent   (voice and  CW)   to  Balboa 
and  Syracuse  (rad loteletype)   and  to Washington,   D.   C.   (facsimile).      It 
provided  great  flexibility to  transmitter   capabilities  of  the   installa- 
tion.     No   technical   troubles  were  encountered except   that   the  first 
filter  capacitor   In the high-voltage power   supply  failed  twice and   one 
binding auto-tune  bearing developed.      It   employed  an  unterminated   rhombic 
directed  to  Balboa. 

AN/FRT-15A 

During   the  first   tests   immediately  after   installation  at   McMurdo   It 
was   discovered   that  RF  oscillator   0-140A/FRT-15   was   inoperative.     The 
trouble was   finally  Isolated   to the   interstage  transformer  Z-3603   In 
the  filter  mixer   F-IOWFRT-15,   a   sub  unit   of  the  RF oscillator.      Close 
Inspection  of  the defective   transformer   revealed   that  one   lead  had   never 
been  connected.      The  only other  trouble  encountered was   in  the power 
amplifier   grid  circuit.    The   resistive  network  of  R-3952,   3953,   and  395^ 
(all   ^.7-k,   2-w  resistors)   decreased   In value until   an   increase   in   grid 
current   burned  out  one  of  the   resistors.      The  fact   that   this   trouble 
occurred   twice may be   because   the   resistors were   underrated   In  the  volt- 
age  rating. 
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AN/FRT-17 

» 

One  of  the  troubles   encountered  at McMurdo wa^   In  »k- K 

suppressor   In  the  power  amplifier  plate circuit       wu   tJe,harmon'c 

showed  that  arclnq  had  occurr^H  L* circuit.     Visual   Inspection 

L-505,   eventual l^b^nlnroulheSrr TtVss  Tl ^ f  ^ CO,, 

that  this  same  trouble  hid occurred  atVl^l     1  subsequently  learned 
aboard  the  USS  Glacier.      It   Is  hln»f^ iu Amer.ca  Station and  also 

and  In  that  the turns ^f    he coN V-^ I     *  ^'V* a  troub,e   'n des'9" 
other major  trouble encountered Lsfnthrh^9?6' t00  C,OSe-     The on]y 
Z-801.     This   station has   been  oron!   I* f OWin9 0Ut   of the   ' ,ne   f"ter 

i.  Believed  that   this wLlhe" ^r 1^^^^^: Irtro^b^.3"   ^ 

out in't^r^^'fu^r^n^ Lirti^:iT'?a broken box' ^- 
spares or  crystals,     it was  rec^d w fh  thltr^   ,?St;uct,on ^«s, 
assembly   Incorrectly wired and w thout  static ^!"Sm,SS  on -oupUng 
harmonic  suppressor  coll   burn.H 1.? statlc drain resistors.     The 

of  CouplIngsPon  the  tun  no shafts     r en I ^  reSU,t  f mechan'ca'   allures 
The  transmitter operated without^ ha^onT^5   fabr,cated  '^"y  failed, 
oscillator  needed   replacement     Ld  thl^ »Wessor.     When  the master 

the  locally  contrive? wlTfSK uTeö    y      e^^-^trStf  Utt,e T'1"' 
thereby   limiting  the effectiveness of  the kill      rZ  lit    T*  ernPloVed' 
for   the  AN/FRT-17   therefore  aggravated   the   lack  of f^ ^  crysta^ 
Performance,   outside of  technical   d^fJcult  es  whLh^^5  ^.^ h3]-0' 
Important   If spares   had  been  ava   I«KlI ^       h WOU,d not  have  been 

Used McMurdo doublet  and  ^tl^naMoigwi"!   ^ "^ ^^  "* ^^ 

AN/FRT-2^ 

trouble, „er, of .  rout.ne^ature^ tube faT    ° ,       ^ OUt-    A"  °ther 

Receivers 

51 J4  (Collins) 

were  very  accurate. <-/ wiecer.      ujal   calibrations 

.Il9™»„t  and
9of  repUc^en" of :e

rc„Ct^:t::,":p"u"bs:n5 l5ted '" "- 

I 
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tu tr?? S   r     rece'vers provided the South Pole Station with excellent 
rellabll.ty for Navy Communications as well as World Series  'Wnlck,., 
and other varied communications uses. series,  Sputnlck {• 

all nlul^   ^ "anettI
Stat'<^ the 51J4 receivers proved superior to 

all other receiving equipment in every respect.  Calibrated weekly wth 
WWV  this equipment served as a frequency standard for setting up trans- 
fers and frequency measuring purposes.  Calibration, s abNIty sen- 
sitivity, selectivity and fidelity of these receivers rated excellent. 

at WMkes sJatlon reTh!rrS C?7r,Sed the Pr ,mary receiving Installation 
h ah v  Th- M-C* Jhll  fcenent equipment cannot be recommended too 
highly.  The Navy should Investigate this equipment for service use. 

ceIv^I
marn.^CePt'0n WtS,   Provided EUsworth Station by three 5Uk  re- 

IVAZJIA  Jlfferent combinations of receiving antennas were available 
and could be connected to any of the three receivers.  The 51J4 gave 
VZ^nn0t  recfP'ion.on an bands, signal to noise ratio was good* and 
men T'JS  CaUbr:at>0"  check Po'nts were very well liked by both radio- 

Tnsta 1 nl'th    ":  ^ ^^ SUPP,y being part of the -ce,v- ^e installing this unit very easy and fast. 

RBA-RBB-RBC-RBM-RBS 

MrM-IIl'5 Stai?da':d Ser,es of Navy receivers was used at all stations. 
McMurdo received two RBAs, four RBBs, two RBCs and one RBS, all in^ood 

c'e o ^hrJr^rl:!"9 a m,n,rT CheCkOUt bef0re US,n^  SFmfia tf^he case of the transmitters, precipitation static was present In the re- 
ceivers.  As no Insulated antenna wire was available, 100 thousand-ohm 

rllunt™  "" ? T' aCrOSS the InpUt term?na,S of ^  antenna and Se 
RBrlnd'RRr Sat??fact0ry-  Max""- efficiency was obtained from the RBA, 
RBB, and RBC receivers used at Little America. ' 

RBM-5 receivers were used at the Byrd, South Pole and Cape Hallett 
stations.  At Byrd and the South Pole the receivers were used as  and- 

HlnettethP RRM   ^ 
and n0 trOUb'e WaS exPerien«d.  However, at Cape 

Hallett the RBM receivers were unusable due to an overwhelming noise 
level from the 800-cycle power source for the TBW transmitter. 

One RBA-7 was used at Wilkes Station.  It performed satisfactorily 
and had no outages.  The RBA at Ellsworth Station was used for low- 
frequency reception, using a 35-foot whip antenna.  It was set on 500 kc 

LrorPVLFer      ^ the diStreSS frequency.  Very little was heard on 
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Transceivers 

AN/GRC-9  transmitter/receivers were   used at  the  South  Pole   In  the 
weasel   and   In  the Aurora tower  as  ground-to-air  and  ground-to-ground 
equipment.     This  equipment   Is  quite  reliable and performs  very well   under 
very   rugged ^9«-     AN/PRC-17's  were  supplied  by the Air  Force and we^e 
a  backup   for  the ARC-I.    The AN/PRC-l?   Is  uncomfortable to operate   In 
cold weather for any period of time due  to Its  push-button  controls. 
During summer operations and airdrops,  an ARC-1   transceiver was used  for 
drop-contro    (ground-to-air)   circuits   (121.5 mcs).     This was very advan- 
tageous as   It   kept  the primary antarctic  air-to-ground circuit  free of 
the  drop-control   traffic.    About   the only complaint   in this  system was 

n^TViTiV? rUn the ARC"K    Frequent  failure of the putt-putt 
necessitated shifting control   to the antarctic  air-to-ground circuit. 
A TCS-type  transmitter/receiver was   Installed   In the new weasel.    This 
has  more power   than  the AN/GRC-9.    A voice contact  was made with  Byrd 
Station 600 miles  away. ' 

w*x,cT*e A^GR^9 por^ab,e  transceiver  set  proved to  be superior   In many 
ways   to all  other primary equipment at   the Hallett  Station.      It was   the 
most   faithful   and reliable piece of communications  equipment.     For  the 
period during which  the TBW was  being permanently   Installed,   the AN/GRC-9 
was   ut     Ized with  100-percent  efficiency   for handling all   traffic on  the 
aE/ror nC  Common

l
c'rcu't•     During  the   1957-1958 summer  season,  the 

!i*h   M"2 T fPloyed on Air/Ground primary.    Voice contact  was maintained 
with   McMurdo Sound,   Little America,  and with aircraft  enroute between 
McMurdo and New Zealand.     During  the winter,  all   antarctic  stations  were 
worked CW at one time or another.     The AN/GRC-9  proved  to  be a highly 
rugged,  versatile,   and  reliable means  of  communications   In  nearly every 
phase of communications  at  Cape  Hallett. 

,Mi.An ^i/G^C-9   '"stalled   In a weasel   was   used   for  communication  between 
Wllkes  Station  and  the   Ice  Cap  Station,   a  distance of about   50 miles. 
Communication was only  fair  to poor,   and  many  schedules were missed  due 
to   Inability to  start  the weasel    In  the  extreme  cold.     In an  effort  to 
improve communications,   a motor  generator  was  fabricated using a  1-1/2-hp 
electric motor  driving  a weasel   electric   generator.     The motor-generator 
was   placed   In  the connecting  tunnel.     An  AN/GRC-9 was mounted   Inside 
station  living  quarters.    A four-wavelength sloping Vee antenna,   oriented 
toward  the main  base,  was   Installed,   using the  Met.  mast  for  the high 
end.     This  arrangement  made  the  radio more convenient   to operate and 
Insured meeting  ail   schedules.     This   installation,   however,   suffered   from 
a very high  radio noise  level   due  to sparking of  the  generator,  which  for 
all   practical   purposes   nullified  any advantages   obtained by  the  use of 
the     arger  Vee  antenna.     Communication  reliability  remained   fair  to  good. 
Possibly the  installation of  the  slightly  more  powerful   Navy Model   TCS 
radio  equipment  would   improve  communications,   although   Indications were 
that   the station was   sited   in a  skip  zone   and only application of "brute" 
power  would   Insure  reliable  comnunlcatIons. 
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An  AN/GRC-9   transmitter/receiver   unit  was   installed   in Ellsworth 
Radio  Central   for   local   communication  and   for  contact  with  traverse 
parties  while  within   its   range   (approximately   100 miles). 

One AN/PRC-6 VHF  transceiver  was   seml-permanently   installed   in  the 
Wilkes   Station   Communications   Building  for   local   communications.      In con- 
junction with   a  special   antenna,   this  equipment  performed excellently. 
Outages were  attributed   to  battery   failure.     Due to cold weather,   units 
in  the  field   lost   contact   from   inability  to keep  the dry batteries warm. 
When  the  batteries  were  kept  warm,   the  field units  had   little difficulty 
in maintaining  communications  up  to   13  miles   from the main base.     Antenna 
polarization of  units   in  the   field was  very critical;   to maintain  reliable 
communications   it  was  necessary  to  go  to as  high  ground  as practical   and/ 
or   to move   the   boat   to open  water  away  from bays  and   inlets.      It   is 
recommended  that  arctic-type  batteries   be procured  for  future  cold-weather 
operations.     Procurement  of   the  H-33/PT handset   and AT-2it9/GRD RDF  antenna 
would  greatly   improve   the  versatility  of  this   equipment. 

Teletype 

Two Model    ig's   and   two  Model   28's   were   used  at   McMurdo.      Their  con- 
dition  upon  arrival   was   good.      Installation  and  hook-up   required 96 man- 
hours   because   of   the   need   to  manufacure a  switching panel,   as   none was 
delivered with   the  equipment.     Teletype maintainence was  a  continuing 
thing  and   required   constant   attention   as   the   teletype  equipment was   the 
mainstay of  communications.      The  greatest   problem was  with volcanic ash 
and dusL   getting   into   the machine  and   causing moving parts   to wear  beyond 
their   normal   rate.      This  was   especially  true  of main  shafts. 

At   Little  America,   radio   teletype   reception was   good.     Balboa   signals 
were  copied with   little   difficulty.      Excellent   reception was   maintained 
when  Radio   Balboa  used  a   50-kw  transmitter.     Balboa-McMurdo  RATT circuit 
monitored with   excellent   results   to  screen   traffic  for   Little  America. 
This   system eliminated  a   CW   relay  from McMurdo.     RATT   transmissions   by 
Little  America  were  not  particularly   successful.     After much  difficulty 
and  severe   delay,   RATT   traffic was  passed   to  Balboa on  only  two occasions. 
Even  a  TBM  on   high   frequency,   with  a   rhombic  antenna,   was  unable  to push 
a  strong enough  signal   for   good  RATT   communications.     Various   commerical 
press   (RATT)  were  copied when  conditions  permitted.     Excellent  RATT press 
copies  were  received   from various  New  York  stations,  which permitted 
printing of  a   daily   camp   newspaper.      Many  attempts  were made   to copy 
Australian   RATT weather   schedules,   but   the   signals  were  very  weak  and 
a   schedule  was   received  only  once. 

FacsImile 

Two TXC's   arrived   at   McMurdo   In   good  condition  and   required  2k man- 
hours   to   Install,   Including  construction of  a   table.     Because  of erratic 
operation  of   the  keyer   unit,   few  tests   were  made on  photo  transmissions 
from  Little  America. 
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• Antennas 

McMurdo 

In  holes   that   had  to be drM11 A f  9^y!* Y ?nchor  rods were  P'aced 

Forty-five-pound shape Charit    t ' *??, ^^ *"***"' drflls. 
holes for pTes.    Guys ^ere^ad« o? vL^t'   "^ USed t0 make *•*** 
Insulators.    One quad recITvTnn a I 3/8-?nch stranded cable,  with break 

communication bulling unnc?ourllnKor^
0rk T ereCted arOUnd the 

guys.    They were erecLdnMf      ^5-foot pine poles each using  three 
Pine poles were usld W I*  ^VT »^ as the rhomblcs.    Three 25-foot 

™a„-hoUrs(,„stea
nrs?a:h:

o6l'oot:.!;:^sp^d:d
n.approxlmate'y,5oo 

It con- c.oAner  ant:en.na farm was  constructed during  Deep Free^   M 
slsted of  two rhomblcs,   three doublets    a whT«        ^      f ' 

The  Installation  of  the  anchors was   the most   frustr*f r«« ^^ 

be modmed  so that  the anchor  «uTT'l  p""   S'.'^r,,?^^ '"^ t0 

fnr:-fdit^\tÄ!-r^-\'ii ;-re   ä \a 
Jack  hammer   received  such  a Jolt   that   It would  not  stick'  PreSSUre  the 
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mast   to  fac?Utate  the  stMnl n^ FTJ'     Downhau,s  were  »«^  on  each 
were  blasted  for   the   IS-foot^M   .     e,antenna W,re-     ^ree-foot  holes 
set   In place       THP  ^  M   .       doublet  poles,   and  the poles were  easily 
the    ho?  ^ie/^^'f^J emse,ves -re assembled and attached  to 

poie.     Number 6  soft  copper  wire was  used  for  the  doublets. 

bul Hinget lau "V^rof  'T T anCh0rS  SUnk   '"  the  transmitter 
copperwelS was   used  LlVf   T^ 0^Cr0P 0n  Fortress  ***•     Number  6 
directly  toft   ? om  the  trlnl'^      ^tV *  SOft  COPper wrre was  ™ 
the wire   1100  fee?       The 5?   fn^     h,      Md'n9'  mak,n9 the  t0tal   ,en9th of 

and   installed   .n^rt^s3^0^'?^ T^W  ^"^  area 

ing iTr^ZTet/.Tlnl ^7^^/^ 0f  ^  reCe'Ver  bu"d- 
were   to  be  used   fnr   ^        i   ? '  NeW  Zea,and  and  the other   for   Balboa, 
up  an^put   to good  usTb!V!h9 ant!nnas-     H°weve^   they were  soon  snapped 
were  no?  changld° except "for   lencr"^'     1^ rX,St,ng  receiv'ng antennas 
600  feet,   as  ?he; wer^ aUsfl'o    '    All   ^   ,0ngr,re  t0 aPPr-'mately 
performed very well.        sa1: ,stactorV-     All   the  newly constructed  antennas 

suppned^aUhouahU-!13'   ^  ^ 0f P^^-ted masts  which were 
that  « mir! IS ,,y constr^ted,   were not  superior.     It was   felt 

Little America 

In  Dee^^rL'rM^^hr-ioc^?" antenna  farm 0f ^   maStS was  instructed 
Mlcrometeorology   •GeIXieUS^h:%reSt^ by Pr,0r   lnsta"at Ions : 
and   Deep   Freeze       c^uMcatlon.       Th "^   transm*tte^   the  GMD dome, 

?enna wtrf   ^r™^  *  ^  effectlve  use of  the   limited  suppW of an- 
tenna w! re.     These masts  proved very  satisfactory as   used       CrL,Ir«« 

uidi,eb,   t x H   s,  n x  H's,   or   comb  nat   ons  of   these       THP  h v Li * 

ZUr'rt^r'r^lTuV   "  Lhey "ere '"'"  " •"''"'' "5 gave 
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46 ronoennaLaMtranSmiS5i0n ,ines were made of the following wire- 
#6 copperweld ^6 stranded copperweld and ^10 copper.  The receUIna 

axctus ve use' Thr%WaS ?nSUff-^ 75-ohm coax on hand to allow ts 
and th^h  K!     transmission lines for the transmitting doublets 
and the rhombic were #6 copperweld spaced 12 inches to form 600-ohm 1Ines 

V Rolm6 ant^n?a instruction ^  Kiel Field included the following:  One 

2Ö0-1oot tono^re ^rf66' '" '^^^ ^ ,30-foOt ^ng.We,   and one 
tnnnlTl ,°?9Wlre-  E,even ma^  were used.  One was made of three hex- 
29x 6.s ' T1 "^ ^^ made UP of 6 * 6'SJ the other three were 
Z * b s, used as supports for the transmission lines.  Each of these 

spIcers'aL3^ 2  ^ a 60?"Ohm transml-i- "ne constructed of 6-i"h 
U.Tr C? ^       COPPer Wfre-  Lack of insulators was one of the two 
priDer^rl^TrT^6^' 0VhiS ^"ruction.  The other was lack of 
proper wire.  The hard-drawn #12 copper wire was replaced in September 

ieen s^Xd'b! * r I^.T fOUnd ne—V^ - ^he solid copper hid 
been stretched by wind and low temperatures and had sagged appreciably. 

of Var ^oür^0"5^"0' '^-^l^liga-  There were sufficient mast sections 
of various types to construct the necessary antennas.  The best masts 

Se^L 0H  ,thM20"fOOt 6 X 6,S (te,ePhone poles are also excel Unt). 
lf\Z  L [^^   C:OSSarms are ^ x ^'s-  They are easily bolted to any 
strlnoth ^h TH"   !i;aStS ^ t0 POWer P0,es-  They have sufficient strength to hold up under any required stress. 

Mnrh^f ^r^ ^PP'y^^1^ was very limited, was almost exhausted. 
woufd Lv^h     ^ ^^-"r fr0ni LFtt,e ^^'^ ll1-  Construction would have been very difficult without this outside source.  Much of the 
material used had to be fabricated locally.  A sufficient quantity of 

IC!r! ?0rSiW!S nf,er
J
fOUnd für a ProPer Job of construction.  Almost 

every Insulator found at Little America III and V, including the few guy 
wire Insulators, was placed Into service as antenna insulators. Very 
few were of the proper type.  The major trouble, other than small supply, 
was danger of breakage  All insulators have to be handled with great 
!«M    A^,   dIff,cu,t to hand'e when cold, as It Is stiff and cracks 
easily.  All coax used outside should be armored for strength. 

Antenna Performance..  Three 600-ohm transmitting and four 75-ohm 
receiving doublets were used at Little America.  Two of the transmitting 
doublets were used on the Weather Broadcast with apparent success.  The 
use of d.rectlonal antennas on a supposedly omnidirectional broadcast 
was Initiated to overcome the power limitations of the equipment.  Fre- 
coverlc^ atlan^1?nas *ere gifted during the year to obtain the maximum 
coverage.  The th,rd transmitting doublet was used for the RATT/CW point- 
to-point circuit w.thMcMurdo, and was successful except during periods 
of ionospheric disturbance. " a K^ '""> 
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The receiving doublets were designed to obtain maximum frequency and 
direction coverage for the Weather Intercept frequencies and stations, 
and the point-to-point and Antarctic Common frequencies.  Because of this 
there were compromises and they normally operated under less than optimum 
conditions.  In spite of this they were. In general, the most successful 
of the receiving antennas in terms of sIgnal-to-noise ratio» 

Three rhomb Ics, two for Navy communications and one for amateur radio, 
were used at Little America.  The two Navy communication rhombics, one 
receiving and one transmitting, were pointed toward Balboa, C.Z., and 
Washington, 0. C.  The receiving rhombic was one of the better receiving 
antennas because of its distance from camp and the quantity of wire con- 
tained.  The transmitting rhombic with the 1-kw 431-0 transmitter was 
successfully used to contact all the U. S. bases on the continent and 
many foreign antarctic IGY stations.  In addition. It was used success- 
fully for radio teletype and facsimile transmissions to Balboa and the 
United States.  The amateur rhombic was constructed with the same di- 
mensions as the existing rhombics since these had been successfully used 
for ham convnunlcations In Deep Freeze I. 

The eight longwires were used in a variety of applications.  One was 
very successful, but noisy, on the third weather broadcast frequency 
directed east and west.  The 1000-foot longwire transmitting antenna was 
changed to receiving McMurdo's low-frequency tests.  It was truly an 
optimum antenna for this purpose since it was oriented broadside to 
McMurdo.  The remaining longwires were used for receiving and provided 
a wide selection of characteristics which the radiomen used to full 
advantage during the year. 

The six whips were all constructed in Deep Freeze I and were used 
with some success in special circumstances, although the other antennas 
produced generally superior results.  The 35-foot whip was a very useful 
receiving antenna during Deep Freeze 1.  Its location on top of the mes- 
sage center precluded Its use as a transmitting antenna in Deep Freeze II 
because of the proximity to the receivers.  It is believed that vertical 
antennas have many advantages. 

The location of the transmitter building at a greater distance from 
the message center, with the attendant location of the transmitting an- 
tennas farther away from the receiving antennas, would have produced a 
considerable improvement In the effectiveness of the installation. 

Recommendat ions.  I.  Whip antennas with sufficient cable for favor- 
able location and with adequate and convenient antenna switching devices 
should be provided the four U. S. bases being retained In the antarctic 
in Deep Freeze IV, so that opportunities for mutual contact will be pos- 
sible technically.  The locations of the remaining bases suggest that 
successful contacts should be possible with omnidirectional installations. 

(. 
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2.  All bases should be provided with a 75- to 100-watt hlgh-frequencv 
transm tter along the lines of the AN/GRC-9 (but not necessarily equipped 
for teletype or facsimile) or the single sideband KWM-1 (but with Navy 
frequency coverage) for the base control station.  The mobile stations 
shou d be equipped with 20- to 100-watt crystal-controlled or highly 
stable VFO-controlled transmitters capable of withstanding vehicular 
vibrations and bumps. 

3«  Transmitter and antenna research should be conducted In the 
antarctic to Improve short-range portable communications, both vehicular 
and man-carried, under the extreme climatic conditions which are prevalent. 

4.  Teletype equipment should be provided for the outlying stations. 

5-  Authority to transmit In Russian should be noted In future task 
force Comm Plans along with authority to transmit messages In Spanish 
and French, If granted.  Continuation of these and the addition of more 
foreign contacts should be encouraged as a valuable contrlbuter to 
International good will. 

6.  All future antarctic communications Installations and augmenta- 
tions, and all antenna field design should be conducted by BuShlps. 

B^rd 

One 30-foot whip was a 4-Inch aluminum pipe tapered to 2 Inches. 
This whip antenna proved to be the best receiving antenna available at 
Byrd Station. Reception Improved 30 percent with the erection of the 
tunnel system, using this as an extra ground plane.  Best reports re- 
ceived from all stations worked were on this antenna. 

The longwire was constructed of #6 copperweld wire, 620 yards long 
laid out north and south. Approximately 610 yards of the antenna were' 
beneath the snow at depths from 6 feet on the northern end to 2 feet on 
the southern end. The longwire proved Inadequate for everything but LF 
homing, which was unreliable but the best on hand. Reception of broad- 
cast band stations was obtained but not to any great extent. By burying. 
It was found that a minimum of snow static resulted. 

The rhombic, located approximately 150 yards NE of the station, was 
built from #6 copperweld with an overall length of 776 feet.  Due to 
lack of antenna poles and to extremely bad weather at the time of erection 
the rhombic was laid directly on the snow, with 4x8 posts, 8 feet long 
sunk to a depth of k  feet.  The antenna became completely buried In 
about 3 weeks.  The results on the rhombic were more satisfactory but 
still erratic.  This antenna was used exclusively with the KWS-1/75A4 
ham set.  Considerable reduction in snow static was noted after It be- 
came covered with snow. 
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counterporse of  tha^ d^^J "^I^I/l;     * l"™^ 
and  became  buried   In  the snow mftml  -K ^rected  J ^et  above the  snow 

second   In  reliability only ?o  thlwh^     a Tl**'    The d,P0,e P^ed 
McMurdo.     On occasions^    ? was  used^or ^P^  n9 Utt,e Amer'ca and 

Best   results were between 6 and 9 mcs '^ W'th  dubIous resu,ts- 

beaJdh^odOrabiI:teadu^0^^tt
h!

ntuesro^th2e0■dfOO^PO,eS'  ^  ^^  "* 
the erection of the  rhombic      rlLf  ^Jf^"  was discontinued  after 
adequate on   Ik    ™ ^l^^T^J" *"» "**'    ** was  barely 

althouV^re6 ^^r^^^/^^-?"^-- were constructed, 
rhombic.     The rhombic  shmLh ?    addftional  whip and another 

c-  to 8 or  9 -^^n^^^ed^n^Kr1^^^^?"9^5  ^  ^ 

antennas would also Cecome Lees  arv    T/T  ^^P^^   associated 
ecome  necessary,   and   installation would  be simple. 

South  Pole 

exception of  the ham  rhombic whJ.h! !       longwrre  type,  with  the 

States.     TransmitUng a"e na:
hc^s7s

a=ed
be^ at

I
the MId-Western United 

broadside  to  Little Snerlcl?    T^ «!w    K^  ,0n9w,re^   0^ orientated 
used  for  reception,   t^eth^ with ot  h     •      'P ?r1

vertI"I   antennas  were 
orientated  broads Ide  to JcMurdo       Thl vZ'20^   ]on^^ which was 
aurora  tower.    The  emergency  radio antZ/""3  WaS mOUnted  atoP   the 

and was  erected broads IdTto McMurdo       ?hU"a^n  "'"^ TBW k,t  antenna 

frequency homer antenna      ThP  1^     i" SO  Served  as  the  >ow- 
Aurora tower, one broadside to the^dron'^6""35^6 fnsta"ed from the 
the line of flight for alr^t on aTop run!"' the 0ther br0adS,de to 

Hallett 

fono^n     '   a'?: b^et       eHe    z  r^n  IT^T* ^'^   '"^^ the 
vertical  whip.    The staJlon ^   M^^^  a ^eeBea^   and a 35-foot 
primarily oAine  grave   ^^iuin ^  ^  9rOUnd'   wh,ch  insisted 
disclosed  that  during warm summed mon?hr0*   •GrOUnd  conductivity tests 
600 ohms,  whereas  during  the  coldermonh^5' 5'anCeS  meaSUred   as   ,0w  as 
ohms were measured. ' m0nths   res'dances  as   high  as k meg- 
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Since counterpoising each antenna proved impracticable, experiments 
were carried out with half-wave and Full-wave longwire antennas, cut to 
resonate at the frequencies they were to operate at.  For 8975.5 kcs 
Antarctic Common, a 55-foot half-wave and a 110-foot full-wave antenna 
was used.  Due to the poor ground, the full-wave antenna proved the best 
for transmitting.  ft seemed to make little difference to receiving. 

Because of strong interference from ionosonde, several antennas were 
tried with the primary purpose of reducing noise level.  The 35-foot 
whip proved most satisfactory for rejecting this type of interference 
without undue loss of signal strength.  For the most part, full-wave 
resonant antennas were used for transmitting and the whip or the 1000-foot 
longwire for receiving.  The building foundation trusses were bonded 
together and grounded.  This served as a counterpoise for the whip an- 
tennas.  A VeeBeam antenna was erected for the amateur radio In lieu of 
rhombic on an experimental basis. This antenna proved entirely adequate, 
with a band broad enough to work both 20- and 15-meter bands without 
adjusting the matching stub.  A 1000-foot longwire was erected for the 
purpose of low-frequency reception.  Used for both transmitting and 
receiving. It proved excellent over a wide range of frequencies due to 
Its great length. 

All antennas were erected using a haul-down system to facilitate 
maintenance and to eliminate the necessity for climbing poles. All 
antennas remained without casualty for the entire winter Ing-over period. 
As a whole, the antenna systems were little more than adequate.  This 
was due to the compromise between having aerology and communications In 
the same building.  Antennas had to be carefully placed to prevent 
Interference with radiosonde equipment.  The only exception was the 
VeeBeam antenna, which proved excellent in every respect. This antenna 
was remote enough from other antennas to prevent interference between 
circuits. 

Wllkes 

From the standpoint of mechanical strength, the steel masts and wire 
rope used for construction of the rhombic antenna and the strongback 
antenna system were very successful.  However, a portion of the rhombic 
system was on a snow field, and during the summer months sunshine on the 
timbers at the base of the masts melted sno^/ away and caused the mast to 
be atop a pinnacle of Ice.  From a radio propagation standpoint, the use 
of continuous runs of wire-rope guys made the theoretical prediction of 
antenna beam patterns impossible. 

The strongback antenna system consisted of four 50-foot poles in a 
50-foot square.  These were connected at the top by messenger cables 
attached to down-hauls.  Three 50-foot antennas were installed on the 
north and south sides.  These were Inefficient and were converted to 
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standby status upon installation of other antennas. A characteristic 
of these antennas was that the one on the south side would accept and 
radiate more energy than those on the north side. 

A three-wavelength (at 8975-5 kc) longwire antenna, installed in 
a WSW direction, functioned very efficiently on the Antarctic CW Common 
circuit as a receiving antenna only.  A 3-1/2-wavelength (at 9001 kc) 
longwire antenna, installed in an ENE direction, was used as a transmit/ 
receive antenna for cotrmunicat ion with the Wilkes icecap station 50 miles 
Inland.  A 2-1/2-wavelength (at 10,000 kc) longwire antenna. Installed 
In an east-west direction, was used by scientific personnel for checking 
chronometers with the National Bureau of Standards station.  An 8- 
wavelength (at 8975-5 kc) Vee antenna was beamed for McMurdo and per- 
formed very well on the Antarctic CW Common circuit. 

A small number of VHF and UHF antennas were installed to Improve this 
type of communication.  The MAY UHF discone antenna and the MAW-1 VHF 
equipment quarter-wave groundplane antennas were mounted at the ends of 
a 4-foot section of I-inch pipe and then placed atop a strongback mast. 
The performance of the VHF antenna was good but the performance of the 
UHF antenna could not be checked due to lack of equipment.  A 50-mc 
discone antenna was fabricated and mounted atop a strongback mast.  This 
antenna was made to Increase the operating range of the AN/PRC-6 handie- 
talkie radio set.  The antenna succeeded in increasing the range from the 
design figure of I mile to 13 miles maximum.  By picking an elevated or 
unobstructed location in which to use the set, trail parties could 
communicate with the base from any point in the Windmill Island Group. 

A length of 3/8-Inch copper tubing was laid on and then soldered to 
the communications building girders.  All interior equipment was then 
connected to this conmon bus.  Holes were then drilled through coarse to 
fine gravel Into bedrock about 18 inches below.  Ground rods were driven 
into these holes and soldered to the ground bus surrounding the building. 
The effectiveness of this "ground" is open to debate; however, the fact 
that all equipment was bonded to a conmon point helped minimize inter- 
ference between equipments. 

El Isworth 

Two  rhombics,   beamed  on Washington,   were  erected   by MCB-ONE   summer 
personnel.     Fifty-foot  poles  were used   for   both  antennas   and   20-foot   poles 
for   the  transmission   lines.     The  antennas  which  were  constructed   of  #6 
copperweld,   372   feet   per   leg,   had  a   tilt   angle  of   72   degrees,   and   beamed 
333   degrees   true.     The   transmission   line  was  #6  copperweld,   with   a   total 
length  of   1000  feet. 
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gwire transmission antenna was constructed in early May when 
e only a few hours of twilight left for outside work and the 
re was down to -^tO F.  The antenna was constructed of ^6 copper 
feet in length, with the major lobes beamed in the general 
of McMurdo Sound.  Two longwire receiving antennas running 

-W, erected in early August, were constructed of #12 copperweld, 
tely 150 feet in length.  They were very good for reception but 
ic was greatly increased on this type of antenna.  Two vertical 
receiving and transmitting antennas were erected.  They were 
tely 80 feet long, and were constructed of #6 copperweld.  The 
fference in angle of these two antennas varied reception greatly, 

Three whips, 35 feet high were spaced at Intervals across the top of 
the building that housed Radio Central.  Lead-ins were 52-ohm coaxial 
cable with the shielding stripped off.  These leads were left extra long 
to allow any receiver to be hooked up.,  The bases of these antennas were 
very good for mounting on tops of buildings-  Three guys of 1/8-Inch wire 
were used to secure each antenna. 

The feed-through insulators sent were designed for shipboard use, 
not for cold weather where the panels of the building were k   inches thick. 
They were difficult to install and iced very badly.  The stand-off 
Insulators were too small to stand the strain of the wire which varied 
greatly with the changing temperature.  The strain insulators were suited 
for the job.  The different sizes {k   feet, 2 feet, and 1 foot) when used 
correctly supported all antennas during high winds with little breakage. 

NAVIGATION AIDS 

McMurdo 

Navigation aids included the URN-5 Homer, the Racon, the TPS-1D 
Surveillance Radar, the HPS-k  Height-Finder Radar, CPN-6, and the Quad 
and Spar GCA.  Most of these units were brought to an operational status 
prior to 17 October.  However, flight checks could not be made.  The 
Spar gear was never satisfactory.  Cheap fabrication and construction 
caused frequent breakdowns in the cold and adverse weather.  It was 
Impossible to maintain both GCA sets in an operational status with but 
one electronics technician. 

The URN-5, the CPN-6, the TPS-1D and the MPS-4 were located within 
the camp for proximity to a reliable power source.  One of the major tubes 
went out in the MPS-^t, the height-finding radar, before heavy flight 
operations commenced.  Inadequate spare parts prevented restoration to 
an operational status.  The low-frequency homer beacon (URN-5), the 
racon (CPN-6), and the surveillance radar (TPS-1D) had very limited 
ranges on certain bearings.  Their location, surrounded on approximately 
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210 degrees by ridges and hills, precluded satisfactory reception unless 
the aircraft were at extremely high altitudes.  On the other bearings, 
aircraft reported good reception of the Homer at kO  miles.  Occasionally, 
the TPS-1D picked up aircraft at a distance of 80 miles.  The usual 
procedure for aircraft approaching McMurdo further complicated the pickup 
of targets.  Aircraft descended to an altitude of about 6000 feet some 
distance out. 

The plans for Deep Freeze II ard III called for the location of 
transmitters and an antenna field atop Fortress Rocks.  Since this 
relocation would require a remote power source, it Is strongly recom- 
mended that the URN-5 and Racon be placed atop one of the Immediate 
adjacent peaks. Further, the surveillance radar, TPS-1D, should likewise 
be removed to a point where there Is minimum Interference. 

The Quad radar worked except lorally well, being troubled but occasion- 
ally with fluctuating current.  There Is, nevertheless, a definite need 
for an adequate standby unit In the event of power failure or undue 
fluctuatIon. 

Little America 

The electronics building at Kiel Field housed all navigational aids 
and aviation communications equipment.  The Racon (CPN-6) was received 
in good order.  However, none of the necessary test equipment or spares 
were received.  Only one positive check of its operation was made and that 
was by an Air Force plane over Beardmore in November.  All other tests 
were negative.  Installation of the TPS-1D was begun In July.  The main 
problem during Installation was that of providing the large amount of 
power necessary for starting the 400-cycle frequency converter.  It was 
subsequently found that by turning off all other equipment and having the 
two generators perfectly paralleled, the converter would start without 
kicking out the overload switch on the generators.  The radar performed 
very well, with the maximum range target being an RkD  at 5000 feet, 
93 miles distant.  Average targets were 60 to 80 miles distant. 

No crystals were received with the URN-5 equipment and consequently 
the frequency was not that assigned.  Using a 5kw generator, signals 
were readable to 75 miles and had strength enough for homing at 50 miles. 
This was not as much range as It was believed the equipment was capable 
of obtaining.  The homer was moved from the strip to the electronics 
building to obtain greater antenna height.  The metal In the building 
also provided a better counterpoise and simplified operation.  In the 
new location, one report received from an Air Force plane over Beardmore 
revealed the signal had sufficient strength for homing at 475 miles. 
Average readability, however, was only about 50 miles.  Later, the homer 
was moved kOO  feet northwest of the buildings and a counterpoise field 
of chicken wire and copper wire was laid out around the homer. This had 
not been tested at the time of our departure. 

4 
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A VHF Visual Direction Finder (URD-2A) was temporarily installed 
alongside the radio beacon shelter at the start of SAR operation In 
January 1956.  Installation and alignment was fast and easy  Operation 

war^mll^ h900'-  T^ maX,m-/ange experienced with thVs  equ^ei? 
was 60 miles; however, it was seldom used due to our radar capabilities. 

The Spar (GCA) pedestal unit was damaged In shipment.  The unit was 
a headache from the very first. The units were not wired according to 
the wiring diagrams.  Some of the wiring diagrams were completely wrona 
and the equipment couldn't possibly work according to thfd agrams! T 

forked?0"5 amOUnt   tlme WaS WaSted 0n th,S e1u'Pment* as it never 

A temporary Installation of the Quad GCA was made in February 1956 

I0Urae rKd'! ^K'^ ^e ^^   ^^ *"*  aerator  mounted on a large sled with the indicator group enclosed In a 10-man arctic tent. 

rLfr!i ^ , tl%?qü Pment" WaS excenent '" a11 four  phases of operation 
duM« J^ i'tll^"?'"^ PrecJsl0^ and ground control) and was Invaluable during the summer air operations. 

It was found that a magnetron was burned out in the CPN-6 and no 
replacement was available.  By modification of the transmitter section 
the un t was made operational.  Later range results of the equipment 
were given as 155 miles. H   ipmenc 

nf  ^
]]

c
navl93tJona]   aids proved highly satisfactory with the exception 

of the Spar Radar.  The Quad Radar MK I 11 was very well adapted to the 
tlllr%lC  enV ^"^^ ?"d ]t   is believed that discrepancies encountered 
were not peculiar to clunatic conditions.  The Quad operated well at 
temperatures as low as -50 F and during winds as high as 38 miles per 
hour.  During periods of non-use, keeping the antenna In the surveillance 
posit on permitted the azimuth antenna to weather-cock.  The highest winds 
experienced for the year were 80 miles per hour.  Those had llt?le or no 
effect on the installation.  The most noticeable effect of the low 
temperatures was that they required a considerably longer warm-up period 
to obtain stable operation K i"»' ««« 

Byrd 

No GCA facilities were available at Byrd Station.  Aids to navigation 
consisted so ely of one 125-watt, TBW-^ low-frequency homing beacon, and 
fuel drums placed to form a pattern for radar echo on the runway approach. 
The best distance was 140 miles, though the usual result was 30 miles 
and In many cases the homer was not picked up until the plane was overhead. 
The much-needed DAU-4 RDF scheduled for Byrd Station did not arrive.  In 
several cases, the C-]2k's  could not find the station, although radio 
contact  HF  was excellent at the time.  The A/G primary was also used as 
drop-control frequency, but was often unsatisfactory due to crowded 
condl t ions. 
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Hallett 

No  GCA or   other   landing system was   available  at   nflll0^^   c   .. ■ 
However     a  URN-5 homer  and'a  DAQ d i rect ion   HnLr  le        ^   ,     ^'^ 

ld\T,iV:  ^""^  t0 USe a  9aS°l ,M  '""«"  " ' Power  ZTrlVZ; 

■nltter 8„d  ,n.trUctlo„ book.    The tSstrü^Z Zl'llt ^VJTrL"*"*' 
?o Moh'   ^  Cf,lb:ftl°" of   ""  »AQ „as   little short   of t^osslbfe        Due 

would  be  necessary  to enclose   this   antenna   in   fiberalas  ho.^Tnn  ^ 

Wilkes   

feet0?ro!Iaexis??na  ^ ^^  Direction  Find-   -s   installed   about   200 
reet   trom existing     structures.      Installation was   difficult   and  callhr^lnn 

S «     Ka,^Ue   t0   '^  0f   ,nst-cti°" book,   calibration     L^ructlins   and 
the  callbrat.on  transmitter,   and   to   inadequate  personnel   durlno  rh!   *,     ? 
year.     Deep  Freeze   |||   should  be  able  to make   lim iedcaUbrlt ?on        V 
vehicular   rad.o   .nsta, lat ion.     The  equipment   o^rlllt  ^ILt^TS^Vo 

ElIsworth 

tested   rnoH^-^,     beaCOn (URN"^ 500-watt) was installed and 
lilt   \   ^od

1
SI9"a, rePorts were received from Halley Bay (300 miles) 

o?ckln  .K   ^ aPProximate'y '000 miles).  The aircraft had trouMe' 
P cklng the signals up until the plane was within 30 to 50 miles of the 
stat.on.  A secondary homer, utilizing the TBL (250-watt) and spare 

ThriR.T ri99ed in 5adi? ^^ for urgency and back-up operations The TBL homer was used only when necessary, ev-n thouah th*  nlrZ     I 
was greater than that of the primary horned  Th's wL'du '^  "^caHo'n 

TBL w« r T0,09r rfCOrfrS' Wh!ch fa"ed to operate proper y when  he 
TBL was keyed on the low frequency used for homing operations.  The 

wh Dr    t^^l   aVaMab,e for hook-uP to the TBL (rhombic, longwire 
wh p) are be ,eved to give It a greater pick-up range over the URN-5 
wh.ch had only an inverted "L" low-angle radiator. ' 
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INTERCOMMUNICATION   SYSTEMS 

Little  America 

The Public  address   system was   a   talk-back   type.     The master  control 
pane       which  had   a  maximum  capacity of  28  speakers,   consisted of   an 
amplifier   and  selector   switches   for  each   Individual   speaker,   a monitoring 
and  answer.ng  switch,   and an  all-call   switch.     Speakers  were  located   In 
all   bulldmgs  and   three   speakers  were  located   in   the main   tunnel.     No 
operational   difficulties  were  experienced  with   this   system. 

Wilkes 

Eleven Talk-A-Phone "Chief Redl-Power Master units comprised the 
base Intercommunication system.  Packaging of this equipment was very 
poor and four units were received with damaged cases.  In ten months of 
operation five were deadlined due to lack of spare parts and vacuum 
tubes.  Four outages were caused by power supply voltage-doubling 
capacitors open-circuiting.  Two of these failures were discovered upon 
fnstal ation.  The manufacturer failed to supply servicing Information 
or wiring diagrams which made servicing of the equipment difficult and 
time-consuming.  This type of equipment was considered completelv un- 
satisfactory in service. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

McMurdo 

Personnel 

One photographic officer and three enlisted men wintered at McMurdo, 
which was considered adequate for the winter season. Deep Freeze I. 
With the beginning of the sumner season, Deep Freeze II, the return of 
one man to CONUS due to injuries, the deployment of one man to Beardmore 
and one man to the South Pole Station, it became apparent that the number 
of photographic personnel assigned for the summer was inadequate.  It was 
not possible to cover the many phases of activity necessary for complete 
documentation, and in addition to provide photographic support for other 
units and commands based aboard during the summer season.  The naval 
squadron assigned was permitted to deploy only three photo mates and the 
photographic officer to the antarctic due to housing limitations. 

One VX-6 and one MCB Special rated photographer were assigned to 
McMurdo for the wintering-over period of Deep Freeze II.  This number 
was adequate for the winter period but both should have been battalion 
personnel.  The additional personnel requirements of summer operations 
should be supplied by the unit with the photographic commitment. 
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Environment 

Personnel engaged in photography did not consider the temperatures 
encountered prohibitive to photography.  The clothing issued was adequate 
for warmth.  Wet snow was the only detriment to photography.  If photo- 
graphers wear two pairs of contact gloves and large A-l-type mittens, 
their hands remain warm enough to load a camera after removing the A-l 
mittens.  Contact gloves must be worn at all times while loading motion 
picture cameras. 

Facilitles 

The photographic facility at McMurdo Sound was housed In a 20-foot 
by 48-foot Deep Freeze-type building, which gave adequate space for 
operation and inside storage for some materials.  Storage was primarily 
In a standard Quonset hut.  All crated supplies, with weather seals 
unbroken, were stockpiled between these two buildings during Deep Freeze 
M.  These stockpiles survived the winter with no loss or weather damage. 
Some mechanical equipment and copy cameras were excavated from under the 
surface after being out in the weather for a period of approximately 
18 months and were found to be in perfect condition. 

Water was the main problem encountered.  Incoming water during Deep 
Freeze I was contaminated with sediment.  Tanks and washers became fur- 
ther contaminated by the formation of algae.  The water supplied during 
Deep Freeze II was clean except for an algae that formed a scum in the 
lab equipment and caused a surface scum on some films.  Color film, 
having a soft, trl-layer emulsion, accumulated this algae much more 
readily than thin-emulsion black-and-white films.  It was necessary to 
clean film wash-tanks and print washers constantly.  However, It was Im- 
possible to clean the storage tank.  Water filters must be used to help 
clean incoming water.  Due to the location of the photo lab, waste water 
could not be drained as used but had to be accumulated in a waste tank. 
The water was pumped out of the building and allowed to follow natural 
drainage. 

Electric power supplied to the photo lab was adequate, of a steady 
intensity, and very reliable.  A laboratory temperature of approximately 
70 degrees was maintained with no difficulty throughout the entire 
operat ion. 

Film 

All film supplied for Deep Freeze II was of the best quality.  Minor 
faults found in the cold-weather operation of stock film were: 

a.  When using film packs, tabs must be pulled slowly, or the film 
will separate from the paper backing. 
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will avoid0dmicuUIefslmS ^ br?tt,e-' '^ Care in ^'^  and USln9 

ab^VLnl^  poM'bi,,ty of condensation of moisture on film is Increased 
about kOO  percent due to extreme differences in temomraturm*        'greased 

^ori'tin zzuTr^r^:**their absence d^ <*•—• 
of   th^   callrl^l   fMmS  TtV   ?e mOVed   thrOU9h  the   fi,ni  transmission   system 

Tn  tte:peCr::;acnmätees.W?th  ^  ^^ and m0re "^  than   tS   -""-J 

120 indF35mrronnf-?  'T   '^  "^ RX-Pan
/
fnm by Kodak  be  supplied   In 

dim nl,?    y°iL  1; MT"   .,tS  Speed  (ASA 650)  wM,   exPedrte making d.-^Iight,  or   existing   light   p.ctures  of   interiors   that  would   be   invalu- 

Cameras 

the Ifff^P^ '" USe at McMurdo wou,d not synchronize properly until 
hut ers !  lus^ir5'^ ^  winter'zat ion ^ad been removed'from the 

necessarv at  ^t 9 "Ul  ker°sene'     Oelubr Icat ion with kerosene was 
th shutLrl      monthly.  Prior to de-winter izat ion, the operation of 
weU in t^n ^ Very erratiC-  An GraPhi" "sed at McMurdo operated 
TelLlL o7  fUreS ^ t0 APProximately -50 F when lubricated with a 

heat  On h^ hnT WaS^  At timeS ShutterS had to be wa™ed ^ body 
SoU^.S the who e, this was found to be the most reliable camera used 
Solenoid synchron,zation was found to be impractical due to expansion 

^IrTnV^^Tll'   tTertUreS-  ,nterna, ^chronizat^rrked 
were noted  RIK        ^ e,ectronic f,ash-  No bellows failures 
were noted.  Rubber connection cords were stiff and unwieldy at low 
temperatures but did not interfere in camera operation. 

and to^hl^il ^ t0 dFffiCU,ty in ,0ad!n9 at verlor temperatures and to the small s , ze of exterior controls, this camera saw little use 

cLedPfMtUKeS f  "20 F'   the Sharp bends ?n the fI'm transmits on tra^k caused film breakage.  In bad weather (winds and snow) reflex focusina 

"te TSS;  e I0 "^  ShUtterS '" the GraPhic 22 operated satisfactorily after de-wlnterIzatton.  The focus and film wind controls froze at -32 F 

Ihrcom^l'ete^ca^ra!^1^ '^^ **   '* Wa5 ™   ^'^  <°  ^-wlnt^ri^ 

turerfSr^-^n p1' '' "0t des1[
rab,f to use the Graphic 35 at tempera- 

™.H  ^ 1   .  ft n   ,S t0 be re,oaded outdoors.  When the film Is 

spool Due ^n r9 end breakS beCaUSe 0f the SharP bend on ^ take!up 
Freeze M !° ''% ne?at I Ve s '-> ^ was used very little during Deep P 
freeze ||.  The exterior controls proved inoperative at -20 
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ature2rfrT^,asT-       f^l^lt ***   ^^ be -""^   in  temper. 

Oue  to  the  size and  location of      t^r  es     upp   Ud  f^^^''^  faned- 
exterior   flash was   rarelv n^A      rl!i   !    *ufP1|ed  for   this  camera,   an 
power  supply under   favers  of  t'lntH     P\   .J'^  e,ectron,c  "***  (with 

Uttf^h^T1^011**'0.1^   ne9ative si^   this  camera was  used very 
little.    Also,   the  exter.or  controls  were   inoperative  at  approximately 

Copy  Camera 9X9,   Modified   for ASA Maaazin*.       Tht=   ^ 
used  durino  Dopn  F^^^^'Ti i^L-T-gi nac;azine.     This  camera was   not 

camera  bod  es  were   k^r^   ^t^  ^^^      • «-cnperacures  or -50  F.     The 
loaded at  r^empera ure      Thu STT"!'  and 0nl'' the ""S«'™« 
laagazlnes,   iTcasaof fn^hrS    en^led,the Photographer to carry extra 

freezing.     Lens control    tJ     1  2?     'u9 ";;rr0r   fa,nng^   "ot  the camera 
ments  we're  f^d^o opiate tniofd^^K0'6'  T* ^  eXter,0r  adJust- 
to he  useless  as   it   ^ ^^L^ht^o^^nt.n ^"^ e^^lLtr i^ t^" 

Bell   and   HowelI   Motion   Picture   Cameras        All   701^1      J     . 

;;eMt^^^-^i^i^F^-"-° ^ 
.eroaene.     This ^TXlVr  „M       't^^u^'of* ^^"'Tj "T 

The Veeder counters were the source of considerable difficultv as tlU 
were not properly secured to the camera body.  This def i^encv'In H«^ 
has been rectified in the later mnHM whi^h t      aeticlency In design 
bracket  All r-. u :   .        hlch has a counter mounted on the 

of ni«*!^-:^^^d-i,t
t!;:r*?:j?s^e:L

e:enif
a
t

f£r.:rh-" 
cold   ten,PeratUre.     This „as  best   accomp, Uhedby  th""s°

f
0 ^  '"'**'„ 
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sene,   ths 200 ran efflcien    y"t -35   f'    As   ?      •,"',r,"t »" "I«' k.ro. 

utilized  as  an emergency  camera  and  several   were keot  a^  «*r-«.I-t. !i around   the  alrcfrin  f~~     -     t "■•«!   were ^ept  at  strategic places 

p^raflex 1^    Hitch..!   .^    .„na,   c„^ 70^..     TKe Ca^r.f.ex 

operations. ^   0  F  to -10   F) .   It   Is  not   recomnended  for  cold-weather 

Accessorles 

suche:r "s:i ^coJd be "";;d n«.0 r' ^r1^,:?^« w'th 

Tha  utilization of body heat prlved  l^adeq"!^. V 'OW '^^^^ 

Broaka,,  „as  held to9'a ™i„Imum by e^IfuVhand *      r °g    h^Ir" " 

c-n?-s:fdk:rr™rtfrrr^de:;s?uT^rtT,i^;efJro;'LF;.tL. 
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No   failures  were  found.     "Graohmaf ir"-t-wr^  i u 
Impractical;   te-nperature  chan e"    use^^he  s  p^s^   ^   ^ 
tract,   scratching all   films  exposed    n   them       Sfter    oJ" rd  COn" 
this  kind of   film holder was  not  used? experimentation, 

pracrf^tFT^for^sTtn I'lnt^tfc^^   T<   IV^ ^^ 
removed   from  the tripod and  ^vTr^H^i ^^h'^rise^""5  ^ 

consuming. ■.wrc».     «iso,    it   is   time- 

Laboratory Equipment 

r-^tTr:f^e r^irwrrr:: ^r:n?r:cc::^n?h^ 6
fo: k 

processing of   films  and papers     ^heJs car  FISHT^ '^ ^' T'  ^  the 

(HC.2)   was   not   used  at   McMurdo because   "thl  excess ivr.'r   ^ 
required   for  ooeratlon      All   ^^     I   Z excessive amount  of water 

The  Model   55Q-I0   film processor   for   16mm     35mm  and 70,™  fii 
used  at  any  time  during   Deep   Freeze   ||        The  2tTr   t       ? film was   not 

at   the Naval   Photographic  Center,   Washington  D. 
equipment   at   McMurdo 

Chemicals 

C,    it   is   unnecessary 

Pake,  Gloss   and similar   glossing  solutions   were   found   to   be  hiahlv 
impractical   due   to  alqae   in   the  water       All   r,   i   .      'uunü   co   oe  n I gh I y 
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humidity at McMurdo, Photo-flo was not: used as it caused drying marks 
rendering film unusable.  Film dried at a very rapid rate (10 to 15 
minutes).  The lack of humidity caused films to dry with smooth, clear 
surfaces.  Hypo eliminator is a must In any area where water is hard to 
get. 

Recommendat ions 

1. if a mission for aerial photography is assigned to the task 
force for Deep Freeze Ml, at least six men will be required for pro- 
cessing.  These men are in addition to personnel who will normally be 
utilized for the administration of the photo lab, i.e. motion picture 
and still photography. 

2. A team of motion picture photographers should be assigned to the 
task force to further document the operation.  This will permit greater 
mobility and wider coverage.  Durincj the lull in operations at a given 
location, photographic personnel could be shifted by the staff photo 
officer.  Personnel should be more thoroughly screened for personal 
abl1ity. 

3-  It Is recommended that all established bases having photographic 
Installations submit replenishment requirements by message to the proper 
authority In order to prevent the procurement and shipment of photographic 
Items not required.  This should be done by I June each year. 

Little Amer ica 

FacM ities 

The facilities of the Photographic Laboratory at Little America were 
adequate for accomplishment of the assigned mission.  Still and 16mTi 
motion picture photography In both black and white and color were satis- 
factorily accomplished. Including the processing of still color film. 
Facilities for motion picture processing did not exist.  Sufficient 
equipment had been provided for the processing and printing of 380-foot 
by 9-1/2-inch aerial film. 

The photo lab consisted of a darkroom and combination finishing room 
and office, utilizing one half of a building which Is also the main head 
and laundry.  Water was piped Into a 300-gaIlon storage tank located In 
the building. The water at the cold tap outlet varied in temperature 
from 85 F to 110 F.  Hot water (125 F) was always available for mixinq 
chemicals. 

Because of this situation, an Oscar Fisher cooling unit and a Powers 
mixing valve were installed. A constant temperature could be maintained 
in the range of 55 F to 130 F.  Pressure was sacrificed with this 
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Installation,  allowing  a minimum  flow of  about  one  gallon  per minute  at 
55  F   to a  maximum of  about   four  gallons   per minute  at 90  F.     Sixty-eight- 
degree water   could  then be  available  for   two  hours  without   harmful 
effects  to   the  cooling  unit.     The water  used  to cool   the  condensing  colls 
of  the unit  was   a  Justifiable waste   and  should  be  considered negligible 
In  the  final   evaluation.     Contaminated waste water   from the  sink  and 
print  washer  was   disposed of  by  drainage  underneath  the building. 

The cooling  unit  went  out  of  commission after  about  ten months  use. 
While operational,   this  unit was  not  satisfactory due  to   Insufficient 
water  pressure.     As  an  alternate,   the re-circulation unit  was  hooked  up 
and  tap water was   run   through  this  device.     By  reducing the volume to  a 
trickle,   68   F water  could  be obtained.     The  failure  of- water  cooling 
systems  seriously  hampered   the  development  of  color   film and much  film 
was   lost  as   a  result  of  reticulation. 

Envlronment 

Dryness   was   a   characteristic which was  always  present.     Although   the 
photo   lab was   in   an   Ideal   building with   regard   to humidity,    it  was much 
drier   compared  to most   Stateside  photo  labs.     Dust   and   lint   from  the 
clothes  driers  settled  on  negatives  with   almost  magnetic  force.     Anti- 
static  negative   brushes  were   needed,   as   regular   camel   hair   brushes  did 
not   repel   but  seemed   to attract  dust  particles.     Photographic prints, 
enlargements   or  otherwise,   had  a  natural    tendency to  curl   tightly, 
especially  when   dried   glossy.      In many   instances   the  emulsion cracked 
when   prints   were   straightened  by  hand.     A  few minutes   in  a  wetting agent 
(Photo-flo   solution)   after   the   final   wash  prior   to  drying   reduced  this 
condition. 

Storage 

Two large 
such as exposur 
least a 15-degr 
During the wlnt 
Storage for bul 
existent during 
for immediate a 
period received 
and above the d 
processing   kits 

Cameras 

ockers   were   used   for   storage of   film  and  smaller   items 
e  meters,   35mm cameras,   extra   lenses,   and  the  like.     At 
ee  difference  prevailed between   lower  and  upper   shelves, 
er  months  a   30-degree  differential   was   not   unusual, 
kler   Items  presented   the  greatest  problem.      It was   non- 

the   Initial    construction  period.     Essential   material 
nd   normal   operational   requirements   to  cover   the winter 
priority  for   the   limited   space  available   inside   the   lab 

arkroom.     Some material   such  as   aerial   film,   Sonne paper, 
,   and   chemicals  were   left    in  the  outside  supply dump. 

Speed   Graphic.     This  camera  proved  to   be   the most  versatile   for   in- 
side   as well   as   outside work.     The   internally  synchronized   shutter,   win- 
terized  to  -75  F,   was   the prime   cause of   trouble.     At   -15   F,   flash  synch 
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was very unreliable for Class N lamps-  However, electronic flash nnd 
synch settings for Class F lamps functioned properly.  Working under 
temperatures of -25 F for a period longer than one hour is useless 
because of the erratic shutter operation, not only in synch but also 
In speed.  Cleaning the shutter in gasoline helped some.  During Deep 
Freeze II, xylene was used to completely dry shutters.  The shutters 
would then operate In prolonged temperatures of -50 F, and one shutter 
to -55 F,  The range finder of the Speed Graphic is ineffective below 
-40 F.  The Internal synchronization does not function properly below 
-15 F.  Dark slides from the plastic "Riteway" holders cannot be returned 
to holder when temperatures are below -50 F.  The wooden holders per- 
formed satisfactorily at all times.  The flash, shutter and extension 
cords provided during Deep Freeze It with the Speed Graphic cameras 
froze and the slightest bending broke or cracked the cable causing shorts 
and no contacts. The dry-cell flash gun was found satisfactory to -30 F. 
Below this temperature additional power from three wet silver cells wired 
In series was plugged to the battery outlet in the flash gun.  This 
combination was not known to fail at any time, and worked In temperatures 
to -60 F. 

Super "D" Graflex.  While some excellent photography can be done and 
the camera can still be operated reasonably satisfactorily at -kO  F, the 
Super "D" Graflex had one particular drawback for cold-weather operation. 
Accidental breathing on the focusing ground glass via the dark hood Is 
disastrous.  Moisture In the breath freezes on contact and cannot be 
cleaned outdoors.  Taking the camera indoors puts it out of convnission 
for at least an hour or longer due to condensation.  All cameras must 
be thoroughly and completely dry before being used outside.  Inside 
photography, under floodlight illumination, on many occasions required 
longer exposure than those calibrated on the Super "D" focal plane. 
Flash lamps were not available. 

Signal Corps 70nvn Combat Camera.  This camera developed a malfunction 
the very first time It was tried.  The focal plane shutter curtain jammed 
and broke.  Hence no further evaluation was made.  Shutters on the Com- 
bat Graphic were Inoperative when received and were never used or tested. 

Cameraflex iSmn«  The Cameraflex required external power but did 
provide a means of viewing through the lens for precise focusing and 
composition.  It did not prove too successful when using fast film 
because of the dull Image reflected to the ground glass from the small 
aperture needed.  The magazine, which was gear-driven and very unorthodox 
in loading, left too much chance for error.  More than full capacity 
loads are possible but not very practical.  Film was exposed in the 
Cameraflex at ~k0  F  only as a test.  in all respects the camera functioned 
properly except for the frames-per-second tachometer.  An unusual amount 
of noise was produced from the film magazine but nothing else out of the 
ordinary was noted.  The power cable became stiff and would have cracked 
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development     \f  not    LrTI^T  t™*?* by   ,mPr0Per  handling during 
presste pfatl! '     ^   ''^^  by the ma9azine  fnm '-P  than  by9the 

« i ^ivrizi rrron on b-h °^rheeeseocuar:e^s-
6

b
2

ecL i Tf?c 
• t didderL a "Ss5?"^ ^ ^^ IT^ "^  th'S «^»tioT* 
satisfactory at -62 F    Vhe öL«  IM Td  that  ^"^ronlzat Ion   Is 
camera.    Of the  three oJn^^f,If? *ü f?r  8UPer,o»' to any other still 
one was knL    to faN;   thTshu tei      L^''" t^"9 Deep Free2e   ' «>  ^W 

«       ^  Z/>   '       t"<-tea   lens,  which caused an al lover  soffn»»cc  nf «.u«.   i 

-H F  5 Sh^9 WaS  'r960  dUrf^ a  f"ght wh^ t  e  te^r^tu 2 wir6' 
o«       :.   Sh?ot1^ was  dO"e  through   an open door  of the plane      Mann«? 

a? ^ Se" c^ ;ecaLd-ff ?CU,t^   SO efeCtrfCa,  ^ ^seö^ToL HI Lcr   tne  camera  became   inoperative.     it-  wac   l=^0^  J„4.       t     J    .    "*'"" 

-.ra5^Än.^,:nSar,r^r,:.n?::jr 'nan ott'r a,r"aft b- 
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Al  the winterized Cine Specia) cameras operated the same.  Cameras 
winterrzed both to -35 F and -75 F did not function prope ly at -62 F 
but did operate from -50 F up to room temperature.  SuHng the winter 
most m3tion picture photography consisted of inside coverage in wMch' 

suits  ndicated the Cine Special.  One Cine Special (over a vear old 
and well-used) which was winterized would notoperate at over ?6 FPS 
after prolonged exposure to temperatures of -kO  F.  The lens diaohraams 
froze up and could not be moved after one-half hour in tlmperaiures of 

lili;..^? Warm 'u!.16115 dIaPhra9n' boated entirely free and the 
slightest Jar or rubbing against a coat sleeve would stop it down to 22. 

MterL^ CV^ St°P difPh!:agm ,S reco^"ded. The new winterized 
(Internal heaters and Jacket) model sent down for Deep Freeze If was 
unsatisfactory. With the Jacket on the camera and heavy clothing on 

the OM^M' ^ *r!l0t 9etu
C,ose enough to the magazine to see through 

the prismatic viewfinder.  The cement in one of the prismatic viewflnders 
faded and caused a distorted image, making it useless.       viewr.naers 

durlS^IV,.'!!" **';>" P'cf"^ r^ra. This camera was shipped down 
Jo hf tlT   ,1 *',   bUt.Wa! neVer USed Untn DeeP Freeze "  According 
fndoors  9A 'J.^,winteri«d to -70 F.  The camera was successfully used 
i^n n«:..?11 th\Vrst

t   
0«asion outdoors the micro-switches froze in an 

open position makmg It impossible to get power to the camera motor.  ft 
was extremely hard to rack over, the lenses were Impossible to focus 
after a short period, and the f/stop ring could not be adjusted. The 
above occurred during temperatures of -38 F.  The camera was stripped 
downfall grease was removed, and the micro-switches were locked in the 
closed position. The camera was then operated absolutely dry except for 
the cam which operates the registration and pull-down system.  This 
part.cular Mitchell had excessive grease in it for operation even in 
normal climate. 

KzlgO.     The K-100 was one of the most useful cameras.  It was com- 
P?*Ü rl! euSy t0 l0ad '" the CO,d' and  wou,d operate satisfactorily 
without the heaters to -35 F.  With satisfactory battery power for the 
heaters, no trouble was encountered at even lower temperatures.  On 
extended tours of this nature, additional pressure plates should be 
brought along, or a good metal one manufactured and incorporated into 
the camera.  The chrome metal strip around the camera caused a number 
of face burns when cold.  For short periods this camera operated at 
temperatures of -57 F.  If this instrument were completely free of 
lubrication it would operate in most temperatures encountered. 

Bell and Howell 70KM.  These motion picture cameras operated success- 
tully during the relatively warm summer months without the use of an 
electric motor or internal heaters.  However, when the temperature dropped 
as little as two degrees below zero, trouble developed.  The FPS speed 
slowed down to such an extent that 2k FPS  could not be maintained after 
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one or two hours with an indicated governor-controlled speed of 6k.      If 
rMrr^.^n3  " *" prolon9ed under 'hts condition, camera failure oc- 
at in^r«!  TT?! remed t0 free2e-  ^P'etely thawing the camera 
?or beW^rn6?-,'  ,n°P^'°n-  Apparently, heaters a?e mandatory 
IZ  ^1     '? f,1m,n9 with the 70KM.  Heaters were not used because of 
SLEJ ! ^"'PTf^needed for their operation and because the Cine 
m=n! •  was/va;^ble.  A 70KM, complete with electric motor, 400-foot 

bu? r^lol3? |C01    ather COVerSj WaS Set UP under temperatures of -20 F, but completely froze up after exposing only four feet of film. 

was Sa-Sr H°we" ^-^  ^ 70KRM (a slight variation of the 70KM) 
trLfnr .   y  V   e  dU/in9  the Winter ni9h^ but was taken on the first 
wir- nL n* Ü' .-   Pert0rmed Wen at an tInies-  The Internal heaters 
m!l^ I?!ff *  *"?  time-  The ,0ml, ,ens was used extensively while 
filming Little America interiors; the lOrm, is also most effective for 
many exterior scenes. 

Film 

r^JrüT X? ^ the m°St   nSO-ded and U5ed stm fnm-  s,owef emulsions 
fMm «!^;   ^r ^r"19 and a 'OSS in depth of fie,d-  Ansco Supreme film packs received from McMurdo had a very fine leatherllke pattern 
(a miniature reticulation) which covered the entire negative.  There 

Asl 5nn ?™?aJ^P,Tt!0n Un,eS5 ]t  was di:e to storage conditions. 
ASA_200 (TRI-X) 4 x 5 sheet film was most important and many more ex- 
terior exposures could have made during the winter night if it had been 

coiol r irr r:,20j interior coior ?s a most ^ flL ft msh 
Jh. Jlk i V     tt     S,?0rta9e of film seriously hampered the operations of 
the lab during the winter night.  Work during most of the winter night 
was nearly all done on Portrait Pan Film, ASA 50. 

rolo^f!? ^I^cf ^Ü* the fnm Provided sh<»"'d have been more up-to-date, 
fr! fn    ,^X5) W,t5 a Speed 0f ,2 (day"9ht) were provided when there 
are films w th a speed of 125 that could have been provided.  The same 
holds true In black and white.  In order to photograph winter night 
I«! TU  Ü P^P!r,y the h,9h-speed films are needed.  Some ASA 80 and 
ASA  00 should be provided for summer work, but in main the material 
should be the fastest film available. 

Accessor les 

Film Packs.  Film packs would not operate below -25 F.  Below that 
temperature the film would tear, leaving the exposed sheet in front of 
the pack.  Graphamatic holders were useless except during warm sumner 
temperatures. 
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consl^S^ccessf":  ^ tllZlZ StSn'**?^**"™ was  not 
them were  required  for  the  necesslr! »^     f'ne,   although   too many of 
the batteries was  not  s^itab'e    be^Lse    hf'-   ^ ^^^ 0f ^^ 
extreme  cold per,ods  and Co„se^^l^l ^ be"3^:'"9 

to eFF3~nderEX?h:UngHr:fSth:nad:?aerctrr  '^^  ^   "*  *^ 
Pick up  too much   light  from the ski Zl       SUn'   .Ref,ect^-I ight  meiers 
reading and caus ing underexposure^in^T'   9iv!n9 an  fncoTect   high 
Hght,   causing a  slight  overexp^ri       G!"    !?ferS  d0  n0t   reCOrd  e^ 
type meter   is more accurate    Tiäl^nH y Speakin9.   the   incident- 
Jens must  be stopped d^^e-hi ? JA^ J^  'T*   '^'"^  that  the 
mined on  the Norwood Director and olen^.      T    he  ca,cuJations  deter- 

Chemicals 

=1 for ..ill  »rk and    IVÄ IT,.". 0bta,ned-    Hi"odo.   ,s  reco-end- 

Comments and RecoimieniJat Ions 

.^essentia, equipment is used p^^tUng^re^^^t^^^s^e^- 

icss^^oXe^^r^n  Zollll^Tt  ^  ^  b— of   the 
light   1A or  UV-16 fi   ter   Is   r!™    3 ^ayl .ght-type  color  film,   a   sky- 

ing-    Slight correc    ons  forlnTnt"        *',*"   '''^  for outsF^ ^hoot- 
to  the   lens  make  a       Uer mandXrv'"'^     ^ ^  the  Protective   factor 
should be made  through A-V^r  AeS   foV^r^^:8"^'te ^sures 

is   st^y'^^r^o^^r^X^^^ and  5had-,   a   fMI-in 
the qualities   needed,   such as   col^     9    P ^     E,ectronic  flash   has   all 
synchro-sun  photography «""pactness  and  ease of operation  for 
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i 
Cameras^     Winter Izat ion of  cameras  was   extremelv  ooor     *nri   i« . 

^Ä^r XTno ThMow,y stm ":e;r ^::t -^ 
troublesome to" öegreeTn  tie'coU "**"*  ^'^   bUt an Were 

power-dr!ven,rS-0vo?tWera '' ^f.**™*™^  Alreflex, 16mm reflex. 

The Hi'i CameraS f0r rrk !n the co,d shou,d be of the roll-film tvoe 
In^e L^f W« C«;P ««'yf^cc,sSful.  The 35m. cameras shouS f 
mvestrgated.  The variety of lenses and films available for 35 would 
be an asset, as would the minimum bulk of the equipment! ^hotooraohs 

are su^r^r" o th^ ^r ^.equipment and fiL'which In ^^^J 

(f/k 7)   at a m.L^   J       ^ e Speed GraPhic were shot wide open 
IJl I       2uarter of a second.  With the modern f/1.1 to f/I 4 lens«, 

ersZ:fh:s: aL
his

1-natur%r,d be made whfch ^^VtiL. nses' 

Film Identification.  Slating is an excellent means of identification 
but under constant snow conditions It Is an added burden  CoH weathel 
does not allow china marking pencils to write on plastic plates   A 
s.mple way to identify film is to mark code and roll numbers on*boL 
corresponding to each exposed roll.  Further identification bv^hf 

S ^ tTJTel  't ^^l5  and ^s'frcir^t'oPde?  always 
^d^i-s/siL^rsHo^n:;'^^^,"!"?nformation- ^ ^ 
Byrd 

Official photographic coverage of Byrd Station took place only dorino 
the 5u»-»er months by Nayy photographers „ho came „Ith the tractor train 

Of'.TZ'™*      ^er^p rlttS rit'By d1tatT:nin9Thnd VIV   "ST" 

.11 personnel!      «I'ntlfic program, the darkroom was ayailable to 

f 

I 
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South   Pole 

Personnel 

wac   h0  Ä0i0?r*P   '?  pe^sonne,   were assigned.     Coverage   through   the winter 
TuLrr   r y ^T   üf7  ^^^   *"* "**   basically   unsaMsfactorj 
snZth-?-raf Wau  hand1ed  by NaVy Ph^ographers  from McMurdo.     Re- 
toTn^'        y   I0" ph°to9raPhy   sho"'d  be  assigned   to one   individual   prior 
to departure   from  the States.     The person  selected  should  have  sufficient 
experfence,   training and   Interest   to  carry  through  an  adequate  program. 

Equipment  and  Facilities 

.nH l^   dfrkr0?m was  divlded   into  two  sections,   one   for   scientific  use 
and  the   other   for   recreational   use.     The   latter   contained  adequate 
equipment  and   facilities   for   both     recreational   and  naval   photography. 
Photography was  one  of  the most   popular   recreational   activities.      It   Is 
recommended   that   full   supplies   for   this  purpose  be provided.    Including 
ample photo  paper,   color  developing kits,   etc. 

Prior   to  the departure  for   the South  Pole,   two  Bell   and Howel1   70KM 
16mm motion  picture   cameras  were   completely disassembled,   the winterIzatIon 
oil   and   grease  removed,   and   the  camsras   relubricated with  kerosene.     All 
graphite was   removed  from  the  mainspring  to permit  operation of   the 

tJT^LJ!.   ^U^   a!d  0f  heaters-     With   ^e mainspring   lubricated with 
the  graphite,   the   spring motor  would  start   slowing down   at -25   F.      It   Is 
beUeved   that   this   was  caused   by   the  graphite  being  contaminated  by  the 
winter Ration  oil.      All   still   cameras.    Including  the  shutter  assemblies, 
were  relubricated with  kerosene.     The   Pro  Jr   tripod  was   treated   in  the 
same manner. 

The  "Graphlex  22"   120   roll-film camera   froze  up  almost   immediately 
upon  removal   from  the aircraft.     The  shutter would   release,   but   it  was 
not  possible   to either   focus   the   camera or  wind   the   film   through  because 
or   the   temperature  of -30  F. 

During  the  forty-five  day   construction  period at   the   South   Pole 
Station,   approximately  20,000   feet  of  color  motion pictures were  shot 
with cinemascope and   regular   16mm   film,   plus many color   and black-and- 
white  still   photographs.     All   cameras   held  up well   during   the  entire 
period   but   required  very   frequent   cleaning   to  remove   the   flaked  particles 
of   emu  sIon  from the   film gate.     This   was   caused  by   the   brittleness  of 
the   frlm  at   cold  temperatures.     A  one-inch  paint   brush  was   used   to  clean 
the  cameras   after  each   roll   was   shot.     Only   100-foot   rolls  of   16mm 
Kodachrome were  used   in   the  Bell   and  Howel1   70KM cameras.      Both  of  the 
70KM cameras   were operated  by   the   use   of  the spring motor 
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got wet inside and out because of eLiT! !i the CameraS   Mediately 
three or four hours to get them d^T,0n-  ^ WOU?d then take 
UP-  Usually the cLera we eTeJ 'ou^d'e 0° T  ^t*  WfthOUt freezln9 
use and ware covered with a da k clnth  V     tripods when not '" 
crystals from coverIng he lenses Indo^h b*9 t0 Pr«v«« b'öwing-snow 
difficulties encountered with fhf andI

0ther v,tal P^rts.  The only 
The gear ratio o? the tNpod head shoufdT T* ^   the Pr0 Jr ^f**- 
ance of the gear teeth deduced o Ö  be about doubled and the clear- 
a pan shot.  Slating each roU  of H*       T   t00 mUCh p,ay whne ^klng 
sible, as the greasl petif^uM ^Ti? CLUr:hef!'7exWa5,a,m0^ ^ temperatures. write on the plexiglass in extreme 

Hallett 

No photographer was  assigned  to this   sfaM™       u 
120  still   camera and one Clne-Kodifc Tinn However,  one  Omega 
A darkroom was  built  Tn  the  relation  buiTd "T™ "^ ava'IabIe. 
from a 980-gallon  storage  tank       D^inofh!?9;     Water  WaS   »"W»"**' 
300  negatives were deve^nd   ^^^r^X^ZZ 
Wllkes 

an 8Tx^r:opy0^aPm:r^09:SC
ha

f
v

a
e

CiiI:•eS
f

Were rry  900d-     The  add't'- of 
and   it  would  also have  o    er   ?echnTca,   a'n5'^'36'6  USe   f0r  ^  WOrk 

printer could print only one  IxVnlLr^t^^-     The 7 x  7 contact 
printer  could have done  four  at onr*!^  c     ^  a  'ime'   Whereas  an  8 x  10 
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Section IV 

ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Originally conceived as an operation which would entail little field 
administrative work, experience promptly contradicted this impression.   Administration 
problems In Antarctica were the same as at any naval facility In the continental 
United States, with the additional difficulties of having to rely on messages In lieu 
of letters since mall service was nonexistent for nine months of the year.   As the 
direct result of such lack of mail service, many notices and instructions of higher 
authority were soon outdated. 

The main administration for Deep Freeze 1 and 11 was carried out at Little 
America Station for the entire battalion, and pay and service records were therefore 
held at Little America.    Personnel at other bases were frequently transferred back 
to the United States on extremely short notice and their records would be at least 
400 miles distant,  with no means available for obtaining them.   Obviously, such 
separation worked Innumerable hardships on the personnel concerned. 

Each main base should be treated as a normal Installation, with its own set of 
up-to-date manuals, instructions and notices, and an adequate administrative staff. 
Inability to properly handle problems as they arise results In the direct deterioration 
of morale.   Prompt attention and action on such problems has the opposite effect of 
making each individual feel that, even though he is at this isolated outpost, he is 
being afforded every opportunity that he might have had he remained within the 
normal boundaries of civilization. 

If adequate records are to be submitted, daily recordings are necessary,  and 
such details are considerably eased by having clerical personnel who either take 
shorthand or operate the stenotype machine. 
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many Z^^^^lS^^ ^ ^ ^ —"^ of P^nnel on 

be broughf In sufficJenTquanMHes Te      A "To«'   ^ a™r°P"<** f<>™ should 
Officer Data Cards,  F^eTRenl    P''^To T QuaMf?caHo" Q"esf!onafres# 

Clearance Forms, etc. ^    ' ' ^ PerSOnne, Evalua^on Forms, Security 

hundred of oHJ^L^ot Z^T* r™.9™**' « in DeCember 1956' 
MCB (SpecIah nlrll       f       endorsed and records picked up and maintained by 

McMul J: ^ScttVaTa^fwT5 ^ "^(
bJrng fhelr OWn clerlcal Pe--I. 

manding officer of MCBst^^'"    ^ antarCMC-   AS ^ COm" 
Deep FreezeT al   »rSli kSÄ**" '^fed af Ll"le ^^^ S*°"°" d^ing 

^rnistroTj^l^^ri^^^^^^^^ ^ ^  ^ 

credit,,^!;    u ,", ^'f."" a~",^l"8 »he summer season with regard to the 

Washrn^ald hr.Chee0addeady Tt <:an E" d0ne i"5' aS Wel1 '" "" 0n,°re,,= « '" 

There is a natural tendency toward familiarization between offlr^ nnA 
In an operation of this nature.   This must constantly be c^Ä     Frle^Z^ 

Recommendations 

1. From an adm.mstrative standpoint, it is recommended that augmentations 
of summer group personnel be assigned on a TAD basis to McMurdo o that "he com 
mand and organizational lines might be clearly defined    ^  ^^ ^ "^ fhe COm- 
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2. In view of the lack of mail facilities during most of the year,  it is 
recommended that ail personnel to be assigned administrative and personnel duties 
become completely familiar with the naval communications system insofar as the 
drafting of messages is concerned.   This is the only means of carrying on even rou- 
tine administrative matters between Antarctica and activities of the Navy Department. 

3. It is recommended that chains of command be so established as to place the 
senior officer of the antarctic units at the same station that functions as radio central. 
This move would eliminate thousands of man-hours in administrative and communi- 
cations matters. 

("Recommendation No. 1 was defined by establishment of Antarctic Support 
Activities during Deep Freeze III.   No. 2 is not peculiar to Antarctica.   No. 3 
was solved with the closing of Little America."1^) 

BASE OPERATIONS 

McMurdo 

Camp Operations 

With the exception of a period during the winter, the work routine of the base 
was on a 24-hour basis, with two 12-hour shifts.   This was caused initially by ship 
off-loading and camp construction, and later by runway construction schedules. 
The normal day started at 0550 and ended at 2200,   There was little Idleness.    On 
Saturday nights and Sunday mornings, work was carried on with reduced crews to 
allow men to en|oy the happy hours and the church services.    Special events were 
relayed through an extensive Intercom system to each working space and barracks. 
There was a natural tendency for each hut to form cliques.   This tendency had to be 
combatted whenever possible. 

Due to manpower shortage every department was stripped to a bare minimum 
to furnish men to construction crews.   Much of the camp maintenance was accom- 
plished after normal watches.   The utility men and electricians not only had the 
powerhouse watches, of 12-hour duration, but also had to maintain the camp stoves, 
snow melter, galley utilities, and camp electrical system.    Because of the severe 
shortage of manpower, every man had to be utilized to the utmost, frequently out 
of rating and in several endeavors.   The result was a slackening of organizational 
lines between departments. 
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80    JrV r"";erin9 P0Po
u!°Hon of 93,  fhe base, designed to support an additional 

80    suddenly baMooned to 350 In the spring of 1956.    Instead of a single tight o gan - 

VoT-lUrZ itrT" «'--^^rlallzed overnight.    These were:   TcÄ. 
and MCR A' ^^T   SqUadr0n Six (VX-Ö)'  52nd TrooP Corrler Squadron, 
S« fW?^   S:   ,n addiMOn

|' ^ element 0f MCB-ONE was aboard to augment 
Nation a^dfl'/rr^^r^6 lmm*"<*'*y ^9rofe6 Into the carnp organl- 
deoartlna .h     1    f

V,ta
u

b,llets ]eft ™™* ^ ^B (Special) Det One personnel 
departing shortly for the construction of the South Pole Station.    Too,  the press and 
public re atlons department blossomed into a major operation requiring alpecTal 

da l^9An0T   f ^r""6'*.^ ^^ PreSenCe' the -—icatlons workload doubled 
daily     Another factor contributing toward confusion was the indoctrination of 
MCB (Special) relief personnel and the transfer of responsibility to them. 

balanC
lrofaMrrA^er ,!56'. the ^ f0rCe Ships arr?Ved'   bring?n9 wIfh ^em the 

balance of MCB-ON   and a few Detachment BRAVO people.   At this time, the 

transfer of respons.b. ity to key BRAVO persons was commenced.    This was an essen- 

al process   but It d.d not augur well organizationally.   The process of Indoctrination 
tied up much needed workers and resulted In much duplication and some confusion, 
as It occurred at the peak of the summer workload.   The most serious and demanding 

fasks were airfield maintenance and ship off-loading.   Unfortunately,  these tasks 
were In d.rect opposition to each other, as the same personnel and tractors were 
required tor both jobs. 

Administrative Support 

CM      Jhe N°Xal ,Afr FaCllify af McMurdo provided administrative support to the 
following:   MCB (Special) and AlrDevRonSIX wintering-over groups   MCB-ONE 

summer support personnel,  ComNavSupFor Antarctica and Staff, Air Force personnel 
news correspondents and visiting VIP' s, and military and civilians in transit from 
Byrd    Little America, and South Pole Stations.   In Deep Freeze II, McMurdo also 

maintained service records of personnel at outlying bases and provided clerical sup- 
por   for the various NAF departments.    One wintering-over yeoman was available 
during Deep Freeze II and Ml to attend to the many and various needs of the foregoing. 

Command Designation 

The officer-In-charge at McMurdo was not designated as such by the Secretary 
of the Navy and therefore had no disciplinary power over the MCB (Special) officers 
and men assigned.    However,  the commanding officer,  MCB (Special) was aboard 
during Deep Freeze II so this was not a problem.   The VX-6 personnel were under 

the operahona  control of ComNavUnits, Antarctica, who was at Little America, 
and therefore the NAF offlcer-in-charge had no disciplinary power over them 
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This resulted in differences of opinion on various matters,  but the spirit of cooperation 
prevailed and they were arbitrated as necessary.    No great problems developed, but 
this chain of command did tend to make a loose organization. 

OOD and JOOD 

The OOD/JOOD desk was manned 24 hours a day throughout the year.   The 
OOD was rotated daily among the officer-,, and the JOOD was a 12-hour watch for 
two permanently assigned men.   This desk was the nerve center for the camp operation, 
and the person on duty was responsible to the officer-in-charge for maintaining a 
record of all personnel reporting to and departing the NAF, implementing the Plan 
of the Day and normal camp routine, expediting emergency repairs, supervising the 
cleaning of heads and administrative spaces, dispatching personnel and cargo vehicles, 
making berthing assignments, supervising the fire and security watch.-  and setting the 
storm conditions. 

During January through March 195/',  the OOD desk also acted as the voice 
communications center with an ANG-9 transmitter and radio on a circuit with ships, 
runway tower, air ops, and radio equipped vehicles.   Such a circuit is necessary for 
monetär and control during unloading and continuous air operations.    During the 
winter months, the ANG-9 equipment was removed from the ÖOD/JOOD office 
and the air ops duty desk guarded this circuit. 

Public Information 

During the winter months the CHINFO was informed of all the activities that 
took place in the various departments.   During the winter,  every individual who 
wintered over was Interviewed concerning his work and experiences.   This was 
relayed in the form of a weekly news release, and by the end of the antarctic winter 
a factual report concerning personnel and their activities could be compiled from 
the Information obtained in this manner. 

News reports of an unusual nature,  such as outstanding events or happenings, 
were made immediately and particular care was given to the presentation of facts 
and names so as not to confuse, misinform,  and worry the public, especially the 
families of men concerned.    In releasing news reports,  it was felt that Antarctica, 
its vastness,  its weather and everything contained therein,  together with the projects 
carried on in fulfilling the mission of the base were interesting and novel enough to 
any reader. 
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bas. personnel, proved ,o bj ä t7eme d ^ P0P    " *?'"' '""'"^ °"i'''* * 

ward ,0 ,he receip, of ,h° public^on SÜCC"S-    ^ ^ °" ^ '""^ '"'- 

The sfatlon amateur radio facilifies alvi «mnlt^J      ^ -J 

newspaper prepared by Rad;o Amateurs o   tZZl^T   JulT^ '^ a ,    . 

OC.M.,« „ere O^^S^^ÄÄ^. Ä ^^ ^ 

complained of the Xena. of   ^        a.SO ^ " ",in0rif>' Se9men, °f ,he Press 

press. '     hat McMurdo was thoroughly covered by the 

Recommendations 

ComN^u^uLhTfl!!'  b0,h.Wi"'er <""<i -■"■"". b« assigned direOly to 

personnel.   „ sboald also be g,ven a cLr-ca, LuZ M^den^"^^. 

2.    That the first, and probably the ^Pronrl   r   T7/(       •   •      f 

on board only summ     ^J^ X^lU^X-Äh".9 haVe 

off.aer-In-charge.   Base personnel mast be increased about 80 to IM l„ n^.      ,  I 

support around-the-clock air operations, and these pe^nnel nlj to be on S ^ 

irtraTnir     ^ * ^ — »' -b operations fo^ Äo,s 

Navy 
3.    That the officer-in-charge,  NAF, be designated by the Secretary of the 

NAF, t 'amUor;^!"9"0^ PerSOnne, "^^ '" "^ * ^ officer-in-charge. 
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5. IW the station complement be increased by approximately 20 men, 
exclusive of the VX-6 detachment, for a workload similar to that of 1957. 

6. That all wintering hospital corpsmen,  photographers,  and aerologists be 
permenently attached to the support unit and not to AirDevRon SIX. 

7. That sufficient radiomen be assigned to handle all circuits 24 hours a day 
with eight hour watches,  plus 10 percent for sickness and camp support duties and 
watches. 

Little America 

Camp Operations 

Little America V was commissioned on 4 January 1956,   at which time construction 
was just commencing.   Crews were working around the clock on two 12-hour shifts. 
By 16 January, eight buildings were completed, and it was considered more advanta- 
geous to use one  12-hour shift.    The last outside work was accomplished in April,   by 
which time sixteen buildings and three fuel tanks had been completed. 

The administrative office at Little America was located in a Jamesway hut. 
The desks and file cabinets were in excellent condition and were ample for all 
requirements.    The typewriters were old and in poor condition,  but were kept opera- 
tional through constant maintenance.    The mimeograph machine was In fair condition 
and sufficed; however, much repair was required due to excessive use. 

A 24-hour fire watch was established, with tv/o men on 4-hour watch at a time. 
This watch was also responsible for fueling all tanks for heating units and keeping the* 
three snow melters filled-    The base was divided into zones for purposes of fire fighting, 
and personnel were assigned fire stations.   Periodic fire drills were held to familiarize 
all hands with their fire stations.    Reveille was at 0630 and Secure was at 1630 on 
regular work days.    This schedule was increased as necessary with the return of day- 
light and the digging out of materials and equipment.    Basic camp maintenance 
necessitated a regular work schedule, and other operations such as communications, 
commissary, aerology, sick bay, etc.,  were carried out on a watch-standing basis. 
Everyone had two 2-week tours of mess cooking. 

Because of the great amount of work and the transportation and weather 
difficulties of traveling to and from the field each day,  the aviation personnel were 
moved to Kiel Field,    The watch schedule was rather severe due to the small number 
of personnel involved.   Two men were on watch each night relieving each other at 
0200,    A watch was relieved every 2-1/2 days.    Even with the more complete 
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The credit system worked very well all year at the smaller bases (Byrd, Pole, 
Ellsworth,  Hallett, and Wilkes).   The system worked well at Little America and 
McMurdo during the wintering period.   A minimum of two administrative personnel 
were saved at the two large bases and at each of the other five bases, all of whom 
would have been required had a normal cash and disbursing system been used. 
However, the disadvantages of the credit system at Little America and McMurdo 
during the summer operations were great.   With a large group of transient personnel 
arriving and departing each summer,  it was impractical,  inefficient, and resulted 
In poor morale to extend the credit system to Include summer transient personnel. 

The greatest difficulty and confusion experienced In the disbursing area lay In 
the per diem on TAD orders,  the many types of orders Issued to Individuals, baggage 
allowances, mess charges, questions of permanent duty staUon and home port, field 
duty, snack charges, etc.   Some personnel were on permanent change of duty orders, 
some TAD, and some TD; later some TAD orders were canceled and personnel returned 
to CONL'' on permanent change orders.   The loss of per diem resulted In some per- 
sonnel be.ng placed on health and comfort Issues because all of their regular pay 
was alloted to their families.   Flight pay was authorized for aviation personnel and 
observers although not performed because of lack of aircraft availability,  but no 
provision was ever made for parachutists who could not jump for the same reason. 

Recommendations 

1. That action be taken to organize and clear up the entire area of travel 
allowances, special pay, mess charges, and types of orders In Antarctica. 

2. That the credit system should be used at McMurdo only during the wintering- 
over period. 

3. That pay records of all personnel at Ross Sea bases should be maintained 
at McMurdo during summer operations. 

Byrd 

Administrative and clerical demands at Byrd Station were minimal due to a 
small military complement; only health records were held.   The officer-in-charge, 
who was also the medical officer,  handled all clerical work. 

During the first month, a 24-hour rotating OOD watch was established by the 
construction crew,  employing three CPO's.   Upon arrival of all wintering-over 
personnel, this watch was discontinued and all pertinent information was passed 
directly to the officer-in-charge. 
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Public InformaHon 

The duMes of PIO were given to one of the enlisted men at the beginning of 
the year, but due to the heavy work schedule he requested to be relieved.   The 
station scientific leader, who had experience in journalism, was given the job. 

Monthly news releases were designed to present an Interesting story in as brief 
a form as possible.    The names of all personnel were released in various news Items 
one or more times.    At the first of the year an attempt was made by the radiomen to 
copy CW press and publish a station newspaper; but as the communications load 
Increased and radio conditions grew worse this had to be discontinued.   The antarctic 
news roundup, which was sent to all stations with news compiled from all other 
stations, was very much enjoyed. 

Credit System 

All transactions followed the credit system outlined by the detachment supply 
officer.    However,  in the absence of the designed forms,  records were of an Impro- 
vised nature.   No disbursing was available, which at an isolated station Is felt to 
be a decided advantage In the interest of each man, by preventing theft and gambling. 

South Pole 

Administrative and Clerical Conditions 

All administrative work,  including clerical, fell of necessity upon the OIC. 
A yeoman would have been of great value and would have freed the OIC from much 
of the routine administrative work for more important duties.   Were one to be provided 
for a small base, he should also be able to double as photographer where none is 
assigned.    No manuals,  instructions, notices, or standard forms were provided for 
Deep Freeze II.    BuPers Manual and standard personnel forms should be provided. 

Office space,  though somewhat limited, was adequate for the needs of both 
military and scientific personnel.    Office equipment was extremely limited.    Items 
most needed but not available for Deep Freeze II were typewriters, a mimeograph 
machine,  and file cabinets.    Expendables were also in very short supply and, with- 
out the availability of IGY office supplies, would have been critical. 

Public Information 

News releases were sent out covering both the military and scientific aspects 
of activities at the station.    It is difficult to report on matters at an isolated base, 
as there seems to be little excitement during most of the year, one week appearing 
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much like any other.    Often, what is new;worthy does not seem so to those involved. 
A conscious effort was made to adhere to concise statements of fact rather than 
Indulging in the overdramatized strings of superlatives.    Information received at the 
Pole was extremely sparse.    It is highly recommended that there be a much greater 
exchange of information among the various bases,, and that the Task Force periodically 
provide information on rear-echelon activities. 

The influx of correspondents durinci the summer created unnecessary problems 
in the support of numerous additional personnel.   Press coverage should be done on 
a pool basis, with a minimum number of correspondents and photographers actually 
going to the Pole.    The presence of a large number of nonproducing transient per- 
sonnel actively hampers essential operations. 

Credit System 

The credit system was used throughout the year at the South Pole and was found 
to be very satisfactory in all respects.   The fact that neither ledger sheets nor tally 
cards arrived for the Deep Freeze II group made the accounting more difficult but did 
not impair the system.    Sheets of ruled paper v/ere used in lieu of ledgers, and It 
was found that throughout the year only one page per man per month was necessary. 

Ship's Store 

Ship's store was set up in the grid south tunnel in late January 1957.    The store 
was made of 64-cubIc-foot crates, two high, with the upper crate turned face Inward 
to act as storage space.    The entire area was covered with tunnel roofing.    The usual 
temperatures In the South Pole ship's store was -50 to -65 F throughout the winter. 
Rationing of Items was necessary in the case of film and souvenier Items only.    It is 
recommended that the supply of souvenier Items be Increased greatly to supply Items 
which are suitable for use as prizes.    Items marked with the name "South Pole" would 
be particularly good sales material. 

Summer personnel (that is, VX-6 and civilian correspondents) were served from 
ship's store only during the second summer when a plane was grounded for a number 
of days.    Items signed for in the usual way were recorded and the totals transferred 
to the individuals'  credits at McMurdo ship's store.    No cash was taken at the 
South Pole ship's store. 

Beer was dispensed once a month at a limit of one carton per man without 
increase or decrease during the year.   The only exception was if a man wished to 
buy a case for community use at other times than the specified sales date. 
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Recommendations 

1.    A locked file would help considerably in keeping records organized and 
secure. 

2.   Careful organization in respect to credit limits and meal charges would 
add greatly not only to the accounting but also to the morale of the personnel at 
the small stations. 

Hollett 

The administrative duties of this station were handled by the officer-In-charge 
and the radioman.   The records and logs were kept by the officer-in-charge.   All 
personnel records, except individual health records, were maintained at McMurdo 
and returned to the officer-in-charge prior to transfer from Cape Hallett. 

Due to the limitation of personnel, no OOD or JOOD watch was designated 
for the station.    In all instances when an OOD was required, the officer-In-charqe 
was contacted. 

Only two news releases were sent out from this station.    Because of the small 
number of men there was very little activity other than daily routine, and it was 
decided not to write any news releases unless there was something unusual to say. 

Wllkes 

Administrative and Clerical Conditions 

The administrative system of an isolated base can be very important.    The 
desirable degree of formality In a military organization will depend upon many 
factors, as will the degree of Intimacy and amount of intercourse between officers, 
enlisted men, and civilians.   This is a subject which deserves much careful study/ 
There will be difficulties whatever course Is chosen,  but probably an official policy 
would be accepted better than personal edict. 

The administrative office space provided for the scientific leader and the 
officer-in-charge was barely adequate.    Official publications received were very 
inadequate for the administration of a remote station.    This shortage was very notice- 
ablejn the area of supply and personnel,    it is recommended that an allowance of 
publications be set up for remote stations,  since isolation magnifies the need for 
them. 
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OOD and JOOD 

no wn^' fUnCfi0US ^ OOD T6 JOOD Were aSSUmed ^ fhe officer-in-charge,  and no watches as such were stood. a r """ 

Public Information 
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c
e.ws messa9e was sent out by official Navy communications. 

It contained items of mterest about personnel and happenings at Wllkes Station 

welTll   mar' ^ u'"^? f0 ^ famIlieS 0f men Winterin9 over-    T^ «!•«•• 
were well received by the dependents and contributed considerably to their morale 
and peace of mind.    It is recommended that newsletters be forwarded to families 
as soon as a man reports for Deep Freeze operation.    Newsworthy events of a more 
Immediate na ure and with a wider field of interest than those noted above were 
reported by Navy message shortly after the event occurred. 

Disbursing and Credit System 

The only system used at Wilkes was the credit system.    This system requires 
lit He tra.nmg or mtelligence to use and appeared entirely satisfactory from the 
po nt of view of the wintering-over personnel.   The elimination of cash from a 
polar camp Is felt to be very desirable,  since it eliminates all worry about loss and 
greatly reduces gambling tendencies.   A great deal of time was spent in attempting 
to make the system balance perfectly,  but if perfect accuracy is not required the 
system can be easily checked.    The ship« s store was opened daily and operated by 
the officer-in-charge.    It is recommended that sales of candy and tobacco be 
enhrely by the carton, as unit sales considerably increased the amount of work by 
the storekeeper.   Almost all of the men expressed concern for their pay records,  as 

here was a general complete lack of faith in absentee administration.    This was also 
true concerning the service records, 

E11 sworth 

_ Most administrative and clerical work was done in the rooms of the officers- 
m-charge.    Office supplies were adequate for all clerical work carried on at the 
station.    Minor repairs were required and successfully effected keeping all office 
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equipment in an operational status.   Most failures of this equipment were'due to use 
by Inexper.enced personnel.   Additional cushioned desk chairs would have been an 
asset, as sufficient numbers were not issued for all desks. 

Upon arrival, it was deemed necessary to assign OOD-s with the primary 
responsibility of base security.    |n order to maximize fire safety, a fire watch was 
established under the direct supervision of the OOD.   The OOD normally stood a 
24-hour watch, coordinating base operations during the workday and remaining on 
call during the off-shift. a 

rv« 0ne
L|0f fhe 0ffiCerS fr0m AirDevRon SIX was appointed Public Information 

Officer. He was responsible for the collection and dissemination of newsworthy 
Items.   All personnel so desiring were covered in Public Information news releases. 

Recommendations 

1. That a selection of items, suitable for welfare and recreation prizes, be 
available in the ship's store. 

2. That stationery with the name of the specific base as a letterhead would 
be a tar better sales item than the antarctic seal stationery. 

3.   That beer and shaving items be reduced.    Stamps, candy, film, and 
ilr Items should be Increased,   Alarm clocks,  underwear, nail clippers. souven 

camera equipment could be added 
and 

WORK FEASIBILITY 

McMurdo 

There Is no such thing as a work feasibility chart for this area.    However    as 
data becomes available with each succeeding operation in McMurdo Sound, some 
form of chart may be constructed.    The following data will be of some use to planners; 
however   this kind of data, based on limited time and experience In this area, must 
be considered as a guide and not absolutely reliable.    The data collected during 
four seasons may not apply to the following season. 

Throughout most of the period of isolation in the winter of 1956, many of the 
camp personnel were required to work outdoors.    From March until the end of May 
construction crews were engaged in completing camp buildings and power lines 
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From May until July, outdoor maintenance, gathering snow for water, handling of 
provisions,  distribution of fuel,  and preparation of material and supplies for the 
South Pole Station kept many outside.   From July on,  preparation of a runway 
1-1/2 miles from camp on the bay ice occupied all who could be spared from other 
tasks. 

On 21 April the sun rose for the last time until 21 August, and in the intervening 
four months, short twilight was the only available natural illumination.    Outdoor 
work proceeded with artificial light.   Temperatures fell steadily until September. 
During the sunless period, the usual reading in the camp lay between 20 and 40 degrees 
below zero.    The extreme low was -76 F at the ice runway.   There was almost con- 
stant winds of at least 20 mph and frequently the velocity rose to 60 mph or more. 
Falling and drifting snow made visibility poor and added to the discomfort of being 
outside. 

In spite of these rigorous conditions, personnel adapted themselves well and 
were able to work outside on all but a few days.    The bulklness of the clothing made 
working slow, but discomfort and injury from cold was minimal.    One- or two-hour 
work periods, followed by a few minutes of relief in a heated hut or wanlgan, per- 
mitted work on a twelve-hour day basis without undue hardship.    Except for a 
six-week period in midwinter, working hours were long and the work week six or 
seven days.    On this schedule,  by the end of the winter, chronic fatigue was evident 
In all hands. 

Certain groups worker' indoors a good deal of the time.   Mechanics, steel- 
workers, electricians,  storekeepers, cooks,  and administration personnel, when 
occupied by their basic skills,  faced working conditions substantially the same as 
In temperate latitudes while working indoors.    One significant difference, however, 
was the problem of ventilation of shops where toxic fumes were present,  such as 
carbon monoxide in the garage and zinc fumes in the steel shops.    The low outside 
temperatures made it difficult to maintain comfortable inside temperatures and at 
the same time provide adequate ventilation. 

A characteristic of life In the winter camp was that men often worked at jobs 
other than their rated specialties-   Cooks and corpsmen worked as mechanics and 
steelworkers, photographers and yeomen worked as equipment drivers, etc.   This 
was necessitated by the pressing demands from time to time to get certain pieces of 
work accomplished.    In general this challenge was met enthusiastically by all hands, 
and it was noted that the more rigorous outdoor tasks were preferred by most. 
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Little America 
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bite were not too unusual; however, no serious cases occurred.   "Weather conditions 
In general are very conducive to a building program during the summer months at 
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C,' cnmaHc conditions greatly influenced the feasibility of outdoor work 
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was lost due to bad weather, wind being more significant than temperature.   wL 
below 15 knots created little difficulty apart from the wind-chill effect.   Above 
this figure it caused b owing snow to hamper the vision of vehicle operators.   In 
he dark period,  the l.kel.hood of losing sight of the station lights made It necessary 

to restrict all outside excursions, while indoor work was on the same basis a* In any 
temperate zone. ' 

Beardmore 

*u L,^ng conditions at the Beardmore Station were similar In all respects to 
those at McMurdo during the initial summer season. 

South Pole 

Data Is still too scarce to predict work feasibility at and around the South 
Pole.   Thus far, the months of occupation of that remote location are limited     The 
records prior to Deep Freeze I are scanty, being limited to two parties (Scott and 
Amundson) who visited the area for a matter of days. 

The conditions of the Polar Plateau at the South Pole between 20 November 
and 31 January were not too severe for construction.   The winds proved to be 
extremely mild, and the temperatures were not severe.    Varying from -20 to +5 F 
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the temperatures were not unlike those to which the construction party had become 
accustomed In the spring and fall at McMurdo Sound.   Storms were few.   There was 
24-hour daylight.   The altitude of approximately 9700 feet added the rigor of low 
oxygen tension and required a period of acclimatization before full work capacity 
could be attained.   After seven to ten days, all hands noted gradual Improvement 
In exercise tolerance, but even at the end of the construction period, physical 
exertion was found to be much more tiring than at sea level.   With more extensive 
support facilities the period suitable for construction could be lengthened.   It Is 
difficult to say what temperature Is too cold. 

From the human standpoint, no conditions were encountered during Deep 
Freeze II under which outside work could not be accomplished.   Under extreme 
conditions, endurance was quite limited, particularly if any degree of manual 
dexterity; and hence the wearing of light gloves was required.   Where manual 
dexterity was not required and personnel could remain fully protected by heavy 
clothing, no time limit was found with personnel who remained physically active. 
When the seismic tunnel was being dug, men were working all day In about -80 F 
weather without undue discomfort.    Two men spent up to four hours walking around 
In -95 F weather, with a fair wind,  and gave up more because of fatigue than cold. 

One thing Is certain,  the men will outlast the equipment in severe cold. 
Technology and equipment have not been developed to work and carry on positive 
performances at -65 F, which appears so often as the limiting temperatures.   At 
-65 F, the men can keep some work going, but the machines break down to a 
point where economics, unless in the utmost emergency, forbids work at these tem- 
peratures. 

Without exception, the limiting factor in outside work was the machines, not 
the men.   An arbitrary temperature of -50 F was assigned as the approximate safe 
lower limit for extended operation of the D2 and the weasel.   By keeping the vehicles 
stored In the garage, however, they could be used without great III effect for limited 
periods of time (fifteen minutes to an hour) in temperatures down to the -90's.    In 
the -60 to -70 F range, moderately extensive vehicle operation is possible; below 
that it becomes more and more limited. 

The real problems of construction at the South Pole, as at any other remote 
and isolated area, are ones of logistics.   Wind,  in addition to temperature, must 
always be considered.   At McMurdo the winds are much stronger than at the Pole; 
consequently, although it is warmer there,  the efficiencies of the construction 
personnel were believed to be less at McMurdo than at the Pole. 
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Due precauMons must always be taken against frostbite, especially whenever 
there .s a noticeable wind.   While minor frostbite, especial^ oMhe no^e   was 
commonplace, no severe frostbite injuries were experienced.   The possibility Is 

FÄrofT h T": ^^ r* ""^ OCCUr Particular'y trough carelessness. 
Frostbite of the hands and feet is especially to be guarded against; being covered, 
freezing here is not readily noticeable,  as it is on the face. 

lesser ^o.T^1"? u^6'? '^ ^^ arOUnd an esfabl^ed base, greater or 
*Z a??U"h^0u^de ™* ^ Possible all year, with sustained work only from 

a^ wIM   " ur^^^ mId;^arCh-   ThIs IS a br0ad generalization, however, 
and will vary with the nature of the work to be done, personal cold tolerance, and 

fhanÜemPera^S and W ndS*   Some men deff"f^ly withstood the cold much better 
than others; and,  in any given individual, tolerance varied from one occasion to 
another. 

Recommendations 

In AJ«!    ^^ll P6^""?1 be indoctrinated on the dangers of serious frostbite, and 
In the proper utilization of clothing, 

2.    That better clothing be developed for work requiring manual dexterity 
conditions of extreme cold. und er 

3.    That mechanized equipment be developed which is capable of unrestricted 
operation at temperatures down to -100 F. 

Hailett 

From the personnel standpoint,  this station encountered very little difficulty 
In accomphshing the job assigned^   However,  it is believed that more personnel 
could have been profitably utilized in the various rates to decrease the heavy work- 
load.    It was found that men properly clothed, regardless of conditions, could do 
almost any job.   The time involved for any specific task was lengthened due to the 
cold.   The greatest single weather factor to hinder working conditions was the sur- 
face wind. 

Wilk es 

From a personnel standpoint, no conditions were encountered under which some 
outside work could not be accomplished.    Extreme cold at Wilkes Station was not a 
problem; however,  the frequency of blizzards with the accompanying blowing snow 
were.   Only work of an emergency nature could be undertaken during these times 
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and then only in an area in which personnel were intimately familiar.   Very poor 
visibility, wind chill, and flying objects made v/ork at that time very hazardous. 
The buddy system was and should always be used by personnel working under these 
conditions, as frostbite of the extremities is a strong possibility.   For productive 
work to continue at all times, work should be planned with consideration given to 
the seasons and the possibility of storms. 

Lack of mobile equipment especially designed for cold-weather operations 
hampers operations during cold weather.    Experience at this station was that at 
temperatures a few degrees below zero, engines became difficult to start and operate. 
Defects in equipment that during warmer temperatures would not have interfered 
too much with equipment operation would become quite serious in the cold weather. 
Upon the return of summer, a distinct and noticeable improvement in the operation 
of mobile equipment was apparent. 

Ellsworth 

The environmental conditions, as could be expected, did affect the quality 
and quantity of work that could be done outdoors.    However, the difficulties 
encountered by snow, cold,  and darkness were not excessive, and all necessary 
work was accomplished.    Heavy cumbersome clothing made some jobs tedious and 
longer to perform.    In a few instances the cold, by causing frostbite or arthritis, 
necessitated the substitution of individuals on certain jobs like snow melting. 

WELFARE AND RECREATION 

McMurdo 

Morale 

During the period of darkness during Deep Freeze I, the loneliness, drudgery 
of hard work,  severe cold, the thought that all avenues of escape were Impossible, 
close contact with one another, etc., all weighed heavily on the minds of the men, 
but each took it in stride.   We were blessed with so many fine personalities that 
each man took it upon himself to be a chaplain to his buddy, and everyone shared 
responsibilities In the work of the survival of the team. 

Major complaints contributing to a slight loss to the otherwise high standard 
of morale, were:   a meager supply of hobby materials,   lack of variety in the pre- 
paration of food,  lack of light novels, magazines, and record players, and a heavy 
work schedule with not enough free time for relaxation.    Men were not allowed to 
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bring musical instruments or hobbies of their own.   Under more normal working 
conditions a well-planned education program would have been successful.   Perhaps 
the heavy work schedule and the pressure of much to be done was the reason that 
very little interest was shown intellectually, as v/as evidenced by very little heavy 
reading and a great demand for the lighter novels.   There was no mail service from 
March until October; however,  this was compensated for somewhat by the "Class 
Echo" messages and ham radio contacts. 

The morale of the officers and men at the Naval Air Facility,  McMurdo 
Sound, remained exceptionally high throughout Deep Freeze II.   Everyone was 
not always a cheerful and willing worker, but neither did a large number of per- 
sons ever become remorseful or sullen or completely stop doing their share, nor 
did anyone become that way for more than a day or two.   The Intense activity of 
the present and/or the anticipation of the future kept all hands busy and interested 
through the year. 

The basic reason for the consistently high morale is believed to be that the 
officers and men v/ere volunteers and,  in general, well screened.   Also,  the camp 
life was made as pleasant as possible under the circumstances; movies were shown 
daily; living quarters were adequate during the isolation period; there were no 
restrictions on the sale of beer; bingo games were played once weekly; all-hands 
parties were organized every Saturday night; a weekly paper was published with 
Stateside,  Navy,  and local news; hamgram service from and to McMurdo was 
excellent; the mess hall was always open for coffee and snacks and the four meals 
served dally were consistently excellent; a large selection of hobby craft material 
was available; the library had a large selection of fiction and nonfiction; a recrea- 
tion building with shuffleboard, ping-pong and pool tables and a gym with wrestling 
mat, weights, and sweat box was available; the aerology watch operated a low- 
power radio station with continuous music; a hi-fi set with an excellent collection 
of good music was available in the library; and the services of a doctor, dental 
officer, and chaplain were always available. 

The morale of the men during the summer season sometimes dropped, for they 
worked at least 12 hours a day seven days a week.   Also,  the camp was so crowded 
that recreation facilities were dispensed with,  except for the movies; and they were 
overcrowded.    Living spaces were jammed, especially the summer quarters, which 
held 24 to 40 men In a 20- by 48-foot building.    The buildings were poorly venti- 
lated for such a number, and there was little or nor storage space for individual 
gear.    The around-the-clock working schedule prevented the barracks from ever 
being quiet. 
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Af the end of the tour, many of the McMurdo wintering-over personnel felt 
that their efforts had not been appreciated by the higher echelons of the Navy; 
however, very few let such feelings affect their output.   This general feeling was 
caused by one or more of the following: 

1. In September and October 1957 the news from home via ham radio and 
letters quoted a ComNavSupFor Antarctica News Release that all Deep Freeze II 
wintering-over personnel would be home by Christmas.   This was great for morale 
until the arrival of the Task Force In October when It was flatly denied, and then 
the morale of some was on the deck.   Though almost everyone had left McMurdo in 
time to be home for Christmas, and this was appreciated, the morale damage through 
an operationally crucial period had been done. 

2. The comptroller's decision not to pay per diem to wintering-over Deep 
Freeze II personnel was a low blow to everyone, and feelings ran the full range 
from anger and disgust to the psychological "that's the way the ball bounces" attitude. 

3. Although the comptroller had ruled out per diem for wlnterlng-over 
personnel, the officers were charged $70.00 per month for subsistence ($2.50 per 
month for snacks). 

4. Permanent change of duty orders were received by almost all people while 
still on the ice.   Relatively few received their first choice of duty, and It was 
quite a shock to some who were counting heavily upon the first preference.   Almost 
everyone was under the Impression that a wlnterlng-over period was considered as 
two deployments of six months and that first preference would be given if the billet 
was available Irrespective of shore and sea duty time requirements. 

5. Upon arrival In New Zealand and CONUS, many Deep Freeze II persons 
were broke and could not get paid because they had drawn advance pay and/or per 
diem.   This reopened or magnified the per diem question again. 

During the Isolated period of Deep Freeze II, family contacts through the 
medium of the amateur radio facilities proved to be a most valuable asset.   For the 
greater part of the year, a systematic family contact program was In effect.   This 
was disrupted only by extreme workloads of the communicators, by unfavorable atmos- 
pheric conditions, or by the breakdown of equipment.   The cooperation and service 
of amateur radio operators was priceless.   In cases of family deaths or serious Illness, 
contact was maintained through these channels.   Also, through these media many 
family problems were handled with the aid of a third agency, such as another chaplain, 
the American Red Cross, or the Navy Relief Society. 
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During the antarcHc travel season,  being able to receive and send mail was 
one of the greatest morale boosters.   Without a doubt, mail was the most important 
and the most desirable item as far as promoting the individual welfare and attitude 
of the men.   The mail service to McMurdo was excellent, with only a few minor 
complaints being registered.   However, since McMurdo is actually the gateway to 
the Ross Sea side of Antarctica,  it is believed that the establishment of an official 
post off.ce at this base is essential for better and faster mail service, not only for 
the men that are stationed at McMurdo but also for distribution to the other bases. 

It must be noted here that in spite of the great desirability of receiving mail, 
for some, unfortunately,  its arrival with unfavorable news also created problems 
However, most of these were resolved in time, with the exception of one or two 
which had to be handled immediately, and evacuation was recommended. 

Attention must also be called to the fact that to the wintering-over party, 
fresh milk and fresh fruits and vegetables were important items.   These were had 
rarely, even at a time when it seemed that it was possible to receive them.    It 
does seem that provisions could be made to establish a certain priority for these 
desired fresh foods, which though not essential, are important to the welfare of the 
men who were without them for a long time. 

After the long period of isolation, the influx of personnel in great numbers 
did seem to affect the group that wintered over.    One effect was salutary and whole- 
some; new faces, new friends were most welcome.    The other effect, not too good, 
seemed to relegate the wintering-over group to a relatively minor role in the life ' 
of the camp which had been their home for almost a year.    Some wintering-over 
personnel felt a little discouraged when new arrivals, either because of misinforma- 
tion or lack of consideration, became highly critical of them. 

Recreation 

Because of the long working hours during Deep Freeze I, time for recreation 
was limited and off-duty hours were used by many simply for rest.   Movies were 
shown in the mess hall,   their frequency varying from one to seven times weekly 
depending upon the pressure of the work schedule.    A library with a good selection 
of books was available and was much used.   A phonograph with an interesting col- 
lection of records was available.   Painting and some model building occupied some 
personnel.    During the winter, weight-lifting and table tennis were enjoyed.    As 
soon as daylight returned, many men took to the surrounding hills for skiing and 
sledding; all of this in spite of a constant 12-hour workday.    Several went on camp- 
ing trips and on hikes.    Several weasel and dog team trips were made to Cape Evans 
and Cape Royds. 
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0r; Saturday evenings,  a party for all hands was held in the mess hall, at 
which spirits from the medical supplies were distributed to all who desired them. 
Frequently,  these weekly parties included entertainment organized by the chaplain 
and compnsmg a play, variety show, or musical skit featuring various personnel of 
the camp.    These Saturday evenings were anticipated happily by all hands and were 
an important morale factor.    The mess hall was always decorated and special food 
was prepared.    On various occasions recorded music was piped over the P.A. system, 
utilizing a tape recorder. 

Education 

The education program was planned and executed with the aim of providing 
maximum educational benefits for the needs of the men concerned.   The program 
relied on two basic sources of material,  the Navy correspondence courses and the 
U.S. Aimed Forces Institute self-teaching courses, which not only helped the 
ndividual promote bis Navy career but also furthered his personal education and 

knowledge. 

Prior to departure for Antarctica all Deep Freeze II personnel had the oppor- 
tunity to order the desired or necessary courses and, with only one or two exceptions, 
these were made available to them at the Station tducation Office.   The enlisted 
men Navy courses and the USAFI tests and manuals were made available through 
this office.    The Navy officer-level courses were sent to the individual directly by 
the Correspondence Course Center.   As each man checked out the desired course or 
courses (the number was not limited), the subject was advised that where no formal 
classes were held,  additional information and instruction could be obtained from 
qualified individuals (both officer and enlisted) who volunteered their services In 
this capacity. 

A surprisingly large number of courses were ordered and even though it was 
obvious at the outset that not all would be or even could be utilized, nevertheless 
It later proved to be a consoling thought to the education officer and to the station 
command to know that these courses were available.   And, even though it seemed 
that certain courses were superfluous, several men requested them and their opportune 
availability justified the cost and effort that was expended in bringing them to this 
Isolated base.   This also helped to contribute to the morale of the station. 

The station library, made up of almost 1000 highly selected books,  included 
many informative reference texts.   It was a very valuable asset to the station's 
education program.    However,  Its significance decreased considerably when the space 
used exclusively for reading and studying had to be shared for other purposes.    This, 
without a doubt, was the greatest setback that the education program suffered.    It i's 
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sfrongly recommended thcrtr  in planr.ing future operations,  this problem be qiven 

s;;0;;;0::: a on and that a hi9h priorFfy be esfabiish;d ^ ^ ° Ar 
iudoe ^ inteiLc/'rr113^0' '^ tIme ^ eSfabl?sh Suitable crUeria ^ ^'^h to ludge the '" ellectuol benef.ts and accomplishments of the individuals who took 

oolort   T. » ^MU:d0 ed
L
UCaHOn Pr0gra^   h Can be ^ *** ^e schooling 

Et äT        ^    them ^""^ helped ^ advance in ^ Navy career.9 

^nthe N      anC      '" rafe' SOme eXtended thelr ™"**«**. ond others decided upon the Navy as a career. 

Religious Program 

^urFn9 the h«c;^ Deep Freeze I construction period,  various buildings at 
McMurdo were used for Divine Services.   Services were held whenever the men 

could get a moment to spare, morning, noon, or night.   Late in February    oermfssion 
was granted to build a chapel.   Dedication was held for all hands jus  aT'the si 
was f -PPe-mg over the horizon for the last time in five months.' The chapel 
cons.sted of a half Quonset building with plywood interior.   A vestibule and bell 

or/dT^caTed   U     y ad1ed;    1^°* ^ ^ ^^ ™ ** ™*™"* ^Lf to be dedicated exclusively to the honor and glory of God. 

The Chaplains Bureau, Washington,  D.C., and the Chaplains Aid Society of 

1    ^tU
PPl,e^ f eSSenMal reli9iOUS maferials-    The *™t™ Bible SocLty 

Rhodr.!     . r. ^TV   ^ 0rgan WaS 0bfained from 'he Q—t Point, ^ 
Rhode Island Chapel, and a large crucifix and statue were donated by the Catholic 

Welfare Assocation of Providence,  Rhode Island.   An interested famfly of Providence 
donated a large upr.ght piano and musical instruments.   Two memorial plaques were 

no"9 r        h ;Pe l   0ne T i^00^ t0 the Wlnterln9 Par^ ^ each man's 
name Inscr.bed as the men who built and dedicated the first chapel in Antarctica. 
The other was in memory of all those who gave their lives in the exploration of the 
antarctic. r 

During the long winter night,  Roman Catholic and Protestant services were 
held every Sunday     A Protestant choFr of sixteen voices sang each Sunday.   Religious 
ms ruchons were g.ven regularly, and the chaplain was always available for coun- 
selling. 

When the sun returned and work oulside was resumed,  a memorial to Richard 
Wflliam, was bu.lt atop Arrival Heights.    Twenty tons of rock were hauled by tractor 

Tf'olr LTdy oT^ln^r. ■• ^ "^   ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ a la^ ^• 
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Thanksgiving and Christmas were celebrated with the usual choral services 
and Midnight Mass.   Trees and decorations were flown in by the Air Force.    On 
Christmas Day, with eight ships in McMurdo, a general service was held on the ice 
with some 800 in attendance. 

During Deep Freeze II, daily Mass was offered in the chapel at a time most 
convenient to the base schedule, both for working days and holiday routine.    This 
varied with the workload of the seasons and the influx of summer support personnel. 
The Sunday and holyday schedule was maintained with the same consideration In 
mind.   Catholic instruction classes were conducted twice weekly.   Special devotions 
were held throughout the year.    On 24 February 1957, the Catholic Bishop of Dunedln 
celebrated Mass at the McMurdo chapel.    During the following summer, a Catholic 
priest aboard in the capacity of a scientist also helped with services.   The station 
Catholic chaplain made pastoral visits to Little America, Hallett, Pole, Liv,  Byrd, 
Camp Michigan, Byrd Tractor Train, and offered his services to the nearby New 
Zealand neighbors at Scott Base. 

Sunday and occasional Protestant Divine Services were conducted by a lay 
leader assigned by the Protestant chaplain of Deep Freeze II.   The response was 
not overencouraging.   The attendance gradually dropped off.   Frequent requests 
were made to have the Catholic chaplain conduct general services. 

On 13 December,  the injured Deep Freeze III Protestant chaplain who was 
being evacuated via McMurdo,  was invited to hold a brief service at the station 
chapel.   He never spoke to a more appreciative congregation.   This was the first 
worship service conducted at McMurdo by a Protestant clergyman In almost a year. 
On 20 December, McMurdo was visited by the Deep Freeze II Protestant chaplain 
who conducted two communion services that Sunday.    It is recommended that a 
more extensive program of exchanging stations be effected on future operations 
having two chaplains,  Protestant and Catholic. 

Provisions for worship by personnel of the Jewish faith were made and offered. 
However, this program was limited to personal private services. 

General services were conducted by the Catholic chaplain on Important 
occasions throughout the year.    Memorial services were conducted on the occasion 
of the death of Admiral Byrd, as also for Deep Freeze II personnel who lost their 
lives in Antarctica.   A fitting memorial plaque was placed in the chapel in honor 
of the six men who made the supreme sacrifice on this operation. 
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of »ho I r     9 SerViC!S !hc,t '00k DlaCe at McMurdo were fhe dally offering 
IdZ m0^ ?,9 Prayer 0rr *• baSe ,nterco'"'"^'cation system, special Invocations 

Äöu's m
C   Z 0n TriOÜS.0CCaSr0n?' and bleSSln9S bef0re the —ncement of hazardous missions     A meal proyer plaque wifh appropriate thanksgivings according 

add^ ^'r qn ', ?fh0
J
li

J
C/ and JeWlsh fa,fhs WaS Placed ln *• -'« hall and added much In spirit and decorum to the meals. 

omvJ^t19 a ChaP^,n raf,able t0 Plun and Carry ouf the re^ous program 
bZm J u6 rr ?!SeL 0 1? StaHon*   Even fhe New Z^'onders at Scott ^Se 
benefited by McMurdo religious activities to which they were cordially Invited 
and had occasion to participate In many. 

m0<f   I^ i^1'. V0*66 by Personnel of DeeP Freeze I, was without a doubt the 
most attract ve Inter or space on the entire base.    Deep Interest, religious spirit, 
and personal pride of personnel helped to maintain and fittingly decorate the chapel 

US ,Z ^U OUS 0CC™O
t
nS ^oWoy*-    "* appearance was always outstanding and 

Its atmosphere conducive to divine worship.   Throughout the winter and summer the 
chapel was used not only for Divine Services but also for personal meditation periods. 
Maintenance and exclusive religious use of the chapel paid off.   Gratitude was 
expressed on many occasions for the availability of such a place with a distinctive 
reverential and peaceful atomosphere. 

Little America 

Morale 

*u,   u.        ? I        Z19 ?eep FreeZe ,, Was excel>ent at Little America.   Not only Is 
this the opinion of military and civilian leaders who wintered over, but summer 
visitors frequently made totally unsolicited comments on the high state of morale. 
This was achieved through the help of the following: 

I   i       1:,  A fu!! WOrk schedule *"« observed all year, thus there was no excessive 
leisure time.   The men realized the need for their skills and effort.   Recognition 
was given for work well done.   All hands had a sense of achievement, the satis- 
taction of accomplishing a difficult task. 

2.   Living conditions were better than anticipated.   This included food, 
berthing, clothing, and ship's stores. 

i .c AC.3' li:
Exce!lent ed"aatIonal opportunities were offered.   A wide selection of 

U5AFI self-study courses and Naval Training courses was available.   A series of 
lectures by scientists on various aspects of the International Geophysical Year was 
conducted. 
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4. Personnel were able to communicate regularly with families and friends 
via amateur radio. 

5. Divine Services, both Catholic and Protestant, were held regularly in a 
chapel constructed by the men themselves.   A full program was carried on,  including 
Bible study classes, choir, religious motion pictures, and personal counselling. 

6. All enlisted personnel who passed examination for advance In rate were 
promoted; none were cut by quota. 

7. An active recreation committee carried out a varied program. 

8. "News Roundup" public-information releases were submitted weekly for 
use in the Dependents'  Newsletter and by the Fleet Home Town News Center.   A 
systematic record was maintained to insure that all personnel were mentioned in news 
releases during the wintering period.   A weekly station newspaper was published. 

9. Special occasions were observed in traditional military manner.    Each 
Friday at evening meal all personnel who celebrated a birthday during that week 
were honored guests, and all hands enjoyed birthday cake. 

10.   The personality and competence of those who wintered over was a definite 
positive factor in morale.    In this respect,  the careful screening of volunteers paid 
off. 

Loneliness and isolation were the main opponents of high morale.   One' s 
surroundings and associates were always the same.   All hands lived with the knowl- 
edge that they could not be evacuated In event of family emergency or for medical 
care, should such become necessary.   Prolonged blizzards, when all hands were 
confined indoors, brought a general growing tenseness, moodiness, and impatience. 
The unceasing moan and wail of the wind was Inescapable; the blowing snow created 
drifts which made Inevitable the laborious shoveling out of entrances, passageways, 
and equipment.   The extended period of darkness brought a certain dullness to per- 
sonal morale, but it was so gradual as not to be noticed.    Only when the sun returned, 
attended by a noticeable rejuvenation of spirit among all hands, was It apparent 
that morale had been a bit dull. 

The greatest single blow to morale was the announcement of no per diem,  after 
It had been authorized in orders and many had drawn it in advance. 
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Relahonsh.ps between military and civilian personnel were somewhat delicate 
at first, as the two groups were evaluating and getting to know each other.    However, 
w thm a reasonable per.od a good adjustment was reached and, with few exceptions, 
this aspect of morale was excellent all year. 

Recreation 

f        .u    ^^    reCr^ahonal Pintles are of prime importance in helping detract 
from the boredom and monotony found at an Isolated base such as Little America. 
The recreat.onal facilities at Little America were not adequate during Deep Freeze I, 
and consequently the adjustment of the wintering-over party was made more difficult. 

A recreation building was erected by utilizing leftover prototype building 
panels.    This proved to be of inadequate size, and an additional section was built 
using panels earmarked for Byrd Base construction during the spring of 1956.   On 
I October,  the recreation building was converted into a temporary living area for 
n»C.0m,r9AaV,aIi0n

J
and construction Personnel.    No recreational area was available 

at Little America during the period of greatest population at the base. 

Movies were the most important form of recreation.    The supply of movies was 
adequate to allow a different movie each day through late October 1956.   The main 
difficulty in regard to showing movies was the lack of space for a theater after 
I October, when the recreation building was converted into temporary barracks. 
Movies thereafter were shown in mess hall, barracks,  shops, etc. 

The number and variety of books available in the library was inadequate. 
Paperback books were in almost unreadable shape by midwinter.   There was no area 
set aside for hobbycrafts.    There was great demand for such things as leathercraft 
and model crafts.    An important means of entertainment to men at Little America 
was the record player and record library.   The record library appeared adequate. 

Th« ma|or indoor sports available were ping-pong,  cards, chess, and acey- 
deucy.    Volley ball was played enthusiastically outdoors despite 20 F below-zero 
temperatures.    The small number of indoor sports available was greatly curtailed by 
the loss of the recreation hall in October. 

Parties were a favorite form of entertainment.    Parties were held at least once 
weekly dur.ng the midwinter months.    A buffet dinner and alcoholic beverages were 
served      Formal and informal entertainment such as skits,  song sessions,  and guitar 
mus^a s was prov.ded.   Study courses by USAFI and Navy correspondence courses 
rT a'«>°va,,°b,e for off-duty hours.    Ham radio,  which permitted personnel to 
ta k with their famil.es via radio and phone patches,  plus sending messages, played 
a large part m maintaining a high degree of morale. 
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The following recommendations are presented for guidance In the planning of 
future operations of this nature: 

1. Space should be allocated for personal counselling which will give suf- 
ficient privacy to put personnel at ease and make the opportunity of coming for 
counselling more Inviting.   In Operation Deep Freeze I, counselling was often 
delayed until a location with a more than an average degree of privacy could be 
found.   The Ideal thing would be a separate building, even though small, which 
could be set aside and utilized for religious and spiritual activities during regularly 
scheduled periods. 

2. Though the quantity of motion picture films and library books on an 
operation of this type Is often limited, quality and variety are Important factors 
to be considered. 

3. Recordings of popular, semlclasslcal, and classical music are of great 
Importance as a recreational Item In connection with any operation where music 
Is not readily available from usual sources of radio, television, and group activities. 

4. Although outdoor games In the antarctic are limited, football, volley ball, 
and soft ball equipment should be obtained, as well as such winter sporting equip- 
ment as skis. Ice skates, and sleds.   All sorts of Indoor games are valuable, with 
sufficient equipment being provided for the running of tournaments.   Such things as 
ping-pong balls and badminton birds have a high usage rate and should be provided 
In sufficient quantity. 

5. Hobbles and crafts which are fairly complicated and present more of a 
challenge are more valuable at an Isolated duty station than ones which require 
little or no handiwork. 

6. The elltlng of a dally newspaper regardless of size Is of great morale 
value, as It gives the personnel contact with the outside world. 

7. A good reference library should be provided, 

(The generosity of the Special Services Section, Bureau of Naval Personnel, 
In providing excellent and abundant recreational equipment and supplies for Deep 
Freeze II was appreciated by all hands.) 
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Education 

m M    The„!ducation P^Sram at Little America consisted of five major parts: 

H   UlZl fyPI COrresPondence c^^r  (2) enlisted correspondence courses, 
3) USAFI correspondence courses, (4) classes conducted at Little America, and 

calli r'-U feT   TOZZS**:   The flVe P0^10"5 COmbtned were Sectionally 
called the   Unive^ity of Antarctica. "   Classes were formed in algebra, calculus, 
Span.sh, Morse code, electronics, Bible study, and photography.   Lectures were 
held nearly every week on IGY's and scientific and general interest subjects. 

Recreational and educational programs will become increasingly important 
In future years as the antarctic operations become better established; and it is 

recomnjended that additional material be provided such as educational films, muslc- 
appreclation records, reference books, and recognized textbooks in many fields. 

Religious Program 

All materials of a religious nature were supplied by the Atlantic Fleet 
chaplan In Norfolk, Virginia, and the Destroyer Force chaplain in Newport, 
Rhode Island.    Vanous special services items were procured from local purchase as 
well as military sources.   The chaplain designated to winter over at Little America 
for Deep Freeze I was of the Protestant faith.   Various personnel voluntarily con- 
ducted Rosary services for the Roman Catholic personnel. 

During the off-loading operations at Little America, when personnel were 
working In two shifts around the clock, the chaplain conducted two identical 
services each Sunday in order that all personnel might have the opportunity of 
attending.   Pr or to the departure of the task force ships, a building had been set 

I^AI r^ IS °us
u

and
|?

crea«°"al activities.   This building became more and more 
crowded with the breaking out and unpacking of recreational supplies.   It was ulti- 
mately enlarged to permit one end to be used exclusively for religious activities. 

The striking difference between a chaplain1 s duties In an Isolated station 
such as L ttle America, and the ships and stations normally assigned chaplains for 
duty    is that of population.   A total of 73 men were served by the chaplain through- 
out the Deep Freeze I winter night.   Considerable variation was experienced in the 
number of personnel attending worship services due to the varying work schedules 
The musical program in connection with religious activities was very limited in that 
the field organ was affected by the coldness of the building floors and would not 
stay in tune.   This made It necessary for the hymns to be sung a cappella during the 
regular worshipservices.    Though this became a great source of enjoyment for those 
who attended,   it is strongly recommended that chaplains assigned to duty of this 
nature be as proficient as possible In the musical arts. 
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In March 1957, a chapel was constructed and was dedicated as the 
Richard E. Byrd Memorial Chapel.   Religious activities at Little America V during 
the wintering period of Deep Freeze II consisted of the following: 

Protestant:   Sunday morning divine worship services, Sunday evening Vesper 
services. Holy Communion services, choir, Bible study, and 
personal counselling and religious instruction. 

Roman Catholic:   Rosary devotional services led by a lay leader, and 
occasional visits by a Catholic chaplain to hear confessions 
and celebrate the Mass. 

Participation in religious activities was greater than at the average military 
Installation.   For instance, during the wintering period of Deep Freeze II, atten- 
dance at Protestant services average 40 percent of all Protestant personnel at liberty 
to attend.   This Is at least double the usual percentage at the average military 
Installation. 

Byrd 

Recreation 

Inadequate space prevented full utilization of the recreation equipment, 
while erratic radio conditions proved detrimental to the successful use of the amateur 
radio.   Although voice contact was poor, CW signals were moderately good.   A few 
diligent ham operators in the U.S. made possible an unlimited traffic In hamgrams. 
This service was largely due to a civilian who brought down his own equipment and 
sent 700 of the 1050 hamgrams handled. 

Movies were held nightly in the mess hall.   The movie stories were represen- 
tative In taste and mainly of a high standard.   Reshowing was by popular request. 
The condition of the film, however, was often worn or damaged, while the identifi- 
cation was poor and required a complete Inventory and remarking. 

Jigsaws, model kits,  leathercraft, and painting sets were popular, although 
a large amount of material remained unused.   Card playing had its regular enthusiasts, 
mainly for cribbage and rumnny.   Poker enjoyed brief popularity, a fact no doubt 
Influenced by the absence of money.   The larger games such as pool, ping-pong, 
and basketball could only be played during the few weeks that space was available 
in the powerhouse.   Climate unfortunately prevented use of the fishing gear.   Bingo 
games were played Intermittently during the winter night, but there was a lack of 
variety in the prizes available from the ship's store. 
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400 LP recording .    Most records were of serious or class!cal music, and accordingly 
did not sahsfy a lorge proport.on of tastes,   instructions explained the care required 
fo   preservat.on of LP records and accounted for their comparatively good condition 
after one year' s use.    It was a nice debating point for the classic music lovers 
whether the small number of popular recordings received was an advantage or not. 

Approximately 40 adventure books were received which, with a small number 
of paperback novels contributed by individuals, made up the station library.    Most 
of Hie books purchased for Deep Freeze II did not arrive until the third tractor train 
In vjctober IVO/, 

..   ™ie
f

shor
i
fa9e of beer l}m!^d the number of parties.    The number of cans 

available for the winter night allowed a ration of 10 cans per man.    These were 
K>ld In lots at the discretion of the officer-in-charge.   The breakouts were on 
Saturday nights, prior to movies.   On several other occasions, medicinal alcohol 
was similarly dispensed.   Midwinter Day was a day of special holiday routine with 
a fancy dress competition, bingo, and a special menu which included a libation of 
medicinal alcohol.    It proved a great boost to morale which had sunk with news of 
cancelled per diem and the depression associated with the long dark period in 
Isolation.   There Is little doubt that the novelty effect of a generous ration of 
medicinal alcohol was an important factor,,   The only other party was the completion 
of the barracks recreation building, which occurred after the arrival of the third 
tractor train with a small supply of beer.   This party enjoyed toasting and speech- 
making. r 

Education 

The Byrd Station Education Office was established In April 1957 In a corner 
of the radio shack.    The shelves and storage space were made from scientific instru- 
ment crates and what spare lumber that could be found.   During the winter period 
after most outside work had been completed, the crew began to take an interest in 
the Navy and USAFI courses.    Both Navy and civilian personnel made extensive 
use of the textbooks for general reading and reference work.    No classes were organ- 
ized,  for most personnel indicated they would rather work the courses individually. 

At the end of the year, the officer-in-charge administered three college end- 
of-course tests and five GED tests. Two of the GED tests were on the college level. 
This was a high percentage for a group of only ten naval personnel. 
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The selection and quantity of USAFI texts and materials at Byrd Station were 
adequate.   The selection of Navy courses were inadequate for such rates as ET, UT, 
and BU.   The supply of Navy rating tests (servicewide) at Byrd was incomplete.   One 
man became eligible to take the test for second-class petty officer three times, but 
no test was available for his rate. 

South Pole 

Morale 

important among the factors contributing to high morale during Deep Freeze II 
was the station itself.   Compared with previous expeditions, the station was luxurious 
and was furnished with many of the comforts of home which were denied other groups. 
The living quarters were spacious, with no more than two men to a cubicle.   This 
privacy tends to lessen the friction of men living In close quarters.   The food was 
well prepared and had considerable variety.   The welfare and recreation equipment, 
the library,  and the movies (shown three nights weekly) made time pass quickly. 
The amateur radio was of prime importance as a morale Item in allowing all to talk 
fairly regularly with families and friends. 

It is also worth mentioning that in the small station there Is always work for 
everyone every day.    In this sense,  the small base may have advantages over the 
larger base.    Not only is there more work to do, but each man has a sense of being 
part of It all,  instead of just functioning in his own capacity. 

Morale is, to a large extent, dependent upon the quality of leadership 
displayed by the officer-in-charge and the scientific leader.   At the Pole Station, 
fbe two managed the administration of the base with excellent judgment and set a 
fine example for the men by their own spirit of cooperation. 

In the hope that improvements can be made,  rather than in any spirit of 
criticism,  the following comments are made.    It must be realized that to men living 
in isolation, morale is vital for the success of the venture, and that morale is depen- 
dent to a large extent on outside news.    It should further be realized that any dispatch 
received is scrutinized with a thoroughness unlike that of other duty stations simply 
because of the unique situation.    During Deep Freeze II there was a great deal of 
bad feeling that arose from poorly worded dispatches or from administrative mixups. 
The most flagrant example of the latter was the antarctic per diem and the retroactive 
surcharge for meals.    The men feel restless and uncertain when changes are made 
after their departure with so little hope of straightening out their affairs by radio. 
Dispatches should be written with the realization that each word is important, and 
that changes in procedure already established make the men lose faith in their 
superiors. 
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There was no instance of acute or chronic mental disorder In the South Pole 
personnel during the year,   it cannot be denied that there were times of stress and 
personality clashes; however, occurrences were no more frequent than might be 
expected from eighteen healthy men confined so long in so small a station.    Indeed, 
If anything, the South Pole Station had far less of this difficulty than predicted and 
must be considered an unusually smooth running group. 

In the initial summer period, all hands worked extremely hard at the outside 
work trying to meet the sundown deadline In consolidating the base and completing 
the construction work.   Some individuals tend to think they bear the brunt of the 
work, and this must be avoided by as even a distribution of unpleasant duty as 
possible.   In general, however, this period during the summer goes smoothly, and 
the personnel sleep well and eat well. 

During the twilight weeks, work shifts from community jobs to Individual jobs 
and as such Is a time of chaos and confusion.    Such community work as still must be 
done Is doled out, and each man simultaneously Is checking his own equipment and 
making plans.   This is the period when the men "settle in, " and at this time there are 
apt to be conflicts over space and equipment.    To avoid this, space assignments should 
be specific and a responsible Individual should be In charge of group equipment. 
This Is especially Important with community property and recreational gear where 
there may not be enough items to go around evenly. 

During the winter, the tendency is for the men to settle In routines.    Boredom 
and monotony may be of concern unless every effort is made to add variety.   This 
can be done by having weekly scientific and medical talks In the evenings, having 
contests and tournaments, having a different man make out the menu each week, and 
having frequent "holidays."   ("Holiday" Is a misnomer because most men will prefer 
to work at their usual rate rather than loaf.    Nonetheless, sleeping late and having 
something a little special for supper makes these events worthwhile.)   The most 
Important time for all hands, to be sure. Is the evening.   With three movies a week 
and two lectures, most of the personnel will have their evenings well taken care of. 

It should be noted that during the second half of the winter period,  such 
personality conflicts as exist will probably become intensified.   With the Deep 
Freeze II group, the best remedy was the group meeting — whatever that might be: 
movies, meals, discussions, etc. 

The arrival of the first sign of twilight works magic on any morale problem. 
Even though It may be months until relief arrives, there is the feeling among most 
of the personnel that the year is over when the light returns, despite the fact that 
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the temperatures are the lowest of the year. The changes In activity, beginning to 
concentrate on outside work, and planning for the airdrops add zest to life; and the 
anticipation of mail, fresh food, and new faces adds excitement. 

Welfare and Recreation 

Recreation was limited during Deep Freeze I.   There was a small library of 
pocketbooks, a commercial short-wave radio, and the galley to amuse the men. 
The pocketbooks were literally devoured.   The radio was not too successful due to 
Interference from our own communications.   In the late evening many of the men 
liked to cook a bite to eat before going to bed.   This was encouraged.   Beer was 
available to all hands.   Only one party was held, on the 23rd of December, prior 
to the evacuation of the Deep Freeze I group. 

The welfare and recreation program during Deep Freeze II was generally 
satisfactory considering the circumstances.   Recreational material for hobby crafts 
was abundant.   Welfare and recreation credit sheets were maintained as directed. 
The sum allotted ($250) was found to be more than adequate considering the Items 
available which were suitable for prizes. 

There are, nonetheless,  important improvements which might be made.   First 
of all.  It Is useless to have a welfare and recreation fund if there Is nothing to spend 
the money on.    It is therefore recommended that the ship's store be provided with 
such gift and prize items as may seem appropriate.   All such items should be clearly 
Indicated on the Material Requirements lists to distinguish them from general sales 
Items. 

Hobbycrafts might be rearranged to de-emphasize the models and handicrafts 
and accent recreational photography.   Even If our group was unusually photography- 
oriented,  it Is still felt that most groups In the Isolated station will have a high 
proportion of enthusiasts.   The recreational darkroom was in use almost constantly, 
and necessary limitations on the usage of photographic paper was an adverse morale 
factor. 

Finally,  it is felt that further provision for athletics should be made at the 
Pole Station.    Because outdoor sports are never possible, winter or summer, and 
because of severe space limitations,  the men seldom get a properly balanced sched- 
ule of exercise.   Periods of very heavy labor are intermixed with periods of complete 
Inactivity.   Space should be (and Is now) available for ping-pong, weight lifting, 
wrestling,  and the like. 
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Education 

The South Pole Station was well provided with educational materials of all 
sorts.   Besides the USAFI courses, there were Navy correspondence courses and a 
large library of miscellaneous books provided by the IGY.   In general, however, 
the men were quite casual in their approach to the educational program.   For the 
most part, this was because each man had many more auxilliary duties than had been 
anticipated, and there was no time during the day for extra study.   Some men com- 
pleted courses toward advancement in rate, and several men, both Navy and IGY, 
used the USAFI reading material, but no courses were completed.   Several foreign 
language classes were started, but none were carried all the way to the end.   Because 
of the lack of expected large amounts of leisure time, the quantity of educational 
material far exceeded the demand for it.   The most successful part of the educational 
program was a lecture series begun during the winter. 

It Is recommended that men do not take a large number of correspondence 
courses, but rather plan to concentrate on,   and finish,  two or three courses during 
the year. 

Religious Program 

The religious program at the Pole Station was initially hampered by the lack 
of proper equipment when most of the reading and Bible-study material failed to 
arrive.   The Items received were Bibles, choir records, and a few movies.    Because 
of this, Sunday services were simple.   They were held In the mess hall for a half to 
three quarters of an hour each Sunday evening.    Following the service, there was 
an Informal round-table discussion on some philosophical subject such as the signifi- 
cance of good will, the significance of tolerance, or the significance of love.    One 
man would be assigned one of the topics a week in advance, and would present his 
views In a brief talk.   The rest would then join in to give their own views.   These 
sessions were very lively and served to break the monotony and routine of dally living 
In the Isolated station.   They are highly recommended for other groups. 

Attendance at the Sunday programs ran in the 50 to 80 percent range all year 
with very little variation from one week to the next.   Some of the absentees were 
on the night shift and might have attended under different circumstances.    Communion, 
when held, would take place in the Jamesway annex, where there was more peace 
and quiet than in the mess hall. 

It is felt that the religious program, despite its simplicity, was effective and 
appreciated by the regular congregation.   The democratic technique of allowing all 
hands to participate in the services contributed to making the program acceptable to 
all faiths.   The informality of the services did not appear to reduce the effectiveness 
of the services. 
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One of the problems encountered at the small station was the lack of adequate 
space for holding the services.   The mess hall was used,  but when such a building 
also houses the meteorological office and radio shack,  it is far from ideal.   With a 
mind to remedying this situation, a snow chapel was started at the 20-foot level in 
the snow mine.   The area was planned as a single 15-foot by 20-foot room, with 
two 8-foot-radius domes above.   Because available manpower had to be used in the 
glaciology mine, only one man could be spared for digging, and it is unlikely that 
the snow chapel will be finished for at l-jast another year at the present rate.    It is 
felt that,  if completed, the space could be easily heated to 30 or 40 F on Sundays 
and might provide the quiet privacy which is so lacking around the base proper. 

Hallett 

Morale 

The morale at this station had mary high and low points during the operation 
and was dependent on many factors:   meals, news, weather, and many other insig- 
nificant points.    There were many instances of high and low morale for no apparent 
reason.   As soon as aircraft flights were resumed,  the morale went up with the hope 
of receiving mail and seeing some new faces.    The loss of the motion picture projector 
also hindered the morale,  but only until the men got used to doing other things with 
their spare time.   The ham radio set was a great morale booster.    It was the only con- 
tact with the outside world from March until November.    In general, the morale at 
Hallett was good. 

Recreation 

Movies were a very good pastime.   They were shown nightly and helped to 
pass the early evening hours.   The movie projector furnished this station was a very 
old model,  though It had been rebuilt.   There were no spare parts furnished with it 
and no manual covering repairs.   Only one spare sound lamp was furnished, and it 
was not the type for the projector.   The projector was declared unrepairable after 
August 1957 and movies were not shown until early January when the USS ATKA 
made a projector available for use. 

The hi-fi set was used by almost everyone.   Classical music was not too well 
liked.   The selection of popular music was somewhat limited.   A varied collection 
of fiction and nonfiction books were available.   All of the personnel spent some of 
their free time reading, and the variety of books provided allowed everyone to pick 
the subjects they enjoyed.    A variety of games were available.   Most individuals 
enjoyed playing pool and card games.    Very few outdoor games were played because 
of the weather conditions.    A ping-pong table was available but seldom used due to 
lack of space. 
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Parties were organized for birthdays and other Incidents, but it was difficult 
to gather more than five individuals at one time.   The most successful party was held 
on Christmas Eve, at which time there were 25 personnel living at the base. 

Education 

USAFI and Navy courses had been ordered by almost all of the men,  but there 
was a lack of ambition rather than a lack of time to do these courses.   The station 
scienhfic leader started teaching mathematics, but the classes did not last very long 
and were discontinued altogether with the arrival of the first ship. 

Religious Program 

Only five persons were of the Catholic faith, and they held services at least 
twice a month; more often during Lent and Advent.   There was no Protestant lay 
leader at the station until November, after which some services were held. 

Wllk es 

Morale 

The maintenance of high morale at a polar camp is primarily dependent on the 
careful selection of the members of the group.   The few men who fitted in poorly with 
the group had an adverse effect on the whole camp. 

Men should be given as much of an idea as possible as to what to expect and 
what Is to be expected of them on this type of operation.    It is felt that this would 
eliminate some misfits who would back out when they found out that the operation 
was going to be difficult and uncomfortable a large part of the time.   Too few men 
had given thought to the fact that there was going to be a great deal of unpleasant 
work as well as Interesting work on the operation.    It is impossible to overestimate 
the Importance of a sense of pride and loyalty resulting from friendly membership 
and effective participation In the affairs of a compatible, efficient group.    Probably 
the commonest and most demanding hazard of living In isolated stations, particularly 
with members of varying backgrounds, positions, and jobs, as was the case during 
Deep Freeze II,  is the loss of this feeling of group progress and belonging.    Heavy 
emphasis on station Improvement gave a feeling of accomplishment to the group and 
made the station progressively more pleasant to live in. 
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Recreation 

to hioh       re\aUve
Tly 

l5«?, suPPly of recreational material contributed substantially 

could beTal"    {K     9    ^ T^* ^^ WaS 900d'  Certain -P-vements    ' 
cou d be made     The record collection was too esoteric for the musical taste of the 

group as a whole     The most popular records were light classics and well-established 

Zt^th US,C.*- I! ^^ ^ fh
L

e SCientiSh a^ 0ffiCerS dJffered considerably from 
hat of the enhsted men once this middle ground had been covered, and tastes of 

the eni.sted personnel were not very well covered, particularly in the field of 

Thev hadTh'     T      ^iT ^^ deSirable f0 haVe tWO reCOrd P'^6"' — " they had to be of lower fidelity as a result. 

The movie selection was felt to be low in quality,  and there were a large 
number of dupl.cates and movies that had been seen on the trip down.    This was 

b^nhT0 f'^^ e mOVirS "^ 0ne 0f fhe key ^---tional items.   The movies 
brought all the d.verse elements of the camp together in the evenings for mutual 

elaxatJon, conversation, and kidding around.    Much of the effectiveness was 
lost, however    when the movie list ran out and re-show schedules began,  because 

many preferred to stay away.    Particular care should be taken to assure that adequate 
proiect.on equ.pment is provided.    Two projectors, or at least one with adequate 

spare parts, should be provided.    This would protect the prints and assure viewable 
movies all year. 

The major possibility for outdoor recreation is skiing and considerable interest 
was shown m the sport; however,  the skis furnished were too incomplete to be even 
lury-rlgged into an acceptable outfit.    Volleyball could be played during a large 
part of the year and was very popular for a time.   The relief party had come prepared 
to try ice skatmg, and they should have a chance to try more of the other outdoor 
sports a so     The equ.pment in the recreation building was heavily used.    The minia- 
ture b.ll.ard table,  the p.ng-pong table, and the shuffleboard were all popular.    The 
only .tem of hobbycraft that got much use was the leathercraft; however,  The mater- 
ials received were criticized as being low in quality.    Since hobbies are such a 
personal matter and there are so many from which to choose,   it is believed that 
rather than try to foretell what the demand will be for the group,  it would be better 
to either let md.viduals supply their own or find out what the needs for a specific 

base are      Since quite a few men expressed dissatisfaction with the selection avail- 

on Lok      .   I      y       ^ ^ uhtL
year'   " mi9hf be advIsable f0 Place a greater e-Phasis 

vol^     h   II    / rT"       UohhyC\aH-    Card 9°™*' Pool, Ping-pong,  shuffleboard, 
volley ball,  darts,  skiing,  target shooting,  and especially dog driving are good for 

those who partic.pate.    Probably the two greatest morale factors, however,' were the 
ham radio and movies      The ham radio was used by everyone,  and the ability to talk 
with friends and family did much to relieve the sense of isolation 
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Education 

The education actually accomplished was entirely in the form of Navy 

rZTTt™ TT'u Tn e Cr0Tplefe lack 0f correla^on of the courses with the 
mended LT ^ ^ul*^ COUrSeS handi-PPed the program.    It is recom- 

ondtt II   t 'T6 r ^ fhf neXt "^ f0r Which a man wI11 be ^-'"ed 
and the one above be ordered for all men of a winterfng-over group.   Many USAFI 

harberod      t'r' ^ n0ne ^ ^^^   The -terials'furnishe'd wou i 
elZ b.een

Ä
ade^at!' ^T«^' to support almost any extent of Interest had It 

Tas a'utte t ^TM''; ma*hema!ICu
S *? ta^ * ™ of ^e civilian scientists.   There 

was quite a b.t of Interest, and the classes of one hour dally were attended by an 
average of four men. ****** oy an 

Religious Program 

tw!CP 1^ rei,9i0TU Pr09r°m a\ WIII<eS COnsisted of Sunday evening services held 
h*ice a month.    The services began with the call to worship and an opening prayer 
Th.s was followed by a reading from the Bible and the singing of a hymn.   A bdef 

w^'othth0" ^ H^Y* Handb00k f0l,0Wed'  and ^e service lasconclded with another hymn.   Attendance averaged about four men per service. 

Ellsworth 

Morale 

as excIirenmt0raThe
at/t,ISWOrf.h ^V0" T ^ fleXlble ** COuld Seldom be describ^ 

Jl^t 1«     J^f ^ f|
r,0rat,0n °! ™^ ^tually commenced before arriving in 

Antarctica.   While s ,11 en route the spirits of the enlisted men took a downward turn 
when   t was learned that their advancement in rate examinations were not on board 
the ship but were still In the post office in New York.    The second blow to morale 

sTatlnat^h'" a ^P^'  ab
u
0ut a ™"'h ^r the ships had departed the antarctic, 

stat.ng that the per diem wh.ch most had received in good faith had to be refunded. 

I       /TL 1* COmPla^ts 0* some of ^ ™* ^ was obvious that they were disillu- 
sioned with the antarct.c and what they were doing there.    The routine tasks and 

confinement of the stat.on did not resemble the mental image of high adventure they 
had expected.    Although this disappointment was generally felt by everyone,  it 
affected only a few and the others made a good adjustment. 

The primary and most important reasons for low morale at this station were 
attnbuted to the selection of personnel,  and the organization and command structure 
as set up     There we     a few dvlllon and military persons temperamentally unsuited 
to the duty and they harmfully influenced others.    The organization at the station 
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was indefinite and changeable.    Command presence and the wherewithal to back it 
up were absent.   Lack of loyalty, cohesiveness, and polarization within the group 
were all factors adversely influencing morale. 

Recreation 

The sports equipment,  games,  and hobbycraft materials sent to the station were 
excellent in kind and amount.   The following suggestions are made.   Sports equip- 
ment such as baseball, football,  basketball, horseshoes, and handball could be 
eliminated unless outdoor conditions make it possible to use them-    Instead, more 
boxing,  wrestling, and weight-lifting equipment could be included.    The choice of 
ping-pong, pool,  and shuffleboard tables should remain the same.   In the hobby- 
crafts,  smaller amounts of artists'  painting supplies should be sent unless there are 
personnel who specifically order them. 

It was considered best to ration the hobby supplies so that everyone had equal 
opportunity to share in them.    In order to maintain a high interest in hobbies, only 
a few items were made available at one time.    During the course of the year, however, 
all material was made available.    It is recommended that one officer and an enlisted 
man be responsible for the welfare and recreation equipment and that it not be put 
out on a "help yourself" basis. 

Moving pictures were the most popular recreational diversion.    They were shown 
every evening and the attendance was usually good.    There were a number of dupli- 
cates among the film titles. 

Education 

The interest shown in education was short-lived.    Although almost everyone 
signed up for one or more USAFI or Naval training courses,  very few were completed. 
No end-of-course tests were given.    However,  ten enlisted personnel took either 
high school or college GED tests.    It is suggested that personnel going to the antarc- 
tic be dissuaded from ordering large numbers of educational courses as there is neither 
time nor interest on the part of most to complete them. 

The civilian scientific personnel at the station gave a series of lectures on 
subjects in their fields.    However,  there was a very small attendance by Navy 
personnel. 

Religious Program 

Ellsworfh Station did not have a chaplain,  therefore regularly scheduled 
religious services were not observed. 
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SUBSISTENCE 

General Comments 

It is strongly recommended that at least one commissaryman who is well versed 
in menu preparation be assigned to each antarctic station.    Deep Freeze I personnel 
at Little America were most fortunate in having a well-qualified menu planner; 
McMurdo was less fortunate,  but satisfactory. 

The procurement of provisions should provide for a normal diet,  in quantities 
to provide for increased caloric intake.   Foods should be selected to provide as 
much variety in menus as possible.   The only limitation on variety is that storage 
facilities preclude any quantities of items that are damaged by freezing.    "Even 
frozen foods suffer some quality deterioration during prolonged storage, particularly 
when not held at constant temperatures of 0 F or lower,,   Flavor changes occur more 
rapidly in certain frozen foods (chicken, pork, veal, etc.) than in others.   Since a 
period of six to eight months'  storage would elapse between processing and off- 
loading In Antarctica, a reasonable guarantee of eighteen to twenty months of 
life was necessary for food items furnished for the operations.    Efforts to avoid risk 
of food loss through flavor deterioration included supplying the more perishable meats 
mentioned above in comparatively limited quantities for early consumption."^ 

All subsistence items and the quantities thereof were determined by and 
procured by the Navy Subsistence Office.    Feeding during the wintering-over period 
presented no problems, except for the lack of variety of foods.   Probably the biggest 
problem in feeding came during the summer season with the overcrowding of facilities. 
This was also the root of numerous other problems.    When the population of camps 
built to support 90 and 70 people, as were McMurdo Sound and Little America respec- 
tively,  are increased to 360 and 342 respectively,   the entire organization (feeding, 
berthing, sanitation,  transportation, etc.) suffers.    This happened with regard to 
feeding.    Neither McMurdo Sound nor Little America were designed for that many 
people,  nor had plans envisioned logistic support for that number. 

Storage of fresh frozen food presented varying degrees of difficulty at the 
individual bases during Deep Freeze II,    Little America,  Byrd,  Pole,  and Ellsworth 
Stations had no difficulty since temperatures were low enough all year to provide 
continuous freezing without mechanical refrigeration.    The only requirement was 
keeping frozen items out of the direct rays of the sun and not covered by any material 
whose color or texture absorbed heat from the sun.    At McMurdo,  Hallett, and 
Wilkes Stations portable walk-in mechanical refrigerators were required because of 
the high outdoor temperatures.    McMurdo did not have sufficient mechanical refrig- 
erator space,  and an attempt was made to bury the frozen provisions,    A considerable 
quantity of food was lost as a result of the lack of proper refrigeration. 
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food, n? ,n*er
f
eSfm9 T*0* of anfarctic refrigeration is the possibilify of storing 

foods at prede erm.ned temperatures.    By knowing the average annual temperature 
of a given reg.on and the degree difference between the average high and low 
emperature    .t is possible to deten.ine the fixed temperature at varying depths of 

Zl'on^t9 ^^r^ 33 '"*'   fhe **^*™ 0f — (-«) -mains constant at the average annual temperature where sufficient statistical weather data 
«s lack.ng.    Below such depth the temperature remains constant or,  if nearing sea 
water or earth, will rise.   At depths of less than 33 feet the consent temperat re 
varies on a regular curve up to slightly below the surface where sun heat penetra- 

aopro^imrt r", % I60' ^   At ^^ ^'^ ^ ^^ annual ^P-ature is approx.mately -11 F; temperatures vary between -50 F and +30 F,  resulting in a 

irrwasVt 7^ de9reeS-    ^ a 9raphiC Charf prePared ^ an 'SY scien- hst    .t was determined that a temperature of +10 F could be maintained at a 12-foot 
depth; a constant 0 F requ.red storage at a depth of about 25 feet; at 33 feet, the 
temperature remained at -11 F. , w , 

McMurdo 

After three days in which Deep Freeze I personnel at Hut Point ate emergency 
rations, a gal ey and a mess hall were set up in two adjacent 32-foot by 16-foot 
tents and meals ware served regularly.    The quality of the food was always good, 
but .s quantity was often Inadequate during the period of expansion in the camp's 
population     Thjs inadequacy was eliminated as soon as a stable camp population 

buTldtaT      d ^f J?-^ I956 'he — hall was moved into one'o'f L completed 
buildings, and on 16 February the permanent galley and mess hall were placed in 
operation.    Excellent food, both as to quantity and quality was provided.    Frozen 
vegetab es   frozen meats    and frozen fruit juices were completely satisfactory sub- 
stitutes for the fresh articles. 7 

The meals prepared In the galley were of outstanding quality throughout 
Deep Freeze II.    Visitors were always pleasantly surprised and base personnel were 
constantly appreciative of the excellent food served.   During the wintering period, 
cake    pie, cookies, and sweet rolls were always available for coffee breaks and 
snacks between meal hours. 

Foods which were especially liked Included steaks and roasts, spaghetti, peas 
and corn, liver, pork powdered grape juice, apple juice, lemon and orange juice, 
and canned fruits such as peaches, pears, strawberries, and grapefruit. 

The diet was well balanced and supplemented by multivitamins, which were 
placed in the mess hall.    Personnel were instructed as to their use and specific 
vitamins were given as needed.    A few minor deficiencies in the Vitamin B complex 
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group and Vitamin C occurred In personnel with poor or irregular eating habits. 
These cases were given vitamin therapy as needed. 

Meats and fresh vegetables were stored in refrigerators,  insofar as possible, 
while bulk canned and dry items were stored outdoors and brought in as necessary. 
Pood items which became unpalatable and developed an undesirable appearance 
during storage were Brookfield sausage, dill pickles.  Deep Freeze I flour, roast, 
steak, and certain frozen vegetables.   The Brookfield sausage, on cooking, was 
noted to be undesirable in taste and somewhat soggy, as were the dill pickles.   Some 
Deep Freeze I flour became weeviled about August,  but none was noted in the Deep 
Freeze II supply. r 

About 2500 pounds of roast, steak,  and certain frozen vegetables,  including 
asparagus, peas, broccoli, cauliflower,  and corn spoiled about midwinter,    because 
of heavy mold growth.    These supplies were unloaded during a period when the tem- 
perature was above freezing and allowed to remain on sleds about three days.   They 
were then stored in a poorly designed "ice cave," where they were covered with 
snow.    Much of the snow melted during subsequent warm days.    Proper drainage had 
not been established and many of the boxes containing these food stuffs became 
saturated. 

It is believed that this accelerated or certainly allowed prolific mold growth. 
Mold has been noted to grow on walls outside and inside of buildings even in the 
heart of winter.   The meat developed a particular tangy taste, which made it unpala- 
table,  even on extensive cooking.    The frozen vegetables developed an odor, which 
was quite nauseating. 

By 1 August 1957 we were virtually out of steaks and roast.    Unquestionably, 
these foodstuffs would have kept the entire year if refrigerator storage or proper 
drainage had been established.    Deep Freeze III brought additional refrigerators and 
plans for a properly designed ice cave were discussed with the personnel concerned. 

The Coman-Cutenko pemmican at McMurdo was unfit for human consumption. 
It was nauseating to taste and literally stunk.    Heinz tomato juice layered out on 
standing during the winter.    The taste was slightly altered,  but the juice was usable. 
The Royal Crown Cola sold by ship's store in cans developed an undesirable taste 
and was not considered drinkable because of spoilage.    Budweiser Beer did not layer 
out or develop a precipitate.    Packages and cartons were,  in general,  satisfactory. 
Many cans were bent but very few were not usable.    Most damage was noted to have 
occurred during off-loading operations. 
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Recommendations 

1. Provide adequate refrigerators for storage of perishable items. 

2. Provide replacement of present Coman Cutenko pemmican by more 
desirable pemmican. 

3. Allow such food as eggs,  sandwich meat, pepperoni, shrimp, nuts,  steak, 
roast, certain fruit juices (grape,  lemon, orange, and apple) to be brought to 
Antarctica in greater amounts. 

4. Liver and pork may be served all year if kept refrigerated. 

5. Fresh vegetables, milk, and fruit should be on every aircraft flight possible 
from New Zealand. 

6. Install better stoves and ovens at McMurdo. 

7. Paper plates and utensils are desirable during crowded summer periods. 

8-    Provide closed water containers for drinking water in barracks, sick bay, 
and galley. 

9.    Provide an electric dishwasher and sterilizer. 

Little America 

The quality of food served to a group over a long period has considerable 
effect upon both physical and mental well-being.   The high quality of the food 
served at Little America during Deep Freeze I was an important factor in maintain- 
ing high morale.    Frozen fruits and vegetables, frozen eggs,  fresh beef, pork, veal, 
poultry, frozen and canned fruit juices were present on the tables throughout the 
entire year.   The wide variety of foods available allowed the cooks to avoid repe- 
tition of menus.    In addition,  the palatability of the mess was enhanced by the 
efforts of the cooks to provide delicacies which ordinarily would not be expected in 
the antarctic.   Pizza, brandied sweet rolls, strawberry shortcake, and sauerbratten 
were some of the unexpected "extras" which made the men feel that Little America 
was the best feeder in the Navy. 

Since the menus of Little America were consistent with what is considered a 
normal diet, nutrition was maintained at a high level.   The fare was a high-calorie, 
high-protein diet with vitamin supplementation appearing in such items as fortified 
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flour,  cocoa,  and lemon beverage.    There was no case of illness observed at 
Little America which could be attributed to dietary deficiency.    In view of the 
adequate diet,   it was not considered necessary for personnel to take supplemental 
vitamins.    Vitamin capsules were placed on the tables in the mess hall and taken 
by the men as desired. 

An "open refrigerator" policy was observed at Little America.    Leftover foods 
were made available to the personnel for snacks.    Raiding the ice box (for the mid- 
night snack) was a common practice and a big factor in maintaining high morale, 
and also undoubtedly contributed to the midwinter weight gain of the majority of 
the personnel. 

Trail parties using Sno-Cats, weasels, or heavy tractors operated at considerable 
distances from Little America V for periods of up to six weeks.   The vehicles which 
were used had sufficient payload to allow provision of a diet similar to that at the 
main base.    All trail operations during the spring of 1956 had a messing wanigan and 
a qualified cook.    There was no need for concentrated trail rations,  such as pemmican, 
other than as a stand-by emergency ration in aircraft survival kits,  and as a safety 
factor for trail parties.    Survival rations consisted of pemmican as compounded by 
Cutenko, which provides approximately 167 calories per ounce.    The palatability 
of this ration leaves a good deal to be desired. 

The diet,  variety,  and menu appeal available from subsistence items provided 
for Deep Freeze II was outstanding.    Pleasing comments concerning the quality, 
taste, and variety were received during the summer.    One difficulty encountered 
at that time was the large numbers of shipboard personnel who fabricated many kinds 
of excuses for needing to eat a meal at base messes.    In June and July 1957 the 
complaints began.    Lack of variety and sameness of meals were the most numerous 
complaints heard.    Derisive remarks were also occasionally heard concerning the 
taste and quality.    By November,  eating became a chore to most wintering personnel 
and no interest in food v/us shown.    At the same time, arriving summer personnel 
praised the food,  as all had the previous summer.    No complaints were made during 
the winter about missing fresh fruits,  salads,  eggs, milk,  and vegetables.    The impos- 
sibility of providing such items was readily accepted by all hands.    Upon the return 
of the airplanes in October 1957 all personnel expected to be treated to large quan- 
tities of fresh foods.    These were provided only in small intermittent quantities and 
in very limited variety.    Because of this,  numerous complaints were then received. 

Temporary low-temperature freezer storage was provided by bulldozing a 
trench about 15 feet deep and placing frozen food in it.    As the food was placed in 
the ditch it was covered by 6 to 8 feet of snow.    At this depth the foods were main- 
tained safely at a temperature of about +10 F at Little America.    Later in the season 
the frozen foods were dug out and stored in the main provisions storerooms. 
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Some food items were received in domestic packs which were entirely 
inadequate to withstand the rough handling they received.   The light, nonwater- 
resistant cartons disintegrated completely, necessitating picking out the individual 
cans from the deep snow in which they became buried.    Because of the tendency 
to pilfer choice food items and the difficulty in maintaining intact banded pallet 
loads of small food containers,  it is considered highly desirable to pack ail subsis- 
tence in 62-cubic-foot waterproofed,  banded boxes.   The boxes should have 
built-in skids to enable handling by fork lifts. 

It was also found that the necessity to package foods in other than glass 
containers is not critical.   The desire to avoid glass containers resulted in nonpro- 
curement of some highly desirable items-    It is believed that the shape of the glass 
container and the extent to which it Is filled are the controlling factors in breakage 
by freezing.   With proper packaging, rough handling should be the only breakage 
factor.   Glass-bottled products not provided for Deep Freeze II subsistence were 
later obtained from Little America III of 1940-1941.   These Items Included honey, 
worchestershire sauce,  tabasco sauce,  hot sauce,  English marmalade, A-l steak 
sauce, and chutney.    None of the glass containers were broken, although frozen, 
and had been subjected to temperatures as low as minus 80 F over a period of 
17 years.   All the Items were delicious and used regularly in the Little America 
mess.    It Is of special interest to note that the "Land O"  Lake" bottled and canned 
honey had not sugared in any instance. 

During February 1957,  after observing the keeping qualities of some of Scott's 
and Byrd's old provisions,  inquiry was made to the Navy Subsistence Office whether 
any of such items were of research value.    A reply outlining Items and quantities 
desired was received and during October — November 1957,  samples of as many 
items as practical were obtained from Little America III and IV and shipped to the 
United States.    Samples of Captain Scott's provisions could not be obtained because 
of the loss of the helicopter. 

Samples of milk powder were obtained from Little America III for use by the 
Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Agriculture for help in establishing 
a base for zero world radiation which In turn will aid In determining the increase of 
radiation since the advent of nuclear explosions In 1945.    Milk rapidly and easily 
absorbs radiation and it was desirable to obtain samples which had been packed and 
stored in a remote area before  1945, 

An independent Air Force project at Little America was carried out to measure 
the amount of food eaten by personnel during different phases of the operation. 
Under different labor conditions,  preliminary data indicated that there was little, 
if any,   increase in food consumption over that normally consumed in a temperate 
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Navy Beef and Gravy 

Corned Beef 

Fresh Frozen Rib of Beef 

Dry Whipping Cream 

Peanut Butter 

Apple Jelly 

Fresh Frozen Eggs 

Fresh Frozen Asparagus 

Canned Bacon 

Chicken Fowl 

Instant Milk,  Foremost 

Poor taste and too little gravy. 

Personnel did not like. 

Too much fat. 

Made up too lumpy. 

Too dry, not best taste.    Peter Pan DF I 
brand was far superior. 

Personnel did not like, 

30-pound can was too large for 100-man 
crew and far too large for smaller group; 
considerable waste. 

Too tough and too much of stem included. 
Tips only would be more desirable. 

Too salty. 

Too fatty,  tough,  and personnel did not 
like. 

Outstanding for all uses,  and best for 
drinking. 
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Pork and Beans 

Popcorn 

Excellent,  greater quantities needed. 

Well liked but considerably greater 
quantity needed. 

The following items are considered to be highly desirable as food items that 
should be provided.    Many of these items were used at Little America V from sup- 
plies found at Little America III (1940) and IV (1947) and Captain Scott's Cape 
Evans Camp (1911), and all were found to be excellent.    Other items in the list, 
even if not of best keeping ability, would add considerable variety to the menus 
to the extent available and usable. 

Assorted cold cuts Dehydrated cabbage 

Assorted cheeses Assorted table sauces 

Canned juices in individual sized cans     Salad dressing 

Byrd 

Pepperoni 

Liverwurst 

Shrimp, wet-pack 

Chicken fryers, cut up 

Canned ham 

Sardines, canned 

Salmon, canned 

Fresh frozen fish 

Breaded shrimp 

Tomato paste 

Tomato puree 

Cake mixes 

Sweet cherries 

Canned maple syrup 

Fresh frozen scallops 

Food coloring 

Fresh frozen com on the cob 

Ready made hamburger patties 

Food plays a very important role in life at an isolated cold-climate base.    Its 
preparation is as important as its variety,  although beyond a few months it was felt 
variety assumes precedence.    This may also be expressed as the quality of the food 
and the skill of the cook.   The cook was skilled and conscientious but he was 
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handicapped In the galley equipment.    Many important items were either inadequately 
supplied or not supplied at all.   Since this included many of the flavoring agents, 
both preparation and variety were affected. 

Expression of dislike as well as actual dislike was greatly influenced by the 
social background of the individual.   The more "socialized" persons who had some 
experience of exotic dishes tolerated the ordinary fare and enjoyed the unusual. 
For the less "socialized," complaint was less well suppressed, while prejudice 
deprived many from trying unusual items, shrimp being a good example. 

All provisions remained at ambient outside temperatures in a parachute-covered 
shelter at the rear of the galley.   The extreme cold in which all foodstuffs were 
stored necessitated a breakout at least twelve hours prior to Intended use.    Items 
such as canned tomatoes, catsup, spices, garlic, vinegar, olive oil, com starch, 
shrimp, and cheese either failed to arrive or else were inadequately supplied. 
Variety of diet was curtailed accordingly and became monotonous for the latter 
half of the year.    Despite this, complaints were few, which reflects on the cook's 
ingenuity.    An acetic acid solution obtained from the sick bay provided a vinegar 
substitute for salads of canned vegetables and macaroni. 

Beef was supplied in abundance and provided the mainstay of the protein 
fraction of the diet,  especially in the three-month period before resupply.    The 
roast beef was of fair quality with much central fat.    Ground beef was excellent. 
Beef stew with gravy was unpalatable and unpopular.    Liver showed signs of spoil- 
age three months past the expected date, while prepared hamburgers were of good 
quality *hroughout the year.   Well-cooked frying chickens were edible until stocks 
were exhausted in August 1957, four months past their expiration date.   Stewing 
chickens remained tough and unappetizing despite thorough cooking. 

Vegetables, both fresh-frozen and canned, were of good quality.   Powdered 
milk was excellent.    "Brown Swiss" cocoa became exceedingly popular.    Some 
small amounts of the butter contained dirt,    ice cream varied in taste and texture 
due to the uncontrollable and inconstant rate of cooling when placed in the food 
shelter.    The mix sometimes decanted out of solution causing the contained water 
to freeze in a layer on top.    Pies were made using flour and sugar for thickening 
which was satisfactory except for a slight "flour taste." 

South Pole 

Basic provisions were provided for two years, with the second or reserve year's 
provisions being entirely canned or dehydrated.    Both years'  stocks were heavy on 
basic staples with a minimum of so-called luxury items.    Quantities of certain items 
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were sufficient for three years at existing usage rates and it was recommended that 
additional quantities of these items not be delivered for Deep Freeze III. 

Food preparation was excellent,  due to the outstanding efforts of the cook. 
The impact of food upon morale cannot be over emphasized.   The quantity and var- 
iety of so-called luxury items should be greatly increased,  and should be sufficient 
to provide one special meal each week.    Such a meal is invaluable both as a morale 
factor and as a break in routine which graatly'aids in dispelling monotony. 

No spoilage was noted in any food;.   Summer temperatures have not exceeded 
+6 F.   Because of the excepHonally cold conditions, frozen foods normally considered 
perishable can be, and have been, kept Indefinitely.   Quantities of these items should 
be greatly increased. 

Food likes and dislikes was a matter of some importance at the South Pole 
Station because of the apparent weight loss among the personnel.   The only item in 
our ration which was universally unacceptable was the canned hamburger.   The bulk 
of the diet (i.e., meats, potatoes, vege ables) was received well throughout the 
year, due perhaps to two main factors.    The station was fortunate In having an excel- 
lent cook whose quiet, persistent devotion to his work resulted in consistently good 
meals.   To add variety to the menu the policy of having a different man make up the 
menu each week was adopted.    Many of the standard items which could so readily 
have become tiresome appeared on the tables in exotic and tempting disguises. 
Although this policy resulted In periodic failures,  the broadened menu system was 
Important In adding zest and interest to the diet. 

Of the accessories and delicacies much could be v/rltten.   The occasional 
serving of shrimp or turkey was universally acclaimed.   This is best seen in the des- 
sert line of foods; and once again, having a good pastry cook Is important in providing 
the cakes, pies, and cookies which are such a morale factor.   Movie time was usually 
a time for snacks, cookies, pie, and so forth; but otherwise, there was little eating 
between meals-   Coffee breaks in afternoon and morning were a matter of habit for 
about half the group.    It is interesting to note that, during the summer when hard 
outside work was being done,  cocoa was by far the most popular drink.    As winter 
came, however, and outside work was completed,  coffee superseded cocoa almost 
entirely. 

Hot drinks,  exclusive of coffee,  and soups were not in as great a favor as might 
have been predicted.    Iced tea was consumed in great quantities with almost every 
meal, along with iced water,    ice cream was a favorite for movie nights,  but had to 
be brought inside at least three or four hours before mealtime to thaw out. 
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food but also a morale booster.    If even one meal of lobster meat or some other 
extravagance    i, Included In the menu,   it is used as a celebration.    Although it 

may appear as an ummportant trifle,   it is welcomed enthusiastically as a break in 
me monotony. 

A small quantity of good liqueurs and wines would be highly desirable for 

m^T'^''u'!; ^ fe,I ^ a relatiVely Smal1 ^0nH^ of 90od alcoholic bever- 
ages would be much better from all standpoints than the large quantities of 
poor-quality medicinal alcohol. 

Comments on specific Deep Freeze II it ems: 

Fresh frozen pork,  cut-up chicken,   whole turkeys,  etc.:   increase 
quantity of each.    Fresh frozen vegetables:    increase quantity to a 
full year's supply, especially peas and com.    Fresh frozen vege- 
tables:   greatly prefe.red over canned varieties.    Beef,  roast and 
steak:   too much low-quality meat in these items.    Ground beef, 
prime roast, and sirloin or tenderloin steaks:   proportion should be 
greatly increased.    Frozen eggs:   excellent in all respects.    Dehy- 
drated diced potatoes:   found quite satisfactory in making potato 
salads     Turkey roll:   excellent,  increase In quantity highly recom- 
mended.    Cheese:   well liked, but a variety of cheeses should be 
provided rather than just one kind.    Shrimp:   canned veined shrimp 
greatly preferred over dehydrated jumbo variety.    Fresh frozen 
juices:   quantities provided were totally insufficient. 

Recommendations for new items: 

Soft drinks should be provided for nondrinkers; none were provided 
for Deep Freeze II.    Lamb is highly desirable as a menu variation. 
Fish is also highly desirable for an occasional change.    Ingredients 
and flavorings for various types of sauces and dressings should be 
provided. 
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HgllgH 

A temporary galley and mess hall v/as provided in a double Jamesway hut 
pending the completion of the permanent mess hall building.    During the period of 
construction,  three meals per day were served.   When the main mess hall was com- 
pleted the temporary mess hail was converted to a recreation area.   After the departure 
of the construction crew, and because of the varied hours of the scientific and oper- 
ations personnel,  it was decided that the breakfast menu would be discontinued and 
personnel would serve themselves a brunch-style meal.    The noon and evening meals 
continued to be prepared in the normal manner. 

It was found that an individual's likes and dislikes varied with his social 
background.    An example ?s the case of the New Zealanders who were not used to 
highly seasoned food and complained about the frequent use of ground beef and 
chili.    Variety in the meals was lacking, and the situation became worse due to the 
early use of pork,  veal, and liver.    This left beef as the only frozen meat.    The fol- 
lowing items are listed with their usage and comments: 

1. Pork was used until August 1957 at which time it was getting rancid, 

2. Frozen frankfurters lost their taste and were seldom used. 

3. Chicken friers were used all year; at the end of 1957 they had some 
rancid taste and smell. 

4. Calf liver was used very early in the year; no change was detected. 

5. Rabbit had a rancid smell and taste and was all used by May 1957. 

6. Boneless turkey v/as saved until Thanksgiving Day.    It had lost some of its 
taste and the fat was getting rancid. 

7. Young tom turkey was all used early in the year and no change was 
detected- 

8. Stewing chickens were used early in the year.    They were fat and got 
rancid very early. 

9. Canned frozen hams were kept until the end of the year and were in 
excellent condition. 
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10. Canned frozen citrus juices kepf well until the reefer temperature rose 

early m December, at which time they had to be used because they had 
started to ferment ' 

11. Frozen vegetables kept very wel I throughout the year. 

12. Canned beef with gravy developed a metallic taste and was seldom used. 

—.11  U e 9eneral CMe! WaS consIdered by ™>St to be monotonous.   The only fish meals 

Zd0! rrr """f tUna ^ and SlX CanS of shr,mP-   Beef' '" g-eral/was well 
ii m! raS a    ayS 900d and U was Prepared In many different ways.   Pork 

was well liked but was used up early.   Canned ham was well liked but was used as 
a delicacy because of the short supply.   Poultry in general was not well liked. 
Variety In Its preparation would have made It a better choice.   Veal was well liked, 
but again there was a short supply.    Bacon and sausage links were liked and used 
throughou   the year,  mostly as a breakfast Item.    Luncheon meats and corned beef 
were mostly used as snack Items.    Rabbit was not too popular and was all used early 

ZZU!tZ\        ,S   fi m ^ '^L frOZen f?sh "^ have been a P0Pular ltem-   Canned 
vegetables were well liked.    The powdered potatoes were served mashed, which was 

In^tnT M? ulf^t P0'at0eS Were SerVed PlaIn after bollFng-    Foremost 
ns ant milk was well liked by all hands.    Spices were abundant and were used mostly 
n the seasoning of meats.    Desserts consisted mostly of canned fruits,  iello, and 

Icecream.   Cake or pie was generally served once a week. 

To increase the variety of the diet it was suggested that Deep Freeze III bring 
frozen fish fresh eggs, frozen french fried potatoes, a variety of frozen vegetables, 
ana other Items. 

Wilk es 

The general reaction to the food was that It was adequate but monotonous. 
A few items were generally thought too low in quality to be acceptable.   The guide 
furnished as to usage dates was not as helpful as more specific Information on what 
foods were expected to deteriorate and when.    The quantities of foods furnished 
were such as to make compliance with the guide impossible.   As an example, all of 
the pork furnished would have had to have been used in the first two weeks of 
station operation. 

The frozen beef was the mainstay of the diet all winter long and was in general 
well liked.    Deterioration was most apparent in the steaks.   The change was never 
great enough to warrant discontinuance.    In view of the fact that some of the other 
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meat maintained its flavor considerably longer than was expected,  it is felt that the 
percentage of beef in the diet could probably be reduced and the "hamburger again" 

type of reaction considerably reduced. 

The popularity of the pork was less than that of the beef, and there seemed to 

be a few men with a general dislike for pork.   H was in general these men who 
objected first to the flavor change In the pork.   The pork loins began to seem coarser 
and drier by May 1957.   By June the change was noticed enough that the use of the 
loins was discontinued except in ground form.   The supply became exhausted by late 
August.   The canned frozen hams were served quite frequently early in the year, and 
their popularity seemed to suffer somewhat from this.   One ham was kept out for use 
at Thanksgiving as a test and was quite good when served then.   The canned ham 
chunks were served barbecued and as ground meat.   The meat was well received 
barbecued but was not satisfactory as ground meat unless mixed with pork.   A larger 
number of the whole canned hams would have Improved the menu.    Smoked and cured 
meats would have been very popular and would seem to be ideal for long storage. 

Poultry was generally average in popularity but a higher percentage of roasting 
birds would have been desirable.   Both the rolled boneless turkey and the roasting 
birds were very popular.   They also resisted deterioration better than expected.   The 
chicken fryers were used until early December 1957 without objectionable flavor 
deterioration.   An increase in the dryness of the meat occurred during the last 
two months, but this was not marked enough to render the meat unpalatable.   The 
amount of frying chickens was greater than the popularity warranted.   Stewing hens 
were popular in a number of variations, and an adequate supply was furnished.   They 
were used ail year with only a slight dryness noticed.   The veal was well liked, and 
a larger supply would have been an improvement.    It was used until late November 

1957 with no apparent deterioration. 

The sea food could have afforded much more variety in the diet if a better 
selection had been available.   The canned salmon was low in quality but could have 
been used about three times as much In spite of this.   The dehydrated shrimp was 
good and could have been served more frequently.   The canned tuna was satisfactory 
and furnished in the desired quantity.    Any other additions of sea food of reasonable 
quality would have been helpful in varying the diet.   Except for fresh fruits and 
vegetables, no one category of food was more craved than fresh fish,  lobsters, or 

oysters. 

The rabbit was not very popular,  but it is felt that this was partly because it 
was served too frequently in an effort to use up the supply before the flavor deteri- 
orated.   Use was discontinued late in May when a stronger flavor was noticeable. 
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meat.    The bacon was not too high in quality but was the most popular of the three 

InleZ     TTr WaS T^1^ dlsliked'   A marked flavor change was noticed 
m the frozen frankfurters late in May, and their use was discontinued then.   The 
ca ves hver was served until 12 June 1957 without deterioration but was su veyed 
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Fr|y Sood, but the frozen asparagus was very tough and 
not well liked      The dried vegetables were adequate in all respects, and the amount 
of variety that could be achieved with the dried potatoes was quite good.   The 

Ät^^t^.^ I!ked and cou,d have been ^laced ^ ^ -x 
Desserts seemed to be basically less in demand than usual.   The lack of a Ä 

satisfactory so utlon to the problem of making ice cream from the machine-type mix € 
cut out a great number of possible variations in the dessert menu.   An Ice-cream 
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L
addi^n * ** galley.   The canned fruits were 

of good quality     The frozen strawberries were markedly too sweet and were not even 

w th Z9! Ph0 P h k? aS a T M *    ^ ^ 0f fhe frOZen fruUs Were saMsfactory, 
w.th the rhubarb being especially good.   The gelatine dessert was a good variant 
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Beverages were generally better than expected.   The Foremost Dairies dried 
milk was particularly good.    The Instant cocoa was satisfactory and fairly popular. 
The tea, coffee, and mstant coffee were all satisfactory.   The frozen grape and 
c.trus l^'ces were very good     Neither the canned nor the dehydrated juices were 
comparable to the frozen.    The canned citrus fruits developed an acid taste early in 
June     Some people did not mind this, and the juice was used until November.   The 
canned grapefru.t segments did not suffer this effect.   A larger supply of some frozen 
fru.t .u ces   wh.ch ran out In midyear, notably apple and grape, would have been 
appreciated,  largely because of their utility in Saturday evening punch.   Popcorn 

was very popular for weekend movie parties, but in spite of contributions from pri- 
vate stocks of two individuals,  it ran out early. 
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The assortment of spices and sauces was fairly complete.    There were some 
rather useful items missing.   For example, worchestershire sauce and soy sauce would 
have allowed use of quite a few additional dishes, while a variety of meat sauces 
would have added to palatability. 

A few unconventional items were fried in order to introduce additional variety 
into the menu.   Penquin eggs and seal meat were tried on an experimental basis 
and would be of great use under survival conditions.   When given the choice, how- 
ever, the group preferred the conventional diet.   Some recipes not in the Navy card 
file were used with success.   A ground beef pie using the meat mixed with corn and 
carrots and topped with whipped potatoes was about average in popularity.   A pie 
with graham cracker crust and vanilla cream filling topped with meringue was very 
popular.    Hamburgers were made using the meat with no fillers at all and these were 
much better liked than any of the other types of hamburgers. 

Multiple vitamin capsules were available on mess hall tables at all times and 
during the year approximately 5500 capsules were used.,    Hov/ever, some men did 
not take vitamins and yet continued to be quite healthy and energetic, giving testi- 
mony to the nutritional adequacy of the food supplies. 

The two 675-cubic-foot walk-in type refrigerators worked well most of the 
year.   They required regular defrosting in order to keep the boxes cold.    Toward the 
end of the year, however, a great deal of trouble was experienced in keeping the 
boxes cold enough; and they required almost constant attention.    It is considered 
that this was probably because no one at the station had had any training or experi- 
ence with refrigerators of this type.   A third unit was kept In reserve and used when 
one of the others could not be repaired. 

In general the packaging was satisfactory.   The cartons in which the Campbells 
soup cans were packed were unbonded and came apart from being water-soaked in 
outdoor storage.   The individual packs of dry cereals became wet during storage and 
were somewhat soggy as a result. 

Ellsworth 

The quality and quantity of foodstuffs received were excellent; however, 
improvement could be made in the variety of foods.   As many as 280 at a meal 
were fed during construction.   Most comments and reactions towards meals served 
during the wintering-over period were favorable.   Some items were more desired 
than others; namely beef, ham, veal, and liver, more than rabbit,  pork,  and 
chicken.   The latter items, however, had an appreciable demand.    Special items 
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were well received and used chiefly for birthday parties,  snacks,  and quick lunches. 
Instant dry whole milk was the favorite beverage.    Hot pastries and pie alamode 
were the favorite desserts. 

The packages and containers were very practical for this type of operation. 
The only damage sustained was from the hooks used by cargo handlers. 

It Is believed that some items could be stored longer than is generally 
recommended.   At no time did our perishable provisions experience temperatures 
above freezing.   As soon as they were off-loaded from the cargo ship, the fresh- 
frozen provisions were placed In a trench approximately 3 feet deep and covered 
with 3 feet of snow.   They remained in this place of storage until the weather was 
cold enough for storage In the provisions tunnel.   All fresh-frozen provisions 
remained In this storage tunnel until August 1957, at which time we constructed 

^nf       i!01^96 ^ a Smal1 r00m Sef 30 feet aWay from fhe Prov|sIon tunnel, and 
20 feet below the snow surface,   A smaller tunnel connected this storage space 
with the main storage tunnel.   The temperature in this cold-storage pit never 
exceeded 0 F. 

Sausage, frankfurters, and pepperoni became unpalatable and undesirable 
after prolonged storage.   This condition, first noticed during February 1957, was 
evidenced by an undesirable color, slight growth of mold,  and quite a strong flavor. 
These Items were discarded as unfit for use.   Some deterioration of flavor was noted 
In the fresh-frozen chicken fryers and stewers due to prolonged storage, but they 
were still In use when we were relieved by Deep Freeze III wintering-over personnel. 
Of the more perishable items, pork loins were received In excellent condition and 
remained good until completely used in the mess during July 1957.    Semiboneless 
veal was excellent and remained good until completely used in the mess during 
July 1957.   Canned whole perishable ham was excellent and remained good through- 
out the year.    Our last meal of ham was Christmas 1957.    Eviscerated and boneless 
rolled turkey was received In excellent condition and remained good throughout 
the year.   The last meal of turkey was served Thanksgiving 1957. 

Food of questionable quality was examined by the medical officer before 
being prepared for consumption.   Weekly menus were checked for caloric value, 
for the proportion of protein, carbohydrates and fat, for vitamin and mineral content, 
and for palatableness before submission for publication.   Decavitamlns were distri- 
buted to all personnel to supplement the daily vitamin intake.    Cooks and mess 
cooks were inspected for personal cleanliness and freedom from disease.    The galley 
and its utensils and the methods used for cleaning were inspected daily. 
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are: 

Ifems that were unpopular from an overall standpoint were: 

Hamburgers, canned with gravy 

Beef chunk, canned with gravy 

Sausage, pork link, canned 

Special or unusual items that would be welcomed for future polar operati 

Flours, canned, graham, rye, soft wheat 

Sauces, Worcestershire, steak sauce, soy sauce, chutney 

Flavorings, banana, walnut,  vanilla,  maple,  etc. 

Honey 

Juices, canned, mixed vegetable, prune, apple, etc. 

Potatoes, white, canned whole 

Cabbage, dehydrated, shreaded 

Egg whites, dehydrated, powdered 

Assorted cheese and meat spreads 

Chocolate chips, sweet and bittersweet 

ons 

CLOTHING 

General Comments 

A happy medium should be struck between the amounts and types of clothing 

ig 

which Deep Freeze I and Deep Freeze II personnel were issued.    Deep Freeze I ;p hreeze I was 
a little too austere, whereas Deep Freeze II had numerous items of clothing for 
research purposes. 
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Table III.   Recommended Clothing Allowance for McMurdo (A) and 
Little America (B) 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

QUANTITY 

Winter 
■   Summer 

Im Ide Outside 

Headwear (A) (B) (A)   (B) (A) (B) 

Cap, field, cotton poplin 
Hood, winter 

2 
1 

2 
1 

2      2 
1       1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Upper Body Wear 

2 
2 
2 
1 
i 

1 

Undershirt, waffle-weave 
Shirt, wool,   16-oz OG 
Shirt, cotton khaki 
Coat, cotton sateen 
Liner, coat, natural mohair 
Sweater, wool, button style 

5 

6 
1 
1 
1 

4 • 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 

5      4 
2 4 
4      4 
3 2 
2      2 
1       1 

2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

Lower Body Wear 

Underdrawers, waffle-weave 
Trousers, wool-serge 
Trousers, cotton khaki 
Trousers, cotton sateen 
Liner, trouser, field 

5 
2 
4 
2 
1 

4 
2 
4 
2 
1 

5      4 
2      2 
2      2 
4      4 
2      2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

Handwear 

Glove, shell,  leather 
Glove, Insert, wool, knitted 
Gloves, cloth, leather palm 
Mittens, arctic, cotton, Oxford gauntlet 

2 
2 
2 
1 

4 
4 
2 
1 

4      6 
2 4 
4      4 
3 2 

2 
2 
2 
1 

4 
3 
2 
1 
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™°,"- ÄlSi^.T^for **** w - 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

QUANTITY 
- 

Winter 

"    Summer 
Inside Outside 

Footwear 
(A: (B) (A)   (B) (A] (B) 

- 

Door, combat, white thermal 
Boot, combat, felt 

Boot, mukluk, cotton duck with rubber sole 
Shoe, high-topped 
Slippers, wool-lined 
Socks, wool, OD, cushton-sole 
Socks, wool, natural 
Socks, wool, white felt 
Insole, felt 

i 
i 
0 
2 
1 
8 
3 
0 
2 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

TO 

3 
2 
4 

2 2 
1       1 
1       1 
3 3 
1       1 
8    10 
4 4 
1      2 
4      4 

1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
4 
2 
0 
0 

0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
2 
1 
2 

Miscellaneous 

_ 

Bag, duffle, canvas 
Belt, web, khaki, with buckle 
Muffler, wool 

Sunglasses (B&L), with nonmetal attachments 
Sunglasses, plastic 
Goggles, aviator 
Face mask 
Sleeping bag, double 

 ■ ———___      J_ 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 

1 
0 
0 

3 
2 

1 
1 
4 
2 
0 
1 

2      3 
2      2 
1      2 
1       1 
4      6 
1      2 
1      0 
0      1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
0 
1 

 _L.  L 
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The greatest deficiency for Deep Freeze I was in hand covering.   Heavy gloves 
and gauntlets kept the hands satisfactorily warm during exposure to the cold, but 
when these were removed for a job requiring manual dexterity, the hands were 
exposed.    No satisfactory glove was available during Deep Freeze I which would 
provide both warmth and dexterity.   For those people, who require dexterity and 
who will remain outdoors for long periods of time, a contact glove inside a woolen 
mitten may or may not be worn Inside the large arctic mitten. 

The arctic mitten is very good protection against the cold and is the only ade- 
quate protection for long periods.   To avoid losing the large mitten while working 
or traveling, the mittens should be connected by a strap over the shoulder.   Such 
mittens may be removed for short periods if finger dexterity is required. 

The leather gloves with fingered wool liners were very satisfactory for mild 
cold and short periods of outdoor work.   They were the most popular glove, except 
In severe cold, for they allowed dexterit/ of fingers, in contrast with the other 
hand gear.   They readily wore out and were easily lost or misplaced.   Since only 
two pairs were Issued per man, the supply was soon exhausted. 

The leather mitten without fingers was also used, but was not as satisfactory 
as the glove because of limitation of manual dexterity.   Another glove used for 
moderately long periods of outdoor and moderately cold weather, was the lighter 
but similar variation of the arctic mitten,  in which the index fingers and thumb were 
movable. 

Contact gloves were often worn, particularly by flying personnel.    Ina 
helicopter crash contact gloves undoubtedly saved personnel from more severe bums 
of the hands than those who did not have them.   The nylon or cotton of which they 
are made Is not fireproof and does burn, but protection offered by them is certainly 
better than none at all.   The woolen mittens with fingers may also be worn Inside 
standard aviation gloves. 

Footwoar 

The types of foot gear at McMurdo for Deep Freeze II included fur-lined 
bedroom slippers, private dress shoes, boondockers, rubber overshoes, felt bunny 
boots, white thermal boots, black thermal boots, mukluks, ski boots, skis, and ice 
crampons. 

Indoors, boondockers were ideal wear in the summer and winter.   Cushion- 
soled, brown woolen socks were Ideal for wear in these shoes.    Fur-lined house 
shoes are ideal indoors; they should be high-topped and individually fitted.   The 
house shoes sent down with Deep Freeze III were excellent, but the slippers sent 
with Deep Freeze II were very poor. 
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Thermal boots were satisfactory for outside use on snow surfaces and on cold 
days on bare areas of ground,  but were too warm for use on these areas on sunny 
days when ground temperatures were above freezing.   On sunny days, ski mountain 
boots or regular work shoes covered with arctic overshoes provided a more satisfac- 
tory work boot.    Though some found that the constant dampness of the thermal boots 
softened the skin and made the boots unwearable, most personnel found their feet 
remained in good condition.   The black thermal boot was less preferred to the white 
thermal boot, even though it is lighter.   A few personnel obtained frostbite from 
wearing it.   It does not adhere as well on slippery,  icy terrain as the white boot. 
The poor fitting of the thermal boot is the greatest contributing factor to feet exhaus- 
tion on any of the long hiking or sledging trips.    Another factor is that the thermal 
boot does not give much support to the arch of the foot.    General complaints of 
chaffing were eliminated by providing a boot of the proper size. 

For outdoor wear in the thawing season, rubber overshoes were necessary over 
the boondockers.    An excellent medium cold-weather shoe was the felt bunny boot 
worn with one pair of cushion-soled socks and one pair of heavy, white, high-topped 
woolen socks.   Some people wore these about camp in midwinter and were quite 
comfortable.   Many wore the rubber-soled mukluk throughout the winter but no one 
would wear the white canvas mukluk.    The ski boot was worn in weather similar to 
that of the boondocker.    It adheres and grips better to slippery surfaces than the 
boondocker and is also warmer.    Ice crampons would probably be useful for mountain 
climbing, but otherwise their usefulness was limited to that of being an emergency 
item. 

Socks 

In general,  the types of socks worn at McMurdo were very satisfactory.    Two 
types were used.    They were the brown cushion-soled socks and the extremely heavy 
high-topped white socks.   The brown socks were worn most of the year,  in the boon- 
docker or in the thermal boot.   The white sock was worn over the brown sock in the 
felt bunny boot and in the black thermal boot. 

Head,  Face, and Neck Wear 

In general,  a light billed cap with earflaps or a fur-lined cap with fur flappers 
was used during the summer and winter, covered by the removable fur-lined parka 
when necessary.    Blue stocking caps covered with parkas were worn by a few.    The 
Air Force parka covers the face,  extending out,   leaving only angular slits for the 
eyes and is ideal for windy storms.    Beards were worn by most personnel and the pro- 
tection given was noticeable; however,  beards increased the contamination of face 
burns on the patients of a helicopter accident.    Face masks were worn by a few 
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persons.   Woolen muffler scarfs kept snow from getting down one's neck and doubled 
as a face mask when necessary.   Parachute silk was used to make some scarfs and 
provided color to apparel. 

Sunglasses 

Sunglasses of the plastic type are practical and adequate for outdoor work; the 
Bausch and Lomb glasses are ideal, except that the metal attachments readily freeze 
to the face.   Goggles were effective and were used when out in severe blowing 
snow to protect the eyes.    "There were not enough sunglasses; everyone should have 
several pairs.    In December and January, sunglasses are a must out of doors.   Snow 
blindness is no joke.   Sunglasses with metal rims freeze on your face.   Aviation 
goggles fog up and some types scratch very easily. "7 

Underwear 

The Navy waffle-weave underwear was the most popular. The Army-type 
underwear, which is made of worsted wool, scratched and was worn by very few 
persons.   "Sweat suits" were used by a few and were found to be satisfactory. 

General Requirements 

Basically, for indoor work a light shirt can be worn, such as the Seabee green 
or standard khaki material or a moderately heavy worsted-wool shirt.   Cotton worsted- 
wool serge trousers, if not too heavy, may also be worn comfortably.   Most of the 
time, if one wears waffle-weave underwear, he prefers a light shirt and trousers 
Indoors; if regular skivvies are worn, he prefers, the heavier wool shirt and trousers 
mentioned above.   Personnel who do not go outside very often may then put on coats 
and parka with proper foot gear as needed to walk between buildings. 

Outdoor workers used many types of clothing, some of which were satisfactory, 
some of which were not.    A general rule worth mentioning is that clothing should be 
adequate for the type of work to be done, and removed as needed when the wearer 
becomes overheated.   Clothing worn outdoors should be chosen In accordance with 
the following:   (1) length of stay outdoors,  (2) type of work,  (3) flying or nonflying, 
(4) weather, and (5) the method of travel. 

In general,  if minimum dexterity is required or minimum movement is to be 
performed, one should clothe himself with several layers.   This would apply to an 
Individual who would be out in the cold for long periods of time.   Such an indivi- 
dual should wear adequate head gear, such as parka,  snow glasses or goggles, and 
scarf.    He should probably have on a heavy or moderately heavy wool shirt and 
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Little America 

Outdoor Clothing 

The outdoor clothing which was provided each man proved adequate In most 
respects.   Actually, each individual had more protective clothing than he ever 
needed on any single occasion, and this allowed him to select an outfit from his 
seabag which was most to his personal liking and comfort.   There was, therefore, 
considerable variation of apparel worn outdoors even though all were working under 
Identical conditions.   All cases of frostbite were confined to the exposed areas 
about the face and neck.   No cases of frostbite of the extremities were noted.   In 
only one case was the cold Injury sufficient to produce veslcation (blisters). 

The clothing Issued to Deep Freeze II personnel was the standard Army cold- 
weather type.   The quantities, quality, and adaptability of this clothing is 
considered excellent for antarctic use.   As In other things there were some shortages 
and some overages.   Leather mittens and leather gloves were In short supply as well 
as light wool socks and foot gear.   There were considerable variations in Individual 
preferences for clothing among Individuals and groups. 

Navy Issue cold-weather clothing is designed primarily for wet cold and to 
serve personnel for short periods of exposure.   Although some Navy Issue was avail- 
able, the bulk of the clothing used was from the U.S. Army and was for prolonged 
exposure to dry cold, the condition prevalent in the antarctic.   The decided advan- 
tage gained was the layer-design of this type of cold-weather gear, enabling 
personnc' engaged in heavy manual labor to adjust the various liners and multiple 
layers to coincide with work performed and with the severity of weather.   Mobility 
Is thus gained and protection from the hazard of excessive perspiration. 

The quality and workmanship was excellent. However, all clothing wore out 
rapidly because of hard usage, poor washing facilities, and a complete lack of dry- 
cleaning facilities, which resulted In the necessity to wash all clothing. 

Pockets 

Although some Army clothing items had adequate pockets,  it is believed that 
many more are needed In all items of clothing.   A man in such cold conditions 
carries all sorts of odds and ends with him during routine outside work.   Since each 
clothing item generally covers the preceeding one and gloves must be worn con- 
stantly, it is extremely difficult to get into underclothing for pocket items needed. 
Circumstances dictate putting as much in the outermost garment as possible, and 
therefore having sufficient pockets in all clothing is important.    The Army parka 
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South Pole 

If must be remembered that the South Pole is unique In that the cold Is extreme 
and very dry.   During the summer, temperatures may rise to almost 0 F, but during 
the winter, temperatures average -76 F (90 percent of the time below -58 F,  10 per- 
cent below -90 F), with an average wind of about 16 mph (gusts to 54 mph).   Of 
Importance, too. Is the fact that once winter and darkness close In, outdoor work 
Is minimal and of short duration. 

The clothing provided for Deep Freeze II proved adequate In general under 
a I conditions experienced, even though many Improvements could be made In Indl- 
v dual Items and In the quantity of Issue.   While personal preferences as to Individual 
clothing Items varied, most preferred the Army Issue Items rather than the Navy 
vapor-barrler clothing.   In temperatures below about -50 F, the Impregnated cloth 
of the vapor-barrler clothing becomes very stiff. 

Handwear 

Improvements In clothing to provide the same warmth with less bulk would 
greatly facilitate outside work In cold weather.   This Is especially true with respect 
to handwear, where manual dexterity Is achieved only at the expense of adequate 
protection from cold.   A lightweight, flexible, fingered glove, electrically heated 
to provide proper warmth at low temperatures, would be the greatest single clothing 
asset to cold-weather work. 

Starting from the Innermost layer, the thin white cotton gloves found some 
use when one was working with fine parts outdoors.   A slightly heavier variety would 
seem better, however, because these gloves do little In the way of retaining warmth. 
The emphasis should be on the fit In this Item because a glove In which the fingers 
fold over Is next to useless. 

The woolen gloves and mittens representing the next layer were quite good, 
the mitten being the warmest.   The trigger finger has no use at the South Pole and 
was an Incessant nuisance.   The Navy fingered A-l mitten liner was also used, 
and proved satisfactory under the same conditions as the leather glove, though It 
lacks the wtndproof and snowproof qualities of the leather. 

The glove covers were two In number, the leather gloves and the leather 
mittens.   Both were very durable, but the leather glove Is too cold for all but the 
calmest summer day.   The leather mitten, on the other hand, found extensive use. 
If It were considerably longer or had a wristlet. It would be Ideal. 
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«    ? i    aVy 9lOVeS (minens) were w !lm but were generally much too small. 
This final layer of hand cover must be fitted large.   The mittens lasted quite well 
considering the use they received.    One might predict, however, that each man 

would use two pairs during the year and   eave little else but the fur for the next 
group.    The palms gave out first and, once gone, made the rest of the mitten almost 

useless,    if the leather palms could be made stronger, the life of the mittens would 
be greatly increased.   The flexibility of the hand, however, must not be decreased 
any further.   These mittens were a most convenient item.   The long wristlet was 
most important in keeping snow out of the inner layers, and the straps were an 

important feature during working periods when the gloves were continually being 
removed for finer work.    Once again, this Item above all others must be properly 
fitted.   The largest mitten should feel juit a little loose when two pair of smaller 
gloves are worn within It.   This Is most Iriportant. 

Footwear 

The Indoor shoe Is the only notable deficiency.    It should be warm but easily 
dried, sturdy, and rough-soled.   A flat smooth sole is dangerously slippery on the 
light powdery snow which covers the Ice floor of the tunnels.   The decks were gen- 
erally close to the freezing point, and the tunnels between buildings were usually 
in the -50' s.   The Indoor shoe therefore had to be warm and yet not so warm that 

prolonged wear would make the feet perspire.   With various combinations of socks, 
this problem could be solved. 

The ski boot had the advantage that it would dry easily overnight and when 
used with two sets of socks in rotation, proved to be very comfortable.   The dis- 
advantage Is the nuisance of lacing.    The flight boot which the IGY personnel had 
was perhaps the most comfortable,  but the fleece inside tended to retain moisture 
throughout the night.   This was solved by placing small bags of silica-gel In boots 
overnight. 

Both the Army soled mukluk and the Army white thermal boot were widely 
used,  being worn by nearly all men for outside work.   Both kept the feet sufficiently 
warm when properly worn, though at extreme temperatures (-80 F and below) endur- 
ance was generally limited to two or three hours, after which, even when engaged 
in moderate physical activity, feet began to get thoroughly chilled.    In both items, 
the rubber itself became as hard as cast iron at temperatures below -40 F.    This 
proved less of a problem with the mukluk, as the upper portions are of cotton duck, 
while the stiffening of the rubber in the thermal boots sometimes caused chafing of 
the leg.   The mukluks,  in coldest weather, were worn with two pair of felt insoles, 
one pair of cushion-soled socks, and two or three pair of ski socks, plus the felt 
sock.    Under similar conditions, heavy socks were also worn with the thermal boots 
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Instead of the normal one pair of cushion-so led socks, as at very low temperatures 
the frost line moved Inside the boot. The smooth-soled mukluk was unsatisfactory 
around the base because of the slippery surfaces. 

Felt boots, though worn on occasion by a few men, were generally unsulted 
for use at the Pole, as they provided adequate warmth only at temperatures above 
about -40 F.   The sole of the felt boot was also extremely slippery on hard-packed, 
glazed snow surfaces. 

Socks 

The two main types of socks at hand were the cushion-soled ankle-length 
and the ski sock.   The former proved very satisfactory, warm and tough, and Is 
to be highly recommended.   The bulkier ski sock also proved Indispensable, and 
It Is only suggested that the woolen socks be fitted somewhat larger since they shrink 
In laundering.   Socks were usually worn In pairs, the Inner cushion-soled and the 
outer ski sock; they were even worn Indoors, depending on the type of footwear 
used. 

Shirts 

Although the woolen shirt Is recommended for outdoor dress, a lighter shirt 
Is Indicated for everyday wear.   The wool Is generally too warm to be worn Indoors 
over long woolen underwear.   The flannel shirts which the men brought with them 
were most popular, not only because of their weight, but also because of their 
color.   The woolen shirts were warm and durable, but had the most Inconvenient 
aspect of having shlrttalls which were far too short. 

Sweaters 

Sweaters were satisfactory In all respects.   The turtleneck sweater appeared to 
be the warmest and most convenient.   The V-neck had no real advantages, and the 
buttons were only a nuisance. 

Parkas 

Of the two types of parkas available, the Army Issue was by far superior.   The 
Navy clothing became stiff and hard to manage In the -50 F to -60 F range, and 
although very warm, was generally too bulky.   The Army Issue was found satisfactory 
In warmth In the -80 F to -90 F range, especially when supplemented with the Byrd 
Cloth wlndbreakers.   The down parkas of the IGY were warmer around the body and 
had a more adequate ruff, but suffered from easy tearing of the outer cloth.   The 
Army parkas seemed extremely durable, and there is no need for Improvement in their 
design so far as convenience Is concerned. 
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WIndbreakers 

The Byrd Cloth wlndbreakers were a tremendous asset.   For unit weight, they 
probably gave more warmth than any other item; and although the wind did not 
achieve the force at the South Pole that it did at coastal stations, the effects were 
still felt.   At -90 F even a slight breeze makes a world of difference, so that wind- 
breakers are vital.   They proved to stand considerable wear and tear. 

Trousers 

The Navy heavy-duty trousers become stiff and hard to manage below -50 F. 
In general, the Army clothing proved entirely satisfactory.   The part of the clothing 
which first showed wear and tear was the knees of the trousers, which took a beating 
during the construction period.   Perhaps reinforcement In this area would be advisable. 
The woolen trousers were generally satisfactory, warm and durable.   However, a 
number of the men preferred to wear khakis, which, although less warm, could be 
laundered.   Cleaning fluid Is therefore recommended for laundering of woolens. 

Facial Protection 

Because all the personnel suffered regularly from minor frostbite of the face. 
It appears that face masks are important.   There will always be a certain proportion 
of men who will not cover their face no matter how good the covering provided. 
On the other hand, this Item should be available.   The Issue on hand during Deep 
Freeze II was not satisfactory.   The masks tended to become frozen to the beard; 
they slipped about over the face so that vision was intermittently disturbed: they 
were Impossible to wear with glasses (because of the instantaneous fogging); and 
they soon became foul with mucus dripping from the nose.    If an adequate parka 
hood Is worn, the face mask Is not required, though minor frostbite of the nose may 
be more prevalent when masks are not worn. 

Sunglasses 

The "Ray-Ban" glasses were found by most to be very satisfactory.   Points In 
their favor were the wide coverage of vision,  the lighter central band, and the 
convenient belt case.   The metal rims were a disadvantage and caused frostbite at 
the contact point with the cheek.   This disadvantage was remedied by narrow strips 
of adhesive tape over the rims.   In one case, the glasses appeared to give a false 
perspective.   This complaint was not experienced by others.    In general,  these 
glasses were good, especially for those needing prescription glasses. 
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Headwear 

The field cap with the pile lining was entirely satisfactory If properly flfted 
t was found warm, light, and durable, and the following comments'are not'so muc*h 
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Underwear 
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and tops before their departure or that these items be made available in ship's stores. 

Two types of long underwear were available, the woolens and waffle-weave 
Both were satisfactory, although the latter proved to be somewhat warmer and I els 

adva'n'too     hT^ ^.f^'6'    Th.e waffle-weave type had the unfortunate ds- 
advantage that the wa.st s.ze,  if originally wrong, could not be readily corrected 
Although It is true that clothing is warmer if oversized,  this principle should not 
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apply to underwear.   There are few occasions so unpleasant as when one gets fully 
dressed and a hundred yards from the station only to feel the Innermost layer slip 
away toward the knees.   With the woolen underwear, this was not the problem.   On 
the contrary, shrinkage sometimes occurred to such an extent that the articles 
became unusable. 

Nightwear 

n,t 
The Palarnas were' if anything, too warm for comfort in the well-heated 

buildings.   Simple cotton pafamas might be of more use, though the men tend to 
have   ndlvldual preferences which are Impossible to satisfy throughout.   The robes 
were In general little used, although they seemed adequate In all respects.   The 
slippers were most appreciated and In one case were worn as the standard shoe 
through the day.   They were warm but the sole tended to disintegrate if worn 
regularly. 

Recommendations 

In general, the clothing was good.    If it was found that one was cold when - 
the temperature was -98 F, It was generally the fault of the wearer not the clothing 
The few recommendations are relatively minorenes, but I would like to suggest the 
vest as an article which would find considerable use.   Those who had them were 
quite enthusiastic.    I would recommend dropping the Navy foul-weather clothing 
from the South Pole clothing list completely.    It found little or no use during our 
stay. 0 

The following comments are set forth with respect to specific items of clothing 
and Include comments based on field use under extreme conditions, and recommen- ' 
datlons for Improvement based on this experience. 

Parka, Army, with liner:   Excellent cold weather.   Need for additional 
pockets.   Hood generally unsatisfactory, as Is too small.   Should be enlarged to 
extend further out In front of face for greater protection against wind, and be 
deepened to allow more room for other head gear underneath. 

Field jacket, with liner:    Excellent under all but coldest conditions.   See 
above for comments on hood. 

Pants, field, with liner:   Excellent all conditions.    In combination with parka 
and liner, provides adequate protection when worn over waffle-knit underwear, 
flannel pants, shirt, and sweater, under all conditions experienced as long as wearer 
is moderately active. 
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Underwear, waffle-knit (Navy):   Generally excellent.   Buttons should be 
sewn on more securely and buttonholes reinforced. 

Shirt, Army OD:   Shlrttalls too short, sleeves too short, and cuffs too small 
to allow easy buttoning without constriction. 

Pants, Army,  OD:   Very good. 

Mukluk, cotton duck, rubber-soled (Army):   Excellent under all conditions 
of dry cold; sole has good traction, but rubber will crack under extreme conditions 
(about -80 F and below).    Some Increase In height, about 2 Inches, would allow 
top of mukluk to be more surely tied over bottom of pant leg.   Two pairs should be 
provided each man, with 25 percent spares. 

Thermal boots, white experimental (Army):   Generally excellent.   Rubber 
becomes solid at low (-80 F) temperatures,   insulation should be increased for use 
under such conditions. 

Flight boots, fleece-lined:    Excellent for indoor wear and brief periods of 
outdoor wear.    Leather uppers cracked badly; these should be made of dry-tanned 
leather.   Rubber also cracked at low temperatures.   Two pairs should be provided 
each man. 

Sunglasses:   Both plastic-framed sunglasses and ski goggles were used at the 
Pole, with the former proving the more popular.   As they are relatively easily 
broken, each man should be Issued a minimum of four pairs of sunglasses.   Metal- 
framed glasses should never be used; some were, and resulted In second-degree 
frostbite of both cheeks of the wearer, where the frame came In contact with the 
skin. 

Hallett 

Everyone received four seabags of winter clothing, two regular and two 
duplicates.   Many complained because Items of clothing they received were either 
too small or too large.   Light clothing was used most of the time.   A larger quantity 
of light clothing Is necessary at this station.    Heavier clothing was worn whenever 
It was required to stay out in the cold for several hours at a time and during storms. 

Face masks were seldom needed at this station.    However, goggles were worn 
during strong winds and snowstorms to protect the eyes from blowing snow and gravel. 
These could be worn for only a few minutes, after which they frosted and made It 
difficult to see. 
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Wllkes 
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use about camp   some men preferring the Army coat, while others stuck to sweater 
and Navy ,acket.   The brown shell leather glove was most popular, but worTout 
quickly and was replaced by the shell leather mitten or ilgh^^l^ Z^n^r 

IGY personnel doing winter fleldwork found the Army parka adequate   but 
most had personally purchased down lockets (Eddie Bauer Ourfltters/Seätt / wLh ) 
which were lighter, warmer, and generally more comfortable, though nTi:^^ 
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Handwear 

CoKon and nylot, contact gloves were used Infrequently. Most nerson, 
preferred to keep their hands In well-Insulated mtttens^ prefembuTwM, hand 
warmers, then to manipulate aamero or theodolite aulaklvIdT,       u    j , 
mittens again.   Gloves were mare practloo, STmA'AXTr^ ^ he 

fwl* or Zi       1°" "n LS *e h,OV>' ^y 9l<>Va-    Rubl»'- diAwoshlng graves 

Foofwear 

On one occasion when a man had fo walk 20 m!les on the icecao Fn -25 F 
wea her,   he boot left his foot raw; but the canvas-topped muklk worn by the 
civilian also making the trip did the same thing and was not as warm     Tk      tu, 

;eod n !rd ,he ,herm<-, b~, a"d w™"-—"Ärm^r 

even after immersion and fllltng with ice water/ The^^re g^l forP,hl 1 T" 
range of about -10 F to 20 F.   Far temperatures abo^» F fldU .tee. wlÄC" 
overshoes or Amy ski boots were usually worn.   For inside wear fWd shoe , Tkltots 
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and fllgh. boots were worn.   Not enough flight boots were Issued so that each man 
could be given a pair, and as they proved to be a very comfortable and practical 
p ece of Indoor-outdoor footwear It is believed that they should be Included In the 
clothing Issued to each man.   Several men wore out one pair of ski boots and two 
pairs of field shoes before the year was over and were forced to wear shoes with 
holes In them as a result. 

The most widely used boot for excursions near the camp area was the ski boot, 
which had the rubber lugs necessary for effective faction on the hard-packed snow 
of this region.   This boot had the disadvantages of excessive weight, lack of Insula- 
tion, and tendency to leak.   Two men had lug-soled, mountaineering boots, which 
were superior.   One of these had thin sponge-plastic Insulation and would seem to 
be close to the Ideal boot for this area.   The felt boot and mukluk were the warmest 
and most comfortable boot for Icecap temperatures.   The glaclologlsts each wore 
out a pair of these during the year and would have preferred two pairs.   Felt boots 
were tried also but were good only In dry calm weather. 

The one area where a better article would be particularly valuable would be 
that of the all-around boot for hard snow and rock use.   A slightly higher top, 
lighter lug sole, more waterproofed, and preferably lightly Insulated boot would 
fill the bill. 

Socks 

The cushlon-soled sock was excellent for use with thermal boots or with 
"boondockers" about camp.   Ski boots were usually worn with one or two pairs of 
wool socks over cushlon-soled socks.   The felt boots and mukluks were worn with 
cushlon-soled socks, one or two pairs of wool socks, and IGY-supplled felt socks. 
All these combinations were adequate for their purpose.    Two men with Norwegian 
and Canadian natural-wool socks expressed preference for these. 

Shirts 

The light OD cotton shirt, while not warm, was washable and preferred by 
most working enlisted men.   The Army wool shirt was preferred by many civilians, 
some wearing the tails tucked In and some wearing the tails out because of prefer- 
ence or shrinkage.   Some of the civilians brought their own wool shirts, and the 
majority preferred IGY-supplled khakis during the warmer months. 
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Sweaters 

Both high-necked and V-necked sweaters were adequate and worn by some 
over light undershirts In place of shirts.   Somewhat better were Norwegian, natural- 
wool sweaters supplied by two men. 

Coats and Parkas 

The Navy jacket used with sweater or wool shirt was adequate during most of 
the year about the canp.   The Army coat with liner was adequate and durable and 
with detachable hood could be used even In blizzards.   The Army parka was warmer 
and provided more protection from blizzards, though It was slightly more cumbereome. 
The Army field jacket and outer parka were the most commonly worn upper garments. 
They were fairly durable and although very heavy were reasonably comfortable. 
Short jackets In general were unsatisfactory.   The down jackets were much lighter, 
more comfortable, and warmer, though less wlndproof.   The experimental vapor- 
barrler coats, like the trousers, were too heavy and cumbersome, and were subject 
to stiffening.   The most popular trail garments during all except the coldest months 
were the colored wlndbreaker anoraks, which could be worn over a sweater or wool 
shirt and taken off and rolled Into a light bundle for stowage If the wearer became 
too warm.   Two men brought reindeer-skin and cormorant feather Eskimo parkas, 
respectively, but these were too warm and Inconvenient for much use. 

Trousers 

Here, again, the washable OD cotton was preferred by most enlisted men. 
The civilians preferred khakis for use about the base during warmer months and 
used the Army outer, wlndproof trouser or wool trouser (though this Item could not 
be washed without shrinkage) during the winter months.   The Army field pants and 
outer wind pants were both worn a good deal and were fairly satisfactory.   The 
silts to allow access to Inner clothing leaked snow considerably during blizzards as 
did the pockets.   Those who had down-Insulated pants considered them excellent 
for use at temperatures below zero on the cap.   The experimental vapor-barrler 
trouser was found too cumbersome, heavy, and stiff to be used pleasantly, with 
marked stiffening below -45 F, 

Headwear 

For headwear the Army hood with fur ruff, the Army pile field cap, and the 
Navy nylon fleece-lined cap were the most commonly worn In colder weather. 
Hoods were more comfortable than caps and were worn quite a bit.   The Army pile- 
lined cap was quite adequate for all purposes, though Inconvenient to wear Inside 
parkas.   The balaclava helmet was preferred for this application In winter and many 
used It with the anorak for all except the bitterest weather. 
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Underwear 

Both the Navy and the Army types of underwear were worn and opinions 
differed widely as to which was superior.   In general. If a man did not mind having 
wool next to his skin he would prefer the Army type.   Regular short underwear was 
worn under the longs by most of the men.   During December and January the use of 
long underwear was discontinued by most of the men.   One civilian supplied his 
own long drawers with a silt seat which he found more convenient.   Those who had 
Norwegian "string" undershirts preferred these to all others. 

Ellsworth 

The clothing supplied was considered adequate.   The following Improvements 
are suggested:   Navy cold-weather clothing should be eliminated and replaced by 
Army gear.   The length of the Army flannel shirt should be Increased to enable the 
wearer to keep it inside his trousers.   Some type of easily cleaned coverall should 
be included in the gear for drivers and mechanics to protect their cold-weather 
clothing from grease. 

MEDICAL HISTORY 

McMurdo 

Medical Personnel 

Deep Freeze I.   On 20 December 1955 a party of approximately 30 officers 
and men from U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (Special) Detachment 
One and the staff of the Task Force Forty-three went ashore at Hut Point, Ross Island, 
McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, as the first step in the establishment of the U.S. Naval 
Air Facility.   Medical personnel consisted Initially of two medical officers and a 
hospital corpsman.   A second corpsman joined the shore party late in January.   A 
complete and adequate field kit for the advance party had been packed at Davlsville, 
Rhode Island, but did not accompany the landing party. 

Except for the period 22 December to 25 December 1955, the medical party 
ashore had constant access to one or more of the ships of the task force.   The dis- 
tance from the ships to the camp across the frozen sea Ice decreased from 60 to 
5 miles as Ice breaking progressed.   Except for a few days of bad weather, transpor- 
tation by helicopter, weasel, or tractor trains was readily available for the 
evacuation of patients and the movement of supplies.   After 30 December 1955, 
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patlenb requiring bed care were evacuated to the various ships.   Professional 
consultation with medical and dental officers of the ships and with the Senior Task 
Force medical officer was always available.   Cooperation of the ships' medical staffs 
In these support activities was excellent. 

Medical personnel wintering over consisted of a medical officer, a dental 
officer, and two hospital corpsmen.   There were many dental complaints and the 
presence of a dental officer was very Important to the health, efficiency and morale 
of the camp. 

The professional specialty of the medical officer was Internal medicine and 
his only surgical and orthopedic experience was a three-month training period at 
the U.S. Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland, prior to the departure of the bat- 
talion from the CONUS.   One corpsman was a neuropsychlatrlc technician; the 
other had no special rating.   Medical personnel were limited, therefore. In surgical 
experience. 

The time of the medical officer was devoted exclusively to the sick bay and 
related medical activities.   The corpsmen were called upon, however, to assist In 
nonmedlcal work about the camp when their medical duties permitted.    It Is con- 
sidered that for a camp with a population of over 50, two corpsmen are necessary, 
for there are numerous occasions In which two will be needed for procedures In 
sick bay and to attend to seriously III patients.   Much of the time, however, medical 
duties will be light, and corpsmen should expect to be employed at Important non- 
medlcal tasks. 

Deep Freeze II.   On 16 October 1956 the first aircraft of the season arrived 
at McMurdo Sound from New Zealand, terminating the period of Isolation.   The 
camp population Increased rapidly and messing, housing, and sanitary facilities 
were taxed to the limit.   The population was about 360 at the maximum and remained 
steadily over 280 throughout the summer. 

During the month of October 1956 all but one hospital corpsmen at McMurdo 
were Incapacitated for three to six days each.   Chronic fatigue Increased the sus- 
ceptablllty of medical personnel, as well as others, to the numerous upper respiratory 
Infections that spread through camp. 

With the first plane In October, a VX-6 flight surgeon arrived at the base. 
He participated full time in medical activities throughout the summer.    One of the 
wlnterlng-over corpsman accompanied the party to the Beardmore Auxiliary Air Base 
and another accompanied the construction party to the South Pole.   Since air 
evacuation would be available from these outposts,  the corpsmen were equipped 
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only with first-aid materials.   With the deployment of the wintering corpsmen, their 
places at McMurdo were taken by three VX-6 corpsmen.   The presence of these men 
provided adequate coverage during the summer, and without them the medical depart- 
ment would have functioned much less efficiently. 

The frequent flights between New Zealand and McMurdo Sound during most of 
the summer made possible the evacuation of seriously III or Injured personnel.   This 
was a great aid In the proper managemert of casualties.   Eight persons with acute 
conditions were evacuated by this means.   On two occasions an Air Force medical 
officer was flown In to attend evacuees. 

The w,nterIng"over medical staff for Deep Freeze II originally consisted of a 
flight surgeon and one, well trained, second-class hospital corpsman, who was an 
operating-room technician.    Because of the high Incidence of sickness during the 
summer, an additional corpsman from VX-6 agreed to winter over.   During the 
entire winter corpsman help was at a premium because of heavy sick lists and the 
Incapacltatlon of one corpsman during part of the winter with a leg Injury.   Both 
corpsmen, averaged twelve hours duty per day for seven days a week, and In some 
Instances worked as many as twenty-seven hours continuously.   Following the hello- 
copter crash In July 1957 three additional men, all nonmedlcal ratings, were chosen 
to work In sick bay to help with routine work.   Also at this time sick bay was expanded 
to Include the entire building known as Dufek Hall.   McMurdo was thus essentially 
converted from a minor dispensary, with limited space.  Into a full-time understaffed 
hospital. 

Conclusions.    During the summer air operations It Is Imperative that McMurdo 
have at least four hospital corpsmen and preferably an additional flight surgeon. 
Two of these corpsmen are needed on a twenty-four hour basis at the runway.   A 
minimum of one corpsman per twelve-hour shift Is required for the routine function- 
ing of the sick bay.    If hospital corpsmen are required for explorations and expeditions, 
such help should be provided In addition to the above.    Further, one senior corpsman 
should be kept In New Zealand during the summer to facilitate the handling of 
evacuated personnel. 

Health Problems 

Accidents were the greatest health problem during the winter of Deep Freeze I. 
Except for fractures and one severe Instance of carbon monoxide poisoning of a man 
traveling In a weasel, these were minor.   It Is notable that no particular health 
problems were found which could be attributed either to cold climate or to Isolation. 
The Introduction of Infectious disease by the transient summer personnel, the hazards 
of flying, and the dangers of ship off-loading on deteriorating bay Ice presented the 
greatest medical problems during the summer months.   Of these, aircraft accidents 
were most disastrous.    During air operations, a corpsman was on duty at the airstrip. 
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Incidence of Illness.   It was anficlpated that the end of the period of isolation 
would result m a large increase of the incidence of infectious disease in the camp. 
This was abundantly true in the case of respiratory infections.    In the four weeks 
subsequent to the arrival of the first plane, an estimated 75 percent of the 250 people 
at camp developed acute respiratory disease.   The pattern was fairly characteristic: 
bore throat and/or coryza were the first symptoms, followed in three or four days 
by bronchitis and cough.   The cough usually subsided In ten days to two weeks, but 
in many cases persisted for several weeks.   At first, fever was unusual, and the inci- 
dence of apparent bacterial secondary infection - otltis, sinusitis, tonsillitis, or 
pharyngitis - was low.   As the summer progressed, however, these complications 
ncreased In frequency.    It Is interesting that summer personnel as well as the win- 

nJloM9"^ ^^ W?dfly affeC'ed by resP,ratory dlsease, suggesting the presence of 
infect ous organisms, immunity to which was low in all Americans.   An obvious 
possible source of such would be New Zealand, through the Incoming personnel. 
The overcrowded condition of the camp during the summer Is probably responsible 
for the very high incidence of respiratory Infection.    That outbreaks of more serious 

w'TL5   .    ..   y resPlrafory Passage did not occur is probably purely fortuitous. 
With the inadequate galley space and sanitary facilities during the summer.  It is 
also only luck that serious gastro-Intestinal disease did not appear.   The last plane 
departed 24 February, and the last ship 13 March 1957.   Shortly after this, most 
respiratory infections abated. 

Minimal respiratory Infections occurred in midwinter.    Only an occasional 
cold and one or two cases diagnosed as "influenza" occurred during the Isolation 
period.    Many people, however, were noted to have an occasional dry, nonproduc- 
tive, nonincapacltating, hacking cough, accentuated by the dusty, overcrowded, 
overheated living quarters.   Undoubtedly, new organisms are brought into the 
antarctic at the end of an Isolation period.    Susceptible members of the wintering- 
over personnel can certainly develop respiratory complaints at this time.    It was 
noted that more personnel developed "colds" when traveling into the more temperate 
and/or torrid zones enroute home. 

Epistaxis and vasomotor rhinitis occurred in about six personnel at various times 
during the winter. This was particularly true when they were exposed to the extreme 
cold while working outdoors. 

The urinary complaints were mostly of staphylococcal and/or streptococcal 
orlg n.    It is possible that the polyvalent influenza vaccine, given to 99.0 percent 
of all personnel wintering over and/or the monovalent influenza vaccine may have 
had an attenuating effect upon this disease.    Monovalent vaccine was not given to 
all personnel, but was given to a large percentage.    Morbidity time of this disease 
was one to ten days per patient. 
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]n|ur^.   From April to September was the period of most accidents to winter 
personnel.   The reason for traumatic Injuries were basically as follows:   (1) hilly. 
Icy terrain; (2) aircraft accidents; (3) visual obstruction due to blowing snow and 
bulky clothing; (4) impaired efficiency in cold v/eather; and (5) winter darkness. 
Of the 87 people who spent the winter of Deep Freeze II at McMurdo,  15 had at 
least one plaster case applied during the winter, and one was killed Instantaneously 
in an aircraft crash. 

Minor lacerations occurred, but were not common because most men exerted 
maximum care in handling machinery and while working. Bums were the major sur- 
gical problem, particularly In the winter period. By far the most serious bums were 
those of the patients from the aircraft crash, and Included third-degree burns of the 
eyes, face, hands, and lower extremities. 

A grave problem was the transportation of survivors from the scene of an 
accident to camp.   This problem was not solved at McMurdo during Deep Freeze I. 
Helicopters probably provide the best all-around solution to this problem, though 
they are unable to operate In extremely cold weather.    Rapid-moving surface vehi- 
cles such as weasels or Sno-Cats would be useful.   In Operation Deep Freeze I at 
McMurdo, a helicopter was Infrequently available for transportation of the injured, 
and surface vehicles were in such short supply that other demands precluded the 
reservation of one for emergency medical department use.   Future planning of cold- 
weather operations should remedy these Inadequacies. 

Climatic Effects.    Diseases and conditions referable to cold weather were 
not series In the winter.   A few cases of cold sensitivity and frostbite occurred. 
Lacerations on hands seemed to heal somewhat slowly, particularly In those whose 
hands were exposed to the cold in the course of their work.   Otherwise no III effects 
were observed. 

One case of sold sensitivity, of a person who constantly worked indoors, 
was a serious problem, and he eventually had to be transferred.   This Individual 
developed Reynaud's disease.    Interestingly enough,  he rarely drank and never 
smoked.   Another interesting case was that of an Individual who arrived with the 
incoming summer support personnel and very promptly developed marked, slightly 
pitting pedal and finger edema, which was accentuated by exposure to the cold. 

Frostbite of all degrees occurred, but most of the time only of first and second 
degree.   The parts most affected. In order, were usually ears, nose, face, hands, 
and feet.   No cases were severe enough to contemplate heparln therapy.    It Is 
believed that, with rare exception, frostbite Is usually the result of one's own care- 
lessness.   To prevent It, personnel must be properly educated In how to clothe 
themselves properly In cold climates. 
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Snow blindness, of course, gives none or minimal warning signs unMI too 
lafe fo prevent symptomology.   This was nof a great problem, for personnel were 
instructed in the use of proper glasses and goggles.   From mid-October to mid-March, 
protection of the eyes from light is necessary to prevent snow blindness.   The Impor- 
tance of preventive measures was constantly emphasized to camp personnel, and 
the^ incidence was low.   The cases which did occur were principally persons newly 
arrived at the base who were inadequately Indoctrinated in protective measures. 

Cold weather increases the basal metabolism, and diet should be proportional 
for calories utilized.   However, probably only 500 calories more would be required 
per person to perform the same job in Antarctica as elsewhere.   Fat consumption is 
higher, as fats are more easily tolerated. 

Psychological Problems 

Psychological problems were numerous.   Those illnesses of a "neurosis" 
category were: (1) minor anxiety; (2) Insomnia,  particularly in mid-winter; (3) ten- 
sion headaches; and (4) psychosomatic manifestations.   Additional cases of a more 
serious or "psychotic" nature included depression reactions and latent schizophrenia, 
accentuated by periods of acute exacerbation. 

One man developed a frank psychosis and for most of Deep Freeze I was 
unable to work.   This man's suitability for wintering over had been questioned on 
the basis of his health record prior to departure from the U.S., but a psychiatric 
consultant had finally cleared him.   Except for this individual, emotional problems 
In Deep Freeze I were not Incapacitating.   The men who wintered over were all 
volunteers; ail were petty officers with a higher than average maturity of outlook; 
all well understood the reasons for being in the camp.   The amount of work was suf- 
ficient to keep all hands busy throughout the entire winter.   Most individuals 
suffered mild depressions with homesickness and feelings of frustration but insight 
was Invariably good.   Absence of mail was keenly felt but was greatly compensated 
for by the freedom with which radio messages could be sent home. 

The size of the Deep Freeze I wintering party, 93 in all, proved to be 
advantageous with respect to interpersonal relationships.   With this number, variety 
in personal contacts was possible and the problems related by smaller isolated groups 
rising from the relentless close associations of small numbers of people was avoided. 
Occasionally an argument grew heated and tempers flared,  but no insufferable per- 
sonnel antagonisms were manifest. 

Insomnia deserves mention as a very frequent and often troublesome complaint. 
It was at its height during the darkest weeks of the winter night while physical 
activity was least.    Some men continued to complain even though doing strenuous 
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work, and some were troubled throughout the spring and summer.    So common was 
Insomnia that It was given a familial name — "the big eye," an aptly descriptive 
title.   Questioning of sufferers revealed. In almost all cases, that mild homesick- 
ness and depression combined with the Irregular sleeping habits resulting from the 
polar solar cycle were Important factors In causing "big eye."   Frequently, mild 
sedation for a few nights was sufficient to restore a satisfactory sleep pattern. 

Screening of Personnel 

The need for adequate screening of ail persons going to the antarctic cannot 
be overemphasized.    Many of the nonaccldent cases, who were admissions to the infir- 
mary, should have been disqualified for antarctic duty.    These would have been 
disqualified had the requirements for deployment to Antarctica been followed by the 
various fleet and other commands.    The screening In Davlsvllle for wintering-over 
personnel for Deep Freeze II was excellent. 

Less than 7 percent of the McMurdo MCB-Speclal wintering-over personnel 
should have been replaced; 20 percent of VX-6 personnel and about 60 percent of 
"last-minute arrivals" should have been replaced.   Of personnel arriving in Antarctica 
for Deep Freeze III, one could qualify the screening as follows:   ComNavSupFor 
Antarctica — excellent; VX-6 — excellent, except for October III personnel; Naval 
Support Unit THREE wintering-over personnel — good; and Naval Support Unit THREE 
summer personnel — completely unsatisfactory.   The latter, when reporting III to 
the Infirmary, stated they had never seen a doctor prior to deployment with reference 
to any history or physical examination for antarctic duty. 

It is imperative that all personnel being deployed to Antarctica meet the 
history and physical requirements set forth in the CTF-43 Operation Plan. 

Research 

Although some research was planned by the medical officer at McMurdo 
during Deep Freeze II, very little was carried out with the exception of the neuro- 
psychiatric and gamma globulin respiratory projects as outlined by BuMed.   The 
first project consisted of giving certain neuropsychiatric tests three times during the 
year:   immec'iately before departure of tha last transportation. In midwinter,  and one 
week to one month prior to the arrival of the first personnel after the winter Isolation 
period.   The first series of tests were given to only a few people because the tests 
were not located until a few days before departure of the last ship In mid-March. 
The confidentiality of these tests was assured to the men; however, many expressed 
resentment at the medical department.    Opposition to even signing or taking them 
was experienced by about 30 to 40 percent of the personnel, and a few in the later 
periods refused to even sign their name because of the extreme personal nature of 
some of the tests. 
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Ten cc. Jof ^Tn WaS ln,Mated 0ne Week Pr,or to the ,nflux * *** personnel. 
Ifthl wl / 9Ta 9    bU ^ WaS 9lVen ln*™™My to approximately one-fourth 
of the win ered personnel; vitomln A, 50,000 units, was administered orally even. 

werr^entothT    £ T^ T^^ 0f ^ ^^ wh,le ***** ^^ were given bo h the vitamin A and gamma globulin.   The remaining one-fourth were 

CoooeLM     r0 S 1^ ^T n
L
0th,ng-   0nly VolünteerS ^ 9lve" medication. 

Coope atlon of all men In this program was excellent.   One Interesting note Is the 

aamlaaloh0^  ^ ^ SOme wlnter!"g— Personnel given vitamin A and/or 
gamma globulin did not become III until as much as three weeks after the first a^Ival 
of new personnel. Indicating some possible protection by one or both of the treaWs. 

Alcoholic Beverages 

that SoIr^ '^U aSlS 0f
L
14

1'ri
nfhs experience In the antarctic. It Is recommended 

and   tr    r    ^ "^ ^ aVaMable t0 perSOnnel In lso1^ h°™ ^ morale 
tlon ^^ PTOStS*   ?0nfr01 0f fhe d,^b^'on of liquor Is properly a func- 
tion of the command rather than of the medical officer.   The provision of a I coho He 

ponslb llty fo   Its use Is removed almost entirely from the individual.    In a sense, 
such dispensation may be considered to Imply encouragement of imbibing by the 
command and   he medical officer.   On the other hand, liquor dispensed thLgh 
properly organized messes and procured and paid for by the Individual user is taken 

^tnT'er r[ y TT ^^[^nsim^ and'though with the commands 
consent, certainly without a hint of encouragement. 

Deeo Fr^UU^Mil^ a,COho1' WhIskey' and brandy were established during 
Deep Freeze II by the flight surgeon and the local command.   There were no flagrant 
abuses of alcohol.   Essentially, men returning from work were allowed a "shot" o 
wh.skey or brandy in sick bay, provided they were not going into the cold again. 
A few base parties were held, and at this time, a limited amount of liquor was dis- 
pensed m accordance with medical and command rules.   It was not dispensed to 
individuals who were unable to handle it. P 

Little America 

Medical Facilities 

A       I    ^''^ ]l!he, construction Phase/ o frst-aid facility was provided at Little 
America.   At this time,  the medical department was dependent upon ships of 

with thT;6 t    f0' T   M     SUPP0.r'-   MedICal perSOnnel Were Pr,marl|y occ"P'ed 
with the task of collecting supplies and equipment, and the actual establishment of 
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the permanent medical facility.   The medical department functioned entirely 

independently during the wintering-over period.    No logistic support or evacuation 
of seriously III was available from 10 March 1956 until  18 Octobsr 1956.    Following 
fhe return of daylight, there was a period of renewed activity.    Tractor-train 
operations to Marie Byrd Land required a medical department representative.   Air 
operations and off-loading of cargo ships and transportation of material to the camp 
required medical coverage.   The Increase of population at Little America from 73 
to 240 during the summer of 1956-57 produced Increased local responsibility of 
medical personnel. 

During the antarctic summer months 1956-57r medical care was augmented 
by naval ships in the Kainan Bay Area.   During the months of winter Isolation 

00 March  1957 - 12 October 1957) the medical facility again operated Independently, 
Air operations at Kiel Field,   1.2 miles southeast, were covered by the medical 
department. 

Medical Personnel 

The medical department at Little America had a medical officer and two 
corpsmen during the winter months of Deep Freeze I, with the addition of a dentist 
at the beginning of Deep Freeze II.   With the base population at 73 for Deep Freeze I 
and 109 for Deep Freeze II and all activities confined to the Immediate vicinity of 
the base,  this number of personnel was considered adequate to cover most eventualities. 
During the spring and summer of 1956 - 1957,  the commitments of the medical depart- 
ment mcreased with the Increase of population and construction activities.    One 
corpsman accompanied the Marie Byrd Land tractor train.   With such limited personnel 
at the main base, during a period of aviation activity, construction, trail operations, 
and ship off-loading there would have been a serious compromisina of medical care 
In the case of serious illness or multiple accidents.    Fortunately, additional corpsmen 
were made available to Little America by VX-6,  thereby helping to relieve a serious 
personnel shortage. 

.        Personnel Requirements.   A medical officer Is required at all times at the 
mam base.    He should be either an experienced general surgeon or orthopedic 
surgeon.    The greatest hazard to health in the antarctic Is that of possible serious 
injury.   This fact makes the presence of an experienced surgeon essential.    It was 
felt during Deep Freeze I,  II, and III that at least two corpsmen are required at the 
main base In order to afford ample medical care both at the main base and to units 
operating away from the base.   At least one of the corpsmen should be an operating 
room technician, and he should remain at the main base at all times.    It Is true that 
two corpsmen are not required for the day-to-day function of the medical department, 
but this number of corpsmen must be on hand In order to meet any anticipated need. 
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and also to provide medical department representatives to units of more than 10 men 
operating away from the base.    During the winter months, when the medical depart- 
ment has little work, corpsmen can be utilized on nonmedical details as necessitated 
by the work requirements of the base. 

During the spring, when ships are arriving and off-loading,  the ships should 
provide medical department representatives to cover military passenger personnel as 
well as the off-loading operation.   These medical department representatives should 
not be those selected to relieve wintering-over personnel, as their primary responsi- 
bility after arriving on the ice is to be phased into the medical operation at the main 
base by the incumbent personrsl during the short period before the ships depart. 
During the spring and summer 1956-57 the responsibilities of the MCB (Special) 
Detachment BRAVO corpsmen aboard ship prevented them from getting to Little 
America until after the departure of Deep Freeze I personnel.   This, coupled with 
the arrival of the relieving medical officer on the same day as the departure of the 
Deep Freeze I medical officer produced a serious drawback to the smooth integration 
of the new wintering-over personnel. 

Health Problems 

^ Antarctic Pathology.   The concept of antarctic medicine is misleading, for 
it implies that there is pathology unique to the area«   In actuality,  the problem has 
been one of having the means of treating the usual disease entities commonly seen 
in Stateside medicine.    During the thirteen-month period of Deep Freeze I no ill- 
nesses of a serious nature were observed that could be attributed to the environment 
or climate which was encountered.   No exotic antarctic diseases were discovered. 
Most medical problems observed were those which would be seen by a medical officer 
assigned to a construction battalion in any theater of operations. 

Although the pathology was not unique, the means which are available for 
the treatment of any individual illness might be limited by the compact nature of 
the antarctic medical facility.    Compromises are frequently necessary in treating 
diseases which would offer no therapeutic problem under more usual circumstances 
with more extensive facilities.    At Little America the isolated location prevents the 
evacuation of seriously ill or injured during the winter.   There is a lack of an immed- 
iate source of supply of medical material,  and consultation services are not available. 
The medical facility in the antarctic must,  therefore, be self-sufficient and capable 
of providing the broadest possible degree of medical and surgical care for an extended 
period of time, and still not exceed logistic capabilities, which are limited by 
difficult terrain and great distances. 
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Incidence of Illness.   There were few colds and other acute infections and 
respiratory diseases during the Deep Freeze I wintering-over period.   The first cold 
observed was in a man who arrived on the first aircraft.    The first cold reported by 
members of the wlnterlng-over party was on 4 November 1956.   The peak incidence 
of colds was from 10 to 14 November 1956.   A second epidemic of colds occurred 
In January following the arrival of spring construction personnel.    All colds seemed 
to be aggravated by low humidity within buildings.   Sore throats not associated with 
colds, fever, or exudate were probably due to dehydration of mucous membranes 
when sleeping in the extremely dry atmosphere within the barracks.   In January and 
February 1957 there was a high incidence of respiratory Infections of all types which 
was aggravated by the overcrowded camp conditions at that time.   Approximately a 
third of the newly arrived personnel had upper respiratory infection.   These were 
mild, but the symptoms were aggravated by the low humidity. 

Dermatologic conditions accounted for 219 outpatient visits, which is more 
than any other type of pathology observed.   This great number of visits In many cases 
Is due to the persistent nature of many dermatologic conditions which require repeated 
daily treatments.   Diarrhea was fairly uncommon at Little America.    Nosebleed was 
noted in one Individual particularly when he spent long periods outdoors in low tem- 
peratures and then returned to the warmth within the buildings.   These episodes were 
of short duration and were controlled somewhat by using polyhexedrine inhaler; pack- 
ing was not required.    Conjunctivitis was not associated with exudate in any case. 
There was burning of the eyes with photophobia in some cases, and superficial and 
deep Injection.    Some cases were undoubtedly milk forms of snow blindness; others 
were due to chemical Irritants within the garage and shops.   There were no clearly 
recognizable cases of snow blindness during Deep Freeze I.   Transient nonfixed 
brandycardla occurred from time ro time in sick call patients.   Symptoms were vague 
and transitory; no related causal factors could be determined.   The heart rates were 
noted to revert to normal In a short time with no therapy. 

Several cases of metal fume ague occurred in personnel welding galvanized 
steel.   These were shortly reversible with only one day of lost time.    Zinc fume 
poisoning was noted in four cases.   Several instances of probable nitrite intoxication 
occurred during demolition with TNT and cordite shape charges.   These cases were 
quickly reversible. 

less During the winter months of isolation there was only one case of illne... 
which might be considered communicable, and that was herpes zoster.   One case 
of tonsillitis occurred late in the summer of 1957 in a new arrival.    Many personnel 
arrived in October 1957, and with this increase in population the incidence of 
acute URI increased sharply.   Approximately a third of the newly arrived personnel 
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of exposure was rarely greater than four hours.   As temperatures dropped to low levels 
and wind velocity Increased, the period of continuous exposure was reduced according 
to dictates of comfort. 

General or local Ill-effects of cold of a major nature were not observed. 
Twenty-one cases of minor frostbite occurred mainly during the twilight periods, 
with outdoor work at very low temperatures.   For the most part, these were first- 
degree and Involved fingertips, nose, cheeks, and ears.   The Incidence of frostbite 
was probably higher than records Indicated.   In most cases those who received minor 
frostbite while at work did not report to the sick bay for treatment. 

The actual snow blindness danger was limited at Little America Station due 
to the relatively few days permitting maximum short-wave dispersion.   These days 
are reported to be those with bright sunlight with moderate haze.   Tractor drivers 
within glass-enclosed cabs were afforded protection from any ultraviolet radiation. 
Individuals were known to drive 1200 miles across the Ice on the Byrd tractor trains 
without protective glasses, and they had no III effects. 

Psychological Problems 

The adjustment to the severe climatic conditions Is but one facet In the over- 
all problem of adjustment to the antarctic environment.   A more Important factor 
encountered In polar operations Is the demand upon Individuals at a wintering-over 
base to be able to adjust to the absolutely isolated and extremely confined living 
circumstances Imposed by the environment.   Exposure to cold Is temporary and Inter- 
mittent, and can be alleviated by proper clothing and shelter.   In constrast to this, 
the exposure to the circumstances of isolation and confined living Is continuous and 
Inescapable.    It Is of greatest Importance In polar operations that all measures be 
studied which might enhance the process of adjustment to this peculiar living situation, 
as It has great bearing upon both the physical and emotional health of the personnel 
Involved. 

In general, the adjustment of the wintering-over personnel at Little America 
during Deep Freeze I was excellent.   There was no case of severe emotional disorder 
during the 14-month period.   There were two Individuals who became sufficiently 
disturbed to necessitate their removal from the work situation and confinement to bed. 
In these two cases recovery was prompt, with return to full duty within two days. 
Otherwise, despite the unhapplness of some individuals some of the time, there was 
harmony during the entire wintering-over period.    Group morale remained high. 

No psychiatric complications of a major nature occurred during Deep Freeze II. 
Four Individuals of the 109 had stereotyped personalities and a rigid interpersonal 
structure which required the adjustment of the remainder of the camp.    One young 
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man had a transient bout of globus hystericus.   There were several other cases of 
minor conversion symptoms.   These occurred, peculiarly enough, with the return of 
sunlight In August.   This was at variance with the condition described by the 
Greenlandlc Danes as "morkeplp" (darkmäss mania). 

Insomnia was noted especially during the winter night, possibly due to 
restlessness caused by relative Inactivity combined with the fact that many Individuals 
became aggravated with the environment and took their aggravation to bed with them. 

Screening of Personnel 

The excellent emotional adjustment to the Isolation and confinement of 
Little America was not due to the fact that there was any good method of selection 
of candidates for wlnterlng-over, but was entirely fortuitous.    It Is unfortunate that 
more definite Information concerning the screening of personnel for Isolated cold- 
weather duty Is not available.   This subject Is the most Important continuing problem 
for the medical officer, with the possible exception of major surgical treatments. 

The following observations are submitted:   A large camp population (over 50) 
can absorb some otherwise unacceptable personnel for this type of duty.   Simple 
psychometric testing Is not adequate In the Initial screening of personnel.   Some 
aspects of Inadequate stateside adjustment do not necessarily preclude acceptability 
for this type of duty.    In other words, some types of "oddball" would fit In better to 
an "oddball" situation.   What Is ordinarily appreciated is the necessity for exclusion 
of obvious psychoneuroses or psychosis.   There exist, however, certain minimally 
disturbed Individuals who can create an unpleasant social situation.   A mild, nor- 
mally pleasant and productive megalomaniac can create a most disturbing situation 
by the very nature of being stereotyped.   Lack of flexibility In personality structure, 
with poor group adjustment, can be a problem which could be disastrous in an acute 
situation.   (The problem may also be a failure of the group to adjust to the Individual.) 
Personnel who would have difficulty with moderate alchollc Inhibition (I.e., con- 
sistently drink to excess) are those with sufficiently disturbed psyche as to be precluded 
from duty of this type. 

Wlnterlng-over medical officers should be assigned to their units at the 
earliest possible time In order to afford them the opportunity of observing the men 
in the actual living and working situation.    It is felt this is more valuable than 
formal psychiatric examination in evaluating wlnterlng-over personnel. 
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Research 

Cold SenslhvifY     No specific program was undertaken by the medical officer 

A  ^ V y* 0l?9,::al f*** of Cold-   0ne such Pr^rom was carried out by the 
Arctic Aeromed.cal Laboratory, Ladd AFB, Fairbanks, Alaska.   These studies were 

designed   o mvest.gate so-called "acclimatization" to cold and consisted essentially 
ot the following: 

1. Periodic recordings of basal metabolic rate. 

2. Study of response to a standardized cold exposure In a specially 
constructed cold room.   This consisted of Indirect calorlmetric data, recordings 
ot skin and rectal temperatures using telethermometers with thermocouples, and 
observations of shivering. 

3. Studies of changing local acclimatization (manual dexterity tests with 
cold exposure, and changes In vascular reactivity as observed In response to Immer- 
sion of finger In Ice-water bath). 

4. Physical fitness tests using a modification of the Harvard two-step test. 

5. Field thermal balance studies (heat production and body temperature 
change in outdoor conditions). 

6. Nutritional survey.    Food weighing with estimation of simultaneous 
energy expenditure.   Measurement of body fat changes using skin-fold calipers. 

A physical examination was conducted monthly at Little America on approxi- 
mately half of the wintering-over personnel.   Most of the camp population were 
Interviewed and examined at least twice during the year; 40 personnel were followed 
more closely with 4 to 6 periodic follow-ups.   Physical examination was brief; It 
Included body weight,  blood pressure, and pulse determinations.   Direct effects of 
cold were difficult to assess.   Whether or not measurable physiological adaptation 
occurs after chronic exposure Is yet to be unequivocally demonstrated.    Even though 
personnel at Little America were In a cold environment for approximately one year, 
actua   cold exposure was Intermittent and consistent outdoor workers were rare.    This 
experience was quite different from the rugged dog-sledging explorations of the past. 
Most of the published work on man in cold environments concerns itself with mechan- 
isms of heat transfer, metabolic rate, and peripheral circulatory changes as a result 
of "standardized" cold exposures. 
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Nutritional Survey.   During September an attempt was made to record the 
food Intake of five outdoor working Navy personnel.   From preliminary screening 
of available raw data It was apparent that the ordinary adult male dietary Intake of 
2800 to 3200 calories per day was rarely exceeded In the small group of outdoor 
workers studied.   Although vitamin supplementation was not thought necessary, as 
the months wore on and eating habits became erratic for some individuals, vitamins 
were supplied freely on the mess hall tables.   In this regard, one case only of glos- 
sitis, skin rash with brachial neuritis, was seen.   This was an aviation rate, who 
slept at the airfield and had not been coming Into camp for regular meals.   The 
symptoms subsided with oral vitamin therapy.   Although there were marked variations 
In weight change after nine to eleven months of antarctic duty, there was an average 
weight gain of 6.45 pounds among the 71 personnel observed. 

Gamma Globuiln Inoculations.   Prior to arrival of new aircraft In Deep 
Freeze I, 32 personnel were Inoculated with 10 cc's of intramuscular globulin 
poliomyelitis Immune (human).   These personnel were followed Individually for a 
30-day period following the planes first arrival and compared with a control group 
of 50 nonlnoculated randomly selected civilian and military wintering-over personnel. 
The approximated Incubation periods of severe URI in inoculated and control groups 
showed no significant differences.   Because of the uncertain arrival date of the first 
aircraft, gamma globulin was given about a week prematurely (12 to 20 days before 
first exposure).   During October and November,  influenza inoculations were given 
and tended to obscure observations of the gamma globulin prophylaxis. 

Alcoholic Beverages 

The medical officer at Little America was put in the unique position of 
having to bear the responsibility for the Issuance of medicinal alcohol, brandy, and 
whiskey for recreational purposes.   The medical officer does not disapprove of the 
action of the commanding officer in regard to the policies of distribution of medi- 
cinal alcohol at Little America but does condemn the policy of officially prohibiting 
the establishment of wine messes and the consumption of alcoholic beverages on the 
one hand; and then approving the requisitioning of copious amounts of medicinal 
alcoholic beverages on the other hand.   This apparent duality of policy resulted in 
a situation whereby both the commanding officer and the medical officer at Little 
America authorized the Issuance of medicinal alcohol in violation of instructions 
as set forth in the Manual of the Medical Department.   This violation of established 
policy was done in good faith with the desire of providing for the best welfare of the 
personnel at Little America.    It is felt that issuing, or controlling the distribution of 
alcohol for recreational and/or nonmedical purposes is a command responsibility,  and 
that It was unfortunate that existing policies made it necessary for the medical 
officer to assume any part of this responsibility. 
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■^grclosjoiiand Recommendations.    1.   A firm policy of no alcoholic 
beverages other fhan medicinal could be established and strictly adhered to if the 
wintering-over candidates are given prior knowledge of the fact that no alcoholic 
beverages will be available.   This solution is simple and workable,  but would 
require selection of officers and men who would bs willing to tolerate abstention 
from alcohol for a one-year period. 

2. Alcoholic beverages can be consumed in the antarctic if the issuances 
of these beverages is kept under the complete, control and responsibility of the 
command.   The most feasible method of accomplishing this Is by the establishment 
of an authorized club or wine mess. 

3. It Is the feeling of the medical officer that the distribution of medicinal 
brandy or whiskey to Individuals who have been engaged In particularly hazardous, 
exposed, or otherwise difficult assignments is not only unwarranted from the medical 
viewpoint, but is detrimental to morale.    In such instances, particularly when 
medical alcohol is the sole supply, the selection of individuals for the "reward" of 
brandy becomes extremely difficult and arbitrary.   The issuing of alcohol cannot be 
governed on the basis of Individual performance.   The most real justification for 
imbibing is established simply by the individual's desire, and his ability to satisfy 
this desire in a socially acceptable fashion.   This latter qualification can be 
determined only by the command. 

Bjrrd 

Health Problems 

The summer (daylight) period had more outside activity, resulting in a 
greater physical fitness, good appetite with less risk of obesity, and sounder sleeping, 
but an Increased susceptibility to trauma.    Elevated temperatures in tunnels caused 
melting snow from the roof to drip on the tunnel floor where it formed icy lumps and 
created a threat of fracture and sprain.   The winter (night) period,  in contrast, 
resulted in poorer physical condition, decreased appetite, a tendency toward 
obesity,  insomnia, and mental stagnation. 

Incidence of Illness.   It is of interest to note that no colds were seen in the 
wintering-over group, even after the arrival of infected relief personnel.    However, 
the frequency and severity of some upper and lower respiratory infections in person- 
nel after departure from the antarctic prompts speculation as to a causal relationship. 
A civilian, who went directly to new duty in Alaska, died suddenly of acute pulmon- 
ary edema following a few days of trivial upper respiratory symptoms.    One case of 
Vincents angina occurred after eight months of close living.    The case rapidly res- 
ponded to penicillin.    It is curious that this organism remained dormant for so long. 
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Climatic Effects.   Upon arrival at the station, new personnel experienced a 
sensitivity to the cold and shortness of breath on mild physical exertion, which 
lessened with acclimatization.   The face underwent the greatest degree of acclima- 
tization, as It was relatively unprotected from the combined effects of wind and 
temperature.   At first it readily showed the hard white patches of impending frost- 
bite; later, much colder conditions and more prolonged exposure were required for 
the same result.   Blizzard and storm conditions were capable of freezing snow, which 
had melted against the skin, and moisture from exhaled breath, to form a mass of ice 
enmeshing the face, beard, and nose.   Under extreme conditions, tears on the 
eyelashes would freeze, binding the lids together. 

In the latter half of October 1957, three persons wearing "Polaroid" sun goggles 
while working outside in overcast weather complained of severe frontal headache. 
A correlation with the azimuth of the sun at this time revealed Its position to be 
20 degrees, the reported threshold angle for ultra-violet penetration.   This evidence, 
although incomplete, was diagnosed as snow blindness.   All three cases subsided in 
24 to 36 hours with a change to smoked-glass sunglasses. 

No severe frostbite (third-degree) or general hydrothermia occurred.   Minor 
frostbite became so common and so transient during outside operations that men 
frequently failed to report their cases.   Face, ears, fingers, and toes were the only 
parts affected.   Men so afflicted treated themselves by such simple methods as hold- 
ing the part near the galley stove during the frequent coffee breaks. 

Psychological Problems 

Psychotherapy, whenever Its need was detected, was administered informally 
over a cup of coffee.   No sick call hours were kept.    Personnel were encouraged 
to present themselves whenever the occasion arose. 

An appreciable improvement in morale followed a liberal ration of medicinal 
alcohol at the midwinter party. However, the observer feels the tremendous value 
of alcohol in this situation was In Inverse ratio to the frequency of such occasions. 

Research 

The monthly questionnaires in connection with the Little America dental research 
program received about 80 percent support.    However,  the BuMed psychological 
questionnaires met with less enthusiasm despite all the ingenuity used.   The Gray 
Audiograph supplied for a similar program resulted in a solitary recording. 
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At the time of deployment to the antarctic available information (NAVMED 
1307 p 194) warned against the use of epinephrine for cold-acclimatized individuals. 
This, however, was not substantiated by laboratory findings.   At an isolated, cold- 
climate base, such as Byrd, the inability to use epinephrine to prolong local and 
regional anaesthesia imposes a serious handicap on the medical officer who is 
without a trained medical assistant.   Accordingly, tests were made using minute 
amounts of epinephrine in volunteers selected among the most cold-acclimatized 
men at the base.   The men worked for several hours dally in temperatures ranging 
from -20 F to -50 F.   Doses ranged from 0.05 to 0.5 cc of 1:1000 epinephrine USP. 
The smaller doses made up to 0.5 cc, using saline as diluent.   Measures were kept 
on hand following the injections to counteract any untoward effects, while blood 
pressure, pulse, pupils, and skin were continually observed in each of the subjects 
and recorded every five minutes for a half-hour period.   With the 0.5-cc dose, 
minor side effects consisting of throbbing, palpitations, rise in systolic pressure, and 
dizziness on standing, were noted.   However, these could normally be expected in 
temperate zones from such a dose.   It was the observer1 s impression from this experi- 
ment that the very small amount required in local anaesthesia would not be expected 
to cause toxic or severe side effects sufficient to preclude its use. 

Beardmore 

The camp's isolation and infrequent visitation by outside personnel created a 
loneliness greater than that felt during the winter night at either Little America or 
McMurdo.   Strong winds were frequent.   All hands ate, worked and slept in one 
building.   The group had no incidents of particular medical interest. 

South Pole 

Qualifications of Medical Personnel 

In a small station, medical problems of any nature may be so rare that the 
station physician must have ancillary duties.    Ideally, he should have an interest 
in another scientific project, such as physiology or even one of the geophysical 
disciplines.   The matter of cold injury and its prevention is perhaps the only new 
item In the training of physicians for cold weather.   A thorough knowledge of the 
principles of cold-weather clothing is desirable.   The best overall training may come 
from reading the personal journals of previous explorers.   The physician with post- 
graduate training in surgery would be the best qualified.   The medical officer will 
probably be called upon to help keep the peace in the small station; with this in 
mind, he should be mature and have no personality problems which might make him 
a disadvantage rather than a supporting influence. 
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CUmaHc Effects 

Fatigue.   The altitude of approximately 9200 feet produced shortness of breath 
and easy fatiguing in all members of the party.   Oxygen was provided for the party's 
use and was employed briefly in one instance of «xtreme fatigue.   After seven to ten 
days, all hands noted gradual improvement In exercise tolerance, but even at the 
conclusion of the construction period, physical exertion was found to be much more 
tiring than at sea level. 

Diet. Food and messing facilities were excellent in the construction camp, 
but in spite of this all members lost weight — estimated about 10 pounds per man. 
Indicating the high caloric requirements of work under polar conditions. 

Insomnia.   Over half the personnel at the South Pole Station suffered from 
sleep disturbances of one kind or another.   Five required Intermittent sleeping 
medication.   There was no apparent pattern to the sleeping problems, some having 
trouble in getting to sleep, others having trouble staying asleep.   The only universal 
difficulty was in arising in the morning, and In this respect it was agreed that it 
was harder than in the States. 

The fact that sleep came far more easily during the summer period for most 
individuals might mean either that exercise is vital or that keeping the mind occupied 
Is vital, or a combination of both.    It would seem important in any case to have 
better recreational facilities in the sports line for the long winter nights. 

Dehydration.   There was a general dehydration of the exposed parts, especially 
the skin of the dorsum of the hands.   This phenomenon, which is thought to be part 
of the process of acclimatization as well as the low humidity, resulted in several 
secondary conditions.   In three men, fissures or cracks occasionally appeared along 
the lines of the fingerprints, particularly at the edge of the nails.   The fissures 
appeared spontaneously without incident trauma and Involved the outer layers of 
epidermis only.   Healing was often delayed, but the fissures were slight and no more 
than an Inconvenience.   The fact that the cook had this condition most frequently 
raises the question that detergents might deprive the skin of natural oils and precipi- 
tate fissure formation in the already dry skin. 

It was also noted that minor wounds in the dry areas of the skin tended to heal 
far more slowly than usual.   Often it appeared that the wound margins retracted, 
preventing approximation of the edges.   There was never any erythema to suggest 
that inflammation or infection might be the cause of the delay, and so one must 
assume that the vascular changes Involved In local acclimatization were responsible. 
This delayed healing was not observed in wounds of areas normally covered with warm 
clothing. 
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Cold Injury.   The Incidence of cold Injury at the South Pole Station was 
extremely low.   This may at first seem a paradox, since the temperatures at the Pole 
represent the lowest alI-year-around average ever recorded.    It should be kept in 
mind, however, that the mission of the station personnel involved primarily indoor 
work and that at no time were there extensive traverses.   The duration of exposure 
to cold was therefore quite short on the whole, and a warm building was always 
within easy reach at all times. 

The occurrence of arthralgias of varying degrees was universal.   The occurrences 
were transient and followed work for prolonged periods in the cold.    It was not 
uncommon for arthralgias or stiffness to be most annoying on arising in the morning 
If exposure had been prolonged the previous day.   There was no effective treatment 
for this condition.   Heat applied locally was of considerable value temporarily; but 
the condition was self-limited, and pains tended to disappear with exercise, so that 
any therapy was hard to evaluate. 

The most common chest problem was a cough with slight hemoptysis, which 
occurred In almost all hands at various times during the year.   In general, the cough 
was apparently the result of deep breathing of cold air and followed work by a few 
minutes to one hour.   The coughing, which was usually unproductive, would not 
occur after normal breathing eVen In the coldest temperatures.   Deep breathing was 
required.   Hemoptysis was always very mild and transient. 

Another disorder which may be taken as a direct result of the cold is the 
Increased Incidence of nosebleeds during or jusf following heavy work outdoors.   A 
proper face mask may be the answer to this troublesome condition. 

Frostbite.    Unlike the situation at the coastal stations, the sun did not have 
sufficient warming effect at the South Pole to enable men to work outside during the 
summer without total body covering.   The face was generally the only exposed part, 
and the nose was most vulnerable.   The symptoms of a frozen nose might develop 
very rapidly.   The entire duration of symptoms may be only a fraction of a minute; 
and at times there would be no symptoms whatever.    Ears and hands seem the next 
most frequently affected, although the malar regions of a few men froze virtually 
as often as their noses.   There was no frostbite of the feet. 

The treatment for first-degree frostbite was self-administered in all cases. 
Warming the part with the bare hand (or with the abdomen,  in the case of the hand 
itself)   would rectify the situation in a matter of a minute or two, after which the 
Individual would proceed with his activities.   On cold windy days on the windward 
side of the base,  a man might freeze parts of his face a half dozen times in a single 
afternoon.   The event was regarded as a nuisance but certainly not as an excuse to 
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quit work or fake a break.   First-degree frostbite was so frequent and so transient 
that the men seldom reported It, and no accurate record of frequency could be 
obtained.   An estimate of once per man per day would probably be on the low side 
for certain days during the summer work periods. 

There were only two cases of second-degree frostbite.   One occurred on the 
cheeks of a man wearing sunglasses with metal rlns.   The second case occurred on 
the hand of a man working outside In midwinter. 

Snow Blindness.   There was no snow blindness at the South Pole Station.   The 
reason for this Is not obvious because the Polar Plateau presents as great an expanse 
of unbroken snow as possible, stretching as It does from horizon to horizon.   The 
personnel were not particularly careful In wearing sunglasses, however, and a few 
men seldom wore them at all.   Most of the outside work was done either In the drop 
zone or work areas, both of which were thoroughly littered with dark objects such 
as crates, parachutes, and packing materials while the sun was high overhead.    It Is 
recognized that If even a small part of the visual field Is darkened, the susceptibility 
to snow blindness Is greatly diminished.   Hence the presence of a clutter of building 
equipment and supplies may have had a favorable effect. 

It has often been noted that snow blindness appears more frequently In cloudy 
weather when the sky Is also white or light gray.   The South Pole summer was very 
mild and blue skies were the rule.   Furthermore, the sun never rises above 26 degrees, 
so shadows are always present.   Both these factors may have been decidedly an 
advantage In reducing snow blindness. 

Prevention of Cold Injury.   In the prevention of cold Injury, the most Important 
factor Is probably experience.   Frostbite Is painful, and the men who have had It 
even In minor degrees come to realize this and take measures to avoid It, which Is 
far more effective than any lectures or book reading could be.   At the South Pole 
we are not faced with the slow creeping cold which Is responsible for so much cold 
Injury In other environments, but rather with a brisk cold which attacks fiercely and 
rapidly.   The low humidity apparently decreases the sensibility to the cold right up 
to the point when frostbite Is Imminent. 

"Cold" In the sense of the sensation one gets when stepping Into a shower of 
cold water (I.e., common usage) Is certainly felt here as well as any other 
environment.   "Cold" In a new sense of the word, however. Is felt In the exposed 
parts, and Is more like a sensation of heat that cold.   The sensation Is duplicated 
closely by pouring ethyl chloride on the skin and blowing the spot to evaporate It. 
Another Indescribable attribute of the South Pole coldness Is the apparent lessening 
of the "unpleasantness" of the sensation.   Whether this Is due to acclimatization in 
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the low humidihes, or some ofher factor, is difficult to say.   The unpleasantness of 
the cold here is the feeling that a part of the body is close to that borderline of 

freezing which becomes so well known and so dreaded.    It is the progressive stiff- 
ness of the fingers, or the aches and pains which are attendant on any prolonged 
exposure. 

One should dress for the wind rather than for the temperature at the South Pole. 
One may feel colder on a warm windy day than on a calm day twenty degrees colder 
by the thermometer.   An accidental death from exposure with the classical pattern 
of fatigue, drowsiness, and warmth would probably be Impossible at the Pole, since 
this pattern requires a slow cooling of the body temperature.   The transition from 
normal body temperature to lower temperatures at the Pole would take place rapidly, 
causing Intense shivering and agitation rather than drowsiness.   Although this Is 
perhaps In our favor.  It should be emphasized that the present clothing Is inadequate 
In Itself to protect a man Indefinitely from winter temperatures.    An outside source 
of heat Is necessary. 

Screening of Personnel 

All men who were proposed as members of the construction party were examined 
physically by the medical officer at McMurdo.    All those who had complaints which 
might Interfere in any way with strenuous physical exertion were disqualified.   Per- 
sonnel were questioned particularly in regard to musculo-skeletal and respiratory 
disorders.    Hemoglobin determination was performed on each man to make sure no 
one with anemia was sent to the high altitude of the Pole. 

Alcoholic Beverages 

The advantages of having alcohol in a small isolated base are numerous.    First 
of all.  It must be remembered that the personnel of the small base are deprived of 
many comforts and pleasures normally found in even the most distant parts of the 
world.   These things combine to make the men feel restricted as well as Isolated, 
so that every possible privilege must be used to offset this feeling.   Although the 
use of alcohol may not be condoned In regular duty.  In Isolated duty it actually 
Is small compensation for the freedom lost In other ways. 

Secondly, alcohol Is most Important in adding variety to the weekly routine. 
It Is hard to express how vital "variety" is in the maintenance of good morale.    Al- 
cohol^ serves this purpose well.    Furthermore, the actual taste of the drink is a welcome 
addition to a diet of monotonous dehydrated and canned foods, and it is excellent 
in Increasing appetites. 
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Finally, alcohol fills a most significant function In maintaining a   harmonious, 
we |-knit group.   When alcohol Is served to the group during a "happy hour, " much 
of the unpleasantness of living In confinement with so few others disappears.   All 
the petty grievances, grumbles, and differences of opinion are melted away.   None- 
theless, It would be unrealistic to look on alcohol as a panacea. 

Alcohol has Its disadvantages.   One worries about outright drunkenness with 
al the dangers that this Implies.   Another disadvantage Is that alcohol, when fairly 
distributed to all hands, may be used as a barter Item by the nondrlnker, creating 
a blackmarket and therefore bad feelings and trouble.   Finally, one may say that, 
because of the hardships of Isolated duty, the presence of alcohol might be seized 
upon too avidly, with the creation of frank alcoholism and chronic disability In 
a few men. ' 

These problems were recognized at the South Pole Station, and the policy was 
so directed to gain the most from the supply of alcohol and at the same time minimize 
Its dangers.   From the start, alcohol was distributed only on Saturday nights.   Whiskey 
and brandy were both available, and no restriction was placed on the quantity taken 
during the   happy hour."   It was made clear, however, that any man who abused 
the privilege would be denied further alcohol and that If any Injury occurred as the 
result of alcohol, the supply would be stopped for the remainder of the winter night. 
It was not these threats which kept the men in bounds so much as It was the social 
pressure of the small group.    In a station of only eighteen men, nothing goes by 

unnoticed, and the group can exert a great deal of force by even a casual disapproval. 

The problem of alcohol being used for barter did occur, with the 2-ounce 
bott es of brandy.   This was rapidly remedied by serving the brandy out of a quart 
bottle and keeping the small bottles secured.   After this change of policy, there was 
no more trouble In this respect. 

In summary, alcohol found good use at the South Pole Station.   It was not used 
In excessive amounts (4 to 6 ounces per man per month).    It was welcomed during 
the group occasions for Its taste as well as its warmth.   It tended to bring the men 
together.    Those minor problems which arose because of Its use were easily handled 
by judicious distribution of the supplies. 

The one recommendation is the opinion of the entire station personnel.    It is 
that it would be far wiser to supply a larger variety of better grade alcohol in small 
quantity than huge supplies of second-rate materials.   The men do not use the alcohol 
for effect.   The morale value lies elsewhere. 
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Research 

Urlnalysls Sfody.   Routine urlnalysls was performed on specimens from sixteen 
of the South Pole personnel to ascertain a rough gauge of "normalcy" and perhaps 
to assist the future physician here who Is faced with the problem of not knowing 
normal ranges tn acclimatized personnel.    None of the men were on the sick list 
at the time of the study.   There appeared nothing unusual about the color of the 
urines.   They were mainly medium yellow.    Cloudiness of the urines frequently 
appeared: clear, 50 percent; slightly cloudy, 25 percent; grossly cloudy, 25 percent. 
The pH ranged from 5.5 to 6.0 70 percent of the time.   The specific gravity ranged 
from 1.090 to 1.031.   No glucose and albumin were found.   Microscopic tests revealed 
leukocytes 100 percent; epithelial cells, 25 percent; amorphous matter, 45 percent; 
mucus, 25 percent; and crystals, 30 percent.   The cloudiness of the urines was due 
either tc amorphous ureates or phosphates.   All urine specimens were random speci- 
mens.   The pH determination was with Nitrazaine Paper; the glucose determination 
was with "Urlne-Surgar Test Tablets"; and the albumin determination was by heating 
tn an acid medium. 

Blood Studies.   Routine blood studies were done on four of the South Pole 
personnel who were not on the sick list.   Studies included complete blood counts, 
venous clotting times, erythrocyte sedimentation rates, hemoglobin determination, 
clot retraction times, and specific gravity determinations on whole blood and plasma. 
The results Indicated that all values were within the predicted limits of "normal." 
No effects of high altitude were noted in the blood counts.   RBC ranged from 5.5 
to 6.5 million.   Hemoglobins tended to the high side of normal sea-level range. 
ESR was consistently 1 to 2 mm.   Specific gravity determinations are thought to be 
too unreliable to be reported.   VCT again presented the curious phenomenon of 
being greatly prolonged in a few isolated cases.   No cause for this is known, but 
the technique (Lee-White) may have been at fault.   Calculation of MCH, MCHC, 
and MCV showed values within the normal range for all subjects tested. 

Hallett 

Medical Facilities 

At the beginning of the operation at Hallett,  the medical officer was dependent 
on the ships' medical facilities.   Only Immediate emergency and minor treatment 
was done at the camp site.   The medical facilities consisted of an emergency medical 
kit prepared by the medical officer.   The permanent base was occupied early In 
January 1957.   At this time all perishable medical equipment was uncrated and moved 
Into the sick bay.    Operating table and lights were set up.   A spare 55-gallon fuel 
drum was used as water supply.   A temporary sink was made out of a large cooking 
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pot   but was later replaced by a large darkroom sink.   Provisions were not made for 
heating water in the sick bay. 

Responsibilities of Medical Officer 

During the construction period the medical officer was responsible for the 
water sup^y in addmon to hfs medical ^^    He ^^ P        0^Z^- 

of all departments.   He shared cleaning and wafer details with the group, and served 

was r:!66^' Ä u"^9 ^^^ '* ™ '" cha^ ^ ^e crash c^ew and 
stood thT^-  f<;:i

Checkln
u
g COndfMons of ** »«• ^nway.   It can readily be under- 

stood that d.ff.cultles can be encountered when a medical officer has to serve in 
several capacities. 

Health Problems 

Diseases and Illnesses.    During the construction period injuries were seen 
very frequently.   These were usually minor and most were on the hands.   At that 
time, no rnapr Injuries or Infections occurred.    During the isolation period there 
were frequent complaints of sore throats and nosebleeds.    These were probably caused 
by the low humidity, and very little could be done to prevent them.   Two caL of 
middle-ear Infect.on were treated; these were secondary to the sore throat.    There 
were no hospital cases, and very few man-hours were lost due to illness.    Due to 
the small number of persons at this station, sick call was held at random.    Individuals 
eported to the medical officer whenever they had medical complaints.   Unusual 

illnesses did not occur at this station. 

Climatic Effects.   Cold weather will hinder an individual« s health if he is 
exposed to It without due precautions.   A person doing heavy work without the neces- 
sary clothing is more apt to get hurt; muscles will get stiff and inefficient.    |n this 
kind o   environment one has to be more careful In the quality of his diet.    He should 

Itec^rV    S  r^n 7en fhOUgh f00ds are kepi frozen' fheir vitamln c°^nt, especially vitamin C, will decrease as time passes.    Infestlous diseases were seldom 
seen     Apparently there Is a decreased quantity of bacteria because of the low tern- 
perature. 

Acclimatization of the face and hands was very fast.    It took a longer time 
for the body to get used to low temperatures, and heavy clothing was worn for a 
while.   As soon as the body got used to the low temperature, individuals wore 
lighter clothing.    The temperature indoors was kept at 68 F, which felt cold the 
first few months until individuals got used to it. 
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before^nlH T T !? fhree
L
occasions' b^ ^o or three weeks had passed 

before the patients noticed any change and reported to sick bay.   These were first- 

i^zw^i!"^"Iess rt,°n o"e ■«"• =""-"• ^^ --- 
Psychological Problems 

tim« *! 0ne A V un0.^er rery0ne Went thrOU9h a Perlod of depression.   At such 

noted th^ Z", .' U  'f ^T*   ThtS ^^ laSted m0re fhan a few ^   '* was 
comolafnlrrL     ^        ,S SOU9hf a"enHOn ^ ^^   There were a few Tronic 
manÄ T T'l tranw"]™* ^ for the treatment of these neurotic 
manifestations.    In general, the manifestations were mild, but because of the size 
of the group, these were heard over and over again, making them more noticeable. 

Alcoholic Beverages 

Alcohol oa hand at Hallett consisted of whiskey, brandy, and 95 percent 
grain alcohol.   Only one-third of the stock was expended from January 1957 until 

January 1958.   Beer was sold at the ship's store and was bought at a rate of one 
case per man per week.   Drinking was allowed after working hours only.   This was 
fo lowed by everyone.   No restriction was made on the amount each man could 

ttttlut        1 T^ Cauf
I
Ioned a9a'nsf drinklng too heavily to prevent interference 

with their work the next day. 

Wilkes 

Medical Facilities 

During the off-loading and construction period, a first-aid station was set up 
In a corner of the radio and administration Jamesway for care of minor medical pro- 
blems of the approximately 100 workers and for direction of evacuation of serious 
casualties.   Following commissioning of the Base in February 1957, the task group 
departed,  leaving the wlnterlng-over party of 10 civilian scientists and 17 Navy 
personnel to finish construction and settle down.   At this time the Wilkes medical 
department consisted of thirty-odd crates of medical supplies, and slightly over 
J00 square feet of newly tiled but otherwise unimproved space in a 48-foot by 
20-foot Clements hut. ' 

Medical Personnel 

During the construction period, two corpsmen alternated on 12-hour shifts 
The wintering-over physician also lived ashore to supervise the station and was on 
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24-hour call.   During the period of Isolation the medical staff consisted only of 

the physician. 

Health Problems 

There were no serious medical problems during the two weeks of off-loading 
and construction.   The two cases evacuated to ships were a simple, undisplaced 
finger fracture and a man showing asthenia, lethargy, questionable icterus, and 
palpably enlarged, tender liver in which a diagnosis of incipient infectious hepatitus 
was thought likely.   With the temperature varying between 20 F and 45 F there 
were no cold injuries whatsoever. 

Injury.   One man, admitted to the sick list at Wilkes, fell approximately 4 
feet from a D4 tractor superstructure/ striking his left shin on a projecting metal 
part.   When first seen in sick bay it was noted that, though neither trousers nor 
long underdrawers were tom,  there was a deep grossly contused, triangular lacera- 
tion.   Twenty-four days after original laceration, the patient reported pain and 
swelling at the wound site following a severe blow to the area 6 to 8 hours earlier. 
Inflammation subsided and wound healing progressed well until discharged to full 
duty eight days after admission.   This slow healing and tendency to infection was 
due to the cold climate. 

Asphyxia.   A potential hazard of cold-weather living was illustrated by the 
mechanic who had spent the afternoon welding galvanized metal and had not opened 
the garage doors to insure adequate ventilation because of the sub-zero cold.   This 
man was given a diagnosis of acute metal fume (zinc) poisoning and put to bed. 
Thirty-six hours later he felt entirely well. 

The one case encountered of carbon monoxide poisoning was minor and resulted 
when a man continued to drive a weasel even though he was aware that exhaust fumes 
were entering the cab through an eroded exhaust pipe. 

It should be pointed out that In cold weather trail work,  especially when a 
party is caught in a blizzard, men often sleep in weasels because of their warmth 
and the trouble of setting up tents in a wind.    Under these circumstances the vehicles 
are usually allowed to run all night because of the likelihood of their not restarting 
at low temperatures.   The possibility of a small exhaust leak into the weasel cab 
could be a real hazard under these conditions. 

Climatic Effects 

In most respects weather had no particular bearing on the type of case seen 
at sick call at Wilkes Station.   The absence of upper respiratory infections was noted. 
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One condition noted at Wllkes, and apparently also at other U. S. bases, was 
that superficial wounds healed slowly and tended to become Infected.   At least this 
was the case during the first two months of wlnterlng-over.    During this time, also, 
several other Interesting Inflammatory conditions of subcutaneous tissues all disappeared 
with application of local heat for seven to ten days.   During midwinter, presumably 
after acclimatization, wounds healed readily without Infection and no further unusual 
inflammatory lesions were seen. 

■ Acclimatization.   The only actual cold Injuries sustained by Wilkes personnel 
were those resulting from work and travel on the Ice cap and were seen at the main 
base only in convalescent state, if at all.   These included several Instances of first 
and second degree frostbite.   It is certainly true that In February and March, when 
wounds healed slowly, men still felt cold In the 20 to 30 F temperatures and had not 
yet been convinced to keep their barracks thermostat at 65 F or below.   It Is also 
true that some acclimatization did occur, for after early April (when, incidentally, 
healing began to proceed normally) men actually began to shed clothing, although 
the weather grew colder, and during the winter complained of sweltering heat when 
the galley temperature occasionally reached 80 F. 

That this was far from complete acclimatization Is Indicated by the conditioning 
of the glaclologists, who spent the winter In the Icecap station Jamesway hut.   Here 
the temperature which never rose above freezing at the floor level, was approximately 
35 to 40 F at the 1-1/2 foot level of the cots, was 55 to 60 F at the top of the hut, 
occasionally went to 70 F at the hut roof directly over the space heater.   Visitors 
to the station huddled in heavy clothing while the glaclologists sat comfortably In 
shirt sleeves (though they retained well-Insulated foot gear).   When the glaclologists 
returned to base, they complained of the heat In the barracks In which eye-level 
thermostats were set at 65 F. 

Dehydration.   An Interesting case Illustrating an unusual hazard of cold-weather 
living occurred in late May.   Questioning disclosed that the patient had been spend- 
ing most of his time away from the base on fieldwork, subsisting primarily on tea and 
chocolate bars (two of the primary sources of oxylates), and had been thirsty most of 
the time.   The patient was taken off these foods and the diagnosis was considered to 
be oxylate crystallurla.   This would seem to point out a potential hazard accompany- 
ing the dehydration and tendency to subsist on tea and chocolate so often encountered 
In people doing strenuous trail work In cold climates. 

Psychological Problems 

This, eventually and dlscouragingly. Is probably the most Important factor of 
all which Influences morale.   Men with neuroses, particularly character neuroses, 
find group participation on a natural basis difficult and are likely to be unhappy and 
make others unhappy. 
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Alcoholic Beverages i 

nt ^k.YnkeS T lüCky 1^ ha.Ve an abundant «Ppiy of liquor.   Our original stock 
!i MuSuey. WaS lncreased by "Wor left by MCB ONE.   Whiskey was served on an 

ad-lib basis at routine Saturday night and holiday evening parties.    On special 
occasions, fairly potent fruit juice punches were concocted with varying ingredients 
and were much appreciated. 

I h u ^TÄS S^.Ck 0f 2"0ünCe botHes of b'andy were a,so «"creased by those 
left by MCB ONE.   This enabled routine- after-work rations throughout the year. 
This 2 ounces of liquor at the end of the day tended to promote relaxation and 
sociability when all personnel gathered for the evening meal. 

Beer was supplied as a ship's store Item In large quantity and was much used. 
The anx ety-relievlng and socializing values of alcohol are well known and were 
well utilized at Wllkes.   There were cases of Intoxication, but as alcohol was avail- 
able only during off-duty hours, no difficulties arose.   It was felt by most that 
morale was enormously aided by our adequate liquor supply. 

Research 

There was some Interest in the adrenalin sensitivity debunking experiments 
carried on at Byrd Station.   Although these studies were not done officially at 
Wllkes, one of the glaciologists was sufficiently interested to suggest shots before 
and after his stay at the icecap station.   This 190-pound man showed no appreciable 
response to 0.25 cc and only minimal pulse and blood pressure response, with no 
subiectlve reaction at all, to 0.5 cc of 1.1000 adrenalin before leaving.   On re- 
turn from two months on the icecap he showed precisely the same reactions.    It 
would therefore seem that adrenalin sensitivity,  if it exists at all, is certainly not 
the rule with the degree of acclimatization encountered at U. S. bases.   Nor does 
it seem reasonable that sensitivity to a vaso-constrictive drug should play a major 
part   n a process that actually consists mainly of peripheral and superficial vaso- 
dilation. 

Ellsworth 

Medical Facilities 

One of the temporary Jamesways was set aside for use as a first-aid station. 
Two large medical chests containing emergency medical and surgical supplies were 
moved from the ship to this building.   Minor injuries and complaints were handled 
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In this flrst-ald station.   More severe Injuries or those cases requiring bed rest were 
sent back to the ships for treatment.   When the last ship had left In February 1957 
the Interior construction of the permanent sick bay was still Incomplete and none of 
the medical supplies had been unpacked.   It was approximately two weeks before 
the permanent sick bay was In operating order and the medical supplies unpackaged. 
At that time the temporary first-aid station was closed, but some medical and surgical 
supplies were left there as a precautionary measure In case the permanent sick bay 
should be destroyed. 

Medical Personnel 

The medical personnel at Ellsworth consisted of a doctor and a corpsman.   One 
of the civilian personnel had been a male nurse, and offered his services If needed. 

Medical Instruction and Assistance 

During the winter months, the scientists scheduled to go on the summer tra- 
verse were Invited weekly to listen to Informal talks on first-aid and demonstrations 
given by the medical officer.   These were well attended.   Before their departure, 
the scientists were supplied with two small medical chests with all the medicines and 
surgical instruments that they were capable of using.   On several occasions medical 
care In the form of drugs or a surgical procedure was given to the British personnel 
at Shackleton and Halley Bay stations. 

Health Problems 

Incidence of Illness.   Although there were regular sick-call hours, these were 
rarely adhered to and people visited the sick bay whenever they had the urge to do 
so.   The health of the personnel at this station was very good.   There were no cases 
of communicable disease.    Infections were a rarity.   Infections requiring antibiotic 
therapy were one urinary tract, several tonsllar, and lacerated wounds.    No "colds" 
nor upper respiratory Infections were treated.    Dryness and crusting of the nasal 
passages was a common finding on examination and was complained of by a few.   This 
was probably due to the dryness of the air within the buildings, where the relative 
humidity averaged between 30 and 35 percent. 

Injury.   The number of sprains, particularly of the ankle joint, was out of 
proportion to the number of other injuries seen.   This preponderance of ankle sprains 
was due to the slippery condition of the walkways In the tunnels.   Placing of duck- 
boards In the tunnels helped to correct the situation, but sand or some other material 
would have been useful. 
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both knee |oir.fs, but no other signs.   Wrapping the knees with an elastic bandage 
did not help the condition any.   After four days, one of the men was placed on bed 

rest.   The condlt.on improved but reappeared several days after he started ambulating. 
When men are on sh.ps enroute to similar operations they should get dally exercise, 

and once they are on the beach the work load should be Increased progressively. 

Snow Blindness.   No cases of snow blindness were reported at Ellsworth.   Most 
personnel consistently wore some type of dark glasses when outdoors.   One driver 

who worked outside much of the time regularly complained of frontal headaches, 
which were rel ved by aspirin.   He always wore dark glasses and his vision was good 
whenever checked.   One of the civilian members of the traverse party usually did 
not wear glasses even In the summertime, but did not complain of headaches or eye 
trouble. ' 

Insomnia.   Complaints of insomnia were most prevalent during the months of 
March, April, and May.   There were two environmental changes taking place at 
that time.   The winter darkness was setting in and ihe amount of hard outside work 
was ending.    In only three or four cases were the symptoms considered severe enough 

to w™Mhe use of barbituates.   After the month of May and including the summer 
months of 1958, the complaint was very sporadic and affected only a few indKiduals. 

Screening of Personnel 

The psychiatric program that was used to screen wintering-over personnel 
left much to be desired.   Too much emphasis was placed on motivation and not enough 
direct observation of how individuals reacted within the group while at Davisville. 
Man importance should be placed on how an individual's personality and his be- 
havior fits into the unit as a whole.    This does not mean that some psychiatric screen- 
ing In the Initial process of selection would not be valuable.   The people that are 
going to a particular station should be placed In a separate unit and the final selec- 
tion be made the responsibility of the offlcer-in-charge of a station, along with 
the help of the other officers.    It Is equally as important to know if a man has a 
congenial personality,  if he is able to orient himself to the group's goal,  if he feels 
he is a part of the group,  if he can obey orders willingly,  if he knows his job, and 
if he is a willing worker. 

All personnel at the station were again examined in July of 1957 after being 
in the antarctic for six months.   The findings of this examination were entered in 
health records, and individuals needing dental or medical treatment were given 
appointments. 
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Research 

The psychiatric program as set up by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 
failed to make use to the fullest extent of the medical officers at the individual 
stations who had a personal interest in the program and close association with the 
personnel.^  The multiple-test sheets were loaded with emotionally disturbing ques- 
tions that in most instances were either not answered truthfully or left blank.    It is 
believed,  in the interest of morale,  that these tests should not be given to people 
while they are living in Isolated spots. 

Almost any type of research was impractical during Deep Freeze II at Ellsworth 
Station.    Insufficient time after routine duties had been done prevented the medical 
officer or any other personnel from taking part in research projects.    However, now 
that the station is established, and provided the medical officer is not kept busy 
with other than medical duties, it would seem possible that he could carry on some 
limited studies of cold acclimatization or some investigation that would take advan- 
tage of the location.   While it would not be possible for the station doctor to go 
himself, he nevertheless could probably help in research carried out by ornithologists 
at the newly discovered Emperor penguin rookery at Gould Bay. 

Alcoholic Beverages 

A two-year supply of brandy and bourbon and several cases of rye and sherry % 
wine were kept outside in security lockers the entire year.   Although freezing took 
place, none of the bottles broke or lost their contents.    During the building period 
two ounces of brandy was given to everyone in the summer support and wintering- 
over groups when they had finished working a shift.   Almost everyone took their 
ration and it was obviously a morale booster.    During the remainder of the year liquor 
was consumed principally during station parties, which were thrown every two or 
three weeks.    Very little liquor was used for medicinal purposes. 

Since most liquor was used for social drinking,  it would serve its purpose 
better If there was a selection large enough to make mixed drinks.    Some gin,  vermouth, 
Scotch,  and a greater selection of wines should be included. 

DENTAL HISTORY 

McMurdo 

Dental Officer 

The original plan for Operation Deep Freeze I made no provision for a dental 
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officer at either of the two wintering sites.    Later the plan was changed, and a 
dental officer was assigned to McMurdo Sound. 

At the U.S. Naval Medical Research Laboratory, New London,  Connecticut, 
the dental officer scheduled to winter over at McMurdo had been provided with an 
excellent program of oral research,  to be carried out during his stay in the far south 
during Deep Freeze I.    As the operation developed, however,  it soon became apparent 
that such definite laboratory investigation would have to be deferred until the opera- 
tion's pioneer first-year phase had passed.   The dental officer found that a consi- 
derable amount of nondental duty, added to the clinical work, fully consumed his 
time.    It was the first time that a dentist had wintered in Antarctica. 

Dental Cases (Deep Freeze I) 

Of the 92 possible dental patients in the wintering party, there were but 
three who did not receive treatment during the course of their stay at McMurdo.   As 
is usually true In dental practice, most of the clinical procedures carried out were 
designed to keep pain from arising, rather than to alleviate pain already present. 
Several cases disclosed tooth pain resulting from lack of proper insulation beneath 
metallic restorations.   The restorations had been placed at previous duty stations. 
They had been entirely comfortable until the men went to Antarctica.   When exposed 
to the cold air of the antarctic,  the teeth became painful.    Permanent amalgan 
restorations, with sedative-base linings were made in all cases.   No further recur- 
rences of pain were reported,  except by a patient who was later assigned to the 
South Pole   construction party.    About an hour after landing at the South Pole,  two 
teeth began to hurt slightly.    No medication was given to relieve the discomfort; 
it left in a few hours and never returned.    The explanation for this phenomenon seems 
to be the very abrupt change in atmospheric pressure when,  in the course of a few 
hours, the patient was transported from the sea-level altitude of McMurdo Sound 
to the 10,000-foot altitude of the South Pole. 

Hypersensitive cervical dentin was a common complaint.   Relief was usually 
realized from the application of silver nitrate or trichloracetic acid.    If such con- 
servative measures failed, a cavity was prepared and a filling inserted.   There was 
only a small amount of periodental trouble to be treated by the dental officer. 
Gingival disorders usually responded to scaling and polishing of the teeth and the 
use of hydrogen-peroxide solution.    Pericornitis was treated successfully with iodo- 
glycerol (or with extraction) in the usual manner.    In four instances,  abscesses at 
the apices of anterior teeth were eliminated by root-canal therapy and apicoectomy. 
Several canker sores were acuterized with trichloracetic acid.   The dental officer 
did not notice evidence of vitamin deficiency in even a single instance.    The medical 
officer concurred in this observation. 
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One unusual pertodonfal case illustrafed the effect on ora I soft tissues of 
ensfon, fatigue, and strain.    The patient had a canker sore on the left side of the 

ower »p   and very sore and bleeding gums.   He had been taking his daily vitamin 
tablet     The dental officer learned that the man had been under considerable ten- 
sion and fat.gue for several days before and that his mouth in that time had become 
progressively more uncomfortable. 

u   a.  ^ 4
d/Jnf.al 0ffFCer WC,S imPressed by the quality of mouth hygiene practiced 

by the McMurdo wintering group.    It was a reflection of the good camp living 

standard proved by the Navy, and also a reflection of the good leadership in camp. 
There were a number of old fillings which came out of their cavities,  but in nearly 
every instance the dental officer could see an obvious cause; usually the filling was 
simply undermined by decay. 

[n fhe cou«e of the stay at the McMurdo Sound camp the dental officer did 
eight denture repairs; one appliance was a full denture and the other seven were 
partial dentures.    In three of the eight cases the complaint was that the denture had 
broken while the patient was eating.    In these cases it is conceivable that there 
was some cold-weather cause for breakage.   The obvious cause was usually direct 
trauma. ' 

Because of Frazier' s report, observations were made in the matter of syncope 
following anesthetic injection.    Some 250 cartridges (1.8 cc each) of 2-percent 
idocaine hydrochloride solution,  containing epinephrine (adrenalin) in the concen- 

tration l-to-50,000, were used at McMurdo.   From this there resulted only two 
cases of syncope.    Both occurred at morning appointments and to patients who had 
eaten no breakfast before reporting at the dental office.   The first patient was quite 
ill for about ten minutes, the other for about 20 minutes.    Both received the same 
anesthet.c solution at subsequent sittings and experienced no untoward effects.   Very 
probably the percentage of syncope reactions following injection of this standard- 
type epmephrine-containing anesthetic solution was no higher at the McMurdo Sound 
wintering camp than it would have been at a Navy installation in the United States. 

Conclusions.    1. Several cases showed tooth pain resulting from lack of proper 
Insulation beneath metallic restorations. 

2. Hypersensitive dentin was a common complaint. 

3. There was only a small amount of periodental trouble at the camp. 

4. Only two cases were observed of syncope following anesthetic iniection. 
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5. The quality of mouth-hygiene practice was found to be good. 

6. No evidence of vitamin deficiency was detected by either dental officer 
or medical officer. 

Dental Cases (Deep Freeze II) 

Dental officers of Deep Freeze II observed no inexplicable dental experiences. 
Teeth were necessarily extracted; however,   "shattering" of teeth and unusual frac- 
turing of restorations and teeth were not encountered.   Prosthetic fractures occurred 
but appeared related to the basic principles of stress and function in appliances. 

Conclusion. It is the opinion of the dental officers of Deep Freeze II that 
dental experiences in the antarctic are similar to those encountered In any cold- 
weather climate, but that extended isolation and constancy of cold increase and 
magnify these dental experiences. 

Dental Requirements 

Personnel.    A dental officer's presence during a prolonged expedition to an 
isolated,  unnatural environment such as the antarctic is essential for the health and 
welfare of the men and for the satisfactory completion of the expedition assignment. 
It can be readily understood that the elimination of dental pain Is an important fac- 
tor In the completion of a man's assigned duties; however, of greater importance is 
the routine care particularly essential in the antarctic where general hygiene and 
oral hygiene facilities are a problem rather than the customary convenience. 

Seventy-five days of the year during Deep Freeze II the dental officer served 
as OOD.    The Injury of two officers necessarily increased the work load of all person- 
nel.   During the summer months at McMurdo when the base population rose at one 
time to 400 the volume of work necessarily increased.   Men destined to winter over 
at isolated bases who had not been completed at Davisville,  R.I.,  and men leaving 
the ice after a year' s duty made up the majority of requests for dental services.   The 
demand for services at no time reached that necessary for the assignment of a second 
dental officer to the base for the summer months.   Present facilities available also 
preclude the maximum utilization of two dentists. 

Preparation of Personnel Prior to Departure.   Preparation of personnel departing 
for isolated duty regardless of the presence of a dentist at the proposed base is of 
utmost importance.   Men assigned to bases who do not have a dental officer must be 
totally complete prior to departure for the ice.   Men who will have dental services 
available to them must be routed through the clinic prior to departure to insure the 
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denM suitability of all expedition members.   A dental officer who is aware of the 
facilities available in the antarctic must be assigned in the early stages of the 
operation.   He should  examine and supervise the care of all expedition members. 
Standards for civilian and military personnel must be the same. 

The routing of both summering and wintering personnel through the clinic is 
essential for the maximum efficiency of the dental department in its support of the 
operation.   The referral from the Ice of one or two men who have been trained for 
the operation can jeopardize the completion of assignments.   To do justice to the 
pre-antarctlc care of the men In an operation as large as Deep Freeze II will re- 
quire the assignment of several dental officers to the dental clinic and the full 
cooperation of the dental staffs to whom patients may be referred.   Therefore, prior 
to assignment of a man for specialized training he must be dentally qualified. 

If the man Is scheduled for Isolated duty for one year without the care of a 
dental officer, he must be totally complete.    If he Is assigned to Isolated duty with- 
out the services of a dental officer for six months, he must be essentially complete. 
If the dental officer is available for care, the requirements should be the same as 
those for submarine duty. 

The early assignment of the dental officer is necessary not only to insure the 
completion of the dental care of the men, but to give the dentist time for necessary 
additional training.   Courses in anesthesiology and survival training are strongly 
recommended for the wintering-over dentist. 

It Is estimated that 90 percent of the men scheduled to winter over at isolated 
bases were essentially completed at Davisville prior to departure for the ice.   Sub- 
stitutions and rescheduling of men account for the 10 percent who were not completed. 
Men were considered complete when all areas where decay had invaded the dentin 
were restored, when inflammatory processes in the soft tissues had been stopped, and 
after instructions in oral hygiene had been given.    In addition, each patient was 
given a general Idea of types of dental pain that he might encounter and the probable 
prognoses. r 

„  ,   Clinical Recommendations.    It Is strongly recommended that a portable dental 
clinic be considered for future expeditions to the antarctic.   A portable clinic similar 
to the mobile units available could be designed and equipped in Davisville with much 
more efficiency than establishing a dental clinic in the antarctic.   The necessary 
supplies could be shipped in its interior.   Heating and insulation would offer no pro- 
blems.   Properly outfitted, this type of clinic could serve a temporary base quickly 
and adequately and still be available for use at the termination of the temporary 
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Research 

An»arcfic d^y for naval dental personnel offers dental research opportunities. 
Nutritional, thermal,  isolational, and psychological stresses and their effect upon 
he teeth and associated structures may be studied.   Research endeavors will be real- 

ized upon the analyzation of data and the application of findings to aid in future 
expedition planning. 

Little America 

A dental officer was not assigned to Little America during Deep Freeze I. 
Dental problems which occurred during the wintering-over period were treated by 
the medical department.   All wintering-over personnel had dental examinations 
prior to departing for the antarctic, but, unfortunately, many of the men did not 
have their dental work complete prior to sailing. 

Extractions were performed only when toothache became severe and interfered 
seriously with the patient' s comfort.    In two cases temporary fillings were attempted 
where old fillings had been lost.   One filling remained in place for six days; the 
other remained for three months until removed by a dental officer at the time of 
definitive treatment.   This was In November 1956, when the VX-6 Squadron dental 
officer visited Little America,  which was the first opportunity many of the men had 
had in over a year to have serious dental disorders treated. 

At Little America Station, a dental research program, part of the collateral 
duty of the dental officer, accounted for the major difference in total procedures 
of Little America and McMurdo dental facilities.    Patients were routed through the 
clinic each month. 

Bjrrd 

Personnel were examined by the Little America dental officer in October 1957. 
Periodental treatments were given to members of the traverse party.   The medical 
officer stated that a total of three dental cases were treated during the year.   Equip- 
ment was felt to be adequate for any dental emergency that the medical officer would 
treat. 

South Pole 

The medical officer stated that fhere were essentially no dental problems.   One 
temporary filling was lost.   Only passing discomfort was felt by the cold.   Equipment 
appeared to be adequate.   He strongly recommended the complete dental workup of 
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oll personne  pnor to departure to the Ice.   He felt there was no need for a pro- 
ectlve appliance for the teeth.   All of the Pole Station personnel (excluslve'of 

the civilian personnel) were essentially completed dentally at Davlsvllle before 
departure. 

4L    ... Tf the COrPs,nen Cached to the construction group durtna Deeo Freeze I   fall 

Hallett 

Three temporary restorations were Inserted by the medical officer.   Several 
dental compamts were voiced; however, there was no emergency requlrlnaTe 
extraction of teeth     Dental equipment was considered adequate foZe gency use 

^l^i^^1 faC,,,H- ^'^ ^ a ^ mi"i- °f equlpU. 

Wllkes 

or lostmilngsr'16"'5 "^ treated dürln9 ^ ^ "^ f0r CaV?Mes and cracked 

Ellsworth 

     The "»edlcal officer stated that there were several extractions performed on 

ZveTtVf t '"u7 0ne 0f ^J**** 0n an icebreaker'   Slck'calls throughout 
be cold /.r"? .^u16™ Wr li9ht-   The biggesf denfal Problem °PPeared to 
to be relateJ I"  ^ ^     f Tl™ ^ 0f ^ mOUth-   A" of these cases appeared 
to be related to glnglval abrasions or recession.   He placed twelve temporary fillings 

irdof X     reSf0raf,r:- ?\hf SeVera, ^P^Hof toothaches after'f y ng       ev- 
e al of the men complained of "gum problems."   Gums were described as "boggy 
or tender.     He felt that the equipment for emergency use was adequate. 

nt A J! !S Ih! Tu"'0" 0f ^ denfa! 0ffICerS fhat fhe '"frequency of dentol complaints 
ortor to   h^ r J     T T t* ^ ^ f™*1 P^^^ * ** ™ at Davisville prior to their departure for the antarctic. 

Summary and Recommendations 

I.   Ninety-seven percent of all personnel wintering at Little America and 
McMurdo were treated by the dental officers.   A dental officer's presence in the 
antarctic at bases as large as McMurdo is essential. 
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2     The preparation of all personnel prior to departure for the antarctic is 
essential     The assignment of several dental officers to the clinic preparing the 
men tor departure may be necessary. 

inn f   3;u D-enfal ]Ual.lffcafions musf be established and met for all personnel depart- 
ing for the ice and prior to rpec.alized training of the men. 

If d.nt4!   ?rfal officer* musf.be tr°i™* »n anesthesiology and survival training. 
If dental officers are to be assigned collateral duties, special training in the field 
ot duty should be given. 

5      Equipment available presently in the antarctic is adequate only for field 
usage      Standard dental equipment with modifications should be substituted.    The 
tacihty should be expanded to include prosthetics. 

6. In future expeditions,   IHs highly recommended that a portable dental 
clinic be used. 

7. Dental research opportunities are available in the antarctic. 

MEDICAL AND DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

McMurdo 

Medical 

An electrically heated autoclave rather than the gasoline field model would 
have avoided the inconvenience of operation and the fire hazard of the latter     A 
more powerful X-ray unit was desired because of the complete unavailability of 
supplementary X-ray facilities for long periods.   A refrigerator for storage of per- 
ishable products would have been well used. 

In general,  supplies reached McMurdo in good shape and were off-loaded 
satisfactorily.    The packing of medical supplies in black boxes enabled them to be 
quickly spotted in the supply depot.    They were unpacked as soon as possible to 
prevent damage from freezing.    Certain items,  such as rubber goods, were in some 
instances badly damaged or ruined by freezing. 

Supplies were unpacked at McMurdo and stored wherever space allowed in 
the sick bay.    Extra supplies and bulky items,  which do not perish by freezing, were 
stored in a Jamesway hut,  a few feet to the rear of sick bay.   Alcoholic supplies 
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freezing. a.scarded, as d.d all DPT vaccine, the latter because of 

has beettt aÄd tTsed« 2t ^ ^ "^ ^ ^^'   ^Murdo 
storehouse insofar as possible   Tdd^    I "^^ medical-supply center and 

tent should be provided P^.b^hrmlrT5-0^! ^^ the Size 0f a -'—ay 
Of supplies at McMurdo was no ^0^ "ht?:5 ^ T* in™™<"* Mortage' 
brooms, towels, and paper cups. housekeepmg Items, such as swabs. 

Little America 
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f    •.•/her! T T,rt,a]n suPPlies and equ^pmenf which might Improve the medical 
fachty and should be considered for future operations.   They are: 

1.   Medical X-ray apparatus, FSN 7525-612-5710, was the type ordered for 
he ma.n bases.   This is a simple unit to operate and rea4nably compact.    In Lny 

m tances   however   the 15MA tube, which is standard on this apparatus   did now 
allow sat.sfactory f. ms to be taken of thicker parts of the body/spine films were of 
poor quchty and abdominal flat plates were almost impossible^ Good quaTty'oent- 
genograms covermg a full diagnostic range are essential. y 

w„      ^   AT^
el;0Parafed autoclave, sterilizer surgical dressing, FSN 6530-708-4490 

fact 7t\      ; l\ a "^ T^15'6 Un?f'  WHh m0re fhan suffic!^ capacity.    The 
fact that ..s fuel-operated,  however, makes it a fire and fume hazard.   ElecMc 

clavToMh y ^ L?nle AmerlCa WOUld all0W -bstitution of an ele tr c autT- clave at the same capacity. 

ceilina3' FIN ^TyOA ^ ^TL^6 AmeriCa WaS pr0vided w!th fwo "**' surgical, 
the S bav maS'tr : J^ ^ ^"^ lampS' buf fhe low overhead of 
Li^tÄllttinTth: ^     " PerSOnnel'  ^ ^ ""^ " ^^ 

4     Laboratory facilities at Little America were extremely limited     There was 
a space   .m.tahon, and no running water was available.    However^ he   a'e of     S 

d.agnost.c tests could be extended, despite these limitations, by simple additions of 
laboratory supp.es     A detailed list of recommended labora^ry^tems'wafsubmTtted 
by message during the winter of 1956. suomirrea 

5.   The medical library at an isolated base should be more extensive than under 
normal crcumstances.    The standard textbook kits do not meet the requirements 

„nfl   .6\ihe
T

9
u
rea;numberofdermatologic disorders, which were observed, was not 

ant.c.pated.    The treatment of these disorders would have been facilitated if There 

XtTe^'it:: SeleCh0n ^ ^^ maferialS Which ^ USed in ™Po^9 delV 

^ tU    NO
f 

SP!-ial P°cka9i.n9 IS reqUired f0r m0st medical 5UPP"I« °nd equipment going 
o   he antarcflc     No package will effectively safeguard freezable items if they are 
left outdoors In below-freezing temperatures for long periods after being unloaded 
The best assurance agamst freezing and loss of material is rapid identification and 
transportahon to heated storage.    This rapid movement of medical supplies can be 
accompl.shed by the medical department personnel if the size of the crates Uno 
greater than 7 cub.c feet.   This size allows lifting and hauling by manpowe     and 
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would allow  medical personnel to recover supplies without being dependent upon 
the availability of materials-handling equipment. 

In most Instances, field kits should be Ignored when ordering supplies and 
equipment for a medical facility such as exists at Little America.   Ordering of many 
different kits results In duplication of Items as well as the Inclusion of many unneces- 
sary Items.   The following kits duplicate each other as well as duplicate many Items 
which are ordinarily Included on the Initial outfitting list. 

1. Medical Instruments and Supply Set, Dispensary Field, FSN 6545-919-1500. 

2. Surgical Instrument and Supply Set, Detachment and Armed Guard, FSN 
6545-919-7225. 

3. Surgical Instrument and Supply Set, Combat, FSN 6545-827-4200. 

FIrst-aEd kits for use In vehicles, aircraft, and other units operating inde- 
pendently from the main base were: 

1. First-aid Kit, Airplane, FSN 6545-919-6650. 

2. First-aid Kit, Motor Vehicle, FSN 6545-922-1200. 

3. First-aid Kit, Life Raft, FSN 6545-921-7100. 

These kits duplicated each other, and contain nothing more than compresses, 
antiseptic,  petrolatum, water purification tablets,  etc.   None of the kits were con- 
sidered adequate for a party operating at a great distance from Little America for 
six to eight weeks without a medical department representative.   Kits had to be assem- 
bled in most instances from supplies on hand. 

Medical Gas Casualty Sets No. I and 2, FSN 6545-924-8125 and 6545-924- 
9675, were definitely unneeded and only added to the burden of transportation and 
storage.   The main component of the Anesthesia Set General, FSN 6545-299-8250, 
is Gas Apparatus, FSN 6515-301-0430.   The remaining items In the set, which repre- 
sent considerable expenditure, are mainly items which appear elsewhere in the initial 
outfitting list.   An endotracheal anesthesia set was not included with this kit, and 
was ordered separately. 

X-ray Equipment Set,  FSN 6545-952-1550 was excellent.    It contained all items 
needed for the taking and processing of X-rays, and in sufficient amounts.   The only 
Item which might be added to this kit would be replacement Intensifying screens for 
the X-ray cassettes. 
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ma .Recommendahons,    1.   Thaf main bases be provided with either 30-ma or lOO-i 
tubes on X-ray apparatus.   Units are available for converting the present units to 
JO-ma or 100-ma operation.    The practicability of this should be investigated. 

r »L    2*.  Th°f fhe med,cal ,ibrary should be supplemented according to the desires 
ot the wintering-over medical officer. 

3. That a different lighting arrangement in the operating room would be of 
benefit and should be investigated. 

4. That possibility of substituting an electric autoclave should receive strong 
consideration. 

Byrd 

Upon arrival at Little America, the medical officer found all medical supplies 
at that base, with little hope of shipment to Byrd Station.   However, arrangements 
were made with the aircraft commander to airlift 4000 pounds of essential items.   The 
remainder was delivered by plane to the tractor train and thence to Byrd. 

Almost all supplies were frozen, but of the small portion used no alteration 
was noted.   The cold critical Items were hand-carried to protect them from freezing. 

Breakage was extremely low and was primarily due to differential contraction 
from the cold.   All bottles of Amphogel and one of Benzalkonlum were damaged In 
this way, but some of the contents were salvageable by thawing and filtering out the 
frozen solid contents. 

A small selection of medical supplies, thought to be of value In a camp catas- 
trophe, was placed in a steel box for inclusion in the emergency cache.   All such 
material, because of the remote position of such a cache, was necessarily subjected 
to extreme cold.   Accordingly,  the value of such a procedure is unknown. 

Of the items supplied, amounts were more than adequate and, based on usage 
rates, stocks will remain for many years. 

South Pole 

The medical supplies were very well packed.   Of the large number of glass 
articles, only a few arrived broken, and It was evident that In these Items the breakage 
was always due to freezing of fluid within the bottles.   There was also minor breakage 
In such Items as the analytical balance and the surgical calling lights.    On the whole, 
however, considering the circumstances,  the packaging was excellent. 
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Some effort should be made to prepare a standard outfitting list for small 

11° ir„ T f.he .eXPerienc! 9^f * ^ese bases.    If the drugs could be prepared 
av no i    Sfandard

f ^"^ !n ^- of HH -me size, it would represent a great 

d'fferen" SZ'Z i^ Wer^cked ^ ^™' wide-mouthed bottles of three 
different sizes   the packing would be greatly reduced.   At the same time, neat 
s owage would be facilitated at the station, this being Important where oitdoo 
stowage at temperatures of -50 F to -60 F is necessary. 

fk„» fk0" "? ^'f' fh
f
e.rnedical suPP,ies were excellent In all respects.   The fact 

a^ lreobLsLTa|0^,t^:   'temuwere nof used does not wythaf th*yare u—- sary or obsolete; perhaps in the years to come they will be used. 

In the category of drugs, it Is worth mentioning that the large usage of antl- 
histamlnes was due to the coincidence to two individuals requiring long-term dally 
doses, and .s not to be taken as representative of a normal yearly usage.   The usage 

nllTI^ med7ah0n ^«ents primarily a late winter usage; during the summer 

was utJ ,srT!y "«T'T None of the narcoHcs in fhe DeepFreeze " SÜPP"« was used.    Codeine,  the only narcotic used, was iaken from the small supply sent 
with the construction crew In January 1957. 

In the category of bandages, the Band-Aid is of the most practical Impo. tance 
because of the large number of small hand Injuries seen and the apparent delay In 
their healing.    It is often necessary to keep a minor cut covered for a week or ten 
days, where ordinarily a day or two would suffice. 

The medical equipment deserves mention in two categories, heat and light. 
The most useful Item for heating *as the electric burner.   This was found to be far 
more satisfactory than the Coleman stove.   Although the latter produced more heat 
more rap dly    .t was troublesome and required the use of gasoline in sick bay, which 
was considered dangerous when ether was being used in the laboratory.   The effective- 
ness of the electric burner was Increased by placing a layer of glass wool around the 
autoclave (pressure cooker), enabling generation to take place far more quickly. 

Lighting was somewhat of a problem in sick bay.   The surgical ceiling lights 
would not fit In the small space and were therefore set aside for emergency use only. 
For this purpose, they were converted Into floor lamps by inverting them over their 
bases.   Lighting m sick bay was obtained by using a photographic flood lamp.    It 
had a fü-m tripod base, telescoping stem,  and a large reflector head, all of which 
made it ideal for daily use and for minor surgical procedures.    It Is to be highly re- 
commended for sick-bay use.    A 100-watt bulb is more than adequate for use in this 
lamp. 
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* 

suoolir^'lu'  !* !S. rfC°mm!nded fhaf some provision be made for sick-bay water 

ary in t e tl!^      'uT"? ^ a ^ baSe-    ^"^ "^ h ^^ --- " ary In the small base, but a large cannisfer or tank should be provided     The 

oeSi      .    f .r? PO e SlCk bay WaS a ^P16 3-9a"on ^ermos jug which was 
pe  od.cally filled with a bucket of water drawn from the head.    This systerTwas 
en irely satisfactory for everyday use, b.t would probably prove SägZ ^ 

event of an emergency.   A rectangular tank which would fit snugly in the supnortlna 

stTeS
e

0cfonoembv:,d?n9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ !" ^^^T^ 

and n ^ ^^ rUld ^ aPPreclated « a refrigerator for the biologicals 

I" .   rÄl^: r"-rf'- 0f ^^ "™^    *>* these items sh^uUbe small and as simple as possible. 

Hallett 

and «U      ?     T^T   ^ SUPplieS Were ad^^'    Perishables such as glucose 
and saline in water   dextran, vaccines, and typing sera were taken care of imme- 
diately to prevent freez.ng.   Liquor and narcotics were left untouched in a safety 
locker.    Very few of these items were used at all.   Vitamins were expended TolL 

z:zt*:t*;s and 9aüze bandages were used ^o^- *****»<* ^ were not used at a 

Wilkes 

Medical-supply packaging was adequate in every case except one.   The torsion 
balance was placed in a thin cardboard box without bracing or other protection To 
he metal bands which form the heart of the balance system.   One of these hmL Fn 

::: Larnfec:rkeshlft r.eptleft fh[s band with diminished ^- ^Talt:^ seem perfectly accurate, however. 

at Wni[lererSUtH; uifnCUlfy W?fh IOSin9 med!cal Crates 0r free2ing of contents 
at Wilkes.   The black Ws were easily recognized when they were unloaded, and 

FnZTu* I "I   el1 TCh belOW freezin9 at fhaf Seas0n-   The fre«'"g of Deep 
Freeze II b.oiog.cals was due, not to inclement weather,  but to accidental storage 
ot treezables In the deepfreeze rather than in the refrigerator. 

.f
Theme

u
dic

u
alsuPPl!« were entirely adequate as to quality and quantity.    The 

only .tems wh.ch were near exhaustion at the end of the year were Band-Aids and 
4x4 gauze pads.    These could easily have been constructed from the bulk or rolled 
gauze and tape still in good supply. 'onea 
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«dUn. end .osH, converMble ^^^•^^2^ ,able ^ 

pod,, pz^mtät X^.-ri^rr aodH,he che'"i"1 h^ 
.hey could be placed on onWIeTed 0^0, hi T" "' 0''eroHon <,ntl b"°''» 
for confines hof wet-^ok , ATsmolTllec^ T   "",inta'n hea, l'nMI """•""a- 
pin. copocity „os Ideol. This eojwh. , J VOPOriZr """ "' "PP^^^Iy one- 

ond .he spo^ „os rd«l feTpX „^t^T." "^ " hea,ed ^ ^' 

Ellsworth 

adequate! MACitir^nu?50f
te

mS'1^ ^ ^t"' Ü'^'^5 furnIshed ^ ^ 
It is considered necessary on „n S P T?   0f fhe medical suPPlies ™e used, 

surgical supplied ^e^ZZT7      ^ T^ ^ enOUgh med!cal ^ 
-H«,   mQny drügs ^Ä^^ o^ -re 

was Ä^o^„:itrv^hTÄn: rsood:one ^abie ™-^ 
ceived.    The pressL-cooker fvDe^rri- ^ / WOrn buf inoPerable when re- 
roo small and anMquafedfor s/erlMz no     A" T^ ^^ b^ — considered 
^he small wafer dlsHller     Its lu/o^ w' <    T^ ]nade^e P'«« of equipment was 

could be obtained ^ It lltZZtl^Zl^ ^ ^ ^ **" Z* 

very ^\ ^iT^SLtnZ^^ "^ ^ ^^ 
machine.    The dental rig lüften tT        U   ^ ^ pieCe and a P0^ab'« X-ray 
much safer In the hands of In ,ndI

T
SPens°ble In °P*™9 abscessed teeth and Is 

A portable X-raJ m^h n^ o" I'S^^ ^^•^ " ^^^^ e—-"' 
antarctic got plenty of use     A ^11 Ti     Icebrfaker fflaf accompanied us to the 

numerous LsLlosLZTinlurlTs ^ ^ ^ be ^ fo ^ ^a 

was 4ÄV21C^ ^t— - ^ 0-.    There 
the drugs were packed In InsuÄ'   77"gh !he crafes wer« Ranted black and 

Intravenous fluldsreve   tio.'f hLT ^^^ ^^ freeztn9 of many ,^». 
and were usable     An almo^f  M

7    r     r0.Zen' did n0t break the bo"l« or seals 
formaldehyde and itqulJ ^p        ' '^ ^ freeZ,n9 OCCUrred }n ^e b°"'- of 
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A more compact method of packaging should be used.   Painting the crates 
black did help to locate medical goods during the off-loading.   Crates should have 
an inventory of the items they contain in a pocket on their outside.    It is important 
that freezable items be packaged in small, easily handled crates and that they be 
kept in a heated place if possible. 

Dental 

Three standard Navy field sets were the principal dental items requisitioned. 
These were (1) Dental Equipment Set, Operating, Field:   Federal Stock No. 6545- 
918-005; (2) Dental Supply Set, Emergency Denture Repair:   Federal Stock No. 
6545-918-2750 and No.6545-927-4840.   Also procured were miscellaneous in- 
struments and supplies, sufficient for a year's unresupplied practice. 

The dental chair, lamp,  and motor proved to be thoroughly excellent pieces 
of field gear.   A small but often troublesome feature of the dental chair was the 
lever which adjusts the headrest.    By about midwinter this lever had been bent so 
many times that it yielded nearly every time it was handled thereafter.   Towards the 
end it was necessary to use pliers or a similar tool to adjust the headrest. 

The Field Dental Operating Equipment Set does not include a wrist-and-slip- 
joint (Federal Stock No. 6520-570-5150) which is required to accommodate the 
more common Navy angle and straight handpieces.   The set is supplied with the 
less common hexagonal-sleeve handpieces.    Good use was made of the small Field 
Emergency Dental Treatment Instrument and Supply Set.   The hospital corpsman 
with the South Pole construction party employed it in treating a casualty.   Until 
it broke in July 1956, the field medical X-ray machine produced excellent dental 
radiographs.   The gasoline-operated field medical autoclave provided the dental 
officer with sterile sponges and sterile towels. 

A small number of representative artificial teeth were not included in the 
Emergency Denture Repair Set.    In the case of two of the prosthetic appliances re- 
paired, each required the insertion of a new artificial tooth.   Fortunately, a few 
such teeth had been procured from a supporting ship before it sailed away in March 
1956.   Some dental supplies are subject to damage by freezing.    In the early part 
of the construction of the McMurdo Sound camp, the dental officer and the medical 
officer made sure that such items were kept in heated spaces, and consequently no 
damage resulted.    The South Pole hospital corpsman reported that when it came time 
to break out his dental kit he discovered that the contents of all but four of the 
procaine-hydrochloride cartridges had frozen solid and had forced the rubber end- 
plugs out of the cartridges.    Fortunately,  the four located at the center of the can 
were still usable and he was able to carry out his treatment. 
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ode^e spac, for a don,», foci,ity ln fhe m(arcMc ^l JXs^t" 

only   TC^b
S°dtaMUi'""!n' °VO-IOb'e '°' Deep Fre"e " ™s -^^ ^ «.W u,e 

S^^STntw J^T "S: r' ?eCeSSar'' '0 P""""16 ,he «" necessary for 
b. Si", Jed     AItllir  OU"d '^ i"ad

L
e''—   A standard pump ahal' sLld 

braake, tabla U *™°".'°,'-'™°y ™k'"9 <:abin•, *«" ba inalud«) iinee a 
b "ke    ab a wh.„ aV':"l<,bl0- ." is Mt *«• «"• 'able wauld be pref.rable to a 

in g JToTdltiön6 TackTno "' T^V T* ^ fUnCfi0na,•   SuPPlieS Were receI^ 
not availXle     D«n^        9| L     .Tr e' but a masfer lisf of dental suPP'^s was not ava.ioble.    Dental supphes should be packed separately from medical supplies. 

Recommendations 

of heavier" '"" '*' °diUi"na 'he h«*1""' °" *« "'" <'""ol chair be made 

Eauipi'n/se0;.0 ^^-^ *"" * '"'^ "■ 'be Field Denta, Opera,i„3 

De.,uL\^lM,r repreSe",<rt"'e artifi'=i°l »-•> t« -eluded in fhe Emer9ency 

dan.age'bÄ:"0"0"0'''' meOSÜreS ^ '^ '° <"°"°' d-tol *"?"" -bjecf to 
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Section V 

SPACE UTILIZATION 

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE   BUILDINGS 

McMurdo 

Camp Personnel 

The population  of  the camp was made up of personnel  from Mobile 
Construction  Battalion  (Special),  Air Development Squadron Six,   Task 
Force Forty-three and  the U.   S.   Hydrographie Office.     In addition,   there 
were  press  correspondents,   observers  from the U.   S.   Army,   and  civilian 
scientists.     From 20  December  1955  to 12  January 1956,   the average 
population was  approximately  35  personnel.     From 12  January  to 
1 February  1956 the  population increased daily to a  total  of  approxi- 
mately 150  and remained at   this   figure until  completion of cargo off- 
loading on  14 February 1956.     Following  this,   the camp population 
decreased gradually  to 93 on  1 March 1956. 

With the  return  of the aircraft,   at  the beginning of Deep Freeze  II, 
the  camp population  increased disproportionately to  the increase  in 
facilities.      By 31  October  1956,   the population was   180;   and  by 
15  November  260.     During the  period  15  November -  15  December,   when 
air  operations were   at a peak,   the population reached  a high of  360. 
With  the departure  of  the planes,   camp habitation decreased somewhat 
but  ship off-loading held  the population at 280 through 15 January 195 7. 

Pioneer Camp 

At  the  outset,   personnel   lived in ten-man tents  pitched upon the 
snow at Hut   Point.     Sleeping bags  and air mattresses were issued  and, 
in general,   the men  slept upon the snow.     The  tents were unheated and 
unlighted.      (Temperatures  in  the  tents were close to  the ambient; 
usually between 20 F  and 35  F.)     As  supplies  arrived  in camp,   im- 
provements   in  quarters were  possible,   including the  improvisation of 
decks   and  sleeping  racks  and   the installation of stoves.     The   tents 
provided excellent wind protection,   if properly secured,   and  sleeping 
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was comfortable.  By 21 January 1956, personnel moved into permanent 
buildings as space became available, sleeping at first upon the decks 
and gradually moving into beds as these arrived in camp.  Buildings 
were heated as soon as the basic shell was erected. 

As the camp population increased, crowding in tents became severe 
for a period of approximately two weeks since tents did not become 
available in proportion to population increase.  Six or eight men were 
assigned to each tent whereas five men with their gear were as many as 
could be comfortably accommodated.  A similar disproportion between 
population and the number of sleeping bags necessitated using some bags 
In shifts, an unsanitary but, under the circumstances, unavoidable 
arrangement.  Two 16-foot by 32-foot tents for use for messing, 
communications, etc. were provided. 

Permanent Camp 

Winter living quarters consisted of five panel-type huts 20 feet 
by 48 feet in dimension and 8 feet high.  Each hut was divided into 
six compartments by incomplete plywood partitions.  One compartment 
served as a lounge and was equipped with a table for reading material 
and games.  Several chairs were placed about the lounge.  The remaining 
spaces each had two double-deck bunks and four large upright lockers 
for clothes and personal gear.  The floor was covered_with linoleum, an 
important aid in the cleanliness of quarters.  Heat was provided by two 
diesel-fuel-burning space heaters.  Over each heater was mounted a large 
fan to circulate the heated air.  These fans were continuously used and 
successfully prevented stratification of air in the buildings and marked 
vertical temperature gradients.  The buildings were ventilated by exhaust 
fans placed at either end.  Except in coldest weather, one stove was 
sufficient for heating each living hut.  Due to the low outside temper- 
ature, the humidity of the air in the huts was extremely low.  Open pans 
of water placed on the stoves made only slight improvement.  At first 
there were some complaints of dryness of the respiratory passage and a 
few nose bleeds, but personnel appeared soon to become accustomed to the 
dryness and no detriment to health was caused by the dryness.  In each 
hut automatic fire and carbon monoxide alarms were installed. 

Personnel found the huts completely comfortable with regard to 
protection from the wind and cold.  With twenty men in each building, 
however, the living spaces were crowded and this condition was accen- 
tuated by the large quantity of bulky clothing required in the cold 
climate.  During the period of isolation, the incidence of respiratory 
disease was very low, and the crowded sleeping spaces did not present 
a problem in the spread of disease.  However, during the summer period 
crowding constituted a distinct health hazard. 
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separate'builäinL811^^'^!1^68 T'l PrOVided duri^ the winter  ** two 
wer^required    ö^^verse     in" h ^ ^"^  mOSt rem0te  fr0m  a head 

was no particular  hardship.     Each head was  provided with a  stainless 

W^K        !K  a disposal  tank  and three pairs  of hot  and cold water  taDS 
with washbasins were provided for washing  and shaving      Wastes  from  ^ 

l^uTJlnTolTl Were ^^^  t0 th'  OUtSide-     »- wat-wLTept6 
available   in an oil  burning heater  tank in each head      Water for  f-h« 
heads was   pumped  into an overhead  tank in  the building  fro^the  s^ow 

S Sr SL ^e'h6 H"^ ^ the 8alley' abOUt f-ty'feet fro: 117 tarther head The heads were not well designed. They were too hieh 
with too much wind   surface  and were  forever moving. 8 

h,HlHllOWer ^ laundry facilities were  located in  the power house 
building       These consisted  of shower  stalls   to which hot  aL cold water 

A^LITZ * ^ preSSure-     Washing ^chines  and  clothes  driers  of   the 
JTlltl     r6 ^^   pr0vided   and we"   adequate   for   the  laundry needs   of 
avaiS e     "Lr"^     ^ ^ Cleaning 0r preSSine  facilities^ere 
lo^tPH   f"   ^^ for  showers   and   laundry  came   from a snow melter 
tZtin K^ 

PO!:er  buildin8-     Wastes were  discharged   from  showers   and 
washing machines directly  onto the  adjacent  hillside. 

dirn.Tj buildin8 ^entrally   located   in  the  camp was   used   for  messin*        Its 

us" LTmLTh  ?1 'eet u'  96  feet-     APP^-ately half  the  are. ™ 

lv-rS^ ----s;i-quiXrofsrgrney 
pod^ra^-bi:^:^^^ 

dishes  in  adequately hot water,   so wash water  and   rinse water  Smoer* 

inclirVT t^ reCOmmended-     No disinfectant  was  avaiUb  H" 
inclusion  in dishwater.     Plastic eating utensils were provided    and   the 
supply was   so short   that cracked pieces could not  be retired  f^om use 
!oss^ anVerv;^  counter were built  locally and  covered  as JeU   as" 
possible under the  circumstances,   but were  such that  cleaninR was 

uns^tis  "^     The,galley   floor —ring was  similar r^Sshift   and 
JTri« of S; B rrns lrcm gtnty sinks emptied into - <*** ^ «t 
water  sLd   for nf«7;   ir™Vhich WaStes  were  P^P^ outside  to  a waste 

— ^wfth carr-fwas^t^niL^.^  UnSi8htly ^  ^—^ 
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Food was   stored  either in  an unheated Quonset hut   or  in the  open and 
was  brought   in  small   quantities   into  the galley  for  thawing before use. 
The necessity  of using  the relatively  limited  galley  space for  this pur- 
pose  aggravated crowding in the  galley and detracted  from the cleanliness. 
Frozen meat,   vegetables,   and fruits were stored in walk-in refrigerators. 
In the winter months,   the cooling mechanisms  of these refrigerators were 
not  used,  but  during  the summer months,  cooling was necessary  to maintain 
proper  temperature.     Only one  chill  box   (temperatures   38 F) was   available 
in the galley.     This  did not  provide  adequate  space,   particularly  in 
summer when milk,   eggs,   and  fresh produce were  occasionally available 
from New Zealand.     During the  isolated winter  period,   the messing  facil- 
ities,   though marginal,   were satisfactory.     In  the summer,   however,   they 
constituted  a   substantial health hazard because of the  greatly  increased 
number of personnel  in camp. 

A scheduled plan  for  improving buildings  was  a continuous winter 
program during  Deep Freeze II.     The interior walls and  ceilings   of the 
galley  and mess  hall were aluminum foil  and  scrubbing  them monthly 
brightened up   the whole  building.     (Painting  of  the  aluminum is  not 
recommended) . 

A connecting building was  constructed between the  galley  and   the 
storeroom,   to  house a   750-gallon  capacity bitumen heating kettle  and  two 
additional  1000 gallon   tanks.     The remaining part of  the structure was 
used   for storage of canned provisions   for the  galley.     The 20  foot by 
48  foot  storage area was  adequate  to  support   87 men  for  a period   of nine 
months. 

A Quonset-type building was   selected  for   the Task Force  Commander's 
Headquarters.      It was   favorably   located  to the  airfield,   communications 
and  chapel.     A double  bedroom with wash facilities was   Installed   and a 
10-foot by 20-foot conference room.     Three additional  double-bunk rooms 
were  partitioned off.      The entire building was   lined with plywood  and 
painted.     The   roof leaked  for  a  short  period  during  the melting  season 
but   soon stopped.     This   type building  can easily be  adapted  to meet all 
the  requirements  for  summer  living and   for a presentable headquarters. 

Sick   Bay Facilities 

On 22  December 1955   a ten-man tent   at  the  Hut Point  Camp  site was 
assigned  to  the medical  department  for  use as   a Sick  Bay.     Pitched  on 
snow,   the  tent   had no  deck.     The  snow melted  out beneath  the  stove 
making  its  use  hazardous.     A diesel-fuel-burning Yukon  stove was  pro- 
vided   for heat.     With   the stove  on,   the average  temperature within the 
tent  was  about   35 F which is  too  low for  the  care of  either ambulatory 
or bed  patients.     Without windows,   the  tent was   inadequately illuminated 
by  a  gasoline   lantern.      Folding wood  and canvas  cots with sleeping bags 
were  provided   for bed   patients.     The care of patients   is  greatly  impeded 
by  these primitive accommodations. 

i 
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Medl^ L«   ?  i^5 0ne-half of a tent CFWWMR. General Purpose. 
Medium) was assigned for use as a Sick Bay.  This gave a 16-foot 4 
Itlt      enci08ed «Pa" *lth 5-foot side walls and a peaked overhead 
which was adequate for the requirements of the camp at this stage. 
Though pitched on snow, the tent was provided with a plywood deck. 

Plastic window panels admitted adequate light for working.  Thus 
arranged, the Sick Bay was adequate for a shore party of 90 men with 
close support from ships.  These Sick Bay facilities were utilized until 
the winter quarters were ready for occupancy. 

The Administrative Offices were located in a Clements-type 20-foot 
by^56-foot building. Jointly occupied by the Medical Office, Dental 
Office, Officer of the Day's Office and the Officer in Charge: the 
Administrative, Officer in Charge, and OOD offices being in the front 
part of the building, with the Dental and Medical offices in the rear. 
Much confusion existed, since the OOD's office was the nerve center of 
camp and all camp functions and operations passed through him. and 
personnel desiring to see the Medical, the OOD or the Officer in Charge 
all passed through the Administrative Office.  This undesirable condition 
existed until 12 July 1957. at which time additional space was required 
by the Medical Officer to accommodate the victims of a helicopter crash. 
The Administrative, Officer in Charge and OOD officers were then moved 
into the Library building, a 20-foot by 48-foot Clements-type building 
which also contained the Public Works Office, Chaplain's Office and 
Dental Office. 

The Sick Bay area provided was approximately 44 feet by 20 feet  of 
which the dental office occupied 68 square feet.  The medical officer's 
quarters and office were in the Sick Bay area.  The remainder of the 
space was divided into an operating room with 96 square feet, a general 
Sick Bay area of 144 square feet, one room for a patient of 36 square feet 
another patient's room of 42 square feet, a drug room of 48 square feet   ' 
and a utility room of 278 square feet, part of which could be used for 
patients, if necessary. One of the rooms was constructed for secure 
detention of disturbed psychiatric patients.  For other patients, three 
permanent beds were provided and three additional beds could be set up if 
needed.  Space for an X-ray developing darkroom was provided during the 
winter in a building adjacent to the Sick Bay.  In the summer when this 
space was needed for other purposes. X-ray film processing was carried 
out in the photographic laboratory.  A field autoclave. 15 milliampere 
X-ray machine, and a wide variety of drugs made the dispensary very well 
equipped. r j j 
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Summary 

overSLdlng fLiliJles  froa%üAF l^? WaS  0ne of -erloading and 
Ules were designed    " f mLlmum^flSn111' ^  Utilizati-.    Th! facil- 
1956-57.   as man? as  35" men were bertLd r^he0"1"8  ^ '"T'  0f 

Deep Freeze buildings and  IsTooLUJ J *        ,        Camp-     A to,:al  üt:  18 

Partial  buildings  a'd ^Ä" i^!^.^^KJ^T ^^^ 
forces.     Deep Freeze  TT hr-rmJ^-  n    Ui""&'  were  erected  by  Deep F. eeze  I 

cations  bullSingrand  one Zv T-s'^rrr,^6  reCreation -d -mmunl- 
thirty-six permanent  tvn^ h.^LJ        yP     buildin8  to ™*ke  a total  of 

several  Jame^r^nd^eU1 h ^s   Tol'JslTf* " f" ^^ provided  sufficient bcrthl».  °neiCerf   tor use  of  summer personnel.     This 

facilities. watL^d^UuX L^iil  rests^r'r 0n
K

meSS^.   "^t.ry 
any enclosure  is  satlsfactorJ for ün^       f f       St Prohibitive.     Almost 
has a  floor. ««factory  for housing during  the summer,   provided  it 

were^he jtlltlTZl ZLllTutT1 ^J^f S* T"' POpUlation 

They are snug and  easily heated       „Jn^ ]i8ht «^  rapldly **«***• 
in high winds.     However    rltl ^       Properly  secured,   they are  safe 
in a high wind   in  the n^oc^ T J*** in  thiS-     ^  hut was   ^st 
«nan tenL we^e used by'the  Cape  B^r^bef0re  ^ WaS  tied down-     ^0- 
aa emergency equipment aboard^ircr^t       Jame^^ f? ^ ***** 1957 and 

for temporary housing of D«™^, Jamesway  tents  are satisfactory 

approximately twelve pefpie  If nL„" '^"Tt   ***  '^ 0ne  Can ^arter 

A stove may be  installed'in efch  tent^'   ^       Six/0uld  be -" desirable. 
Ventilation depends  unon  IK       . ^   81Vln8 satisfactory warmth, 

tions  the ^ntUation'is  satis'  "tor    ^ 1 ^ ^"^   bUt  in n0rmal  co^- 
are huts   similar  to the Jamesw^ Z T ^.±S  0vercrowd^.     Atwells 
warmth and ventilatory standards! SUPerior  in Performance both  from 

poinL1?^^.^^'^ USefUl   ln the  anta-tlc  from two stand- 
carried   Zll/Tl  Gerrit TtL'tllT"1? '*  ^ 0f beddln8 and we- 
Sleeping  bags are preferred bj pers^l  u.i^ l1^ ^ ^ — 
and by most  transient neraonn«!       !^ f 8 anVaS  cot  for a bunk 

junction with «^00^ bae^or^h/    ^     "attress   should  be  used in con- 
the cold.     m genera?    onf fhLfJ .7       f" Prides good   insuUtion  from 
clothes   on.   suJh  as   the issued  und^15 * SleePing ba8 «ith minimal 
and hung  u^  to dry     Tlarse  ref ^"^  Sarments   »hould be  removed 
maintaiSed'in the^ntarcSc as h" '^^ 0f Sleepin8 ba8S should h* 
very dirty during one^ s^a n" 11^^C.Tll ^7^ ^^ 
to CONUS   or New Zealand  on  the  Irst  shfn   fn^ ! • d  be returned 

flown to McMurdo  the  following year  In I   f0^"leanin8 and  repair,   and 
personnel.     Of  the new 0™^^ ^.q ltleS   equal  to  ^coming 

only one. the rec^^^^Ti^g ^ ^f^^Jrior't" f"^0 ^ 6. was erecnea prxor to departure of 
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* 

^I^:1^^:^"^; rsily erected'and' —*f- ^e 
Not all   of'the  panels   for'tiri"8 "^ T* heati^'   in 200 manhours, 
Foundations   for  the co^L?     .?       communications  building were  received. 

T-5 building)"ere  in ™äce0nS  bUildin8  ^  f0r  the ba-acks   ^ 

Conclusions 

ments couJrbe^a^      itltltTJ^1^ **** adequate but s*™^ ***<»* 
this would  be most  desirable8    Sto^ H' ^  aVallable  in «^k  Bay and 
might  be damaged by freeziirwer^^/rr ^  llinited-     Items which 

other items wfre sLre"6^!6^^f o^^ ^thef "Sr.^L^ 
storage  space,   both heated  and unheated.   was nelded "^ 

six ^.TalAI L^^i^do^.81^ ^ area WaS m0^ed aS -b ^ 

Another problem was   the  inadequate water distillation apparatus. 

Recommendation 

Beardmore 

Little America 

four «. occup^r^ch^L^ Prr°h ^"S^LISn"
0"^- Wlth compartments measured 16 feet hv R fOQ^  \i   f •  buildings.  The 

and two large locked.  Ea^fof"the b^r^cks^dUs 0^1dOUble bUnkS with table, lamps, and sofas.      "^acks had its own lounge space 

discr^anciL^were^no^ed3.^: ^VfoldV*^^0^  The ^^^ 
enough and required ^-rep1^ ^L^^ Sinl^^rCorfr^efr"31 
furniture was quite susceptible to breakage and nJd^H    5      OUn8e 

The lounge cushions were Suite diffWtlo keep cle^n ^    ^  fttention- 
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ends^rthnLr0 HeadS  ^ yttle ^^ V'   each locat^  .t  opposite 
Each hfad haS  thrS tnn

nrted/0 '^ VariOUS  build-8s  by the Sain tunnel, 
one h^rJT u   toil?ts  and  one urinal;   two  showers were located in 
each o? the hH       T' ^  the 0ther-     Washs^nds were  also located in 
each of  the heads.     Running hot  and cold water was  available in  the 
showers       No running hot  and cold water was   avallablTat   the washstands 

exc" hbv Zrinf  f le/0^emptyin8 WaSte Water   f*™ the'wLhb^siL       ' 
heated   hv ITZtll       ^  ^  Ur±nal  0r   ShoWer-      ^ h^^ ^ere   adequately 
esoeS^ blowe"  «nd  space heaters.     Lighting  in  the heads was  poo? * 
especially over  the washbasins,  where  it was  inadequate  for shavins 

STend  of^rÄ   the ^l8 ^^ Chan8ed t0  -Late  the wal^pit  to cne end  of the building away  from the  sills.     It  was  felt-   that  n,Q    v 
of the  foundation sills  on  the  edge of   the waste  pi    Ä^f^igi^l " ' 
location might  cause  it  to cave in."8 original 

Laundry machines  and dryers were located in  each of  the heads       Fach 
barracks  had assigned  days   for  laundry  each week,   and  the  laundry'was done 
by a detail  of men from each of the barracks.     Laundry facilities 3ere 

l^rifriVl* Wlnte^-°ver period.     "During cLst^ic  i^ ^ges 
two 60  TJL     f     tTUt Were made  t0 prOVide r00m  for  equipment.      The 
IZ ttifi] ^     tank8 Were Placed OXltS±de and   the  f^l   lines  run under 
the building.     The waste  tank under the  sink was  not used.     The  space 
heaters were not  installed.'^ l       space 

An^rl^v8  SPa"s'   sanitary  facilities,   and messing  facilities  at  Little 

^ men        ZllLtt*^ **?"*  ^"^ s^d-^  ^r   a maximum of 73 men       During  the  spring and  summer 1956-57,   the  base population  in- 

The^zlo  off  40 "^r  a COr"SP0ndinB  -crease   in   any  of   ^hese  fac   lities 
The 240  officers  and men at  Little America V still  had but  6  toilets    3 
showers     4 washing machines,   and   74 permanent bunks.     Because of  the' 

lllTTtolf at  ^i"le.America V d-ing  late December meJnd January 
IrtJli      Pf   T 

y  0f  Sharing  COtS  WaS   pUt   into effect.   ""til   such  time  as 
additional  Jamesway huts  and  barracks were  erected.     Overcrowding preented 
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a serious threat to health, occurring at a time when many new arrivals 
were coming in contact with isolated wintering-over personnel.  This was 
also a time of increased fatigue on the part of all men due to the in- 
creased tempo of work.  During this two month period there was a great 
incidence of illness.  In addition, the severe crowding and a total lack 
of recreational space lowered the morale of the personnel. 

Medical Building Requirements 

Darkroom space provided was adequate.  There was no running water 
in the Sick Bay, but it was found that satisfactory X-rays could be 
obtained by developing in the tanks in the medical darkroom, and then 
taking X-rays to the photographic darkroom for thorough rinsing. 
Laboratory and storage room was adequate for lab tests performed at 
Little America V and served as pharmacy.  Metal shelves were installed 
in this same room for stowage of all medicines and a working stock of 
6510 items.  "During construction the interior of the Sick Bay was 
changed to eliminate the lounge and increase the size of the operating 
room."0 r     6 

The operating room was also the main working space in the Sick Bay 
and was the space in which routine sick call was conducted.  The operating 
room contained the X-ray equipment, autoclave, operating table, sink 
and the medical officer's desk.  It is poor practice to have the operating 
room exposed daily to the main stream of traffic, but this situation had 
to be tolerated due to lack of available space for a separate, small 
isolated operating room.  The space designated as medical officer's 
quarters would provide an ideal operating room if quarters could be 
found for the medical officer in another building.  The presence of the 
fuel operated autoclave in the operating room precludes the possibility 
of autoclaving instruments during an operation where volatile anaesthetics 
are being used. 

The ward has sufficient space for two double bunks, which gives the 
Sick Bay four patient beds under ordinary circumstances.  This amount 
of space was not available for in-patients after 1 November, however 
Upon the arrival of the VX-6 dental officer in November, a portion of 
this room was made available to him as a dental operating room.  This 
left the Sick Bay with only two beds available for patients.  From 
November through January the availability of patient beds was critical 
at Little America V. 

A large part of the Sick Bay building space was used for quarters. 
In view of the crowded circumstances within the operating room  the 
lack of space for a dental office, and the critical shortage of patient 
beds, it is felt that the housing of personnel in the Sick Bay building 
should be terminated.  All space within the building should be used for 
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medical or dental working spaces   P^vM™! 
undesirability of having the Caotain^       ".cntxon is made of the 
with the Sick Bay.  Not only dift^   *Uar^s  and office associated 

detract from the'sick ^i^^«^^«.^^^?^^ ^^ 
it also encouraged the oracHn« ^       7   accessibility to the men, but 

VIP's during the' sun^er^ls"  D^ri^ Itt  "^^ ^ ^^ing'of 
berthed in the space designated as n^8 ^    Peri0d' offi"rs were 
as in corpsmen's quarters  It t^ "    "^ 

officer,s office, as well 

absolutely no space av^iLbleifli^rL" there WOUld haVe been 
base to handle multiple injuries wMch  • \ ^ ***  0ther part  of the 

other serious accidents. mi8ht OCCUr from aircraft or 

brought1;8 cio^ft^thn:^ ^ro^iTiiton a twenty-ton sied - 
indoor storage area and autLSng  space  "with'th"'  ^^ "^ 
spaces were   the same as  the previous  year'     Thl    ^^   excftlon.   ^he 
proved most   adequate.     Due   to  the  TtrlZj K  

8aSollne  field  autoclave 
ever,   it was  necessary to remove it   from the^T0"0""6 haZard'   how- 
In  September   1957     the wan, c~m f immediate Sick  Bay area. 

was   available.     pVoneZS    1*1^7* ^ n0 lnd00r ^^^ave  space 
passageway and resulted Tn cr^cki^ o?^^ "**  ^t  ±n  the OUtdoor 

where   it had  been previously welded       A^e'l^       T^  0f the  auto^-e 
vided   for  the  relief detachment! electrical   autoclave was  pro- 

pres^s
dn~v:fhfsdt; Ssoc:Ltedhc:idus: of-voiatiie ™*"^ 

burning "Jet  Heater" was present Jnth^i^1'^"011-     A diesel-oil. 
during  an ether  anaesthetic       ^ emer^n     t   ^ ^  had  t0 be  Secured 

Herman Nelson provided was ^ot^hn«^    ^ heatin8 sou^e is  needed.     The 

spark  danger  prevalent ^i  h  these uStsTs^t-   ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 
not  found.     An outdoor gasoline heater  duetn^^ Solution w^ 
radiator would  seem plausible       S       .     u     ?   t0 an  indoor hot-water 
provided and   are  effective       Ltf 7   ^^   li8ht bulb   fi"ings  were 

been  previously  insSS^^f J^r   ^itanL60^1^1   OUtletS   ^ 
these were ineffectual,     ke deck pres^Ld  8       ?J ^  available ^ 
it was  non-conductive.     Two  six volt   «n^K^  a;dltional hazard,   as 
source  for an  emergency operatin« JL^      £ile  batteries provided 
necessary due   to ffequent'po^er failSe       S^^^T7 1±ghtinS " 
two balanced   tyFe minor surßicll  li.h^'     ^  °v^rhead  castle  light with 

nation  and were^sed  spaSrio^^rJe^ela;^^6 ^^  ^^ 

Conclusions  and  Recommendations 

Separate   operating  room  should  be   estahH^h^     u-   u   •      . 
main   sick call   room. established which  is  isolated  from 

Commanding   officer's  quarters   qhnnlH  r,^.-   K      I 

building,   nor   should   Sick   Bay  buUdinebP / ^   ^ SiCk   Bay 

for  VIP's. y  bulldln8   be  used   as   temporary quarters 
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At least a tour-bed ward ts required. 

Space la required for a dental offlee „lthl„ the Sick Bay „„Udlng. 

wlnterlig-'^r'p'er^" ^  " UttU ^'^ V ~ -^-f «urlug 

and ssrrjsj^ e^L^uXT^'^™ iivi"s — 
utiliEation of space. 8 eS n0t  offer  the maxiuum 

at  Lltae^r^r;81118 0f WaSte Water  ^ washbasins  is not  satisfactor, 

and ^S^^p^^^Vl^  J^'   SeriOUS  threat   t0 ^^ from  73  to 240. 8 ^"^  1956-57 «hen population  increased 

Byrd 

Sick Bay Installation 

^.^..s. P^.ti-Ti^^-LL-.rs^-; LX^S ^-r- 

-^rilsJT.i.ts:.n:oc8edored ^.^overhead 8irders- ^ ^ 
SicR  Bay giviig a^ijdt^l^;/^^1?^^1^^ rfmOVed  f- 
hot and cold  running water blended to issue in lflZ\      * "^ ^ 
a surgical  scrub and  KowninE  in  th*l Jl     f  fine  Spray Permitting 
occasionally became  obs^cJed  by^c^-th?Lf"inPipe/0r  thiS  Sink 

open overniEht allowing nmoii draining valve were left 
before clearing tJe nine Ü/T"^8  05 Water  t0 run down and  fr— 
in a locker intJe <Ä ro^m?    "^ ^ ,nediCinal alcoho1 were st-^ 

Berthing 

Living space was inadequate due to falltit.« r,f ^u u    . 
to arrive.  The two buildinKs tn which ff«  ! ? i   barracks building 
slept were primarily desiS for thfn   t "f™  "^ resPe^ively 
and programs.  m one of Sefe 03uildinr#f "H" ^ Sclentiflc equipment 
operation of Naval communicatLns and  8^  ' ^^  tWelve raen) 24-hour 
disturbance to the occup^^3"^^^^^0^ C—d considerable 
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South  Pole 

the equipment.     A single   sleeoin*  h-, 8hOCk  cushions  dropped with 
were  turned   to  their  Wst'os^ions."8   ^ Warni ^^   the S'-es 

Sleeping  Bags 

nKecs.   and  so sleeping bags were used   indoors. 

be  tJTiXt^t'lSS^^Tirü:  "^^  ^   (M-1949>  —  «***  to 
sleeper while  the  opened "co^r cou?ld0b       be/laCed   -derneath the 
units were connected  onIvh«^       ? USed  aS  a  blanket.     The  two 
system permitted   the  sleeper  ZVaT^V'   ^  f00t  0f  the  COt-     »« 
to ventilation  if necessary^ ample Warmth  but  to h*™ —7 access 

tinueTtfuse^nLing'bLs^Jh^ C
h

0rners
h
0f   the ^mesway  barracks  con- 

and  blankets.     ^Tbai mentioned  S^H     T ^f ^  Prefe"nce to  linen 
year with  the exception  of  the  finf f"       r«-«k.bly weU  during  the 
which showed consiSerSlfwear anT te™* TeT*'   ^ ^  ^^^ *** 
area by  the end   of  the  year. Wer PorS:ion around  foot 

were^cÄ S^WinrirtT^f^'T" ^ —Nation shack 
the  roof,     soot  and  grease  fr^thf    ^^ d0me  l0Cated  ^  a tower  «» 
the meteorological  and  radif ^  ^     8f       y Were a constant   problem in 
partially remedied  Jf .^^t^t^'f:^'''^6'   a  si^^on which was 
head.     However,   as   there  hid  tö b^^ K   ^ 8alley With  a solid  bulk- 
the  building,   the  s^T^Vs^ol a^Sec^nT  ^  ^  SeCti0nS   0f 

tionaTbu^lX 2X iLT^roTo™ 1^^ ^  ** ^ 
recreation  area.      This would  all^ ^ f galley,   mess  hall,   and 

Barracks Building 

smair^ac^s11^^^ T^Vji ^^ ^l™  ^ —* 
the  emergency 4-KW Hercules   generator       Snlrf^n n8  Storage.   and 
the men.   each  room being  aboutTfee^by  L   feet     Ca,:i0n  ^   ^^  f0r 
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The head contained the darkroom as well as head facilities; the head 
was somewhat crowded, though adequate for all basic needs. 

Sick Bay 

Sick Bay was in a far corner of the science building in which the 
heat was poorly circulated.  Temperatures would often be in the low 
50 s in Sick Bay and in the 60's elsewhere. 

In December 1957. a small 16-foot by 16-foot Jamesway was erected 
at the grid southwest corner of the base near the mess hall, to house 
the library, ships store, and recreation gear. 

A Jamesway proved highly successful as a permanent barracks.  It is 
divided into two sections.  The first 32 feet is partitioned into six 
one-man rooms, the remainder, unpartitioned, serves as a lounge and 
storage area. A urinal in one corner, with a pit dug beneath the 
building proved a great boon. 

Wilkes 

TU J11! int"t0r  furnishin8s supplied for the buildings were satisfactory. 
The beds which featured innerspring mattresses were quite comfortable 
The lounge furniture was good although slipcovers would have been cf 
great value.  A larger quantity also could have been used since sitting 
space was usually at a premium.  The large supply of folding chairs was 
of considerable value.  An additional galley table would have allowed 
all station personnel to be seated at once.  The supply of lockers for 
personal use was inadequate and they were difficult to assemble. 

Some rearrangements of the original Sick Bay plan of 300 square feet 
in a 48-foot by 20-foot Clements hut was necessary because of enlargine 
and pre-empting of the area designated originally for sick room as 
quarters for the officer-in-charge and chief scientist.  This was con- 
sidered necessary because of crowding resulting from twenty-seven men 
being assigned to quarters designed for twenty. 

The space remaining was divided into four component areas:  (1) A 
7-1/2-foot by 6-foot laboratory with five shelves, two benches, and a 
stand for a water tank; (2) a 4-1/2-foot by 7-foot storeroom with three 
3-foot by 6-foot by 10-inch metal, five- and six-shelf open cabinets 
and one 4-foot by 5-foot by 18-inch wooden three-shelf cabinet; (3) a 
15-1/2-foot by 9-1/2-foot Sick Bay proper, containing an 8-foot bench 
with two 8-foot shelves, a 4-foot by 6-foot by 18-inch six-shelf wooden 
cabinet, a field operating table, and an aluminum desk and (4) a 7-1/2-foot 
by 9-1/2-foot combined sick room and doctor's quarters.  The major shelves 
Jf«™ "»»tailed, «id unpacking and stowing of crated supplies was complete 
by 23 February 1957. ~ 
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SHOPS 

McMurdo 

Area 

The ^h^Ss8 ":iTorr^T^Lr^ient durin8 DeepFree-1. 
(weasels)   or two large pieces   mZä ^   ^ 8ma11  pieCeS 0f ^^P-ent 

work was  accompllshef 0^«^«^ c^J. f'  ^ 0ne tiine-     Even  then, 
allocated  toXm so they bu"^^-So  ^20 f^ WelderS had n0 8Pace 

garage which served  them well      Jh. «fffJ-^ 20-foot  extension onto the 
in combination with the eUct^ic^n«  f        LT had a 8ma11 work ben^ 
added  to the powerhouse      Se J^       .       a 20"foOt  by 20-foot «tension 
the garage.     KTÄt X^. Slr^' iTS a ^ T" ln 

operations conducted. unoersized for the amount of  air 

20 feetUbJ15C6W?eret  »d^anldf ^V^ ^^  Panels'   and -"^«» 
Plywood.   ^hfsaL  si"e butl ghe" oJe^L'1111111118 0f QUOnSet ^  and 

after the garage fire 28 Anrif      Thl    ?    ^'.WaSuCOnStruCted in ^  l9i7 
of the  Public Works  shop bSilJing    had^n adea8^'   l0Cated  in ^  COrner 

feet.     It had two large workbench^     Id  J^L"" 0f 200 8quare 

Sufficient  tools  for ?he needs  oJtA/^ T^f* binS  alon8 one bulkhead, 
carpenter shop was  of equal  fize and J^^'^u^" available.     The 
had adequate hand  tools but  itlJS    adJacent   to the electric shop,     it 
cular si whichls^anj ^^.^5 [Tol ^1 ^  ^ Ci*' 
structed a table on which they mounted the circular saw  ^^  "T 
a long workbench,   a closet  for storage of small ^Lfn' fh0p had 

storage bins  for nails and screws.  2d f .^ijal«;""^'!^' 
plywood and other miscellaneous  lumber. pleCeS  of 

Equipment 

The P^p-X^reS^ ^Le'/^e^S^rS Sf."C1^ x? 'i^.:. ^«r STulIiJ'2 ™™''"nT**rmi ?- 
.nd Threader. U"11,;y "n u8ed ■» O»«« Pipe Cutter 

of  storage  bins  along  one  side,   which cont«^ K? u a  large  number 

ficient  tools  and spfres were ^i UbU^or the repair S:rs
itemS

i:     
SUf- 

and the  fabrication of simole nl.mAiZI    £«rcne repair of space heaters 

shop consisted of L ar^ J^tSe PubSc^orks"^^^"8-     ^ "Z*** 
of the utility shop,   and it contained^ ^s^^kbe^h Xd 
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tools  and space sufficient to work on such items  as carburetors,  heaters 
and  small    engine parts.     Most   of the vehicle repair work was  done in 
the garage building which contained nothing but  a large open space  for 
equipment.     A lean-to  storage room was  constructed in June 1957 of 
plywood  alongside  the  Public Works building,   and was   used primarily  for 
spare parts  required by the garage. 

Garage spaces and  shops can be considered  adequate only because  the 
Job  got done.     Actually,   about   three times the amount  of space available 
could have been effectively used.     Because of  the garage fire  the tool 
situation was  critical   the rest  of the year.     Power tools such as a 
lathe and drill press were available only in the aviation shop building 
which was  about  a half-mile away. 

Storage 

Storage was very limited.     Tool rooms were  fabricated during Deep 
Freeze  I by putting extensions   to buildings  and by storing parts  on 
boards  laid between roof trusses.    A hull  from a wrecked C-124 was 
connected for storage  and shops  but this was  extremely cold  for shops. 
The mechanics   in particular require permanent   storage  space. 

A welding  shop was   constructed in June on  the end   of the  Public 
Works   shop building.      It  contained arc   and acetylene welding  equipment 
material,   as well as  a  500-pound Ansul   fire extinguisher with long hoses 
for   the protection of   the Public  Works  building  and  its  adjacent  lean-to. 

Recommendations 

A Butler building  is  definitely recommended  as  a  shop  for  Deep 
Freeze  III.     Space along walls   could be   allotted  to various  construction 
ratings. 

A thorough  review  of  shop  equipment   is  recommended,   taking  into 
consideration present   facilities  as well  as plans  for  Deep Freeze III 
and IV which are unknown to Deep Freeze  I personnel.     The lack of 
effective shops  during   Deep Freeze I was   a primary cause of unsatisfactory 
equipment  operations  during this  period. 

Little America 

The builders  and  electricians  shops  were constructed beside  the 
powerhouse and  derived  heat  from a space  heater  and  a  duct  from the 
powerhouse.     This  arrangement  proved very  satisfactory  as  the   tunnel 
protected  the   shops  and   it was  possible   to use  only plywood with no 
insulation for  the construction. 
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crJ^t UT lSOPl  WhiCh had been located  in the s*™ building as  the 

Ifi fH;^ K^ff TaJOr <:han8e in  the shoP setuP wa8  i* the garage where  a 
honfr .  yi?4"f00t addition w^  erected.     This  enabled  the nJchlnlcs   to 
house  sin.ultaneously one D8.   two M29-C weasels,   two D-4's and  one Sno- 

SablJ^/    y did .thiS   facilitate maintenance  of equipment? but  it 
Wdft      rP°ftatl0n  t0 keep an asso"ment  of vehicles re^y for 
c"d i^ath«3       t8„at  ^f ^"f ^^  0f the WOrkday durin8 extreme 
in the g«a«e  thlt ^n.M   J ^e  'T  that etluiPment could »e accomo.odated 
D8's   fo?^! n ^ K enab,led D6^ Freeze  II personnel to recondition all Do s   for the October swing to Byrd Station. 

dlnJ^f J!?diti0n 0f a fPare Parts  storage room of 24-foot by 40-foot 
wSS in ^ P0S8lb}e ready access  to mo"  of the supplies  that 
dearth  nf* f0r n,alntainin8 all equipment.     There was.  however    a 
AZU-.- Wa!e SpaCe  f0r bulldln8.   electrical,  and  utiiitSs s^pJles 
t^e^r area8  t0 8tOW a11 ™ble  «ear and  small  equip^t68' 

elarw ZV^l  ^ situation was <^te good  for all   trades.     One 
tZZL    l^ T comPoaent Parts  for  the machine shop lathe.     There 
were many times  when a  lathe was  the  only answer.     Parts  for  all   tvoes 

ifthe     ErV1"1 aPPliances were  fabricated,   from time  to time     o^he 
satisLc^8    "r3117  the lathe  t00lS Were "-keshift  and certain^ lot 
JStll       %?'     ^^^  COmPonent  Parts were ordered  in  the resupply 
report.     There were many  examples  of  excesses   in  tools   of all   trades 
This was  due.   no doubt,   to the  anticipation of  a high breakage  and  Lss 

" UtiL" "Ti6' the bUilderS had ' 8"at assortment of s^sfthe 
weri tio l"16" f a great collection of P^e wrenches (many of ^hich 
were  too  large  for any conceivable use  at  Little America).     It was noted 

t^ H   fV6^111^   t00lS Were not satisfactory.     In  almost  every case 
the defect was  noted  to be in a  general   stores   item.     Therefore     L  is 

l^lZVenVr^sT13 ^  "  a  ^  ****'   '»* **  **' **  ^llU 

with rdrinnCheS  ^ I*?* metal  St0ra8e racks-     The shop8s  "rr^fitted 
ZtSiL  I        P"88'   grinder'   arbor Press,   a metal  brake  and oxy-acetylene 
welding  equipment.     One  end of   the workbench area was  set  aside   for an 
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electrical shop.  The north end of the building was taken up with the 
hydraulics and welding area and a small bunkroom.  Along the east wall 
were an enclosed tool room, multiple storage bins, three units of Spar 
GCA, and an enclosed cage for stowage of survival and navigation gear. 

Byrd 

Shop space was limited to approximately 400 square feet in the power- 
house, with a 20-foot workbench running along one side.  Maintenance of 
three IGY Sno-Cats caused excessive occupancy of this space for six 
months during the winter night period.  The majority of the individual 
tool kits allocated to each rate failed to arrive and full use was made 
of an assortment left by the original construction group. 

Most of the shop equipment finally reached the base by tractor train 
in October 1957.  This included a lathe, power drill and a power saw. 
Several IGY disciplines brought their own tools and a small workbench 
was equipped in building 6.  Since this area was also a berthing space, 
operation hours were limited. 

South Pole 

The garage ramp was eliminated as it could not be shipped and would 
be impractical to use even if it could have been built.  In its place 
a 20-foot tunnel extension was built covering the garage doors and 
protecting them from drift.  The garage doors were relocated to the 
leeward side of camp.  They were redesigned and erected to provide an 
accordion type arrangement.  As originally designed, it would be im- 
possible to use the first ten feet of garage space. 

The garage powerhouse contained the two 30kw generators, snow melter 
and water storage tank, and shop spaces.  Both the weasel and D2 could 
be garaged at the same time, however, this used all available deck space 
and made shop work nearly impossible. 

An additional building should be provided for all shop work except 
mechanics work, and to provide additional covered storage for vehicles. 
Sawdust and other debris from carpentry and electrical work were a major 
nuisance, clogging generator engine radiators and getting into the 
generators themselves. 

Shop spaces for the builder, mechanic and utilitiesman were in the 
garage, and for the electrician in the enclosed space between garage 
and head.  Space allocations were physically adequate, except for weld- 
ing, which had to be done too close to the generators and inside fuel 
storage. 
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Hand  tools were in adequate  supply;   specialized tools and  equipment 
üü«^*     I,tem8  ordered  for D66? Freeze  III,   if procured and delivered. 
should   largely correct deficiencies which existed during Deep Freeze  ll! 

Hallett 

Garage Shed 

A lean-to type structure,   32   feet  long,   12   feet wide and  8  feet high, 
was added  to the north side of  the garage to provide a readily available 
storage space for parts  and equipment.     It was  constructed utilizing 
2-inch by 4-inch framework covered with  1/4-inch plywood.    A small access 
door was  cut through the garage into the  lean-to,   and an 8-foot by 6-foot 
door was  cut into the east side of the  lean-to. 

A further modification was made to the garage building by removing 
the hinges  of the main doors from the overhead  and rehinging these doors 
on the  sides.     This allowed an easier method of opening  the doors and 
added 4-inch overhead clearance. 

The  floor panels of  the garage were  inadequate to support  the load 
of a model  955  traxcavator equipped with standard tracks due to the fact 
that on a hard surface the cleats  of the  track  shoes were carrying the 
entire weight of  the tractor.     The  three center  floor panels  in front 
of the door were removed and 8-foot sections of 2-inch by 6-inch timbers 
were laid  in place of them.     This  provided support for  the tractor and 
increased  the overhead clearance.     The  shops were believed adequate. 
The mechanics and electrician's  shops were located in the garage which 
was also used at  times  as  a carpenter shop.    The utilities shop was 
located  in a Jamesway hut.     The electronic repair shop utilized a portion 
of the radio room. 

The standard  tools provided were considered  adequate  for the jobs 
required.     Some special  tools were not  received which caused delays in 
some repairs,  but  in all  cases  the repairs were completed. 

Utility  Buildings 

After  the completion of formal construction  the decision was made 
to construct an extra building to house  the evaporators,   snow melter 
and water  storage  tank.     With the completion of  the foundation  the 
construction detail was   evacuated  and  the  construction  of  this  Building 
was  left   to the wintering-over group.     Utilizing  spare  Clements  panels 
and roof  trusses,   a four-man crew completed this  project  in 60 hours. 
The roof  of this  building was  then covered with canvas  and battened 
down.     Heat was  furnished by a Preway space heater,  and  electric  lines 
were run  from the  auxiliary power building  (building #11).     This 
building,   when completed,  was designated  as  the utilities building. 
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.u    ti^.^ development of  the  generator exhaust  snow melter  system, 
the UT building was modified by constructing an 8-foot by 6-foot dark- 
room in  the area which previously housed  the snow melter.     This  darkroom 
was constructed with 2-inch by 4-inch framing covered by  1/4-inch ply- 
wood      A sink and electrical  fixtures were  installed in the darkroom 
and it was painted black and made  light proof by  sealing with black ' 
cloth. 

During October it was decided  to remove the evaporators and  convert 
the rest  of the building into a recreation room.     The removal  of  these 
evaporators was accomplished by removing  two standard side panels  and 
dragging  the evaporators out  through this  opening with a D4 traxcavator. 
After replacing the panels,   the building was cleaned and painted.  Lino- 
leum was   laid and  the recreation equipment was  installed.     When  a Chaplain 
was available at  this  station the building was also used  as a chapel. 

Wilkes 

A Clements hut  erected  from a miscellaneous assortment  of panels 
comprised  the carpenter and  plumbing shops.     There was  adequate  space 
for both.     Tools  for  both shops were generally adequate  for the work at 
hand.     However,   the  loss  of  the carpenter  shop's  radial  saw was   a hard 
blow to  the builder.     The motor for this  saw was  received with an in- 
ternal  short.     Therefore,   all work was  accomplished  either by hand saws 
or  Skilsaws. 

A section of the powerhouse was  set  aside for  the electrical  workshop 
There was   adequate  space and  tools  to accomplish necessary work. 

A portion of the Aerology/Electronics   storage Jamesway hut was  set 
aside for  an electronics workshop.     Test  equipment was  adequate but the 
addition  of a vacuum tube DC voltmeter would be of value.     There was a 
bad shortage of small  screwdrivers  and tuning tools;   otherwise  tools were 
adequate. 

A portion of the  garage was  set  aside  as  a workshop.     Space was not 
quite adequate though necessary tools and  equipment were. 

Ellsworth 

Service  Station 

A central  service  station and  repair area was   set up  at  the   temporary 
camp.     A Herman Nelson heater was  borrowed   from Air  Development  Squadron 
Six  for use by the mechanics.     Such a unit   should  be included with con- 
struction  equipment  for use  of  the mechanics   for equipment  repair  in the 
early stages  of such an operation as  this. 
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Tools 

A large quantity of MCB ONE hand tools were taken with the unit 
It was intended to return these to Davisville for future use of the" 
battalion.  After the alert for evacuation was given, the WYANDOT got 
underway with the STATEN ISLAND remaining to evacuate the construction 
personnel for a later transfer at sea to the WYANDOT.  Because of the 

™?  y 0f e^ac"at:ion required use of hand tools to the end, and work 
remaining to be done after evacuation, it was impossible to get the 
entire lot of hand tools out.  Certain high-cost items, such as survey 
equipment, Skilsaw, and electric drills were -hand carried" out  Re- 
mainder of tools were left with the wintering-over personnel for their 
USG . 

AVIATION AND COMMUNICATION BUILDINGS 

McMurdo 

Realizing that something more than a roving weasel would be required 
tor a control tower, spare Deep Freeze panels were prefabricated at 
Davisville into an eight foot cube with plastic windows inserted for 
vision.  When assembled, it was easily mounted on a 20-ton bobsled 
Radio units were prefabricated for ready installation within the tower 
upon reaching the ice. 

At the beginning of Deep Freeze II. the existing communications 
building was extensively altered and became the receiver building  A 
new transmitter building was erected about a quarter of a mile away from 
the receiver building.  In the receiver building, the old communication 
ottice and the communications officer were moved into the room formerly 
used for amateur radio.  The entire office previously used for crypto 
center and communication office was removed.  The cabinets containing 
the receiver patch panels speakers, and teletype converter/compensators 
were replaced with one which was placed between two operating positions 
The three transmitters were removed.  Two additional CW operatins posi- 
tions were installed giving a total of five, and all the operating posi- 
tions were revised.  The electronics repair shop was relocated. 

The size of some of the new transmitters was such that it was nec- 
essary to construct the building around them.  The floor was laid and 
the transmitters then positioned.  By 1 March 1957, the building was 
complete except for the roof.  To prevent snow from entering the building 
and interfering with the installation of the transmitters, a false roof 
was constructed of 4-foot by 8-foot plywood panels covered with tarpaulin. 

On 14 May 1957, NAF McMurdo experienced a blizzard and the false 
roof was partially blown away and snow entered the transmitters  For- 
tunately, however, the equipment was off at the time.  It was not until 
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the 31st of May that the equipment was dried out.  On the 1st of June 

nexte;etp:::kS
was a8ain ready- The personnei in ^^111 lUTke 

nound rno ^   lmProvln8 workin8 conditions in the building.  Fifty- 
pound C02 f^e extinguishers were obtained from VX-6 and we^e installed 
in strategic locations, and wiring on the equipment was continued 

Little America 

tronlcs siorT1" *uildJnS housed a11 aviation communications, elec 
tromcs shop, navigational aids, the air operations office search 

om.  un the south end of the electronics building was the old URN-S 

neT^s^vlof he ^ U:ed ^T*  ^  50 **   ^^  converter  ' 
test eqSp^t  Thr"  n ^ the TPS-1D surveill-ce radar and certain 
an 8-foot bv 16 foo^ '}  ^'T8 0fflCe and Search and rescue center, an ö toot by 16-foot plywood enclosure, also contained the electronics 
technical library and the Kiel Field officer's bunk.       electronics 

It was necessary to locate the new transmitter building adiacent to 

stJt^ "flth^r ^ a reSUlt 0f the lack 0f contro1 «"I or'^sub- 
anireck^ers would J0"^0" permittin8 a wide- separation of transmitters 
«17«!?!! r    f       ^ been Preferred.  The situation could have been 

ai ^a3  burtifsb ^ ^ %Wide SeParation of receiving and transmi^ing 
n^^f'^ ii    shortage of antenna wire and coaxial cable did not 

verrwellü     ^ ^   0bJeCtive-  ^he final installation operated 
fereJ!  ' ^T^ ^ W±thOUt  ^nificantly  detrimental local inter- 
ference except during times when propagation conditions were marginal 
The proximity of transmitters to receivers permitted a more efficient 
utiiization of the available communications personnel; the ET's could d 
easily man the transmitter building and execute their other functions 
in the message center and around the base concurrently or on short 
T.n\CV-     A/emote lotion would have produced extended periods of 
isolation during heavy storms and would have required the assignment of 
at least one of the m full   time to assist the ET's. gnment ot 

of H^6 buildingS were specifically located so that the back bulkheads 
of the message center and the transmitter building would become buSeads 
for a necessary enclosed storage area between them, using a Mnim^m o^ 

heated IITT^™  materials-  ^he exhaust fans fi-om both buUd^gs 
heated the storage area as well.  The orientation of the transmitter 

biUtilor tr 90O.angle fr0m the —8e "nter provided maximum accessi- 
llli   *  f^/ransmission lines from the transmitters to the antenna farm 
Basic construction of the building required five days and several 
evenings.  Berthing the ET's in the transmitter building insured maximum 

tifns  TT 0f Perrnnel Utili**"on and eased the bafe housing Edi- 
tions  A phone to the message center was installed.  A tarpaulin was 
placed over the transmitter building in an attempt to minimLe the water 
leakage from melting snow and ice during warm weather.  Two leaks did 
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develop, however, causing shorts in the 431-D and one TBM transmitter 
before being noted and corrected.  Water-tight buildings are essential 
in the antarctic especially where electronic equipment is housed. 

Wilkes 

The communications building was sited on the outer perimeter of 
the base.  However, this was near the supply dump, fuel dump and 
garage.  This caused heavy vehicular traffic within 25 feet of the 
building with subsequent strong radio noise interference.  Location of 
the fuel dump within 50 feet of the building is a fire hazard due to 
the possibility of radio high voltage arcs caused by transmitting 
equipment.  It is recommended that future communication buildings be 
located on base perimeters at a point subject to a minimum of vehicular 
ignition interference and that fuel dumps be located well clear of 
radio transmitting apparatus. 

The building and space assigned were adequate.  It is recommended 
that only communications equipment be installed on the roof of the 
building and that every precaution be taken to insure a water-tight 
roof.  A leaking roof was a serious problem and required constant 
attention. 

SCIENTIFIC BUILDINGS 

McMurdo 

Aerology Building 

The aerology building was situated thirty to forty yards from the 
other buildings in camp in order to have an unobstructed view when 
making observations.  This, however, was limited by the range of hills 
extending from 330 degrees clockwise to 150 degrees making it impossible 
to observe phenomena below four degrees elevation. 

During the winter night it was extremely difficult to make observations 
of aurora due to the camp lights.  While the brighter displays were 
visible after a period of five or ten minutes of observing, the lighter 
displays were visible only if the observer went a few hundred feet from 
camp. 

There were two heaters located in the building; a Jet heater and a 
Preway heater.  It was necessary to use both of these.  During normal 
weather with prevailing easterly winds, the Jet heater was used with 
excellent results.  With the onset of a blizzard, which always had winds 
from a southerly direction, it would be necessary to switch to the Preway 
heater due to the position of the stacks.  With this combination of 
heaters no problems were encountered with fumes inside the building. 
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Due to the large amount of equipment and material it was necessarv 
to make use of all available space for storage.  Shelves were instaUed 

ij«t«    .I"  OVerhead' loWerin8 the -erhead about a foot.  During the 
winter months  it was possible to use the space designed for AirOpf for 
storage, but from September to March this space was not available  IZ* 
of the equipment and material should be stored inside as best results 

roLl^faturT ^ ^ ^ ball00nS ** ^^ ^l^lfH 

During the winter months ice would form on the inside of the shelter 

loulTL™  iheVS s0' the bU.ildin8'  Fr0m September t0 DeC-b- ^is xce 
do^n into the offic."^-111108 ^ ^ Shelter and the water would run aown into the office, creating quite a problem.  Chipping off the ice bv 

Jf?^ L Sr ?8 ^ ^ a hairaner SOlVed this' but wo^d have to he dLe7 otten as the ice would reform. 

Recommendations.  Install at least four windows.  Locate the build- 
ing with an unobstructed view.  Make available more inside storage 

Inflation Shelter 

The location of this building was excellent as evidenced by the 
fact that only two releases were missed due to high winds.  It was 
situated on the side of a hill with the door facing downhill in a north 
northwesterly direction.  Although many bad falls Sere made on the rough 
terrain around the building when releasing balloons, no one was seriously 

in.-iJT^8 rM^8 0f m0derate   to heavy blowing, much snow accumulated 
inside the building creating quite a problem when the heat was turned 

chins kLrJ^H TTJr11*1 miX With   the CaUStic Soda and aluminum chips kept m the building, resulting in generation of hydrogen gas 
It would then be necessary to dispose of the affected chemicals.  The 
biggest source of snow was through the doorway which had to be opened 

LIT    lu   .h
tXTS       ri

in8 bad weather' but there was much accumulation 
even with the doors closed.  This was cut down little by little as weather 
stripping was placed where needed. weacner 

Many premature bursts occurred taking the balloon through the door- 
way, which was too small.  The balloon was held as close to the floor 
as possible, leaving a few inches clearance on the sides and sometimes 

ITrt  JwiV" JrP rh^e 80ln8 t:hrOUSh the doo^y.  Covering the sides 
with cloth for the balloon to rub on cut down the number of premature 
I-/ LI Xi o L o s 
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There was no way to control the doors and, as a result of this, one       ^^ 
man received a fractured skull and another was slightly hurt when the 
doors got out of control during periods of high winds. 

Chemicals and helium were kept alongside the buildings as there was 
only enough space inside the building for a one-month supply. 

In November a Jet heater replaced the Herman Nelson heater making it 
practical to store water In the building.  Ten gallons of water were 
carried from the galley for each inflation, thus requiring at least 
20, and sometimes as much as 50 to 60 gallons, for each 24-hour period. 

Recommendations.  Smooth out the area on all sides of the building 
for a distance of about 50 feet to eliminate accidents.  Increase the 
size of the doorway to eliminate premature bursts.  Install some sort 
of device on the doors so that they can be controlled at all times. 
This could be accomplished with the type of door that runs up into the 
overhead instead of opening out sideways.  Install a smaller door on 
the east side of the building.  This way the large doors would have to 
be opened only for the release of the balloon, thus eliminating snow 
accumulation and possible accidents from swinging doors.  Install a 
100-gallon tank inside the building for water storage.  The ideal in- 
flation shelter for areas such as the antarctic, where moderate to strong 
winds predominate, would be one made of some light material built in 
such a way that it could be turned manually, thus providing a way to M 
have the doors on the leeward side no matter what direction the wind is      ^' 
blowing from.  A square shape with twenty foot dimensions and a roll-up 
door at least twelve feet wide, would be large enough.  The generator 
could be located in another building and heat would be necessary for 
this building only.  The money saved in equipment and material (balloons, 
instruments and helium or hydrogen gas) would more than pay for such a 
building. 

Inflation Shelter Heater Building 

This building is located about 10 feet behind the inflation shelter 
with a wood duct connecting the two.  Heat is fed through this duct into 
the inflation shelter.  The building was built only large enough to hold 
a heater and had one door on the west side.  The door was blown off twice 
and at other times snow accumulated to the overhead inside the building, 
but after closing off this door and installing one on the east side, these 
problems were eliminated. 

A Herman Nelson heater with an electric motor supplied the heat; fuel 
was stored outside and hand-pumped into the heater as required.  The 
heater was turned on only during inflation periods, thereby eliminating 
some of the melting inside the inflation shelter and reducing the fire 
hazard.  It was left on during one storm to eliminate opening the door. 

< 
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SL^Ü rU8 0 mUCh ,neltln8 in  the inflation shelter and as a re- 
Jo Lf^ T8 Were  frOZen  Shut'     Thi8 retluired three hours  of chipping 

leaSe 0rS OPen, ^ thiS   tiine lt WaS t00 late to make a "" 

M^Af^ h!at!r ^th thern,08tat control replaced  the Herman Nelson in 
November and  should prove much more  practical. 

Shelter R18S1795 

One shelter was  located  outside  of Aerology and  another on the 
runway.    They were secured with cables and  required  occasional checks 
to see that  they remained secure.     During  the summer months,   at one 
time during the day.   the sun would be  shining directly at  the door 
resulting in fluctuating temperatures when  the door was opened.     Install- 
ing a second door would eliminate  this. 

South Pole 

Science Building 

The science building housed  the   ionosphere,   geomagnetic,   seismology, 
aurora,   and glaciology spaces,   IGY  and  Navy   office  spaces,   and  sick bay! 
Basic  space  allotment was  adequate   for  all  purposes.     The  two major 
problems encountered with the inflation shelter were heating  and «-he 
release of ballons  through  the overhead hatch. 

The 8-foot square overhead release hatch was only barely large enough 
for the Rawin Sonde balloons. Windbreaks installed on the windward sides 
of the building made releases possible under almost all conditions. How- 
ever, a larger roof hatch about 10-foot square would be highly desirable 
and is recommended. Drift accumulation practically precludes the use ' 
of side doors. 

The aurora tower presented by far  the greatest problem,   in connection 
with  the defrosting  of  the  aurora domes.     No   adequate  system had  been 
devised and  obviously  little  or no  thought  had been  given to  this  problem. 
The makeshift  system finally  installed did  provide  adequate defrosting 
but  only at  the expense of  exceptionally high  fuel   consumption in a 
building only  8 feet  by 8  feet by 20   feet.     Though  a designed  and  tested 
defrosting system was  requested,   apparently no action was  taken.     The 
system used  involved  two Preway space  heaters   and  five  ILG centrifugal 
fans.     One dome had  two  1/2-hp  fans,   a  second  dome   two  1/4-hp   fans 
and  the third  one 1/4-hp fan. ' 

It  is  strongly recommended  that   an adequate and   efficient  defrosting 
system be designed,   tested,   and procured,  with specifications  of adequate 
defrosting at  -100 F with 20 knots  of wind 
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Ballett 

Balloon Inflation Shelter 

The design of this building was not considered very effective for 
the type of operations and weather encountered.  The overhead release 
procedure was designed for use in Duildings that would be buried in 
the snow which caused a considerable amount of trouble.  During periods 
of winds In excess of 20 knots, maay premature balloon bursts were 
caused by the strong eddies around this building.  To relieve this 
situation and permit the successful completion of the 1GY MET program, 
it was decided to construct a walkout release shelter on the lee side 
of the original building.  After the construction of this modification 
only three upper air soundings were missed due to surface wind conditions. 

The generator building was constructed of spare Clements panels, 
l^-foot panels being used on two sides.  The third side consisted of 
doors made of 3/4-inch plywood.  The doors were hung to open outward 
and could be secured in the open position to act as a windbreak.  A 
small access door was cut through the original north wall to allow entry 
from ^he inside of building #6.  This structure was not attached to the 
original building by clips, but W£.s bolted using carriage bolts.  When 
completed this extension was 8 feet long, 8 feet wide and 12 feet high. 

Aerological Office 

The aerological office was located in the mess hall building and 
the space provided, though small, was considered adequate.  All standard 
aerological instruments were housed in this office with the exception 
of the wind mast which was located on the top of the head building, and 
those Instruments that required outside locations (thermometers, hygrother- 
mograph rain guage, and GMD tracking unit). 

Shelter (R18S1795) 

This instrument shelter was installed in the penguin rookery 60 
feet from the east side of the aerological office.  No trouble was en- 
countered with it after it was permanently secured to the ground with 
cables.  It is believed that a shelter with two access doors would be 
more useful in Antarctica, to eliminate the sun shining directly on the 
instruments during the summers and to allow a possible opening on the 
lee side during periods of high winds and blowing snow. 

Wilkes 

It was apparent from the beginning that the overhead release facil- 
ities in the balloon inflation shelter would not prove satisfactory during 
periods of high winds.  Releases were extremely difficult in winds of 
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30 knots and impossible in winds of 40 knots and higher.  Releases were 
made from the station garage on occasions, but this was unsatisfactory 
due to the direction of prevailing winds and to the close proximity of 
radio antenna masts.  In October, walk-out doors were fabricated on the 
hydrogen shelter lee side by hinging two complete panels so that they 
would open outward.  No soundings were missed after that time although 
the wmd did not thereafter exceed 50 knots.  It is recommended that 
balloon shelters for future polar operations be equipped not only with 
overhead release facilities but also with walk-out doors on two sides 
if possible.  It is not believed however, that this will fully solve 
the problem.  The Russian base at Mirny reportedly had a method whereby 
releases were made in winds of 70 knots and it is recommended that this 
be investigated. 

No provisions were made for water storage in the balloon shelter 
Three water tanks were installed in the shelter with a total capacity 
ot 540 gallons.  By using these tanks snow could be melted and an 
adequate water supply maintained for all occasions.  This made it un- 
necessary to water for each sounding.  It is recommended that pen points 
for desk pen sets, stamp pad ink, heavy wrapping paper, masking tape, 
straight edge rulers and ink eradicator be added to future aerological 
office equipment.  The supply of form WBAN-10B was inadequate and it 
was necessary to trace forms to finish the program.  The office roof 
leaked profusely during the summer season. 

Ellsworth 

The whole camp was set up 180 degrees out of phase with respect to 
the prevailing winds.  This resulted in the inflation shelter being 
set up on the windward or south side of the camp.  The design of the 
inflation building was poor.  The only egress for balloon launching was 
through the overhead doors.  These overhead doors had to be managed 
manually.  Any winds exceeding .15„.knots turned the doors into man-killers 
Once the doors were open the difficulty of launching the balloons was 
almost insurmountable.  The balloon was anchored to the floor of the 
shelter.  The instrument was handed up through the hatch to a man on the 
roof.  At a given signal the balloon was cut loose and the man on the 
roof waited for the slack to be taken from the train by the rising 
balloon.  As the train became taut the man on the roof released the 
instrument and the launching was successful. 

An intercom system between the aero office and the inflation shelter 
facilitated the launching of the balloons.  Prior to release the speed 
and direction of the wind was noted.  The receiver in the Radome was 
pointed downwind.  Experience dictated the proper elevation angle. 
Upon release the men would call the directions and angles over the 
intercom system.  The man at the receiving unit would "feel" for the 
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rest  of the  sounding  tZ Lchin:0^oino:era:t0n,atlC  ''"' ^  ^ the 

opening't^ do"sSS bfoiin^8  ^^  ^^ ^^ous.     Difficulty In 
wind blew across  the hitch n       <'  ^^J  effeCt  0n the balloon "  the 
combing and  burst       If'the U^f«^  ball00n WOUld bul8e OUt  over  «^he 
smashed  into  the Aurora Jower  or iefa^8   SrCCe

1
SS5UJ'   often  th*  instrun.ent 

A successful  program was  fTnlll!      u<        T^**!** in  the hernia farm, 
out doors,   bu?  these doorf bL   y aChievej ^ the construction of walk- 

of high winds.     L^mlnT    nToolT/l^T^^ ^ ^^ ^^ 
and  lowered  by chain  fall  opening    oLtard ^ metal-     RaiSed 
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Section VI 

MATERIALS HANDLING 

EQUIPMENT 

Inadequacy of equipment was a problem which never ended.  Equipment 
left from Deep Freeze I was worn out.  Prior to arrival of the ships in 
December 1956, operable heavy equipment at McMurdo was limited to one 
08 tractor, one HJ1*  fork lift tractor and four D2 tractors.  All of the 
latter were completely unreliable, and the number of manhours required 
to keep them running was anything but economical.  The four Traxcavator 
955*5 which arrived with Deep Freeze li proved to have an inherent 
design flaw and to be unsuited for operations on the rough terrain and 
hard sea Ice of McMurdo Sound.  Off-loading operations were, on more 
than one occasion, brought to a complete standstill, with all tractors 
in the shop for repairs. 

Four Pettibone-MulIiken Cary-Lifts were assigned to McMurdo.  One 
was damaged in off-loading.  The other three performed well in camp on 
hard snow and dirt.  They were not satisfactory for deep-snow operation. 
"They will do many jobs an HJk  can't touch."7  During the summer of 
1956-57 all were down save one, and that had unreliable brakes and was 
considered delicate.  It was used exclusively for gathering snow for 
the snowmelters.  The main sources of trouble were hydraulic systems, 
fuel pumps, clutches and brakes.  Hydraulic hose replacements were 
difficult because the hoses were cut to length and had non-interchangeable 
fittings.  Repairs to these machines would have been simple had parts 
been available. "Ninety percent of all downtime was due to poor oper- 
ators, improper use of the clutch, no oil in the lift pump, or forcing 
controls against stops."' 

One Cary-Lift, made available to McMurdo from the Knox Coast equip- 
ment, assisted cargo-handling operations at a critical time and fully 
proved its value.  It was diesel-powered (the others were gasoline). 
The only difficulty experienced with It was repeated breaking of the 
brass fuel line, which had a loop In it to take up vibration. 

"HT^l fork lifts were kept on the trail most of the time.  They worked 
out very well as prime movers because they had more power and If a crate 
fell off a sled the fork lift could be unhitched to lift the crate back 
on,"' "The HT^f was not completely satisfactory at Little America due 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

snowWc"erd ^lllll "nnot,be "*«»•*   locat.ons where  there  Is  a deep 

compared    ; a^ ^      or^tn3"7 ^IT^   '"  the USe of tracked nicies 
the move mus? be made       Trac ^m    ^'f'! dePendS 0n the  t,me   ,n  whtch 

take  longer  to acc^moilsh^ !,!dS  "" m*9 more  tonna9*  b^ 
belnq esSbllsh^      u mOVe and depend «"tlrely upon a safe trail 

provMe sa?:rPtraver WOU,d ^^ mUCh  ,eSS   9round Pressure «^ 

nenAu'sJody'basts^'ouMnroirr'  2? '^ SUPP,y dePartm-t on a  perma- 
of which  should  be'a  Jari-LlJt      ho  M9K0Perat'OnS,'   tWO  f0rk  nftS'  one 

sonnel   In  the storage dulsV. ITalt Uft^^^ aVa,
1
,ab,e  to P6- 

pressure  track would be Tde^l  ..9     Cary-Llft mounted on a   low-ground- 

OFF-LOADING 

McMurdo 

Off-loading operations   depend  upon  the  following: 

a. Distance   from ships I de to camp 

b. Amount  of  equipment  available 

c. Condition  of   Ice  roads 

d. Condition of camp  roads and  storage areas 

e. Amount of   fuel  hose  available 

f. Personnel   available   for a  24-hour unloading schedule 
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tracJois^d^teis! VJllTs  11^1° Tl ^^ ^  the   ,C« with 

and personnel.     Because of  IhTr^t - "^ ^ ^^  mater,a1 

the  new sea   \ce  durlnl  ^ thickness  and  normal   deterioration of 

A 08 was  used on?von9qfLUmmerj   ^  1"^°'   ,ar9er  than  a Dk was  "»•<*• 
10-ton  bob ?eds  or one  ZO-ton^nh^6.^ ? '  1^     A ^  Can hand,e  two 

conditions   (i.e.     weJsnow    nn^h  ? ?"*  ,0aded Under   the worst  tra" 

by wave  foriltt^ns^  thT^r^ "ce  r^rtran"^-??^65,""5^ 
larger  payloads   could  be  hauled. cond.tions   Improved, 

Is m^dalo^.^CalrsMps  I" ^n"'^1"9 f  McMUrd0-     A 2i+-hour  sch^'e 

.„   ilh?  S?eed 0f.the  tracto"   Is   approximately  3-1/2 nlles  Der  hour 
JO  It   Is   Imperative to have a sufficient  number  of tractors Lnäbi. 

leave9 t^lr'^oo"^:? Tfa     '^ W^bl?^t^Mu?,??^;'0"5  ^ , 
stopp.ng cargo movement.     When drivers  c^os^Itll    or  "^i, 

Ind  s^Lf    SKS,S   ^ fSUre  contlnu'ty   In maintenance of   the  tractor 

ship.     A  rangements
hIS

fJ^:^J^Pm-PtVoSleds  a^ 

hours.     Extra drivers were  used as  available  to make alternatl  ?rtoS or 
to service  tractors  while  the other  driver  ate       Radio ™^! I   lP 

mrtc^DUf,^  the  January  '957   ship  off-loading of   Deep  Freeze   ||   carao 
most  of   the  cargo     except   for  drummed  POL,   was  -dumpednrnot  -stacked" 

ifl   n%     fi0"5   CaCheS   by  cate90ry.     This   occurred  as   the   resul     of  an   ' 

a^l^anp^:   "  ^   the   ^'^   IJn,0aded^   and  ^   ^lancing5^  ^aN- 
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traM^^^L^^ke^f^C^0r
fbrnk

e^ay0nS r^^'V Checked the 
crew Wdiate.y.  A D2^^c X ^p ^.^^r'^ a -intenance 
sleds away from the Fee edqe and tn nl       neari

the sh'P to move loaded 
ce conditions were questlonaMe LadZ TTM***   '? f0r ,0adin9- ^" 

from shipslde.  Sometimes a tracto  w^th l\   /  ^H   be Winched ^V 
ship In order to work on the traN on U.     T'd retUrn «"P^ to  the 
was essential to speed of oper^lr^^Hhe 1^17^1^^  ^'^ 

tne lire ot the equipment. 
There should always bp fi^hi-   * 

tor towing capacity  s^verarFoaded and" TJ*  ^   ^  the t0tal ^ec- 
'ocated at each end of the tra Nto ke^ 1     /,**   empty sleds shoi"d be 
-"ovlng. This reduces turn-around time "a ^^^^ un,oad'ng operations 
loading sleds cannot be avoided  AM w Vt   f^^imes de,ays in off- 
survival gear.  For short hauls (5 I .«l'0" 0n the tra" ^ould have 
primarily of food and sleepina bat  f   ,   '! 9ear WOU,d insist 
tents and extra fuel shouM be fnc" uded'. ^M^'5

 
(30 0r ^ ml,es)^ 

'955 these precautions saved a  raptor t-in   " " radr0-  ,n De"^er 
vicinity of Cape Bird, 50 miles from Hut P^nt"" 0perat,n9 in the 

Maintainlna thp t-r-aii :,.   < 
operation is strtctfy W L   Re^fl"1' Navi^tion for this type of 
cracks and danger «reas  ?Ugs

R^re
f,^!c^

re used ^ -rk the [rails, 
feet to 200 feet apart.  Fluorescent mirk  a maXimUm distan« of 150 
ter night.  These markers refU^H  ^   P Were handy dur^9   the win- 
them.  An aircraft beacon ^as su ces^ii: ^"^ 0r ^«hllght h7 
back to camp during the nigh .  Se'v Di  nlT   'u 9Uide SUrvey crews 

naling and for guiding stra'nded personnef?  ^ ^^  t0 haVe for *'>9- 

sib.e00^ c^'S haV^r io-^t ^1^  ** '"»^   " Pos- 
and delivery of supplies to this location K0''00* bund'^ ^r storage, 
cargo.  A large area where barrel d"seIcanSKeXPed,ted the un'oading9o 
h.gh would greatly reduce the un oadtnoV    bec

con«ntrated one tier 
than one tier causes large snoZrTftsVän'l^0^''"9  0f barre,S hi9her 
antarctic.  The volcanic dirt 7s verv tbJj T Pract'c«' for the 
egu pment.  Also the dust from the v^IcanJc ash^' raiSeS haVOC with 
of the bearings of all equipment and conf n      " Penetrate the seals 
greasing and oiling is a must   Tracked^ h     SerViCe in wasbing, 
area where snow and earth are found   2onsfdI ^"l  ^  USefu, '" ^'» 
experienced during Deep Freeze ? « fZ°    lY*^*  dama9e to s,eds was 
certain storage facilities     ' '^ had t0 be Pu"ed over earth to 

to tre:r;h:
hro^r;ac:ar:i?hr;!r r'r-11 ^be ^^ '•-ner on or calcium chloride. 
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Four-inch rubber hose, with quick-connect fittings, is perfect for 

pumping oil products.  The 10,000 gallon tanks can be inserted at any 
distance and a pump installed to spaed up the pumping operation.  The 
hose weighs 75 pounds per 50-foot section and can be easily laid in 
position with a small group of men.  Approximately ten miles of hose 
should be available at McMurdo Sound. 

Little America 

in December 1955, the cargo ships were secured to the bay Ice some 
four miles from Little America.  The off-loading of supplies was ini- 
tially an orderly operation, as a temporary supply dump was established 
on the bay Ice approximately 1.9 miles from shlpside.  Adequate handling 
equipment, two Cary-Llfts and one HT4, was available.  Some three weeks 
after off-loading commenced, the bay Ice started to move out and all 
cargo was frantically moved to the camp site In less than 72 hours.  The 
demand for a quick turn-around of sleds and tractors forced the unloading 
at camp site to be disorderly.  This lack of orderliness was Increased 
by the lack of proper materials-handling equipment.  Only the HTk  could 
be used for off-loading sleds as the Cary-Llfts could not operate in 
deep soft snow.  The HTk  was only available periodically, as it was re- 
quired for many other jobs.  The result was that many items too heavy 
to be properly off-loaded by hand were skidded off sleds by manpower or 
bulldozer, to be moved later when the HT^t became available. 

A ramp from the barrier to the Ice was ready for Deep Freeze II 
off-loading, but a tidal crack crossed the path between the end of the 
ramp and the proposed mooring area at the ice edge.  In three days all 
the bay ice had disappeared, making it possible to unload directly on 
the barrier.  The 08 was used to blade down the barrier edge and level 
an area large enough to accommodate the sleds.  Deadmen were burled for 
the ships' mooring lines, and explosives were used to smooth the face of 
the barrier. 

As unloading commenced. It was discovered that cargo had to be pulled 
up the edge of the barrier, since the ship's booms could not swing out 
far enough.  Also, the barrier height of approximately 30 feet hindered 
boom operations.  Heavy deck cargo, such as three Otter aircraft in crates 
were winched up by the D8 tractor after the ship had lifted them as high * 
as possible.  Two LCM's were off-loaded the same way.  One of the first 
items off-loaded was an additional D8 tractor.  Because of its 35-ton 
weight, the tractor was winched from the ship's deck to the barrier over 
the Balk bridge.  As off-loading proceeded, four Dk  tractors, eighteen 
weasels, six IGY Sno-Cats and ten 10-ton sleds were off-loaded.  The 
off-loading potential was thus greatly increased. 
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After all equipment was ashore, it became apparent that some other 
method must be devised to bring ashore the general cargo.  A housefal1 
was rigged, using the 08 tractor with boom for attaching the sheave. 
Then the cargo was loaded directly upon the sleds without any hauling 
from the barrier.  Stormy weather hindered ship off-loading from time 
to time. 

During the first week of November 1957 all explosives and demolition 
equipment was dug out and made ready for use in blasting and preparing 
an off-loading site for Deep Freeze III.  In the eventuality that the 
bay ice should go to sea or be unsafe for unloading, a barrier site was 
selected as an alternate unloading area.  An area 600 feet long and 100 
feet wide, in the same relative location as the previous years' unload- 
ing site, was staked out and bladed. 

In the eventuality that the bay ice could be utilized during off- 
loading, a ramp was made by walking a D8 on the ice, first alone, then 
towing two 20-ton sleds.  Periodic test borings were made to ascertain 
the ice thickness (approximately 9 feet of solid ice) and special 
vigilance was given to the cracks to detect any signs of "working". 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

All off-loading equipment should be assigned directly to the Supply 
Department together with permanent drivers.  As drivers become familiar 
with the dump site layout, unloading proceeds at a much faster rate. 
The HT^t tractor with forks is considered too slow and rigidly built to 
haul over ground, but it worked very well in snow.  It has been suggested 
that all cargo should be strapped and banded to ^-foot by 4-foot pallets 
and handled by fork lift and crane.  Additional fork lifts were provided 
as requested, but no cranes were received.  " - "    "" 

Although the desire to off-load the ships as expeditiously as pos- 
sible is understood, it must also be realized that the rapid movement is 
at the expense of proper segregation and storage at the supply dumps. 
Experience during the unloading phases of both Deep Freeze I and II 
indicated a need for more effective coordination between ship and shore 
groups.  Emphasis should be placed on allowing the wintering-over person- 
nel sufficient time to maintain order in supply dumps and avoid possi- 
bilities of loss of essential materials.  Unloading should be executed 
in an orderly manner and materials not be dumped. 

Hallett 

The initial off-loading and resupply of Hallett Station was ac- 
complished as an amphibious operation.  The cargo was loaded directly 
from the ships onto trailers in LCM's.  The trailers were pulled from 
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the LCM's by heavy equipment and towed to the unloading site.  All sup- 
plies, other than POL, were moved directly to the camp area to be sorted 
by categories.  The POL products were stored in a fuel dump.  During the 
operations more emphasis was placed on speed than the location and sort- 
i ng of supplies. 

WiIkes 

After selection of t 
to blast a ramp through a 
area. The area was organ 
into the ice in the desir 
sponding to material cate 
LCM's of the cargo ships. 
loaded with materials, an 
two 955 Traxcavators, as 
craft up the ramp to the 

he base sit6, a landing party was put ashore 
small ice barrier and to set up a supply dump 
ized by placing flags attached to bamboo poles 
ed pattern.  The flags carried letters corre- 
gories.  All material was off-loaded with the 

A rubber-tired wagon was placed in an LCM, 
d taken onto the ramp.  There, either one or 
needed, would haul the wagon out of the landing 
appropriate area for unloading. 

Personnel, consisting of the construction crew, the wintering-over 
group, and portions of the ships' crews, was organized into two 12-hour 
shifts for the unloading work.  As many as kO  trips could be made by the 
LCM's during a 12-hour shift. 

ElIsworth 

At first it appeared that it would be possible to discharge cargo 
from both forward and aft holds simultaneously.  This would have per- 
mitted unloading according to a predetermined plan.  However, the portion 
of the shelf above the water line at the unloading area was a soft snow 
cover which progressively failed and broke off under hard usage.  Very 
early in the unloading opera-ion the usable unloading area decreased to 
the extent that it was possible to work only two adjacent hatches simul- 
taneously.  On 1 February a thirty- by ninety-foot section of the shelf 
broke away under the weight of a Dk  tractor and dropped the tractor over 
the edge of the shelf.  Sleds were of necessity taken alongside individ- 
ually.  This was accomplished by bringing the sled near the ship with 
Dk  tow cable, and using a whip line from the ship to position the sled 
alongside.  Unloading of all material was completed in 13 days.  Three 
Dk  tractors were used at shipside to spot sleds under the cargo booms 
and to hook up sled trains.  The remaining five DVs hauled sleds and 
unloaded and spotted material at the base site as necessary to keep a 
balance between unloading and construction.  The two OS's were used al- 
most exclusively to haul sleds, as they were capable of pulling five 
loaded ten-ton sleds upgrade to the shelf plateau.  The DVs could pull 
two lightly or one fully loaded sled up the grade.  Except for the lack 
of a swinging boom crane, the kind and quantity of tractors for hauling 
were properly chosen for the job. 
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h-n^/ ^tractor  equipped with  fork  attachments  did an excellent   Jnh „f 
handling  the packaged material       niii. •       J     ...        excellent  job of 

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION 

Safety Precautions 

the obsheervf:iJro?9anfheandsreC?htl0nS  Were Pr?n'U,9ated at  McMurdo  for 
tic areas ^     They are  generally applicable  to all   antarc- 

I.     Equipment  will   not  work  near   the edge of   Ice 
resulting   In  loss  of   life and  equipment. 

2. 

Ice might calve. 

Loaded sleds must be moved from the Ice edge as soon as oossihl,. 

eSr^sLd^horii'b66 'otr.ed at a safe ^"n™ ^s'e' eage.  Sleds should be winched or towed a distance from tho :,.<. 

leTsJ^Z^  bein9 PUi,ed d?reCt,y' -d'^tract^: ^ '" weasel should remain a safe distance from the Ice edge. 

3. AH equipment working in isolated locations will be fitted out 
with sleeping bags, small stoves, fuel, and rations fö one 
week for each man.  It will be the drivers responsibNity to 
Insure that such emergency equipment Is In the vehicle! 

'■     lafetTof^nTon^Ir  ^ Wm   ^  ^''^ *^  «>  ^ 

5'     slltlT'^'nl  TVTl"9   '? iSO,ated ,ocat'ons will work buddy 
system.  "Isolated locations" under many circumstances can 
mean a hundred yards or more. cumsiances can 

6   ^^'°-°°^'-°XÄ!'cLE 
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7"  Il/fSr* bl!n^-W,y from camP. It Is better to dig in and wait 
the storm out than to move blindly. 

8. Wear sun passes at all times when out-of-doors.  Equipment 
drivers shall also wear sun glasses when driving. 

9-  Insure that someone knows where you are at all times.  Never 

" to' eH rSS ,^d,re emergency- A good habit to geH to 
Hnn ?     t    ttY  that yOU are 90,n9 somewhere and that if you 
don't come back by a given time to come and get you. 

,0'  nL*IhU
tern0f S!n,tft,0n' a head Win be built as soon as 

are«   111       "/^^  ^ defacate e^ept In designated 
!!??.: /   reaS des,9nated for snowmelters must not be poiiuted. 

II Emergency warning signals while ships are moored will be as 
fo11ows 

a. Three short blasts of whistle repeated means that a bliz- 
zard Is three hours away.  Commence securing equipment. 

b. Five short blasts of whistle repeated means all hands re- 
turn to ship or to campsite. 

c. Seven long blasts of whistle repeated means all shipboard 
personnel return to ship for getting underway. 

d. Additional signals may be devised by competent authority. 

Trail Operations 

McMurdo 

M.M ^ cra,l 0Perat,ons around McMurdo were  conducted entirely over  the 

^ecJors     Ir^ks  r\hAS  ^l'   ^ WaS  n0 ^ui—nt  for  cra^sse detectors.     Cracks   In   the sea   Ice were normally open,   or   if snowed over 

on^tH   ^ V?S,b,r     ^ Pr,mary d!ff'-lty was'malntaining a  check     ' 
on   Ice thickness.     In  spite of  constant  precautions,   two  lives  were  lost 
because the   Ice  gave way under  equipment.     The prlmiry  traH   operations 
were   In connection with off-loading  the ships.     Here,   as wi   h  ?he    ce 

InT^K       To^r3^0"..0'  the   SUrfaCe   due   t0  heat  was   a  "«Jor  problem! 
In  October   1956      he  U.S.S.   GLACIER moored  at  a point  approximately  12 

m  les   from Hut  Point.     A trail   was   investigated and  flagged.     At  ship- 

lui\lrl    of/^i6?  ^^T  ^^  and  6  feet   thick-      ''   'as   snow-?^, 
uZt\lr   f 9T:    A^   n0 PO,nt  0n  the   tran   was   the   ice  thinner! It  was   therefore  considered   to  be  safe  enough   for   the  D2   tractors   and 
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therefore   .oads  were   r:satr?ctead2t;t?h
n
is

S,
a

el:rhed abOUt   ^   t0nS'   and 

..v.r^l.^r^'f'r^JI^^Srr?^ ^^-^ ™^   ^ one 
some  at   tide  cracks.     WhNe  thl  .r^ 9 WaS  Part'c^^]y  trouble- 
unnecessary,   pressu  e   ridaes   JorLT  f   T6  USUany  tFght  and  bridging 
The  D2's  w^e'too  ?  gh     ?o puU   the  20       *  C^kS   *"*   trapped   the sno"- 
evitably  bogged  down'    Addi^oiat^:^  S,edS   thrOU9h   the  Snow and   '- 
through   the drifts.     For   th       reason     thrn^re   ^^   red  to  9et   the  sleds 
such operation. reason,   the  D2's  were judged  unsuitable   for 

.ilef froX^p^^:^:^   [^^'^  ^s  .ere moored   ,7 

to 2-,/2   feet of  thickne^Hn^w s^b dV  r    ::d
POi"  ^ ^^'orated 

a  channe     to a ooint  einh^  m;iD.        u«°iy  cracked.     The   icebreakers  cut 

commenced  at   this   poin   9     Bv    h   .T^  ^ HUt   Point  and  «""'oading 

three  and   four   feet   deep       tn L   %f"^ ' ^ f   they p,Un9ed   into  ^oles 
trai,   was   soon  sprLd^er  In" Tr^f  Trnfie^in  ^  ^^   ^ 

ness"e
Arri:gners ^^XIZ^^T-- T thick-    c 

cracks and p^IodTc^Jv blast ^^.^"''"T! surveI"ance of those 
cracks which have ref ozei a e n°T /     ^  ""w fin the Cracks-  T!d- 
They should be fM^d^h  L" dX^d'^.f^he3^ T eqUipment- 
than 6 inches wide and are wet  bridc?nn ^ i^ I Cracks are more 

suitable bridges are those that can h^n  M   ^ cons!dered-  The most 
should be as light as oossibl* «nH    ^  ,y ereCted and moved-     They 
balk fixed bridge wa succes  uUv uL'd'f  , ^ Army a]um]nUm  deck 

Heavy timber bridges were Macei over Jh    T  ^^   and heavy ,oads- 
of all precautions', however  tractors did Z      ^'^   CraCkS-  ,n Spite 

tide cracks.  No danger of osnq tractor, o  Vera, i?Stances ^op   into 
cracks were too narrow but each incM^^ P^50""6' existed since the 
D8 extricated the entered Machine "'  '' ^ 0perations ^11 a 

.oadTJhe^;pr:ir:q
p^n: ä^ mrtt:hd:frnstrruired to off- 

by   the almost   impossible  surface of ^   ,   l-T    ^efmitely accentuated 

off-.oadi„g opera'.ion IV^lt.VX^^JfTTcVtU Tj "'  ^ 
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Most ships are off-loaded during the surfer cycle, when Ice roads 
deteriorate rapidly.  Therefore, roads must be maintained constantly 
to insure maximum equipment speed with minimum breakdowns.  An LGP 08 
tractor can maintain Ice roads fast and it is well adapted for work on 
bay ice.  Much contamination of roads can be traced to the grousers of 
the dozers depositing dirt on the roads.  It is unavoidable but can be 
corrected by proper maintenance. 

Little America 

"Surface and hauling conditions at Little America are such that 
wheeled vehicles are useless.  The consistency of the snow varies in 
different areas.  Along the barrier edge It Is like coarse sand and forms 
a crust at different levels.  in some spots this crust will hold the weight 
of a man.  A 08 tractor with low-ground-pressure track penetrates about 
/ to 3 Inches and a loaded 20-ton Otaco sled will penetrate about 3 to 5 
Inches.  Inland about 10 to 15 miles the snow is very fluffy and has no 
crust.  A man will sink Into It 6 to 12 inches.  A 08 tractor will pene- 
trate about 6 to 8 inches and a loaded 20-ton Otaco sled will penetrate 
about 12 to 18 inches.  It Is almost impossiSle for a second 08 tractor 
with two loaded sleds to follow in tracks that have been made by a first 
08 with two loaded sleds.  The problem of tractor penetration on the 
trail between the ships and campsite was solved by continually grading 
the trail.  This operation tied up two 08 tractors for 24-hours a day 
during the unloading period."8 

Tractor Train Operations 

Little America to Byrd 

The sustenance of Byrd Station depends primarily upon resupply by 
surface transport.  Therefore, a heavy tractor swing was assembled at 
Little America In November 1956.  The swing consisted of six trains and 
one weasel.  Each train was composed of one 08 LGP tractor pulling two 
20-ton Otaco sleds.  Each train carried 918 gallons of dlesel fuel, 118 
gallons on the tractor main tank and 800 gallons In a tank mounted on the 
front of the sled directly behind the tractor.  Ten of the sleds carried 
materials necessary to construct Byrd Station and the remaining two sleds 
carried a sleeping and a messing wanlgan respectively.  A total of four 
buildings plus all collateral gear was hauled. 

With the establishment of a trail to the Rockefeller Plateau, the 
swing departed Little America on 5 December 1956 with 19 men.  The per- 
sonnel was divided Into two watches which ran from 0700 to 1900 and 
1900 to 0700.  Meals were served at each stop for changing the watch, 
and coffee and sandwiches were delivered to each tractor while underway. 
Except for breakdowns no other stops were made during watches.  Shake- 
down troubles were experienced the first day out.  Tractors were 
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Howevfr^M!99-? ^ beCaU!e ^^ 0f the Personn«' were inexperienced. However this situat.on resolved itself as experience was acquired and 
personnel became accustomed to tractor train operations. 

The fuel transfer pumps, mounted on the tractor catwalks, froze 

t^rif.nfCrSrVVr!nSfer ^ frm  the ^O-^'lon tanks to the 
Inltl*      7 I  bT ^ PUmp'  To COrrect this' the PumPS were heat- soaked and wrapped with rags. 

On 9 December the swing arrived at the beginning of the crevasse 
area which extended for 7 miles to the foot of the Rockefeller Plateau. 
At this point, the swing was broken up and one sled at a time crossed 
the crevasse area.  The remainder of the swing crossed at 8-hour inter- 
vals.  The last train over brought the wanigans.  The first day on the 
plateau the generator in the messing wanigan developed a metal fatigue 
crack m the engine block.  A 5kw gasoline-driven generator, part of 
the cargo on the swing, was placed on the luggage rack on the side of the 
wanigan to provide the necessary heat, light and snow-melting facilities. 

The weather continued warm and the trail was soft in spite of the 
constant Increase in elevation each day.  Tractor penetration varied 
between 6 inches to 1 foot and sled penetration varied between 1 and 3 
feet.  On 13 December at the 225-mile mark, the swing was stopped when a 
push rod in a tractor engine broke.  With the repairs completed, the 
train got underway but was halted again at the 241-mile mark on Hf Dec- 
ember when a track-carrier roller split on the same tractor-  Another 
roller was flown in on 16 December, installed and the swing resumed its 
trave to the fuel cache established by aircraft at the 250-mile mark. 
Refue ng took approximately 3 hours and required 6^00 gallons to top 
off all tanks.  The trail remained soft and constant watch was necessary 
to prevent ice building up on the track-carrier blocks and exerting se- 
vere strain on the track.  Past experience had shown that when the build- 
up became too great the strain caused the track-carrier block to carry 
away from the frame at the point where it was welded.  Delays were also 
caused by fuel pumps and filters becoming clogged with dirt from the 
fuel; in some cases water in the fuel caused delays while the water was 
purged from the system. 

Different methods of arranging the swing were tried.  One train 
following In the tracks of a preceding train was not successful.  The 
second and third trains caused deeper ruts in the trail and following 
trains were slowed or bogged down completely.  The best method found was 
to have each train lay over one track width from the preceding train. 

The terrain consisted of a series of gentle slopes leveling off then 
rising again.  This rolling terrain was prevalent all the way, eventually 
reaching an altitude of approximately 5000 feet.  At the 500-mile mark 
the snow crust was slightly harder and the swing could get into fourth 
gear some of the time.  The site of Byrd Station, 6^5 miles from Little 
America, was reached on 23 December. 

i 

Q 

( 
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The swing departed Byrd Station on 27 December 1956 after all mechan- 
ics and drivers had thoroughly checked all equipment. The track-carrier 
supports were left off to prevent snow from building up on the track- 
carriers. This proved to be quite satisfactory on the return trip.  The 
swing was under way until 28 December, when It was halted for the first 
20-hour check.  Such checks were carried out regularly. The train oper- 
ated normally In fourth gear until 30 December, when the right rear 
track-carrier support broke on one of the tractors.  Radio communications 
with Little America requested a welder be sent to the swing at the 275- 
mlle mark from Byrd Station.  During the wait for the welder, all the 
machines were given a complete 240-hour check. An R4D arrived with the 
welder on 31 December 1956. Work on the track-carrier supports was com- 
pleted the same date. After traveling 5 miles, another support broke on 
a second tractor.  While this was welded all the others were Inspected 
and breaks were found on two other tractors. 

The fuel cache at the 250-mIle mark from Little America was reached 
on 3 January. All refueling operations were completed In three hours 
and the train resumed Its operation.  That night the swing arrived at the 
crevasse area.  The tractor with the two wanlgans crossed the area first. 
The last tractor and sleds cleared the area approximately two hours later. 

The swing was under way about 12 hours when three tractors became 
stuck In soft snow.  This was the worst penetration encountered.  Previous 
maximum penetration had been approximately 14 Inches, while this was 
slightly over Zk  inches. Within kS  minutes, tractors were clear and the 
swing resumed operations.  On 5 January the first whlteout occurred that 
was dense enough to halt operations.  The train was delayed for nine 
hours.  The swing returned to Little America late on 6 January 1957, 
having covered a total of 1290.6 miles. 

During Deep Freeze II two round trips were completed over the 645-mile 
snow highway, each carrying approximately 200 tons of cargo.  The first, 
consisting of seven LGP D8 tractors hauling a total of twelve 20-ton 
sleds and two wanlgans, took 31 days with a three-day off-loading period 
at Byrd Station.  The second, of seven LGP D8 tractors hauling ten 20- 
ton sleds, three 10-ton sleds and two wanlgans, took 38 days with a four- 
day unloading period at Byrd Station. 

The two-echelon formation is most ideally suited for such long trail 
operations. This consists. In the case of a seven tractor operation, of 
four tractors abreast with about 50 feet between them, followed by three 
tractors abreast about 150 feet behind. This rear echelon tracks In the 
undisturbed lanes and forms a compact, easily controlled unit. 
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tra.n   I. capable o'f caring "oigh^eT^b""'6^^    A,thOU9h tHe 

not economfcal   for  reasons  of  Mmfted clroo c     se,f-sustaJnlng,   this   is 
were set up along the route.     These caches9 con!?6;  /^ th'S   reaso^   cach« 
of fuel   fn rubber tanks varying  in Joar,     T    S^d>   for  the ■»•« Part, 
gallons.     Transfer of  fuel   fr2 thJTtlll*  fr0m 900  9anons   to  '0,000 
accomplfshed with the use ofTsJ-^,^5  t0.the 800'^^n  tanks was 
pump.     The few caches  near  Little fZ^TP 'nUte  ^oHne-powered 
which were not as satisfactory Jec^se ofTff^6? 0f "S*"*" ^rums 
procedure of pumping, picking^ the suc?[onhCU,tVf PUmptn9- The 

one drum after another  causes   ^he oumo  ,o ? "f   and  }n**rt''"9  it   In 
When pumping  from the  rubber  tanks     howilS!ur}me'   and tFme   fs  '«t. 
In addition,   transfer of blfk füal't^E ^ l*1*''0**** ^ not arise, 
expedient method. t0 the "ches  by aircraft   Is  a most 

Wllkes 

c^Ifur^:^;:;^;;^? rr: :^:re,y nmjted- The ™ 
power.  Three trips were made In c.L  ! Pr  e mOVer considering Its low 
located 53 miles Land! So fi, "^ ! ^ ""^   '"-, S?ation " 
were experienced on the trai I .  The trL^     the tract0r or the sJeds 
gears, averaged one mile per gallon of fu^«?*!!"^ '" Second and ^Ird 
foot elevation of the station  in .»      0n the ascent to the 4000- 
0n the unloaded return tr ^the^ractor9!5^ 0f I  mph Was ^Intalned. 
consumption of fuel was halved and fhl I  ! °perated ln fourth gear, the 
traveled was 318 miles. the Speed do^^-     Total distance 

druJ'Ä aCrtr;aenr:an?ke
e

drsfro0: VJ^ ^ 0f P0L a"d "><> ^y 
POL on the last trip. The '1^10^ rl"? '^ t0 60 fun drums ofy 
and the other, used only one!        '"equlred two 10-ton Otaco sleds 

i 

AIR  TRANSPORTATION 

During  the  summer   flying period  (}Q'ift.l-y\ ._ 
effectively delivered  to Soui-h  DII     l95.57'*   over  650  ton 
were delivered  to B^rd  ?taUon  PO!:.Station and  '95  tons  of 
flights  by AirDevRon Six RkD's'to dliiÜT   ,n • f'.^0"  to  innumerable 
South Pole Station and  Byrd S?.t?on       *!! W       PJck Up ^r^^   at  both 
supported and evacuated  by air Beardmore  Station was  established. 

s  were 
diesel   fuel 

innumerable 
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Airdrop Operations 

The total amount of tonnage the Air Force could deliver was limited 
by the amount of hardware for airdrops and the supply of aviation gas- 
oline.  These were expended in the establishment of Beardmore and Pole 
Stations and additional drops made at Marie Byrd Land.  Hardware for 
Deep Freeze III was then called into play, but flying was restricted for 
a long period until more avgas was obtained.  The total tonnage figures 
were reviewed many times to eliminate unnecessary material.  Lumber and 
POL accounted for a great deal of tonnage. 

Because of the requirement to airdrop all equipment for the establish- 
ment of the South Pole Station, many changes had to be made in the equip- 
ment to prevent damage and to bring the overall size of some pieces with- 
in the drop limitations of the C-12^ aircraft.  Maximum dimension limi- 
tations were:  length, iMf inches; width, 80 inches^ height, 106 inches. 
Maximum weight limitations were 7-1/2 tons gross. 

McMurdo 

Experimental airdrops of both rubber and metal drums containing 50 
gallons of diesel were carried out by helicopter at McMurdo.  A speed 
of 100 knots was maintained and the first series were dropped from 200 
feet.  All containers burst on impact.  Subsequent tests from 50 feet 
were very satisfactory.  No ruptures occurred although there were large 
depressions on one side of the metal drums. 

Preparation for Deep Freeze 11 and III airdrops began in August 1957 
at McMurdo.  A space at the northwest corner of the parking lot was 
leveled off to store supplies for the drops.  Drummed POL was taken to 
the storage area at the runway by a crew of four or five men.  All mate- 
rial and equipment received from New Zealand was off-loaded into the run- 
way storage area and later packaged by Air Force personnel.  All food, 
equipment and material that was already in camp was packaged there by 
Air Force personnel, then moved to the runway.  Equipment used to load 
and unload aircraft and sleds consisted of a Dk  with chimes or forks and 
a Cary-Lift with forks.  Two pieces of equipment with drivers were re- 
quired at the runway Zk  hours a day throughout the airdrop phase of oper- 
at ions. 

Byrd 

Airdrops began 10 February 1957 and continued for two weeks at a 
rate of three or four drops per day.  Recovery was with all available 
hands in two groups working In 12-hour shifts.  The digging-out, follow- 
ing chute failure (approximately 16 percent) and the separate handling 
of drums, imposed strenuous exertion and prolonged exposure upon the men. 
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During October more efficient 
each composed of a driver and two 
In their packs, a crew could cache 
four hours.  Conex boxes of provis 
From late October to mid-November 
recovered due to 08 winch failure, 
made by the dropped material as a 
the crater, a common recovery dlff 
tIons. 

recovery was possible, using two crews 
helpers.  By retaining the ?0L dru's  ' 
a Globemaster load of 64 drums In 

seCLWneKtOWed int0 the station *«-". seven Globemaster loads could not be 
The duty crew flagged each crater 

precaut on against blowing snow fining 
»culty In the February airdrop opera- 

si delV^^at^rr^On0 ^HLTr fue,
I
drums ,a'd - ^ 

and  low celling,  planes  us^ th?s  taral??' ^er,0dS 0f bad weather 

excellent,   the other  fair      w* „i 9  r    Pr  radar droPs-     One drop was 

Station,   although  t^p^es?raeanna0[nth'S  ^^^  faMed  t0  f'n5 *"* 
the base   In  the previous peioS" drop       CA7|aonLWere Unab,e  t0  ,OCa^ 
McMurdo,   though on several   occasions   C?^ .       P  T^  returned  "fely  to 

route but  continued  to  Byrd -^^l^irthlTrdr^p'^fo-e-^-nrn";. 

served" ^t^obs^rv^^^^Jnt^dl"1'0?5  ^^  '" the Aurora '^r 
The observer  could re  ay almos     ^nstann' ^^  co?rdinatIon possible, 
of the drop,   the number of packs  ^H^!Y.uthe  aircraft   the accuracy 
the recover^ crew staging by outs?!       t    'hat  opened,  and also control 

could aid the plane   In    oLtlng t5i stat L'i^Ä Weather   the observer 

glne noise.     On one occasion  th/nhc T^6 P^^Ity of  the en- 

plane   Itself could not   n^the  base!"  COU'd  *** the P,ane when  the 

South  Pole 

An analysis  of Deep  Freeze   I  anA   11      •   J 

Pole shows  that  once airdrops  are con/ron,r3r?P 0Perat,ons  «  the  South 
they are  not  so widely dispersed     Utakll r0m  the 9rOUnd'   SO  that 

hours with a 02 and a^i'J? to pick uo     loTö ZZ^t 't  ,8 t0  ,9 man- 
load one 0-124 airdrop.     MaterIal»uchL  K.?L  ?    ? back to camP'   and """ 
and consequently scatfere^ re^uUd mo^  thin    hTs  I'  Wh'CMS   free-fa"- 
payload,   excluding rlgginq aear    allr^A    u oi     avera9e  figure.    A 
fastet  material   to rtlrllvt Vs\Zt    Z1 ^bOUtJ3'000 pounds'     The 

a  chute,   hooking ont^  thl^sl  s  wUhl  stackT*36 ^^  by CUtUn9 off 

camp.    A weasel   can drag  two ^y    oaded AIJ t l'3^^   **   '"to the 
and 3500 pounds   total.     A 02  can draa a?mo^       containers  about   125 cube 

except  a  full   platform of 2k barre s'of  ^  H l^nn"9  ^V^ be  droPPed 

the POL,   the  top   layer  of  10 or   12 barr.U     (M'5?? P0^ds) .     To  retrieve 
onto a   low drag and  the  drag and  th^  If r0ned off  the P'atform 
pounds,   were polled back  separate J    P,atform'   each "^ing about  6000 
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retrieved «1.-11!™ fop?ed-  T° Prevent loss, all material was 
»J «HI 1~. ..r?! d:°,>l>e',-J Streamers burled themselves in the snow 

"an'oL:: ": ija L"oj,™vutdi,m'-<"ate'y- E,9htee" »"-'»^rv.r tne average time for dlggmg out streamed-ln material. 

strand ?! rhe Sfn^"erS.were du9 ogt "lth the blade of a D2. POL that 

JJI^i. F^rti0^.". ^.^".n de"?"5h'd/^t 75 perce^Lofhat 
each platform tha? s reaS  ^  l?raTs"iat'fal T ""J t-"t'~f«"- "> 

^r?an. It^ TJ^ » T^uT^^™ ™ °"*  " the '- 

wlnds"^:? £? a^riO^h" '" f0r 8lrdrOPS « the Po'e S",l°"' «*•" 

A-rr ot^: ^a%:r^r:b::°-:r--r:Le^r rid- 
rapjdly as  possible  than to strive  for  accurarv       iV  T= \.   ui       P 

Free-fall   or  streamed-ln material   was  dug out  as   raotdlv as  Mm»  *nA 

T^rZl  n! ^th  d
Mrh.mater?a,  WaS   thuS  Salv^ed     th^  ^uL  '^  "a's 

man  f«^       Z    Tf ^  d}^n^ ou^   «  nearly all   barrels  burst.     Accurate 
ex«t?y ^hat^Ich :,PrOV

(!
ded  ^  ^   9rOUnd ^^n^  may k^ow  In advance exactly what  each plane  has  aboard and  the order   Jn which   It   Js  tn hi 

?a?lP^'stI
h'S  7Vd  enab,e PerSOnnel   t0  know  Jn adv^ncfwhether  ?re:- 

an'ibWous  r:^""1 mate^,a,   m,9ht  be  -J-^ble,  or whether   ItUuH  be 

Air  Evacuation 

pr.-^Ä^'r^^!n!;.p?i^;%:r?i.bi^!js-^'"2I:
h-.^r 

Po?L Pl^ d,sta"« requ.red.  It Is felt that the temperatures on the 
r?i* KTI f!*V WOl,,d Prec,ljde the Possibility of doing anything bu^f^rst 
aid; but It Is recommended that shovel and ice saw be Included In the 
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equipment In case It should become necessary to dig In for a lonaer stav 

for c^t.i" M6 l^lVl  V,C|nlty 0f the S°Uth Po'e '» o gooS qu I  y^ 
facIUtyl g      '   '^ W0U,d fmpr0Ve the ,nsu,atIon of an' emeJgenc^ 

STORAGE 

McMurdo 

Open Storage 

in ttl  f25   a P?rinanent ^PP'Y ^"»P was established at the outset and 
In the long run this saved many man-hours and enabled distribution of 
most departmental supplies prior to the winter night setting In  The 
fr!l2L!f d ?Ut ,n ,0-foOt rows^ 35 feet between ro^s, wUh the Material 
In alphabetical categories. This allowed plenty of roo^. for equTpment 

ias^ck-^IUd Vn
]Tnld  ? d0Ub,H ^ 0f mater,a'-  An -Utl^te al 

Tna DerIodP !?1 ^ ? ^^ fl  se9re9ated toward the end of the unload- 
aCarfer o?*a i . !! * ^ ,ljb^"nts were stored on the hill about a 
?he ofJ VeJl^L      A*T  "•"P*, PO,e BaSe material was not segregated during the off-loading. After completion of the building program at McMurdo 
Ind D!lk,

mater ^ WaS fs!emb,ed by apartments concerned for Inven orC 
??iPS ? ^,0r t0 a,rdr0p- Work,n9 Part,es generally varied between five and eight men, depending upon equipment available. 

Conclusions and Recommendations. Open storage should be kept to a 
minimum.  Material that Is kept outside Is not rLdlly avaHaMe anS 

£ä r"seasgretf :Sire ?fKenr9y to ^out of dr]fts ^^^t i l!v.l^«I hi K 
ma'er'a, must be kept outside. It should be stored on 

a level or high spot, never In a depression.  It should be arranged In 

IbTlftCTv !n I  ^ t0.   ^^   Une 0f the rows- Th's a,,0ws access- 
noiiin  y    ^"'Pment.  Rows made perpendicular to the wind will 
normally cause drifts to form on only one side, allowlnq access on th. 

handHn^r .^ TV^   ^^  be P^''«t Ized'for Äsr^L^er a^- 
Uah no qF o^n'h/^ !t0rT r68 ShOU,d be ^"'PP^ w,th a "-«ans of n3f« 9' ^,0°d,9hts (aircraft beacon In one Instance) at McMurdo were 
Indispensable during the winter night. The floodlight trailers brouqht 
by Deep Freeze II should be helpful If they stand up. 9 

Covered Storage 

Covered storage for the Supply Department at McMurdo In I956 consisted 
of one Inadequate Quonset hut for provisions, one Quonset hut for sh!ps 
Jill        Lt

0n a ^rt-t]me  bas'^ '»»• parachute lof?. A portion of the 
photographic storage Quonset was also allocated to the Supply Department 
It Is strongly recommended that a 40-foot by 100-foot Butler buNdlng be 
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provided for Deep Freeze III provision storage.  During the summer months 
when the stocks are nearly depleted, this building could serve for other 
supply functions.  The parachute loft Is an excellent work area during 
the winter.  It allows the men to work out of the wind In a relatively 
warm space, as Herman Nelson heaters quickly remove the chill.  It Is 
Ideal for packaging and preparation of airdrop material, because It Is 
accessible to material-handling equipment.  It Is also an excellent park- 
ing space for weasels and small tractors during blizzards. 

Little America V 

Open Storage 

At Little America the material was off-loaded from the sleds and 
placed in open storage.  Due to the time element, the material was dumped 
with no regard to the problem of recovery after the winter night was over. 
The bulk of the materials for Byrd Station were stored In the open and 
many man-hours were used In digging them out when needed. 

"Material placed on snow gradually penetrates the surface.  In many 
instances this may be prevented by covering the object with several Inches 
of snow to keep It from absorbing heat.  The penetration of building foot- 
ings, as well as Items In the supply area, was observed. This tendency 
presents quite a problem In a storage area, unless a matting of some 
type Is placed on the snow and the material stored on It.  It Is felt that 
landing-strip matting would serve this purpose very well."o 

Covered Storage 

Covered facilities for both Deep Freeze i and II were pa 
Covered storage areas consisted of wooden framing covered wl 
wire and burlap, similar to the tunnels. The largest area, 
of the galley for food storage, was kO feet wide by 120 feet 
Smaller areas were constructed for electronics and flre-flgh 
These areas accumulated ice crystals and snow which melted I 
tic summer, soaking all of the poorly packed boxes which cou 
moved. Some among the Deep Freeze I materials were burled u 
and the chapel was built over them before their location was 
Is believed that they were not critical Items, however. The 
a great loss of valuable time wrestling with boxes which had 
to be opened or moved for access to other boxes. 
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In February 1957 the new ships store stock and the welfare and re- 
creation material was moved from the temporary supply depot to the main 
camp.  This material had been plan-packed In 62-cubIc-foot boxes In order 
to utilize them for warehouse construction and self-contained binning. 
Starting directly behind the third Jamesway hut, a double row (spaced 
16 feet apart) of two-high boxes were formed of these uniform packing 
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boxes.  These rows extended about 50 feet behind the Jamesway and formed 
the side walls of a storeroom.  A roof was formed over the space between 
the rows of boxes with chicken wire and burlap from ships' dunnage. 
This completed a warehouse for storage of bulk ships store stock, which 
was Inventoried and put on sale.  Opening the boxes from the side auto- 
matically formed bins In which to store the stocks.  This method of store- 
room construction was rapid and has since proved very satisfactory. 

All other materials were moved to the main base as rapidly as possible, 
opened, and stored In shops, tunnels and other storerooms built from 
scrap lumber.  The Supply Department operated organizationally as one 
with non-centralized storerooms, as each department took custody of and 
was responsible for storage and usage of all materials pertaining to 
their function.  Each department maintained Issue records and Inventories. 
Aviation supply was a separate activity under the VX-6 Detachment.  IGY 
supply was also a separate and Independent organization under IGY admin- 
istration.  Interchange of materials among the  three groups was common 
and easily effected. 

Recovery of Material 

The job of recovery was a difficult one, as there was as much as 15 
feet of snow cover over some of the material.  Photos of the supply area 
taken In January and February 1956 helped considerably In locating nost 
of the supplies.  During the material recovery, a bulldozer was used to 
clear a path down what appeared to be the edge of the supply area and 
then, using hand shovels and probing, an item was winched out. The 
dozer then moved a few more feet over from the edge.  Using this method, 
many thousand man-hours were expended and only a few Items were destroyed. 
The boxes on most Items were broken but the contents were still In usable 
condition.  The building panels were the biggest job, as each pallet con- 
tained 12 panels and sometimes all 12 were different.  Each pallet was 
opened and a storage area was assigned for each kind of panel. There 
was a total of 18 different types of panels. 

Kiel Field 

A  tunnel   of  2-Inch  by 4-Inch  framework  covered with chicken wire  and 
burlap was  constructed  along  the northeast  side of  the aviation maintenance 
building and  part of  the  generator  tunnel.     The tunnel   measured  15  feet 
wide,   52  feet   long,   and   12  feet  high.     The height permitted   the use  of the 
Dk  cat,  with   forks  attached,   for  moving heavy  gear.      The north  end  of  the 
tunnel   was   covered with  a   tarpaulin which  could  be   raised  for   easy access. 
This   was  kept   closed  except  when moving   large  equipment  and/or  using   the 
Ok,     The other  entrance  to  the  tunnel   was   through a  door   Into  the gen- 
erator  tunnel . 
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Recommendat I on 

Some sort of covered storage, such as a Butler Building or an 
elephant hut, should be provided to eliminate the unnecessary work and 
loss of materials. 

Bjrd 

No covered storage was constructed during Deep Freeze I.  Covered 
storage Is planned and will be buMt during Deep Freeze II.  The area 
behind the mess hall was used for food storage and covered at the time 
with a parachute.  Spare electronics parts were stored unprotected 
alongside building 2 and spare building material alongside building 3. 
Mechanics spares were placed In bins In the garage. 

South Pole 

All storage was well planned In advance of actual deliveries of 
material, and areas were allocated accordingly.  IGY material was sepa- 
rated from construction material which was located In and around the 
garage powerhouse.  The material was stored as close as possible to the 
building in which It would be used.  A general dump was established to 
the grid south of camp.  The planning eliminated a multiplicity of hand- 
ling. 

Hallett 

All essential material at Hallett Station was eventually stored in 
buildings or Jamesway huts.  The storage plan for Jamesway huts was to 
allow one hut for each of the following:  Electronics and Radio, IGY 
Material, and Utilities.  Two huts were allotted for commissary stores. 
All other essential material was stored In the building where It was 
needed.  Nonessentlal material, large bulk Items, and some commissary 
supplies were left In the supply dump with the building material. 

Wllkes 

A Jamesway hut was used for storage of all spare parts.  The metal 
boxes were stored on shelves, the boxes numbered, and their contents 
Inventoried and placed In cloth bags.  The parts were then taken up on 
Repair Parts Stock Record cards.  This was an excellent system and worked 
very well.  However, prior to this Inventory the finding of spare parts 
was a grab-bag affair, as no Inventory accompanied the more than 40-odd 
boxes.  Some parts irrived which were unidentified, and since no supply 
publications were received, they remained that way.  It is recommended 
that future planning include a copy of detailed Inventory for each spare 
parts box. 
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SecHon VII 

CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

CAMP CONSTRUCTION 

McMurdo 

Transmitter Building 

Deep Freeze II personnel did not participate In the selection of a location for 
the new transmitter building.   Before they arrived, the site had been chosen and 
graded, and material for the building had been moved Into place In preparation for 
placing of the counterpoise.   The counterpoise was never extended beyond the 
building because the supply of wire was not sufficient to both finish the counterpoise 
and construct the antenna.   Also, It would have to cross the access road to trans- 
mitters, and the ground In this area was too hard to bury the wire.   The counterpoise 
consisted of *6 copperweld wire stretched both ways, making 1-foot squares, and 
bound together at the points of Intersection by soft copper wire.   The floor to the 
building was then laid. 

Early In February 1957, the new transmitters were received from the ship and 
moved to the site and placed on the completed deck.   The equipment for the antennae 
was also received, but no means were available to move It to the site selected for 
the antennae.   The transmitters were uncrated and moved Into place.   The size of 
some of these transmitters was such that it was necessary to construct the building 
around them.   There was 1/8-Inch clearance between the top of the AN/FRT-15A 
and the roof trusses.   A false roof was constructed of 4-foot by 8-foot plywood 
panels covered with tarpaulin to keep accumulated snow on the roof from melting 
and running down between the panels onto the transmitters.   Roof leakage was never 
experienced In the transmitter building. 
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Transmitters Installed were the AN/FRT-17, AN/AFT-15A, two AN/FRT-24's 
and a new TBM.   The TAB transmitter was moved from the receiver building to the 
transmitter building.   A 3/16-Inch phospher-bronze wire was run around the Inside 
of the building and all equipment was grounded to It.   This wire was run to the 
power house and tied Into the camp ground.    In addition. It acted as supporting cable 
for the keying lines between the receiver building and the transmitter building. 

New Garage and Public Works Shops Building 

On 28 April 1957, the permanent garage and shops building was completely 
destroyed by fire.   The next morning a new site was selected for a garage and 
Public Works shops building.   Because of the extreme coH It was Impossible to dig 
Into the permafrost to set the foundation.   Enough surface material was available to 
build the foundation up to the required grade.   The shop building was erected on 
ö-mch by 8-lnch timbers set on 4-foot centers.   The building, 20 feet by 56 feet 
was erected out of left over panels from the other buildings.   Ninety percent of the 
panels were either for the floor or roof and had to be adapted for wal! panels.   The 
roof was reinforced by covering It with 1/2-Inch plywood.   On 4 May, the shop 
building was completed. 

The garage was constructed on the same type of foundation as the shop building. 
To support D8 tractors, a heavy duty flooring of 4-Inch by 12-Inch timbers were 
used.   Framing material was critical so Quonset ribs were used.   To get the required 
elevation, one end of the rib was placed In a channel on the floor and the other end 
In a channel on top of the shops building which was 8 feet and 4 Inches high.   This 
gave an overall width of 18 feet 10 Inches, a length of 56 feet, and a maximum 
height of 16 feet.   The Quonset ribs were lined with 1/4-Inch plywood and Insulated 
with paper and some old cardboard drop cushions.   The outside, also 1/4-Inch 
plywood, was covered with canvas.   A 16-foof by 20-foot extension was then added 
to »he end of the shops building for a welding shop, and an 8-foot by 32-foot area 
was added to the side of the shops building for a parts room.   Both the welding shop 
and the storage shed were wood-framed structures covered with plywood.   All work 
on the structures had to be done under lights as the antarctic night had started. 

Snow Melter Building 

A connecting building was constructed between the galley and the galley 
storeroom to house a snow melter and storage tanks.    It was a Quonset-type building 
20 feet by 80 feet.   The foundation was 6-lnch by 8-lnch timbers on 2-foot centers. 
The deck was 1-lnch plywood.   The ribs and outside covering were Quonset hut 
material.    It was Insulated with spun glass arid lined with 1/4-Inch plywood.   Even 
though It was February and the temperature was above freezing a portable kerosene 
blow torch was needed to thaw out the ground to lay the foundation to grade.   Once 
the foundation was complete the construction of the building was very rapid. 
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LltHe America 

The site of LitHe America V Is at Kafnan Bay 3 miles In from the barrier on the 
Ross Sea Ice Shelf.   It consists of fifteen buildings, two towers, and miscellaneous 
shops and covered storage areas.   Construction commenced on 4 January 1956, and 
the lost major construction of Deep Freeze I, prior to the winter night, was com- 
pleted on 15 April 1956 with the addition to the recreation building.   The base is 
constructed on a snow and Ice surface reported to be 700 feet deep and Is on a 
slight rise (150-foot elevation).    In addition to the main group of buildings, there 
are two buildings and a 6000-foot by 300-foot runway known as Kiel Field located 
1 mile to the east of the main station. 

During Deep Freeze II, an experimental Army T-5 structure was completed. 
An access tunnel through the communications storage tunnel and extending to the 
new quarters building was constructed.   No interior partitions were erected in the 
new buildings because the overflowing base population required their use as berthing 
areas.   A covered area behind the three supply Jamesways was erected for use as 
storage for ships'  stores.    It consists of 2-inch framing covered with chicken wire 
and burlap; and overall dimensions are 16 feet by 53 feet.    Head #17 was enlarged, 
and the addition was later set aside as a UT shop. 

The sick bay was enlarged and remodeled to provide quarters for medical 
personnel, laboratory and office for the dentist, and rooms for the physiologist. 
The geomagnetic observatory and calibration buildings located on the west side of 
camp were moved to an area approximately 350 feet northeast of the camp because 
of the presence of buried ferrous material. 

A heliport was prepared behind the food storage tunnel by leveling to facilitate 
transfer of personnel and material from camp to the ship.    A garage addition 36 feet 
by 44 feet was constructed.   The Balk Bridge was used for a deck, and panels were 
spliced to attain an 18-foot overhead.   By welding an extension to the normal 20- 
foot Clements roof truss, a 36-foot span was accomplished.   A spare parts room was 
constructed of a timber frame covered by chicken wire and burlap.   The Polar repair 
wanigan was set alongside the garage and used as a heater and electrical repair shop. 

A 350-foot tunnel from communications to the geomagnetic building was 
constructed and a 40-foot tunnel was constructed between the observatory and 
calibration building.   Considerable shoring of tunnels and storage areas was necessary 
because of the very heavy snow load.   A chapel was constructed of two Jamesways 
placed end to end.   It had to be reinforced after six weeks as it had begun to col- 
lapse from a heavy snow accumulation. 
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Two LCM's were towed from the Barrier info camp and enclosed for beer 
storage.   The structure consisted of a network of crossed cables covered with chicken 
wire and a parachute.   A door was provided on the ramp end. 

Re-zoning of the base electrical distribution system required two additional 
generators.   To accommodate them, the electrical storeroom was remodeled by 
placing a new reinforced deck, strengthening the roof supports, and enclosing the 
space with Clements panels. 

Byrd 

On 23 December 1956, the heavy swing arrived at the site of Byrd Station, 
and the task of laying out the base began.   Within two hours construction was 
started on the first building.   With the arrival by aircraft of ten additional personnel, 
the shell of the building was completed by midnight and used for berthing space. 
The mess hall was begun the following day, and the shell was completed the third 
day.   On 25 December, the floor was laid for the garage while the Interiors were 
started on the other two buildings.   The next day the generators were set in the 
garage and wall panels Installed. 

On the 27th, the galley was completed to the extent that hot meals could be 
served and the heavy swing departed for Little America.   Three buildings were 
erected by the evening of the 28th and the fourth and final building was started. 
The head was erected on the 29th, and all efforts were then concentrated on the 
Interior finishing schedule.   The galley and powerhouse were 100 percent complete 
on the 31st.   The station was commissioned on 1 January 1957.   On 3 January 1957, 
all the buildings were completed; and the remainder of the time was consumed 
unloading aircraft, erecting antennae, laying out and conditioning a runway, etc. 
The structures at Byrd Station were constructed on a deep, perennial snow pack. 

During Deep Freeze II, the wintering group erected five additional buildings. 
Each scientific group or discipline concentrated on their own building with the 
assistance of the general work force and the specialist rates, where applicable. 
Radical modifications were required on every structure assembled.   Many deck 
trusses for the science building were bent out of shape, and empty fuel drums were 
counter sunk to afford a foundation for one end of the building.   Several panels for 
this building and the Inflation Shelter required rebuilding.    Iron nails and fastenings 
In the geomagnetic buildings required replacement with the necessary copper or 
bronze fittings.   The Rawin tower legs were altered and used for the Aurora tower 
when the appropriate legs were not supplied, while the Rawin dome was mounted 
directly on the roof of the glaciology and meteorology building. 
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The recreation barracks building and the radio noise building arrived by the 
Tractor Train In November 1957.   Many of the interior furnishings designated for 
the station also arrived at this time.   During the winter night there was an absence 
of flooring, easy chairs, drapes, cleaning equipment, and paint in each building. 

South Pole 

During the construction of McMurdo, it was realized that there is little room 
for tent life during an all out construction effort In cold weather.    A man can put 
In long arduous work days in extreme cold if he has a place to warm himself period- 
ically and If he can relax after work and sleep In comfortable quarters.   A warm, 
temporary building was desired that would be quickly erected, easily transported and 
air-dropped, and that would be comfortable and economical to heat at temperatures 
to -35 F.   The Jamesway hut was determined to fulfill the criteria established. 
Three 16-foot by 24-foot huts were ordered for air transportation to the South Pole. 
Each unit cost a little over $2000, totaled 428 cubic feet and weighed 3322 pounds. 

Furthermore, It was realized after a winter at NAF McMurdo that any covered 
heated storage that might be provided at the Pole Station,  in addition to that 
planned, would be extremely beneficial to the wlntsring party.   Therefore, the three 
Jamesway huts were planned as part of the permanent camp.    In the field It was 
determined to make one hut 16 feet by 32 feet instead of 16 feet by 24 feet, and, 
using several additional 4-foot module sections provided by McMurdo, to makr one 
long 16-foot by 56-foot building.   The inherent flexibility of the Jamesway Is 
appreciated more in conditions where field p'anning is so important.   The Jamesway 
units were among the first material to be dropped at the Pole.   Construction personnel 
erected the first hut on the day of arrival and slept in its warmth the first night.   By 
the third day of work,  the second hut had been erected.    In three days the construction 
camp was basically complete with an expenditure of 140 manhours in erecting the 
two units.   The larger hut was used for berthing enlisted personnel.   The other unit 
housed the galley, mess, radio, aerology, office space,  and quarters for the offlcer- 
ln-charge and the civilian scientific leader. 

Although the Aurora building was not to be erected until all other buildings 
were completed, a portion of it was erected earlier to provide work space, housing 
for the generators, and miscellaneous storage.   This smaller version proved to be 
large enough.   The 4kw Hercules generator and the 24 volt Homelite APU were 
installed.   The heat from these generators kept the building warm, although the 
building was ventilated well to keep the generators from starving because of lack 
of air.   Power lines were run to the adjacent Jamesways for lights,  radios, and for 
the small air compressor used to pump up the field ranges.   The remainder of the 
building was used for tool storage, repair space,  and for storage of the Herman 
Nelson heater engine which was kept warm when not used.    Sixty-four man hours 
were spent in erecting this shell.   This is excessive, but it was caused by extensive 
carpentry work done on panels damaged during the air drop. 
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Construction cump operations revolved about aerial deliveries.   Normally the 
aircraft operating out of McMurdo arrived at the South Pole shortly after noon. 
There were often three planes a day, the last plane arriving late in the evening. 
This caused the work schedule to start at noon and end after midnight when the last 
load of material dropped had been retrieved.   A crew of from four to eight men 
worked on retrieving, depending on the type of material dropped, and the remainder 
worked on construction.   All material was retrieved as It was dropped to prevent 
loss. 

The permanent South Pole Station, as erected,  is different In several ways than 
as shown by the drawings prepared by Deep Freeze I construction personnel.   The 
Jamesways were Incorporated as part of the permanent station.   The floorspace of 
these two buildings totaled over  1400 square feet which can be heated If required. 
The one Jamesway was Inserted between the garage and science building.    In 
order to Insert the Jamesway as planned,  the permanent buildings had to be spread 
out on a grid east and west direction.   This gave greater tunnel space as well as 
additional fire walls of drifted snow foi fire protection.   The greater length of the 
actual camp achieved by spreading out the buildings was considered to be beneficial 
as less Interference would result between the ionosphere program and the communi- 
cations shack.    In all cases where field changes were considered expedient, the 
senior scientist was consulted to assure that changes would not Interfere with the 
scientific programs. 

The priority of construction followed the planning priority, although some 
buildings were worked on simultaneously.    The utilltymen and electrician followed 
closely as each shell was completed and installed heating, plumbing, and wiring. 
After all the utilities of the latrine were finished,  the permanent galley utilities 
were Installed.   When the final construction personnel departed on 4 January 1957, 
all basic work was finished except to complete the ionosphere antennae, to erect 
barracks building. If received, to complete 100 odd feet of tunnels, and to complete 
special scientific buildings such as glaciology laboratory, etc.   The interiors of 
many spaces, particularly the science building, were not finished off as the scientists 
would necessarily Install their own equipment, and the allocation of spaces would 
depend to a large degree on the receipt of the barracks building. 

The Deep Freeze II wintering group partitioned the mess hall and science 
building, and placed the last section of the Rawin dome.   However, bolting 
together of the sections was only partially completed because of a shortage of bolts. 
Additional bolts, although ordered, were never received.   While the dome remained 
partially bolted all winter, no defects or difficulties appeared.   The small Jamesway 
was moved into the open slot between the science building and the garage.    About 
mid-February,  the Clements barracks building was air-dropped.   The platform 
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containing the roof trusses was dragged 25 miles before the parachute finally 
collapsed.    By the end of the month, the building had been erected between the 
garage and the mess hall.   During erection, the barracks was enlarged to 20 feet 
by 56 feet by using spare and damaged panels left over from the initial construction. 
The senior scientist and the IGY group devoted half of their time during this period 
to general camp jobs.   The cooperation received from the scientific group was 
nothing less than outstanding In all respects. 

Since retrieving material after drops goes hand in hand with construction. It 
Is Interesting to note that only a little over 10 percent of the total manhours expended 
was In retrieving.   When flying was the heaviest and material was spread over a 
great area, from eight to nine men were involved In retrieving. 

Hal left 

The construction of all buildings was accomplished with the exception of the 
Rawin Tower.   The equipment to be housed on this tower was Installed on the roof 
of building '2.   Prior to Installation, the roof panels were reinforced by covering 
them with a 2ü-foot by 20-foot pad of 3/4-Inch plywood, and securing It to the 
roof with lag screws.   A ladder was attached to the north side of building #2 to 
allow access to the dome.   The remaining buildings were constructed and furnished 
as planned.   All furnishings that were received were utilized.   The decks of the 
mess hall, barracks, head, and science buildings were tiled.   The decks of the 
recreation room and the hydrogen generator building were covered with linoleum. 
Decks were 20 degrees colder than the average temperature of the buildings.   All 
building furnishings were considered adequate.   The only shortages were some 
maintenance materials, such as siding and plywood. 

Wllkes 

A minimum of new construction Is anticipated for this station during Deep 
Freeze III, and It can be accomplished with material available.   Two Jamesways 
huts are being removed from the temporary camp area and erected in the main station 
area.   Aerology will use one of them for storage purposes, the other will be for 
general supply storage.   The interconnecting tunnels are being extended to reach 
the powerhouse, garage, science, recreation, and communication buildings.   This 
will greatly expedite work during inclement weather. 
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Ellsworth 

Temporary Camp 

Cflmn ^t       1 by 2?'l00t James^y ^ were erected for a temporary 
camp ^house the construction personnel.   Erection was with o crew at twenty 
men.   A portable mkw generator was used to turnlsh power and lights to the 
temporary camp.    Of the eighteen huts, two were placed end to end tor a mess 
hall and gal ley; one used |»r communications, tool room, and field off ice; one for 

MC   ONt^Ä ^ ;*e
n
rrun,n9 fo^- *<> House the 126 personne   of 

MCB ONE, MCB (Special) Detachment BRAVO, and Air Development Squadron 

Base Construction 

u M^. The,flrst maf«,,a' to«" construction of the permanent station arrived at the 

at lot" Hm Td Z ^7 '.tf *   FOündaHOnS ^ fhe C,eme"^ hut! werfJegun at that time and worked simultaneously with the completion of the temporary camp 

eZ^ire0    On^O P t9 ^ ^ ^ ^ WaS ^d * **™J™ extent possible.    On 10 February 1957, the Commander Task Group 43.7 announced 
that weather conditions and closing ice pack made it imperative that tonZcZ 
personnel be evacuated no later than 11 February 1957 or else winter over    When 
construction personnel were evacuated that date, the station was left 90 percent 

Ät and ^h   0 «VJ^Ü ^ COn*™"™ P—"«I worked thirty-six   oor straight and the remainder twenty-four. 

Six thl^onT'ft^ trSP0rt,n9 fhe material to the supply dump took twelve days. 
Six thousand eight hundred seventy-two measurement tons of material and equipment 

TfTh MW      *. P:,0r ' " '^ been aSS,gned t0 bul,d,n9 ma^Ials ^ -11 com^s 
of a bu Iding having the same priority.   These were then stored in the ship accZZiv 
but on the assumption that it would be possible to work any two holds on Hie ship       ^ 
simu taneously.    In the very early stages of unloading the soft snow on the shelf 
progressive y tailed leaving an unloading area only sufficient to work two adjacent 
holds simul aneously.   Some components of a building might be in a forward hatch 
and others   n an aft hatch    which it had been intended to'work simultane^sly.   fhe 
result was incomplete buildings at the site, especially boxes of interior ffnlshL 
material     From the very beginning, construction proceeded at a fast rate which 
necess tated layout of work on the basis of material available Instead of the desired 
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Foundations, sill and floor trusses for the mess hall, and two barracks were 
laid without Incident or difficulty.   One small Innovation not called for on plans 
was required on the floor trusses, that of toenalllng them to sills to prevent their 
shifting during placement of floor panels because of the unavailability of building 
material.   The Clements panels clipped together satisfactorily tor all buildings. 

There were numerous errors In prefabrlcatlon, detailing, and provision of 
material for this project.   These errors, which would be of minor Importance on a 
normal fob, consumed time that did not exist.   All Interior panels were about 
1/2 Inch too long for Installation and had to be cut to length on the job.   After 
the waste pit for the mess hall was dug. It was noted that the plans had the building 
rotated 180 degrees to the position that It should be to give access to the snow chute 
from the tunnel.   The hatch for the snow chute In comer roof panel R3A was at the 
opposite end from that shown on the architectural drawing and did not match the 
position of snow melter.   The panels were not reversible.*  The oven was larger 
than called for on drawing.   Its height was greater than height of wall vent opening. 
It was necessary to move the oven to center of the galley and cut the roof vent. 
Sinks furnished were larger than the opening In the metal counter top; requiring 
holes to be enlarged.   The 6-foot long,   148-gallon, water storage tank turned out 
to be a y-foot long, 3ü0-gallon tank which did not fit into the space available. 
The tank stands for support of the storage tank were 8 feet high for use under a.i 
8-foot celling.   Three-eighth-inch I.D. copper tubing was furnished Instead of 
3/8-Inch O.D. as called for.   Fittings were for 3/8-inch O.D.     No connectors 
were furnished to secure the Romex electric cable In the junction boxes.   The 
IV-foot by 22-foot paullns that were to be furnished to cover tops of buildings 
turned out to be 18 feet by 20 feet and were not large enough to give any overlap 
over the sides of the buildings.   No gravity louvers were furnished for the 8-inch 
exhaust fans.   The architectural drawings for buildings (3) had an Interior partition 
terminating at one end wall In the middle of an Inward opening escape hatch. 

Communication equipment was not unloaded until V February and completion 
of the communications building was delayed until that time.   It was found that the 
framing over the garage doors was too weak to give adequate support to the garage 
doors.   Sagging and Improper functioning of the doors resulted.   Sufficient time 
was not available to correct this deficiency.   The 8-foot, 300-gallon water storage 
tank, to be mounted over the snow melter In the latrine, turned out to be 9 feet 
long.   To Install It, It was necessary to move rear bulkheads of closets forward 
requiring that new hatches be cut through the floor for the closets. 

A similar discrepancy was encountered In the Installation of the snow melter In 
the latrine. 
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8en^Ä r rt. garage and 

covrrng materials served their purpose v^ we       ^^'   ^ 0f these 

keep clean, and were durable, 1«^»^ JK   * * **'* easy fo Insfal,' 
uied In the mess hall and recrea "0^  11   ^ ^^   ™* ""oleum was 

^was Its tendency to spread^A 2-Inch tbhadJ^ d'fff
,Cü,fy ******* with 

20 feet by 25 feet placed In the mess halm«        be Cüt fr0m a,, ed9es 0" ° P'ece 
»he rubber tile.   Either plylod Tr tar ol * r      ^l"' mefhods Were used for '^'"g 
In other Instances, the M^ZjZ g* ^^« »«W beneath the tile, 

were anchored to'the ^Z^^^LZ ^ WOOden deck Pa"els-   T"« 
'n oil cases, the end result was a JutThe^! ' ^^ ~ ""^ nalh' 

SEA ICE CONSTRUCTION 

McMurdo 

keeping In mind that logistic support of thl r. Investigations were made 
effectively limited the distanced ^^T^hT a Prlme CO"sFde-"on.   This 
5 miles, and preferably not more thl 9    M xJ, e rUnWay fo a moxImum of 
the problem of transportotlon mneS-   ThIs ,lmFfaHon was «^ Primarily to 

Point ^SX^^^Xbr r; r "^"r 0f ^e ^ had -^d a 
of snaw and Ice obTervaMon   ZrecoJuJZ^ ^^ '^ a ^^-"^Ic program 

fo find an area for an Ice runlTw'h ,' j    f" ^ t^*^ ,n m,nd-   "*' 
olrcraft, and secondly, to fTnTa sTte for a c '        /l"' fh,CkneSS f0 ^^ a C'^4 
serve as an emergency runway for ^ olrcra^T^"^ "^ ^lch WOü'd 

equipped aircraft.   Initially,^ a como-   T    ^ 0peraHona! ^ay for slcl- 
were desired. If passible.   WeoUv r0,,rPaCfed"Sn0W ^^ ond ™ ^e runway 
Hvely free from surface s^ow^o^nL?/"^ ^^ be ,OCafed In a" -^ rela- 
lt would have sufficient ^1 to   "0^? rem0,Va, and maln**"™* P-blems. 
If would be fairly level.   T^Z^!^%£*£* '""f- *» Sickness. 
cover and Ice thickness to allow adeauate ZL    !, T WOUld have amP,e snow 
Both runways were desired a TaT »uth on th°T. a     ^ bear,n9 caPacI"es. 
ruptlan of operations by Ice mov^ sld de^tu" :rhSSfble * ^^ ^ 
me summer. aeparrure which are common early In 
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Since ^e area to be covered by the survey was too large for immediate 
ground survey, a helicopter was used for the initial investigations, locating favor- 
able areas which were later visited by ground parties.   During the offloading period 
(January-March 1956) the ice had gone out to a point about 4 miles north of McMurdo 
on a line running roughly northeast by east and southwest by west.   The ice north 
of this line did not reform until early winter.   Consequently, the initial investi- 
gations were limited to the old ice south of this line.   There were several large tide 
cracks in the old ice about 4 miles west of camp that further limited the choice of 
runway location.   Another very limiting factor was the location of Observation Hill 
in relation to the prevailing easterly winds.   Observation Hill rises roughly 700 feet 
and any runway running in an east or west direction would have to be to the south of 
this hill or so far to the west of the hill as to make support extremely limited.   This 
fact alone limited the choice of a runway site to an area lying to the south of 
Observation Hill within a radius of 1 to 5 miles.   This worked out well with re- 
spect to known cracks and to the fact »-hat we desired to keep the runway far to the 
south.   However, it was found that this entire area Initially had a snow cover 
varying from 30 to 40 inches.   Using a hand anemometer, wind studies were made 
of the areas thought most likely to be chosen.   The results showed that the winds 
over the ice varied considerably from those found at camp where topography had a 
great influence.   During storms, the winds were found to swing from their normal 
easterly direction to the south, approximately perpendicular to the axis of any runway 
that might be laid out.   This was a source of drift problem, as windrows Immediately 
cause a serious drift accumulation.   There were steady easterly winds but most of 
the storms carrying a great deal of snow were from the south.   Easterly winds paral- 
leled the long axis of the runways, depositing any drift at the ends where little 
damage was done.   When the runway was actually laid out the sastrugi was used to 
determine the average wind direction. 

Sites 

At first,  it was thought that several rough blue ice fields found about 5 miles 
to the south and southwest of camp toward the moraine fields might be suitable for 
a runway.   However, the ice corings made of this area Indicated a high degree of 
stratification, with weak spots which would be hazardous to aircraft landing gear. 
The ice was too thick for obtaining water for flooding, if desired.   A snow compac- 
tion technique for the snow covered Ice laying closer to McMurdo was next 
considered.   This ice was thought to be several years old and had 2 to 3 feet of 
snow cover on it. 
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The new Ice north of the Deep Freeze I offloading site was also considered. 
This site was level, and the ice was about 8 feet thick by the end of October. 
There was little snow cover.   Wheeled aircraft could use It with no preparation in 
case of an emergency.   The area was too far from camp to support and probability 
existed that It would go to sea In January or February 1957.   This assumption was 
correct, as all this ice departed In early 1957.   It was also marginal in thickness 
for continued C-124 operations. 

South and southwest of camp at a 2-mlle radius was a site with 30 to 40 Inches 
of snow cover and ice 10 to 12 feet thick.   This was the site finally chosen.   The 
only solution deemed feasible to develop this site was removal of the snow cover 
from the old Ice, pump water. If necessary, to level the Ice, and cut adjacent 
parking aprons and taxiways.   The construction officer was skeptical of the success 
of this operation because of the limited amount of equipment available and the 
problem of drifting snow In the resulting depression.   Also,  the limited repair 
facilities would preclude simultaneous full scale construction activity and the neces- 
sary overhaul of all equipment prior to commencing next season' s activities.   The 
runway being of first priority, the go-ahead was given and a 24-hour, 7-day week 
was established.   The orders to the mechanics were to keep the runway equipment 
in operation. 

The final runway was laid out after snow compaction tests were made, and 
that method abandoned.   A strip 6000 feet by 225 feet was cleared which drifted 
partially full of snow during a series of storms In September.   Flooding attempts 
made In this strip were not successful.   This first strip was finally used as a snow 
trap for a second strip which was constructed to the leeward side of the first strip. 
Snow fences did not work although several were tried.   A trench 225 feet wide with 
windrows on each side did catch the snow,  leaving the runway to the lee side 
relatively free of drift.   A large living wanlgan was built for use at the runway site. 
The wanlgan, equipped with two double bunks, a stove, and bench and table, was 
mounted on a toboggan sled. 

The runway crew which started work 23 July, was composed of a maximum of 
24 men,  12 on each shift.   Support personnel, i.e., mechanics, steelworkers, 
machinists, etc., are not Included.   After pumping was discontinued on 27 July, 
the crew was partially reduced until 25 August when pumping was again started/ 
The problem then Included one of training as well as construction.    Between 
22 July and 15 October, a total of 8873 hours were expended directly on runway 
labor, not counting any base support (I.e., mechanics, steelworkers, etc.). 

€ 
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Polnfs of Interest of Runway Construction on S ea Ice 

eff«.J*    Dürfn9 Calm cM days (below -40 F), the visibility ond, therefore, the 

ofZlZZf     ! CreW; m,9uf ^ ^^ hy a ^ 0f ^ Caused ^ the e^ts of tractors ond equipment working In the oreo.   The exhoust rapidly "seeds" the 
air, and In the area or downwind of the area, dense clouds of fog develop. 

of the L JIT ST, bankS T/. ^ !
feafhered 0üt as far « PO»ible to keep deflection 

of the Ice to a minimum     Deflection causes cracks to form both along and parallel 

the wtnZ rt ^ ^      ^ fbe fOP' al0ng and Parallel to the ed9e -nde-neath 
the windrows.   The latter sometimes causes water to seep up under the windrows 
which Is cause for constant worry on the part of the operators who are never too 
sure where the water comes from.   The former presents a definite hazard to aircraft 
landing gear as the edges of the cracks break off with the passage of equipment 
over them, causing wide troughs to develop at the cracks.    The deflection also 
hinders ^e proper flooding of the Ice as water runs to the edges and forms deep 
puddles which do not freeze properly. 

_     3.   Communications are Important.    A field lelephone between the base OOD 
and the runway was maintained.   Often times,  visibility would prevent a crew 
trom returning to camp as scheduled.   A quick call ascertained this fact and pre- 
vented unnecessary worry concerning the crew« s welfare.    If a crew departed camp 
Fn poor weather, a call upon arrival assured the OOD of the crew's arrival. 

4.   During periods of low visibility, runway crews not working at the runway 
were usually put to work in camp.   There were always odd jobs to be done If the 

runway equipment In the garage did not require manpower beyond that available In 
the garage. 

Maintenance of Sea Ice Runway 

At McMurdo Sound the airstrips for both wheeled and ski-equipped aircraft 
are located on the sea ice.   Since air operations constitute the ultimate mission of 
the base, this Is of utmost Importance.   In addition,  it was over the ice that cargo 
from ships moved to camp.    It also provided the primary access way to the barrier 
and other portions of Ross Island.    It was a potential avenue of approach to the 
continent.   As such. It was of utmost Importance to the operation and close watch 
was maintained on its actions.   Surveys of the entire Sound were made weekly 
(oftener as the seasons advanced) to observe signs of Ice movement and to measure 
thickness.    Known tidal cracks and other fissures were examined, their width and 
depth measured.    Estimates were made of the effect of the never ending pressure 
from the Ross Ice Shelf. 
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In October, the sea ice in McMurdo Sound extended to the vicinity of 
CapeRoyds.   At its outer extremities, its thickness was only obout 2 feet.   Twelve 

rhelclTJr^ TJtj0^ "u6^ ^f rCe breaker Unloaded her Car90 in 1955-56' he Ice was 6 feet thick     At the auxiliary airstrip, some 6 miles from camp, the 

™To rTf T^.90 I"011" ln fhickneSS-   At fhe main Fce rü"way »» varied from 10 to   3 feet th.ck.   Snow cover varied from perhaps 20 feet at the edge of 
the barrier to practically none near Cape Barne.   The old sea ice, except for 
GTacler Channel, which cut into Hut Point, extended out about 5 miles from camp. 
This Ice varied from 10 to 15 feet in thickness. 

«nJ UIA** Süm7r !ea!?n !>rOU9hf lfS OWn VarietY of Proble™-   Some were paradoxical 
and hard to understand.   Long after the temperature of the air had risen to a melt- 
ing point    the thickness of the ice continued to increase.   There is a definite lag 
between change In air temperatures and sea water temperatures.   This proved true, 
also, later in the season when the temperatures began to decline.   But the warm air 
temperatures did bring melting on the surface, and pot holes formed.   Operation on 
»he Ice during this penod was a continuing nerve-racking experience as man, 
equipment, and time suffered. 

Problem Areas 

As the summer season opened, the surface of the ice runway was hard and 
talrly smooth.   It had been obtained by moving an average of 3 feet of snow which 
covered the sea Ice.    On either side of the runway,  the snow was windrowed in 
banks approximately 8 feet high.   This constituted a tremendous weight which 
depressed the edges, creating a crown effect near the center of the runway.   The 
depression was particularly noticeable on the south edge of the runway.   This was 
due to the fact that snow was banked on this side from the taxiway as well as the 
runway.   At the center of the runway, the ice was about 13 feet thick. 

Flight operations commenced on the runway on 17 October 1956 with the 
arrive of the first VX-6 R5D.   The other VX-6 aircraft arrived 18 October.   The 
firs  Air Force C-124 arrived 21 October.   Operations were heavy from that time 
until »je middle of December when the strip was closed.   Usually an average of 
three C-124« s were present.    In November very localized signs of deterioration 
appeared on the taxiways as a result of oil droppage.   Any colored object on the 
Ice tended to absorb heat and cause a melt spot.   No deterioration at all was 

IT     .ir 'hr
e
l
rUnWay ,tSelf at fhh Hme-   The maFn road f™ camp ended near 

the middle of the runway.   To move supplies, equipment, and drop material to the 
planes on the taxiway,  it was necessary to cross the runway with tractors and 
sleds.   A roughness developed early at this point and constant dragging and planing 
was necessary. **    * r a 
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During November, necessary maintenance of fhe stria w« llmlf^ f« ,J  n 
dragg n? p). , of flnger J^ whlch appea J^^ '^    ^^ 'ilp 
1,       ^Z following snows.    One, and sometimes two,  D2's were klpt busv a 
this.   At this same time, the single operable D8 was busy arounTthe clock extllna 
and widening the taxlway to accommodate a fourth C-124.   On 29 November " 

C- 24 landed short   damaging Its landing gear, and skidded to a stoTatThe^lddle 
of the runway     A fire In the starboard engine was extinguished at this pol J 
Extensive black streaks and marks were Imbedded Into the Ice at this poln       Real- 
izing the heat absorption characteristics of these marks, every effo    * remove 0 

obliterate them was commenced the same day; but without success.    TheTce was 

Ä~Ä: rbu dozrtofazr- f
Snowcoveringwoüid-'^^. hard, sick surface.    In a few days, pools of water appeared at these points as 

temperatures were steadily rising to near the meltln/p'olnt.   JhewScTw^p^hed 

out wth dozer blades and the holes filled with tightIyPcompacted snow    ThU 

ZTeSZT ^ SeVeral fl?ghfS ^ made wFth no "' effects to the 

By the middle of December, however, average temperatures were above 
freez ng.   These same spots turned to water.   The melt water pools rapTdk spread 

Z^mcc^      t rUnWay' ^o^ fhe rOUghen,^ and ^coloraHon ca'ed 

oLraMÖn     At Z ^ ^^    ?>   " ^T^' ** ^ WaS C,0sed to f-^er 
SI of'fk ^c7 SeVera, large POO|S of Water were concentrated near the 
middle of the runway.    Some were 1 foot In depth.   Within three days, other pools 
had formed Independently over the entire runway.   So rapid was this process that 

afHc w   T    ^ Seen-   Mai
L
ntena"Ce eff°^ «ased during this perlo'd and al| 

traff.c was denied access to the runway.   About 30 December, temperatures 

dropped below freezing and winds picked up.   For a week the'tempera^averaged 

u   u :      ? 0M ^ ^ the Task ForCe Commander, ship off-loading operations 
were halted and all available manpower and equipment were'devoted to aXw 
maintenance efforts.   Attempts to obtain a usable runway were twofold: 

1. Repairs to the existing surface 

2. Widening of the runway to obtain undamaged Ice 

The problem faced in the first of these attempts was the elimination of the 
melt water pools and their replacement with a smooth, solid surface.   The cool 
weather qu.ckly froze the surface of the pools.   However, freezing did not pene- 
trate much more than 3 inches over pools about 3 feet deep.    In addition, a^r 
pockets were left between the Ice and the water In some cases.   Some means of 
speeding the freezing process was obviously mandatory. 
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Consideration was given to draining the pools and refilling the remaining 
holes.   However, with the pools spread over the entire 6000-foot by 250-foot 
area, this was deemed Impractical.   The following process was decided upon as 
most practical:   the D8 bulldozers were run over the runway, breaking up the 
newly formed Ice In the pools.   It was found that exposing the water to the air In 
his manner both speeded the freezing and eliminated the air pockets between the 

ice and water.   Ice and snow were pushed Into the holes and tightly compacted. 
A 4-lnch cut with snow mixers was made over the entire runway.   This removed 
surface  regularities and provided fill material for the holes.   It also provided a 
br.ght white surface which definitely retarded melting.   A crew of men followed 
the snow mixer, filling and leveling small holes.   Snow planers and rollers worked 
over the entire surface. 

It Is believed that this process would definitely have cured the surface had 
the weather remained favorable - below freezing.   (In fact. It Is understood that 
virtually this same process was utilized when repairs were finally successful after 
Detachment One departed.)   However, on 5 January, warm weather returned, and 
the melt water pools reformed.   From then until Detachment One departed, main- 
tenance efforts were limited to dally Inspection and breaking of Ice forming over 
pools. 0 

The second effort, widening of the runway, was made with four DS's, working 
24 hours per day.   Snow on the north edge of the runway was pushed back a dis- 
tance of 125 feet.   With the exception of a point near the middle of the runway, 
the   ce exposed was relatively smooth.   However, the weight of the snow caused 
cracks of 2 or 3 Inches In width to appear and caused the entire widened area to 
slope markedly.   Thus, this surface was judged not to be usable without additional 
processing.   Therefore, when Detachment One departed McMurdo Sound 20 January, 
the runway was still not usable.   About this same time. Detachment Bravo commenced 
maintenance efforts which, aided by a SIPRE representative and cold weather, were 
eventually successful. 

Restoration of Ice Runway 

Black marks left by vehicular traffic crossing the runway became the focal 
point for excessive melting when the warm season approached.   Hydraulic fluid 
oil, dropped by a taxiing and landing aircraft caused rapid deterioration under the 
warm sun.   By the early part of December, It was apparent that operations could not 
cant nue on the Ice runway.   This, coupled with the exhaustion of the aviation 
gasoline supply, was the cause of the 0-124^ returning to New Zealand. 
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hand, üd    II . ^^ W0.Uld refUrn and Were fhe occasi°n for turning all 

waS nor s r pTn/ ;o on fhe runway' *** ^ ^y* ^-^ L» 
Toundth^     f Ja-aryL^ cold weafher finally came to stay.    Itwa 
found that a   ar supenor system than flooding is that of smoothing the surface o 

he .ce by ut.hzlng several snow mixers.   A SIPRE representative came to McMurdo 
In   o eJanuary to assist in the reconditioning,    .t is greatly regretteT^t^ membt 
of SIPRE was not perm.tted to winter in or at least to arrive in October that hTs 

winpte
e

r;rceff skIlls m]9h:have been uHii2ed-,f h h^ ">*** ^2Tof\. 
wmtermg off.cer personnel,  including the civil engineering officer, had ever had 
prevous exper.ence with either snow compaction or ice runway construction or 
operat.on; and If is respectfully submitted that the successful construction of °he 

^rs^c0:^ ^ ^^ t0 talenf ^ '^ dJreCMOn - » - - ^ ^rmLtion 

Due to the vital importance of the Ice runway,  it is necessary to assign a 
min.mum of two heavy equipment drivers to duty exclusively at the runway during 

onsTf'the ent6 ^ ^r*'    ^ ^ ^ '^^ ^ Ä" 
alona thl    d r"^ S,JrfaCe

L
and twice ^^V wrings at 500-foot intervals 

along   he side of the runway to check the ice deterioration from beneath.   Between 
takeoffs and landmgs   and coordinated with the control tower, appropriate pa«es 
w. h the snow mjxer should be made to level off any rough spots SLZpZ     Zse 

personne   should be directly responsible to the GCA officer who,  in effect! wodd 
control all the operations at both the snow and ice runway sites. 

Sea Ice Base Techniques 

Jr. r rt,BalCall^nIlf USf 0f fl00din9 technIques W^ for the purpose of leveling 
k, rather than bu, d.ng it up to sufficient thickness.   The old sea ice, adiacen" to 
McMurdo, w.thm logistic support distance, varied from 10 to 15 feet in thickness 
but it was covered wth an average layer of snow 36 inches thick.    The new sea ice 
fo the north was 78 to 90 inches thick by 15 October 1956 and had a smooTh surface 

However   a runway could not be supported logistically on this new ice, and.  In alP 
probability    ,twoud go to sea before air operations were completed.   Therefore, 
on 23 July 1956   after all other methods were evaluated and deemed impractical, 
an a 1-out effort was commenced to strip the snow from an area 225 feet by 6000 feet 
and to flood any rough areas with a minimum amount of sea water to level the 
surface. 

The roughness of the sea ice in the area chosen was much greater than 
anticipated.    Towards the eastern end, where pressure waves started to form off to 
Cape Armitage, depressions as great as 2-1/2 feet were found.   In addition    the 
construction technique of pushing the snow into windrows along the length of the 
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Howev
B

pr ^.^^'i!^ 1000 feet 0f ^"^^ 225 feef wId^ had been cleared 

ho/fo U       Jr eXCeSS,
|
Ve weF9hf cau5ed greaf deflection and cracking     The work 

had to be redone as much as possible, pushing the windrows back as fa?« possible 

EauIpmtThad bL^f ^A^ ^^^ ^^ 0PeraMons were endeavored. 

wl'"^^".^6" InferIOr 0penIn^ by ^e continued foTat on'oflce     The 

1 wall o' Teo   cT th     L^ M ^ ^^ ^ 2-1/2 InCheS' the 0^er 3-1/2 '- e'Ling 
deTa iwle drenched f^^ was similarly affected.   Personnel working on this 
nL.ll      f!- r 

reC|U
1
enMy fr0m the sPlaner of W°^r and occasionally from the 

re   L
9^   mK.aWayufr0m ^ IndiV,■dua, havin9 hoId of *•   Working in^he darkness 

(fhe flood hghts on the wanlgans had limited range), trouble with fhe leaklna dlk.' 

Zn'       rtl, POCkefS 0f WeakneSS' and faIlure °f *>* '- a ger resSTn pos 

wanilans   'f ? : T' ^ ^ ^^ C,eared OUK    The PumPin9 —s usec^o 
wanlgans and started on the eastern end of the strip, working their way west     One 
wamgan could pump In a 225-foot by 300-foot area at anv one «L     TU 

was divided Into 20 sections.    ,n spife of all coZ^^7^^^SZ^ 

and large depress.ons caused accumulations of more than 2 inches of water. 

By 9 September, as the auger continued to break down daily,  less than 1000 W 
of runway had been flooded; and pockets of brine were still found'   W   h the iuger 

^rh'irf6 TfT9 "^.Ti ^^ if n COU,d drF11 one 15-incr sue   on hole 
though 12 feet of ice In a 24-hour period.   Several small storms hit early   n 
September, causing a great deal of drifting In newly poured watrr     TU. 
remo     ,      d refloodF      problems>    In spI^of Äo^thT     ^ 

of September, a satisfactory flooding technique had not been developed     Afterlhe 

men   earned a few precautionary measures, they were able to keep the wate Tolta 
cont.nuously.    However   on 17-18 September, a blizzard hit the runway and   Mleift 
wth drifting snow.   At this time.  It was discovered that the large clearL afrc aft 
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parking area to the lee side of the runway had not drifted In, all of the snow having 
been caught In the runway Itself.   The decision was made to abandon the first strip, 
relegating   t to the Job of acting as a snow fence for the new strip which was to be 
built by extending the parking area. 

Although rough, the new strip was not rough enough to prevent air operations. 
Many ridges were ground down by the tracks of the D8.   The pumping operation was 
abandoned as the new strip consumed the efforts of all hands for snow removal In order 
to complete It by the 15th of October deadline. 

In essence, a pumping technique for this particular situation was not worked 
out.   The sprayed dikes worked well as long as they did not split from the deflection 
caused by the windrows.   The water could be pumped continuously as the wanlgans 
were efficient and the crews knew how to operate them.   Control of water depth was 
difficult because of the roughness of the Ice surface and the crown.   The failure of 
the ice .auger, which is paramount to successful and rapid operations, was not only 
discouraging, but is thought to be the primary factor for the lack of success in this 
operation.   As time ran out, all efforts had to be directed at other projects through- 
out the air facility. * 

Recognizing now the problem of excessive melting due to warm temperatures 
around Ross Island in the summer months, it Is known that sea water should not be 
applied to any runway In this area.   The melting which would ensue in the salt 
water ice would exceed by far that experienced in the old sea ice, which, in itself 
was bad enough to halt air operations for over a month. 

Recommendations 

1. That future planning assume that the runway at McMurdo Sound will not 
be operable between 15 December and 1 February. 

2. That all traffic, except maintenance vehicles, be prohibited from crossing 
the runway. a 

3. That the possibility of an insulating cover of some variety be Investigated. 

4. That snow banks are kept as low and wide as possible for safety of aircraft 
operations and to reduce drifting and deflections of ice. 
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Construction and Maintenance of Ice Runways — Deep Freeze II and III 

In March 1957, the Ice runway was cleared of all installations and debris. 
All runway markers, except the P2V tail marking the 1-mile point from touchdown, 
were secured.   The piles of snow on the sides and ends of the runway were feathered 
down to try to eliminate abnormal snow drifting during the winter months. 

15 August was set as the date for work to begin on the runway for Operation 
Deep Freeze III.   The old runway was 150 feet by 5000 feet and It was planned to 
enlarge this area to 200 feet by 7000 feet.   The ice thickness of the area averaged 
IÖ feet.   The snow that accumulated from March to August varied from 1 foot to 
5 feet.   Two pieces of equipment were available to start construction, one D8 and 
one snow plow.   The dozer pushed the snow in windrows,  and the plow with its 
chutes elevated tossed the snow toward the sides.   The plow was set at a speed of 
one-half mile per hour which proved very effective in clearing a 12-foot strip of 
3-1/2 to 7 feet of snow.   Working a 24-hour day the clearing was practically 
accomplished when a heavy snow storm stopped operations.   Because of the heavy 
snowfall and adverse winds, work was suspended. 

Clearing of the ice runway was again started and progressed rapidly with the 
equipment operating an average of 20 hours per day.   The surface condition of the 
ice was generally excellent with the exception of four ridges that transversed the 
width of the strip.   The highest ridge was approximately 30 inches above the grade 
of the smooth ice.   Three-inch cores were taken down to the runway elevation and 
two sticks of dynamite were placed In each hole and detonated.   The results were 
excellent, and the ridges were completely cut down to grade.   A D8 then bulldozed 
the area, and all contamination caused by the dynamite was removed from the surface. 
The runway was then completely pulverized with the snow mixer blades set to pene- 
trate 1-1/2 Inches.   The snow mixer worked perfectly, and the finished surface 
conditions appeared Ideal for wheeled vehicles. 

The D2 was then used to tow the planer to eliminate any rolls or small ridges 
that could effect the performance of wheeled aircraft.   The planer Is dependable and 
the final surface condition depends upon the smoothness and texture of the ice.   One 
inch to two Inch depth of pulverizing makes ice chips which are well graded and when 
planed give a white rough surface to the runway.    If the temperature is below freez- 
ing, the chips will solidify into a rough textured surface that gives excellent traction 
for wheeled aircraft.   The runway surface remained in excellent condition throughout 
October and November.    Reports from pilots landing or departing on conditions of 
runway were received by the GCA operator.    If any adverse conditions were reported, 
immediate corrective action was taken. 

< 
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The basic layout of the runway heading (252 F grid) was considered ideal for 
McMurdo.   Several times a cross wind from the south made landings rather hazardous. 
The winds from this direction were not of long duration.    However,  this condition 
could be remedied by making a short runway at right angles to the 280 F grid to 
insure a plane could make an emergency landing during adverse wind conditions. 
The GCA should be so located to adopt its use for the emergency strip and the main 
runway.   The U. S. Air Force runway criteria was not available at the time of 
construction but the international orange paint and pine trees were quickly procured 
from Christchurch and all criteria met. 

SNOW COMPACTION 

McMurdo 

Several experiments were tried with snow compaction during the winter night 
between 1 June and 23 July 1956 but the method was not pursued for the following 
reasons: 

1.    The basic aircraft for which a runway had to be built was the C-124.    This 
aircraft is very heavy and the requirements for the runway were correspondingly 
difficult to meet.    The required minimum Ramm hardness numbers according to the 
Snow,  Ice, Permafrost Research Establishment (SIPRE) for a C-124 wheeled aircraft 
are as follows: 

Depth of Snow in CM Ramm Number (R) 

0-10 100 
10-15 290 
15-20 288 
20-25 280 
25-30 270 
30-35 264 
35-40 252 
40-45 236 
45-50 230 
50-55 224 
55-60 216 
60-65 212 
65-70 200 
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Although hardness was obtained up to 300R, the test strips did not prove uniform in 
nature and sufficient hardness at depths was not obtained. Paragraph two discusses 
In detail the results of these tests. 

2. The 225-foot by 6000-foot runway had to be operational by 15 October 1956 
and remain operational until the completion of the Pole Station and Byrd Station, 
estimated to be March 1957.   This meant that construction would have to take place 
during the winter night, definitely not the optimum construction period. 

3. Equipment and manpower limitations would not allow construction In the 
time allowed.   Only one snow mixer was available, and equipment availability was 
low. 

4. The ability to maintain a strip once constructed for the long warm summer 
months was questionable (later proved Impossible).    Over 500 operational flights 
were subsequently conducted from the McMurdo airstrip.    It is now known that the 
hardness could not have been retained for the entire operation, as the temperature 
frequently rose above +32 F. 

5. The importance of the runway could not permit taking a chance with 
something that might not work.    Pole Station was undoubtedly the most important 
station from the standpoint of national interest and public relations, and, as such, 
a dependable runway had to be built at any cost. 

6. Maintenance of any strip would be a continual problem due to drifting snow. 
The prevailing fair weather winds are easterly.   Thus, a runway would have to run 
east and west.   The storm winds, however, are southerly, causing excessive drifting 
the entire length of the runway and not just at the ends.   Snow fences of several 
varieties were tried with no success; the blizzards of McMurdo Sound run very deep 
and quickly obliterate snow fences. 

7. Several experiments were made using salt water to assist compaction, but 
without success, due to brine concentration. 

Snow-Compaction Results 

Three test strips were laid out on the snow cover approximately 1-1/2 miles 
from camp In 32 inches of snow.    The average Ramm hardness number for the unpro- 
cessed snow was 132R.    However, the snow was highly stratified as was all of the 
snow In this area.    "It was found that low temperatures and fine dry snow are not 
conducive to compaction." '3   An accepted processing procedure was used as follows: 
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One snow nixer pass 
Two rollers passes 
Three snow mixer passes 
Five rollers passes 

As a result of this process, the test strip compacted 24 percent of its original 
thickness.   At the end of one hour, hardness averaged 72; at the end of twenty- 
four hours,  175; at the end of forty-eighr hours, 210; and at the end of seventy-hvo 
hours, 232.   Although this was still too low for our purposes, the values of multiple 
processing and age hardening were evident.   Since it was evident that further pro- 
cessing was beyond our capabilities, the compaction program was abandoned for a 
more positive solution.    It is believed that under optimum conditions, with adequate 
time, manpower, and equipment, a suitable strip could be made to land a C-124; 
this strip could not be made satisfactory for continued operations since the average 
summer temperature Is above +10 F to +15 F.   From 15 December to 15 January, 
temperatures averaged close to +32 F.    It was found that additional processing did 
Increase hardness (an R of 375 was obtained in a limited area), and uniformity through- 
out depth was Improved.    "Initial results Indicate that a combination of compaction 
and controlled flooding produces a dens« hard mat."^ 

"After Initial processing, average hardness was 230R; after final processing, 
375R, with density averages .57 gm/cm^.   Thickness of snow layer decreased 
approximately 25 percent with the initial processing.   The test strip Is 28 inches 
thick and displays acceptable uniformity.   Although the criteria values vary,  I 
believe It Indicates the compaction process produces hardness sufficient for skl- 
equlpped and wheeled aircraft of R4D size.   The snow is extremely dry and fine. 
Manhour studies and equipment evaluation, however, show that a compacted runway 
built by the process Indicated above Is not feasible at the present time.   Manpower 
and equipment are insufficient and the hardness index is believed too low to support 
all aircraft."17 

"Your letter NT4-9/OperDF, 200 BI/J4 of 17 October 1955 discusses the 
application of water as a hardening agent on the compacted-snow runway.   My 
161025Z (Reference 17) has results of normal compaction tests.   McMurdo sea ice 
with heavy snow cover offers unusual opportunity to test application of sea water. 
Construction Officer believes dense, uniform, hard mat could be built using the 
spray rig built Into the snow mixer to Increase penetration and distribution of water. 
Use of rig with adjacent pumping wanigan (1000-gpm pump) and 300 feet of 2-1/2- 
inch hose would deliver 75 gallons per 100-square-foot area per pass of the snow 
mixer.    Note that this Is twenty-five times more water than used at any previous 
test.   Runway sufficient to carry aircraft similar to the C-119 or C-124 is the ob- 
jective.   The method of construction,  if perfected, might provide an answer to 
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4.    In order to expedite maintenance to ski planes,  and eliminate transporting 
ot personnel long distances, and for a sheltered parking area for the planes, a 
location was selected under the lee of Observation Hill adjacent to the VX-6 
hangar.   It proved to be an ideal location. 

An area 120 feet wide and 7000 feet long was selected and marked with 
12-lnch-square Daglo-palnted panels every 200 feet on the sides.   Touchdown was 
marked with three 2-foot by 8-foot cloth panels.   One-half mile from touchdown 
on the approach end, a line of eight barrels at right angles to center line of strip 
were placed.   A single line of barrels were placed on the center line at 200-foot 
Intervals.   The pilots that used the skiway were all favorably impressed with the 
layout. 

To construct a ski runway the only two essential pieces of equipment needed 
are OS's and snow planes.    In preparing the snow surface, the D8 blade is lowered 
to bite into the sastrugi approximately 3 inches below the surface.   At the same 
time, the D8 tows the plane.   The complete surface of the runway is treated In this 
manner.   After the crust has been broken up by the blade of the dozer, the blade 
is raised and the D8 or D4 tows the plane to rework the surface until it is level and 
smooth.    It takes three passes of the plane over the overall skiway to produce the 
desired surface.   The towing speed of the D8 in third gear is approximately three 
and one-half miles an hour, so a 36-hour period is sufficient time to complete a 
skiway 120 feet by 7000 feet. 

After the surface Is prepared, the snow is granular and sluggish; but a few hours 
of cold wind will completely change the texture of the top snow to a glazed hard 
surface.   Barring snow storms or drifting snow the surface requires very little main- 
tenance.   However,  If a surface washboard condition does appear, or if the pilots 
find a rough spot.  Immediate planing should eliminate such conditions.   If possible, 
pilots should not have to reverse props to retard speed.   Reversing props causes the 
surface snow to be distributed and snow ridges will be formed which grow larger 
when wind conditions cause drifting. 

During the period from 1 December to mid-February, when the snow and ice 
begin to deteriorate, the skiway should be checked with a 3/4-inch SIPRE auger in 
order to check the safety conditions of the ice.   When deterioration Is rapid it will 
be necessary to take 3-inch cores in order to get positive information on ice 
conditions. 
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Recommendations 

1. Eliminate all vehicle traffic from ski runways. 

2. Clean ail foreign material from surface as quickly as possible. 

3. Plane runway only when weather is below freezing. 

4. There Is no substitute for a snow plane — don't use drags of any kind as 
they cause a washboard surface condition that is hazardous to aircraft. 

Little America 

The snow compaction attempted at Little America consisted of preparing an 
airstrip 6000 feet by 300 feet for ski-equipped aircraft.   This was accomplished by 
having D8 tractors pass over the area until It was considered hard enough to accept 
ski-equipped R4D aircraft.    In addition, a test was made to ascertain the possibilities 
of compacting snow over an area 500 feet In length by 300 feet in width.   With the 
snow mixer cutting to a depth of 12 inches,  two complete passes were made over the 
area after It had been leveled using a D8 caterpillar tractor.    It was found that the 
snow, after use of the snow mixer, would disintegrate into very small particles 
resembling grains of sugar,    it is considered that due to the dry powdery condition 
of the snow,  the snow mixer was not satisfactory for compaction purposes.    "Rolling 
was tried In early February 1956.   The rollers compacted the snow approximately 
6 Inches which, after about 30 minutes, produced a fairly hard surface temporarily."0 

Byrd 

Initially, the ski runway was laid prior to determination of prevailing winds. 
The runway, 6000 feet long and 200 feet wide, ran NNW to SSE, grid bearing 
015 degrees (108 degrees true), which proved to be crosswind, but was used for the 
remainder of Deep Freeze II.    It was marked on both sides at 100 foot Intervals by 
Khaki Parachute flags on 4-foot bamboo sticks.   Nine empty fuel drums were placed 
approximately 300 yards from the SSE end of the runway for a visual and radar 
line-up point.   The only runway maintenance consisted of driving a D8 over the 
runway to break sastrugi crusts.   This was done prior to each landing. 

A new runway was laid 16 September 1957.   This new skiway was approximately 
the same size, had red flag markers, and was laid into the prevailing winds of NNE, 
grid bearing 285 degrees (018 degrees true).    Fuel drums for visual and radar line-up 
were In two parallel rows extending out from the southern end.    Maintenance and 
flight preparation were the same as before. 

i 
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Beordmore 

The Sno-KiMen was utilized to pull a drag and smooth out an area suitable 
for ski-equipped aircraft to land. 

South Pole 

The characteristics of the snow observed at the South Pole are that the surface 
snow Is extremely dry and of approximately 0.30 gms/cc density.    It is composed of 
very fine granules less than 2mm in diameter.   It is very soft, the undisturbed snow 
having a Ramm Hardness number of between 10 and 30R for the top 3 feet.   Tests 
were made In Dr. Siple's test hole at -18 F, which showed a maximum natural 
hardness of about 180R at -18 feet.   On the dragged airstrips which had been 
"worked" by tractor and drag, the hardness of the top 30 or 40 centimeters ranged 
between 30R and 45R.   The snow Is of a uniform nature with little stratification. 
It is also extremely cold.    Dr. Siple reported a probably isotherm of between 
-57 F and -62 F at -15 feet.   The warmer temperature, taken in a Rammsonde Rod 
hole, might have been caused by friction heat from driving the hole.   The -62 F 
temperature Is probably more correct.   The snow becomes more dense with depth, 
and the snow becomes harder at depths as indicated by the Ramm Number Index. 
However, a great deal of hardness is believed due to the extreme cold and not due 
to density or compaction.   This clearly would indicate that the relationship of hard- 
ness and density Is not linear. 

The two runways,  10,000 feet and 5000 feet long, were maintained through 
mid-February 1957 by dragging with a drop platform and a pipe drag of 4-inch pipe 
pulled by the D2 tractor.   These knocked down the sastrugi and leveled the strips. 
The strips became hard, compared to surrounding snow, due to working the snow 
and compaction by the tractors.    The hardness of the top 30 or 40 centimeters ranged 
between 30R and 45R.    On 4 December 1956, the airstrip was dragged with parachutes 
to smooth it.    It was hoped that this would keep the aircraft skis from sticking so 
much, thereby saving on JATO. 

In October 1957, the 10,000-foot strip was reworked; the shorter one was 
abandoned as it was not required.   As the D2 was then inoperative, dragging had 
to be done with weasel.   The sastrugi which had formed during the winter was up 
to about 18 inches high and was quite hard.   The pipe drag was inadequate; but a 
drag made from the frame of a drop platform and two 6-inch by 8-inch foundation 
timbers proved adequate.   Though the strip was still somewhat rough,  it was safe 
for use.   After the D2 was repaired, the platform drag was used to further smooth 

the runway. 
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The major problem was thaf while the sastrugi were very hard, the hollows in 

between were partially filled with softer,  wind-blown snow.   Consequently,  the 
drags, after knocking the tops off the saslrugi, tended to scoop the snow out of the 
hollows and actually amplify the broad undulations In the surface.    Blading was 
attempted, but proved to do much more harm than good.    The D2 cannot level the 

™™ t    bl
1
adin9' no maner how 9«>d the operator.   The runway was later lengthened 

2000 feet by making two passes with a heavy and light drag in tandem.   At this 
time (mid-November), the sastrugi were considerably less hard, making leveling much 
easier. 

Recommendations 

1. Provide a snow plane for use in leveling the ski runway.    All drags used 
were basically unsatisfactory as the surface could be only partially leveled. 

2. Investigate the possibility of constructing a compacted-snow runway.    It 
is believed that such a runway could be built, and the advantages which it would 
provide are obvious.   The mere mixing of relatively warm surface snow (in December 
and January) with the colder snow beneath the surface resulted in an extremely hard 
mixture after it had "set" for about a day. 

Ellsworth 

The snow cover of the Filchner Ice Shelf was very soft and powdery as is common 
In the antarctic.   This snow does not easily compact.    Instead as vehicles pass over 
It,  it churns up to a very loose and unconsolidated condition which gives very poor 
support.    The Initial snow cover had varying hard and soft spots.   This, coupled with 
the short track length of the 04's, gave an extremely rough washboard trail in the 
early stages.   Efforts were made to use D4 snow blades to smooth out the trail. 
Because of the short track length of the 04's little progress was made.   As soon as 
the two 08" s were unloaded, the blades of these were used for smoothing of the 
trail.   With an occasional additional pass of the tractors without sleds, the trail was 
maintained in excellent shape.    At the completion of ship unloading,  the trail had 
been compacted to a level of 4 feet below the undisturbed snow and was beginning 
to show signs of stabilization and compaction. 

BLASTING 

McMurdo 

Explosives in the antartic can be used for numerous purposes and are essential 
for many projects,  such as breaking down sides of crevasses,  breaking the face of 
the barrier, blasting the utility poles, decomposing large volcanic rock, and 
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eliminating pressure ridges In runways.   During the summer season when temperatures 
were between 0 F and 38 F no difficulties were encountered.   However, when the 
temperature is below 0 F the following deficiencies occur: 

1. Electric caps detonate slowly and seem to have a delay action. 

2. The blasting machine plunger was difficult to operate and had to be kept 
in a warm place just prior to use. 

3. Friction tape lost all its adhesive qualities. 

4. Primacord and safety fuse became very brittle causing frequent misfires. 
The cause was due to the brittleness of the outer casing.   When the casing was bent 
the powder chain would break.    If kept warm and pliable, misfires were eliminated. 

5. The galvanometer dry cell batteries would freeze and cease to function at 
-10 F.   This can be eliminated by keeping the instrument warm. 

6. When the temperature is below -10 F, firing wire for electric firing was 
not successful due to the rubber covering becoming so brittle the insulation cracked 
and flaked off. 

Blasting in this area presents several problems, the largest of which was 
providing deep drill holes in which to set charges.   An additional problem was that 
of damage to radio equipment as a result of the concussion from the blast.   Due to 
compressor failures, the jack hammer or rotary air drill could not be used.   The 
jack hammer was not too effective but could be used with patience.   Consequently, 
charges could not be set deep and were relatively ineffective.   For setting antenna 
poles and anchors, 40-pound shaped charges were fairly effective.   Two 40-pound 
charges produced a hole in the permafrost approximately 1 foot in diameter and 
5 feet deep.   This was deep enough for the feet of the guyed poles.   A rotary drill 
(Powervane) combined with a soft coal auger, using carbide bits, was effective in 
drilling holes 1-1/2 inches in diameter up to 6 feet deep as long as the compressor 
was operative.    Such holes were used for anchor rods for tying down buildings and 
for guys to poles.   The steam jenny ordered for Deep Freeze II should prove useful to 
assist in penetrating the permafrost. 

In the erection of telephone-type poles for Deep Freeze II communications and 
powerllnes, it was found best to freeze them into a hole about 5 feet deep because 
it eliminated the need for guy wires.   Trying to blast such a hole was a waste of time. 
One man could make three or four holes a day by building a small fire over each 
prospective hole which melted a few inches of permafrost.   He would proceed from 
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one fire to the next and in turn dig out the loosened earth and reset the fire in the 

hole.    In the erection of light poles which required guy wires, a shallow hole for 
footing was all that was necessary as the guy wires attached to dead men.   The dead 
men were sunk relatively easily through permafrost and ice to a depth of 3 to 6 feet 
by using an air drill.   Extreme caution must be used to not freeze the drill in the 
hole; blow air into the hole and lift the drill out frequently.   A long steel rod with 
an eye for the wire can be frozen permanently into the hole. 

The following explosives are recommended for antarctic use: 

40-pound shaped charges 
15-pound shaped charges 
Composition C-3 
20-percent nitro dynamite 
Nitromord (Red Cross) Dupont 
Primacord 
Safety fuse 

No. 6 caps for seismologists (16-foot leads) 
No. 8 engineering caps (16-foot leads) 
1# 2, and 3 second-delay caps (16-foot leads) 
Ml fuse lighter 

i 
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Section VIM 

STRUCTURES 

GENERAL  COMMENTS 

held ul w!n       n       Prolonged peaks  of 90  mph  at   McMurdo.     The  buildings 

Inih cabTe    Ind^r6'5 Were V** dOWn  at  the ends and c"*er with 3/8- 
nqs  Sul   t'dtrt?       COrru9at^ metal   was   screwed  down.     All   panel   build- 

ThfL h. MH? y  UP?n  earth  wlthstood  winds   in an excellent  manner 
These buildings were  also tied  down with  3/0-inch cable.     Two  builds 
built upon  trusses,   showed considerable  vibration during high winds."? ' 

founJatlo^on't31  MCMUrd0 WaS   tled dOWR   after  bein9 b,own °ff of  Its Foundation on  two  separate occasions."6 

annllr^TT131,1?"5   Su^ested  by   ^e  South  Pole   Deep  Freeze   II applicable  to all,  were: group. 

nIoJ"^S^!e
I
SOrt  0f  9aSket  Sh0U,d  be made  to  be   fitted  around   the  stove- 

V/u\nL    V^T^^   fnt0  the   r00f-      The heat  of  the  pipes   tends   to 

T^ZrnV"*  JUnCtUre  ^   the me,t   Water  driPS   int0  ^   -terto^of 

outsL  ThAlT^a1Kd^r   han?!eS   deSerVe   SOme  ^P6 of c,0th  covering on  the 
?ö  bl?e*me?l       the  Jl*  a~] "**" ™<* ^nd    is  generally  too dry   to s'tick to  oare metal,   the  danger  persists. 

«...A     ^  »,J"at»on ",th,n each   building when   there   is   power   failure 
TfLJt "refu  ]y ?tud,ed-     Not  only   is   there  loss of  light  but  a    o  Ls 

ers The^f  heaterS'   9en!rat0rS'   0r   **"**  Stove are   the  so e  hea ! ers.     (The  Preways  operate without  electricity.)      During  Deep  Freeze   II 
power  failures  were  never of sufficient   duration  to cool   thePbundinq    ' 
appreciably,   but   the  Herman-Nelson was  kept  to  be used    n vital   arl«   In 
event of emergency.     Coleman  lanterns,   kerosene   lanterns     and  candles 
were always   available   in  addition   to  flashlights   during Jower   figures 
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FOUNDATIONS 

McMurdo 

?r^       %'re
D
thOU?ht  t0 be  ter""na,  »ritr,.,,   Indicating glacial   Iction 

In the past.     Permafrost was   found  fro« 12  to jl   1„H,.. i,  i   M       ^''"n 

ar^s^.r.r6  areaS ^  POOr'   "-'"9 Lu -tlr rp': ^n'  heL"^6' 

had  r  Ln  f« January and  early  February  1956  the permafrost   level 

caus^brJh^  i'JT0   '" ^nt^n,n9  settlement and  heaving of buildings 
caused  by  the melting  and refreezlng of the permafrost beneath the  K-.TM 

XarS,SKed 0M"",8t,0n'   -illation,   and drainage con?SlAs" 
ndlcated above,   little  fill   was  available on  the  sit!      Tn add  tlon 

Mttla  equipment   could  be spared  from off-loading operations   to s™ 
up  the  cover  of  adjacent areas  and  to haul   the  flU^o the  SIJP       n P 

could have  scraped  some up,   but  the   largest  bucke    aval  able wa"  about" 
1/2 yard.     However,   very  little material  was   taken  froLTl^T     . 
cases,  material   was   added to   level   an  area       llrl^l, ,n mOSt 

only when  absolutely  necess^ry^Found      ons  d^nr^ree^M^  ^ 

The  foundations   were kept   low so  that  the deck  nf  i-h»  h..ii^. 

cou^1 ca^uni:tf
e
aFr  UnderrthKth.e buMd,n^     ?n the  su^er^on hs3!  rW 

permafrost        ^%KreVTn!,n9  '^ heat   fr0m the  b""<""9  from melting   the 
off  fhl ! '"  the winter,   snow would drift  around  the buildings   ?o cut 
off  the very  cold  air.     The outside  air  temperatures  ^ ^ ^ u 
prevent   thawing without  opening the  founLt^n    Ö the" e^ts'^oar^ 
were  used  to  close  off  the air  space where drift w^d noTn^rafTJ 

The  above  combination proved  to  be  satisfactory  as   no settlement   or 
heav  ng was   noted   during  the  one-year  period observed.     Sne  partlcu   ar 
caution  that  must  be  observed   Is  to assure  that  little .nn! ?!!      i     .   ■ 
fill.     During  the  construction  of several\^r    J'L,  d?l^.^ ^'^ 
February  and  March   fill   containing a  high percentage  o    s^w w fusIS as 
no  other  was   available.     During  the  summer months   the   snow meUed  and   tL 

bacÄ::?^*     The   bU,,d,n9S   ^^  ^  t0  be ^'-edVt^b^Ing'the: 
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1956-^7       ?h y I"?  f°undat,on Problems  occurred during  the summer of 
ilttJl:     Jnly' n  t^r9^ ^  buMt  We,,^   ^P'^e'the adverse con- 
qufre shlnJSTia    VS.kL J^   insta"<=«  was  sagging sufficient  to re- 
Jhaws  set^n  9str^ f y  S* ^orst

u
facto'- was  drainage.    When  the spring 

way  beneati  bu    dTnl  f]°wed'hro^out  camp.    Many streams made  their     ' 
w!L. K f     b"nd'ngs-     In  these  cases.   It  was  necessary to divert  the 

"t wafted    ?r  COU,d OC.T:    ,,A,though   »nsulatlon   In ?he  f'm of d  rt was  added,     t  was  not  added  to  sufficient  depth and   It was  not  of 

r      ednL^bu^^tytthebde,t0hnS,de^ed.900dfm•     though dlt^erl ug ana aams  built,   the ditches  and  dams  were not   100 percent  effprMv« 

mp'a    a^th^M^3^  V^t f™*™"   '«  evlden^hro^hou  ' ^ 
ol^n  ^h  '   I      so,'   conta'n'"g the  permafrost  drains   fairly well   when 
?iT? M !  ^hanceV  For  th's   reason  drainage was  given  top cons  delation 

«  . J^LJJ   ,s   '"^resting  to note  that  almost  any material  will   serve 

rays  and Jhe Sea  "nf  h  nT^* '/^^   '*   ,S   '"-'ated  from the    un" 
fin   material     th.f  ^AV,"9*'     EVen   'n  CaSeS where snow was mixed with nil   material,   the  foundation  remained  firm provided a heavy   Insulating 
layer of stone was  placed over   It  and  running water did  ^^^1  ?t. 

RecommendatIon 

datlons^e^917.^6?0™16"^ that  a Study of the- '^ulatlon of foun- dations  be made.     It   Is  not  unconmon  to see.   In McMurdo  Sound    a nti«  „f 

T^L^n/lnTl V" V9h covered ^ ^^    rlTlt^j'^ of 
llTtLlLrlll J,L. ?! I"""'     [t   ls ""^rstood that settling of 
tir^u'^^^'^e?^.65 ha,ted ^ COVer,"9 the ""- -ro?nd,„9 
Little America 

ThP Ini!T
Sl^ WuS.?!;?Pared by ro1,Ing W,th a D8 and steel rollers. 

(20   feet  ilk  f^.f  ?M9SiWere ^^ accord^9  to building dimensions AM  feet  by k  feet).  This located the sills 4-inch by 8-Inch by 5-foot) 
farther apart than they should have been, causing the stringer (6-inch 
by 8-Inch  to be placed about 6 Inches off-center on the sills.  This 
type of sill appeared to be the most satisfactory method of foundation 
construction In the Little America area due to the texture of the snow. 

All buildings except the recreation building, the powerhouse and 
garage were constructed on these foundations.  Snow sills (6-inch by 
8-Inch) were attached to the snow pads and the floor trusses were placed 
on /.-foot centers on the snow sills.  The powerhouse, because of the 
weight Imposed on the floor, had the floor trusses p aced on 2-foot cen- 

Heu'of  I'': 9ara9e Ull]]Zed  8-'nCh ^  8-,nch ^Vfoot t mber  in lieu of floor trusses. The recreation building was set on a foundation 
consisting of freight pallets, as no foundat Ion mater ials had been prodded. 
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In  the  erection of  the  Clements  and T-5  buMdlnn«:   f«.  n 
II  and   IN,   the same  system of  laylna slls !« H       Z    TP  Freeze 

for  the Jamesway tents  consign  of  ^,        ,   USed'     The  fo"ndatIon 

^-foot  Pallets/ The   floor  paneJs   of  thT1I
0ng,tUd'na,   ^  0f  Vfoot  ^ 

on  the pallets. P the Jamesways  were placed  directly 

tlme'un^^y9 IZtnZl  ^1°^^^ ^"^ heat   ,OSS   « any 
when  the  snowVds  we  e e^poled durLri   '"? that WaS  0bSerVed 0ccur^d 

subjected  to  the direct   ravs  oJ ^     9 d'99'n9-out operations  and were 

from  the sun  and  transferred  ?t  to  Z I T' reta'ned  the  heat 

was noticeable whenever dark o sol M ob^^ "^ ^'^ me,ted- Th's 

and were  subjected  to  the  sun       iVI    obJects  rested O"  the snow surface 

was  applied  L  the ^f^er^eai^h^^t"reeled!   ,eaSt   ^   '^ 

the ga'ney^KMdtrwIi lllTnt 1^11°" °f T ^ ** was *<*** 'hat 
stove and oven were p'aced" Dur?i ^'^ the ,OWeSt po!nt was where the 
building  settled even more'     ^he who COUrSe 0f  the  enSU,n9 ^^   the 

Because of   Inaccesslbmt^nl h *[•* WaS  comPletely snowed   In. 

Problem,   no ^^S t'wis ma^" o^ePth^bu^l'n.9 '^t""  ^  * T^ major  effort   at   iar-Hn^  =„^     u.      ,      '   cne  Du"drng.      |t  would  requ  re a 

galley  constVuct ^n I^h"  q el™"?^  yh!t 
S Ftuat ion  ^s  prove ?hat   In 

foundation,   or  bo?h,   should'be    nstl??^'.     ? ^  * *"? "^ Substantlal 
foundation  by  heat   radlat  on       ,nStaned  to  ,essen  undermining of  the 

B^rd 

As the deep snow condition was similar to that si- i 1^1= A 
same foundation system was employed exceot for Jj!   Little America, the 

building.  Because" of the expend nCe^ad on the^foor aJd h
POWerhOUSe 

additional rLH^^^^ff^^ ^^2 ".^e ^1^^,'^ bUt 
transverse to the building and 18 Inches on «nter. n?n9 

I 2 fe^t^r?^ e^h":,^ oV^ Zlu]^  ^^'byll^t^6 ^  abOUt 

toward the end of the vear In *h*~l       u       beams'  Subsidence was noted 
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South Pole 

The foundations of the Pole Station buildings varied.  The me 
head and sc.ence building had floor trusses supported on rows of 

mess hall, 
,, | 'i <       TU«  I (      , ~" ------^  ...jpp^-, i, .c..J :ni     1 .;w.  Of  SHOW 
si is.  The barracks, barracks Jamesway and inflation shelter had foun- 
dation timbers placed directly on snow, with no floor trusses.  The ga- 
rage had snow sills, timber cribbing and a layer of broken panels as 
insulation under the deck itself. 

In no instance was there any evidence of settling during Deep Freeze 
If.  Because of this, floor trusses are considered unessential except 
under buildings where a large refuse pit is needed.  All of the 12- 
foot-high buildings (except the inflation shelter) were erected in ex- 
cavated pits to keep the roofs of all buildings at the same level.  The 
buildings in the pits are expected to settle less because the bottom of 
the pit was compacted by the tractor during excavation.  Settlement 
should not be a practical problem at the South Pole, especially when 
compared to burial by successive years of blizzards. 

During weather when there is a considerable variation between the 
surface snow temperature and the snow temperature two or three feet be- 
neath the surface, as there is in December, the mixing of the surface 
snow with some of the colder snow results in the mixture setting up and 
becoming very hard.  This principle should be followed in the preparation 
ot the snow surface for building foundations. 

Wilkes 

For the main station buildings a mudsill type or floating foundation 
was used consisting of timbers laid upon coarse to fine gravel.  The 
foor girders were then laid upon this foundation and the building erected, 
All the buildings of Wilkes Station were erected over bedrock, which had 
coarse to fine gravel and dirt overlying it.  This generally varied in 
depth from one to five feet.  Permafrost appeared approximately three 
feet below the surface. 

The temporary camp, consisting of Jamesway huts, was erected on a 
snow and ice field.  Due to the diark green coloring of the huts, consid- 
erable heat from the sun was absorbed during the summer season.  This 
caused the snow, over which the hut, was built, to melt, starting at the 
outer edge and working inward as the season progressed.  During late 
summer the sunward side began to appear on a snow and ice pedestal. 
Melting away can be controlled by heaping snow around the hut.  The same 
problem was encountered with timber foundations for antenna masts located 
on a snow field and also for timber-type deadmen used In conjunction with 
the mast stays.  This was controlled by heaping snow around the base of 
the mast and over the deadmen.  The method Is satisfactory only because 
the summer season Is short.  It Is recommended that foundation timbers 
deadmen, etc. located on snow and/or ice fields be painted white to min- 
imize absorption of the sun's heat. 
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Hallett 

sinking or^alsln^nv^und?:  ^V^t ^^^     No W-lable 
Placed'on  snow-"ee  ground ' n0ted-     TheSe  foundations  were 

that0:? ^'^^ton^^^-^^^r^r rrhowever' - 
heat  a building  located directTv on  th^ !     !   ^^   WaS   re^r^  to 

a  building of  e
9
qual   stze^h^t^s^a^d^truss:".^5   ^"'^  t0 ^ 

TENTS 

HcMurdo 

neer^se".1"^?   J^ü^.^^rc" ^^  ^  ^^"9  the p,o- 
to   the  site  of  the  permanen     fLn     h Un,Cati0nS   Center  was  m°™*  "P 
together,   a  PIywood^eck  bu   11     and^^  Jrn^:"'3"  tentS  Were Jolned 

conditions  which  existed It  III   P   •   t P0t^e,,,ed  "ove added.     Under  the 
radioman on  duty  spen    ove    ha   f ^"h-   "I  ^ the   firSt  Week^   the ^9^ 
keep  the  tent   from^owtng do^' ^ hlS   t ,me  tryFn9 t0  fue'   ^e  stove'or 

slck^yl^^ser^e'   ^ ^   l^ HUt   PO,nt   CamP  site was   used  as   a 
Pltched'on  snow^tie  ":;  had"'^ H

Yuk°"  Stove w«  Provided  for  heat, 

the   tent was   inad^ua  e^   mu^natel    y  TZoU*  T"'     "'^ W,ndoWS> 
was   Inadequate  for   the  Jre oH  bed patienf    Ih^.       ^'"j     The  SpaCe 

beneath  the  stove,   making   Its  use  hazardous      with    h™? "^^u  OUt 

average  temperature  within   the   tent  was   about  35   F    which^ ?"'   ^  , 
the   care of  either   ambulatory or   bed patients. t00   ,OW  for 

space  with  S-foo?  sa|d:Cwanr-andTh^pe^d^^  e^d   ^h!^   er,OSed 

for   the  requirements   of  the  camp  at  this   sta«       Thnnni     .^  ade9uate 

equate   for^   shorl^rtrof^'-  ^^tZ^^l™  '" 

:^ p^^;^xs^:x]^ Sh":z 
every few days."/  As SUDDI r <.<= arr iwo^   necessary to move the tent 

were possib^, includinX-v    o^ f d"^ iZ^Z^   '" ?"**" 
stoves.  |n the unheated tents, air temoeraturL    s,efP'ng racks and 
ent, usually between 20 F and 35 F'  The tents HIr^ ' ^ t0 the amb,- 
wind protection, if properly secured.       * ^ PrOV,de exce"ent 
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Beardmore 

A tent was used to house the generator which gave power.  Another 
tent was used for storage. 

South Pole 

During the construction of McMurdo it was realized that there was 
little room for tent life during an all-out construction effort in cold 
weather. A man can put in long and arduous work days In extreme cold If 
he has a place to warm himself periodically and if he can relax after 
work and sleep In comfortable quarters. Tents were used for berthing 
only until the Jamesway Huts were erected. They were comfortable al- 
though cold. 

CLEMENTS BUILDINGS 

General Comments 

This building was designed by the Bureau of Yards and Docks as an 
answer to the various requirements of the IGY to solve the housing prob- 
lem of the Deep Freeze program.  They are constructed of 4-inch panels. 
The outer surface Is plywood painted international orange and the Inner 
surface Is plywood covered with a thin sheet of aluminum.  The space be- 
tween the Inner and outer surfaces is taken up with 2-inch and Vinch 
stiffeners and spun-glass insulation.  The buildings were constructed on 
foundations of snow pads and snow sills upon which floor trusses on it- 
foot centers were placed.  The deck panels were placed on the floor 
trusses and clipped together.  Then followed the wall panels, after which 
the roof trusses were set In the grooves provided at the top of the wall 
panels on 2-foot centers, and the roof was placed on the roof trusses. 

McMurdo 

Once  erected,   the  Clements  Buildings  were  suitable,   but many  con- 
structive  criticisms   can  be  made  concerning  the  structural   and  practical 
construction  aspects  of  the   building: 

1. The building panels should have been packaged in groups for each 
building. As much time was spent in gathering panels for any one build- 
ing from the myriad of bundles in which they were received as was spent 
in erecting the building. In preparing the buildings for the South Pole 
Station all the panels for one building were packed together and marked. 
The  savings   in man-hours   expended  was   tremendous. 

2. The   inaccuracies   in   fabrication of   the   individual   panels   caused 
serious   delays   in   erection.      Plywood   covering  and  splines   overhung  panel 
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edges so that proper joining of panels was impossible.  Before panels 
could be put In place, many had to be planed down, even sawed in several 
cases.  Often clips and splines did not match so that they had to be 
removed and/or replaced. 

3-  The building Is overdesigned.  The panels could be cut down In 
weight and retain sufficient strength.  Since only a portion of the roof 
trusses arrived due to a train wreck in the States prior to departure, 
every other truss was eliminated, placing 4 feet on center rather than 
2 feet. 

The subject of overdeslgn could be extended to one of overprefabrI- 
catlon.  Flexibility In this type of operation Is paramount.  Too often 
a spare planned for one purpose Is used for another.  Stoves or utilities 
planned for one space have to be moved to another space.  It is much 
easier to cut a hole In a panel In the field than it Is to Jockey special 
panels around to make them fit.  Special panels are too expensive.  Changes 
In Interior arrangement negate the value of prefabricatIon.  Interior 
partitioning and studding could well be shipped in economical sizes, as 
they must Invariably be cut In the field anyway.  PrefabrIcation of 
counters other than the special galvanized tops is a waste of money. 

Once the buildings were erected they were warm and stable In high 
winds.  One 50,000 Btu space heater will heat a 20-foot by 48-foot build- 
ing In the coldest weather.  High winds will cause greater oil consump- 
tion but this is true in any building.  In spite of caulking all roof 
joints prior to covering the roof with tarps, the roofs leaked during 
the summer months.  A pitched roof Is the only satisfactory type for this 
kind of building.  interior joints were taped with a pressure sensitive 
tape which cut down heat loss a great deal.  Also, tar paper and linoleum 
on the floor helped prevent uncomfortable drafts.  Outside vestibules 
were prefabricated and erected on most buildings. 

In June 1956 the buildings were subjected to winds of 88 to 90 mph 
and, although there was much creaking and groaning of the buildings, no 
damage was Incurred. 

"The Clements is warm and adaptable for practically any size building 
and purpose. We experienced no difficulty with clips. We did experience 
difficulty with faulty workmanship in the panels, some plywood sheathing 
being off as much as 3/8 inch, causing great difficulty in erection and 
necessitating planing and sawing in order to make panels fit.  Roof panels 
had to be secured to roof trusses with screws.  Roof panels tend to lift 
with winds of 60 to 70 mph.  Roof panels had to be caulked and sealed 
and tarps had to be battened to the surface to prevent leakage. 

'Tiedowns were used for all Deep Freeze buildings built on floor trusses. 
The heads proved extremely susceptible to wind, as they were 12 feet high and 
on trusses. 
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"The buildings, excluding Interiors, were erected rapidly, taking a 
total of about 120 man-hours to erect the 20-foot by 48-foot shell.  The 
foundation took approximately kO  man-hours of this time."5 

Little America 

Care must be taken to Insure that the first row of roof panels are 

afte^n rLf   U|t rowVmi
0verhan9- M]   C"PS should be tightened 

JI £Jl - SST/Ti* faV" PJaCe- ]t   t00k approximately 80 man-hours 
ILJ TJ .K    0?t ^ 48'f00t buMdIn9- This time could have been short- 
ened If the pane s for one building were packed In several bundles and 
marked as such. Instead of each bundle containing panels for different 

-JllJirr: tlSO re W!re Panels that had the oak sP,'nes missing or 
proper  lace   Wr0n9 e   necess'tatIng removal and attachment to the 

"The Clements appeared to be a very adequate building and Its panel 
arrangement made It fairly easy to construct.  The workmanship on some 
of the panels was very Inferior.  A number of panels were not cut square, 
preventing them from effecting a proper fit.  In many cases you could 
see light through the Joints.  This was especially bad on the roof be- 

anSof JhI!eh'nnH?d ^l   f? eS,Cape'   CaUS,n9 the Snow to me,t-  Consequently, all of the buldings at Little America leaked like sieves.  Door latches 
were not provided, so a piece of bar stock was used to fashion a dog- 
c^ 1? nfi   reg"lar walk-In refrigerator-type latch would be more 
suitable."0 

A     J5e,P^Sent 'nter,or Partitions are satisfactory, however It Is 
doubtful If as many roof trusses are necessary, as no snow load accum- 
ulated on the roofs.  Canvas was Installed on all roofs to minimize leak- 
ing during warm weather.  During the winter, frost and Ice accumulated 
under the canvas covers and with the return of warm weather the Ice melt- 
ed, causing numerous leaks In the buildings and necessitating the removal 
of the canvas and cleaning of the roofs. 

DurIng Deep Freeze II, one proposed solution to the problem was to 
caulk the Joints with a low-temperature asphaltlc compound.  Cracks 
appeared In the compound, however, during extremely low-temperature per- 
iods.  A so. If any load was applied to the roof (snow accumulation, 
personnel walking), the caulking fractured.  Slanted or peaked roof 
buildings might be a solution. 

The heating was satisfactory, as was the light and ventilation. 
There was a heat differential of approximately 20 degrees between the 
floor and the roof, but this was not uncomfortable. All thermostats were 
set at 70 degrees.  Proper ventilation of buildings was a constant prob- 
lem.  The very nature of the insulated buildings tends to keep all odors 
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snd stale alp bottled UD      r 

tha problem somewhat,   &  /TreTt  VnTZ TrLV'* '""^ «"-iated 
»I»-  cannot  be  used  constantly.     The   id**?     :?       ^  suPercooIed outside 
the  relatively warm air  from    he  oas  fn!     Situ!tion may  be  to  take   in 
outside.     This  method,   W. ,  ^J'*9^.^  •**•""   Erectly  to the 
"sed   to take  the  chil     off  the main  ^Lc at  Whfch othe'-wise may be 
signed  to pull   in  fresh a  r   froT  1  *    ^^  PerhapS  a heater  ^e- 
the  tunnel   would  be  the answer       the 0uts,de a"d exhaust  directly   Into 

.ntridule^u^^rn^thVa0^  ZllT^?^^    '" ^ ^  - 
hung on  the  front  of  each hea    register  bUj'd,n^  m?ta,   ""tainers were 
a quart  of water  and  as   the warm f I!«     ^he conta.ners  each held about 
agitated  the water  and   Int^XL       ,PMS*d  throu9h  the  register   it 

brought   the -isture  co  ^nT ^ch bu^fdi'"^  ^ ^^     ThiS ^od m each build.ng up  from  12  to 22  percent 

lack  of windows,   the sheet  2lJnt-   ,P?0r work,n9 conditions.     The 

noise     and POor^enuLHon  I" ^t^e" ^H^6 WanS  WhIch  refIe^ 
contribute  to  strained work Ing condf t ions? const^tlon which 

durl^'p/^^Itr^^^   [rontnrr Part'   ^^ ^  "".. 
a modification  to  the  cuMcn^ranaeml?       y ^^ c»üart^ building 
to have  the open-type  barracks  arr^r^-  ü*'*?*     The Spants  elected 
roomette partitions^    This  a Mowed r9mle

h,
W,th  the   ,OCkers  act''"9 as 

was  much  used  by  all. a"0wed a much   larger  recreation area,   which 

The  Inpstert^^ne^rth:  f Äne0,^ ''T'  ^^ ^ ^^' 
plywood wearing  surface.     These  recesses  Lr9ether.are  reCeSSed   'n   the 
and  debris.     Plywood plate     were  fabricated   fnatVra,   dePos'^'«   for  dirt 

so  that   linoleum could' be  laTrj.thou  ^ger0^^:'';!?"   '"  theSe  •"«"»« 
Linoleum or  asphalt  tile  as  a  floor  r-LT, S   be,n9 Punctured, 

'ng,   but  also  brightens   up  the  Elding '  ^ *  facN,tates  ^'ean- 

caus 
h    I'^rtt^bnuy^ obtadi;0

an
9Tf?edctb^d,n9 eieCtr'Ca'   ^stems  be- 

the problem of  grounding arose     I  idW.eS    he  c'hTf  r  "  the  SnOW-     When 

everything  to  the  sheath  of  the  M.I.   cajfe    anS    S     ^««'■'clan  to  ground 
sheath   to   the  base  of  the  aeneratJ«   n8       '   and  then  9round   the  cable 

South   Pole 

The   Clements   Building   is 
respects.     The 
snow blows   ciea ^™;H~™-HEF» all 
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which  collected  dust   and  deb ^     InH TJ"   ?rawbacks  "e™   the  cleat   holes, 
diesel   oil   tracked     nJromwnrJ' P,yWOOd  decks   which   ^ed  up 
overcome   by  covering  the  deck.      tlVV,     ^   theSe  difncultles  were  P 

a.d  sweeping v^tlTs^Ie d^     c irT^d'^^^ f"   ''^^ 
nonabsorbent   to oil,   i t  covers  clacks wh^h ?*'   rire hazard  bV be,ng 
adds   cheerful   color   to  the  other^V i       may   ,et   in   CO,d air'   and   '* 

Hnoleu.,   no  MrJU pLu^s^ «S    stncrth0"''^5,:     i"  ^  the 

on  the cold decks  thatPIt  was   ^^11 ^ J^r?in^^n^n^'/ 

Hallett 

only^rawL^L^Hig^t^: ^n"?'6^91?/^ ke^   heat  -"•     The 
through small  opening sSr^nS wl^ "s 7^ T h  *?   ^ ?* bU"dfngS 

through  exhaust   fans!    Snow whTrh   ^J       !   ! d00rS   and Pane's,   and 
malt  and   leak   through  sUts    in  the pll"^' ^   ^ ^  the  r00f  ^^ 

Wllkes 

shor^mfir^^e^LfrieakL^'1-6^ rtiSfaCt0ry and  had  —> 
sMerabl. fn H.^rw;ertt^31^h^re^%:^-Ched ^ 

exterl^pa^U oft^^d'th^" th?-5UtS WaS POOr '" SOme cases- The 
interior part I^s L^ so bad ^s? H ^m,SP!aCed- The P^fabr Icated 
Plywood sLathlng on^nt ?  TJ    tj s^^"^   be USfd 0n,V as 
specialized  buildings  were mlsslno  JAK, T    key  pane,s   ,n 

Jury  rigs,   which were  "satT  factorv       CuLT^V^  ^^^  of 
winds   because of vibration       ^   7'       1  ?    1

tended  t0   ,oosen  dur'ng high 
was  particular^  eviden    on   thTl     ^ 0f   '^  WOU,d be   deslrable.   'ihls 
one  storm and hL  to be  structural   r^"^ ^^  ,OSt   e,9ht  c"Ps  during 
progress  to prevent series  Salgl/ Stren9thened wh"e   the storm was   In 

The door   latches  were often  H If f ir-,,i <-   <-^ 

of   ice or   snow would prevent   them   from i0s?noPerTh^   "   *  ^   ^^ 
the   Installation of  exhaust   fans   directW over   thH    "**   f^avated  by 
would melt   snow and  cause   icing of   the Joors! ^   Where   they 

The  constant  presence of water  on  the  dprk   of   t-i, 
caused  the  plywood  to become  very  so?t  and   resulted  In'cons^^M^^ 
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rx'^^tc«!^!0"stood üp "e"under 5— -»»• •«^' 

at WHkes bv  iuMH^n    f^^ COV!red  by dr,ftS-     Th,s  Prob'e"' was  solved 
fs.de  extenso JoJhr'rT  ^f^ 0n  tOP 0f 0ne  tU"ne,   and ""'^Ing 
rec   Fon o    s     ^ng ^^ ma'n  tUnne,   t0 ^  at  r<*ht  a^^  to ^he dl-9 

TUNNELS 

Little America 

snow oads       rZ     CO"StrUC^d 0J  2-in^  by 4-.nch  wooden  framing  set  on 
centers       Thlfr^?     Consisted °f  2-'"ch  by   lO-inch  timbers  se? on 2-foot 
efectr!;   flv*   framIn9 was   fovered with  chicken wire  and  burlap.     An 
a one   ih/ ^Ure was   'nstalIed  every  20  feet.     The   snow accumulation 
along  the sides  provided  an effective   insulation.     However,  with  the 

eaked"  Crouch TH'T'^ 'T acc^^o- on  the  roof m^ltld a^ 
Jltli     ^ ?       he bur,aP-     ThIs  "^ed  the  deck  of  the  tunnel   to become 

th* tu^Iu       *'   Creatln9 a  haZard-     0ther   than the   leal<lng condTtlons? 
the tunnels were very  satisfactory.     The  temperatures were at   least  20 

JX" warrr   '" ?he  tUnne,   than outside-     Howler     it    s  bei   eveS a 
\ettZ H"  ^  WOU,d  SUfr,Ce and  the   roof  shou,d  be%heather    o prevent leaking during warm weather. prevent 

DortJons^of^hri0"?  dUr,n9  ^e W'nter  ni9ht'   h,9h w,nds  b]*" off  small portions  of the  burlap  covering  the  Kiel   Field tunnel.    This  resulted    n 

beVu.Ttl    V"9 COmP,ete,V  fmed with snow.     This  was  dug o^t  by hani 

mtrthe6:': ir?hearnt of av,at,on stores ,n the -^ 'ouid -- p- 
Byrd 

W.IJH
6
 
C°,"mnS °f ^he tunnels were constructed from three oil drums 

were set 8 feet apart, center-to-center.  For long spans, 1-1/2 and 2-inch 

Where^h6 T^ f0r !h0rt SpanS' ]-]nch  P'P6 and 3^->nch rod were use 
Where the pipe or rod rested on a column or another pipe or rod ?he 
connection was welded.  Two by fours and scrap lumbe^/space^abo^t 2-1/2 

tj; h. ??; ^^ a,SO USed f0r framin9-  To save mater al, the fronts of 
the buildings were used as one side of the tunnel.  Chicken wire was 
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secured over this frame.  Parachutes, recovered from airdrops, were layed 
over the wire and anchored.  Drifting snow caused the tunnel roof to col- 
lapse In several places.  Reinforcement, usually empty fuel drums, con- 
tained the loads until the weight of snow stabilized. 

South Pole 

The tunnel design was changed from the original plan to conserve 
umber and provided over 10,000 square feet of tunnel, most of which was 

10 feet high.  By fastening all tunnel roofs on one side to adjacent 
buildings, over kOO  feet of tunnel wall was eliminated.  By making tun- 
nels at least 8 feet wide, additional savings were made.  The original 
plans called for 8750 square feet of tunnel and 1440 linear feet of wall. 
The resulting tunnels had 10,060 square feet of tunnel and 1008 linear 
feet of wal1. 

The 2-Inch by 4-Inch stud wall sections were prefabricated on the 
ground and raised Into position on 2-Inch by 10-Inch by 16-Inch pads. 
Chicken wire and burlap were stapled to the frame.  The burlap proved to 
be quite Impervious to blowing snow and wind, and reduced the constant 
digging out of material stored within the tunnels.  The fuel demands for 
heating buildings were reduced considerably by the Installation of the 
tunnels. 

Recommendations 

1. That all tunnel walls and roofs have studs/joists on 2-foot cen- 
ters.  Greater spacing will not provide adequate strength. 

2. That all tunnel roofs and walls. Including leeward walls, be 
covered with one layer of chicken wire.  All windward walls and all roofs 
should be covered with one or two layers of burlap and one layer of para- 
chute cloth.  Leeward walls do not require parachute covering. The two 
layers of burlap are needed for Insulation. The layer of parachute cloth 
provides wind protection and prevents snow from sifting through the bur- 
lap; If adequately battened down. It will prevent the burlap from blowlnq 
loose. 3 

Wllkes 

The major buildings were connected by elevated wooden tunnels.  Such 
tunnels are an absolute necessity and must be completely wlndproof.  The 
tunnels were erected of 2-Inch lumber framing and 1-Inch sheathing, cov- 
ered with tarpaulins to keep out blowing snow.  This type of structure 
was very satisfactory and was quickly and easily constructed.  It was the 
general opinion at the station that the chicken wire and burlap type of 
tunnel and storage sheds could not have withstood the winter. 
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QUONSET HUTS 

Quonset huts were erected only at McMurdo and were considered unsat- 
isfactory for antarctic use.  No amount of caulking will keep blowing 
snow from entering this structure as presently designed.  Most of the 
snow Is caught In the Insulation. As soon as the sun hits the building, 
the snow melts and the roof drips continuously. 

Quonset-type construction. In subzero temperatures, completely tests 
the patience and skill of every workman. Big mittens cannot be used and 
frequently bare hands are required to cope with the small nuts and nails 
utilized In such construction. Numerous cases of frostbite were the re- 
sult. The 240 man-hours required to erect a Quonset far exceeds the 150 
man-hours required to erect a Clements Building. After the Quonset Is 
erected. It Is difficult, by comparison, to heat and maintain. 

One-Inch banding material, spaced at 8-foot Intervals, fastened to 
the outside sills and extending over the top of the roof, prevented the 
loss of the corrugated sheets In the high winds experienced.  "All Quon- 
sets were resealed with mastic and repairs were made to sagging Interior 
roof panels due to heavy snow Infiltration."20 

"Since the Quonsets were to be utilized as quarters for sunmer months 
only or for storage the rest of the year, and because the snow load was 
thought to be light, regular rib spacing rather than 2-foot spacing was 
used.  Also, the huts were Insulated In the usual manner, rather than 
expending the extra man-hours required to put the Insulation In as de- 
signed.  The main heat loss In the buildings was at the doors.  Vestibules 
were added to reduce the loss.  The use of electric Impact wrenches and 
hex-head screws helped to speed the erection.  The use of standard band- 
ing material for tying down corrugated metal sheeting speeded sheet tie- 
down.  Extra screws and cable tledowns were added to prevent wind damage."5 

The Quonset Is only minimally acceptable as a sunmer or transient 
building under the circumstances found at McMurdo.  Even then one must 
accept the leaking roof.  Perhaps once a Quonset Is burled with snow It 
would become more suitable for year-round use, but It Is doubtful If any 
building at McMurdo will ever be burled. 

MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS 

Jamesways 

Jamesway huts were utilized at most of the IGY stations.  They are 
rapidly erected and are strong and tight.  The Jamesways are easy to 
transport, as no piece Is longer than 8 feet.  They can also be airdropped. 
The Jamesway has the advantage over other temporary buildings In that It 
may be built In Increments of k  feet to any desired length. 
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su^ln      America, It was found that the Jamesways were not able to 
sustain an appreciable snow load. After one blizzard the rl^J^   ?i 
began cracking. The clips, which are riveted o the rbs to conned 
purlins, were the source of some of this failure  A. h!   , u? f ^e 

snow was applied to the outside of the buni ng the ouM In! S    .^ 
b*nd  The inward force was transferred thlough^the^pS   " o' ^"cnp 
and thence to the rivet holding the clip to the rib. Th s meant that 

urf^ 9o ? e'tb^fr^rr t*™**"**  to a very's^r^rt^ 
the axis of tL rlh I tJ     , eVery CaSe Cracked 'ong'tudlnally along 

reduced and the snow load was e m nated.  The Intprinr of thi. k  u, 

fra™ al ™l[ as u!ed Z'th     T?*"!  ^'"^  the PUrli,,S °f '"e wooden 'rame as well as layed on the deck and covered with heavv canva«;  Th« 

jZTs'LTt   ^^'l 0r K?
aMed do- — the felt as t i^ht ly "s p^s Ibl e This decking was durable and warm. s  x  => pobbioie. 

f-^Ünk!S Station ^Ported that rhe Jamesway huts were in general satis- 

StstZl  r       werV!ryudiffiCU,t t0 Sea]   a9a,'st ^ow leakage   Us^oh 
erst]0n

Th7lTTh     tT\a   ,ar9er f,aSh Pan be USed under 'he space heat- 
tZ'f     f / L sho",d be ,ar9e enough to contain any fuel leaking out of 
the fuel tank, and thus prevent the decking from becoming oil-soaked. 

Atwell Huts 

Th./^ AtWe,, iShe,terwen) huts are classified as temporary buildings 
ItwenT ,erected raPIdIy *"<*>   once erected, are strong and Jght  The 
erTrlL     ^   a   ,ltt,eu

more time to ^ect than the Jamesway, but once 
YJll     '      <  rre weathertight.  The Atwell has the advantage over the 
Jamesway of lower cost, and of lower weight and cube per equivalent size. 

Aurora Airglow Towers 

In erecting aluminum structures such as the Aurora Airglow Tower in 

an^nu^^as Jh: ^T l^^   ''*   ^^^   '" tightening turnbuckles and nuts, as the threads become very brittle and strip quite easily. 

Geodes ic Pomes 

Two 42-foot geodesic domes were furnished Ellsworth for use as eauio- 
ment-storage buildings.  As MCB ONE was unable to complete erectton of ' 
the domes pr.or to evacuation, full evaluation could not be made, buflt 
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appeared that they afford a practical solution to the equipment-storage 
problem In Antarctica.  The 8-foot-high by 12-foot-wide doorway in the 
domes was large enough for weasels to drive through.  By compacting the 
snow In the doorway, Ok  tractors could be stored Inside the domes. 

T-5 Buildings 

Experimental T-5 buildings were erected at McMurdo and Little America. 
They are basically the same as the Clements building, with the following 
exceptions:  The panels are thinner, with a resultant lessening of weight; 
the roof Is a gable type; the joints between roof panels are covered with 
a weather sealer to provide a watertight joint; the roof trusses are of 
wood.  After one year's occupancy, the T-5 is thought to be far superior 
to the Clements.  Individual parts are tighter, easier to handle, and 
fit together In a much more satisfactory manner.  There was no evidence 
of leakage, and the thinner panels did not appreciably affect the Insu- 
lating properties of the structure. 
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Section IX 

UTILITY SYSTEMS 

HEATING AND VENTILATING 

McMurdo 

The predominant heating unit was the diese! Preway space heater, of which 
one or two were found in all buildings.   They operated by gravity flow to a float 
type carburator which controlled the flow of oil to rhe fire pot.    Fans were usually 
mounted directly above or close to these stoves to circulate the warm air.   The major 
problem encountered during Deep Freeze I and II with these stoves was the stacks. 
When there were high winds, back drafts were common.   This would cause blow-backs 
and fill the building with smoke and fumes.   To counteract these drafts, a different 
type of stacks and stack caps were tried.   A 6-inch stack was installed from the stove 
up through and above the roof.   On some buildings an 8-inch stack was slipped over 
the 6-inch stack.   This worked on some buildings, but not on all.   A round cap with 
a conical center piece was tried but these caps usually filled with ice or blowing snow. 
On some of the other buildings, J 6-inch tee for a cap was used with the solid side 
of the tee set to face the direction from which the strongest winds came.   Again this 
worked on some buildings, but not all.   The efficiency of a stack seemed to depend 
upon the protection given by other buildings and the direction of the winds.   The 
best stack for each stove was determined by trial and error. 

Another type heater was the Jet heat automatic oil fired warm air furnace. 
These heaters were good except when maintenance was required.   They contained 
many parts which had to be disassembled before reaching the trouble.   If the heater 
was turned off and the solenoid valve allowed to become cold, the valve would not 
operate properly.   This caused a lot of trouble In starting the units.    However, once 
running, these heaters required very little maintenance and performed well. 
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LiHle America 

»'lad   fL ' lJ   ,   f     7u  "^ ** "TO" »'"'Ing «-em up after this shutdown 
period, the cold air from the outside rushing down the stoak acted as a damper   and 

and above the overheade   This ellmrnated foloHon of frost on ^ pl^Tln^l^ 

llch tLTl* ^^ r^fhTSt a sIde P-e'' 'c. accumulafed of The outer d^ow 
which had to be removed periodically. "Flame out caused by constant hlah w n^ 
meant constant vigilance of heaters. "16 y COnsfant h,9h w,nds 

Kiel Fieldf  Little America 

Each building at Kiel Field was equipped with two diesel fuel space heaters 
wh.ch were completely adequate for the heating requirements.   The htegral fuel 
anks for the heaters were bypassed, and fuel was supplied directly fl druLs ^ 
uel located on racks outside each building.   The trap door leading to the ^1 

tower was left open allowing some heat to circulate into the tower! 

Byrd 

consistldor^r^n ^ '0.hfat fhe
1
bu,ldIn9s <" Byrd Station.   The fuel supply 

cons, ted of one 60-galIon tank located Inside the building and elevated some 

rlTJ        f™^ '^l  ^r WaS dIsfrlbufed trough ducts and emerged from 

the    ^r   CK  -M "^^ '^ build
1
lngS-   ExhaUSt fanS Were mOÜ"^ I" each " the sleeping buildings to assist ventilation. 

South Pole 

The Jet heaters were damaged extensively during air drop.   Spare heaters 
were ordered from CONUS but had not arrived prior to departure oMhe conlr ction 
force.   Spare Preway heaters were procured from McMurdo.   Maintenance of the 
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Jet heafers was greatly handicapped by lack of test equipment and the fact that the 
UT had had no previous training or experience with the heaters.   The Jet heaters 
were more economical in fuel usage, burning about 5 gallons per day to heat a 
20-foot by 48-foot deep freeze building as compared with 8 to 10 gallons per day 
for the Preway space heaters.    Frequent attempts to start a cold-reluctant Jet 
heater should be avoided since each press of the starting button introduces fuel Into 
the burning chamber, and the final successful ignition may blow the end of the 
heater off. 

Preway space heaters were used extensively during Deep Freeze II and performed 
very well.    ILG fans were installed over each stove to circulate the warm air. 
Maintenance problems were minor and easily solved.   For reliable heating the Preway 
space heater is considered far and away the best stove provided.   These heaters have 
5-gallon fuel tanks fastened to the back.   The Jet heaters were served by 60-gallon 
storage tanks mounted on legs to allow gravity feed. 

To prevent back-draft the stacks were left vertical whh no elbows whatever. 
To prevent icing a very short narrow-diameter pipe was used.   A narrow, heavy 
gauge pipe tends to store enough heat so that ice will not form even In the coldest 
weather.    A shield was fabricated to surround the pipes from the stoves to head level 
to protect personnel from contact with hot stove pipes. 

The observatory was heated by a tent stove, and warm air was blown by a fan 
into the adjacent inflation shelter.    This system proved highly successful so long as 
the stove was able to draw air directly from the tunnel system.    Otherwise, the 
exhausting fan created an air deficiency causing the stove to rapidly clog with soot. 

The air supply for the Clements buildings was considered in some detail with 
several recommendations for drilling air vents in the decks near the heaters.    However, 
none were drilled,  and there Is no forced ventilation to these buildings except In 
the galley.    There,  a vent was cut close to :he deck by the stove, and an exhaust 
fan was insralled above the stove.    In the garage it was necessary to keep the main 
doors open a crack to cool off the inferno.   In the other buildings the air seemed to 
change rapidly through leakage, and there were no complaints about stale air.    In 
the Jamesway barracks the circulation of air was poor, and it was occasionally 
necessary to open both doors and let the fresh air in.   The ILG jet fans mounted 
over the Preway stoves would cover local areas well even on low speed, but the 
remote corners of all the buildings suffered from a certain amount of stagnation. 
Ventilation in the tunnels was a problem when the station was well drifted over. 
What fresh air reached the tunnel system entered through the burlap roofing and 
through several small entrances dug in the snow banks on the grid south side of the 
base. 
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Halle» 

the recreation room.   Though they operate satisfactorily, the Jet heaters require 
more attention and maintenance than Is feasible for this type of station.   Considerable 
trouble was encountered In the electrical system, particularly the solenoid on the oil 
supply system. 

Preway space heaters were used In the recreation room and gave excellent 
performance.   They were considered by the station personnel as the most adaptable 
type of heater for the base.   The only consideration required In Installation of these 
heaters was the location of the exhaust stack In relation to the prevailing surface 
wind. 

All fans provided this station were considered suitable.   In Installation of 
these fans, particularly exhaust type, the prevailing surface wind direction should 
be considered. 

Wllkes 

Th« Cran« J«t Heat furnaces used In most of the buildings worked very well, 
keeping the buildings quite comfortable.    Some difficulty was encountered with the 
controls but this could usually be corrected by replacing the control unit.   Some 
training on this unit would have been an advantage In caring for them.   Objectionable 
fumes were produced by these heaters when first installed but did not persist.   The 
portable vapor heaters were too cumbersome for Interior use and were not needed 
elsewhere.   The small pumps installed on these heaters were put to a variety of uses. 

The Preway space heaters were simple In operation and usually worked well, 
but they had a dangerous tendency to reverse draft In high winds, shooting smoke 
and flame into the buildings.   For this reason they were replaced with Jet heaters 
when units were available.   The heat from the generators served to heat the power- 
house and for most of the year, the garage. 

The Clements huts were very comfortable.   Constantly running exhaust fans, 
with occasional flushing by Intake blower fans, kept the air fresh.   Temperature 
stratificat.cn in the buildings did not become a noticeable problem, probably because 
of relatively low inside temperatures and relatively high outside temperatures as 
compared with other bases.   The maintenance of Inside temperatures at -HS5 F or 
below Is very strongly recommended.   Dryness of the air was not a serious problem 
due partly to the relatively warm, moist air found near open sea water, partly to 
the vapor barrier built into the huts, and partly to the below +65 F inside temperature. 
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Ellsworth 

HeaMng of most buildings at the station was done by Jet heaters.   These 
produced a very satisfactory amount of heat even on the coldest days.   They required 
little repair and were economical on fuel.   The space heaters were less useful. 
They could only be used adequately in buildings that did not have partitions in them. 
They burned more fuel than the Jet heaters to produce on equivalent amount of heat 
and required more repairs.    Both types of heaters reduced the amount of water vapor 
in the air and caused nasal dryness.    If the station is kept in operation an attempt 
should be made to install and use the humidifier that came with both types of heaters. 
Ventilation of buildings using intake and exhaust fans worked satisfactorily when 
the outside opening was either in the tunnels or outdoors. 

Several accidents occurred during the refueling of heating units.   Fuel oil 
splashing in eyes and barrels of fuel rolling onto persons moving them were always 
a potential danger.    It would be time-saving and less dangerous if fuel lines were 
run from the fuel supply to the fuel tank in each building. 

Recommendations 

1. That flash pans large enough to extend under fuel tanks of space heaters 
in the Jamesway huts be provided. 

2. That a spare fuel line solenoid valve be packed with each Jet heater. 

POWER GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

McMurdo 

Generation 

Three lOOkw Caterpillar (D-342 diesel engine) generator sets were Installed 
at McMurdo in Deep Freeze I.    Originally two generators were installed in the 
powerhouse and wired to permit paralleled operation if desired.   The third generator 
was installed in the galley to provide emergency operation in the event of failure 
at the powerhouse.   They are 3-phase,   110- to 208-volt units with apparent power 
output of each leg not to exceed 346 amps.   The primary difficulty experienced was 
that of paralleling the units.   However, the problem was never completely solved 
as the governors were unreliable permitting wide variations in frequencies.    The 
generators are all connected to a control bus bar system from which seven external 
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circuits are run.   Under load, there is little difficulty in paralleling the generators 
once a few precautionary measures are taken by the operators.   Each generator will 
consume about 4.25 to 5. 20 gallons of diesel fuel each hour and about 0.15 to 
0.20 quarts of lube oil each hour under loads varying between 250 and 600 amps 
total.   During very small loads, diesel fuel consumption falls to 3.0 to 3.6 gallons 
per hour and lube oil consumption appears to rise somewhat. 

There was no set pattern for power demand.    The curve (for power consumption) 
shows a drop during nonworking hours when working on a single shift basis.   However, 
when working on a two shift basis, the curve has no definite pattern.   The demand 
normally varied from 250 to over 600 amps.   Therefore, only one generator had to 
be on the line at any one time.    During the summer months, with 24-hour air and 
construction operations,  the load varied between 400 and 750 amps. 

Certain pieces of electrical gear at McMurdo were sensitive to voltage changes 
(i.e. aerological radar and communications equipment), and others demand a great 
deal of current (i.e., the 400-cycle motor generator).   Communications and aero- 
logy were normally notified whenever a change in voltage might occur, as when 
generators were being switched for maintenance or when a heavy load was being 
added to the line.   These departments could then guard against overload or a drop 
in voltage.   Transformers and compensating devices were ordered for Deep Freeze II 
to alleviate voltage drops when heavy loads are thrown on the line. 

Even in the summer when the load was heaviest with an average maximum 
daily power demand of 92 kva, operation of one generator at a time was permitted. 
The two generators were alternated on a weekly basis.   Only one generator failure 
was experienced during the summer when a generator fan showed evidence of dis- 
integration, apparently from fatigue.   The diesel engine on one generator was In 
need of overhaul in late January 1957 after approximately 4000 hours service.   A 
new load of about 30 kva was to be added upon completion of the new communications 
setup.   This would necessitate operation of two generators constantly, as the total 
demand would be in excess of 120 kva.    For this reason steps were taken In January 
to relocate the third generator to the powerhouse. 

While It was theoretically possible to operate the generators in parallel,  in 
practice it was a hazardous undertaking.    This appeared to be the result of complete 
unreliability of the governors after a few months of service.    The resultant frequency 
variation had to be closely watched.   Any attempt to operate the generators in 
parallel could well result In complete loss of one or both machines.    For this reason, 
the generator connections were modified to permit independent operation of genera- 
tors under all load conditions.   With this system no generator was loaded beyond its 
lOOkw capacity.   The system was being installed when Detachment One departed 
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Antarctica.   Since sufficient group-operated switches were not available.  Individual 
switches were placed everywhere except at the generators.   This should be rectified 
by provision of six air-break, group-operated switches. 

The governor variation appeared to be a chronic fault with all of this type 
generators.   Even operated Independently, this was a source of constant worry. 
Radio communications and aerologlcal operations require a reliable voltage and 
frequency.   Consequently a constant qualified watch on the generators was neces- 
sary to make adjustments.   All efforts to permanently correct the variation were 
unsuccessful. 

Two generators were hooked to the transmitter building bus, through a series 
of switches, during Deep Freeze II.   By this arrangement, one generator could 
carry the load of the base, and another generator the load of the transmitter build- 
ing.   However, this feature was never employed as the load of the base and 
transmitter never exceeded the limits of one generator.   Each generator ran continu- 
ously for a two-week period.   Overheating of the engines caused by the powerhouse 
watch failing to allow adequate ventilarlon caused most power failures, for the 
engines shut off automatically when overheated.   The only trouble encountered with 
the lOOkw units was Ice forming on the slip rings and brushes during blowing snow 
conditions causing a disruption In power.    Heat from a Herman-Nelson heater 
directed on the brushes easily restored power. 

The 30kw Caterpillar (D-315 Engine) Generator sets are single phase 110/208 
generators.   As such, they could not be used In conjunction with the base electrical 
system.   All three were thus scheduled for the South Pole Station.    However, one 
was used at the runway for GCA tower and line operations power supply.   This unit 
was not entirely satisfactory for GCA work as the governor permitted undesirable 
and critical variations In frequencies.   Another trouble experienced with this gen- 
erator was blowing snow getting into the generator and causing the brushes to stick. 
This was overcome by covering the entire unit with a canvas cover.    The 30kw 
generator consumed approximately 22 gallons of dlesel fuel each day at low load. 

Quite a bit of trouble was encountered with the Hobart lOkw generator sets. 
These units are gasolene-driven, generating at 220V, 60 cycles, 3 phase.   The 
engine falling to hold the load caused most of the trouble, due mostly to spark plugs 
which had to be changed about every 60 hours.   Fuel pump trouble was overcome 
by Installing electric fuel pumps.    Snow and Ice on the slip rings and brushes was 
also a problem.   Fuel leaked Into the crank case of one unit and the engine froze. 
This trouble was never overcome.   Two units were located at the control tower, 
and two were installed in the transmitter building as an emergency power supply. 
Because of the unreliability of the lOkw units, their use was discontinued early In 
October 1957 and battery power substituted until 30kw three-phase generators were 
Installed In late October and mid-November, respectively. 
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DhtrlbuHon 

Originally there were seven primary circuits at McMurdo: 

Circuit No. 1 - Powerplant, URN-5 homer, and five Jamesways 
(Bldgs 38-42) 

Circuit No. 2 - Buildings 15-24 

CItcult No. 3 - Garage, parachute loft and aircraft fuselage 

Circuit No. 4 - Mess hall, storage Quonsets, reefers 

Circuit No. 5 - Aerology, quarters, administration and sick bay, 
library and offices, latrines, dog kennels and Inflation 
shelter (16 bldgs) 

Circuit No. 6 - Communications (34) 

Circuit No. 7 - All aircraft support buildings (36, 43-48), and chapel 

During Deep Freeze II, circuit no. 8 was added and the connected load 
partially redistributed between the original seven circuits.   The revised circuitry 
was as follows: 

Circuit No. 1 - Powerplant, homer beacon, and six Jamesways 

Circuit No. 2 - Buildings 15-22, 35, and recreation hall 

Circuit No. 3 - Garage (new), parachute loft, reefers 

Circuit No. 4 - Mess hall, buildings 13,   14, Jamesway building 9 

Circuit No. 5- Building 1, Atwell huts nos. 2-7, aerology 

Circuit No. 6 - Communications, three cables 

Circuit No. 7 - All aviation buildings, three cables 

Circuit No. 8 - New transmitter building 
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Mineral insulated direct-burial type cable was used for all main power lines. 
Since each circuit was laid out after the permafrost had risen almost to the surface 
of the ground, complete burial was not practical.   The lines were laid on the surface 
except at intersections with roadways where they were run through buried hose or 
conduit.   There were over 75 splices in the circuits.   Much work Is anticipated In 
nüsplicing and burial by Deep Freeze II forces.   Proper splice boxes were not avail- 
able to Deep Freeze I forces.   The value of the Ml cable for long runs is questionable. 
It is believed that overhead wiring would have been more satisfactory fcr this base 
if the Interference with radio transmissions could be eliminated.    In spite of efforts 
to prevent it, there were many instances of cutting the power lines creating a 
hazard to personnel in addition to a lot of work in splicing. 

Electrical distribution during the summer of 1956-57 was a severe problem, 
one which might have easily reached dangerous proportions.   This was almost 
entirely due to the absolute unsuitability of mineral-insulated cable for this specific 
locality.    Doubtless this conductor would be satisfactory if the entire system were 
enclosed.    However,  the McMurdo base does not have tunnels, and long runs out- 
side were necessary.    Troubles with this cable can be catergorlzed as short lengths 
and splices.    At the size necessary (numbers 6 and 8) the maximum length available 
is 160 feet,   This necessitated numerous splices, most of which were exposed to the 
weather.   The splices recommended are extremely time-consuming and difficult to 
make, particularly in cold outside air.    None of the splices proved to be waterproof. 

Problems with this system were further aggravated by the lack of proper burial. 
Because of the late unloading of ships (in 1955-56), it was Impossible to Install the 
system until the frost level neared the surface.    Therefore, heavy equipment operat- 
ing In the area was a constant hazard to electric lines-    But the real trouble developed 
with the coming of the spring thaw.   Water penetrated the splices, causing shorts. 
Outages were a dally occurrence.    Electricians were constantly battling to maintain 
essential services.    It was necessary to dig up every splice and put them above 
ground to defeat the menace of water.    The system is now exposed and totally un- 
satisfactory; all heavy equipment has to be restricted from operation within most of 
the camp. 

"The powerhouse is located some distance away from the main camp area. 
This necessitated a great deal of splices in the MJ cable.    Splices were made in the 
cold In fabricated wind breaks.    Inevitably, however, splices would not ring out 
due to dampness, etc.    One solution used was to use all four conductors in the 
Ml cable for a single phase.   The outside copper protective sheath was used as the 
ground.   This simplified the splices and eliminated the chance of shortages due to 
vehicles damaging the cable.   This,  in effect, was using the expensive Ml cable 
as one would use any direct burial cable.   The Ml cable should be eliminated and 
standard burial cable should be substituted."^ 
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Because the new Deep Freeze II transmitter building was located about a 
half mile from the main camp,  it was necessary to supply it with external power. 

The power line was placed on 20-foot wooden poles previously used as fenders by 
Deep Freeze cargo ships.   The poles were spaced 50 feet apart and sunk about 
Zfeet In the permafrost or ice and guyed.    Each pole had a single cross arm with 
the power line on one side of the cross arm and the keying line on the other side 
to balance the pole.   The power line was unsupported.   The wire provided for the 
4160-volt power line was a 3-conductor jute-insulated type designed for use in 
underground ducts.   The constant high winds caused vibration of the wire and poles 
which shredded Insulation and broke conductors. 

In May 1957, a blizzard with a gust of 83 knots blew down one pole and 
800 feet of power line.    In June another blizzard blew down two poles, parted 
the power line in several places, and blew it off seven poles.   Two lOkw generators 
were moved to the transmitter building for emergency power while repairs were made. 

For a while it was undecided as to how to repair the broken power line. 
Various schemes were put forth,  such as replacing it with three strands of no. 6 
copperweld, thus providing a bare power line.   However,  It was considered too 
dangerous to have a power line of this type exposed to personnel.    It was finally 
decided to remove the power line from the remaining poles and to splice the exist- 
ing power line with rubber electrical tape.   When the weather warmed up during 
summer operations it was necessary to put several of the splices up on boards to keep 
them out of puddles of melt water.    It was recommended that heavy armored ground 
cable or proper aerial cable be procured for Deep Freeze III as a replacement. 

Another problem encountered with the power line was the voltage drop. 
There was a 20-volt drop per phase in the power line.   The FRT-24 required 
230 volts In a single phase.   The normal voltage supplied per phase was 208, or 
just within tolerance.   This voltage drop problem was never solved.   The only 
solution would be to put the transmitter building on Its own separate power supply. 
It was anticipated that the total power requirement of the transmitter building 
under full operation would be 55 kva, and It was recommended that the power cable 
be capable of carrying this load. 

Effects of Cold on Certain Electrical Materials 

Thermoplastic Insulation, when exposed to cold weather, became brittle. 
Bending of the wire would cause It to crack and flake off.   The Neoprene Insula- 
tion lost some of Its flexablllty.   This made It hard to apply on the small gauge Ml 
because of the annealed wire.    Sealing compound for Ml cable became hard, and 
difficult to apply.   Friction tape would not stick well and, while unrolling, would 
tear in narrow strips. 
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Electrical CharacterisHcs 

oauCl^0J mUrh I"" be
I
Said

1
regarding electrical characferisMcs because of the 

paucity of metering and analytical equipment.   The only panel metering bcated 

b the powerhouse is generated voltage,  total current per phase, and freienCy 

»-horses"       r6 VOlfa9
I
e WaS ^ 0bvf0US Problem -as ^ ^e aviation'shop     A 

50 horsepower motor caused severe voltage drop, particularly in starting. 

Recommendations 

e|ec J* I^J  ^ f"?6 el<!cMcal distribution system be replaced.    From an 
electrical and physical standpoint the most satisfactory system would be overhead 

A messenger supported cable system on poles should be very satisfactory     However 
uch a system is not acceptable to communications.    It is feared thatTe overhead 

lines would create intolerable interference.   Therefore, the most satisfactory accep^ 
able so.ut.on appears to be a properly designed underground system.    Inve^tiaatlons 
should be made to select a cable with cold weather characterfstics which can bl 
procured in long lengths, excluding splices except at junctions.   At these points 

ro0: s,tr<i±r h6p.ace.dw^hwl,l rJtspiicesfo be-^e aboir::;d. 
oZ Iw f        T    9 ,      |UnC

1 
,0? bOX mUSf be made-   Sfeel *™*^ ^ould be 

iZltJ     ITtVU^ui ^^ areaS Where heav>' e^P™"* -oy be working. 

i.trr.Lt" MIT?I:lateDe;embrorearlyJan^when**"-^ 
can bJ pl^rTy budU ^ ^ " ^'^ ^ f0 ^ ^ ** cable 

perform^^^TM^'uT'T1]9 ^ '"^"^ ^ pr0per|y anal>'ze «'ectrical 

cur enTand Col!      7 u^ F™ ^ mefer and recordin9 me^" for current and voltage for each circuit.   Portable meters should be provided for 
record ng current and voltage at the load end.   These should be In addition to 
the existing clip-on type indicating meters. 

to roJL'.   ^Z Tu^f regulator or "Pacitors be provided at the aviation shop 
ro compensate tor the drop. ^ 

Little America 

Generation 

2 feetI™rWMrh0r I" M ^V hyf8-foof build?n9 ^ °" ^or trusses centered 
2 feet apart     No foundation d.ff.culties were experienced.   Power is derived from 
f.ve three-phase, SOkw,   120/208-volt generators with a remote control panel.   Each 
generator has the capacity to produce 104 amps per phase at 80-percent power factor. 
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.ors ore rote** ,04 amps per phase, anÄX'"?  Zl L^Z^l ^ 
caused an extra alternafor to be on the line 50 percent of the timTand  aUe'd fuel 
consumphon     The bus bar consists of four 350-MCM wires, to which al   sets are 

fiTi     V    ^ ^ ^ ^ t0 each 0f the d^'butlon Unes there are 100-amp 
Ind etT0

S     7,rr!t ProfecMo]-, Each buI'^ng Is fused.   All buildings    IighTs," 
and equipment, etc. are grounded In a loop ground system. 

voh^*" 1^ ^ ^r^ SefS Were Puf info use lt was f°^d that the automatic 
voltage regulators d.d not function properly.   This was true for both Deep Freeze I 

"e line     Thl       ^ Tu ^ TJ"6 UP * ** ^ ,eVel wl^ or wI^out a load on 
meti s «f Jff- rf ^ COUld n0f be defermI^d as no dc volt meters or dc am- 
meters of sufficient capacity were available.   To try and correct the problem   thT 

cZömar r'r ^ T? VO,fa9e ,eVe, ad|US^fS were^H rese'ccco,!;' 0 Caterpillar Serviceman^ Reference Booh. They were then put on the line and stHI 
would not parallel without making additional adjustments by hand to the voltage 

wl   I     TJ?       u ^o SUCh ad'usfmen's sho"ld have been made, further Info^ation 
was requested from the Bureau of Yards and Docks.   Following the instruction^nd 
using snow meIter Immersion heating units for load, each unit'was set indlvlally 

JlrTt      r?9*'   TeStS Were made ^ Parallel two or more alternators with the 
same results.   The generator would go on the line, but would get a very high ampere 

tried several times with the same results. 

The following Is the method that was used in paralleling the D-315 dlesel 
electric sets: 

1. Start main engine and let run at half throttle for approximately 15 minutes 
until temperature gets to operating range. 

2. Turn knob of governor until frequency meter reads 60 cycles.   This alves 
approximately 190 volts on panel meter. 

3. Adjust voltage level screw on generator set until panel meter reads 
210 volts because If it Is put on the line at 190 volts the voltage will be 
too low and will pull down the voltage of the other generator. 

4. When synchronizing lamps go out, push the circuit breaker switch to the 
on    position; this puts the generator on the line. 
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5. If the ammeter hand on the panel starts rising, remove the generator from 
the line by opening the circuit breaker. 

6. With circuit breaker open, the voltage according to the reading on the 
panel board volt meter would jump up, sometimes as high as 240 volts. 

7. Reset voltage level screw on the generator to 210 volts.   Push the circuit 
breaker to the "on" position, thus putting the generator on the line. 

This Is the same method used by the Caterpillar representative, while at 
Little America.   Although he used several different voltage levels and voltage 
droop settings, the results were the same as the ones previously used.   Generators 
had to be adjusted Individually to permit paralleling.   The Caterpillar representative 
stated the source of the trouble was In the exciter. 

After a considerable amount of time was spent during Deep Freeze II trying 
to correct the trouble with the regulators. It was decided to replace them on three 
of the generators with new regulators.   This, however, was never done.    Instead, 
three complete new generator units were substituted.   The new units were given the 
same tests as the old ones and the results were the same.    It was then decided that 
the best solution to the problem was to zone the base into three electrical sections, 
completely Independent of each other.    To accomplish this,  two more generators 
would be needed.   This meant constructing an annex to the present power plant. 
Including switch gear and bus bar. 

For this annex It was decided to convert the electrical equipment storeroom, 
which was adjacent to the main plant.   To support the weight of the generators, 
the foundation had to be reinforced with 8-inch by 10-inch timbers and decked over 
the 2-Inch by 8-Inch planking.   Two of the old generators were brought in and 
bolted to the new foundation.   The bus bars were constructed out of solid copper 
ground rods.   On the framework was mounted the switch gear for the generators and 
disconnect switches for the feeders.   The approximate time required to complete 
construction on the annex was two weeks.   This also included the installation of a 
300-gallon fuel tank which supplied enough fuel for three days operation. 

All the feeders In the plant were divided into three electrical zones with the 
phases for each zone balanced within 10 amperes each. The generators were also 
divided into three electrical zones. In the main section of the plant, generators 3, 
4, and 5 constituted Zone No. 1, generators 1 and 2 constituted Zone No. 2, and 
the two units in the annex constituted Zone No. 3. At the completion of the con- 
version of the plant to three zones,  the arrangement of equipment was as follows: 
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Zone No.  1:   Generators Nos. 3, 4, and 5; feeders nos.  1, 3, 4, and 

5; maximum load 72.5kw; average or normal operaMna 
load 42.5l<w. 

Zone No. 2: Generators Nos. 1 and 2; feeders nos. 2, 6, and 7; 

maximum load 49.5kw; average or normal operatinq 
load 29.7kw. 

Zone No. 3: Annex generators nos. 1 and 2; feeders nos. 8, 9, 10, 

11/ and 12; maximum load 43.0kw; average or normal 
operating load 25.8kw. 

Under this new system, no difficulty was experienced in the plant as a single 
unit operating on each zone could easily handle the load of that section.    Zone 
No.  1 had three generators because this zone had the maximum demand and as 
long as the load did not exceed 45kw, parallel operation could be accomplished 
with fairly satisfactory results.   The three zone system of operation was continued 
throughout the remainder of Deep Freeze II. 

j.    i   A .Serles of ^esfs Performed by the manufacturer on similar generating units 
disclosed that the trouble was in the saturable reactor portion of the regulator. 
The portion of the reactor which supplies electrical current to the control field in 
the exciter proved to be unsuitable for proper operation.   By removal of a few 
laminations from the core of the reactor,  it became much more stable and satis- 
factory for parallel operation of the generators. 

Summary of Power Generation 

Two generators were used at all times during Deep Freeze I due to the use of 
No. 4 AWG RH as ties between the generator and bus; No. 4 AWG RH carries 
85 amps while No. 2 AWG RH carries 115 amps. 

Distribution 

The switch gear, consisting of seven 100-amp and one 60-amp fused safety 
switches, is tied to the bus bar with No. 4 AWG RH wire.   Mineral-insulated 
four-conductor No. 6 AWG is used for feeder mains, except to the latrine, garage, 
and rad.o.   They were buried in a trench 1 foot deep and ran from the powerhouse 
through the tunnel to the respective buildings.   To the latrine and the garage, two 
feeders, each three- and four-conductor No. 4 AWG, are used.   The radio feeder 
having two runs of four-conductor No. 5 Ml paralleled can carry 140 amps.   All 
other feeders can carry 70 amps.    Due to insufficient meters an accurate power 
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consumption log was not maintained.    But by using a clamp-on ammeter and taking 
hourly readings we were able to maintain a record for our own use.    From these 
readings we can approximate the use of 230 amps per hour on the three phases during 
the winter months.   Due to the use of much single phase equipment the three phases 
were unbalanced but by arranging the circuit we were able to keep the difference 
between the high and low phase on the bus at less than 15 amps.    Deep Freeze I 
power distribution was adequate and satisfactory. 

There were nine main power feeders at Little America at the start of 
construction of Deep Freeze II.   The switch gear consisted of eight 100-amp power 
panels, one 200-amp panel, and three 60-amp panels.   A secondary main was 
spliced into feeder no. 6 in order to supply the administration buildings with light 
and power.   Sick bay was disconnected from feeder no. 6 and placed on a new one 
brought out of the plant which was run on the overhead of the main tunnel.   This 
was a four-conductor no. 6 mineral-insulated cable, and the order In which it left 
the power plant was designated as feeder no. 2.   This provided sick bay with an 
isolated feeder which,  in the event of any emergency, would supply it constantly 
with electrical power. 

A second feeder (Ml No. 6) was brought out of the power plant and terminated 
at junction box on the overhead of the main tunnel.    Designated as feeder no. 8, 
It supplied the BOQ and the IGY ionosphere building.   A third feeder, which 
paralleled the two existing feeders,  supplied the communications building.   These 
three feeders were designated numbers 1-4-5, respectively-   At the communication 
building an additional secondary feeder was installed.   This feeder was approxi- 
mately 400 feet long and was spliced into feeders 4 and 5 and supplied the IGY 
geomagnetic building. 

All new feeders were installed on the main tunnel overhead due to the ease 
of installation and maintenance.    At the completion of construction of the distri- 
bution system there were a total of 12 main feeders.   These feeders supplied the 
base as follows: 

Feeder No.   1 - Buildings 2A and 2B 

Feeder No.  2 - Buildings 11,   HA,  11B,  11C 

Feeder No. 3 - Buildings 8,  8A,  8B,  10 

Feeder No. 4 - Buildings 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 4A, 6A 

Feeder No.  5 - Buildings 2,  2A,  2B,  2C,  2D, 4A, 6A 
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Feeder No. 6 - Buildings lr 3, 3A,  5, 5A,  7,  7A,  9, 9A, 9B, 9C,   13 

Feeder No. 7 - Buildings 13A,  13B,   15,  12,   14 

Feeder No. 8 - Buildings 16A,  16B,  18 

Feeder No. 9 - Buildings 20, 23, 23A, 23B,  23C, 23D, 23E 

Feeder No. 10- Buildings 20, 23, 23A, 23B,  23C, 23D, 23E 

Feeder No. 11- Bulldings 17,  17A,   17B 

Feeder No. 12- Buildings 17,  17A,  17B 

WIfh the addition of the galley, the chapel, and other units to the same zone 
as the communications Installation, the paralleling of two generators was necessary 
during peak periods.   The outages due to power failures were very small (less than 
a half hour during weather broadcasts) even though the electricians were faced with 
difficult equipment problems.   Voltage variations were considerable at times 
(198 to 210), but no serious effects were noted. 

Kiel Field (Little America) 

Until  14 April 1956, the power supply at Kiel Field was two PU-92 5kw 
gaaoline generators.    One generator was used for lights,  the operation of hand 
tools, and the coffee mess.   The other was used for working on GCA equipment. 
On 2 April,  the first 30kw dlesel generator was moved Into the generator tunnel 
and permanent wiring completed by 14 April.   The second 30kw was moved to the 
field In late May.   One 5kw was retained at the field during the winter night as 
an auxiliary power source.   The generator watch and routine maintenance checks 
on the 30kw,s were accomplished by the aviation personnel.   The two 30kw,s 
furnished adequate power for the field.   However,  in order to start the 50-hp 
frequency converter, both generators had to be on the line and perfectly paralleled. 
All other equipment had to be turned off prior to starting the converter.    Even then 
it pulled the line voltage down badly for 12 to 15 seconds.    Once It started, every- 
thing ran off of one generator.    DC power was supplied from two 28-V,   115-amp 
motor generators and,  after 15 November, by a large selenium rectifier. 
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Byrd 

Generation 

For base power, two D-315 30kw single phase generator sets were Installed 
and energize three circuits.    Individual generator peak load is 156 amperes.   This 
amount was sufficient for all power requirements of the station, and only one gen- 
erator was needed at a time.   At no time was peak load approached, normal load 
being approximately 65 amperes.   Some sclentiric equipment was affected by voltage 
fluctuations.   The generators were wired for either parallel or Independent operation, 
but normally were run single.    Generators were rotated every ten days for main- 
tenance checks.   Prior to being put back on the line the generator was given a 
complete P.M. check.   During the period 1 January to 9 November only two power 
failures occurred, both looting about 20 minutes. 

The dlesel-electric sets performed extremely well during the year with the 
following exceptions: 

1. The American-Bosch generating system failed and could not be repaired. 

2. The Woodward governor was erratic in Its controlling action of the diesel 
engine. 

The exhaust gases from both generators were ducted through a snow melter 
producing water for the head. 

Distribution 

All distribution panels are the 60-ampere multlbreaker type, and have proven 
satisfactory.    Breaker "A" in the powerhouse at the main panel and Breaker "B" in 
the head are 100 amp.   All outside wiring Is eight-conductor no. 3 mineral-Insulated 
cable, which Is very easy to handle.   The circuits are: 

Circuit No.  1 - To building 2 (radio), and building 1 (mess hall) 

Circuit No. 2 - To building 2 (met), and buildings 7 and 8 (geomagnetic) 

Circuit No. 3 - To building 6, building 10 (inflation shelter), and 
building 14 
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All outside circuits were buried to a depth of approximately 2 feet.   Circuit 
No. 2 was broken by the D8 bloding for the fuel cache, and a junction box was 
installed midway between buildings 2 and 7.    One hour was lost due to power fail- 
ures, each of 30 minutes' duration.    One was due ^o the generator overheating, 
and the other due to a break in circuit no. 2.   All inside wiring was 12-3 romex - 
tor lights and receptacles, with the exception of using 12-3 BX (armored cable) for 
wiring Jet heaters.    The wiring of individual buildings was In accordance with 
BuDocks plans. 

South Pole 

Generation 

The two 30kw generators installed in the powerhouse from Deep Freeze I were 
run alternately for electric power.    A third unit, delivered for Deep Freeze II and 
never run, was located near the mess hall as an emergency spare.    In addition, one 
4kw generator was Installed In the barracks building as an emergency lighting plant. 
Because of the altitude (9200 feet) the power output of the generator engines was 
only about two-thirds normal output.    For much of the year one generator was able 
to carry the full base load.    However,  late In the year the generator output dropped 
somewhat and one would no longer carry the maximum base load.   Consequently, 
certam operations were curtailed, and the clothes drier was secured.   Superchargers 
ordered and procured for Deep Freeze III should materially Improve engine perform- 
ance, which, coupled with engine overhaul, should again make It possible for one 
generator to carry the full base load.    Average power consumption was about 
18kw and the maximum near 24kw. 

Both generators used an excessive amount of oil - 10 or more quarts per day. 
The addition of Mystery Oil did not help to rectify this situation.   As no spare parts 
such as head gaskets were available,  no major maintenance work was possible.   Parts 
for the complete overhaul of both engines were ordered for Deep Freeze III.   Some 
trouble was experienced with engines overheating due to externally clogged radia- 
tors.    Sawdust,  lint,  and general debris from the garage necessitated removing the 
radiators periodically to flush out the foreign material.    Regular preventive main- 
tenance was performed every 240 hours.   Fuel consumption averaged about 1.9 gallons 
per hour.    During the construction period, with a 100-amp load as maximum, the 
units used but 20 to 25 gallons of diesel fuel per day.    Individually each unit is 
reliable and effective.   The D-315 engine has proved itself reliable.   The primary 
difficulty with these sets is that they are extremely difficult to parallel. 

The Hercules 4kw generator was used during the early stage of the construction 
period for power, communications, and several small portable power tools.    Only 
one TBW could be operated at a time.    The generator did not perform satisfactorily 
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for prolonged service, so the SOkw units hod to be installed sooner than planned. 
Considerable trouble was caused by surging and by "gumming up."   Perhaps the 
surging was due to air starvation, as opening the generator shack appeared to help 
where all other remedies did not.   The gumming up was believed to be caused by a 
poor grade of gasoline.   Engine repairs were not possible due to lack of spare parts. 
Therefore,  the generator was rigged to an engine salvaged from one of the 28-volt 
Waukashas and the unit installed in the barracks building for emergency power. 

The 28-volt Homelite APU unit was used to provide power to the permanently 
installed AN/GRC-9 and VHP ARC/1 transceivers, both of which were required for 
air to ground communications, and for communications with Beardmore Camp.   The 
unit proved reliable in all respects; it was quick-starting and dependable.   After 
the Waukashas were damaged, this unit served as a standby in case aircraft required 

it. 

Two 28-volt Waukasha APU's (sled-mounted) were delivered by airdrop and 
were damaged beyond repair.   The units could be stripped for, spares and were set 
aside for this purpose.   They were intended to provide emergency power for aircraft 

on the ground. 

Distribution 

Initially communications was on a separate circuit, based on experience at 
McMurdo which reduced interference, and allowed maintenance on other circuits 
without interfering with radio operations. If the total base load exceeds the 30kw 
output of one generator and the generators are not able to be paralleled, it might 
be necessary to break down the circuits so that portions can be run on each generator. 
This is not desirable, however, as it will cause excessive consumption of fuel and 

wear on the generators. 

Power distribution during Deep Freeze 11 was as follows: 

Circuit No.  1 - Head, radio, garage, barracks (both), tunnel lighting 

Circuit No. 2 - Drill press, mess hall, weather bureau 

Circuit No. 3 - Science building, inflation shelter, astronomy, 
geomagnetic tunnel,  ionosphere recorder 

Interior wiring for the most part was Romex.   This type of wiring is very 
satisfactory inside.   Mineral insulated cable was used for exterior wiring and was 
strung overhead in the tunnels.    It is far superior to Romex and rubber covered wire 
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for outside use. Cotton covered wire is excellent for portable and extension use 
outside at the extreme low temperatures encountered (-100 F). Bare galvanized 
baling wire, spaced about 4 inches apart, was used for a temporary lighting system 
in the snow mine. This was later replaced with wire supplied by IGY. Lighting 
fixtures and hardware In some instances were in short supply. Empty coffee cans 
were used as junction boxes for switches, outlets, and for mounting goose neck 
lighting fixtures. 

Basically, the electrical distribution system of the station was well designed. 
However,  the supply of material, hardware, wire, and tools was far below station 
requirements.    Grounding is a definite problem on the Plateau.   The only solution 
to the problem to prevent arcing from two conductors of dissimilar potential is to 
make everything as nearly equal in potential as possible.    In order to accomplish 
this, every piece of metal in a building was bonded together using the aluminum 
lining and clips, or copper wire.   This resulted in a building of singular potential 
for all practical purposes.   The building was then tied into the Ml cable covering 
(copper) which effectively made all buildings the same potential.   Arcing is a 
definite problem in the inflation shelter where expolsive hydrogen gas is used. 
Also, the dry air is conducive to causing large buildups of static electricity, espe- 
cially in conductors such as the antennae.   A coil-type bleed-off system designed 
at McMurdo, which readily passes dc currents but resists the passage of ac currents, 
might be Installed at the Pole Station if the antennae static charges become too much 
of a problem. 

Lighting 

There were many varieties of lights for the station and in general lighting was 
quite adequate.   The overhead lights in the Clements buildings were supplied with 
100-watt bulbs and provided the major source of illumination.   The few fluorescent 
lights available were, however, far more satisfactory and efficient.   The next most 
important lighting facility so far as eyestrain is concerned is the bunk light, since 
considerable reading is done after work hours.   The bunk lights sent down with 
Deep Freeze II are wholly inadequate.   The principle of the goose-neck lamp is 
excellent, but with this particular model the neck became flaccid and limp after 
one or two weeks. 

For outside lighting,  the most important factor is the use of cotton braid 
insulated wire which will not stiffen in the extreme cold.   Any rubber insulation 
becomes brittle and tends to crack.    For personnel use outside,  the head lamp with 
separate battery pack is strongly recommended.   The battery pack may be kept under 
one's parka where the batteries will not freeze, and the head lamp frees both hands 
for jobs which are naturally more difficult because of cumbersome gloves and clothing. 
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RecommendaMons 

1. If any significant increase in electrical load is contemplated,  larger 
generators will in all probability be required, 

2. An adequate spare parts, wire, hardware and special tool, inventory 
should be provided to permit major engine maintenance and overhaul work.   These 
items were ordered for Deep Freeze III.    A 50- to 100-percent increase in wire, 
hardware, and tools should be allowed. 

3. An overhead fuel tank of sufficient capacity should be constructed to serve 
both generators to obviate the necessity of twice-daily fueling.    (This will probably 
be done by Deep Freeze III personnel.) r / 

4. Personnel should be acquainted as much as possible with the generator sets 

MI  A^L     ' ^ Wel1 aS With m0torS of al1 ^P65' and care and maintenance of 
NI-CAD batteries.   School or refresher courses In these fields would be an excellent 
Investment. 

5. Fluorescent lighting should be used throughout the work areas of these 
stations. They draw far less power and certainly give a brighter, more uniform 
light. 

Hallett 

Generation 

The electric power generating units for this station are three model D-315 30kw 
d esel-drlven generators.   These units were considered adequate and were run 
alternately.   Two generators were located in the powerhouse (Building 4), and the 
third In the auxiliary power building (Building 11).   These generators operated satis- 
factorily with very little servicing required other than routine maintenance.    No 

special problems were encountered.   The exhaust of the powerhouse generators was 
used as a heat source for the snow melter.    The alami system of the main generators 
was connected to the master fire alarm system to guard against station power failures. 
Failures normally were caused by overheating.   With the alarm system operating, 
sufficient time was allowed to prevent power failures.   This station sustained only 
four short power failures through the wintering period. 

A portable generator (5kw) was towed to a suitable location to furnish 
emergency power for the communication faci'lltles and homing beacon.    It operated 
very satisfactorily, requiring only routine maintenance. 
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Lighting was adequate at the beginning of the operation.    During the winter 
the supply of 100- and 200-watt light bulbs became scarce.    By the end of winter 
only 50 watts were available. 

Wilk es 

Generation 

A major modification in the distribution system was made early in the year 
and this simplified the operation of the electrical plant considerably.   The entire 
base was split into two separate circuits with one containing the scientific equip- 
ment and the other containing the Intermittent heavy loads such as the refrigerators 
and the arc welder.   This eliminated the problem of paralleling the generators and 
kept the frequency on which the scientific equipment was operating fairly stable. 
One 30kw generator was operated continuously on each circuit and each could 
handle peak loads without operating over capacity.   The current and voltage regu- 
lators could not be made to operate properly in the diesel engine electrical system 
and these systems were disconnected.    In order to keep the generators from overheat- 
ing, ports had to be cut in the panels in front of the radiators.   When these were 
enclosed with a housing on the outside of the building and open at the top, they 
remained clear during storms.   They also provided excellent excape hatches. 

Distribution 

The electrical installation operated well requiring for the most part only 
routine maintenance.    Total power outage during the year was under two hours, 
and most of that was due to human error rather than equipment failure.   Some diffi- 
culties were encountered with the distribution network but none were of a serious 
nature.   A small fire was started In the powerhouse due to a short circuit In the fire 
alarm system.    It was caused by a wire which had been damaged when drawn Into a 
length of conduit.   The mineral Insulated cable used for distribution in the station 
gave no trouble but was hard to work with due to the lack of the proper special tools. 
It was successfully spliced when broken once by a tractor rooting around In the 

wrong place.    Romex cable and rubber covered cable were installed as distribution 
wiring for some outlying buildings, and this became chaffed rather badly by action 
of the wind.    No breaks or shorts resulted as the wires were checked periodically. 
Some type of metal protected cable should be used for this type of wiring. 

Lighting fixtures were fairly adequate, but the addition of some style of lamp 
for drawing table work and some floor lamps would have been valuable.   A synchro- 
nous electric clock for use in checking the station power frequency would allow very 
close control of the generated frequency. 
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Miscellaneous Equipment 

The lOkw Hobart gasoline-driven generator operated well during its use in the 
Penguin and Skua egg-temperature telemeter studies.   Only failures were a leaking 
gas pump and a defective reed type power frequency meter. 

The 5kw Katolite gasoline engine generator used at the icecap station required 
considerable maintenance and repair, but this was somewhat due to mistakes made in 
caring for it and the fact that it was installed in too small an operating space for 
adequate cooling.   This, too, was an application for which the equipment had not 

been designed. 

Ellsworth 

Generation 

The powerhouse (Building 7) was completed in the later stages of construction 
and the first power from the permanent installation was provided to the communication 
building on 10 February 1957.   The crates in which the 30kw generators were packed 
were clearly marked "combat loaded."   Upon unloading it was found that four of the 
seven had been stored on their sides in the ship.   Fortunately, no permanent damage 
to these resulted.   The diesel engines for generators should be combat loaded and 
stored accordingly.   After checking, all seven generators were placed In operation 
without difficulty and performed satisfactorily.    Five generators are located in the 
powerhouse and two in the garage (Building 6).   The five in the powerhouse were 
all on the line and more than sufficient to carry the load. 

Distribution 

The electrical distribution system used Ml cable run in the tunnels.   When this 
cable was being run a high wind was blowing with a heavy fall of wet snow.   Making 
splices in the cable was very time-consuming.   The ends of the cable showed a ten- 
dency to absorb moisture and lower the resistance to ground.   This was overcome by 
drying out cable ends with heat.    If split bolt connectors had been available with 
the cable for making splices the Installation would have been much easier and faster. 

Miscellaneous Equipment 

Ignition and spark plug trouble was experienced with the lOkw gasoline-driven 
portable generator.   A small diesel-driven generator would be preferable to the 

gasoline-driven one. 
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Lighting 

The lighting of working and living spaces was good.    However, an insufficient 
number of 75- and 100-watt bulbs were included in the supplies.   The use of fluores- 
cent lamps should be investigated.   It is believed they would provide better lighting 
in working spaces and would draw less current.    Red-coated light bulbs should be 
included in electrical supplies to light the passage ways in buildings at night. 

WATER SUPPLY 

McMurdo 

Procurement 

On the hills of Cape Anmitage, a mile east and south of Hut Point, water from 
melted snow collected in pools varying from 10 to 100 feet in diameter.   From these 
pools, water v/as procured for camp use during the construction phase.   This water 
was clear and palatable, of medium hardness, and free from human contamination. 
However, skua gulls bathed in the ponds.   Plant growth in the ponds appeared to be 
restricted to leafy algae.   Water was collected twice daily and carried to the camp 
in 25-gallon galvanized cans on weasel-drawn sleds.   After opening the permanent 
mess hall, water from the melting of snow obtained from the hills behind the camp 
was used.   Usage of water during the winter of 1956 was approximately 15 gallons 
per day per man.    During peak summer periods, snow was gathered on a 24-hour 
basis.    No facilities for the chlorination or filtration of water were present. 

The snow fields used were principally behind the powerhouse on the windward 
side of camp.   A snow fence was erected in this area which caught a great deal of 
snow and reduced travel time for the equipment.    D4 tractors or Pettibone Caryl if ts 
with scoops were used to bring the snow to the melters.   During the summer this field 
became depleted so an alternate field at the base of Fortress Rocks was used.   This 
snow field has the disadvantage of being too far from camp for easy access.   The 
amount of snow available for water may soon prove to be a problem, since the snow 
melted or used during 1956-1957 summer operation was not replaced during the 1957 
winter period.   Several fairly sizeable freshwater lakes were located within or quite 
near the camp.   These could provide an emergency source of wash water during ths 
summer.    However, without treatment and testing it should not be used as a source 
of potable water. 
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"Several major changes were made to the water supply system as designed for 
the operation.   All water was to be melted in snow melters located in the power- 
house and transported throughout the base by a water carrier.   However, the water 
carrier proved to be too fragile to be pulled over the earth streets of the camp. 
Therefore, the water carrier was installed permanently outside the galley and all 
water consumed by the galley is made in it.''^ 

The other melter,  in the powerhouse, operated with the heat exhausts from 
the electrical generators.   This melter provided water for showers and laundry facili- 
ties as well as for the galley, latrine, and photo lab during the peak periods or 
breakdown or repair of the galley melter.   Normally the galley melter provided 
water for the galley, the latrines, and the photo lab.   An emergency snow melter 
was Installed in the power plant.   This melter was fabricated from a tar melter.    !t 
was eventually removed to make space for the third electrical generator.   Tests 
Indicated that it would produce approximately 70 gallons of water for each gallon 
of fuel burned.   This unit proved valuable later to provide fresh water at the runway 
for flooding areas damaged during air operations. 

The water obtained was soft and palatable.   The snow, however, contained 
considerable volcanic ash, which occasionally imparted slight turbidity to the water 
but had no noticeable effect upon personnel drinking it.    During summer months, 
the danger of contamination of snow-collection areas was greatly increased by the 
large numbers of personnel in the camp.   Though no difficulty traceable to contami- 
nated water was experienced, the possibility of trouble was present and filtration 
and chlorlnation of water would be desirable.   Purification of water is Important, 
but secondary In Importance.   The water had a slight fuel taste, which was alleviated 
by icing the water before usage.    Chlorlnation has not been done as of Deep Freeze 11 
and Is probably unnecessary in winter, but should be performed upon the water during 
the summer.   Bacterial counts were not done because of lack of culture facilities. 

"The soot turns to a dirty mud-like deposit in tanks.   The water was not 
injurious to health but not very desirable when seen in food or for washing.   A 
great portion of dirt in water in clothes washing machines was removed by filtering 
water through cheese cloth.   This, however, is a slow process and could not be used 
for other purposes. "'° 

"Assume that clean snow is not available within reasonable distance of camp. 
Suggest trying lube or fuel oil filters where pressure is available.   Purolator filter 
with P-40 cartridge successfully filtered one GPM at 3 PSI,  two GPM at 9 PSI. "28 
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Two processes were used to melt the snow during Deep Freeze II.   The most 
economical but the slowest, was the system located in the powerhouse.    There 
snow was dumped into a large collection tank through which ran the exhaust pipes 
trom the engines of the generators.   The other method was by the 750-gallon tar 
pot in the galley annex.   Two dlesel burners heated and melted the snow.   This 
system was the fastest and most convenient method.    Normal time for melting enough 
snow to supply the camp by both methods was six to eight hours a day, three times 
a week during the winter, and about 10 hours every day during the summer. 

A measured cubic foot of snow would yield almost exactly 3 gallons of water. 
However,  the 72-cubic-foot bucket used on the CarylIft would yield only about 
180 gallons, or 2.5 gallons of water per cubic foot of snow.   This was attributed to 
voids created in gathering up the snow. 

Permanent piping delivered water from the powerhouse melter to the showers 
and washing machines.   Likewise,  permanent piping supplied the galley.    Rubber 
hose was laid down each time It was necessary to refill storage tanks In the heads 
and the photo lab.    This method was satisfactory as long as the hose was stored In a 
warm place.   Water was pumped at 20 gpm or more, and the hose was taken up and 
drained as soon as pumping was completed.    Runs of over 100 feet have been used 
in this manner in the coldest weather using 3/4-inch hose.   One and one-fourth- 
inch hose was used to drain water from the powerhouse storage tanks to the galley 
In the same manner during milder weather, a distance of over 300 feet (at 30 psl). 
The only water that had to be hauled in camp was wash water for the heads and 
sick bay. 

In the powerhouse,  there are five 975-gallon galvanized tanks, two are used 
for settling and three for storage.   These five tanks constitute a reserve supply In 
case of melter breakdown.    In addition, an overhead tank of 575-gallon capacity 
serves the laundry and shower facilities.   The galley melter can hold 1000 gallons. 
In addition, two overhead storage tanks of 150-gallon capacity each served the 
galley.    Each latrine Is provided with an overhead 375-gallon tank.   Gravity flow 
is used from all overhead tanks except in the powerhouse where approximately 20 psl 
of air is used to Improve the rate of flow to the laundry and shower.   Thirty-gpm 
electrical pumps are used to transfer water from melters to storage tanks and overhead 
tanks. 

During Deep Freeze II,  two 1000-gallon tanks were Installed in the snow melter 
room aft of the galley.   With the heater set at 208 F,  continuous hot water was 
available.    Hand-carrying of water to the sick bay,  in 5-gallon cans, was eliminated 

by the installation of a 150-gallon storage tank.   Water was delivered by rubber hose 
from the galley.   A small 2-galIon-capacity hot-water heater was provided.   The 
total water storage capacity was 10,400 gallons. 
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Consumption 

Total water consumption for the camp during Deep Freeze I varied between 
10 and 18 gallons per man per day.   The average was about 14.    During the heaviest 
population, total consumption ran about 4700 gallons per day.    Of this, about 
2600 gallons went to laundry and showers, and about 350 gallons were necessary to 
support the photo lab.   The galley required 650 gallons.   The balance was divided 
between the three heads.   No definite usage curve can be drawn up as usage varies 
a great deal with type and amount of work being done, the weather, and the number 
of personnel in camp.   Water hours for laundry and showers reduce consumption dur- 
ing periods of peak population.   A safe planning figure for bases of this type would 
be 20 gmd. 

Problem Areas 

Snow Sources.   It may seem strange that a source of snow should constitute a 
problem in the antarctic.   Yet, at McMurdo Sound, this is actually the case during 
the summer season.   During the winter, the rough, rocky terrain becomes covered 
with snow but with the first rays of sunlight, it begins to disappear.   The black rocks 
absorb large amounts of heat which starts the melring.    Long before the summer Is 
over, the site is virtually bare of snow.   At the camp only the hard Ice fields, one 
In the valley between the camp and Hut Point, and one behind the powerhouse remain. 
To obtain snow.  It becomes necessary to go to the base of the mountains ringing the 
camp site.   The best and most available supply was found at the foot of "Fortress 
Rocks."   Here the snow was drifted 20 to 30 feet deep.   The primary limitation here 
was that of distance and terrain.   It was necessary to drive the Caryl if t 2000 feet 
each direction over a steep rocky road. 

Pollution.   During the summer season McMurdo is a bustling little community 
of almost 400 people.   During the normal working hours, dozens of additional people 
pour through the area, coming from the ships and the nearby New Zealand camp. 
They swarm the vicinity and environs of the camp.   The result, as usual where human 
beings congregate, is a danger of pollution of water sources.   This Is particularly 
true In such a forward area where Inhibitions are relaxed and personal habits are 
changed.   Snow recovery areas were flagged and made "out of bounds."   Special 
care had to be taken to enforce this.    It was also necessary to closely examine drain- 
age slopes to prevent pollution being washed into the snow areas.   Equipment used 
for snow recovery had to be closely watched and not used for other purposes. 

Another source of pollution was the constantly blowing dust and dirt which 
filled the air.   This could not be combatted without filters.     Some sediment was 
removed from the water through settling out in storage tanks.    However, all water 
usually contained some sediment. 
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Recommendations 

I.   That chlorlnation, filtration, and testing equipment be furnished. 

Li^le America 

Water was provided by snow melters.   Snow was brought In on 20-ton sleds 
from the snow   mine" located one-half mile from the base.   The sbds were si 

?here arn7hm S/ ^ ^ me,ferS Were ^ fmed ^ — Ending The f 1^0^ 
^re aa|lev

reerWme,VerS/ ^ !" ^ W**™*' one In head No.T andTne 
frol thf     ^   J      p0

u
Werh0USe me,fer had a 1000-g°"on capacity and utilized heat 

from the generator exhaust.   Water was stored in two 975-gallon Tanks In ^Zwr- 

he "ea^ InTridla 73 ^Th '"^ '^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a 300%al Ion sLge tan^Tn 
on «Tr   K B",lc,'n9 J3'  J^ 300-gallon tank was elevated to a height of 12 feet 

"mp^Ta   thriorM0"' the "^^.^ 9raV,fy-fed ^ fhe stures.9Water con! 
peld of t'oMcl::^10" ^ af*nXlmaf* 1200 9°"°™ P- 24 hours during the 

coll. ^fas ra^ci^of 187 ga^l'r T^T^ ^tJV" '"^ P,pe 
a helnhf «f 19 f      Pac,ry or  '0/ gallons.   A 300-gallon storage tank Is e evated to 
a height of 12 feet- on a plpestand and the water Is gravity-fed to the fixtures 

^TaTloT Th"5"6' ^ U6 ^t^700 9al,0nS each 24 hours during the peS of 
nA   I J      '"^ me'fer.'" head No-   1 is the same « ** galley snow mel J 
and the water consumption here was 400 gallons per 24 hours. 

30 ^no6 f0fal.am0Unf of waf
1
er used Per day was 2300 gallons, or approximately 

30 gallons per day per man.    It was further determined that 1 cubic foot o   packed 
snow we.ghmg 26-/2 pounds would produce 3 gallons of water.   WaS   was adeauate 
In amount, except for the fact that drinking water was not avallobTe 1^. b^S^ 

lo^esirT   The r" COnfa,ned mUCh parHcU,ate ma"^ mainly carboT 
melted    T^ many ^"""T * ^ baSe' and als0 SOme scale ^ ^e snow 
melters.   There was no means of testing water bacteriologically, but no cases of 

o   wate" Id     r7Kater"b0rne r^10"5 OCC^ed'    " h f^ ^ further"eatment 
ripr/rtTe'by snow melters af LFnie ^^v is —^ -ept. 

The water-supply system during Deep Freeze II was changed very little from 

IndnL" y       0 J
DrP r!626 L    Su^es^- of Deep Freeze I were foMowed 

and f.lters were prov.ded.   A diatomaceous-earth filter of 2 square feet capacity 
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was installed In the galley wafer plant between the melter and the storage tank. 
Allowed to run continuously,  the filter required cleaning every two and one-half 
to three hours and removed a great amount of foreign matter from the water.    A 
black scum was found to adhere to the filter bag,  and it was determined to be a 
result of soot blown on the parked snow sleds from stove pipes distributed throughout 
camp.   With the existing building layout,  it is extremely doubtful whether a loca- 
tion can be found around camp where some soot will not be deposited in a days time. 
In September 1957,  the site of the snow mine was moved from a position 
one-half mile southwest of camp to u spot one-half mile southeast of camp.   This 
was done to insure a minimum of contamination by soot and debris wind-carried from 
camp.    Since the prevailing wind direction is southeast,  this solution proved the 
best. 

Two other types of filters were included in the Deep Freeze 11 allowance. 
One, manufactured by CUNO, was a cartridge-type fibrous insert which was 
installed directly in the water line.   It removed most large particles from the water. 
However,  the reserve supply of cartridges was not found until the final dig-out in 
the spring.   The second, a diatomaceous-earth type manufactured by INFILCO, was 
not installed as it required a pressure water system. 

At intervals during the year all snow-melter tanks were drained, hand scrubbed, 
disinfected, and flushed.    A variety of foreign matter was found,   including flash- 
lights, shovels, eyeglasses, rust (from sleds), wood chips (from sled stakes), and a 
mud-like substance thought to be a result of soot deposits on snow sleds.    Water at 
200 F was diverted through galley cold water pipes on a weekly basis.   Green-soao 
cleansing of the drinking dispenser in the mess hall was supervised daily.    Repeated 
water analyses revealed 24-hour counts of 10-milliliter samples from galley snow- 
melter tank and blow-torched sink spigots to be innumerable.    All that can be said 
in defense of the potable water system is that it represented a good compromise 
under rigorous field conditions. 

On 17 May 1957,  samples of water were obtained from galley faucets and 
water dispenser spigot by the medical officer.   These were cultured in peptone beef 
broth tubes.   At 24 hours there was florid growth, and nutrient agar streak plates 
were subcultured.    A mixture of non-motile gram-negative feculent colonies resulted, 
some grossly similar to JE. coli in colony characteristics.    These were grown in 
sucrose and dextrose fermentation tubes (lactose was not available).    Differential 
tests for A. aerogenes were not done.    One strain did not ferment sucrose and dex- 
trose, another did.    It was felt that these organisms were probably Alcaligenes 
fecalis and E. coli.    Personnel contamination of the water supply was responsible 
by hand contact of spigots and water containers,  and by other articles contacting 
the melter tanks.    It is felt that some other form of potable water production is needed. 
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Open tanks are not' acceptable for long periods of time or for large numbers of 
personm 1.   A complete wanigan unit for snow melting with built-in hypochlorinator 
would seem desirable.   However, some agent other than hypochlorite should be 
used because the low temperatures Interfere with Its action.   The problem of dis- 
tribution would be difficult but probably not insurmountable. 

During the course of Deep Freeze II, total water consumption at Little 
America V remained high for several reasons: 

1. The addition of two new photo labs (hobby shop and IGY). 

2. The increase in base wintering-over population from 73 to 109 personnel. 

3. The addition of head facilities in the officers quarters, building 16. 

4. The Inclusion of a fully automatic washing machine In the officers head. 

However, average daily consumption was computed as 30 gallons per man per 
day, the same as for Deep Freeze I. 

Byrd 

Two 180-gallon snow melters were Installed, one In the mess hall and one In 
the garage/powerhouse.   The latter was operated on exhaust heat from the generator 
engines.   The water was pumped to an elevated 975-gallon storage tank In the 
latrine. 

The water system constructed by the MCB (Special) Detachment One proved 
satisfactory for Deep Freeze II, except for the following points: 

1. Soot from the galley and generator stack contaminated the snow melter 
and imparted a diesel smell and a trace of oil to the water.   No filters were avail- 
able for installation in the system and efforts to remove this deposit by flushing 
domestic detergent soap powder through the system were only temporarily effective. 

2. The over-enthusiastic shoveling of snow into the snow melter, and certain 
storm conditions, caused overflow onto the powerhouse deck.   A float gauge readable 
on the outside by the filling hatch and in the powerhouse would overcome this 
problem. 

3. Relocation of the electric pump switch from the powerhouse to the head 
would eliminate overflow waste when the storage tank In the head is being filled. 
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South Pole 

During the Initial construction period, prior to the erection of the powerhouse 

Svin K.ep u"'.     .r^rf made '" Gl CanS Usin9 ** Emersion type heaters 
(BY&D NR Heater Field C66-H-365-325).   Periodically a crew would take a vehicle 
and sleds to the snow field north of camp to bring i,   snow blocks.   A cache of blocks 
was stored ad|acent to the melters and covered with a parachute to keep blowing 
dirt from the camp from contaminating it.   The Gl cans of water were stored in a 
Jamesway at night to prevent freezing.   Each morning, night watch carried the cans 
to the heater site and inserted and lighted the heaters so that when the cooks were 
called, hot water would be ready by breakfast.   This water was used for drinking, 
bathing, and washing dishes.   After 15 December 1956, water for washing, laundry, 
and showers was obtained from the melters In the powerhouse.   The Immersion heaters 
were still used for the galley, as the majority of the water made In the powerhouse 
was used to fill storage tanks, or was pumped to the latrine for showers,  laundry, 
and the lavatory.   Use of the immersion heaters was discontinued as soon as the 
galley tanks were completed. 

Water will be a problem only as far as gathering snow is concerned.   A 10-foot 
wide tunnel was provided on the grid west side of the powerhouse so that a weasel 
can pull loaded sleds through the tunnel to facilitate putting snow In the melter. 
Prior to the departure of the construction party, an ingenious system of gathering 
snow In parachute bags was developed which increased the amount of snow trans- 
ported In any given time tremendously.   The parachute bags can be shoveled full, 
hold approximately 10 cubic feet per bag, and are easy to handle.   During Deep 
Freeze II, the two 1-ton sleds were used to haul snow.   The sleds were fitted with 
plywood sides and bottom. 

The snow mine was begun on 1 April when outside temperatures (-50 to -60 F) 
precluded the use of vehicles for hauling snow.   The mine itself went down on about 
an 18-degree slope and averaged about 50 square feet In cross section.   The down- 
ward slope was maintained to concurrently provide the glaciology deep pit, and by 
1 December 1957 had reached a depth of 90 feet.   No shoring was required.   Electric 
lights were strung In the mine for illumination.   The filled parachute bags were 
hauled up, three at a time, on a 200-pound man-hauling sled pulled by a jury- 
rigged winch.   One-quarter-inch nylon climbing rope was used.   A regular electric 
winch was ordered for Deep Freeze III, but was not received. 

The advantages of this system were the easy access from the mine to the melter, 
the purity of the snow, the relative warmth of the mine (-55 F), and the greater 
density of the «now.   There were two main disadvantages.   First, below 30 feet the 
snow became so dense that it was impossible to use the ice saws, and more work was 
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required fo br.ng up the same amount of snow.   A Swiss axe with a spoon-shaped 

blade worked very well.   The chipped snow was then shovelled into parachute bags. 
Second   after several months of digging, the lint and fibers from the clothing of the 
diggers began to be appreciable in the loose snow of the floor of the mine.   Snow 
brought to the surface could be stored Indefinitely In block form near the hatch of 
the snow melter.   This system appears sanitary,  the blocks being handled by gloved 
hands only three times from mine to melter.   The system required approximately 
two hours per man per week on the snow detail.    It was entirely satisfactory and can 
be continued indefinitely In the future; the snow at mining depths being far from 
surface contamination. 

The snow melter, which operated from the hot exhaust of the dlesel generators, 
had sufficient capacity to meet the requirements for eighteen men.    It does not, 
however, melt fast enough to provide adequate water for many men over 18 or 20; 
and should the base complement be increased a larger melter would be required. 
The present melter has a 240-galion capacity and takes about four hours to make 
100 gallons of water.    The water is then pumped to the y40-gallon main s.orage 
tank adjacent to the melter and then to the 180-gallon head water tanks thru a 
3/4-Inch garden-type hose.    A 1-inch pipe was run from the main tank, through 
the tunnel and the barracks building, and on into the 225-gallon galley tank.   It 
was drained immediately after each pumping.    Despite the low tunnel temperatures 
and the length of the unprotected tunnel runs, the line only froze once.   The head 
and galley tanks are elevated, and water is gravity fed to the petro hot-water heaters 
and to the sinks. 

It was found that dust from the garage workshop settled on top of the water in 
the melter so that it became necessary to cover the melter with a hood of parachute 
material.   The water was also made less clean by the inclusion of the clothing fibers 
deposited in the snow mine. 

The surface snow is very light, about 0.30 gms/cc in Its natural state.    It does 
not make a great deal of water.    One cubic foot of snow makes approximately 
2 gallons of water.   The total water consumption was 11 gpd/man in 1956 and 
13 gpd/man In 1957.    The entire base consumption of 200 gallons per day resulted 
from galley use of 79 gallons and about 121 gallons in the head. 

The snow melter installed in the powerhouse was not fabricated as ruggedly as 
desired.    It had several leaks which could not be found and which drained into the 
exhaust causing a very vaporous exhaust.    It had no drain valve at Its lowest point 
so that water getting into the pipes during periods of nonuse could not be drained 
off prior to lighting off the generator.    A drain valve was brazed into the system on 
the melter at the Pole.   Many of the pipe fittings were makeshift, brazed on the job 
due to the loss of many fittings during delivery.   Most water piping is galvanized 
iron, but copper is also used.    All storage tanks are galvanized steel. 
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RecommendaMons 

1.   A filter sysfem should be made available to eliminate unavoidable 
contamination.   The present pumping system is inadequate to handle the extra load 
ot a tilter and will require replacement. 

.j2: / W!,nCh CaPab,e of Pulling 1000 Pounds with 1000 feet of cable should be 
provided for the snow mine.   An electric chain saw, with a 2-foot blade should 
also be provided. 

3.   A larger snow melter should be provided if the complement Js to exceed 
Ä.    Consideration must be given to influx of summer personnel, which created 
serious water problems summer 1957-58. 

Hallett 

The determination of a reliable source of water for the station presented 
several difficulties.   First,  the absence of any continued snow cover and the con- 
tamination by penguin wastes eliminated snow as a source of water.   Second, It 
was believed that even during the winter period there would not be any appreciable 
snow cover at the station site.   A large glacier existed on the slopes of Cape Hallett 
approximately 1 mile by trail from the station.    During periods when the temperature 
was above 30 F, melt water from this glacier was collected In a catch basin and 
piped down the slopes to a 1000-gallon water tank mounted on an Athey wagon. 
This tank was then hauled to the station and the water pumped into the various water 
storage tanks located Inside the buildings.   This source of water was variable and 
unreliable In that It was dependent upon the air temperature.   As In the case of the 
snow,  it was believed that this would not provide a source of water during the winter 
period. 

Two evaporators, with a rated capacity of 85 gallons per hour, were installed 
at the station.   The evaporators had limitations; however, during the construction 
period they proved to be the most reliable source of water.   The limitations of the 
evaporators were primarily mechanical.   They were not suitably equipped for opera- 
tion In the antarctic area.   The extreme low temperature of the Intake water     ' 
(30 F plus) reduced the efficiency of the units to approximately 50 percent.   It Is 
suggested that a preheater be Installed on the Intake line of sufficient capacity to 
raise the temperature of the Intake water to a minimum of 70 F.   It is to be noted 
that these units were received at the Cape Adore station marked "combat packed;" 
however, neither unit was equipped with Intake nor discharge hoses, nor were foot 
valves and strainers for the sea end of the Intake lines provided.   These Items were 
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Improvised from available materials, and both units successfully operated approximately 
20 hours.    During this period water consumption for all purposes averaged approxi- 
mately 400 gallons per day for a station population of 46 men, or about 8 gallons 
per day per man.   All water used was chlorinated in accordance with instructions 
provided by the station medical officer. 

Since a source of water appeared to be one of the major problems confronting 
the wintering over party, the problem was thoroughly investigated and evaluated. 
Each building requiring water had been provided with a snow melter.   But since it 
appeared that snow would not be available In any quantity, these were of no great 
value as a source of water.   Even when primed with water covering the heating 
element, they were not an effective melter for glacial ice.   The designed water 
storage capacity of the camp was approximately 1600 gallons with an additional 
1400-gaIlon potential from the spare 1000-gallon tank mounted on the Athey wagon 
and a 400-gallon water trailer.   This gave a potential 3000-gallon storage or a 30- 
day minimum water supply for the wintering over party, but no reliable means of 
resupplylng.   Since excess building materials were available It was decided to con- 
struct an additional building to serve as a water production and storage building. 
The building housed additional water storage tanks and the two evaporators.   A 
covered,  insulated, plywood tank was provided adjacent to the building and heated 
by ducts from a jet heater.    This facilitated the melting of sea Ice or glacial Ice 
which, when subsequently distilled, would provide an adequate and reliable 
150 gallons per hour water supply for the station. 

After the development of the generator exhaust snow melter system, the 
original snow melter was removed, and the area converted into a dark room.   Later 
the evaporators were removed and the rest of the building converted into a recrea- 
tion room.   The three Burks well-pumps provided this station were used In the water 
system and operated satisfactorily.   In addition to these, a number of small, electric, 
transfer pumps (approximately 8 gpm) and hand pumps were available.   No large- 
capacity or high-speed pumps were provided.   They were recommended for Deep 
Freeze III, not only for water transfer, but for fire fighting.    No serious problems 
were encountered with any pumps provided when properly used. 

Wilkes 

Early in the year water was pumped from a melt-water pool found In a natural 
basin on a rocky outcropping near the base.   After 5 April 1957, snow was obtained 
from fresh drifts by means of a tractor with a scoop; the station water supply was 
provided by a 750-gallon Rosco asphalt kettle which worked very well as a snow 
melter.   The Wisconsin engine powering the blower for the burners received hard 
usage and required a good deal of maintenance; but It was never out of service 
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long enough to cause a water shortage.   The size of the kettle was Fust about Ideal 

and   o^ÄTn TT^ dUring müCh 0f the ^ S,"Ce '» wastsu ifed 
easily blhttLn l!^    ^^ ^ ^^ fhe Water '" *• »«»^ could easily be heated well above freezing point so that the hoses would not freeze as th« 
water was pumped Inside.   Water was distributed from the snow melter to the Inside 
storage tanks In the head and galley by means of rubber hoses and a I VcenS ugal 
pump removed from a vapor heater. ^-enmrugai 

, A    ,AS ["^'[f^g'"^!/ tfie Inside storage tanks were used as pressure tanks 
watering by half the amount of available water In the system.   The'to ZmoCn  of 

Idlir T   A6 ^ WaS abOUf 2000 9a,,0ns ,nclüd,"g *** '" ** snow melt 
and another heated outside storage tank.   Four Cuno cartridge type water fUt^rs 

rnTeira t ' ^ ^^.^ ^ »" fh. ga.l.y.   The^^ed ve^ sectary 
only routine maintenance. 

Ellsworth 

static ^oT u    mau    9 r,er WaS collected * sufficient distance from the 
weeklv L S ^ y;i J^ r"1"9 and heaMn9 aPPar^^ were Inspected 
weekly for cleanliness     Although both charcoal and filters were available, only 

the   ^r/^rf ;.u,nCreaSed rUSHn9 and 0ther P^Ic"'^e matter necessitated 
T   Ä   L      L       ' ?rS m0re and m0re frequen»ly until at the end of the year 

faHoff     rh     C,    "fu    ^rn605' eVery Week; oth*™1**' ** water pressure would 
nlcL I9 I9     eSe

l 
fmerS ^0k 0nly a feW minufes-   Samples of water were 

Inspected regularly for clarity, odor, and freedom from foreign material. 

In future operations bacterlologlc media for culturlng and sodium hypochlorlte 
for chlorlnatlon should be Included In supplies to test for and treat c^Ä^ 

SANITATION 

«nf«   f
S,anlta

u
Mon P^b'fns ore lessened by the prevailing cold temperatures of the 

antarctic.   However, In some respects this Is a blind which could result In unantlcl- 

«nd 1        ♦rS\,    *er!. f a ^era\ tendency, predicated both on cold expectancy 

^Lb «1°   ri    ^ raduMOn 0f Tlf exPed,Hons' to P«y "»le regard to sanitary y 

Äe attct tTdrt.0' f,IeS' m0Sqü,t0eS' ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 
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McMurdo 

Sanitation During the Tent Camp Phase 

Sanitary conditions in the mess area and galley were substandard prior to the 
occupation of the permanent building.   This was due to the necessity of cooking and 
eating In tents, the low temperatures and high winds, the difficulty of procuring 
water, and the field ranges provided.   Personnel ate from field mess kits and washed 
them In 25-gallon galvanized cans heated by diesel fuel fired immersion-type heaters. 
Because of the above factors, cleanliness of mess gear was suboptimal.   Nevertheless, 
there was no Illness In the camp at all suggestive of propagation by unsanitary food 
handling.   With the occupation of the permanent mess hall and galley, sanitary 
conditions became satisfactory.   Trash was hauled to on area removed from the camp 
and burned.   Garbage was extremely small In amount.   It was collected in 55-gallon 
drums which were allowed to freeze and then dropped into tidal cracks. 

The limited amount of water and the scarcity of stoves made bathing and 
washing very difficult.   No showers were available except on the ships, and camp 
personnel usually returned to the ships every two weeks for showers.   Upon occupation 
of the buildings, washing became easier, but bathing still was not Immediately 
possible.    Pit-type latrines dug In the snow and protected by canvas wind screens 
served as heads In the Initial phases of the operation.   They were supplemented 
later by enclosed latrines (some heated) using cut-down 55-gallon fuel drums for 
collection offices.   When filled, these were dropped Into open tidal cracks.   The 
latrines were adequate although uncomfortably cold If unheated. 

Sanitation In the Permanent Camp 

Disposal of Human Wastes.   Three heads were provided for use of camp 
personnel.   Feces are deposited directly Into half drums.   Urine likewise Is collected 
Into half drums.   Odors were not bothersome.   One head Is located directly across 
the street from the galley snow melter.   Here great care must be exercised to assure 
that the snow Is not contaminated by the removal process.   Solid human wastes 
accumulated at the rate of one-half barrel per day per hundred men.   The recepta- 
cles were easily hauled by sled to a dump on the edge of the bay ice about 500 yards 
from the camp.   This dump was partially covered with snow drifts as It increased In 
size and at no time was It aesthetically or hygienicaily objectionable.   It ts anti- 
cipated that the dump will periodically be carried to sea when the bay Ice goes out. 
In summer, skua gulls were observed to frequent the dump area, and they constitute 
a potential source of fecal contamination of other areas.   The non-existence of flies 
or other Insects and of rats makes an open dump acceptable In the antarctic whereas 
In other places it would be prohibited. 
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wh^n.1"      i    U0' T60' there iS a Sfr0n9 fendenCy ^ Personnel N) urinafe 

Tuoo^ lo
a1l      T6'^6 ^ iS felt-   '" SUch a Cr0wded camP' whe- ^e wafer 

supply depends on the ad|acent snow,  this must not be tolerated.   Careful education 

IrurZ ionCr^ ^^ ^T he*ereM UPon ^exercise common sense.    Signs 
were conM    Lri   ^ ^! 0   ^."^ ^ ^^ areaS have been seen-   AH hands 
were continually directed to urinate and defecate only at the latrines to prevent 
contamination of the area, and especially of the drinking water. 

Mechanical Wastes    Waste water from the galley and the heads was collected 
In a waste water sled of 325-gallon capacity.   The water was then emptied as rapidly 
as possible in the dump area.   The waste water sled had an Insulated tank in order 
to reduce the rate of freezing.   Usually the waste water was warm which also helped 
to prevent freezing.   Water from the laundry and showers at the power plant was at 
first collected In a very large waste tank.   However, material to construct a waste 
water d sposal sled of sufficient capacity to handle this amount of water was not 
available.   Since there is a low area adjacent to the powerhouse with a natural 
drainage ditch to the bay, the water was pumped directly into this area where It 
froze.    During the summer, this water drained through the camp adding to the drain- 
age problem.   The waste tank inside the building was then eliminated as it created 
an odor     Pontoons were obtained by Deep Freeze II to make a suitable waste water 
disposal sled If desired. 

Deep Freeze II forces considered the Deep Freeze I "honey bucket" system very 
Impractical     During storms It was almost impossible for a man to change the buckets. 
Therefore, they were constantly overflowing and freezing In place.   The waste water 
and urine which drained behind the heads froze and caused large ice formations. 
There was a constant odor of urine and waste water with this method. 

During the isolation period, sealed 150-gallon storage tanks were installed In 
all heads to collect waste water and urine.   They required emptying about once a 
day.   For this a 2-Inch steel outlet pipe was attached to the tanks and connected 
|ust outside each building to a 4-Inch neoprene hose.   The hose lines were pitched 
and laid on the surface for over 100 feet away from the camp area.   The hoses operated 
n the coldest weather except when someone left the tank valve on and water trickled 

Into the hose and froze.   For solid waste,  "honey buckets" were used.   The water 
from the showers and laundry located In the powerhouse was merely piped outside 
the building.    In winter this caused a large accumulation of ice, but in the summer 
the ice melted and it drained away with other melting ice and snow. 

The washwater and other liquid wastes from the galley were drained into a 
150-gallon tank that was sealed except for a ventilating pipe that allowed the foul 
air to escape to the outside.   A small  1/2-hp pump was installed in the outlet side 
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4-inch Mr.;  ^f °fter
f
e°ch ™°{^ wa^ -oter was pumped trough a hose fo a 

le .Id      fT Wtl      TU" 0f
1
head N0, 4 thaf Carried ]t doWn to a —ff orea on 

Ibnnllo        ^      A   '    The ^ ^ SCOüred With h0f SOaPy Wa^r *"HY.  -d all 
obnoxbus odors d.sappeared.    Garbage was collected In cans.    A separ^e can was 

h^l Z        A an0 u " I0' WastePaPer-    Th-e -ns were placed on a sled and 
hauled fo a dump on the edge of the ice below camp and burned. 

Recommendat ions 

1.   That Deep Freeze III training include disposal of wastes. 

f-    IUI2'   Tchat ° ^ybe^^en to determine if treatment of human wastes is 
feasible.   Some form of chemical spraying or additive is considered desirable. 

3.   That slaked lime should be used in the fecal drums, winter and 

Little America 

summer. 

Each head had a three-seat commode covering a 8-foot by 6-foot by 8-foot 
hole     It was found during Deep Freeze I and II that the depth of 8 feet was not 

sufficient, as the pits slowly narrowed.    Existing cracks fashioned by the water which 
drained from showers and washing machines were enlarged by judicious use of dyna- 
m.te (C-4).   With the hole In head No.   13 in some places 88 feet deep, satisfactory 

results were ach.eved.    Icy drafts blowing up through the holes caused some discomfort 
and def.m ely prevented any time being lost by personnel lingering.    It became a 
routme task for demohtion personnel to keep the pits cleared.    The latrines developed 
an offens.ve odor from time to time.   There was particularly a strong odor of ammonia, 
which was probably due to breakdown of nitrogenous materials in urine.   This odor 
was present despite extremely low temperatures (constant temperature of -20 F). 

Garbage was left outdoors behind the galley and then carried by tractor to a 
clearly marked rubbish area and buried in the snow.    Rubbish was deposited on trash 
sled and emptied twice a week with the garbage.   There was no means of installing 

a dishwashing machine.   All dishes washed by hand thereby making it impossible to 
use sufficiently high water temperatures to assure sanitary dish washing.    Highest 

possible water temperature was used by having dish washers wear heavy rubber gloves 
to protect hands from scalding.    The major source of danger in the galley lay in the 
cleansing of the coffee cups which were in almost constant use.    A three-stage dip 

was used to clean cups after use, detergent and two rinses.    This was finally improved 
upon by an additional dip of dichloran antiseptic (after detergent had been rinsed) 
Most galley equipment was kept in clean condition,  and no special sanitation break- 
downs occurred. 
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Byrd 

The deep pit under the head for body waste proved highly satisfactory.   This 
pit was 16 feet deep.   The temperature in the pit remained around -25 F.    The com- 
bination of the cold,  the forced ventilation down past the seats,  and the urinal 
prevented any unpleasant odors.    In September, the pit level rose to within a few 
feet of the seats and the lightly packed mass was reduced using streams of hot water. 

In the mess hall both sinks were piped together inside the building,   and one 
2-inch drain pipe ran through the floor and emptied into the snow under the building. 
Garbage and trash was hauled once a week throughout the winter by a crew of four 
men using a banana sled.    Handling of wot garbage was improved by using empty 
weather bureau cans as disposable receptacles.   The fresh garbage was poured into 
the cans,  placed outside the galley to freeze, and then collected each week and 
hauled to a pit.    When possible,   the trash and garbage in the pit was burned with 
the help of old engine oil.   This allowed the mass to sink below the snow surface 
level and thereby diminish the tendency for such an area to cause drift.    Before this 
measure was used, one garbage pit produced a small hill. 

South Pole 

There are two main factors about the South Pole Station which make it somewhat 
unique so far as sanitation is concerned.    First,  the base rests on snow which is 
8200 feet deep.    There is no rock,  soil,  or permafrost in the neighborhood.    Second, 
the average yearly temperature was -55.8 F, and at no time during the year does 
the temperature rise above OF.    A third factor is the altitude of 9200 feet. 

Because of limited medical facilities and because the wintering parties would 
naturally appreciate a clean and sanitary camp,  every effort was made during the 
construction period to preserve the natural cleanliness of the area and to limit con- 
tamination to well defined areas.    As soon os the construction camp area was staked 
out, a dump was established on the lee side of camp.    All refuse was placed in this 
dump which consisted of a hole roughly 1 !i feet in diameter and 10 feet in depth.    As 
the hole was filled,  the refuse was burned. 

A pit-type latrine was dug and covered with a large box cover.    Over this was 
erected a tent.    The disposal system was effective and odor free.    The area was well 
marked to prevent future contamination.    In order to save travel time during the 
sleeping periods,  a half barrel was placed adjacent to Jamesway No. 2.    The head 
tent and barrels were used until the latrine was completed,  at which time the head 
tent was abandoned. 



The lafrine served nof only to provide disposal faciliMes, but also served to 

::: %:actna9iivyi I9- s.hTr^and iavatory space *]™*™ ^t^fj0«,. crew.   Prachcally no laundry had been cone prior fo the completion of this facility. 

Waste water from the lavatory and laundry is temporarily stored under the 

pZ^b': a " I? ^^.^"V   When fh!S fank (180 ^lons) becomes fut   Ms 

peTure i' I ^'^T/ ^^ ^"^ PUmP '^ ** ^ whe- *• tem- 
perature r. generally -40 F.    By emptying large quantities of water at any one time 

n oftheTer T     n' ^ ^ ^^ ^ (by ^ ^ ") was the fil "g' 
laZ.U      A     Jhe 9°lley ^ wa^ collected in the sink is drained into the 

ÄeLTfd    V'    ;.uASfhiSpif' ^  h^\yfUUngf  future pits should be aug deeper and wider at the start. 

The facilities in the permanent head were adequate in all respects.   The 

two slnksw'thrj;     H      M^' ^ ^ t0 '^ F)'  ^ Wel, U^-    There — two s nks wth hot and cold running water, a shower stall, a washing machine    and 

a drying machine in the head.   Hot water was always available.   By exper e^e it 
was found thaf ^ musf be p|aced ^^ ^ ^ ^^ j^ ence 

nTff "ru0 S   e   . fhe SeWa9e Pit' the co"*^0" of urine and feces soon builds 
a shelf which protrudes and requires periodic clearing.   At the beginning of the 
par, a smal   exhaust fan drew air out of the pit through a stove pipe ou" The roof 
Later it was found that this was quite unnecessary.    The frozen sewage was quUe 
odorless and unoffensive if left unventilated. q 

A seat arrangement was devised to reduce the unpleasantness of the frigid 

h   ^       ; ru^T and ^ Were left raised' and *h* hole ^s covered b7a 
third hinged Id of plywood when the seat was not in use.   This system raised the 
seats to room temperature while they otherwise would have been at -10 to 30 F 

from'thl   t I TT    alSO "'u.^ COnS?derable a"enHon.    It must be understo^ 
from the start that any pipe which emerges from the buildings will inevitably freeze 
f wa er passes through it intermittently.   The system of a pipe within a pipe was 

therefore set up     Although urine passing through the inner pipe might freeze   L 
system allowed the removal of the plugged Inner pipe for thawing. 

Garbage disposal is very simple on the Polar Plateau.    A pit is scooped out of 
he snow, and the garbage and trash is periodically burned in it'  Any outdoor pit 

L7*   T       0 "^ W;th
L

drifMng snow « ** system is far from perfect, and 

lout th      A      Zr!5 T t0 b!|blOWn by ^ Wind-    m* Prob,em ra!s- ** q-stion 
be instai! adriS°b,l;fy of* ^ incinerator.    It is recommended that an incinerator 
be installed in the tunnel system close by the galley.    Much of the galley waste can 

be disposed of down the galley drain.    Here again a simple pit below the'galley sinks 
is quite adequate,  and there is enough hot water drained from this source so that the 
pit is self-perpetuating. 
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Hollen 

During Hie Initial construcHon period a field head was utilized.    It was located 
100 feet west of the temporary camp.    Upon completion of the permanent head, this 
field head was covered with gravel and the stools were stored.    Empty 55-gallon oil 
drums were cut in half and used for the collection of excrements.   These were sprin- 
kled with soda lime to decrease the smell and were dumped weekly on the bay ice 
adjoining the base one-quarter mile from the main camp. 

Water drainage systems were very poor.    During the construction period a 
drainage tank was placed under the sink in the galley which was drained twice 
daily.   The heat from the building caused the food wastes to ferment and give off 
a rancid smell.   As soon as the construction battalion left, this tank was removed. 
A drainage pipe was installed through a hole in the wall.   This also caused trouble 
because of pooling and freezing of the water.   This problem was solved by frequent 
removal of the Ice and pumping out the pooled water. 

Shower drainage in the head was better.   Water ran downhill for quite a 
distance before there was any chance of pooling.    However,  the drainage from the 
sink and the washing machine had to be discontinued due to freezing of the hose 
and snow drifting against the side of the building.    Buckets were then used to col- 
lect water from the sink and washing machine and were emptied down the shower 
drain.   There was no drain for the darkroom sink, and a bucket was used directly 
under it.   The drain in the sick bay sink was of a small diameter which caused it to 
freeze very often, especially during the winter. 

Wilkes 

The plumbing system as designed and Installed was unsightly, unsanitary, and 
impractical.   The system was completely changed and operated very well after modi- 
fication.   The success of some of the methods used are due to the local situation at 
Wilkes Station and would not be applicable for antarctic stations in general. 

The galley and washstand waste water system originally emptied into large 
open rectangular tanks which in turn drained under the buildings.   The open tanks 
were objectionable, and the mess under the buildings was foul smelling and unsightly. 
The tanks were removed and replaced by a length of 2-inch pipe which gradually 
sloped downward from the galley to the head and terminated 44 feet beyond.    All 
sections outside the building were insulated with glass wool inside a wooden servidor, 
and the final section was heated.   All liquid waste was carried by this pipe which 
did not freeze up at all after the Installation was complete. 
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Originally the urinal emptied into a drum immediately outside the head. 
Later it was connected to the drainage pipe.    Drums were set beneath the stools so 
that they could be removed from outside the building and were disposed of in the 
adjoining bay.   With drifting-in, this became impractical.   The space under the 
stools was enclosed, and two exhaust fans were installed.   This made the stools 
warmer and reduced the odor considerably.   The stool section was made removable 
and a stand built inside the enclosure to hold standard garbage cans tightly against 
the holes.   The cans were removed from the inside after having covers placed on 
them and were then carried outside to the garbage sled and emptied into the bay. 
The Wllkes Station site afforded excellent drainage, and this is a must for bases 
sited in rocky areas. 

Ellsworth 

Human wastes and wash water were adequately disposed of by draining them 
into covered pits in the snow.   The latrines and water closets at the station were 
sanitary and very satisfactory.   The following suggestion is made:   pits should be 
dug about 20 feet deep and when possible located centrally beneath the building 
foundation.   Pits beneath the heads filled rapidly.   The drainage pit beneath one 
corner of the galley, in addition to heavy equipment in that comer,  was believed 
to have made the building settle more in that corner than in the others. 

Garbage and refuse disposal was at first accomplished by placing it on a pile 
about 100 yards from the camp.   This, however, was not satisfactory because the 
wind blew much of the garbage about.   Afterwards shallow pits were made in the 
snow and the garbage dumped in these and covered with snow.   The garbage and 
refuse was collected in a  10-ton sled and dumped when it was full. 

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT 

McMurdo 

Laundry facilities located in the powerhouse at McMurdo were inadequate 
(1956).    Only three washing machines and six driers were available,  and parts for 
these were scarce, as was technical manpower to make repairs.   The washing 
machines were heavily used; people tried to do laundry in them all winter; in the 
summer,  the load on them was that of 300 more people.   The system of everyone 
washing his own clothes proved adequate through the wintering period,  but the 
equipment did not have sufficient capacity for the summer population. 
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Early in the year the driers were no longer used because the lint which they 
expelled into the building was a fire hazard in conjunction with the lOOkw generator 
that was always running.    Clothes were cried on lines strung in the overhead of the 
powerhouse and in the barracks.   It was a "make-do" situation during the wintering 
period, but during the summer season it was an impossible situation under such 
crowded conditions. 

Little America 

An agitator, spin-drier type washer was used at Little America, as well as an 
automatic.   The agitator type is preferable because of its durability, water-saving 
characteristics, and ease of operation.   The automatic consumed several complete 
changes of water, and the timer was a constant maintenance problem since many 
different people used the machine In different ways. 

Recomm endations 

1. A wringer-type, rather than a spin-type, extractor is recommended for its 
ease of operation. 

2. At a station the size of Little America, a shipboard-type laundry facility 
would be Ideal. 

3. There would be a saving in time and water If one man were assigned full 
time as laundry operator. 

Hallett 

Two automatic washing machines and driers were received at this station. 
During off-loading, the washing machines were subjected to salt-water Immersion. 
No spare parts were available.   However, by cannibalizing one washer the other 
unit was made serviceable.    Both the washer and drier received heavy use and did 
not prove quite equal to it.   They were noisy and erratic in operation by the year's 
end.    Service manuals were not furnished on either machine.   As a water-conservation 
measure, the washing machine was modified to eliminate all but one rinse cycle. 
This type of washing machine requires too much fresh water for an isolated station. 
Any machine furnished should be accompanied by a liberal spare parts allowance. 
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GALLEY EQUIPMENT 

McMurdo 

The galley ranges were a continuous problem.   These ranges were fired with a 
rotary-type oil burner and were in operation 24 hours a day.   The wear on parts was 
great.   The intense heat required to heat the cast-iron plates of these field stoves 
often caused the rotor tips of the burners to burn; the oil would then be distributed 
improperly, and a great deal of carbon would form.   The oil and air mixture gave 
considerable trouble.   With constant use, the dials and setting screws became worn; 
and the settings were never proper according to the gauges.   Each setting had to be 
made by the judgment of the repairman.   Also, since the outside oil supply was of a 
relatively low temperature, the oil would heat and expand in the oil lines that ran 
behind or near the ovens.   This expansion caused air pockets in the burner and oil 
lines, and bleeding of the burner was quite often required.   Finally, a 5-gallon oil 
tank was mounted on the wall behind and between the stoves and filled by turning 
a valve on a line to the outside storage tank.   This small tank allowed the oil to 
warm to room temperature before using.   After almost two years of constant use, 
these ranges were about burnt out.   The plates are warped from heat, the fire cham- 
bers were broken, and the burners themselves were in poor condition. 

The bake ovens had to be replaced after only two months during Deep Freeze I, 
This was probably due to bringing them to a maximum heat over too short a period 
of time.   A new oven was installed (in 1957) and the existing one rebuilt,  because 
a year of constant use had burned large holes in the back steel liner which allowed 
fumes and soot to enter the baking chambers.   The ovens burn oil and use a gravity- 
flow carburator which requires frequent cleaning.   The major problem with this type 
of oven was that a constant even heat could not be maintained. 

Byrd 

Galley equipment included a Shipmate range converted to diesel burning 
without heat control,  and an electric coffee and hot-water urn, which was damaged 
in airdrop but was functional after some welding.   A diesel-burning water heater, 
set at 140 F, heated water for an overhead storage tank and for circulation through 
the galley snow melter.   A four-piece electric toaster functioned poorly.   Tables 
were covered with Masonite and easily kept clean.    Bake ovens and a proof box 
were not available, which made baking in the single oven at the 500ü-foot altitude 
difficult.   A shelf constructed behind the range, which maintained a constant tem- 
perature of 80 F, was used for the bread to rise. 
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South Pole 

The galley range was a Shipmate Model 4JO# which did the job but created 
an excessive amount of soot.   A larger range was recommended for Deep Freeze III. 
The stove was the main source of heat for the entire mess hall.   It served well until 
a partition was erected to divide the building In half because the grease from cook- 
ing was fouling the meteorological instruments.   An adequate hood, perhaps with a 
circulating fan above It and an exhaust fan below It, would give more efficient 
heating. 

Hallett 

The galley range was a diesel-fired unit which required much attention and 
cleaning.   It is believed that a small restaurant-type electric range would be more 
adequate for this station. 

Wllkes 

The South Bend oil range in the galley was very dirty in operation and required 
a great deal of cleaning.   Operation was somewhat difficult to control and It was 
difficult to maintain a satisfactory draft.   An adequate exhaust hood was not fur- 
nished, but one was fabricated locally.   This proved satisfactory except for cooking 
grilled steak dinners. 

Ellsworth 

All equipment and utensils were adequate with the exception of the oil-burning 
range.   A smaller electric or gasoline range would serve more adequately and be 
much less trouble to maintain.   Although the manual of operation is Included with 
the Army Field Range, it is recommended that some practical experience In operation 
and maintenance be provided commissary personnel prior to use of this equipment in 
field work.   The field galley equipment performed excellently under the circumstances. 
However, for cold weather use inside huts a vent system Is required.    It would be 
preferable If the ranges were converted to burn diesel oil prior to shipment.   The kits 
furnished to convert the ranges from gasoline to diesel oil fuel were for a different 
model range.   For the use of the ranges Inside huts the use of diesel oil as fuel Is 
preferable from a safety standpoint. 
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FIRE PROTECTION AND FIRE FIGHTING 

McMurdo 

Uncontrolled fire is the greatest hazard to the welfare of n^rc« I      J 
operational capabilities of an Isolated antarctic staHon tZToTLl^ ,956 

PA^ITAT ^ -.S?^ ^ al1 l!v!n9 ****" and working spaces     Thf 

Ontos and r6; T0^6 l" al1 bui,dln9S-    The Slren w« dF-antled fro" the 
Ontos and moun ed atop the photo lab as part of the fire alarm system.   Absolute 

eau^n"   ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ *** be *<**** nature'tbotage, 
equipmen   fa.lure,  personal carelessness, or material failure.   Therefore    everv 

its *""B»ion and in keepmg w.th an acceptable element of risk.   McMurdo bulldinas 

rdone%Traro;r halfhe
J
f0l,0Win9mInimUm **>*****'' oneT^und A u 9 

gulsher o^ll t? ^r^9^6^ 0ne 130-P^d stcfionary^Ansul ex in- 
ex^nauishers^r el

J
,n ^^ ^^^   The CamP had foü' 300-pound Ansul 

camp Were mOUnted ^ lar9e Whee,s and Placed ^ratigically around 

Ansul lvrÄ'uflr0"f!OhH,lfl e,?u!Pmenf insisted of two sled-mounted,  500-pound 
Ansul extmgu.shers.    Later a wheeled trailer, mounting three ISO-pound Ansd 
extinguishers, was utilized.    It is believed that this iarter type is better suited to 

^oÄ^Ät   dnt ^n 0CCaSlOn When ^'^^ -^ on 
c^olTk TU    .u   "P?^     ype d,d n0f 0Perafe due fo leak?"9 fittings and 
o   skm  .f    eS' /        hree 150-POund Ansul extinguishers were sufficient fn the hands 
of sk.lled opera ors to extinguish an extensive fire which gutted two engines and a 

e^Tan    d;.Tln9,C"; ^ ^f 6Ur',n9 ^ landFn9 rol10^-   As a resul"9 th s experi- 
So^ound one     Wh- ^ T "^ ^ ^ 150-POUnd -^9uishers in lieu of'the 
500 pound one     Wh.le such equipment is adequate for limited aircraft fires, it is 
completely unsat.sfcctory for protecting the types of aircraft employed in this operation. 

A      l ^»r"^ ^ S.kiWay each had a ]~t0n s,ecl mounfed with eight 150-pound 
Tandin«     ?; ^ ^ ^^^ abo^ ^'PO^ along each runway     Fo" aU 
land.ngs and take-offs   a crash crew of five men and one hospital corpsman manned 
a weasel attached to the sled.    In October 1957, a Dodge truck fitted'as an Ansul 

^ JanutvT^fi0"" 1° ^^ ^^ ^^ ^teC^'    " '» -derstood   hat in January 1958 another similar truck arrived. 

on^K^K mOSllmPOrtanf bui.ldin9S' Powerhou^  mess hall,  communications, aerology 

hanner! ^     T" OC"Pied 24 ^ a day-    ShoP buI,dIn9S such « ^e gorogT 
duTnl e|efonics, ond parachute loft were manned 24 hours a day only 
durmg the summer.    These shops were secured by assigned personnel.   This included 
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burning off the stoves, electric power at the junction box, and removing accumulated 
trash and fire hazards.   The night JOOD supervised two men whose many duties 
Included keeping a lookout for any indication of an outbreak of fire. 

The most probable source of fire, other than human error,  is from the stacks 
of galley ranges and other building space heaters.    During high burning rates, many 
large pieces of burning soot were sometimes emitted from the stacks.   Also If stacks 
became loose and touched the building openings, the intense stack heat could set 
afire the dry plywood building panels.   After the Public Works garage and shop 
building was razed by fire and it was determined that it had been properly secured. 
It was more apparent that such Important buildings must be inspected each hour or 
half hour even though all known potential fire hazards had been eliminated. 
Therefore, for the remainder of the winter nights and until summer operations kept 
the shops open 24 hours a day, a continuous roving fire watch was established for 
the Inspection each half hour of all unmanned buildings with either heat or electric 
power on, plus Important buildings even if heat and lights were off. 

It was found that the only way to fight fire was to eliminate it prior to the first 
flame or to be on hand when the first flame or smoke appears.    If the firemen cannot 
enter the building or see the base of the flames,  they should salvage the material 
and equipment close enough to the building to be damaged,  and then use a D& tractor 
to shove-In the building sides and contain the fire. 

Every permanent camp member was assigned to the fire bill with a specific 
responsibility.    Enough individuals were assigned each necessary function,  so that 
If half the personnel for some reason did not hear the alarm,  tlre-flghting equipment 
and personnel would arrive expeaitiously and in numbers required.    People were 
assigned to bring bulldozers,  Carylifts,  large Ansuls, hand extinguishers,  ladders, 
shovels, and axes.   Each man hod to report to someone for further instructions.   The 
fire chief and fire marshall gave instruction to small groups on the care and use of 
equipment, and the procedures that would generally be followed in the event of a 
fire.    Sufficient drills were held to insure that everyone was familiar with their 
respective duties.   The fire chief and fire marshall inspected all fire equipment 
periodically to Insure it was in operating condition. 

The fire alarm system Installed by Deep Freeze I was connected to only seven 
buildings which were always occupied.   The alarm system was not in operation upon 
the arrival of DET BRAVO,  and instruction books were not available.    Since the 
electrical and electronics personnel could not correct the installation,  the system 
was not used.   The PA system was much more effective for all buildings could be 
contacted. 
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Little America 

Fire Protection 

It is recognized that fire is the most serious threat in the antarctic because of 
the sub-zero temperatures and gale-like winds, inability to bring an appreciable 
amount of liquid extinguishing agent to bear on a fire, and the fact that for over 
nine months of the year it is not practicable to obtain any kind of replacement. 

A fire bill was promulgated to reduce the fire hazard to a minimum, to establish 
a system of effectively combatting fire in and adjacent to the Little America Station, 
to acquaint personnel with the types of fire-fighting equipment available, its use and 
location, and to establish fire fighting procedures.   All fire company personnel were 
thoroughly indoctrinated in the use of existing fire-fighting equipment, types of 
fires, and methods of combatting fire.   Numerous surprise fire drills were Instituted 
by the officer In charge simulating various types of fires and existing conditions. 
Discrepancies, whether large or minor, were noted and remedial action taken. 
Weekly inspections were made to insure readiness of all equipment.   CO2 bottles 
were weighed.   Ansul units were Inspected for broken safety wire seals, usage, or 
mishandling. 

The base was divided into five major fire-fighting zones.    Five pull boxes 
were located on the bulkhead in the passageway — one in each zone.   Small hemi- 
spherical fire detectors were mounted on the bulkheads of most buildings to detect 
the presence of fires.   When the manual or mechanical system was activated, the 
fire watch center (power plant generator watch) was alerted, and the passageway 
fire alarm horns were activated.   The fire watch center Informed the JOOD by phone 
immediately giving the alarm, rfie zone, and the cause if known.   The JOOD 
immediately passed the alarm over the 24-station Intercom. 

A fire and security watch was initiated primarily for general safety.   Normally, 
the watch stander made a complete inspection tour of all spaces each half hour. 
During storm conditions, hazards naturally increased.   To combat this, an additional 
fire and security watch was appointed making It possible to have a continuous patrol. 
All buildings were inspected to insure that stoves were secured in unoccupied spaces 
and functioning properly in berthing spaces.    The carbon monoxide detectors were 
inspected for operational status and carbon monoxide reading.   Corrective action 
was taken where deemed necessary,  and many potential fires and other hazards were 
eliminated.   There were a few minor fires at Little America.   However, due to the 
constant vigilance and alertness of all hands, especially the Rre and security watch, 
and the high state of readiness of the fire company, the fires were expeditiously 
extinguished. 
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The large Ansul units are considered the best extinguishers for major fires In 
sub-zero temperatures with the following limitations: 

1. Inability to bring an appreciable amount of Ansul powder to bear on high 
overhead surfaces. 

2. Powder dissipation due to high wind effect. 

The liquid extinguishing agent derived from LaFrance antifreeze crystals began to 
freeze at minus 20 F and Is a poor extinguishing agent for antarctic use. 

Carbon Monoxide Protection 

Buildings constructed for antarctic use are necessarily tight and natural 
ventilation Is poor.   At Little America the primary means of heating was oil.   This, 
coupled with tightly enclosed spaces, was naturally conducive to the accumulation 
of fumes.   In order to reduce dangerous fumes, such as carbon monoxide, to an 
acceptable risk level in buildings occupied by personnel, carbon monoxide detectors 
were Installed. 

The CO detector manufactured by the Mine Safety Appliance Company proved 
very satisfactory.   These units were located in all buildings occupied by personnel. 
They operated on 110 volts ac and consisted of a blower motor of 1/80 horsepower, 
an alarm horn, and a series of relays and Indicating lights.   A sample of the sur- 
rounding atmosphere was taken in through an intake port and passed through a 
chamber containing fine electrodes surrounded by a chemical which was heated to 
a predetermined temperature by the unit Itself.   This chemical was of relatively low 
conductivity until It was exposed to a specific amount of carbon monoxide, where- 
upon its chemical structure changed and provided a good conductive path between 
the electrodes In the detection chamber.   Upon being exposed to approximately 
1 percent of CO, the green or safe lamp on the panel would go off, and the red 
warning lamp would light, simultaneously setting off the alarm horn.   The unit 
could then be reset to safe position.   After two or three alarms, the chemical In 
the detection chamber would have to be replaced. 

Recommendations 

1. Periodic surprise fire drills and scheduled lectures should be given in order 
to keep the fire company in a high state of readiness. 

2. Weekly Inspections should be made of all fire-fighting equipment. 
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3. Stoves in unoccupied spaces should be kept secured. 

4. A fire and security watch should be maintained especially during the 
winter period and when the base Is operating on one shift.   A complete inspection 
of the base should be made every half-hour.   This watch must be doubled during 
storm (high winds) conditions and a continuous patrol maintained in order to guard 
against storm damage and stove blow back. 

Byrd 

Originally each building contained two Ansul hand extinguishers.   However, 
the number was adjusted as considered necessary.   A fire watch was established whose 
duties consisted of checking for fires and filling the space heater tanks.   One D8 
tractor was available at all times to drift snow onto a burning building.   Upon com- 
pletion of the tunnel, refill supplies ware placed at either end of the tunnel, 
providing better distribution regardless of location of fire. 

The automatic fire alarm system consisted of a main control panel with fire 
zone Indicator located in the vestibule of the communications-meteorology building. 
Detector thermostats were located In all five heated buildings.   The detectors were 
mounted on the overheads at spots estimated most strategic.   Two manual pull boxes 
were Installed, one In the galley and one in the powerhouse.   Activation of the 
alarm caused a bell to ring In the mess hall and a horn to sound by the control board 
in the galley. 

Due to limited equipment, the D8, weasel, or IGY Sno-Cat with two or more 
Ansul extinguishers were used to stand by during air operations.   The IGY traverse 
personnel and equipment were available for off-station crashes.   The weasel, with 
a man dressed In asbestos clothing and equipped with Ansul bottles, stood by each 
plane during starting and alongside the runway during take-off and landing. 

South Pole 

Fire Protection 

During summer operations, fire watch duties were assigned to personnel 
working night shift.   The limited number of personnel did not warrant the assigning 
of a specific fire watch.   All personnel were well familiarized with camp security 
needs.    During the winter night the fire watch was stood by the UT, who was 
assigned to working nights.    He made hourly rounds of the base and also acted as 
generator watch. 
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Available extinguishers were six 20-pouncl Ansuls, thirteen Kiddie water 
extinguishers, and one questionable 150-pound Ansul.    The latter was damaged in 
airdrop and later repaired.   As It never had to be used it was not known whether 
the repairs were satisfactory.   A request for additional extinguishers, both 20- and 
150-pound Ansuls, was turned down in February 1957 by a task force message 
saying there were none available.    However,  in December 1957 additional units 
were furnished by McMurdo.   Additional extinguishers were also included in 
Deep Freeze III resuppIy orders. 

Fire Alarm System 

The control panels for the Kiddle Fire Alarm are located in the mess hall with 
ten detectors and four manual alarm stations located throughout the base.    Alarm 
sounders are located In the mess hall, the barracks building, and the science 
building.   This system was operative throughout the year.   In addition, field phones 
and a three-speaker PA system provide means of passing any alarm to all buildings 
except the head. 

Hallett 

Fire Alarm System 

The fire alarm system was changed so that there were eight zones,  each major 
building representing an Individual zone.   Under the original system there were four 
zones.   All buildings, with the exception of the hydrogen generator building 
(Bldg. 6), were provided with thermal switch type alarms.   All of these alarms were 
wired to the master fire alarm panel located in the mess hall (Bldg. 2).   To Insure 
that all hands were notified of a fire, all important buildings were equipped with a 
fire horn or buzzer which was wired to the master alarm.   When the alarm went off 
the word was passed over the intercom system giving the location of the fire. 

Fire-Fighting Equipment 

Ansul dry chemical extinguishers are believed to be the best type of extinguisher 
for this type of operation due to their range of operation and usability in class "B" 
and "C" fires.    One 150-pound unit was permanently located in the garage and a 
second unit was mounted in the weasel.   This vehicle was designated as the crash 
and fire weasel.    Nine 20-pound Ansul units were located through the camp.   The 
2-1/2-gallon Walter Kiddle antifreeze extinguishers were placed on the outsldes of 
buildings throughout the camp area.    During the winter months It was necessary to 
place them inside,   as they froze at minus 20 F.   The antifreeze mixture furnished 
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ThI 2  1/9 eX   ngü Shers Wa
:
S ^focfured by the American-LaFrance Company. 

The 2-1/2-gallon foam extinguishers were kept inside the head building and were 
never used.   The carbon tetrachlortde vehicle extinguishers were no gcSd once 
discharged as no replacement equipment was available. 

Wllkes 

One or more Ansul fire extinguishers were located in the galley, powerhouse 

Z^oo^TT0" bu,,d!^' a"d ^ *** Po^ where electrical £„' 
anticipated.   Antifreeze water and 20-pound Ansul extinguishers were placed inside 

.all::   head   a^dt ^ ^ ^^ ^ * ^^ ^ to the ^ between 
ffni  ^ 5 ™ }   T^   A WeaSel WaS OUfffned w,th ladder' «•* PT bar, 
line    and 20-pound and 150-pound Ansul bottles to serve as a fire vehicle.   All 
vehicular equipment contained hand-operated carbon tetrachloride extinguishers. 

The fire detector system, as installed and designed, for all practical purposes 
was useless.   The thennal operated switches when tripped by very high heatwodd 

In which rr OU   ^ *! l0C?Or ^^ fn fhe 9a,,e>'-   Th?S ,n^afed ^e space In which fire was occur.ng and at the same time sounded a horn.   This system did 
not function for the two building fires encountered.    It was triggered accidentally 
by wate   seeping Into   he mechanism when a roof leaked.   Experience at Wllkes 
Stat on Indicated that by the time this system gave the alarm, the building concerned 

Tcted spa«" ^ WOUlCl ^ dIfFiCU,f t0 PreVent desfruc^on of Intercon- 

The electric carbon-monoxide alarms were too sensitive to maintain an 
effective watch and were not used.    Electric horns were removed from these and 
used with a manually operated fire alarm system.   Switches In each building con- 
nected Into this alarm circuit were operated manually as soon as a fire was discovered. 
This proved very effective In sounding the alarm. scoverea. 

For fighting fires, two men each were asrigned to the following duties- 

brlna no Ih    f       £ XT" ^ ^ "T ^ ^ "^ aWakenin9 al1 StaMon P*™™*^ bringing the fire fighting weasel to the scene of the fire; bringing axes, prybars, 
and any other needed hand tools; and isolating the fire area electrically.    Response 
to an alarm was very rapid and usually most personnel were at the scene within 
60 seconds of the sounding of the alarm.   All personnel not assigned specific duties 
carried hand extinguishers to the fire.    The volume of the alarm was augmented by 
using the horns from the carbon monoxide alarms. " 
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Four fires were experienced at this station.   Two were In the Inside of 
buildings protected by the automatic detector system.   In both cases the detector 
did not operate.   The first fire. In the powerhouse, was an electrical fire caused 
by ruptured Insulation In the fire alarm circuit Inside BX conduit.    It caused minor 
damage to a wall panel before It was brought under control by de-energizing the 
fire alarm circuit and using a 20-pound Ansul powder extinguisher.   The second 
fire. In the garage, was started by welding operations and caused minor damage. 
It was also brought under control by the use of the hand Ansul unit.   The other 
two fires occurred outside of the area protected by the detector system.   One was 
In the galley smokestack and was kept under control with the use of the mobile 
150-pound Ansul unit.   The other was In a small Jamesway hut which was being 
used to keep open a freshwater pond for a water supply.    This fire started when a 
Preway heater backfired.   The hut was a total loss, and the use of a 20-pound Ansul 
unit was completely Ineffective against the blaze. 

Ellsworth 

During the first week that the camp was established a demonstration was 
given on the use of the large Ansul flre-flghtlng equipment.   The station personnel 
was divided up into five flre-flghtlng units and a rescue unit.   Two small Ansul 
extinguishers and In some cases a liquid extinguisher were placed In every building. 
One large Ansul unit was mounted on a small sled behind a weasel.   This unit was 
fitted for the express purpose of combating aircraft fires.   Fire drills were held regu- 
larly simulating various types of fires.   Due to a low supply of chemical extinguishing 
agents.  It was necessary to limit their use during drills In order tp minimize waste 
and Insure an adequate supply In case of actual fires.   A triangle of steel which 
produced a ringing sound when struck Was used as a fire alarm.   This alarm was placed 
in the main tunnel outside the enlisted barracks but could not be heard during drills. 
A better type alarm system should be Incorporated, possibly of the automatic type 
which could be heard throughout the entire base. 

During the year there were three fires.   The first occurred In the galley, under 
the bake oven and was due to Insufficient insulation.    It was easily put out with a 
small Ansul extinguisher.   To prevent reoccurance, the floor under the oven was 
rebuilt and Insulated with loose asbestos and covered with sheet metal.   The second 
fire happened In the garage and was apparently from spontaneous combustion in 
oily rags left under a portable welding machine.   The wheels of this equipment sus- 
tained considerable damage before the fire was extinguished by use of portable Ansul 
extinguishers.    During this fire a large Ansul unit in the tunnel would not work. 
It was determined later that some of the chemical had been left In the rubber hose 
after a fire drill and had not been blown clear with nitrogen.   The third fire started 
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contmT. P^P-'ype »ater fir. extlngufcher Anally gat the Are under 

Tl,e ^"'P"«"'far fighting fires was cansldered satUfactary     Ha»,.v.r   „ larger „pp|y „ ntfro8en for the Ansu| „„„. ^ ^ ^^•J*^. « 

POL STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION, AND USAGE 

McMurdo 

Storage FacIUHes 

c; and^^rr xr^Ä rr Jirr'- ^r 

Avgas 
Mogas 
Diesel 
White Gas, Avgas 

One 250,000-gal welded steel tank 
Eight 10,000-gal rubber tanks 
One 100,000-gal welded steel tank 
Two YOG's - 250,000 gal each 

l^Ll^ndTlf n0rfh f ""* PO,nf*   They re^he6 daI|y '"«»»•cHon of 
Krlu Chains

f
a"d l,nes as great pressures were exerted by tidal action and the 

breaking off o  huge sections of the snow and Ice cliffs alongside the maarlna 

T* Pn^t D/ep FreeZe " an «WlHonal 250,000-gal Ion avgasTank was 
Svl ^ ^^ füel r de,Jvered ^ means of *« M-I e Corps Buk Fuel 
Sys em, with the exception of that fuel which was stored In the YOG"      Drlm^ 
POL products were delivered to the edge of the bay Ice by ships where ft was 
transferred to tractor trains and hauled Into camp. 

destrovlna s^dlT«   ^        f "^ S,fe-    LoÖSe drUmS ,n fhe sleds lifted badly, destroying side boards, and on two occasions causing the sleds to turn over. 
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Unloading by barrel chimes was too slow.   Drum handling crews of eight men 
manhandled the unwelldy Items.   The drums were rolled off sleds onto dunnage 
laid out on the ground.   Two layers of drums were placed on top by the same 
method, the dunnage being removed as each drum came Into place to permit 
nesting.   The drum handling procedure, while fast and resulting In excellent 
storage, was hazardous to personnel.   Several minor Injuries resulted when drums 
got out of hand.   One man was seriously Injured when a drum got loose and 
struck his head. 

The drummed storage area for Deep Freeze II was just off the Ice of Winter 
Quarters Bay and along the Hut Point peninsula.   The drums were laid on their 
side and stacked four to six high, and about eight deep against the hill.   It was 
one long pile of about 200 yards.   It was a fine looking cache but during the winter 
blowing snow filled In the area so that the top layer was burled 1 to 3 feet.   Using 
lifting equipment, five men Is the minimum number for loading and unloading drums • 
two In the sled, two on the supply pile, and one operator. 

Issue Facilities 

Diesel Oil.    Diesel oil was required for the power plant, equipment, and 
building heating systems.   Three 5000-gallon steel dispersing tanks were erected 
northeast of the power plant.   Fuel was pumped from the 100,000-gallon tank at 
Hut Point to the nested tanks utilizing three-quarters of a mile of 4-lnch hose.   The 
terrain over which the hose lay had a rise of 60 feet.   This system worked well all 
winter, and no difficulty was encountered with the pump or line although tempera- 
tures dropped to minus 70 F.   The fuel was then fed by gravity to the powerhouse 
through a meter manifold.   Drums were used when the 100,000-tank was empty. 
Fuel for the garage was stored In a 3000-gallon rubber tank bermed In above the 
garage.   Drums were periodically used to fill this large supply tank.   A tractor 
drawn dlesel sled of 300-gallon capacity was constructed for fueling stoves and 
heaters throughout camp.   The fuel sled, an Athey wagon with two 150-gallon 
tanks, was fueled either directly from drums, using a Barnes pump, or from the 
nested tanks at the powerhouse.   The first two pumps threw rods after less than 
20-hours operation.   This was attributed to poor operating technique In starting. 
The third pump was rigged so that it could be removed from the sled and stored In 
a heated building when not In use.   Just prior to reinstalling. It was fired off and 
permitted to warm up.   This seemed to correct the difficulty as no further trouble 
was encountered.   This same pump was used to empty drums and to drain fuel from 
several of the 10,000-gallon rubber tanks. 
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Mogas.   The eight 10,000-gallon rubber tanks at Hut Point served to feed fuel 
directly to a ready Issue tank which was fitted with a hose and nozzle.   All the 
tracked vehicles could get gasoline right at Hut Point.   As the ready Issue tank was 
expended. It would be refilled from the other tanks.   Also 16 drums would be filled 
with mogas periodically and hauled to the garage for use by the wheeled vehicles 
In camp.   The nozzles were the only difficulty encountered with this system.   The 
interval gaskets leaked and although replaced and different nozzles used, the 
difficulty persisted throughout the winter months.   Although temperatures ranged 
down as low as -70 F and averaged approximately -35 F during the winter period, 
no difficulty was encountered with the pump which was left out in the open through- 
out the winter. 

Aviation Gasoline.   The main demand for avgas was at the runway, approxi- 
mately 1-1/2 miles away from the storage tanks.   A dispensing facility was prepared 
at the runway consisting of three 10,000-gallon rubber tanks and Gorman-Rupp 
pumps.   A 4-Inch hose was laid between the runway and the higher 250,000-gallon 
avgas tank.   With a head of 70 feet, the fuel fed Into the rubber tanks cf a rate 
of 50 gallons a minute.   The planes were serviced directly from sled and wheel 
mounted refuelers which were filled at the rubber tanks and tov/ed to the planes. 
To give an Idea of peak air operations, over 37,000 gallons of avgas were dispensed 
prior to 1 January 1957. 

Although total storage capacity in Deep Freeze II was 1,000,000 gallons, 
the total amount that could be delivered to the runway was about 10 percent less. 
The tanks could not be sucked dry as the discharge valve is 10 inches above the 
tank's bottom.   The YOG pumps did not operate, so a 4-inch hose was lowered 
through each manhole and the gasoline pumped out with a Gorman-Rupp pump. 

Marine Bulk Fuel System 

This system was the heart of all the POL bulk transfers at McMurdo.   In early 
February 1956,  the components of the system were laid out from Hut Point to the 
USS NESPELEN, a distance of some 4 miles.   To assist in pumping, three booster 
stations were Initially used.   The first was located a mile and a half from the ship; 
the second, two and a half miles from the ship; and the last station at the base of 
Hut Point, three and a half miles.   This last station was about 1500 feet from the 
avgas storage tank which was 60 feet above the pump.   With the exception of the 
last station, all pumping was over straight and level ice.   One 10,000-gallon tank 
was used per booster station.   The initial pumping showed a very slow rate of flow 
although the pressure seemed normal.    One reading was 26 gallons per minute at 
90 psi.    Believing the distance from the ship to the first booster pump to be too great. 
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an additional pump was installed  1000 feet from the ship's side.    This failed to 
remedy the situation.    Further inspection revealed several ice blocks within the 
hose itself.    Clearing was accomplished by breaking the hose,  using a hammer to 
loosen the ice, and allowing the ice to be either washed or pushed out.   The 
resulting fuel flow was satisfactory. 

Prior to the return of the task force in December 1956, the laying of hose, 
placement of pumps,  and establishment of a temporary intermediate tank farm was 
commenced.    The hose which had not been used during the winter night was stored 
on the hill above camp.    Although tarpaulins had been placed over the hose,  the 
ends of the hose were full of snow and ice.    As no available building was large 
enough to accomodate the 50-foot lengths of hose,  an area was prepared on the 
s'de of a hill for the task of removing the snow and ice.   With one end of the hose 
elevated,  a Herman-Nelson heater forced hot air through each piece until the ice 
and snow were completely melted.    Following this,  a large rag was pulled through 
to take out any foreign material that remained.    Over 300 pieces were treated in 
this long and tedious manner.    To prevent further filling with blowing snow,  these 
sections were hooked together and laid out with seals being placed over both ends. 
Seven 10,000-gallon tanks were utilized for the tank farm.    All hose and tanks 
available were gathered together to expedite the operation.    This included tem- 
porarily demolishing the existing systems in camp and at the runway. 

The USS NESPELEN arrived at McMurdo Sound on 20 December 1956 and 
anchored roughly 16 miles from Hut Point.    The icebreakers proceeded to cut a 
channel to a point approximately 8 miles north of Hut Point.    At this point,  ice- 
breaking was halted as it was feared further disturbance might endanger the ice 
runway.    Only 5 miles of assault fuel hose were available at Hut Point,  not enough 
to pump directly to the YOG's and fuel tanks.    Late in the month of December, 
20,000 feet of new hose,  three 10,000-gallon tanks and three 3000-gallon tanks 
were received, plus assorted short pieces of suction and discharge hoses.    A tem- 
porary fuel farm was set up on the sea ice at a point approximately midway between 
the ship mooring point and Hut Point. 

During the Icebreaklng operation,  and for two days following,  persistent 
northerly winds kept the channel clogged with broken ice.    This made it impossible 
to move the NESPELEN to the mooring location.    Since It was Impossible to deter- 
mine how long this condition might exist.   It was decided to commence the unloading 
by transferring blocks of 25,000 gallons of gasoline to the USS GLACIER and shut- 
tle it to the pumping point.   Four trips by the GLACIER loaded the temporary fuel 
farm.   Gasoline was pumped through a series of booster stations, the first 
1-8/10 miles from the ship,  the second and third at equal distances,  and the last 
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1-7/10 miles from the tank farm, for a total of 7 miles.   One 10,000-gallon rubber 
tank per booster station was utilized.   Prior to disconnecting this first 7 miles of 
hose, compressed air was fed Into the line, and approximately 70 percent of the fuel 
in the lines was realized as an end prodcct at the temporary tank farm.   At this 
point,  it became necessary to retrieve the 7 miles of hose, lay it out on the opposite 
side of the temporary fuel farm, and connect it with the permanent storage at 
Hut Point.   Once again, compressed air was used to salvage approximately 70 percent 
of the fuel remaining in the hose.   A total of 95,000 gallons was pumped in this 
I eap-frag operat ion. 

By 29 December, the channel had cleared and the NESPELEN was brought to 
the mooring site which by that date had been moved to a point close enough to per- 
mit direct pumping to Hut Point.    This speeded up what would have been a slow, 
arduous process; and by 31 December, when pumping was completed, 755,000 gallons 
of aviation gasoline had been delivered. 

During the leap-frog phase the hose was manhandled and placed on 1-ton sleds 
connected in train for transport.    Six sleds with the end boards removed permitted 
approximately 50 pieces of 50-foot hose to ride safely above the snow and ice. 
Weasels were used to pull the sleds.   This was an excessive load for the weasels, and 
the transmissions particularly suffered as a result.   However, in view of the dire 
shortage of tractors, no other solution was available.   Eight to twelve personnel were 
required on a 24-hour basis for theoperation.   This requirement seriously restricted 
the work force available at the base at a critical time in ship off-loading and runway 
repairs.   Three weasels were continuously tied up.   The only difficulty encountered 
throughout the POL off-loading was that one of the pumps became completely 
inoperative due to engine trouble; and two others temporarily failed to keep up the 
required output and hence were immediately replaced with other pumps. 

Although the gasoline was all delivered by 31 December, POL crews were 
required until the middle of January to gather up equipment, reinstall the tank farm 
system at the runway, and to assist at Little America.   Three-quarters of a mile of 
hose, two Gorman-Rupp pumps, and eight 10,000-gallon neoprene tanks were loaned 
to Little America, together with supervisory personnel.   Altogether approximately 
4500 man-hours were required to accomplish the off-loading of all gasoline, including 
demolishing and restoring facilities at camp and runway. 

"Between 26 January and 21 February 1956, the Amphibious Assault Bulk Fuel 
Handling System was laid out on the bay ice, connected, and utilized for pumping 
230,000 gallons of avgas, 82,000 gallons of mogas, and 72,000 gallons of arctic 
diesel fuel.   Due to operational schedules, the hose was laid two and one-half weeks 
before pumping commenced.   In future operations,  it is recommended that the system 
be laid out no more than two or three days before pumping.   Dunnage was found to 
be unnecessary.    No appreciable settling of the hose due to melting. 
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"Camlocks did not show any unusual amount of breaking during operations 
when temperatures ranged from -2 F to -30 Ff and only four were broken during 
the entire operation.   A simple cap of metal or plastic should be devised to cover 
the hose ends, snow and Ice were constantly blowing Into the hose prior to cou- 
pling and created a great deal of extra work.   Water posed a constant problem, 
causing ice blocks In the system during Initial pumping operations.   After ice was 
freed from the system, a lengthy process entailing trailing from hose to hose, break- 
ing the coupling and removing the ice, the system operated at an average capacity 
of 10,000 gallons per hour.   Salt water was not used to purge the system due to the 
belief that it would freeze.   Instead, to prevent the loss of arctic diesel in the line. 
It was followed by a slug of shipboard diesel. 

"The 10,000-gallon tank at each booster (pump) station served as an excellent 
settling tank.    Booster stations No.  1 and No. 2 were found to contain approximately 
2 tons of frozen water and sludge after the pumping was completed; while station 
No. 3,  the last station before the tanks, contained neither water nor sludge. 

"The tanks and hose developed no unusual problems under the conditions to 
which they were operated.   Although several Gorman-Rupp pumps became inoperative, 
this was not attributed to either the cold weather or the ice.   The fuel-handling 
system Is considered to be an adequate and satisfactory means of transferring fuel in 
the antarctic."4 

The POL hose is the only quick and relatively easy way of transferring fuel In 
the antarctic.   The hose should be transported on three 10-ton sleds, coupled one 
behind the other,  so that the ends do not drag in the snow or dirt, or no part of the 
hose drags excessively or is pinched.   When the hose is disassembled, each section 
should be Immediately capped on both ends to insure that dirt and snow do not plug 
the hose or damage the ends.   The hose sections should be stored on the side of a 
hill or a large flat area where they can be laid out side by side and not piled one on 
top of the other, and where there is no danger of vehicles driving over them.   The 
rubber tanks are constantly subjected to weather and become checked and cracked. 
It Is doubtful If they will last much more than one winter.   Ample spare 4-inch gas- 
kets should be shipped each year.   The Gorman-Rupp pumps are versatile, and can 
be used as defuelers as well as direct pumps. 

Auxiliary Equipment 

The Air Force refueler. Type F6, 5000-gallon capacity, proved to be a superior 
piece of equipment in all respects.    It is completely winterized and pumps at a rapid 
rate (5000 gallons In eight minutes).    It is highly recommended for future operations 
of this type.    In addition to the two Fö refuelers, a Navy type 2000-gallon .sled" 
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mounted refueler was available.    Due to inadequate winterization,  this refueler was 
not used until temperatures rose enough to insure comparatively easy starting of the 
pump engine (+28 F or better).   The F6 refuelers were operated without difficulty 
through temperatures ranging down to -40 F.    It is noted that the fire extinguishing 
system incorporated as a part of this refueler was very efficient.   A fire broke out 
in the hose compartment of one of them and was promptly extinguished by manually 
tripping the CO2 mechanism.   The system had an automatic feature which may or 
may not have worked, but no one wished to take time to find out.   The two Air Force 
refuelers were used to pump over 600,000 gallons of aviation gasoline during the 
period 18 October 1956 to 1 February 1957 without any serious malfunction. 

Dispensing lubricating oil 5o the aircraft proved to be the most difficult 
problem encountered as the equipment on hand was not adequate.   An Arctic Lube 
Oil Carrier, procured from Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory,  Port Hueneme, was 
poorly fabricated and too flimsy for the constant movement required.    It consisted 
of a sled-mounted 500-gallon tank incorporating a circulating antifreeze system 
with two heaters,  a gas burning coolant heater, and an electric hot spot heater.   The 
latter was satisfactory when ample power was available.   The oil, after being heated, 
was supposed to be pumped to the aircraft oil tanks by two electric aircraft type fuel 
pumps.   The pumps, designed for gasoline, did not have enough capacity to raise the 
oil to the aircraft wing and hence were never used in this manner.    Instead, the 
warm oil was pumped into 5-gallon cans; and then the cans were hauled upon the 
plane's wings with a line.    As the C-124's frequently used 100 gallons of oil at a 
time, such a process extended the servicing time unreasonably.   A standard oil truck, 
properly winterized and equipped with an external heating unit, would have encoun- 
tered little difficulty if used on the ice runway. 

Quality of POL 

In general,  the bulk fuel was considered dirtier than desired, although no 
engine failures were experienced.   This fuel condition was believed due to multi- 
plicity of handling.    Several times, fuel had to be transferred from one ship to 
another to meet ship movements.   There was a great deal of water in the fuel in 
spite of every effort to exclude it.    Fuel filters constantly froze although personnel 
were indoctrinated to take the utmost in care to prevent contamination.    Alcohol 
was added to each tank of fuel,  the quantity depending on the fuel.    About 1 quart 
of isopropyl alcohol was added to each 25 gallons of mogas and to each 50 gallons 
of diesel.    Some of the bulk diesel delivered was so contaminated that it was used 
only as emergency fuel. 
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The following is o resume of fuels and lubricants used: 

1. Premixed permanent- type antifreeze was used in cooling systems 
and was satisfactory in the temperatures encountered. 

2. 9170 motor oil was used in main engines except in extreme cold 
weather and then changed to sub-zero oil. 

3. Sub-zero or arctic lube engine oil was used in air cleaners, 
starting engines, master clutches, steering boosters, and fuel- 
injection housings.    Lube oil consumption during Deep Freeze II 
was considerably higher with arctic lube.   There were no engine 
bearing failures caused by the oil. 

4. Gear Oil Special (GOS) MIL-L-10324 was used in starting-engine 
transmissions, bevel gear compartment,  final drives, and winches. 
It proved satisfactory in all temperatures.   During Deep Freeze II, 
GO-75 was used with satisfactory results until March 1957. 

5. Arctic-type diesel fuel W-F-800 was used with a minimum amount 
of foreign matter to be found in fuel system.   During Deep Freeze II, 
about 10,000 gallons of diesel were used per month. 

6. Aviation-type hydraulic fluid Mil Spec 5606 was used satisfactorily 
to temperatures or -75 F. 

7. Automotive gasoline was arctic-type Mil-G-3056 (Arctic C mogas 
made by Peerless Solvent Chemical Company was no good.   There 
seemed to be no water in it but would freeze as it vaporized and 
formed red rust on carborator.') 

8. Arrtic-type grease.  MlL-G-10924, was used at all temperatures and 
was satisfactory. 

9. Alcohol, denatured.  Grade 3,  Fed Spec 0-A-396, was used as an 
additive to counteract water in both diesel and gasoline tanks with 
little help noted in some cases,  and positive results in others. 
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Recommendations 

1. That Investigation be made Into methods of unitizing the drums Into units 
easily handled by fork lift and crane. 

2. That every effort be made to bring tankers close enough to storage tanks 
to permit direct pumping. 

3. That the use of steel spiral welded pipe In lieu of Marine Assault Fuel Hose 
be investigated.   It Is believed that substantial savings In money and weight could 
be effected. 

(Note:   Since preparation of this report, such action has been Initiated by 
COMNAVSUPFOR ANTARCTICA and COMCBLANT.) 

Little America 

Method of Delivery 

POL products were transported from shipside to storage areas in drums and tanks 
during early 1956.    During Deep Freeze II, only avgas was In bulk.   All dlesel fuel 
was in drums and was loaded into tractor drawn 20-ton sleds at shipside,  using ships' 
cargo booms,  and transported to the fuel storage area.   The drums during Deep 
Freeze I, were stored by hand In rows on wooden dunnage.   Unloading sleds could 
have been accomplished much faster with cherry pickers. 

The 20-ton sled can carry 72 drums and the 10-ton sled, 40 drums.    During 
Deep Freeze II,  the drums were mixed by type,  and therefore segregation was 
impractical.   At the Intermediate supply dump the drums were pushed off the sleds 
In long rows as the sled was towed down the row.   Attempts were made to keep the 
rows one drum deep to ease future handling problems; however, speed of unloading 
and Insufficient equipment dictated that considerable drums be piled in tangled 
masses. 

Mogas came in bulk for Deep Freeze I and was transported from the tanker to 
the storage area in 800-gallon aluminum tanks.    Two sleds,  each with five 800-gallon 
tanks lashed on them,  were used to transport the mogas,  moving a total of 4000 gailons 
per sled per trip.   Ten rubber tanks with a capacity of 10,000 gallons each were 
used to store the mogas.   The rubber tanks were set In depressions In the snow, and 
during the winter were completely covered over with snow with no adverse effects 
being apparent.    The mogas was pumped from 'rhe tanks mounted on the; sleds into 
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the 10,000-gallon rubber tanks using 350-gpm pumps. For Deep Freeze II, mogas 
was received In drums. It was later pumped Into 800-gallon tanks, transported to 
camp and transferred to the 10,000-gallon tanks. 

Avgas for Deep Freeze 1 was transported In bulk and was moved from the tanker 
to storage by the same method used to transport the mogas.   The avgas was stored In 
a 100,000-gallon welded steel tank, approximately one and one-half miles from 
Kiel Field.    "The aviation fuel tank (2500 bbls) was started on 17 January 1956 
and completed, ready for fuel, on 30 January 1956.   The footings for this tank 
consisted of pallets placed side by side and tied together with 1-inch by 8-inch 
pieces of dunnage.   No settlement of the tank was noticed during the first two 
weeks after completion."0   For Deep Freeze II the avgas was pumped directly from 
the tanker to the 100,000-gallon steel tank and 10,000 gallon rubber tanks using 
the USMC assault fuel system.   Since the total length of hose was approximately 
3 miles, three booster stations were employed along the way.   The whole operation 
including the laying of hose, pumping 122,000 gallons of avgas, and picking up 
the hose was accomplished uneventfully.   By using radio equipped weasels at each 
pumping station, at the ship, and at the steel tanks, proper liaison was carried out 
thus insuring successful completion of the job. 

Issue Facilities 

Three 5000-gaIlon steel tanks were erected near the powerhouse to stock 
diesel fuel for use throughout the base.   The tanks were kept filled as needed by 
bringing in drums of fuel from the diesel farm and pumping the fuel into the tanks. 
The storage tanks were erected as one of the last outside projects with temperatures 
in the range of -30 F.   When filled, they were to last through the winter night 
making it unnecessary to send personnel out to bring in drums of fuel.   However, 
the fuel was not used until the following October under the assumption that when 
the tractor train personnel left there would not be enough men at Little America 
Station to bring in drums of fuel,  and so fuel in the storage tanks would be used at 
that time.   As it turned out, such was not the case; and there always were sufficient 
personnel aboard to bring in fuel.    However,  because of this policy It was necessary 
to send personnel out during the winter night to dig out and bring In drums from the 
farm. 

Fuel was distributed from the drums to the tanks of heating units throughout 
the camp.   Five-gallon blitz cans were used to transfer the fuel from drums to 
heater tanks.    The blitz cans were drawn on a small sled from building to building 
within the tunnel.   The galley tank being of 275-gallon capacity was filled from 
a drum.   The same method was used to fill the two 275-gallon tanks in the.power- 
house, the fuel being transferred from the drums to the tanks by hand pump.   When 
the 15,000-gallon storage tanks were used, the powerhouse tanks were filled directly 
from the storage tanks. 
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Avgas was pumped from the 100,000-gallon storage tank, using a 350-gpm 
pump. Into a refueler mounted on a sled.   From there It was pumped Into the planes 
using the pump on the refueler.   This method was used to Insure that the avgas would 
be filtered   n the refueler before going Into the plane tanks.   However, the refueler 
Is not movable when full.   Consequently, to refuel, the aircraft taxied a mile and 

SÄ?   u fhe
l
refueler-   The arc^c «"er worked very well.   With four drums of 

1065 oil In the tank, the electric heater alone would keep It at 40 F with an out- 
side air temperature of -25 F.   No troubles were encountered with the equipment 
after Initial Installation.   During Deep Freeze II, the refueler tank was situated at 
the aircraft parking area along with a 10,000-gallon rubber tank.   The rubber tank 
was maintained full by transporting fuel from the main storage tank to the rubber 
tank by use of sled mounted 800-gallon tanks.   Thus, a reserve was always available 
at the field, and all fuel could be directed through the filtering system of the 
refueler tank. 

The lube oil carrier shipped to Little America V was designed and constructed 
by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California. Many leaks 
were found In the heater coolant colls due to pipe fittings not being tightened. 

"The heater colls In the tank were also full of leaks In solder/braze joints. 
The battery charge wiring had many shorts and cold solder joints and consisted of 
odds and ends of wire.   Many were Incapable of carrying the element loads.   Heavy 
duty heat colls In storage tank had many loose joints.    Their welded supports were 
only tack welded with Insufficient penetration to the extent that they are broken 
off.   No support Is provided for the heat colls In storage tank allowing the coll to 
vibrate and chaff holes In It. 

"The tank thermometer was missing, and no Instruction plate was provided for 
operations Instructions.   Inlet/outlet valve positions were not labelled.   Pump motor 
switch labels were ambiguous as to which position Is discharge and which suction. 

The mounting holes In the drawbar through the sled runners are drilled through 
wood.   Without reinforcement the tongue Immediately split out of the runners when 
pulling with the tank loaded.   Being skid mounted, the lube oil carrier was diffi- 
cult to maneuver, as snow would build up when the carrier was being towed or 
backed up. 

"The rate of back suction Is so low It Is almost useless.   Using the present 
transfer pumps and pumping 1065 oil,  the pump draws a minimum of 18 amps with 
the oil temperature In excess of 65 F.    The fating of the pump is 12.5 amps maximum. 
The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory Instructions specify 15 amps. "26 
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«fnfU After ^tü"1* W<!S ^P0''^ and fesfed' ,f was set UP a* *• °^ strip as a 
stationary unit for use In heating aircraft engine lube oil.   The heating unit 
operated satisfactorily. 

Recommendations 

„U     J1 'u,Th
4
at .0n any futUre 0PeratIon drummed fuel be segregated In loading 

aboard ship to Insure proper segregation at off-loading. 

Ut*   ^ ulhat ^ ^T, 0Perat,ons bulk fue' w'^ the necessary number of tanks 
(either rubber or steel) be used.   Much valuable time Is wasted handling drums, 

fuel handlhg'6 ^ ^ PerSOnne, eX'StS In drum handnn9 ihan Jn bu'k 

3. That as much fuel as practicable be stored In bulk.   If at a temporary 

stouldUtsed adequate.   At a permanent Installation, steel tanks 

4. That drummed POL should be stowed so that a minimum of drifting will 
occur.   An answer may be to pile the drums «n long rows paralled to the direction 
of the prevailing winds, leaving space between the rows to allow passage of bull- 
dozers or other equipment to be used In recovery,   ft must be remembered that 
adequate flagging Is a necessity. 

5. That the following modifications be made to the lube oil carrier: 

(a) Provide an external 24-volt power source for the pumps as single 
phase ac power Is seldom available In field.26 

(b) Waterproof the motor switches as the coolant and melting snow works 
Into them causing shorts.2" 

(c) Provide shutoff valve In the battery heat Inlet line.26 

(d) Provide a drain In the coolant outlet pipe with a plug.26 

(e) Mount the unit on a suitable sled. 
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Byrd 

dlesel tulrSfH^^p1!^ ^ aIrdrOP ^ ^ eXCePHon of a smal1 ««^t of dlesel fuel left by the February tractor train.   Diesel fuel,  lube oil, mogas, white 
gas, and denatured alcohol were recovered from the drop zone and cached In twl 

areas approximately   00 and 150 feet southwest of the communications building 
Drums were stowed with the bung up, and the caches were marked by trail flags 

unSrUfer\ 0uauSenCe ^ knOWled9e 0f fhe PreVailin9 Wlnd' ^is'lte proved 
duHnl th   0TV  '   ^u0"6 ^7'^ ^^ ÜP t0 12 feef In Places-    Hauling fuel 
during the winter n ght was a laborous procedure Involving bladlng with the D8 
when it was operable, and digging by hand at other times.   The D8 boom was used 

ma hltT ^ ^ ^f r^ meanS 0f ^ Chimes-    The d™™ -" t en 
manhandled and arranged along the tunnel sides.    From this location dlesel fuel 
was hand pumped Into jerry cans for daily refueling of each building. 

50 anU^ to C°nfamIn
D
aHon

jr'
Ffh,rUSt and Water' utilIz^on was approximately 

50 gallon   per drum.   Base d.esel consumption, exclusive of D8 tractor operation, 

h th'e laf lu  ^ 9alIOnJ ^ ^ ^^ ^ wInd and ^mperature. 
In the   ater months of the year, drifts up to roof level afforded insulation with a 
preceptable decrease In heater operation.   This insulation also diminished the 
4U to 50 F temperature gradient between the deck and the overhead. 

An f 
??^ reCOVered

L
In ,the November 1957 airdrops was cached by type about 

450 feet due east of the base.   The pallet pack was retained for easier hauling. 
The old cache was emptied in November when the tractor train and the traverse 
party were fueled and the remainder pumped into the drums lining the tunnel.   A 
Barnes 50-gpm fue   pump   recently found and used In this last operation, made 
easy the transfer of fuel from the cache to the station.   Enough hose was available 

fSZ T "'u t,.tU.nnel-   With addiHonal hose lengths, direct pumping 
from the new cache would ehminate much of the strenuous effort previously required. 

The Barnes pump was also used for the refueling of aircraft.   For this operation 
avgas was ^wed to the area on a 20-ton sled, and the pump was mounted on a 
1-ton sled behind the weasel. 

South Pole 

UU   ^ POu °irdr0PPed affer -^-December 1956 was In 4-barrel harnesses, mainly 
w.th nbbon chutes.    The barrels landed hard, burying themselves to nearly th^r full 
he.ght.   They were recovered, two harnesses at a time, with the D2 and dragged into 
camp     The drums were rolled into the tunnels by hand and stacked by hand.   They 
were stacked honzontally, and as one row was completed plywood was laid on top 
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°ns LSOth^ r^ .  ^ 0udrUrnS COÜ,d be r0l,ed 0nf0 U'    Al1 POL was stored 
cached nlu^       CaCheS-   SOme ^ drUmS 0f d,eSel and 19 °f -«gas were 

"flatfon shelS! emer9enCy JameSWay-   ^^ ^ als0 S^d "e^ ^ ** 

;n,tFal|y/ deling was done by 5-gallon cans, filled from drums In the tunnels 
When tunnel temperatures dropped to -60 F, however,  the adding of cold fudto 
he stove tanks caused Icing which fouled fuel lines and carburetors.    ThereafteT 

he drums --e^ught Inside to warm up before use.   Later, drums were pTaced In 
the scence building and barracks and were periodically refilled using a 24-vo|t 
aircraft fuel t.ansfer pump run off batteries.   The same pump was used to pip fuel 

up to the   ank In the Aurora Tower.   Fuel usage averaged about two barre'l   per 
day, one for the generators and one for heating. 

Hallett 

Mr    H™! POL Pr0dUCfS ^ Hallett SfaHon Were off-loaded from the USS ARNEB 
Mat     Th°  I Pe™anenf Sf0ra.9e arfa and were ^^ked in parallel rows three drums 
high.    Th.s location, approximately 150 feet east of the main camp, provided easy 

Hair^tTtatTo" Sf ^   V^r^ t0 fire haZard-   The fuel consumption ft     y 
Hallett Station was not considered excessive, and the supply provided was adequate 
No excessive quantities of lube oil were expended.   A sufficient quantity oflntT- 
freeze was provided, but some loss was caused by barrels rusting.   When evidence 

blt^9^5 dISCOVered' the rema!nIng ^-^y of antifreeze'was transfe red to better containers. «<•»« <<J 

Wllkes 

POL was situated in three separate areas at Wllkes Station.   The main storaqe 
area was located near both the Ice ramp, for ease in off-loading, and the main     ' 

wh   on for usage     This area contained diesel fuel,  lubricating oil, antifreeze, 

from th9"^   T ^   F
0l/ hy6[aUnrU'  and9reases-   ^e location was excellent 

from the standpoint of usage but close enough to the station to be a fire hazard 

The commun cations building with Its transmitting antennas was within 50 feet of 

ränlZ' S       T I"' uUmpS ShOU,d be l0Cated a Safe d!stance f™ radio 
transmitting equipment     Another storage area for gasoline,  both white and auto- 
mot ve, was located about 500 feet from the main camp.    An emergency fuel dump 
containing adequate POL for a year of survival in the temporary (survival) camp 
was located about 1000 feet from the main camp.   The IniHal supply of POL was 
adequate for three years operation with the exception of some minor items. 
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Straln^anllfm 9aSO',nfJ
f"el| were fo^ badly contaminated with water and dirt. 

Strainers and filters should be Incorporated In all fuel pumps used on this type of 

Za   d'oto °SOl,ne ^ U686' ^r6 Pümped '^o vehicles by means of a hand 
operated rotary pump which proved adequate for the (ob.   Diesel fuel for the aan- 
era ors and stoves was transported from the dump Into'the camp !n the tractor scc^o 
Fuel was then transferred Into the tanks by means of the rotary hand pump    1^' 
operatlan was tiring, time consuming, and Inefficient.   EfforTs to fabrlcat'e a satis- 

haTsu^abr' ^ mrr,a,s ava,labie were —^'. ^ .Ttz^S' 
transfer ' r C m0t0r 0r eng,ne dr,Ven PümP be ******* ^ fuel 

Ellsworth 

I    A',IP?1
L

L
Wa'reCe.,vedlndn'"»<I"dw«pl«e'< In a supply depot.   D4 tractors 

carrels.   Fuel was later cached In the tunnels. 
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Section X 

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 

WEASEL (M29C) 

McMurdo 

Although unsatisfactory in many respects, this type of machine was 
indispensable as a personnel carrier.  No other vehicle solved the 
problem of transportation over ice, snow, rock and mountain as did this 
machine. 

A total of nine weasels, bought from the Army, were delivered to 
McMurdo for Deep Freeze I.  "All had been reconditioned at Davisville 
and gave excellent service in the antarctic."8 Pontoons were removed 
to reduce the weight of the vehicles and to allow more units to be 
stored in the garage.  Several were modified as pickup vehicles.  Several 
were modified by removing the tops for greater safety on the ice. 

When the 1956-57 summer season commenced, all the original weasels 
were worn out.  Four "new" weasels were delivered in late October 1956. 
In December four more were flown in and three were delivered by ship. 
All of these machines received extremely hard use and were badly worn 
by the time Detachment One departed Antarctica.  Probably the most 
arduous service performed by them was during the offloading of AvGas. 
Each weasel pulled three one-ton sleds loaded with four-inch hose. 

The most serious troubles were with the transmissions and tracks. 
Transmissions furnished in 1956 were "standard" as opposed to "heavy- 
duty."  These standard transmissions were not nearly so durable.  Second 
gear went out almost at once on virtually all machines. 

The tracks originally received were underdesigned.  In addition they 
had apparently been in storage a long time and the rubber around the 
cables was cracked and the cables were badly corroded.  Sometimes only 
one strand would be sound.  Tracks received as replacements just prior 
to Detachment One's departure were substantially better.  The original 
tracks had only a single supporting cable in the perimeter of the tracks; 
on the new ones this was doubled.  Since it was at this point the breakage 
usually commenced, substantial improvement should result. 
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The water connection to the hot-start heaters from the gasoline 
heater continually broke off.  The mounting was inadequate.  The mounting 
of the personnel heaters was not satisfactory.  Ether starting was not 
effective.  "Type 939 engine heaters were installed in bilges and leaked 
all the time.  The gas tank for the heater was outside.  The filter froze 
and broke, and the fuel line broke from being stepped on."7 

The AN/GRC-9 radios installed in the weasels were never very success- 
ful.  They gave excellent service for a short period, but the vibration 
of the weasel quickly rendered them inoperative. 

Recommendations 

That personnel carriers procured in the future for McMurdo contain 
these features: 

1. Lightweight (less than a weasel 5400 pounds). 

2. Heavy-duty dual-range transmission. 

3. Governor to limit speed to 15 mph. 

4. Rugged easily replaced tracks, suitable for use over rock and 
ice as well as snow.  It would be very desirable to have tracks 
which could be easily spliced. 

5. Ready escape features. 

6. Permanent anti-freeze, and thermostats with settings of 160 to 
175 degrees. 

Little America 

Deep Freeze proved the weasel to be a highly versatile antarctic 
vehicle.  Weasels were the primary means of personnel transportation and 
were also used with the crevasse detector and aircraft crew sled.  Running 
boards were fabricated on weasels at Little America V during Deep Freeze 
I and were considered desirable not only for convenience but also as a 
safety factor.  Maximum mileage on any vehicle was 4510 miles with one 
engine change.  The minimum mileage was 3372 without engine change. 
They had to have new tracks, new drive wheels and bogie wheels installed 
after about a month of operation. 

Engine and Engine Winterization 

The engine performed satisfactorily, requiring normal maintenance. 
The 939A South Wind engine coolant heater performed satisfactorily, 
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preheating the engine with 9170 motor oil In crankcase to -20 F. Addi- 
tional heat was required at colder temperatures or If high winds were 
prevailing.  The engine oil was changed to sub-zero type when the 
temperatures were below -20 F.  The engine coolant heater performed 
satisfactorily to -50 F with no winds; at colder temperatures additional 
heat was required.  Kim Hotstarts were unsatisfactory and not considered 
necessary.  The 1030C personnel heater performed satisfactorily, requir- 
ing but minor maintenance.  Ether primers were not used on weasels. 
During Deep Freeze II it was felt that at all temperatures below +5 F, 
the engine should be preheated until the oil runs freely off the dipstick. 
In all cases the Herman Nelson heater was used.  Without preheating, it 
was found that the shaft from the distributor to the oil pump had a 
tendency to shear off.  The engine as installed is most difficult to 
work on; even a normally simple task such as changing a fan belt takes 
a major effort because of confining space.  Standard size engines only 
should be sent to the polar regions, with only standard size replacement 
parts.  Many oversize and undersize spare parts had been sent. 

Cab Winterization 

The cab was quite satisfactory, but the hatches should be more 
securely attached; latches broke loose and hatches started to drop and 
would not latch. 

Clutch, Transmission and Chassis 

The clutch and chassis were satisfactory, requiring only normal 
maintenance.  Heavy duty transmissions were installed in all Deep Freeze I 
weasels.  However, several transmission failures occurred.  Front bearing 
failures on the mainshaft were the source of transmission trouble.  COS 
was used in all transmissions.  During Deep Freeze II some trouble was 
encountered when clutch plates became glazed.  Because of the continued 
rough usage, a heavy-duty transmission is recommended. 

Fuel, Ignition and Electric Systems 

The fuel and ignition systems were satisfactory.  The radio inter- 
ference-suppression equipment made the ignition system hard to work on. 
Ignition coil failure was high.  A better lighting system should be 
Installed with at least two headlights forward. 

Tracks and Track Carriers 

Track replacement on Deep Freeze I was high.  The tracks had been 
stored in open storage for a long time and the rubber had deteriorated. 
Track failures increased at -40 F and below.  During Deep Freeze II the 
track cables broke, not the pads.  By greasing all running gear once 
a week, bogie wheel wear was negligible.  Of the 480 spare bogie wheels 
with Deep Freeze II, six were used. 
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heavy-duty type and that speed"imUs bf ^    S  ^^  be 0f the 

temperatures below -40 F c^sld ir  ien^^'iT^ ^ ^   'T*  ^ 
increased considerably  For tM«  "ieness ^ the tracks and breakage 

at -40 F and below.  J^ever Jf the ^ Tf*1 0Peration *••  curtailed 

it could be and was used ^^^e^V^leiperlturls!11 a ^ PlaCe* 

Maintenance 

Normal preventive maintenance and repairs were required. 

POL Products 

Cooling system - premixed permanent-type antifreeze 

Engine oil - 9170 and sub-zero (MIL-0-10205) 

Transmission and differential - GOS (MIL-L-10324) 

Gasoline - arctic type C (MIL-G-3056) 

Grease - MIL-G-10924 

South Pole 

^J^™^™^^^  C-124.  Prior to delivery, 

on the rear pontoon was modified to mount * on ^ person"el h^^  mounted 
the roof.  A spreader bar type of M^       I*?  left portlon of 

inch pipe and mounted arou^the ^^^'^0^% abriCated fr0m 1-1/4- 
squashed and the parachute risers frn^K prevent it from being 
AN/GRC-9 radio was instaUed ^^ CUt 0n ^ sharP ^tal.  A^ 

of al^^d^^^^^^i^-^J" -trapped to a drop platform made 

breakage due to impact  T^e weasel hit enti"1y on sh°^  Pads to prevent 
(unknown at the time)  he transmissi- .^   * ^^ ^ dr0pPed ^d 

believed to be due to the impact on th.    WaS CraCked-  ^ failure »«e 
recommended that future weasel drons^ UnsuPPorted drive shaft." it is 

the drive shaft and tran^si0nrothe^s
rrtrhetedrrPleh

te/UPPOrt f0r disconnected. ' ocnerwise the drive shaft should be 

The transmission was 

e i and n.  The „easel performed satisfactorily 
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at the high altitude during Deep Freeze I, II and III, although a definite 
power loss was observed.  Special jets for the carburetor were not 
available.  Operation was almost exclusively in low range, as the rough 
sastrugi negated high speeds.  A few problems were experienced during 
Deep Freeze II.  The rubber covering the track cables cracked completely 
through about every inch or two, and on one track all but one or two 
cables were found to be broken, perhaps a result of operation in extreme 
cold.  A new starter assembly had to be installed.  Routine preventive 
maintenance was carried out regularly. 

Recommendations 

1. Provide heavy-duty transmissions and tracks. 

2. Investigate the possibility of installing a supercharger, 

3. Remodel the cab for greater utility and passenger/cargo capacity 
and for greater ease of entry and exit. 

4. Provide a top rail for cargo-carrying purposes. 

5. Pole Station weasels should all be equipped with radios.  A 
dynamotor should be mounted behind rear seats. 

Byrd 

This vehicle had been operated for only a month when the left 
track and the left rear bogie support shaft broke.  Since there were no 
parts available to fix it, the weasel was stored until the arrival of 
repair parts. 

Hallett 

No particular problems that could be attributed to cold-weather 
operations were found in this equipment. 

Recommendations 

1. Enlarge the doors if possible to allow easier entry and exit 
for personnel dressed in heavy clothing. 

2. Adjust the engine covers to allow easier accessibility to the 
engine for maintenance. 

Wilkes 

The design of the M29C cargo carrier is fundamentally very sound 
for the uses to which it was put at Wilkes Station.  However, some 
problems were encountered. "" 
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Tracks and Track Carriers 

Early in the year all of the original tracks broke.  The heavy-duty 
replacement tracks went the rest of the year with only one more failure 
and this was on a track that appeared much older than the others.  Several 
track drive sprocket failures occurred but these also did not recur after 
the heavier replacement sprockets had been Installed. 

Engine and Engine Winterization 

The most serious problem was the persistent failure of fan and 
generator belts.  Since the replacement of belts is a rather difficult 
operation to perform in the field, it is believed that either a chain 
or a gear drive should be used. 

The gasoline-burning engine heater unit did not operate very well 
in one unit.  The M29C used in digging the glaciological deep pit 
surprisingly started regularly in temperatures down to -50 F.  The 
batteries in the M29C were given an assist during starting by using a 
battery charger as a booster. 

Clutch, Transmission and Chassis 

The transmissions and clutches simply wore out under operational 
loads that were apparently more than they were designed for.  The MZQC's 
were used repeatedly in hauling fully loaded one-ton sleds up to the 
icecap station, which is probably responsible for a large part of the 
wear.  Although a heavier design would extend the life of these components 
it is believed that merely assuring that adequate spares are provided 
would be satisfactory, as these parts usually show signs of wear before 
they fail.  The springs, however, would have to be strengthened to make 
the vehicle more reliable.  The spring failures exhibited some of the 
characteristics of fatigue failures. 

The bodies were not very durable and the doors in particular were 
not strong enough to last very long.  The bodies were also far from 
snow-tight and the inside often filled with snow during storms.  The use 
of some type of rugged, flexible cover for the vehicle would probably 
eliminate the problem. 

Ellsworth 

The weasels turned in an excellent performance and were most useful 
for towing one-ton sleds and for general light work. 
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Recommendations 

1 Extend the driver's access door to include a small portion of 
the roof.  The small step provided for driver access should be 
enlarged and of treaded material. 

Mount radios facing inboard for easy operation by driver or 
passengers. 

Raise driver's seat four inches to give better visibility of 
the trail. 

Provide larger offsets in the clutch levers to give more foot 
room for antarctic footgear. 

Provide a separate fuel pump, cut in electrically, for the 
personnel heater to keep gasoline pressure off the heater fuel 
system except when in use. 

S NO-CAT 

McMurdo 

The Sno-Cats brought in by the Air Force lasted only a few days, as 
the dirt quickly abraided critical track parts.  No Navy Sno-Cats were 
allocated to McMurdo during Deep Freeze I. 

Little America 

Two model 743 Tucker Sno-Cats were used at Little America on 
Operation Deep Freeze I and II and were considered excellent snow 
vehicles.  They were used primarily as personnel carriers between Kiel 
Field and the main camp.  "The Tucker Sno-Cats were very satisfactory 
in regard to pulling ability and riding comfort, except for the 
side-to-side movement."^ 

Engine and Engine Winterization 

Engine performance was satisfactory, but indications are that less 
horsepower is required.  Some trouble was encountered with engine 
vibration, which caused the exhaust stack section to uncouple at the 
elbow going through the engine compartment so that toxic fumes entered 
the  cab. 

Heated battery boxes are a necessity in this type of operation. 
The battery box should be redesigned for more sturdy support, or it 
should be relocated. 
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The performance of the 939A South Wind engine coolant heater was 
satisfactory and required a very limited amount of maintenance.  However 
at temperatures of -30 F, with 9170 motor oil in the crankcase, the 
939A coolant heater would not heat the engine to starting temperatures. 
Shrouding, or some method should be devised to use waste exhaust heat 
to preheat the oil.  At operating temperatures, sub-zero motor oil, 
MIL-0-10295, appeared to be too light for proper lubrication, thus 9170 
motor oil was used in the crankcase. Quick heat from a Herman Nelson 
BTA00 series heater was required to bring the motor oil to starting 
temperatures below -30 F.  Quick disconnects for use with the vapor car 
heater to preheat the engine coolant proved satisfactory.  To maintain 
operating temperatures a canvas winter front was used.  We recommend 
that a manual-controlled shutter-type winter front be used.  The engine 
compartment should be enclosed because of carburetor icing at extremely 
low temperatures, and it would be desirable to design a method to apply 
heat to the carburetor.  "A Kim Hotstart is not necessary."9 

"For the approximately 900 miles traveled on the trail, the engines 
appeared to be in very good condition and the oil consumption was neg- 
ligible.  Gas consumption was 1.3 miles per gallon while pulling approxi- 
mately a 3-ton load at 10 miles per hour in 5th gear."8 

Cab Winterization 

A 1030C South Wind personnel heater was used to heat the cab.  The 
heater proved satisfactory, with a minimum amount of repairs.  A more 
equal distribution of heat could be achieved by manifolding the output 
adapter to distribute the heat aft..  The defrosting system should be 
revised to force the heat on the glass from the bottom, and the cab 
should be completely insulated. 

Cab Structure 

The cab is quite flimsily constructed and should have a more sub- 
stantial latching device on front doors to keep them from coming open 
while traveling over sastrugi and rough terrain. 

It would be desirable to have windows that may be opened, at least 
in the driver's compartment, and, with the exception of the front door, 
side windows of one-piece glass or other suitable material.  Rear view' 
mirrors are desirable. 

Clutch, Transmission and Chassis 

The clutch and transmission were satisfactory.  The chassis should 
be reinforced throughout, especially around the dead end of the hydraulic 
steering booster cylinder, which broke continually at this point.  It 
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is  believed   that  a  synchro-mesh  transmission would be desirable       Thus 

XTÜiü WOUld  be  eaSler and   the- w-ld ^  less  chance  of dam^in*     ' the gears 

rear of ^p
r^ommfnded J^ f suitable sled hitch be installed on the 

sleL  1 nr^cM  ?   *"ili*?*  «« of the towbar for moving one-ton 
RhnH!*Tct P"^1"1 one was fabricated and installed at Davisville 
Rhode island, and proved to be very satisfactory.  One rear diffe^ntial 

by ietarbr/uS  T60 ^ ^ 0f the UnltS which ^ have be- -used oy metal breakdown in extreme cold. 

Fuel System 

fron, rhlf"!1 Ttem ^  Very satisfact^y-  Gasoline consumption varied 
from three-quarters of a mile to three miles per gallon, depending on 

T^ ^^M  0Peration-  "Difficulty was encountered with the fuelpZps 

ing therfrfitting^^^ ^^ ^*  ^  ** ^e tanks after^U- 

Electrical and Ignition Systems 

Very satisfactory.  "The electrical system used a positive ground- 
consequently the AN/GRC-9 radios could not be installed."8     8    ' 

Hydraulic System 

breaka^^fr15 ^'^ b"ltS.are recommended because of excessive belt 
wMoh ^'i^     ^ CuUSed Primarily by sn°w building up on pump pulleys 

U is feU th^Sso y ^^t^T^  ^ engine comPa"-nt encLsure. Ali, 
lltll   f^t that some belt breakage may be due to thick fluid and/or 
Su^fTJy r temPeratures-  The fan belts should be improved.  The 
hydraulic steering was a source of some trouble during Deep Freeze II 

"rnished for ^T^f?"  ^ iS re—ded that breakdown parts be 
furnished for the hydraulic system as well as complete assemblies. 

Tracks and Rollers 

Excessive track roller failures were encountered at the beginning 
Of Deep Freeze I  The causes are believed to be:  (1) constant^xposure 
to salt water and spray on board ship, as both units were deck cargo, and 
ht\L for more frequent lubrication than every 200 miles as specified 
by the manufacturer's service manual.  "Should use sealed bearings  since 
moisture penetration causes flattening of bearings."9 Arctic-type'grease 
lubricatxon should be performed every 50 miles.  During summer months 
ball and roller bearing grease was used and proved to be very satisfactory. 
This type of grease is too heavy for use in winter. 
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More freque.t  lubrication Would p^ticIn^H   ^^  Unk  ^^ure"     ' 
practically eliminate roller  failures 

Nuts  on the rollers haH  .-    u       L enures. 
cation.     The bottom roller l1l

be ^^^ and  tor^^ ** each lubr^ 
wear.     It  ls recommended  tha^te^^6^0;600? Showed coLiderab e     '" 

catlU J:U
t

r
h
fallure8 - Pontor^ter be:rSLniShed t* ^^ ^is 

caused by the nut working loose anrf  L       f    8    Were believed  to be 
allowing  the bearing adjus^no „n?V    arln8 off the ^"er pin and 

Maintenance 

Recommendations 

During Deep Freeze   T  ,• i^ F  rireeze   I  it  was  found   that: 

1.     Spare  transmission     clni-rh — «case assembly and .r:Ä -T-r^^-T.^.eT n88, 

•»'-»«. «xj^ri":^:'^^ b°it' -* ^ ^u bc uscd to 

»"ring  Deep ,,..„.   „ lt va5  ^^^   ^^^ 

1.     The   frame was   too  liof^   <„ 
A .ubstantial   longitudinal  frfL tlXT^T ^  allowed contortion 
securing  the  body  to   the   frame ^   be  U-Scd  with  adequate means   Jor" 
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2. The fifth wheels which are of cast aluminum, were fractured on 
two occasions.  It is thought that a comparable fifth wheel of steel 
would lessen the possibility of breakage. 

3. A ceramic filter should be installed on the gas line  just 
ahead of the carburetor. ' 

( 
SNO-KITTEN 

Though not of value for heavy hauling, the unit proved to be of 
great value at the Beardmore camp, where support was limited.  It was 
used there to haul parachuted material into camp, as a personnel carrier 
and to pull a drag on the ski landing strip. 

ONTOS 

McMurdo 

This unit was received at McMurdo on an experimental basis and 
proved to have an excellent suspension system and power train.  Its main 
drawback was excessive weight, which makes it impractical for deep snow 
work.  The body is not designed for easy access for the transport of 
personnel.  "The Ontos is mechanically outstanding. . .and has definite 
potential if the body were lightened."5 

Little America 

"The Ontos was of no value at Little America because of its penetra- 
tion in the snow.  It apparently lacked sufficient track surface and 
was too heavy for the snow in this area."8 

SLEDS 

20-Ton Sleds 

McMurdo 

The 20-ton Otaco bob sled proved to be the best ice-and-snow sled 
available to Deep Freeze I forces at McMurdo.  The only modification 
made was to put pins through the frame to prevent the frame from separat- 
ing from the platform.  Ten-ton sleds were ordered for Deep Freeze II 
in order to reduce the total load on the sea ice.  "One sled could hold 
between 80 and 90 drums of fuel and a D8 could pull it.  The only trouble 
was with the pin holding the towbar.  This was welded and the trouble 
was ended.  The rear wooden stake rack should be replaced with steel gates 
to prevent breakage when the sled is towed up a grade and the pressure 
of the load is on the tailgate.  Every sled should have its own tailor- 
made cargo net to save much time now spent lashing the cargo."7 
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Little America 

low-ground-pressure CaternlllJ n«    !   hauling and were towed by 

was used predo^L^fdX^^riL^ 

traveUng^er^ne^^t^nin0"^"'h1^ IeaVin8 ^ b^ -assembly when 
hung loosely under the bunk «- 1? "Jf Welded t0 the sled bed and 

the extent Jf pe^ttLX^dt^eav^
1^1^ ""^   ^ ^  *° 

'^™**^:ilZ^^^^ when brewing 

hV «-ta^^-r^st^f i--. --—^^        - caused 

•i^5^^w2.^r3hb22jd
rre

I„no^:a; dHiscovred that ^ 2o-t- 
rested on the rear set of runnprf; *l      !u      WOrdS'   the wide  bunk Pocket 
handling ease was in«easergreatly wh^ tST.nViT  ^  8Bt'     Sled 

degrees.     Fewer chains n«r^H  ! J L Sled beds were t^ned 180 
daLge to Jngpl^s ^"^ ^ there Wa8 much le"  chance  of causing 

l-rge'factofin'thfdfLgr  ^^  ^ V*^* ^ »**** *"  « 
brittle and broke too «Siv      A ****?** "P^ghts became extremely 
remedy the situati^? ^     A 8teel 0r Pteel-reinforced upright should 

sleds^afv^1^ TS^Ä^LTÄr^^r0" " the 
extra sled chains be taken. %Jttmenaea  tftat during heavy swing operations, 

10-Ton Sleds 

McMurdo 

fabricated?    ^  eyes^f  tL   f^f  ^   the  tOWin8  *<**"* ""  improperly 
soon cracked  off becausf of  1^* T^"0 SnU8 0n the  P*n  th^   ^hey 
of  the  tongue.     -W  to  the desi^U^%^  """^  '^ Vertical  "ovemelt 
-ack.     The payload w^ ToVrZ^f ^ c^d^u"^^^ *" 
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Little America 

The 10-ton sleds were used to a limited extent at Little America 
during Deep Freeze II.  However, during the ship off-loading, every 
available sled was employed.  During the rest of the year the 10-tonners 
were used for collecting and hauling trash and for storing easily lost 
items above the snow.  The following shortcomings were noted: 

1. The wooden bed was easily damaged by heavy cargos. 

2. The stakes had the same weakness as the 20-ton sleds. 

3. The bunk stop brackets need reinforcing, as they shear off under 
normal use. 

4. Because of the nonrigid nature of the kingpin assembly, the sleds 
cannot be backed down without danger. It is necessary when backing loaded 
sleds while getting underway to break one set of runners loose at a time. 

5. "The bob sled with a tank trailer attached was hard to handle 
due to the narrow runners.  LGP runners should be used on a sled of this 
type and capacity when intended for use at Little America."8 

6. "The angle-iron bracing welded to the underside of the bed broke 
off.  This was either a defective weld or the weld was not heavy enough."8 

7. "Difficulty was encountered in hooking one sled behind the other. 
This was due to the lack of a means of lifting and aligning the drawpole 
of the rear sled with the pintle on the rear of the front sled."8 

A feasibility test using a D8 to tow five 10-ton Otaco sleds loaded 
with POL, was conducted at Little America.  The test was conducted with 
40 drums of fuel on each sled.  The D8 attempted to break the runners loose 
from the snow by backing down.  As pressure increased, the front bench 
assembly of the front sled rolled under the bunk, bending the kingpin. 
The D8 then pulled ahead and the left pole chain of the forward sled 
snapped and the nose casting pulled off the drawpole.  The drawpole was 
reinserted, the chain was repaired, and the runners were broken loose 
by side nudges of a D4.  Another D4 pushed the rear of the last sled 
while the D8 pulled.  This simultaneous push-pull was successful in 
getting under way.  The sleds towed easily in second gear and were halted 
after a quarter of a mile.  The measured clearance of the last sled was 
36 inches.  The temperature was -55 F.  When the tractor was shifted 
to third gear and a towing force was gradually applied, both pole chains 
on the forward sled snapped.  Test evaluation;  Tow not feasible for 
starts and stops, unless chains are strengthened and the bunk-bench 
assembly is modified to permit backing down. 
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Toboggans 

McMurdo 

The toboggans and the deep-runner toboggans created too much friction 
because of the great area in contact with the snow-covered ice.  The 
angle runners of the former sleds cut into bare ice and prevented turning. 
These sleds are not satisfactory.  "The payload with a D2 was about 20 
drums of fuel.  The D2 could pull only one at a time."7 

Recommendation.  "Lengthen the shaft of the towing spider one foot 
on both toboggans, as the chain stretches and allows the present short 
shafts of the spider to slip from the tongue."22 

Little America 

"Believe low attachment of towing hitch destroys bow 'profile  neces- 
sary to prevent snowplow action.  Suggest you model one toboggan for 
trial as follows: 

1. Remove towing eye assemblies. 

2. Remove plate MK-45 from assemblies. 

3. Cut braces MK-48 to bow curvature from 1/4 inch below highest 
point in elevation view to meet lower right corner in elevation view. 

4. Reassemble towing eye assembly and remount on toboggan with weld 
or bolts, with forward edge of MK-45 plate flush with front face of MK-3, 
reinforcing plate MK-46 in same relative position as before.  See NCEL 
drawings E55-50, E55-51, 56-30-lF".27 

One-Ton Sled 

McMurdo 

The one-ton Army sleds proved useful on all occasions.  "The support 
under the bed forms a trap for drifting snow.  The weight of the snow 
reduces the payload and removal of the snow is difficult."7 

South Pole 

Two one-ton Army sleds were airdropped along with the weasel.  Both 
served well in retrieving equipment and in hauling gear throughout the 
camp. 
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ATHEY WAGONS 

The tracked Athey wagons were useful on the snow and gravel surfaces 
at McMurdo. 

2-1/2-TON CAR(JO TRUCKS 

The two 2-1/2-ton trucks with jungle tracks, which arrived at McMurdo 
in October 1957, were worth their weight in gold.  They handled the 
transportation to and from the runway. 

WANIGANS 

Little America 

Two messing and three sleeping wanigans were delivered during Deep 
Freeze I for use on trail operations to Byrd Station during Deep Freeze 
II.  Several problems were encountered: 

1. Before the sled beds were assembled correctly, much "working" 
of the wanigans took place.  The rigid panels have no inherent give, 
thus the Joints are sources of trouble.  Connecting bolts sheared off 
constantly.  Interior partitions likewise were battered and shattered 
as the flexible sled bed undulated with the terrain.  It is thoughf- 
that construction along the lines of a house trailer would make allowances 
for such distortions and would eliminate flexural damage. 

2. Five-kw gasoline engine-driven generators were substituted for 
the diesel generators provided.  Much more satisfactory results were 
obtained. 

3. Communications being so important, a radio of the following 
characteristics should be employed:  small, compact, with high output/ 
input ratio. 

Difficulty with the messing wanigan was experienced from the movement 
of the panels; however, the range, sink, etc., worked satisfactorily. 

It is suggested that the following be considered during heavy swing 
operations: 

1. That a platform 18 inches wide be constructed along the rear of 
the wanigan to provide a footpath for the cook between the rear door 
and the racks on the sides of the wanigan. 

2. That the 5-kw generator be relocated in the wanigan or be shielded 
to prevent noise. 
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Section XI 

PRIME MOVERS 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Winter Izatlon of a tractor cab meant very little to the men working 
on the sea Ice at McMurdo.  They would rather be cold and have ready 
access to the wide open spaces by keeping both doors open and the escape 
hatch off.  Warmth was desirable, but safety was more desirable.  On new 
sea Ice where the thickness was less than 7 to 8 feet under the best 
conditions, there was always doubt as to the strength. 

Low-ground-pressure equipment is not suitable for stations located 
on hard soil or ice, but Is Ideal for stations located on heavy snow. 
Standard equipment Is best suited structurally to do the heavy work on 
hand for McMurdo, Hallett and Wllkes stations. 

Deep Freeze II forces at McMurdo felt that heated battery boxes were 
not necessary. With electrical systems In good working order, there was 
no trouble In starting the tractors.  Engine side panels were considered 
to be more trouble than good.  In snowstorms the entire engine would be 
packed with snow and would have to be dug out before starting.  However, 
If engine side panels are removed, the snow blows free of the tractor 
engine.  Conversely, under the condition of wind-blown snow, such as ex- 
perienced at Little America, the engine side panels were not fitted 
tight enough.  Snow seeping into the engine compartment Increased the 
difficulties already presented by the low temperatures. 

02  TRACTOR 

Eight Caterpillar 02   low-ground-pressure tractors were assigned to 
McMurdo.  One was used at Little America V during Deep Freeze I, II and 
Ml.  It had a blade attachment, D315 engine. Model kk  hydraulic control, 
snow sprockets, and 42-Inch grousers.  This tractor was considered very 

(useful for camp maintenance and for positioning sleds on the bay Ice 
alongside the ships during off-loading operations.  It was also a very 
qood machine for moving aircraft on snow.  But It was too.light for the 
heavy work at McMurdo.  Except for camp detail work, any of the tasks 
requiring tractors Imposed too great a strain on the D2, resulting In 
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failures.  As they were the only items In large number In Deep Freeze I, 
lltl  iÜV0   utMized-  A D2 c°"'d just barely pull a 20-ton sled loaded 
with ^ tons on smooth ice.  Any drift was sufficient to stop them, as 
the tractors quickly buried themselves.  Once three of the D2's were 
mired In the snow at the same time trying to get one sled through a drift. 
A 04 was brought to the scene and easily freed the entire works! 

A 02 was air-dropped at the South Pole at the beginning of Oeep Freeze 
11'   irD1" II6 ?ruP t^e fonow,n9 were removed:  the blade and trunlons, 
T? .SB 

P   J   (the Chaln was ,eft on^ the counterweight and the cab. 
The LGP pads were replaced with 12-Inch pads.  This allowed the tractor 
to be moved around on the drop platform. Two extra chains fitted with 
LGP pads were taken along. When the tractor was dropped, it was driven 
off the 12-inch pads and chains onto the chains with the LGP pads. Thus 
In a very short time the tractor was operative.  The D315 engine was not 
supercharged, so that it was diminished in power at the 9400-foot altitude. 
A supercharger would be desirable.  The oversized engine, however, per- 
formed satisfactorily to drive the lightened tractor.  The LGP pads were 
excellent and necessary in the deep, soft snow. 

Sustained outside operation was not considered feasible at the Pole 
at temperatures below -50 F.  By keeping the 02 in the garage It was 
possible to use it for brief periods at nearly all temperatures.  The 
most evident sign of the effect of cold was stiffening of the track chains. 
and when this occurred the tractor was run back Into the garage to thaw 
out. a  a 

Engine and Engine WinterizatIon 

Engine operation was satisfactory.  9170 motor oil was used In the 
crankcase at temperatures above -20 F.  "For maintenance purposes. It 
would help If the oil filter pipes were about 6 inches longer."^  One 
engine breakdown was experienced; this was due to oil-pump failure In 
which the shear pin was broken on the drive gear.  It is believed that 
this trouble was caused by insufficient preheating.  Failures of this 
type required repairs that were time-consuming, as the rock guard, trans- 
verse spring and oil pan had to be removed. 

Quick disconnects to the engine collant system were satisfactory. 
The heated battery box proved to be satisfactory at Little America.  How- 
ever, at McMurdo the battery boxes had to be rebuilt several times.  They 
were entirely too flimsy to stand up under the vibration experienced In 
over-the-lce work.  The copper tubing circulating warm coolant required 
constant maintenance.  The circulating pump should be relocated. 

Deep Freeze I and II suggested relocation of batteries outside the 
cab to give the operator more room and to permit better access to the 
clutch inspection plate.  Removable supports for batteries are recommended 
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to hold batteries up off of thP h..»i 
ter.es and the vibraUon lr»tl    e Iln't  ^ M ^ Wei9ht of the ^t- 
support is recomm.ended for heating cois  n CO  '"  A m0re substantial 
down in the insulation and chaf nq aca ns  r'-T them fr0m worki"9 
he battery box.  Conduit clamp 1^ ^s a LT  K ^ ^t,et ho,eS in 

n position. A battery box thermostat to r^ 1°  u0ld the batterV le^s 
i» considered essential.     ermostat to control the circulating pump 

Kim HotStartS Were nr^ <: = ^I^^: 
fer „,s   no, sufficUnt  ToorlhlllllTl V,   U"'' M"'"'  "  h"t  trans- 
ant heater was  satisfactorr»"" sutzerö0'^'-     yf",939A S<>"h "I"" "Sl- 

^.     0n,y rout,ne „a.ntena^ % ^IZ'^ tL'^'^Z^ 

Ether starting was not required at Liftl« A 
was properly preheated.  m a|) cases of «M^^'f

3 Provided the engine 
eratures below -SO F and no w nd^ ck helt I"9 ^ eng''ne  W,th temP- 
»zation for preheating as well as for luT     U5ed  t0 au9ment wInter- 
partment.  The compartment has a tendenc! o'f-n" -T^ en^ne  com- 
precaut ons should be taken to met the snow f   Wlth blOWin9 Snow and 

and pulleys.  Preheating was accompl shed Tn ll       ^^   the fan be,ts 

from the compartment engine.  The e ^ ' mr^  PrOCeSS 0f me,tin9 snow 

at McMurdo, as the discharge I Ines froze un^9 T16"1 was not e^ectiVe 
tures (-20 F).  (t ,s also hazardous To  P I   re,at'vely warm tempera- 
Radiator fronts of canvas^re^de^t^e^p  he^nötne^ T^9  ^^ 

u r^eep tne engme up to temperature. 
Starting Engine 

The starting engine was verv satr^f-,^^ 
was required.  Subzero oil was used nt ^7 T  0n'y rOUtfne ^'"tenance 
was quite satisfactory. '" the crank"se.  The ignition system 

Cab Winterization 

distribution of heat thr™ htTt e^eaT (2 '^^"Tt" '^   ' ^   ^<" 
In both front and rear windows and that'thev M   f ^»"ers be installed 
glass upward; (3) that the heater exha.sh!  f /""  the bott<OT °f the 
the exhaust away fro» the cab g*«s and thj  ^e"ded SO " to dir«« 

and W   that a fMter be sopp, fL^^r^t^e^fu:?'s^st'er""^ 3"""' 
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Cab Structure 

The structure of the 02 cab was similar to the 04 cab.  The support- 
ing structure, however, was not considered as satisfactory at McMurdo. 
The two fenders on which the cab rested were tied together by the fuel 
tank; consequently, as the fenders spread and settled under the load and 
vibration, leaks formed In the tanks. The tank bottoms were replaced by 
1M-Inch boiler plate and a 2-Inch angle Iron was also used to prevent 
the fenders from spreading.  During movement the body had a tendency to 
slide and strike the chassis. 

The cab seemed to be very satisfactory and necessary at Little America 
V.  Insulation was satisfactory.  It Is felt, however, that Insulation 
mats should be formed around all Inspection covers to make them access- 
ible without breaking the Insulation, which becomes very brittle at low 
temperatures.  Trouble was experienced with sheet-metal screws working 
loose In the overhead. Also, It Is felt that the escape hatch should be 
redesigned to Insure an easier and quicker releasing system. 

Clutch, Transmission and Chassis 

The clutch was very satisfactory and only routine maintenance was 
required. During Deep Freeze 11 the clutch gave some trouble, as the 
bronze yoke wore. The transmission was satisfactory and only routine 
maintenance was required. Gear Oil Special was used In the transmission 
and the bevel gear compartment. "Difficulty was encountered with the 
oil clutch due to the undersize rod restricting the flow of oil to the 
clutch."8 

Only minor troubles were encountered with steering clutches and 
brakes.  Fuel tank leakage through the brake inspection plate and Into 
the steering clutch compartment necessitated the disassembly of the 
clutches and brake to remove diesel-soaked discs and bands.  The diesel 
oil removol was done by heat and alcohol.  Final drives were satisfactory. 
GOS was used.  Sprocket wear was considered normal.  The chassis was 
satisfactory.  Routine maintenance was required. 

Fuel System 

it is recommended that the diesel fuel tank be mounted on shock- 
absorbing material to prevent undue ruptures in the tank caused by ex- 
cessive vibration.  The fuel tank cap should be anchored to the tank to 
prevent loss.  Normal maintenance was required on the fuel pump, filter 
housing and fuel filters.  No engine failures due to ice in the fuel 
system were encountered.  Denatured alcohol, grade 3, was added to the 
fuel periodically, approximately one quart per hundred gallons of diesel 
fuel . 
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Electric System 

lator
hf jleCtriC SyStem Tc^^ satIsfactory.  Only one voltage regu- 

regulators failed shortly after Installation.  The battery lead terminal 
c amps had a tendency to come loose due to vibration, causing shor 
c rcults and batteries to blow up. All terminal clasps were the quick- 
disconnect type.  It Is recommended that standard bolt-type clamps be 

wnnn ^     ^^ll'  Cab,e With m0re f,e^bility at low temperature 
Too en th K :f,e-  ^ !tiffness of the "ble used had a tendency to 

In^af^hor"!« ^ ^ ^ V,bratf0n-  ,,FMterS 0n ^   RIS ^«'^ 

Hydraul Ic Systems 

.. hTM hy^r!U,!C COntr?]   f0r ,:he b,ade was very sensitive and fast.  It 
dJ^JT  f   M^ a Dk  hydrau,ic PumP '" the system.  Considerable hy- 

,\u     ^Se fanure was experienced In extreme cold weather.  The hose 
would harden, crack, and lose hydraulic fluid.  This was rectified by use 
of prefabricated hose fittings and aircraft-type hydraulic hose No. 16. 

Drawbar 

It is recommended that the drawbar be made more accessible for in- 
sertion of the drawbar pin when the machine is equipped with a winch, 

method^?   ^^ h0,din9 Pin would improve the present locking 

Winch 

The winch was satisfactory.  Gear Oil Special was used as a lubricant. 
One w nch failure was experienced due to negligence; the winch was engaged 
with load and the tractor was moved under load.  "The locking device si ins 
on the winch controls.  Deep Freeze II found the winch sensitive to the 
point or being dangerous."9 

Tracks 

Considerable difficulties were encountered during Deep Freeze I and 
II with track bolts shearing off and track links breaking.  The cause of 
the breakage on both items is believed to have been caused by the over- 
sized pad used with the standard bolts and links.  To increase the 
diameter of the track bolts would necessitate a heavier track rail'   Con- 
clusions are that a heavier undercarriage should be used throughout. 
Track bolt breakage was reduced considerably by operating the machine 
In third speed and below.  At McMurdo, most of the pads were cut down from 
^2 to 2H   Inches.  Loss of master pins was excessive.  The master track 
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ai3  breakWdüldtnendina
aof  !K  ^  ^ ^^  P,n SleeVe WOU,d *°*  out a  oreaK  due  to bending of  the grousers  caused  by  their  excessive  lenoth 

Ihlf  r:;b  K.r  redUCed
M

ai  Utt1e Amerlca  by 0Pe-ting the ^c Mne  tn' 
W le     d   an  :teg"rS,TrackUfd0  ^l^  them W,th  5peC,al   ^  mach,-d 

trun.on      Mr ?k  frameS   ,n     every  D2 cracked  forward of  the 
främl   U  Jl/iTt*r™* "V***  and  re,n^rced with gussets.-2^    The  track 
frame   is  definitely  too  light   for  the  tractor,   especially   if  the blades 

oroh«M       Jl*  SOUth  P0,e  exPer'-ced   two track chain  failures       Onetas 
probably at   least  partly a  result of  cold-weather operation 

Track  Carrier  Blocks 

tlmer
ahLC!rr,er  b,ocks

1"
ere satisfactory with only  normal   wear.    At 

clrrUr Mock?   "^ WOUld bUMd UP betWeen the tra'k  ra"   and track 

Dozer  Blade 

ure/'-AM^ r,.!fJ!!:Lntt,e U^at McMu^o due to track frame fail- 
and brace ?2 u?Z!r SJfdeS Were ^'"^»-ced at connections of side s to blade."^^ arms 

D4 TRACTOR 

Two D4 tractors were assigned to McMurdo and Hallett  Each wa<; 
equipped with bucket and fork-lift attachments.  "They mke a good front- 

nM.'rd%th
bU
t

t
h:XrkUCnftShtH,dnte,,ar9er- '^"^  of '^orkHs 

locked for'S
t^!ng

f0
t

rhk-e,^r
t^ac^ llZTttelVr''  ^ *  *'**   !S 

handUnoTj P:'rfo^ed in an excellent manner, not only for material- 
be hllvier  jlfnnZ  'IT'  tra,n 0Perat,on' though the drawbar should 
be heavier.  The only maintenance problem was servicing the pilot bear Ina 
of the master clutch. The master clutch throwout bearing col ar (Cat 
Par Number 3B696 and 7B5878) required constant replacement? Because 
collars were scarce, they were often replaced by collars built up by 

Engine and Engine WinterizatIon 

.nH TTK ba"ery bo^ ^s "Ot satisfactory, as there was excessive movement 
and vibration of the box and the long, overhanging fenders on which tt 
was mounted  The box had to be rebuilt several times.  The coolant heater 
CO Is were disconnected and the coolant by-passed the box.  The ether 
pr mlng system was not effective, as the discharge lines froze up at 
relative y warm temperatures (-20 F).  It was also hazardous to use If 
not working properly. 
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Cab Structure 

tenance was required to k..a JhTJIL \ ?b S we'9ht-  Constant main- 

^.j...* is r.^:cr^ [zrjzv^'tVnTz^x 
Tracks 

were^vera'finch^^naerlhl   '"^V   I'  ^   a'mOSt   Stand-d  (the  pads 

would  have  lli^ ,^^^^4  ^"f  l^K   ',   ^^   traik  Pads 

using  the   fork-lift   attachLn^    T       >       • veh.cle  over   the  rocks  when 

trouble.     New t  ick P  ^w^re  fabricated'^   T* ^.^^   ""***  some 

were   unsatisfactory ^t   ^^^l^/^^^^L^^^ 

OB TRACTOR 

Standard-Gauoe Tractor 

ie was •ost^hen^irb^^h9^1^1?;: weTheear;?ned to McMurdo- o- 
remaining  D8,   affectionately  caUed "Polo-       Tf'"9   COrnments   aPP'y   to  the 
equ.pment   and was   outstanding   in  every  resoec       "n   *  ^Z*  P,ieCe  0f 

almost   11,000  hours   of   the most   r ZZl. ^        exp, red  only  after 
ienced were   two  separate   trans^isfonr-r6'     ^  0nly  fa>^res   exper- 
ffrst   had  been   repa i red  by  us   no  shoo   fa,,"reS'   the  Second  af^   the 
that  were  known  to have  a   1^    e'd  ???r    Ä S'^'TK  'V*  ^ 0,d  9"" 

ure  of   the  hydraulic  booster  p^  casing, ^rch^^^.^Hed. ^M- 

too n^r^rrtand ^Jr^\^za] iimes- ^ - -'-'v 
work.  The copper tubing Jrculatlno !l   «^rlenced in over-the-ice 
tenance.  Theether pr iming s^ tem ^2 ^^ • "^ ' ^ COnstant -'"" 
froze up at relatively warm' te^pera^u es -20'^  ^ ^ '''^^   "^ 
to use if not working prooerlv  R^  J       /       '"  't was a,so hazardous 
keep the engine up to temperature     '" fr0ntS 0f CanVaS ^ -^e to 

alth^h^hi'esc^e hluh ^n^5 ^^ ' ^ ^ ^  ^ ^   satisfactory, 
hatches off on several oceans  The^chanis'm659";  "'^ ''^ the 
is easily broken.  The fuel tank for the caso    ,S a,SO Very fra9ne and 

to be relocated,, as it vibrated loose Jrom'hl'ca"0^"'6' heaterS had 

The standard tracks were Ideal for 
presented no unusual problems.  Wooden ^rack r^ V   M^urdo-  Maintenance 
on this tractor. wooden t,ack-carr,er blocks were not used 
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"A boom arrangement, capable of turning 180 degrees, with a lifting 
capacity of approximately 5 tons, should be provided for the D8 tractors."8 
'Fuel consumption: 6 gallons per hour."9 

Low-Ground-Pressure Tractor 

These machines were used at McMurdo, Little America, Byrd and Ells- 
worth.  They proved very satisfactory in crevasse filling, tractor train 
operation, ship off-loading, camp maintenance and airstrip construction. 

Engine and Engine Winterizatlon 

The engines supplied with these units were highly satisfactory. 
Slightly above routine maintenance was observed throughout the operation. 
Lubrication oil and filters were changed every 2k0  hours of operation and 
9170 engine oil was used in the main engine.  One piston failure was 
experienced at the return of the tractor train from Marie Byrd Land to 
Little America.  The cause was determined to be excessive water in the 
fuel entering the cylinder through injection.  There were two push rod 
failures during Deep Freeze I, caused by tapoet adjusting-screw lock 
nuts working loose and the rocker arms coming out of the socket in the 
push rod, thereby bending the push rod.  Excessive hour-meter gear fail- 
ures were encountered.  This was believed to be caused by lack of lub- 
rication at low temperatures, as oil was very viscid unless heat wa^ 
applied at the accessory drive housing.  One precombustion chamber fail- 
ure was experienced.  The cause was undetermined. 

WinterizatIon was insufficient to cover all temperature ranges en- 
countered.  However, the 939A South Wind coolant heater was satisfactory 
to approximately -kS  F where no winds were prevailing.  The exhaust from 
the gas-fired heater was utilized by piping it to a shroud built around 
the oil pan.  The slave receptacles were never used.  The quick disconnects 
for utilization of Vapor Car Heaters to preheat the engine coolant were 
satisfactory. 

Considerable fan belt breakage was encountered during Deep Freeze I 
and 11 until the causes were found, namely snow build-up In the engine 
compartment around the pulley and the belt freezing to the pulley.  A 
Herman Nelson BT kOO  heater was used to melt the snow out of the compart- 
ment In and around the fan pulley. 

During Deep Freeze 11 and I I all Little America vehicles were pre- 
heated with the Herman Nelson portable aircraft-type heater by cutting 
a 12-inch-diameter hole in the belly-pan cover so that a heater duct 
could be inserted.  Kim Hotstarts were unsatisfactory; the Btu output 
did not appear large enough for the engine.  A hotstart was plugged in 
for 16 hours at approximately -50 F, but failed to maintain the heat 
present at the time of securing the piece of equipment. 
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Starting Engine 

use/in^h'*7136 9aso1ine M<L-G-350e was used.  Subzero engine oil was 
tilt    ?   ! ^ankcase.  One bearinc, failure on starting an engine was 
encountered.  Th,s was caused by insufficient lubrication oil in the 

were u^W fZ   1°   ^  "^'.'f"" of   the operator.  The starting engines 
were used for longer per.ods of time than those in domestic equipment 
olete?! K ^S  COnti^l adverse 5tarting conditions.  Two engines com- 
sioweiyfh     

UP V   ^^•T* time; dUrin« DeeP Free2e   " and examination 
no^n-  K,CTe t0 ^ '^ 0f 1ubrication.  The subzero lubricant is 
not suitable for prolonged use, and 9170 engine oil was substituted with 
great success. 

^^"VT^l6 uaS encountered with pinions in that the locking nut 
that controlled the pinion throw-out RPM worked loose, allowing the ad- 
just.ng nut to tighten which increased the throw-out RPM of the pinion 
well above the danger point and in two cases destroyed the pinion gear, 

undeterminl" Were enCOUntered wI th c,utch do9s breaking; the cause was 

Some trouble with clutch brakes was experienced during Deep Freeze 
1.  An examination showed the cause to be thick oil in the clutch hous- 

ing.  Application of heat eliminated this situation. 

Cab Winterization 

All the cabs were equipped with 1030C South Wind personnel heaters. 
Considerable trouble was encountered with heater bracket breakaqe.  Fre- 
quent adjustments and repairs had to be made on the heater flame detector 
switch because vibration continually upset adjustments or broke the 
ceramic rods.  A lock nut should be incorporated on the adjusting screw. 
The heater was installed over the clutch, which made clutch adjustment 
more difficult and often resulted in damage to the heater.  The heater 
fuel control valve stuck excessively.  A flexible fuel line is needed. 
The exhaust line of the personnel heater should be extended beyond the 
cab to allow locking the doors in an open position. 

Because of frequent electrical difficulties with consequent loss of 
heaters, it was considered necessary by Deep Freeze II that a secondarv 
heater be installed in all cabs.  A fuel filter in the gas line to the 
heater was needed for Deep Freeze II because of the amount of water and 
other foreign matter found in the gasoline.  All heaters should be shock- 
mounted. 

The insulation was excellent, except that it was not fireproof and 
vibrations shook it loose.  Insulation should be installed to permit 
ready access to the inspection covers in deck plates.  The glass weather 
stripping was satisfactory.  Because of the compressibility of the 
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Ihe^ea^r'nf^ ^^   h?1din9 ^  defroster he^er broke or worked loose. 
lines wh.h^r CT   l00S? ^ **"'   breakin9 the 9as and electrical lines, which caused several fires. 

hrJEl   ,°Cation of ^e defroster was unsatisfactory and caused window 
breakage from excessive heat on the windshield.  It should be mounted on 
?n%h   or th;; bottom of the windshieldj with circulation fans mounted 
m the cab to blow across the windshields.  The heater should be relo- 

pC:rUonnofrtheecrinarY ""  *'   '" a SUitab,e ,OCation In the ' — 

Cab Structure 

The cab was manufactured by Crcnlo Inc., Rochester, Minnesota.  Vis- 
ib. .ty was good from the cab.  Some trouble was experienced with screws 
tailing out of overhead, allowing the overhead insulation to sag.  The 
escape hatch could be redesigned to permit easier and faster release. 
The escape hatch should have a more positive locking device to prevent 
its being blown away during high winds.  The gasket around the hatch 

T^/u  ? n0t be kept in p,ace-  The sPring was adequate.  Door seals 
should be ^proved, as they stuck and pulled loose and snow blew into 
the cab even when the doors were tightly shut.  Latches were all right. 

Considerable glass breakage occurred in the cab.  It is believed that 
heat concentration in the top of the cab was the cause of glass starting 
to crack at the top.  It was found during Deep Freeze II and Mi that 
excessive breakage of cab glass occurred due to vibration, contortion 
and temperature.  The rear glass on the driver's side should be hinqed 

L  M?liy 0Penin9-  "Cat wa"<s should be installed on both sides of the 
cab."'H 

Clutch, Transmission and Chassis 

This unit was equipped with an oil-type master clutch which required 
only routine maintenance.  Frequent clutch adjustments, however, were made 
at the beginning of the operation on some units due to the variety of 
operators.  Subzero oi1 was used in this clutch. 

Transmissions were satisfactory, though it is believed that fifth 
gear is too fast on tractors equipped with low-ground-pressure tracks 
as it causes considerable vibration,  Five forward speeds are desirable 
but with a top speed of 3-5 mph.  Gear Oil Special was used in the trans- 
mission and bevel gear compartments with satisfactory results. 

Steering clutches were satisfactory.  However, COS passed through 
the seals during a tractor-train trip to and from Marie Byrd Land, caus- 
ing brake and clutch slippage.  This was rectified by frequent flushing 
until the oil was removed.  Two brake anchor plate failures occurred on 
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one unit when faulty welds gave way.  They were rewelded to the steering 
brake compartment housing.  At McMurdo dust and ash penetrated bellows 
seals.  Final drives were satisfactory, except at McMurdo where volcanic 
material penetrated to the inside casing.  Snow sprockets were satisfac- 
tory; however, some sprocket wear was experienced and one sprocket ro- 
tation was performed.  The chassis was satisfactory. 

During Deep Freeze II the clutch shaft seals caused some trouble and 
were "blowing" after 3500 hours operation.  The only transmission trouble 
encountered was with the forward-reverse selector.  After 3200 hours op- 
eration the selector lever would jump out of reverse under a heavy load. 
After two years and 4000 hours operation the snow sprockets were begin- 
ning to show excessive wear. 

Fuel System 

The fuel systems were satisfactory.  However, considerable water was 
found at times in the fuel, which caused some pump failures.  Repeated 
fuel filter changes were necessary because of water.  Also, ice crystals 
formed and clogged fuel tank lines.  Alcohol was added to no avail. 
Tanks were completely drained" and the ice melted out, but the condition 
reoccurred. 

A standpipe of approximately three inches in length was installed 
with very satisfactory results in that practically all fuel pressure 
failures were eliminated.  Tractors have operated in temperatures of 
-70 F since the standpipe was installed. 

Electric System 

The battery-charging circuit was very unsatisfactory for Deep Freeze 
! and II.  Several failures were caused by sticking contacts and by volt- 
age regulator filterettes and resistors burning out.  The voltage reg- 
ulator trouble was attributed to vibration.  Also, generators did not 
have sufficient capacity.  The generator drive gears and the armature 
shaft wore out, including the keyway.  Idler gear wear was believed to 
be the cause of generator gear failures; the wear was believed to be 
caused by lack of lubrication during starts at extremely cold temperatures 
The 24-volt, 18-amp system was converted to 24-volt, 40-amp systems with 
the same results. 

The batteries were located outside and in front of the cab.  They 
were cased in a special insulated and heated box; the heat transferred 
from the engine coolant was pumped through the coils by a recirculating 
pump.  The battery box temperature was controlled by a low and a high 
thermostat.  The thermostats often shorted, running down the batteries. 
Trouble was experienced with coil ruptures caused by vibration.  Coils 
should be better supported and the battery weight should be removed from 
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thL   i   .Battery leads with qu'ck disconnects were unsatisfactory in 
that vibration caused them to work off and to arc, which resulted in 
explosions.  Battery leads entering the box chafed, causing short cir- 
cuits.  This was rectified by placing conduit clamps on the boxes. 

Several windshield wiper motors burned out.  Deep Freeze I thouqht 

ZTZetTV"9  '? ^ ^aSS WaS the CaUSe: DeeP Fre-e " thought ft 
tency     co^ea]ed   lubr.cant - probably a lube of too heavy a consis- 

raornSTh2dut0^ "b '!9hts had to be removed to get equipment into the 
rage.  The head l.ghts on the radiator gave enough illumination for 

the driver to operate 

Hydraulic System 

Mil n0^Lbl0de hydrfu,ic systems were satisfactory.  Hydraulic oil 
xJll   ft    A  ^aS    r,n SyStemS With 900d results.  One high-pressure 
leak found in one of the pump controls was due to a faulty pipe weld. 

Drawbar, Winch and Booms 

Some trouble was experienced with side frame breakage on drawbars 
?oL^ ^V56 rt ^  addmo^a, f^tor as a pusher to help move heavy 
Uttlt lllrVr* d^bar.waS hydraulically controlled for positioning. 
Little America considered it very satisfactory for drawbar shifting in 
hrofV MS    for.etching to sleds; at McMurdo it was considered to 
on h^i  -l6 US^ a! ^ WOU,d n0t Stay centered.  Bar stock was welded 
MM n ^      the drawbar to eliminate the trouble.  Hydraulic oil 
MIL-0-5606 was used in the No. 4l hydraulic control.  The Deep Freeze I 
tractors had no locking device on the control lever to hold the piston 
in the float pos.tion.  One was fabricated and installed on each tractor. 
Ihln  7as.nece"ary '" 0^er to lessen side frame breakage which is caused 
when towing a heavy load with the piston locked. 

The winches during Deep Freeze I and 11 were useful for hitching to 
sleds and for other towing purposes.  Two hundred feet of 1-1/8-inch wire 

PTO s'haf^16^'- ^l0' ^  rinCheS ^ repeated bearin9 fai,ures '" the 
untru« «     ,S t  f

,eVei  lhat   thiS Shaft bear!n9 housIn9 was machined 
ß^r nn c  ^V  a ' a]d bearing Were '"tailed with the same failure. 
Gear Oil Special was used in all winch cases.  Of the four winches 
equipped to receive booms only three were utilized. 

During Deep Freeze 11 and III the boom attachment was used extensively 
on two tractors and was satisfactory with the following exceptions- 
Hoist shaft nuts on the winch kept working loose, thus constant surveil- 
lance was necessary.  Side frame breakage was extensive.  This was reme- 
died by fish-plating the outside of the frame.  The boom-elevating winch 
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should be mounted more securelv  r««^ij 
JurFng Deep Freeze I InJ ^ro^^.^T:^ ?2O0m.brMk*9« occ-red 
feet above the point where the hoom c?     

S'de and aPProximately 2 
tractor, when the boo: is r  sed^ llZe VT?'     V,b-^on of L 
boom to bounce against Its stops and fh!n  K  !9ree an9,e' caused the 
contributed to boom breakage  another o^^K?"^ Wjth a Snap> whIc* 
sw nglng the boom when loaded by moWno th^^  """ f0r breaka9« was 
welded, but breakage reoccurred^ %ll* ^act°r.     The booms were 
success.  The tractors equypDed'wthV6'"6 then fFsh-P'ated with f^r 
erection and for hanSJlnT ue? dr^s Ä^V^ extens'-Iy m tank 
boom should be furnished for future ope^atio^      Car90- A SW,n9,n9 

Tracks and Track Carriers 

at HcS^d^th^^rS^^^r^o^^-^A" ^f     ^  conditions 
These were replaced with soft pins of  rLinZ    ^"^    Vtt]e  and broke- 
n place.  This was bad, since replaclno.h"9 Stee' Which were we'ded 
inks  as they were welded togethej  £?e^JT* re9Ufred ^P^clng the 

In.  Caterpillar master pins were reDlfrfw f!^,^
8 P'ns wouldn't stay 

partially solved the problem.     reP'aced with I-l/4-lnch bolts, which y 

P-ates0^^:^^:6 T^s ^Ihe"^'6^ b
f
reakJn9 at ^  -chor 

constant vibration while underway  ^"1.°' T^l   fati9Ue caused »Y 
several units during Deep Freeze    Th! K T breaka9e occurred on 
of the frame about midpoint  near ^J   T  occurred on the inside 
some means of reducing^n^and  ce bu M" 0n•  A Str0n9er CarrJe'- «"d 
eliminate the difficulty.  This lit  ™    'V") carr[ers would help 
welding a diagonal steefbrlce arLSrreCted dUrrn9 DeeP Fr^^   '' by 
outside end o? the brace t^the roHer frZT  ^ ^^''^  the ^ 

On th0^ ^slo^e^r^S^Ir^^^rr"^ " "^  *-'- 
to float.  m all cases tMs occurred on^^ CaUSin9 the id'e'- 'tself 
ber of hours and was caused by ^^f^",^^0"^'^ the Skatest num- 
front Idler collar assemblies fa?fad and ? ; MCuUrdo reP0'-ted that 
The front Idler took more abuse nsnJwan3 urn bent the rod assembly, 
always In a climb.  The track, where ^hetra^   n*"" the traCt0r was 

^the tractor, sank In the snow^^^n^^ddlt 10°^?^^:;^-;^ 

but ^s^^b^e^rredd^ra^t7;:e::tt
fea;,ae

n
d
d
due

t
t

d
o ruptured — -^ 

?rtuse._   One  double-flanged  rol ler^fL^e^ls^rilnce^^^ttahrr 
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One chronic trouble at McMurdo was the use of stationary wooden 
track-carrier blocks rather than the conventional rollers.  The dirt and 
rock of McMurdo Sound created friction which wore them out at about one 
per day.  Attempts were made to cover the boards with meridian steel, 
with no greater success.  At Little America it was found that reversing 
the blocks doubled their life.  The bolt that holds the blocks was lo- 
cated where the track links ride on the blocks.  This resulted in uneven 
wear of the block.  The bolt holes were relocated allowing the track link 
bushing to ride on the carrier, giving longer life to the wooden blocks. 

UnsatIsfactoryresults were experienced during Deep Freeze I and II 
with hydraulic track adjusters, although heat was applied to the adjusters 
while attempting to adjust the tracks.  The seals on the track adjustment 
were a constant source of trouble.  They should be changed to a more 
cold-resistant material.  Although routine maintenance was observed with 
tracks, the tracks had a tendency to wander against the frame; pipes 
holding the oak runners broke at welds between pipe and frame. 

Ignition Systems 

The Ignition system on the starting engine was very satisfactory 
during Deep Freeze 1, with only routine maintenance required.  During 
Deep Freeze II, starting engine magnetos gave some trouble due to snow 
blowing Into shielded wiring then melting and running down Into the mag- 
neto.  In such cases, heat alone was not enough, and the magnetos were 
dismounted and cleaned in order to make them operative.  Excessive foul- 
ing of spark plugs occurred during both Deep Freeze I and II due probably 
to the grade of gasoline, though no definite cause was discovered.  Radio 
Interference suppression units were incorporated in the Deep Freeze I 
system.  No trouble was encountered at Little America; however, at McMurdo 
the filters developed internal shorts. 

D8 WITH TORQUE CONVERTER 

One D8 tractor with a D337 engine and torque converter was delivered 
to McMurdo.  This machine was never given an adequate trial.  The engine 
failed when It threw a rod after a few hours of operation.  The failure, 
however, was due to an improperly installed rod bearing which had been 
replaced during overhaul in Davisville.  The tractor was inoperative 
until spring, when a replacement engine was delivered.  This engine was 
not designed to fit the chassis of the tractor, as it was some two inches 
too narrow and five inches too short.  Extensive field modifications 
were necessary to effect installation. 

The machine operated satisfactorily for 153 hours, at which time 
the new engine failed.  The bolts securing the flywheel to the crankshaft 
sheared.  Inspection revealed that the bolts (factory set) had not been 
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^-^^l^n^^'-   - ^ ^.es in both the  
The ,ong dia.eter of these ^ ^ abo ^ ZITT^  e!iPtiCa, Sha^' 
The engine was overhauled and reinstalled  2   9a'" the Short diameter 
operated again prior to Detachment Snlsd.nT^'' the machine was ™ 
ter unit needed to be modified departure as the torque conver- 

Freez^ T'o^ioroughiy^va^ua^e IfiVlul*  'f  ^   ^ed   d^   ^P 
that this machine 2Vlf be highly sl^!"

0f ^'r^'  '' is ^'ieved 
eliminated. "gniy satisfactory If the "bugs" are finally 
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Section  X I I 

CONSTRUCTION  EQUIPMENT 

ROLLERS 

The snow rollers were designed and fabricated by the U. S. Naval 
tlVnLlnV7eer,19  Laboratory' Port Hueneme, California.  Each roller weighed 5 tons dry. 

At McMurdo, three rollers were used during compaction tests and for 
compacting skiways.  The rollers quickly filled with drifting snow  The 
tow ng bars and framework broke in extreme cold when the rollers were 
pulled in tandem. 

«no. ^T r0VerS ^ere USed at Litt,e America.  They were hitched tri- 
angularly and towed by an LGP D8 tractor.  These were first used on the 
w" ofnm6 Sh,P Off:,0a^ — to the camp site.  This o^eraUon 
was of little or no value because of the continuous travel over the road 
by heavy equipment and heavily loaded sleds.  The consistency of the 
snow and the amount of time between loads would not allow the snow to 
harden.  Compaction under these conditions was impossible. 

The rollers were later used in the construction of the airstrip and 
aircraft parkmg area.  After the runway was bulldozed, one-half of the 
strip was rolled to provide a smooth surface for aircraft take-off  The 
scrapers, which were mounted on the rollers to prevent accumulation of 
snow, were not sturdy enough.  Snow built up on the roller and dug holes 
m the surface of the runway.  Trouble was also experienced with the 
ro ler frames.  The front section, where the tow bar was attached, would 
twist and break at the corners where they were bolted together.  To rem- 
edy the shearing of the bolts, these corners were reinforced with steel 
plates welded to each of the corners. 

SNOW MIXERS 

One snow mixer was used for compaction tests at McMurdo durinq Deep 
Freeze I.  Two tires blew out in the extreme cold.  Skis were fabricated 
to replace the tires, as no spares were available.  The skis were not 
successful, as they created excessive drag. 
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The hydraulic pump failed.  The hydraulic cylinder used to raise and 
lower the rotor was replaced with a large screw jack, as no spare pump 
was available.  Failure of the pump prevented raising of the rot;or and 
resulted in the tongue being torn off.  All rubber fuel hoses on the 
engine were replaced with copper.  Electrical trouble occurred in the 
same manner as with the D8.  A short developed between the ammeter and 
the battery. The winter IzatIon and battery box were satisfactory.  It 
is recommended that a larger fuel tank be provided for the snow mixer 
to allow longer usage without refueling. 

During Deep Freeze 11 a snow mixer was used extensively in surfacing 
the ice runway.  The Ice chips from the mixer were bladed off with the 
snow planes to low areas close to the location where the mixer had worked. 
It was found that it was best to operate the snow mixer In second gear 
with the tractor pulling in low gear. 

One snow mixer was shipped to Little America V. It was manufactured 
by the Seaman Motor Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and had a Caterpillar 
Model D315 engine for a prime mover-. The snow mixer was used a total of 
29 hours on Operation Deep Freeze '. 

DRAGS 

Snow drags were used through the year at McMurdo to level the skiway 
in compaction tests, and to distribute show on the ice runway. The tow- 
ing chain and the pad eyes tore off and were replaced with cable strap. 

Two prefabricated drags with 6-inch by 8-Inch by 10-foot runners and 
Marston matting decks were made up at McMurdo and delivered to the South 
Pole.  They were handy to use as they were only 8 inches high.  The drags 
were also good for hauling drums as they could be unloaded and loaded 
eas My. 

SNOW PLANES 

One snow plane was used at McMurdo.  A simple planer would have been 
better for this type of operation.  The hydraulic system was of insuf- 
ficient capacity to raise and lower the blade at a satisfactory rate. 
The framework was underdesigned and broke repeatedly when used to level 
the unprocessed sastrugi.  Many man-hours were spent in welding and re- 
pairing metal failures which occurred in the extreme cold. 

The snow plane was modified for use as a planer by bolting the two 
side cutter plates to the blade.  This eliminated all the horizontal 
controls, as the blade was always perpendicular to the direction of 
travel.  Several problems resulted.  The blade side plates bent in when 
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turns were made.  The pin tying the planer turntable to the frame broke 
in three places.  In replacing the pin, the entire support broke off. 
The p.n and support were replaced.  The turntable pin bent, so that the 
turntable froze and the hydraulic cylinder which rotates the turntable 
bent a shaft.  The vertical cylinder mounts on the blade tore off repeat- 
edly.  The cylinder side pins were too short which allowed the cylinder 
mount to spread and release the pins and the cylinder. 

The tow bar broke when a sharp turn was made, as the joint of the 
bar was designed for vertical movement only.  A modified tow bar was 
made to allow lateral movement.  The steering mechanism on the rear end 
broke arjd had to be remodeled. 

The snow planer at Little Amer:ca was used primarily to level and 
maintain Kiel Field skiway.  This was accomplished satisfactorily.  Since 
the use of the power system for controlling the blade required the use 
of a man to operate the controls, the manual system was employed.  By 
presetting the height of the blade, one operator driving the prime mover 
(02 or D4) can effectively maintain an amazingly smooth surface. 

ICE AUGERS 

The hydraulically operated ice auger attachment for the 02 tractor 
broke down many times during runway flooding operations at McMurdo.  The 
hydraulic motor failed with a split casing on three occasions, although 
it had been welded and reinforced.  A replacement for this unit was ordered 
The downhaul and retract cable failed frequently.  The controls were not 
sensitive enough to allow gradual drilling without lifting a major portion 
of the weight of the tractor. 

To drill through the 12 to 15 feet of ice found in McMurdo Sound, 
extensions had to be put on the slide and jack shaft.  This made the'unit 
top-heavy and caused the connections to the tractor to shear off frequent- 
ly.  The entire mounting arrangement had to be modified to strengthen it 
and to provide accessibility for adjustment.  Hydraulic arrangements of 
any sort do not seem to work too well at extremely cold temperatures.  A 
simple mechanical take-off as developed for posthole diggers would appear 
to be a solution to this problem. 

During movement of the 02 with auger, the bolts holding the auger 
sheared off.  The auger extension as designed, although strengthened with 
bars welded along the inside, was very flimsy.  It vibrated considerably 
with the movement of the tractor.  The hydraulic motor casing broke the 
first time, alter only 6 feet of drilling.  Also the downhaul cable 
stretched and broke.  This cable bears the weight of the entire rear end 
of the tractor when downhauling the auger.  A method of tightening the 
downhaul cable with a tug-along was used so that the operator did not 
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finer adjustment of presst on [h!^   »echanis» is required to allow 

Perhaps some sort .fTÄ-^dT^^fJr^^.'™ ^'^ 

PUMP WAN I GANS 

Poss^e^o^^^-y'^^^^cHurdo wjra co^.trucfd as  Ught)y as 

Held   for  operations.     A header^leltrL^ *  StraI9htened   fn  the 
would provide  reliable  electr  cal  low^r  ^      generator,   preferably dlesel. 
The   light   units   furnished Sd   no     uTT r !   ,0n9er per,od of   ^1«».        ' 
the most,   and were  requtred  Jor  coiti^uoT       ^  ?G0 0r  600  hoUrs  at 

night  when   flood   UghJing was   req^rld ^^atlons  during the  winter 

?-ed we.ding.     Some o^r^^™ ^V^rÄ £  .T 

ft f MIh!,UuitS 0f the prefabs ««re too big. 
tfee}   h  ^  and on'y a few inches thick   ,t 

^TiTsivjT^:? r ^rr-bi '*took —' ^— -'^^ was quite a job."7        " t0 assemb,e one unit, and even at that it 

One wall was 20 feet long 
must be remembered that a 
took several pieces of equip- 

TRAXCAVATORS 

Caterpillar Model 955 (LGP) 

McMurdo 

is«:0 ™e^;s^:r~rnr,n:r,'r£to rrrdo - ^^ 
aircraft   for  polar   flights       FoHo!^« I      m^nth   t0 assist   fading 
which  secured'the   finaf-dr ve ex  en  ?on   to  t? ?f  T^''™'   the  bo'ts 

The   bottom bolts   on both   s   des  oJ  ^       to  the  final-drive  housing  failed, 

elongation.     it  was  deuced "af the bo^'r,^'?0'  fo]]o"<"9 noticeable 
of   insufficient   rlgldlty"n   the   f  nal   H   J ^   '"   tenS,0n  aS   a   resu't 
out   by  subsequent   fai   ures       Everv ^Mn       ef!nsIon-  Th'»   was  borne 
a  similar manner. ry mach,n^   without   exception,   failed   In 

^o^Vl-l^^^^^^^^o^se  the  number  of  bolts 

two  days  of operation.     The  next  ^L^Jion3^'Jn^o^ncT^I^ter 
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BUDOCKS' recomrnendation.  A rigid brace was placed between the trans- 
mission housing and the final-drive extension housing.  No further bolt- 
failures were experienced.  However, the undue stress was transferred by 
the brace from the connection to the sprocket and to the bearing at the 
outer end of. the final-drive housing extension.  Severe" wear on the 
sprocket was quickly evident, and replacement was necessary after about 
WO  hours.  One bearing failure had occurred by the time Detachment One 
departed.  Sprockets continued to have excess wear during Deep Freeze I I. 

During Deep Freeze 11 several final-drive hub assemblies broke.  It 
appeared that the hub was not heated deep enough to take a good weld.  It 
also could have been caused by the excess weight on sprockets.  This 
undue stress on the sprocket was also transferred to the track rollers 
resulting In numerous failures.  A further modification was reconmended 
by BUDOCKS.  This consisted of removing the excess weight from the final- 
drive extension by placing a rigid brace between the tractor chassis and 
the track frame. 

During Deep Freeze II it was found that engine support cross members 
were not heavy enough to take care of the added width of the tractor. 
Bending of the track roller frames caused the front idlers to toe in at 
the bottom. 

The tractors are back-heavy, putting excess weight on the rear track 
rollers and causing roller shafts and rollers to fail.  By placing the 
forks on the front of the tractor and carrying a pallet with three or 
four barrels of diesel, both the front and rear axles appeared to be 
balanced and failures were eliminated.  They traveled well in reverse, 
consequently It is believed that the unbalanced condition can be alle- 
viated by moving the center of gravity forward. 

During Deep Freeze I and II much trouble was experienced with both 
losing and shearing bolts which secured track shoes.  In the first in- 
stance, the bolts were too short to permit inclusion of lock washers, 
as full threaded nuts were impossible.  To eliminate bolts falling out 
of tracks, the nuts had to.be welded to the bolts; but then the bolts 
sheared.  It Is presumed that the bolts simply were not large enough for 
the stress Involved. 

It was found during Deep Freeze II that the rear vision is very poor, 
which makes it difficult for drivers to winch or back up the tractor to 
hook onto sleds.  Aside from these constant and chronic faults the Trax- 
cavator 955 was a fine machine.  It did a fine job during Deep Freeze I 
moving cargo over extremely difficult trail conditions. 

Deep Freeze II felt that the LGP 955 Traxcavator was not suitable for 
bases located on ground, although the many deficiencies in design could 
be corrected by strengthening the overall suspension system to eliminate 
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failures caused by the added width of the tractor.  Any additional trac- 
tors procured for McMurdo should be standard rather than 
wide tracks are not suitable. 

Little Amer iCd 

LGP des ign,   as 

HnrJ^T  LGr  ^ 0ne  standard 955  Traxcavator were  taken  to Little Ameri 

eZToZT*  FreeZe   "•     Attachment^   '-'"^d  snow blades,   forkirilc!!^ 
ca 

with^fTSi   br^kHn9     "  °perated  ^t I sfactor 11 y   throughout   the  operation, 
duct  o? a  ierm^n MT       K       ^^   ShOU,d  be  Prided  to  accommodate  the 
emcTlntly? "      ^^  SO  ,hat  the  engine maV be Preheated more 

eng.M^äilfef^^J^^bf:?9 en9,neS   ^^  ^^torily,   but 

satii>actorveriT^i0?'H ^.iTJ *iouth W,nd heater was used and was 
th! r .   ^ ,   wfndsh.eld defrosting tubes should be rerouted.  In 
their present location by the door,, personnel getting Into the cab use 
he defroster duct for a handhold.  A defroster should be instaHed on 

the rear window on the driver's side for improved visibility! 

wlir-hnlH^"^"1"6' /^ ""^ h3tch Sh0uld have ^ Peking device which 
will hold during extreme Winds.  Visibility to the rear is very poor and 

cr^rtheent,?rfWhen-tOWin9 S,edS-  Prov'si°- should belade'" In- crease the f eld of vision so that towed equipment may be viewed without 
having to naif stand, half sit.  Cab glass breakage was quite extensive 
due to v,brat Ions and contortions of the structure.  The cab Is much 
larger and heavier than is necessary. 

,.  C'utch, Transmission and Chassjs.  All were satisfactory, except 
that the master clutch was inaccessible for adjustments. 

Fuel System.  Trouble occurred with gasoline freezing in the line 
from  he tank to the carburetor.  A new line was installed without the 
many  urns and dips of the original installation, and this d fHculty 
was eliminated.  There was a life trouble due to ice forming  n the 

^obIem'0m Water ^ '^ in the flJe,' thOU9h th!s never beca^ a ^Jor 

ii££LLL£_SYitem   The generating system was not satisfactory.  Many 
fa.lures were exper.enced, probably due to vibrations affecting the volt- 

ho'ld'uo" nder'thl^ ^^   "^  shock-mounted, but the mounts did not 
hold up under the extreme pounding.  The 1-ights should be remounted to 
give more light forward and to the sides. remouncea to 
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Hydraulic System.  Very satisfactory. 

Winch.  The winch was seldom used, so a complete evaluation cannot 
be given. 

Extensive track breakage occurred at or Tracks and Track Carriers 

below -kO  F,     Operation of 955's at such temperatures wäskept to amTn- 
imum.  More sturdy drive-chain links are needed to compensate for the 
wide grouser pads.  The final-drive filler hole should be situated so 
that lube oil can be poured in easily.  The present filler hole neces- 
sitates standing the machine on its nose for proper filling.  New filler 
holes were drilled on equipment available at Little America and proved 
successful. 

The final-drive extensions were a source of trouble, as the belts 
connecting them to the final-drive housing sheared off.  The modification 
recommended by Caterpillar was not satisfactory.  Finally, a bead was 
welded around the flange of the extension.  This, with a redesigned 
brace, eliminated further trouble. 

Hallett 

Two Traxcavators with attachments were supplied.  Most of the prob- 
lems encountered on this type of equipment were of a standard nature and 
not attributed specifically to antarctic operations.  Engine and gear 
lube was used during the sub-zero winter and standard lube 9170 was used 
during the warmer months.  These vehicles were operated on standard tracks 
at all t imes. 

The master switch, choke, throttle, and starting engine gas line and 
petcock should be relocated if possible to provide easier accessibility 
to an operator wearing heavy winter clothing.  Defroster hoses should be 
relocated away from door frames if possible or replaced by flexible metal 
hose, as the operator tends to use the door frame as a handhold when 
entering or leaving the vehicle. 

Wilkes 

The Caterpillar Model 955 LGP Traxcavator was the only type of heavy 
equipment used and it proved highly unsatisfactory in service.  Every 
part of the suspension system failed at some time during the year.  Heavy 
welded steel bracing was fabricated and installed on the final-drive 
housing in an attempt to prevent further failures of the studs attaching 
the final-drive housing to the tractor frame.  This reduced the number 
of failures but did not eliminate them. 
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Third and fourth gear ranges were blocked off early in the year and 
used after that only for icecap trips.  For fear of further damage, the 
tractors were not abused and were not used for several jobs where they 
would have been useful.  The tractor appears grossly underdesigned. 

The current and voltage regulator on the electrical system did not 
function properly and as a result several generators were damaged. In 
one case the generator locked, with the result that the housing around 
the generator drive gear was damaged. 

The escape hatch of one tractor was damaged by the wind and the de- 
vice for locking the cab doors open was ineffective. 

The armored cable on the starting engine seemed to cause short cir- 
cuits and was removed, with the result that no more shorts occurred.  The 
starting engine and the master clutch were so located as to be very 
difficult to work on. 

The track pads (grousers) had a tendency to work loose, especially 
on the wide tracks.  This had to be constantly checked and tightened. 
At Wllkes Station a low-ground-pressure track is rarely required and a 
standard model tractor would have been effective. 

El Isworth 

Eight 955 LGP Caterpillar Traxcavators were furnished.  The number 
of attachments furnished (two booms, two buckets, four forks, and four 
snow blades) was ample for construction requirements.  No change of this 
number Is recommended. 

On the way to Antarctica, braces were installed on the final-drive 
extensions of two 955*5 and prefabricated for the rest of the tractors. 
After fabrication of these, a BUDOCKS message prescribed an additional 
brace to be Installed on the track roller frame to remove some of the 
load off of the final-drive extension.  Materials for this modification 
were not available at that time.  After the first five days of operation 
until completion of cc.struct ion, twenty-four of the 1/2-Inch studs secur- 
ing the final-drive extension housing failed.  No correlation with specific 
uses of the various tractors could be made. 

The 955's were too heavy on the rear of the tracks for towing.  The 
engine should be moved forward to change the balance for improved overall 
performance on soft snow such as encountered in the antarctic.  A hydraulic 
drawbar shift should be added.  Guides should be installed to prevent 
the winch cable from riding up over the edge of the winch drum when pul- 
ling at an angle. 

< 
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CaterpMlar Model HT-k 

IhlT t     i     u    24-,nch grousers.  This machine proved very valuable 

occJSJr*  ^ E?q!?e ^I^LliaLLS"  One oil pump shear pin failure 

be accomplished with the heater to II   I      ,*t  Cra^caJe'   P^heating could h<.=.i-  ,     7  J       neater to -55 F with no w nds.  However aulck 

Several hlTl'T  ^^"^  "Sine compartment paneling end the flywheeT 

Cab Winteri zatI on. Insulation of the cab was satisfactory except t-u^t-^ZZ : ; ; .   -.~.. «1 unc ^au  was sac 1 sractorv exceof 
that the insulation should be removed from over the Inspection covers 
Considerable trouble was encountered with bracket breakage on the I030C 
personnel heater.  A more sturdy mounting Is required. 

A manifold should be Installed on the outlet side of the heater to 
distribute the heat more evenly and the defroster should be relocated to 
allow the heat to be applied at the bottom of the glass.    re,OCated to 
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m^Jif ^trUf Urf The «cape hatch should have an easier and quicker 
method of releasing, and an exhaust extension should be Installed to 
route engine exhaust gases aft of the cab. 

aulrfd
UnnhthTranSTt5Sl?n TT Chi:iss's-  Considerable maintenance was re- 

quired on the master clutch and the control linkage.  Trouble was en- 

cat^n  TK,th,bInJ,n? ,n the ClutCh nnka9e cau^d by « '«k of lubri- cation.  The clutch throw-out collar wore out and required rebulldlnq 

asse^v n ^H ^n **",   ^  CaUSed by ,ack 0f '^r?catlon.  U^on re- 
tubrTcItlon for Si1*', ' ^ PaCked W,th 9reaSe-  The ^Iglnal means of 
extrlmf io?/ TJ  .COna!: T an 0,, CU^ whIch was not satisfactory In extreme cold.  The transmission was considered satisfactory.  Final drives, 
the bevel gear compartment, the steering clutch compartment, sprockets 
track frames and the front Idler were all satisfactory. 

Fuel System.  A standplpe should be installed In the fuel tank. 

 Elecflc System.  Considerable voltage regulator trouble was experi- 
enced.  Upon Inspection, the following was found:  (1) shorted fllterettes 
(2) stuck contacts, and (3) burned resistors.  Two generator failures    ' 
resulted from dirt In the generator and from a broken spring In the 

StandardnhM7rer\ J«"^'"4« qu I ck-d Isconnects were not suitable. 
Standard bolt-type battery clamps should be used. . Vibration caused 

3p the ia'e^s! ^ ^ ^  ^ termina,S> causin9 —ts and blowing 

H^auMc.System  The hydraul ic system was sat Isfactory.  Only routine 
maintenance was required.  There was only one hydraulic hose failure. 

,       Drawbar, Tracks and Track Carriers. There was an excessive loss of 
track master pins.  Otherwise the performance of the drawbar, tracks and 
track carriers was satisfactory. 

Maintenance.  The machine was hard to work on In extreme cold due to 
the compactness of the engine, the accessories, and of the Traxcavator 
unlt In general. 

£%•  ^b"^r°J
and S*'70 motor  ons and arctic greases, dlesel fuel 

and hydraulrc flu ds were used.  Arctic-grade gasoline was used in the 
heaters and starting engine.  Gear Oil Special was used In the trans- 
mission, bevel gear and final drives.  Pre-mlxed permanent-type anti- 
freeze was used in the cooling system. 
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Section XIII 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 

SNOW MELTERS 

McMurdo 

A snow melter was Install 
1956 and was still operating 
departed In January 1957.  it 
Exhaust from the 100-kw D342 
to melt snow.  This snow melt 
Engineering Laboratory, Port 
Deep Freeze II that 2k   Inches 
be on this engine.  This Is a 
snow.  Drain plugs should be 

Ellsworth 

ed   In  the power plant  at  McMurdo  in  January 
without  breakdown when  Deep  Freeze   I   forces 

was  also used during  Deep  Freeze   II   and   ill. 
Caterpillar  diesel   generator  engine was  used 
er  was  built  by the  U.  S.  Naval   Civil 
Hueneme,   California.      It was   found  during 

Is   the maximum back  pressure  that  should 
n  effective  and economical   means of melting 
added  to the melter  to assist   In cleaning. 

A bitumen heating kettle was used as a snow melter for the temporary 
camp, as well as to produce water for freezing In the 132 deadmen placed 
during  the  construction.     The kettle  Is   Ideal   as   a  snow melter. 

For water production  by snow melting,   the circulation pump should be 
removed  and   blanked  off.     The paint   should be  removed  from  the fire  tubes 
and  some sort  of coating applied  to prevent  scaling,  or  the  tubes   should 
be  replaced with a non-sealing material   such as  monel. 

Spark plugs on the engine failed and by chance a similar engine was 
aboard the cargo ship and could be cannibalized. Spare plugs should be 
shipped with   the  kettle. 

PORTABLE  PUMPS 

Three assault  fuel   pumps, manufactured by Gorman-Rupp  Company, 
Mansfield,   Ohio,  were shipped  to  Little America  V.     These pumps were 
Model   OkA-tWIGhD,   seif-prImlng,   centrifugal,  capacity 350  gpm.    A  four- 
cylinder Wisconsin  gasoline engine Model   MVG'tD was  used as  a prime mover. 
The pump was  portable,  mounted on  rubber-tired wheels. 
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The pumps were first used to transfer bulk automotive gasoline from 
ten ÖOO-gallon aluminum tanks mounted on two 20-ton Otaco sleds into ten 
10,000-gallon collapsible rubber storage tanks.  One pump was later set 
^V0 ^nTtZ  •V|?t,0fl gaso"ne from the ten 800-gallon aluminum tanks 
into a 100,000-gallon steel storage tank.  One pump was placed in a 
pumping station to transfer avgas from the 100,000-galIon tank Into a 
refuel 1 er. 

The pumps were satisfactory In all operations.  Only normal mainte- 
nance was required.  Spare part support was adequate. 

WELDING MACHINES 

McMurdo 

Two 400-amp GE welders were located at McMurdo.  These units were 
used during the construction of the fuel tank farm but did not bear up 
well under the long hours of welding with heavy rod.  The engine on one 
and the generator on the other burned out.  The remaining portions were 
combined to make one good welder, which was installed in the welding shop. 
A Caterpillar Twin-Arc 600-amp unit, an excellent machine, was obtained 
in 1 ate 1956. 

Little America 

t* 7TA^[a]   E,ectric ^00-amp welders with Chrysler Industrial Engines 
(Model 6A226) were shipped to Little America.  These welders were port- 
able in that special skis were fitted on the bottom of the tires to 
allow mobility over the snow.  The ski design did not prove satisfactory 
because the rubber in the tires hardened and cracked in the extreme cold. 
Also, the design of the skis was too heavy for the undercarriage of the 
welder.  When turning the machines, the skis dug into the snow and bent 
the axle or broke the tow-bar assembly.  This was rectified by removing 
the undercarriage and mounting the welders on an Army one-ton cargo sled. 

The engine and generator compartment was not sufficiently enclosed 
for preheating the engine or for keeping out the snow. The engine was 
not equipped with the Universal Heating Kit. However, it was possible 
to use a Vapor Car Heater to heat the cooling system. This was accom- 
plished by using quick-disconnects to connect the portable circulating 
water heater to the welder's cooling system. This provided sufficient 
heat for the coolant only. The Herman Nelson BT kOO heater was used for 
preheating the entire unit. 

Use of 9170 motor oil in the crankcase was satisfactory.  Except for 
one engine failure caused by the governor, routine maintenance was ob- 
served.  The machine was operated at temperatures of -50 F with satis- 
factory results.  Spare part support was inadequate.  "The 18-8 Columbian 
rod was the main and best welding rod used.,l29 
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BjTd 

Storld
eonl«iü afC w^der

f
worked well during the summer.  The welder was 

snow! 0r the w,nter and was damaged when It was dug out of the 

Hallett 

A welder Model 1N06^ Type 226 was received mounted on wheels. The 
wheels were removed and the welder was mounted on a one-ton sled.  No 
mechanical difficulties were encountered In the operation of this equip- 
ment. -if 

El Isworth 

The arc welder furnished was used only on two days.  No trouble 
occurred. 

AIR COMPRESSORS 

McMurdo 

One gasoline-powered and two dIesel-powered air compressors were 
located at McMurdo.  The Davey 315-cfm compressors powered by a Hercules 
dlesel engine did not work well at first because of starting problems. 
As they did not have pony engines, the starting motors were quickly 
burned out by overzealous welders using welding machines to start the 
compressors.  An external coolant heater was not available to start the 
dlesels until one Vapor Car heater was repaired.  The gasoline compressor 
served well.  Due to condensation problems, compressors are difficult to 
use In cold weather but during the summer months are perfectly satisfactory 
for McMurdo. ' 

During Deep Freeze II, a 210-cfm LeRoI compressor with a UD14 Inter- 
national dlesel engine started with no heater and without the aid of 
ether.  In temperatures of -20 F It started much better than the Cater- 
pillar engines that used hotstarts. 

Little America 

One Davey air compressor Model 315 WDS-TS with 315-cfm capacity was 
shipped to Little America.  The prime mover for this machine was a Her- 
cules Diesel engine. Model ORXC.  The air compressor was portable In that 
skis were fitted on the bottom of the wheels to allow mobility over the 
snow.  This design did not prove satisfactory because the skis dug Into 
the snow when being turned, causing excessive strain and breakage of the 
tow bar.  It Is recommended that the unit be placed on a sled similar to 
the Army one-ton cargo sled. 
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suggested that the bottom be enc osed ?o a?d ? V" V™*"9  SnOW-  '* »» 
preheatJng the entire unit.  The enaln^      keeP'n9 OUt snow *"<* 
Heating Kit.  Oulck-dlsconnecls for" he TnlT   ^^  W,th a Universal 
accommodate the use of a clrcuLtlna coM   u9 SyStem Were Stalled to 
- the coolant only.  The HerL 'N^son B?^^::  Th'S PrOVided ^ the entire unit. "BISOTI HI WO heater was used to heat 

«Ägif.rst::? ^iToVii^zi srru,ts 'n the f^'^'- ^ 
soundings with a pneumatic so?t SI? I 0ra9e tank and to '••<• »ce 
-s required on this Ich n ^n hou^'of^' T,"** ma'nte—e 
support was not adequate. f 0Perat'on.  Spare parts 

WiIkes 

;-er.^.r'i^^rr"^e^ C;.«-;^ 3" ^,11 a„d th. Joy jad. 
a mixture of Ice and rock. ' however, would not drill In 

ElIsworth 

The 210-cfm LeRoI air compressor furnished was not Lsed. 

WATER CARRIER (MARK II) 

McMurdo 

MCMU^! ^^waTbulirrn^^'^er^ne^t^9 Watrr ^ the ^" *< 
was operated with a Vapor Car Heater No ^ M''^ at the ^"^ *"* 
the unit when used In this manner f'^Mn'^r5 exPerienced with 
stalled to melt snow with Its exh^us  had^  ".^^f1 that Was '"- exhaust had a cracked block upon arrival.) 

^HZ'lTo^lULVr^TUl ^r^'i     lt   Can be used - a snow 
'nsulated tank or drawn to a fire  Thi  T    St0red and carried '" an 
There were three sets of colls f^ hlatlnc  ll^t ^  W,th 'tS ^^atlon. 
out of pipe and fittings, carried Prestn^'f    u0"0"1 Set' a^^ed 
When the carrier was towed over rouch    ^V^ Vapor Car "««ef. 
contaminated the water.  To Uchten'thi." t   V^u*   deve,0P^ leaks which 
be disassembled piece by pTece  A wefdU  1^  ?*   b0tt0m  COl]   had ^ 
brackets holding the colls hadVA      C^n Shou,d be used-  The 
to remove the co'ils  ?h , was ^cause'X^ K *  CUtt',n*  t0rch in ^^r 
the tank and not installed as a unit  Th  COnS ^  assemb'^ 'nslde 
never ran for any length of t^e^L ^r'^ ^ ^ 
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source of heat.  One-cylInder engines will not work In the antarctic 
Several types were used and all quit after 10 to 5 hours ofopera L 
(Most operation was at temperatures of +10 to -5 F.)"7      ^ration. 

Little America 

was not lünu^Üi1?" Wnter ^rr,er WaS Sh,pped to Utt,e ^erlca V but 
U S  LvTri^n pr ?eeP ^reeZe '•  Th,S un,t was fabricated by the U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California. 

VAPOR CAR HEATERS 

At McMurdo this unit proved to be a satisfactory external coolant 
pre eating unit  One electrically driven unit .euL wate lor ?ie 

llö-Jl'nter  fuTtoTuJiTu  "V*  "***   '" the 9ara9e WaS n0t rePa'-d -til 
eonrnm^r c  J       Ck 0f Spare parts-  '* then ^rved to preheat 
equipment.  Fuel consumption averaged approximately 2.0 gallons per hour. 

CorD
Thech^no,ern,rUIat,n9 Water heater' manufactured by Vapor Heating 

It u'd« ™SV n0,^ co"s,sted of a heating utUt mounted on a sled? 
It Is designed to circulate heated water to other equipment through Its 

TrZll  %     retKrn l;OSeS-  A 9aSO,,ne en9'ne ***/<>'  a" elec re motor 
tin       Th6 COTb"St,on arr b'0^, fuel pump, circulating pump, and mag- 
neto.  The rated output Is 150,000 Btu's per hour.    a ^ ^ ana ma9 

The gasoline engine, a Power Products Model AH36-FST1039SP, was used 
for the propulsion of the Vapor Car Heater.  It was difficult to star 
at temperatures of -kO   F and below, even when using ether start hig aids. 
Low-temperature grease was used In the bearings, of the electric moto 
At -50 F the motor starting load would trip the circuit breaker. 

Although 
this unit was 
temperatures, 
temperatures 
rIcatIng oil 
series heater 
piece of equi 
Herman Nelson 
Vapor Car Hea 

the Vapor Car Heater performed according to specifications, 
not satisfactory for preheating equipment In extremely cold 

h.,1 ^    t ^ouldr
heat the coolant to proper prestartlng 

but the transfer of the heat from the coolant to the lub- 
was negligible.  In many cases the Herman Nelson BT kOO 
had to melt the snow out of the engine compartment of a 

pment before the engine could be turned over.  Thus, the 
heater was better suited for engine preheating than the 

ter.  Spare part support for this machine was adequate. 

A unit delivered to the Pole was never used during the construction 
period as the temperatures were warm and equipment sta'rt Ing was easy 
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HERMAN-NELSON HEATERS 

McMurdo 

^Jt^snn hcT,T:z°T,o be the simp,est a"d«»" '"«">■ Ing a  cold engine 

Little AmerIca 

HP1J!n  i;PfratI°n   DeeP   ^eeze   '.   twenty-three  portable  gasol Ine-burnlnq 

upTrüoo oSS    "■rL  T6'   BTT  ^V^  Were USed-     0utPut  was   "«^'e up  to  4UU,U00  Btu  s  per   hour.     These  heaters  were  used   for  aulck  h^Mno 
of equipment for emergency heating of temporary housing^for heattnc ' 
equ.pmenun er repair and for the comfor? of personne^perfo^n" his 

1Z~A   / yPf heater waS  very  beneficial    In  that   It   could be  easllv 

Zee-dfrferh:an:.,0Cat,0n   " ^^   ^   '^   >*   ^^^  l^U."' 

8 hours  Tn^lZT^llV™* WaS   routIne-     The  oil   was   changed every 
befow -50  F wL     l V"ter ^    ?nSPected   f0r   '^Ing.      In   temperatures 
foe7fuLr.   <J       ?       W?re e"countere^   trouble was   experienced with 
Ihll     I I n9   In  Splte of   the   fact   that  a"   gasoline was   filtered 
perr?odIcaanvam0;S   h^V*   ^  ''^  0f  ^""9 -d  alcohol   was  added 
?o  frevel   ^     Carburetors  on  the   gasol Ine-drlven  units   had  a  tendency 

aturese|-6n«0,7SS?r5UeS ^"^ ,noPerat've at extremely low temper- 
?hem at abouJ l^7 , ^ ? t0 ,Cf crysta's un'«s heat was directed upon 
Jz^a L-U \l JIT ,ntervals. The check valve from the fuel atom- 
izing  nozzle.   In which  a   neoprene  seal   was   located,   had  a  tendency  to 

a  so   W   IJT^'r ^r6^  reSU,t,n9   '"   f-l   pressure  dro"     This   would 
cluslia  afJer  iurn h

r0m ^  ?0ntr0,   Unit   int0  the  ^buJtlon  chambe  , causing  after-burning when  securing  the  heater. 

durlno'th^66 maJOr  en9lne/allures  were  experienced.     These  occurred 
during   the  summer   season  and with   very   low engine  hours   (7,   14,   and   24 
hours)        On  al     three  units   the  crankshafts   broke  at   the  rea     main  bear- 

t^aulty6 ^laT56 ^   ^  ^"^  ^   **  ^   ^ ^d   ?t wa,   due 

Two  sizes  of  ducts  were used  with  these heaters.     The   12-Inch  duct 

ducts        lie   rcT0'6^   ""'I6  ^   adapter  WaS   r^r*d  Wlth   the   6-Inch 
bHttle when  en H       rt  *  P  ^1° "^ "^   ^  ^^Ible when  warm and 
beiori   J? They  proved   to  be  satisfactory   If  they were warmed 
before   being  compressed   for  storage  and  expanded   for  use. 
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This heater was highly advantageous to the operation and maintenance 
of equipment.  Its quick heat was readily available to supplement the 
wlnterlzatlon kits Incorporated on the equipment, to supply heat for the 
removal of accumulated snow In engine compartments, and to supply heat 
for tractor repairs outdoors. 

Herman-Nelson preheaters were used to preheat vehicles, aircraft and 
the Inflation shelter.  They performed very well, but two weak points 
were noted.  Large amounts of carbon formed In the engine and heater 
combustion chambers.  The starter cables should be lengthened. 

South Pole 
I :....—mm, ^ 

Two Herman-Nelson preheaters were used at the South Pole.  Both 
performed satisfactorily.  One was an old 300,000 Btu per hour model 
and the other was a new model BT^OO.  The gasoline engine for the model 
BT400 was kept inside and warm when not in use to eliminate the crank- 
shaft failures experienced at McMurdo.  The units proved invaluable in 
assisting equipment starting. In melting iced-up containers, and in 
assisting aircraft maintenance and starting. 

A Herman-Nelson heater, or one similar, should be provided for the 
use of mechanics and others in the Initial stages of construction before 
permanent facilities are erected. 

FLOODLIGHT TRAILERS 

The trailer unit was not used as such at Little America.  However, 
the generator units and floodlights were used to good advantage during 
the winter night.  One unit was installed In the garage, and the flood- 
lights were mounted on the roof to light the equipment area.  Another 
was mounted in the rear of a weasel and the floodlights were attached 
to the roof.  This so-called "Roving Aurora" was extremely useful for 
operations requiring light away from the equipment area.  The fact that 
the generator was situated In the heated weasel cab solved the preheating 
problem.  This unit also acted as a beacon for aircraft during winter 
night operations. 
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Section XIV 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF EQUIPMENT 

GENERAL SITUATION 

McMurd o 

Insufficiencies 

. nl^LnJ^0^ 0T equiPment and equipment maintenance at McMurdo is not 
facilittT.  ^ W    ^ a COriStant  st^g8le by too few men in meager 
facilities to keep equipment operational under the most adverse circum- 
stances.  From the 20th of December 1955 until 13 February 1956 all 

TQSA 
0V^ ^T WaS done OUtside with the assistance, after 13 January 

1956 of the Polar Field Kit.  On 13 February 1956 the garage sheU was 
completed.  At this time the work could be brought inside. 

On 9 March, the day the last ships left McMurdo Sound, the equinment 

CarTiiS ^LT^'    ^  ^^ WeaSelS Were °Perative.' Ill four^ 
. 1 ^ u        ' and eVery tractor was dovm except one.  All equip- 

ment had been run at "General Quarters" precedence since its arrivll and 
now the lack of repair facilities was showing drastically.  Therefore 

-rro^er^S'1516' SimUltaneOUS^ with 0^ construction, the piec^ 

By the beginning of May, the overhaul had progressed to a point where 
garage personnel could start to finish off the interior of the garage 
Benches were built, parts boxes opened, parts sorted and stored where' 
easily accessible and accountable.  Parts were inventoried and a system 
for recording was established.  A monorail was installed overhead in 
the garage  By the middle of May, the garage was ready to start work 
on snow and ice runway equipment.  It is estimated that four to five hours 
was spent on equipment repair, modifications and servicing for one hour 

ZLTiT*  K0"^   the COnstruction site.  The effect on equipment, as 
predicted by those concerned, was disastrous.  By the time Deep Freeze II 
forces arrived in the antarctic in October 1956, the equipment'was worn 
out.  By bnnging in additional equipment the mission was completed 
but only by the untiring efforts of the men involved. 
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led iTlJi  t:he1
faCtors that are considered of primary importance which 

led to this unpleasant situation include:  shortage of manpower- defi- 

repe:ireSfac0 li?ierr\inC/Udin8 —^^ P^««; in^f^i^cfof lll^,   facilities; lack of proper parts data to enable mechanics to 

ableV^nd'the' TT ^ CrOSS reference *<*  P-ts numbers'as avail- aoiej, and the short construction period. 

Shortage of Manpower 

The manpower situation was a realistic problem.  When the winterinE 

as noSI
ahlSe;ered'Kit WaS realiZed that as many -chanics and d^ive^8 as possible had to be retained consistent with the demands of other 

w reSre
0t:in0 d'^ln^iitr  ^^^ ^  ^^nics and fo^drivers were retained.  In addition, one aviation electrician was retained ner 

and rJTee\t0  dOUble UP aS an eXtra ^^e  hand.  One machinist mate 
and bne machinery repairman helped to fill out the earaee staff   T^ 
peak periods a cook put in time in the garage. aLSting InU'er^l 

repair tlTt^LTt    T^t™ ****  ^  ClOSely allied t0 'he ^l™™ repair  the three steelworkers were placed under the garage organization 

-sig^fd t^Iintr^H alSO aSSiSted 8reatly-  The f°Ur Kiver
8s i:^1  ' 

uMlf^H   malntaln their own equipment insofar as possible, and were 
utilized in runway construction.  Since work was continued on a 24-hour 
basis most of the time, the above personnel were spread very thin 

Because of so few drivers, weasels were operated by every person in 
camp, which resulted in more rapid deterioration.  Gradually most of 

weLeirT^Vn-CamP beCame Proficie^ drivers of tractorsTwell as 
weasels, but having many operators is always hard on equipment. 

Insufficiency of Equipment 

The equipment would have been ample if the D2 tractors h^  h^i^ 
under the working conditions encountered.  The D8 the S's and^n nH, 
equipment held their own in good form.  The Da'a^ere Ju^t t^U^t for 

and he'DS d^dlor: ^H116 ^ *'*  ^ the brUnt 0f a11 w-k -'camp" and the D8 did 90/o of the work on runway construction.  The D2<s  fell 
to pieces during off-loading.  Afterwards they were suitable for lieht 
work around camp and at the runway.  If the standard D4's had been ob- 
tained by Deep Freeze II forces as requested by McMurdo the problem of 
transportation would have been much simpler after 15 OctoberP1956   SL 
weasels proved to be the only dependable personnel carrier for this 

rocks  r6  ^ VehiCle mUSt SUrViVe eVery edition imaginable-dJrt rocks, ice and snow.  No other vehicle could have done this job. 

.-h. In   I* eXt*emfy  d^btful if more could have been done to conserve 
the equipment under the conditions that existed.  The men at the SLe 
have been commended more than once for their untiring efforts  WUh 
additional repair facilities, the picture would have'changed considerably 
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It 1. hoped that the .Itultl« JÜ "t'r^t^I.u"1 u'u'^L'^" 

drivers when it could h-%«!       although servicing was done by the 

tenance facilities are available. re 800d maln- 

Recorranendat ion 

It  is  heartily  recommended  that  additional  repair  facilltl««   a^ 

Little America 

a haSoL"deg:k!S Jhfdoo^  ^Mn^d rnel\CO"S"UCted bulld1^ ""'• TI,4- "CUK..      me doors   are hinged  from  the  top   and  open  inward 

shop-^ihrss^^-Se-Se'^^^rt^r^t-^L-hr- 
!£?*!•     rf"

aS  US<äd  a8 "  bat"ry  Sh0■■■   "O  ^ other ™";"; as  an office  and  storage  space  for  the portable Her™, Nelson heater      ?he 

=::;:t"fiXtl^i-L%^^ 

quired from the Herman Nelson heater. 

no  ™e SarT WaS n0t large enOUgh to accommodate the Caterpillar LGP 
D8 tractor; however, the building was extended by using timbers  Lbll 

" the'DS^racr^H"3016 ^ WaS ^™^^  outside8 of the ^"ge 
on the D8 tractor by using a tarpaulin, a Herman Nelson heater  and a 
el::tliZ iTs'ii^i ii^T a"a—•a a"'""8 :S"a -' 
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South Pole 

The tools delivered to the Pole Station by the construction party 
were gathered at McMurdo with the idea that all tools would be left 
there upon evacuation of the construction personnel.  Additional tools 
for maintenance were requested, primarily shop tools, and were delivered 
late in January or February 1957.  There are no shops as such at the 
Pole Station, only a large area in the power house and garage which must 
serve for equipment storage and any other shop work desired. 

STARTING AIDS 

Stewart Warner Coolant Heaters (Model 939A) 

The South Wind 939A was ineffective at McMurdo as it did not warm 
the oil.  At Little America, the effectiveness of the coolant heater was 
found to vary with the wind conditions, the type of motor oil, and the 
piece of equipment involved.  With no winds and 9170 oil in the crank- 
case, the heater was effective in a weasel to -20 F; in a Sno-Cat to 
-3D F, and in a D8 tractor to -45 F.  Using sub-zero oil in lieu of 
9170, the heater was effective in a weasel and a D2 tractor to -50 F; 
and to -55 F in an HT-4 traxcav»ator.  "Experiments in -56 F have proven 
the 939A coolant heater to be inadequate in furnishing enough heat to 
properly heat engine oil.  Tests have lasted as long as 10 hours and 
then stand-by heat was necessary to heat engine oil to a temperature where 
it would drip off the dip stick."19 

Kim Hotstarts 

They are a fine attachment and do a lot of good on small engines, 
but in extreme cold weather the electric cord is as brittle as glass 
and the rubber insulation breaks off the wire.  It is believed some kind 
of cloth would be better insulation.  Kim Hotstarts required electrical 
power which was not available at the McMurdo runway, or on the ice.  When 
the tractors were near the garage, the electric heater was used and 
proved effective. 

At Little America, Kim Hotstarts were unsatisfactory for the D8 
tractor in that the Btu output did not appear large enough for the size 
of the engine.  This piece of winterization was tried leaving the Kim 
Hotstart plugged in for 16 hours at approximately -50 F; this failed to 
maintain the heat present at the time of securing the piece of equipment. 
They were not satisfactory in the M29 weasels, D2 tractor or HT-4 
traxcavator, as the heat transfer was not sufficient to preheat the coolant, 
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Ether Primers 

At McMurdo ether dischargers deteriorated the rubber or neoprene 
seals and the cold weather made them brittle; small pieces would break 
off and clog the discharger.  When personnel unscrewed the cap on the 
discharger, the ether would sometimes spray Into the operator's eyes. 
"Most copper tubing vibrated off after two months operation.  Believe 
steel tubing and solid mounts required on cabs and engine covers to give 
satisfactory job."5  Ether primers were not required at Little America 
to start the D2 tractor or the HT-4 traxcavator, provided the engine was 
properly preheated.  They were not used on the weasels. 

POLAR FIELD REPAIR KIT 

The Polar Field Repair Kit; is a 1200-cublc-foot portable repair shop 
with a van-type body mounted on a toboggan sled.  This portable repair 
shop was designed by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Huenemo, 
California, and was equipped with a 20-kw generator, hand and power tools, 
and necessary welding equipment.  A windbreak was fabricated from dunnage. 
This offered some protection and comfort to the mechanic working on 
equipment. 

The repair kit was among the first pieces of equipment to be off- 
loaded on the ice and was put into operation immediately.  During the 
first phase of the ships unloading operation, the repair shop was located 
a quarter of a mile from shipslde; communications with the ships was 
made by radio.  Two 12-hour shifts were established with the senior 
mechanic in charge of each shift.  After each piece was unloaded, it 
was checked and serviced before being put into operation.  Typical ex- 
amples of some of the various jobs accomplished working from the portable 
shop were:  installation of bulldozer blades, catwalks, 20-foot booms 
on D8 tractors and the assembly and services of other types of equipment. 
The only failure of this unit was the failure of the automatic control 
panel (voltage regulator) of the 20-kw General Motors 371 diesel genera- 
tor.  A replacement unit was ordered.  The repair kit was later incorp- 
orated as an annex to the garage.  "The Polar Field Repair Kit was the 
backbone of maintenance.  The only major trouble was with the controller 
for the generator."5 

SPARE PARTS 

It was felt that if the spares were shipped in a unit, such as a 
spare parts van, it would save time and material.  This was part of the 
recommendations to BuDocks. 
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MATERIALS PERFORMANCE 

Rubber 

ThP Sfüilfi
0"^ Jattery cables cracked in relatively warm temperatures. 

The necessity to change batteries often in cold weather makes this an 
important failure.  Hydraulic hoses failed excessively at -40 F and lower 

in ti/loio^L^nn^^11086' SPec MIL-H-5511.  Seepage was evident 
in the 3000 and 10,000-gallon rubber POL tanks, exposed all winter and 
constantly inflated and deflated.  The rubber hose of bulk fuel systems 
held up satisfactorily.  Fifty-gallon rubber tanks became hard as con- 
crete when subjected to low temperatures.  No adverse effects to the 
containers were noticeable after thawing out. 

Other Materials 

Pipe valves (gate) froze up and broke extremely easilv.  Measures 
must be taken to keep the valves from freezing. 

Canvas products caused no trouble at the low temperatures, althouRh 
roof tarps became excessively stiff during installation. 

The landplaner, roller frames and drag towing gear showed evidence 
of excessive failures during the cold weather.  The failures appeared 
as brittle fatigue-type failures.  Metal chains on the 20-ton sleds 
became brittle and broke easily in low temperatures. 

Every D2 track frame had cracked and had been welded by the end of 
the year.  This appeared to be a case of design rather than material 
failure although cold weather could have had something to do with it. 
Extreme vibrations in over-the-ice work is hard on equipment. 

Linoleum became very hard and brittle and could not be used until 
thoroughly thawed out. 

Special attention must be paid to annealing welds, preheating 
terial, and cooling slowly in cold weather.  Welders should have 

special training prior to departure to cold-weather areas. 
ma 

Aluminum nails were not satisfactory for work in the cold. They 
are too soft and ductile for driving. Many nails were wasted due to 
excessive bending.  Steel nails are recommended. 

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION 

"There was quite a bit of trouble with the radio suppression at 
McMurdo.  A lot of the suppression equipment broke down and burned out. 
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When the filter choke in the voltage regulator of a tractor would burn 
up it would cause the ammeter to burn out and leave the circuit between 
the battery and the generator open.  Thus the battery got no charge and 
went dead.  If this suppression is as important as it is stated the 
men will have to be trained for it and given the equipment to do the 
Job.  As it was, a lot of money was spent to suppress all our equipment 
and we had to remove most of it."7 

"In the weasels, the RIS gear constantly grounds out, burning out 
the voltage regulators, etc."5 
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Section XV 

SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH PROGRAM 

IGY STUDIES 

The International Geophysical Year officially commenced on 1 July 
1957, with the IGY personnel conducting studies in the following fields 
of science:« 

Aurora and air-glow sky observation and photography to record auroral 
phenomena and meteors. - All Stations 

Biology - Wflkes Station 

Cartography - Wllkes and Ellsworth Stations 

Cosmic Rays - Wllkes Station 

Geomagnetism - Surface observation to provide data regarding temporal 
changes in the magnetic field of the earth. - All Stations 

Glaclology - The study of antarctic ice sheet. - All Stations 

Gravity - Little America and Wllkes Station 

Ionospheric Physics - All Stations 

Meteorology - Gathering weather data. - All Stations 

Micrometeorology - The study of meteorological factors close to the 
surface of the snow. - All Stations 

Oceanography - The study of ocean water temperatures, salinity, and 
tides. - Little America 

Physiology - The study of human acclimatization to cold. - Little 
America and Byrd Station 

■VReports on McMurdo and the Ellsworth Station do not contain complete 
information on the disciplines studies at these bases. 
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Seismology - Obtaining data on the thickness of the Ross Ice Shelf 
and depth of water underneath. - All Stations 

Zoology - Wilkes Station 

Byrd 

In the Spring a traverse party departed from the Byrd Station to 
study the geological and other related phenomena around Marie Byrd Land. 

South Pole 

During Deep Freeze II there were nine IGY scientific personnel at 
the South Pole Station.  A deep pit,, combined with the snow mine, was 
used for surface and deep glaciological studies.  The spectograph and 
all-sky camera employed in aurora and air-glow studies gave considerable 
trouble. 

Wilkes 

In order to extend the meteorological and glaciological programs, a 
small icecap station was erected 50 miles Inland from Wilkes.  This was 
erected in early April 1957 and manned all year long.  Routine weather 
observations were made there and the glaciology deep pit was dug there 
during the winter.  The station consisted of one 16-foot Jamesway section 
and adjacent snow tunnels and storage areas. 

El Isworth 

A traverse party departed on 28 October 1957 for the interior of 
Edith Ronne Land.  This party continued until 16 January 1958, when they 
had to abandon Sno-Cats about 250 miles southwest of the station in order 
to be flown back to the station to board ships departing the following 
day. 

NAVIGATION AND SURVEYING 

McMurdo 

During the construction period, December 1955 through March 1956, a 
group of surveyors of the U. S. Navy Hydrographie Office were located at 
Hut Point.  They established a basic triangulation net for the area 
immediately surrounding the air facility establishment, and took contin- 
uous solar observations to establish the positions of the net.  The re- 
sults of this work are published in the report of the Hydrographie Office 
for Deep Freeze 1.  A Navy surveyor worked in close conjunction with the 
Hydrographie Office representative. 

€ 
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During the winter months, celestial stellar observations were made 
by the construction officer to verify the solar observations taken during 
the summer.  Wild T-2 and T-3 theodolites were used for this work. The 
position of a point midway between buildings #2 and #3, and 20 feet from 
the front of these buildings, was computed graphically as being JJOSQ.SJ'S 
and \6603S.S'E. 

The runway direction was also determined celestially, as the inaccu- 
racies of the magnetic compass are so great in this area (the horizontal 
component of the magnetic force Is weak and the dip is so great that the 
compass Is difficult to use accurately at McMurdo). The direction of the 
center line of the Ice runway was found to be 26^.5° - 84.5° True. 

Grid navigation is used a great deal due to the rapid convergence of 
meridians at this latitude.  The grid system arbitrarily designates the 
directions of the prime meridian as North and South, the north end being 
toward Greenwich.  Parallel and perpendicular lines are then drawn with 
respect to the Prime meridian.  (Refer to Chapter XVIII of Dutton's 
"Navigational and Nautical Astronomy.")  A person's grid heading Is al- 
ways his true heading plus his easterly longitude or minus his westerly 
longitude.  In this manner, since the runway longitude Is ]6So30,E,   the 
grid directions are:  264.5° + 166.5° = 431.0° - 360° = 71.0° arid, and 
84.5° + 166.5° = 251.0° grid. 

South Pole 

Polar Navigation 

Method.  Due to the unique location of the South Pole Station, a 
singular method of, navigation was able to be used for precisely locating 
the Pole Itself. This method Is outlined In Dutton's "Navigational and 
Nautical Astronomy," Chapter XVI I I entitled "Polar Navigators," Section 
1805.  The method Is accurate as long as the observer Is within 2 degrees 
of the Pole.  The basis of the method Is the principle that the declin- 
ation of any body and the altitude of that body are the same when an 
observer Is at either Pole, Inasmuch as the planes of the celestial equator 
and the planes of the horizons at either Pole coincide (are parallel). 
If the assumed position (AP) of the observer is chosen as the Pole, 
azimuth becomes Greenwich Hour Angle (GHA).  H,.. the computed altitude, 
^-a«  U«  «.™t,„_  Jt ..1..  r ..L-  J__«._-^.__  .  .r      ,. -  ' 

the can be taken directly from the declination tables for any GHA. H0> ... 
observed altitude, can be obtained by applying corrections to the Hs> 
instrument altitude.  Thereafter, the line of position Is plotted as any 
other sight Is plotted, depending on the relative sizes of H0 and Hc, 
to determine If actual position Is toward or away from the observed body. 
Figure 1805C of the reference shows a simple two-observation fix. 
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Declination. The declination for the sun, the only body visable 
Uhe moon could be seen very rarely, and never could be used), is given 
In the Nautical Almanac to 0.1-minute (600 feet).  This Is not accurate 
enough for precision work.  Since no other tables were available, the 
tables from the Nautical Almanac were plotted to a large scale and a 
smooth curve was drawn through the plot.  In this manner, declinations 
were est.mated to 0.01-mlnute (60-foot) accuracy.  The T-3 sights were 
then reduced to the same accuracy. 

Time Considerations.  Since the declination of the sun changes very 
slowly over a period of time and since the altitude equals the declinations, 
the observed altitude changes very slowly, and precision time is not im- 
portant in computing H9, the computed altitude.  Time is important only   •■ 
for computing azimuth (equal to GHA) .  In taking twelve observations, the 
time was observed in starting and In ending, and the average time was used 
tor the computations.  A matter of 5 minutes has very little effect on 
altitude observations. 

Corrections.  When pinpointing a location within a self-Imposed 0.25- 
mlle limitation, the correction for temperature and barometric pressure 
must be applied, especially if they vary greatly over a 24-hour period. 
The temperatures during which observations were taken at the South Pole 
varied between -35 F and +5 F.  The normal barometric pressures were 
about 20.5 inches of mercury.  The corrections for this unusual set of 
circumstances were quite large and of questionable accuracy.  They are 
given in the K & E Solar Ephemerus to 0.01-minute.  This imposes a lim- 
itation to the accuracy of the reading when the T-3 Wild theodolite used 
reads to 0.1-second (10 feet) and estimates to 0.01-second (I foot). 
More accurate tables would have been welcomed to correspond with the 
accuracy of the instrument used. 

The best method of obtaining accuracy in making an observation, es- 
pecially when the characteristics of an instrument are not known, is to 
take an upper limb and a lower limb observation, then dip and reverse the 
scope and take another set of upper and lower limb observations.  The 
average of these four shots will eliminate the instrument error and the 
corrections for semi-diameter.  The only corrections to be applied then 
are for parallax and refraction, the latter being further corrected for 
temperature and altitude.  The shot should be taken every three hours 
for 2k  hours so that an eight-sided polygon formed of LOPs will result 
The actual method used at the Pole was to make twelve simultaneous ob- 
servations of the sun's lower limb and take the average.  The Instrument 
error was known to be about 0.25-mInute , an error of magnitude of approx- 
imately equal but opposite sign to an error experienced In the refraction 
table corrections.  Since instrument errors are constant and cancel out 
when round-the-clock observations are made, and since the correction for 
semi-diameter Is almost constant for any short period of time (one to 
two days) and cancels out when round-the-clock observations are made, the 
method was not too Inexact under the circumstances. 
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-.J^i «ere taken over a period of three days; a six-sided polygon 
resulted, and located the actual Pole approximately 0.2 mile from the 
Koie Station camp.  This determination represented a total of 72 obser- 
vations.  The position will be checked by stellar observations this win- 
ter.  Above all, with corrections being so important, 2^-hour round-the- 
clock observations are required.  An excellent plotting sheet for field 
work and for final computation for this particular case was found to be 
a standard maneuvering board sheet. 

The unknown error in all of the Pole Station computations was that 
of gravity irregularities, a scale of which was impossible to obtain. 
It was assumed that the horizontal plane indicated by the bubbles of the 
theodolite was true horizontal.  This error is not eliminated by 2if-hoUr 
observations and its effect might be considerable, depending on the nature 
of the geological structure beneath the plateau. 

At the Pole itself, grid directions are simple to use, as the GHA of 
the sun gives a constant reference to grid direction (or meridian).  At 
any other South Polar area the following formulae are used to convert 
Grid Direction  G) to or from True Direction (T), knowing the East or 
West Longitude (XE and XW): 

G = T X W 

G = T + X E 

T = G + X W 

T = G - X E 

By choosing any spot, say point A at 1350E longitude, true bearinq 
south, the grid bearing is: 

G = T + XE 

G = 180O + 1350 = 3)5 

Point B, 1350W longitude with heading due west, true, results In: 

G = T -XW 

G = 270O - I350 = 1350 

Notice that these signs differ from those given in Dutton, which are used 
for the North Polar area.  Another system, almost identical, was used at 
the Pole to designate direction:  This merely stated direction in terms 
of true meridian (e.g., wind is out of the 130oE, the train ran from 
1Z50W, etc.). 
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Precautions 

1eftWinnthr^ '? 'n T^'   ^   instrumen^ ^t be delubricated and 
left in the cold at all times.  A change in temperatures, as when the 

cZlZT'^^T^   ind00rS' CaUSeS cond^tion and troublfbevond 
compare.  A stiff mstrument at -35 F is impossible to use with accuracy 

as a0thLdorrSa-|0K f0rmS }nSide an instr--t built with Üch" "tsUn as a theodolite, it becomes stiff. 

Surveying or navigating in the extreme cold is perhaps the coldest 

anS to^reCent'.t6"-- * ^ fl^ ^ neCeSSary t0 ^'"^ the instrument 
?ace Ts c^mnn  ^rn,n? 0f

u
fi"9erS on the co,d metal.  Frostbite on the 

race is common when making high-altitude observations, as the face in- 

thls^ oLtOUC^S T6 ^rt 0f 1:he lnstrument (a prism is recommended for 
keeo fro^K  ^  C,?a?'no,s' 9,ued to all adjustment knobs, will help 
n?X ^   * ?? t0 t  mfnimum-  P,astic knobs would help. When taking 
K™     ,5*IU: observations, batteries illuminating the scales soon 
become powerless in the cold.  Two battery boxes are suggested, one aN 

c^ in:i??vw^d whi,e thKe o;her is bein9 used- Moist-e ^ ^ s «.th 
mu^t brliL    rf5 ?? the lenSeS' CausJn9 further distractions.  Care 
onto JL a e? continually to prevent breath from being exhaled directly 
cn5S ^\,KSrUment:  'f the ?nstrument has been kept inside, let it 
cold-soak before us ng it, as the differential contractions will cause 

?ema   TntTZ^^t    ? ref}^S-      lf Possible, let the time and note keeper 
but wh. ^h  .    V'V     tent 0r bui,ding) ^ere he can hear the observer, but where he is relatively warm. • vd , 

Wilkes 

Surveying 

flr.rVT'^'?9 ^ W!,keS "" be dlvided into five operations.  The first of these involved erecting a system of cairns in the area to the 

immediate  camp area. Last was the establishment of three cairns and the 
begmning of transit work on Midgley Island.  The work was done by person- 
nel without previous surveying experience and largely under adverse con- 
ditions. 

The erection of the cairn system was started from Wilkes Station and 
extended to the north end of the Windmill group.  The astronomical station 
established by R. J. Berkley, and the two large rock cairns erected by 
Dr. Trassier of the Hydrographie Office during the summer.of 1956-57 were 

•Se? ÜV^ S^t!n9 ?0intS f0r the SYStem which' when finally completed, 
included 12 add.t.onal rock cairns.  The transit was set up over each 
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cairn and angles were measured between as many other cairns and prominent 
features as possible within the available time.  Photographic panoramas 
were taken from 10 points to cover the area of the survey. A base line 
of about ^000 feet was measured by a combination of tape measurements 
and stadia shots over open water, another of about 900 feet made by 
taping between two cairns, and a last one of a thousand feet made by 
taping between two temporary markers set up on the sea ice.  As many 
intercairn distances were calculated as possible from the available 
measured angles, and the system was plotted to a scale of 2000 feet to 
the Inch.  At this scale there was no discernible error of closure after 
Inconsistent angle measurements had been deleted.  Stadia rod sights to 
the sea Ice from a number of these cairns were taken and the vertical 
angles between most of the more closely grouped cairns were measured 
for the purpose of approximately determining elevations.  A rough map 
of the shore line of the area was drawn from the trlangulation net and 
the panoramas. 

For the determination of the ice cliff configuration from the north 
end of the Windmill Island group to Cape Folger, a system of removable 
markers was used.  These were set out on the sea ice adjacent to the ice 
cliffs and located with the transit from the end of the cairn system. 
At approximately half the distance to Cape Folger a temporary base line 
of about 1/2 mile was set out for use in extending the work to Cape Fol- 
ger.  From each of these temporary markers, stadia distances to the bot- 
tom of the Ice cliff front and vertical angles to the top of the cliffs 
were taken. 

The survey of the Balaena Islets was considerably limited by the 
time and consisted of two solar altitudes taken on different days and 
two solar azimuths plus rough transit work from the two cairns erected 
there by the Australians. 

The work on KIdgely Island was limited by bad weather and the fact 
that the access to the Island ended shortly after the work began.  The 
Midgley site has many advantages as a focal point for future work.  Wilkes 
Station proper is clearly visible from there as is the area to the South. 
The hill on the Island is fairly high and Frazier Island is easily seen. 
Also the area Immediately adjacent to the Island Is not too accurately 
described by present maps.  Three cairns were erected on the sum-nits of 
the island's hills, a few angles were measured, and the distance between 
two of the cairns was measured by stadia rod. 

It is felt that with slight additional work the mapping of the entire 
Windmill Island group can be completed with map quality as good or better 
than available maps on the southern portion.  Helicopter photos of this 
unmapped area would be of great value.  Both the positionestabl ished by 
Mr. Berkley and that established by the Russians In the area between 
Bailey and Mitchell Islands seem to indicate that the maps of this region 
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are based on a  questionable  astro  fix.      It   is  felt  that   this  should be 
corrected.    The  available maps  of  the   islands are   in  general   excellent 
and highly accurate  but   could  be  greatly   improved  by a  systematic attempt 
to remove  the  errors  which   resulted  from  difficulties   in  photo   interpre- 
tation.      The biggest   deficiency   in  the work done   this  year   is   believed   to 
be the   lack of  a definite  tie-in of  this  year's  work with  the  other maps; 
this will,   if  possible,   be  corrected before  the  end of   this  year's oper- 
ations. 

GEOLOGY   AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The Hut   Point  Region -  McMurdo Sound-v 

McMurdo Sound  base   is   sited  between   Hut  Point   and  Observation  Hill. 
This area   lies   on  the  southwestern  extremity of   an 8-mile-long   ridge 
extending  from   the   foot  of   Mount  Erebus.     The southeastern slope of  this 
ridge   Is   for   the most  part   covered  by  a   2-mile-wide Highland   Icesheet 
sloping   down  to   the  Ross   Ice   Shelf.     The  crest  of  the  ridge   Is   surmounted 
by a chain of   ten  extinct  volcanic  cones  which   rise  to  a maximum altitude 
of 1400    feet.      Part   of   the  steeper   northwestern   slope  of  the  ridge,   to- 
gether   with  the  slopes  about   the  projected  camp   site,   are snow-free   in 
the summer. 

Geology 

All     rock  types  mentioned  have,   as   yet,   been   classified   In   the hand 
specimen   only.     The   rocks  of   the  Hut   Point  area   are all    igneous  with  the 
exception of  small   pebbles   of  biotite  granite and  gneiss   which  occur 
sporadically   In  superficial   deposits.     Their occurrence  on  the   summits 
of unmod If led   cinder   cones   and  the  absence of  larger  eratics   in   this 
locality   denies   a  glacial   origin.     Debenham describes   them as   being wind- 
blown,    but  there   Is   no apparent   sorting or  removal   of  the  finer   local 
tuff.      An origin  as   fragments   of  basement   rock   Is   possible,   caught  up 
and ejected with  the   scoria,   but   granite   inclusion have  not  been  found 
in any   local   volcanic  rock.      Feldspar   inclusions   as  aggregates   do occur, 
however - 

The   earliest   eruptives   appear   to have  been a   series   of basic   flows 
of early   or pre-Pleistocene   age.     This   series would   include  the   fine 
grained    Olivine   basalt  of  Hut   Point   itself  and  the vesicular   basaltic 
basement   of  the   camp   site as   a   late  differentiate.     The   dissected 
hornblende  trachyte   cone of   Observation   Hill  was   built   up of  steeply 
dipping    flows,   possibly  together  with   the  plug  breccia  of   Castel   Rock. 

From  a   report   by  Mr.   B.   M.   Gunn  of  the   University of  Otago,   New Zealand 
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These earlier rocks show signs of extensive glacial erosion In the 
horn-like shape of Observation Hill, the U valley between It and Crater 
Hill, the mamml1lated outline of Hut Point and the flattened to gently 
rounded crest of the ridge as a whole.  The angular outline of the Castle 
Rock breccia plug can only be ascribed to laterlal erosion by Ice moving 
from S. E. to N. W., with later sapping at the foot of the S. E. wall by 
the present Ice sheet. 

A recent acidic phase has given rise to the chain of ten cinder and 
scorlc cones which surmount the ridge.  A final explosive phase, apparent- 
ly from local craters, has left a veneer of unconsolIdated scoria and 
lappllll tuff over the greater part of the Hut Point area. These scor- 
laceous fragments contain large crystals of horneblends and pure nodules 
of ollvlne up to 8 centimeters In diameter.  Flattened lava blebs and 
striated bombs on the flanks of Crater Hill Indicate the recentness of 
this phase.  Crater Hill Is also cut by radial trachytlc dykes.  The 
linear arrangement of the cones suggests  they are sited along a struc- 
tural rift of the type seen In Mt. Morning, Minna Bluff, and the Black 
and Brown Islands. 

Physiography 

The secondary processes bringing about the evolution of a landscape 
resemble those of a tropical desert. Annual precipitation estimated at 
18 centimeters, vegetation limited to lichens and algae, strong winds, 
and great annual temperature changes all have desert affinities. These 
effects are strongly modified by the permafrost. Soli profiles were 
Inspected by digging and dynamiting the permafrost at the camp site. A 
typical profile on a ridge was as follows: 

1. A thin, superficial lag gravel. 

2. Thirty to kO  centimeters of yellow to brown tuffaceous material, 
unsorted, and ranging In size from 50-centIi.ieter-diameter bombs and an- 
gular basaltic fragments, to sand, silt and clay. A settling sample 
showed a 5-percent clay fraction. 

3. Twenty-five centimeters of dark grey, gritty, finely comminuted 
skeletal "soil." 

The top of the permafrost was usually In this layer, forming a plane 
surface parallel to the ground surface.  The water content of one tested 
sample was 18 percent.  Fine velnlets of ice were present.  In the lower 
parts of this layer, the rock structure was preserved with ollvlne crystals 
In place, but disintegrated on warming in the sun.  About 8 centimeters 
of vesicular basalt contained ice on the vesical but retained its solid 
structure.  The bedrock of vesicular olivine basalt was ice-free.  In 
these zones of shallow permafrost, a polygonal surface was either absent 
or poorly developed in polygons of more than 10 millimeters in diameter. 
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The profile of   below-surface  depressions  was  of  a  different  pattern: 

satu^teS^^Hn^uL^^0  '0  —'—  of  fragmentary ejecta was 

centLtlr^ wtrIndSof'unkno"5, '"  I?  ^ mater,a, '      ,ce wed9«  ^ 
rock was  not    eached  at  a  d^h   T**  *"* depth were «"countered.     Bed- 

finer,  due  to Inwa^i       by^Uw^ er^d^h-   KThe;,S?M,,   tended   t0 be 

were more   deeply   incised       Thlv . ' the  bounda>-ies   of the  polygons 

no concantratlon of  coarser lUHri^i, I  * 5pr'n9 Period.     There was 
could not  be .xplelnerbv acclden -    flo"?.the P°'1'90,, boundaries   that 
crevices,   and some  r^eovL  ^f  f' «OPP   ing of fragments   Into the 

po,ygon ihaneedT:  ^clLVtl^T^rl,^'' '**»""* "' * 

Recent  Glacial   Action 

as on I™ H * ^nd "2^' ^^'^ ^'^ Permanent *™ Peches, 
Frost riving, exfoMation and mOV,ement, fnd eros ion is taking place. ' 
surfaces.      ^   eXfoMatio^   and   ^k   spalling  are  active  on  ail   exposed 
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